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IxrROnuCTIoN

This dissertation is about intrasentential NP anaphora phenomenL and their proper
treatment in generative grafirmar. It is, therefore, a dissertation about Binding Theory

[BT], the subtheory of grzrrnmar which, since Chomsky (1981), is concerned with NP
anaphora. Theoretically, the dissertation supports three major general claims:

(1) following most post-Knowledge of Language work on BT, it will argue that the

distribution of anaphoric forms is determined by their intrinsic morphosyntactic
constitution - their specification for features like number, gender, and so on - in
interaction with conditions not primitively concerned with NP anaphora (cf. Pica 7987,
Cole et alii 1991,1994, Reinhart & Reuland 1991,1993, among many others);

(2) following Reinlrart & Reuland's proposals, it will also be argued that Chain Theory,

which govems movement relations, plays a major role in the determination of the
properties of anaphoric relations as well (cf. R&R 1992,1993, 1995);

(3) and, finally, adopting one of the crucial insights of Optimality Theory and Burzio's
work on anaphora" it will be argued that constraints on anaphoric relations are violable
(cf, Prince & Smolensky 1992, McCarthy & Prince 1993, Burzio 1989, 7992,1995);
in particular, it will be shown that constraint violability is crucial for a proper
understanding of the way Chain Theory applies to anaphoric relations.

Empirically, this dissertation investigates a large range of phenomen4 which include:
(i) patterns of anaphora in Brazilian Portuguese involving the expression a gente, which
literally means 'the people', but is interpreted as a lst person plural expression; (ii) local
binding of pronouns in PPs in Brazilian Portuguese and English; (iii) the so-called
'logophoric' occurrences of reflexives in English; (w) patterns of anaphora triggered by
antecedents like 'nobody', 'everybody' and 'who' in Brazilian Portuguese; (v) oCase-

mismatching' effects with free relatives and quirky subjects, and their relation to NP
anaphora; (vi) the distribution of the anaphors etymologically related to the Indo-Eruopean
stem *sw-, called SE forms (which include Dutch zich, German sich Portuguese selsi,
Russian sebja, among others), and (vii) the conelation between the distibution of SE
forms and the distribution of pronouns.

On the basis of these and orher phenomena, a highly modular version of BT will be
proposed in which at least three autonomous components play major roles: (i) Chain
Theory (cf, (2) above), (ii) the Theory of Indexing, that is, the theory concerned with the
assignment of interpretations to NPs, and (iii) Reflexivity Theory, which is concerned
with the linguistic expression of reflexive predicates, In the framework for BT to be

developed below, the conditions belonging to these 'modules' are universal, and interact



I. ffirou*',. ,.r. (3)), and anaphoric forms are

chosen on the basis of relative best-formedness, rather than absolute well-formedness,
with respect to the set of universal constraints. Finally, crosslinguistic variation in the
distribution of pronouns and anaphors is mainly derived from their intrinsic lexical
properties (cf. (1) above), and no reference is made to extrinsic sources of variation, like
domain parameters (as in Manzini & Wexler 1987 and others) and constraint ranking (as

in Optimality Theory).
Except for chapter l, which provides some of the theoretical and empirical

background for rest of the dissertation, all other chapters center around some core
phenomena. In chapter 2,I mainly discuss the pattems of anaphora involving the BP
expression a gente, which I refer to as 'lst person plural anaphora in BP'; in chapter 3,

binding into PPs in BP and English, and the so-called 'logophoric reflexives' in English;
in chapter 4, the major thrust is on the locality of SE forms and its relation with the
di stoibution of pronouns.

The dissertation has, on the other hand, an underlying logical structure which does not
correspond precisely to its division in chapters. From this perspective, it can be conceived
as the gradual building up of a specific framework for BT embodying the claims in (1) to
(3) above. The first step in this building up is a brief historical review of the developments
on the study of NP anaphora starting from Chomsky's first formulation of BT (Chomsky
1981). This brief review, which covers sections 1.3 to 1.5, has the purpose of presenting
and exempliffing the basic conceptual guidelines that underlie not only most of the efforts
of the post-Knowledge of Language age, but also the analyses to be provided in this
dissertation. These conceptual guidelines are two (cf. (1) above):

(4) a. the conditions that apply to anaphoric relations should, in principle, be motivated
independently ofNP anaphora;

b. the distribution of anaphoric forms should be a function of their lexical properties,
which should be established independently of anaphoric classification of the form;

Thus, the properties of an NP which are relevant for BT should be something like its
specification for number, gender, etc., which can be established independently of the NP's
being an anaphor or a pronoun.

As we will see in chapter l, much of the recent work on BT has argued for (4a,b)

above on the basis of the behavior of the so-called long-distance anaphors. Yet, I will
show in section 1.6 that available analyses of such anaphors are inadequate, which might
put in risk the program embodied in (aa,b). On the other hand, I will also show in section
1.6 that the crosslingurstic distribution of SE forms indicates that the notion of 'barrier',
that is, the notion of locality relevant to movement chains, is also relevant for anaphoric
dependencies. This is consistent with (4b), and provides a first argument to pursue R&R's
claim that Chain Theory applies somehow to anaphoric dependencies (cf. (2) above).
Eventually, I will develop a theory for SE anaphors, based on R&R's, which is fully
consistent with both (aa) and (ab).

The next main step in the logical structure of the dissertation is to provide additional
support for Reinhart & Reuland's [R&R] approach to binding, and, in particular, for their
proposal to extend Chain Theory to anaphoric relations. This step covers chapter 2 and the
first half of chapter 3. In chapter 2,I show that lst person plural anaphora in Brazilian
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Portuguese supports an agreement condition that applies to anaphoric dependencies

satisffing the definition of chains. In the first half of chapter 3, I show that the pattem of
variation that distinguishes local binding of pronouns in subcategorized PPs in Brazilian
Portuguese and English is predicted by a theory which refers both to chains and to the

reflexivity of predicates (cf. sections 3.2 to 3.4), but not by one based on the standard

definitions of goveming category. Crucially, both arguments support the idea that Chain
Theory is relevant for the distribution of anaphoric forms, as claimed by R&R.

Next, I will try to show that there are reasons to believe that conditions on anaphoric

dependencies are violable. The preliminary arguments I offer for this conclusion are two.
In the second half of chapter 3, I argue that not only some properties of 'logophoric'
reflexives in English are better captured if a condition on predicate reflexivity is allowed
to be violated, but also the distribution of anaphoric forms in English locative
complements follows if such a violation interacts with violations of a condition on chains
(cf. sections 3.5 to 3.7). In the first main section of chapter 4 (section 4.2),I argue that
long-distance binding of the Brazilian Portuguese SE anaphor with antecedents like
'nobody', 'everybody', etc. is actually a result of a constraint on pronouns, whose

violation may be more 'costly' than violations of the locality requirements of SE in BP.

Both arguments support the idea that constraints on anaphoric dependencies are violable.
Finally, I end up the dissertation exploring constaint violability in the context of

Chain Theory as applied to anaphora. More specifically, I will argue that constraint
violability can solve a number of the problems which are posed by R&R's approach (cf.

sections 4.3 to 4.7).1will argue that the proper generalization behind movement fiaces and

SE anaphors is that both are forms that best satisfy the morphological economy
requirements of their specific type of chains - traces usually in an optimal way, SE

anaphors in a better way than pronouns. By the same token, I will claim that the proper
extension of the locality requirements of movement chains to anaphoric dependencies

depends on constraint violability as well: both types of dependencies are sensitive to
barriers, but anaphoric dependencies' violations of this locality requirement can be

tolerated depending on the feature content of the anaphoric forms in competition. I will
show that this provides an unexpected explanation for many of the features of the

crosslinguistic distribution of SE anaphors, and a plausible alternative solution for the
main problem faced by the BT of the post-Knowledge of Language age: the long-distance
binding of SE anaphors (cf. chapter 1, specially section 1.6).

The last chapter contains a swnmary of the main proposals and results of the

dissertation, and discusses some of the problems and issues that will have to be addressed

by future research following the guidelines of the framework to be developed here.

Before the reader moves on into this book, he should be warned about what may
look as a major gap in a dissertation that springs from the GB tradition: he might find
surprising that the dissertation seems to ignore Chomsky's recent proposals for a

'minimalist program' in the theory of syntax (cf. Chomsky 1995). There is one basic

reason for this gap. As will become clearer and clearer along the dissertation, the theory
to be developed here relies heavily on concepts like indexing, chain, barrier, predicate,

morphosyntactic specification of forms, etc. These concepts can be reasonably well-
defined within the standard GB model. It is less clear, however, how to incorporate
them into the present minimalist framework and, in particular, it is not clear at all



,I:::ffi':: *",* than terminorogicar variants or
the GB notions. The theoretical choices made in this dissertation were dictated by one

basic desideratum: to build a theory of restrictions on anaphoric dependencies which
were compatible as much as possible with the empirical generalizations uncovered by
the previous literature. To do this, it seemed to me that the best strategy was to adhere to
a framework with the same objective, like the one proposed by R&R, which is based, in
turn, on the concepts made available by the standard GB model. Hopefully, eventual
substitution of this model by a minimalist successor will, at most, require future
translation work more than empirical or conceptual reconsideration of the results
achieved here, though nothing ensures that this will be the case, of course.

Post-scriptum: It seems to me that some explanation must be given for the fact that
the present dissertation mainly discusses literature and theories which, for some, might
be considered somewhat outdated by now (the book will be publicly defended in
November 1999). Most of this dissertation has been written from September 1995 to
December 1997. Some corrections were made, specially to chapter 4, during the first
term of 1998, and the present final chapter (chapter 5), which discusses issues related to
the theory developed, could be finished only in December 1998. (The previous version
was basically a summary of the dissertation.) None of these corrections and additions
were originally intended to be updatings, but only reformulations needed to make the
book achieve the standards required by HIL. Unfortunately, they had to be made while I
was taking up my teaching duties in Brazil, which prevented me from dedicating the
time required for a quick completion of the book. This and some legal complications
resulted in a delay of almost two years: a book that might have been ready in the
beginning of 1998 will come out only in the end of 1999.I hope the reader takes this
into consideration when evaluating the lack of reference to work on BT which dates
from 1997 onwards. (SMM, May 4,1999)
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1.1 Introduction

In this chapter I provide some of the general background for the discussion of the
chapters to come. I will present the main aspects of the versions of Binding Theory [BT]
I will be comparing along the dissertation, as well as some descriptive generalizations

and theoretical assumptions I will largely take for granted in the following chapters.
In section 1.2 I introduce some basic terminological distinctions. In section 1.3 I

briefly review the main concepts of the standard BT (Chomsky 1981, 1986a) and

discuss some of its general conceptual properties, pointing at what seems to me to be the

basic difference between the standard BT and subsequent work on NP anaphora - in
the standard approach, BT is conceived as a primitive subtheory of grammar;
subsequent work on BT, on the other hand, tries to reduce it to independent modules of
granrmar. In section 1.4 I discuss one of the main lines of investigation arising under
this general directive, the LF-movement analysis of long-distance binding: I present one

of the several versions of this analysis, the one proposed by Cole & Sung (1994),
discussing some of its general aspects as well as some of the problems it has to face.

In section 1.5 I present Reinhart & Reuland's approach to local binding, which
provides the conceptual basis for most of the analyses developed in this dissertation.
R&R's approach also belongs to the post-standard BT effort of subsuming BT
phenomena under independent modules of gramm as we will see, for R&R local
binding is governed by the theories of chains and of reflexivity of predicates (cf. R&R
1991, 1992, lgg3, 1995).

In section 1.6 I present a number of descriptive generalizations concerning the

distribution of pronouns and pronominal anaphors (like Dutch zich and Portuguese selsf)
in European languages. These generalizations reveal crucial properties of long-distance
binding in these languages, ffid yet they remained unaccounted in most LF-movement
analyses of this phenomenon. I will show that the generalizations seem to correlate with
a number of properties of chains; in particular, we will see the notion of 'locality'
relevant to chains and the one for the crosslinguistic distibution of pronominal
anaphors and pronouns in European languages a.re very much alike, which suggests that
one and the same notion of 'locality' is relevant to both phenomena.
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1.2 Some Terminological Preliminaries

Strictly speaking, BT is one of the several modules of the GB model of grammar as

presented in Chomsky (1981, 1982, 1986a,b).' In this sense, BT is a specific set of
statements, including a number of grammatical principles (Conditions A, B and C) that
refer to a primitive syntactic relation, binding between argument NPs (see section 1.3

for further details). This theory, which I will call standard BT, is concerned with the
restrictions that constrain referential relotions between NPs within a sentence. That is,

standard BT tries to explain why NPs in a sentence sometimes may, sometimes may not,
have the szrme reference - why they may or may not corefer. For example, it tries to
explain why the sentence in (1a) below is unacceptable if the pronoun him and the NP
John corefer (that is, if the pronoun refers to John), and why sentence (1b) is acceptable
under the same circumstances:

(1) a. *f,John likes ftiml
b. fJohn said [Mary likes ftim]l

According to standard BT, sentence (la) is unacceptable, and (lb) acceptable, with
coreference of him and John because (la) violates Condition B of that theory, and (lb)
does not. The standard Condition B is stated roughly as follows:

(2) Condition B (Standard BT): a pronoun cannot be bound in its binding domain.

When there is a referential relation between John and him in (1a,b) 
- if they corefer -,standard BT assumes that these sentences receive syntactic representations such that: the

pronoun satisfies the definition of bound in both, but only in (la) this happens in the
pronoun's binding domain. Thus, the only syntactic representation to violate the
Condition B in (2) is the one assigned to (la), as required by the facts.

This is only one of the many theoretical explanations generative grammarians have
proposed for the contrast between (la,b) under a coreferential interpretation of John and
him. Let us briefly consider another one, provided by R&R's (1993) theory of
reflexivity of predicates, in which Condition B says (see section 1.5 below for details):

(3) Condition B (R&R 1993): a reflexive predicate must be marked for reflexivity.

Predicates are reflexive if two or more of their arguments corefer. Hence, coreference of
John ard him creates a reflexive predicate in (la), but not in (lb): only in (7a) John ail
him are arguments of the same predicate. Since coreference of John and him makes the
predicate containing them reflexive in (la), Condition B in (3) requires this predicate to
be marked for reflexivity. But, for R&R, pronouns are not markers of reflexivity, only
reflexives like himseAare. Thus, (la) is unacceptable because it has a reflexive predicate
which is not marked for reflexivity. In (1b) there is no such predicate, and the sentence
is predicted to be fine by Condition B in (3), as required.

I No attempt will be made to provide a full summary of the GB model, which will be presupposed

throughout. A brief presentation can be found in Sells (1986), and more detailed ones in textbooks such

as Radford (1988), Haegeman (1992) and Freidin (1992).
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R&R's explanation for the contrast in (1) refers to reflexivity and predicates, while
standard BT account refers to binding and binding domains. That is, strictly speaking,

R&R's theory and standard BT are different theories - they postulate different
theoretical constructs in their account of the contrast in (l) above. And, as far as such

constructs are concerned, only standard BT is a 'binding' theory properly speaking,

since only standard BT takes the relation of binding as the primitive relation to be

constrained. In R&R's theory, the primitive relation constrained by Condition B is
predicate reflexivity - coreference among co-arguments -, not binding.

Yet, R&R's and standard BT have essentially the same empirical domain - both are

intended to explain the restrictions referential relations between NPs are subject to in the

domain of a sentence. That is, they are theories about the same facts, and, in a more
general sense of the word theory, we may say that they are different versions of the

same theory - the general 'rheory of intrasentential NP anaphora, that is, of the
restrictions on referential relations among NPs within a sentence. The term Binding
Theory [BT] is currently used to refer this general theory, and I will adopt this usage in
this dissertation. That is, this dissertation is about Binding Theory in the sense that it is
concerned with the proper formulation of constraints on referential relations between
NPs, whether such constraints refer or not to the notion of binding. In this sense,

standard BT and R&R's reflexivity theory are both competing versions of BT, that is,
they are competing formulations of the theory of intrasentential NP anaphora.2

I have just characterized BT as the theory concerned with the restrictions on
referential relations between NPs. This is somewhat inappropriate, however, because it
implicitly suggests that BT is concerned exclusively with relations involving referential
NPs, that is, that BT is concerned only with coreference, which is not the case.

Referential NPs are those denoting individuals, such as John in (lab) above, and
coreference arises when two NPs refer to the same individual, as John and him do in
(lqb). But pronouns may also be interpretatively related to quantificational NPs, as in
(4a) below, and quantificational NPs do not denote individuals, but rather quantiff over
them; in such cases, pronoum are interpreted as bound variables, which do not denote
individuals either, but range over individuals:

(4) a. Every man says that Mary likes him

b. Every x, x a man, is such that I x says that Mary likes x ]

More importantly, even though the interpretative relation associating the pronoun to the
quantificational NP in (4a) is not a relation of coreference, it triggers Condition B
effects, just like coreference does, as shown in (5) (compare with (1a)):

(5) *Every manlikes him

In short, BT should be concerned not only with restrictions on coreferential relations
within a sentence, but also with restrictions on bound variable interpretation of

2 This dissertation argues for a version of BT in which the central notions are those of indexing, chains,
and predicate reflexivity, and not the notion of binding. Therefore, the version of BT to be argued for
here not a'binding theory' strictly speaking, but only in the general sense of this term.
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pronouns, for example.3 We need, therefore, a terminology which is broad enough to
refer to at least these two types of intepretative relations simultaneously.

What do coreferential and bound variable interpretations of pronouns have in
common? In the case of coreference, the pronoun is intended to be assigned as a value
the same individual which is assigned to a referential NP. In the case of bound variable
interpretation, the pronoun is intended to be assigned as a value the same individual
assigned to the argument place occupied by the quantificational NP for as many such
assignments as required by this quantificational NP.4 That is, both coreferential and
bound variable interpretations of pronouns express intended semantic covaluation of the
pronoun with another NP (see also section 2.2 below).

To refer to such relations of intended semantic covaluation between two NPs' I
adopt the term anaphoric relation (also anaphoric dependency). This term is merely
descriptive and it does not imply any theoretical claim as to the existence or not of a
syntactic relation between the two NPs. I take BT to be the theory concemed with the
intrasentential restrictions on anaphoric relations in the sense just described.

Since Aspects of Theory of Syntm (Chomsky 1965), anaphoric relations are
notationally expressed through coindexing: for example, in (6) below the intended
covaluation of every man and him is represented by the identity of their indices (the
subscripted letters), while lack of identity of the indices of, say, Paul and ftim represents
the fact that they are not intended to be covalued in (6):

(6) Every man, thinks that Paulu can't stand hin\

Throughout this dissertation, coindexing (i.e., intended semantic covaluation, cf. section
2.2 below) is generally represented by italicization of the coindexed NPs, as in (4a) and
(5) above. In a few places where a more perspicuous representation becomes necessary
(like in section 1.4 below), the standard notation illustrated in (6) will be used (see also
appendix 1 for conventions on coindexing).

Most anaphoric relations to be discussed in this dissertation are formed by: (i) an NP
which is the 'independent' element in the relation, either because it determines the
'semantic content' of the relation, or because it is the structural 'head' of the relation
(e.g., it c-commands the other NP in the relation); and (ii) an NP which is the
'dependent' element either in the sense that its semantic value is determined by the
independent element, or in the sense that it is in the structural 'tail' of the relation (e.g,
if it is the c-commanded NP in a anaphoric dependency). The independent element in an
anaphoric relation is called lhe antecedent, arrd the dependent element, an anaphoric
form. For example, the antecedents in (la,b) and in (4a) and (5) above are John and
every mdn,respectively; the pronoun him is the anaphoric form.

3 Reinhart (1983, 1986) and Grodzinsky & Reinhart (1993) argue, however, that BT should be restricted
only to bound variable relations, and therefore it would not apply to coreference. Against this view, see

Lasnik (1989c) and Fiengo & May (1994).
a For example, for (4a) above to be true, all individuals in the domain of the discourse must be such that,
if they are assigned as a value to the variable 'x', the proposition [x says that Mary likes x ] is true. For an
introduction to quantification theory, see Chierchia and McConnell-Ginnet (1990).
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Note that at anaphoric form is not necessarily an anaphor: it is azy NP which
counts as 'dependent' with respect the conditions that apply to the anaphoric relation it
is in. Anaphoric forms in this sense can be anaphors, but also pronouns and even full
NPs like the bastard or John (for example, in languages like Thai and Vietnamese; see

Lasnik 1989c and section 4.6 below). The term anaphor is used here in the standard BT
sense of 'NP that must be bound in some domain' (cf. section 1.3). Furthermore,
following the terminology proposed by R&R (1993), I distinguish, among the anaphors,

those NPs whose function is to mark predicate-reflexivity, which will be called either as

reflexive-markers or as reflexives, simply. Reflexives are anaphors - they must be

locally bound in the domain of a predicate, cf. section 1.5 below; anaphors, however,
include not only reflexives but also other types of NPs, like the so-called long-distance
anaphors, which usually require an antecedent, but not necessarily within their predicate
(see sections l.4, 1.5 and 1.6 for discussion).

Let me finally close these preliminary remarks with a short note on the Brazilian
Portuguese data found in this dissertation. The judgments reported below were collected
among speakers of my own dialect, which is often recognized as the 'Southem' or
'Gatcho' dialect by speakers of other variants. However, I have to be more specific here

because even the 'Gafcho' dialect has itself many variants. My own variant is that
spoken by educated people who were born or have been living for a long time in Porto
Alegre, the biggest urban center of the South of Brazil. This is particularly true of all
informants from whom I have collected judgments through questionnaires (see

appendices 3 and 4). Informal checking with speakers of other dialects indicates that, at

Ieast for some of the patterns described in this dissertation, judgments are stable across

variants, though I did not make any systematic investigation of these other dialects.

1.3 Standard Binding Theory

1.3.1 The Standard Binding Principles and Related Concepts

Standard BT has many versions, all of which, however, with the szrme basic conceptual
structure. The first version of standard BT appeared in Chomsky's (1981) Lectures on
Government and Binding [LGB], and it introduced the three classical binding conditions
(cf. Chomsky t98l:188, (12)):

(7) BindingConditions:

Condition A: An anaphor is bound in its governing category.

Condition B: A pronominal is free in its governing category.

Condrtion C: An R-expression is free.

Let me briefly consider Condition A in order to review the main concepts of standard
BT. Chomsky says that '[i]ntuitively, anaphors are NPs that have no capacity for
"inherent reference"' (Chomsky 1981:188). Extensionally, the class of anaphors is
intended to include reflexives (e.g., himself ), reciprocals (e.9., each other), and also

NP-traces (I will briefly discuss the binding type of empty categories later in this
section). Condition A expresses the fact that anaphors are, in general, anaphorically
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related to an antecedent within a specific domain, which he calls governing category

[GC] and which, for the time being, we may take to be the minimal clause containing
the anaphor. This fact is illustrated in (8) and (9) below:

(8) a. lJohnllkes himselfl
b. *John says that [Mary likes himselfl

(9) a. lThe boys like each other)
b. *The boys say that [Mary likes each other]

Condition A states that the relation an anaphor must establish with its antecedent is one

of binding, defined as follows (cf. Chomsky 1981:184-5, (Si,ii)):

(10) a. ais bound by B iff (i) u and B are coindexed, and (ii) B c-commands u.
b. a is free iff ct is not bound.

As we have seen in the previous section, the requirement for coindexing in (lOa) has an

obvious role: to express the fact that, as far as anaphoric relations between NPs are

concerned, binding must determine covaluation.t Thus, Condition A states that an

anaphor must be covalued with another NP. The requirement for c-command in (l0b),
on the other hand, imposes a structural condition on binding. The structural relation of
c-corlmand is defined as follows:6

(l l) o c-cotnmonds B itr (i) o and B do not dominate each other, ffid (ii) every node

dominating u also dominates p.

Condition A now says that an anaphor must be covalued with an NP that c-commands
it, the c-command requirement being motivated by contrasts like (12) below:

(12) a. lJohnllkes himseffi

b. *[[*, John's mother] llkes himselfl

Though himself is coindexed with John both in (lza) and (l2b), it is bound by John
only in (12a); in (12b), John does not c-corrmand and, therefore, does not bind himself
(there is a node, NPl in (l2b), that dominatesJohn but not himselJ).

Condition B in (7) above governs anaphoric relations involving pronominals, NPs
which, according to Chomsky, 'have the features gender, number and person, and

perhaps other grammatical features, but not those of overt anaphors or R-expressions'

5 Previously to the standard BT, the source of indices' or interpretation of NPs was explicitly stated in
terms of rules of indexing', which were specific to different types of NPs. For example, in Chomsky
(1976) anaphors were assigned indices through an interpretative 'rule of coreference', while pronouns
were assigned indices by the 'disjoint reference' rule. But, as Chomsky demonstrated in LGB, once the
distribution of indexing relations is governed by independent conditions (like the binding conditions for
NPs), no specific rules are required for the assignment of indices, except the most general one: assign

indices freely and optionally (hence, Free Induing); incorrect indexing should be excluded by
independent conditions on the resulting representations. Cf. Chomsky ( I 98 I : I 86 and tr ).
6ln LGB Chomsky assumes a more complex definition of c-command, equivalent to that of m-command
in Chomsky (1986b:8), cf. Chomsky (1981:166, (12)). As far as LGB's BT is concerned, however, it
suffices to assume the simpler definition originally proposed by Reinhart (1976).
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(Chomsky 1981:102). Extensionaliy, the class of pronominals includes personal

pronouns (e.g., him or me), and PRO. Condition B requires pronominals to be free in
their governing category, which is precisely the opposite of what Condition A requires
of anaphors. If the notion of governing category is identical for anaphors and pronouns,

as assumed in LGB, it follows that, under coindexing, anaphors and pronouns are

predicted to be in complementary distributio,n, which is true for the contexts we have

discussed so far, as shown in (13) below:

(13) a. lJohnlikes {*ftimlhimselJ\l
b. John says that [Ma.y likes {him/*himseffll
c. ff*John's motherl likes {hind*himselJ\)

Assuming again that the goveming category [GC] of an anaphoric form is the minimal
clause containing it, the pronoun is excluded by Condition B in (13a) because it is

bound, hence, not free, in its GC; but it is grammatical in (13b) because John is not in
its GC, and in (13c) because John does not bind it.

Condition C in (7) governs anaphoric relations involving R-expressions, which
'include noun phrases with heads that are in some intuitive sense "potentially
referential" (e.g., John, wood, sincerity, book, etc.) and variables', that is, traces of A'-
movement (Chomsky 1981:102). According to Condition C, an R-expression must be

free, that is, it can be coindexed with another NP only if this NP does not c-command it,
which is illustrated in (laa,b,c) below (compare with (13a,b,c)):

(la) a. *lJohnlikes the bastardl

b. *John says that I Mary likes the bastard]

c. fl*John's motherl Llkes the bastardf

The epithet the bastard can be coindexed with John (cf. (lac)) as long as coindexing
does not result in binding (cf. (l4a,b) versus (lac)); epithets are R-expressions and must
comply with Condition C. (See Lasnik 1976, 1989c and section 4.6 below for further
discussion of Condition C.)

I assumed above, for the sake of exposition, that the governing category for an
anaphoric form is the minimal clause containing it, but Chomsky's first formulation of
this notion in LGB is more elaborate (cf. Chomsky 1981:188, (11)):

(15) cr, is the governing category [GC] for P iff (i) o is the minimal S or NP containing

F and (ii) a governor of B.

The basic motivation for the requirement of a govemor for the anaphoric form (l5b)
comes from a well-known contrast between finite and infinite complement clauses,

illustrated by the following paradigm:

(16) a. ls2John says that [r, Mary likes {hinl*himse$)]J
b. frrJohn says that fr, {he/*himselJ) likes Maryll

(17) a. frrJohn believes [r, Mary to like {himfrhimsenl)
b. fs2John believes f,il {*him/himseffi to like Mary]I
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As the reader can easily check, if the GC for an anaphoric form is the minimal clause

containing it, (16a,b) and (17a) arc accounted for. But consider (17b), in which the

anaphoric form is the subject position of an ECM infinitive (that is, it receives
accusative Case from the matrix verb). If the GC for an anaphoric form were the

minimal clause containing it, Sl would be the GC for the anaphoric form in (17b). This
would predict that the pronoun could be bound by the matrix subject in (17b), and the

anaphor could not. But what we find is precisely the reverse pattern.
Cases like (l7b) show that the matrix rather than the embedded clause - that is, 52

rather than Sl in (l7b) - musf he the GC for anaphoric forms in ECM subject position.
This is captured by the def,rnition in (15) above: although Sl is the minimal clause

containing the anaphoric form in (17b), it does not contain a governor for it. Rather,
ECM subjects are governed by the matrix verb, which assigns them accusative Case.

That is, the minimal clause containing the anaphoric form and a govemor for it in (l7b)
is the matrix clause, 52. The cases in (16a"b) and (l7a) are also accounted for under
(15). In particular, subjects of finite clauses, as the anaphoric forms are in (16b), are
assigned nominative Case and, therefore, governed by INFL within their clause (i.e., Sl
in (l6b)). Thus, according to LGB's BT, the contrast between (l6b) and (17b) derives
from the fact that ECM subjects are govemed from outside the minimal clause
containing them, and subjects of finite clauses, from inside their minimal clause.

The reference to NPs in the definition of GC (clause (15i)) is needed, on the other
hand, to capture the fact that pronouns and anaphors in object position within NPs seem
to have the same binding properties as in object position of clauses, cf.

(18) a. We heard l* their stories about {each otherl*themlf
b. lileheard [* their stories about {*each otherlus}l

However, as we will see shortly, the complementary distribution between pronouns and

anaphors breaks down in other contexts involving binding into NPs, which leads
Chomsky to propose successive reformulations in the characterization of GCs.

One of the most persuasive arguments Chomsky offered in favor of the version of
the standard BT just reviewed was that it could be generalized to the distribution of
empty NPs, as summarized in (19) (cf. Chomsky 1981:188 and ff.,1982:78 and ff.):

(19) Binding Conditions:

a. Condition A
b. Condition B
c. Condition C
d. Conditions A and B

Empty NPs:

NP-traces
pro
variables
PRO

Binding NP Type:

Anaphors
Pronominals
R-Expressions
Pronominal Anaphor

Two cases are of particular interest for this brief review of LGB's BT: the case of PRO,
because the analysis summarized in (l9d) was assumed to support the definition of GC
in (15) above; and that of variables, because the analysis in (l9c) requires an additional
restriction in the definition of the relation constrained by binding conditions.

The LGB analysis of PRO intends to explain what Chomsky took as PRO's essential
property: the fact that it occurs only in ungoverned positions (see Chomsky 1981,
section 2.4.1, for details). Chomsky's crucial hypothesis is that PRO is a pronominal
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anaphor, which he motivates by pointing out that, like pronominals, PRO 'never has an

antecedent within its clause' and, like anaphors, 'it has no intrinsic referential content

but is either assigned reference by an antecedent or is indefinite in interpretation,

lacking specific reference' (Chomsky I 981 : I 91).
Given the hypothesis that PRO is a pronominal anaphor, LGB's BT as summarized

above requires it to comply with both Condition A and Condition B. But these

conditions make contradictory demands on PRO: Condition A requires PRO to be

bound, and Condition B, to be free, in its GC. The only way PRO can satisff both
conditions simultaneously is by not having a GC, in which case both conditions are met

vacuously. And, for an NP within a sentence not to have a GC in the sense of (12)

above, it must not have a governor, in which case it must be ungovemed. It follows that
PRO must be ungoverned (Chomsky 1981:l9l). Thus, the distribution of PRO can be

deduced from LGB's BT given the definition in (15) for GCs and, therefore, it provides

support for this definition. Note, however, that the deduction, often called the PRO
Theorem (cf. Lasnik & Uriagereka 1988:53, Haegeman 1992:252-3), relies crucially on
one assumption: that GCs require a governor of the anaphoric form. All subsequent

versions of the notion of GC make this requirement redundant, which casts doubt on the
standard BT explanation for the distribution of PRO.

The analysis of variables summarized in (l9c) above, on the other hand, is motivated
by the fact that contexts of strong crossover seem to be identical to those in which
proper names and other overt R-expressions trigger Condition C effects, as illustrated by
the parallel between (20) and (21) (Chomsky l98t :193-4)J

(20) a. lJohn said [that Mary kissed him)]
b. *[/e said [that Mary kissed John))

(21) a. Who I r said [that Mary kissed himJj?
b. *Who did I he say [that Mary kissed r ]l?

If variables are R-expressions, then f violates Condition C in (2lb), since it is bound by
&e. Note, however, that Condition C as stated in (7) above requires that R-expressions
be free in all domains. Variables, on the other hand, are always bound by their operator:
for example, / is bound by who in (21a,b). Thus, if variables are R-expressions, binding
of a variable by its operator must be excluded from the domain of application of
Condition C. To incorporate this into LGB's BT, Chomsky proposes that binding
conditions refer to A-binding, rather than to binding alone (cf. Chomsky 1981:188). A-
binding is defined as follows (Chomsky 1981:4-5):

(22) u is A-bound by p iff (i) cr and F ar" coindexed, (ii) F c-commards ct, and (iii) B is
in an A-position.s

7 Chomsky observes that the parallel between variables and R-expressions is not complete because of
weak crossover, which affects variables but not other R-expressions (cf. Chomsky l98l:227,n.47):
(i) *Who does his mother love r ?

(ii) Ilrb mother loves John
8 Chomsky defines A-positions as those in which 'an argument such as a name or a variable may appear

in D-Structure; it is a potential 0-position' (Chomsky l98l:47). Thus, A-positions are NP positions such

as the subject of the clause and the object position of verbs and prepositions. If a position is not an A-
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In (2la) above, the variable / is bound only by the operator who, which is in an A'-
position. Thus, r is A-free and satisfies Condition C in (Zla), as required. In (21b), on
the otherhand, / is not only boundby who, butalso by he, which is in an A-position.
Thus, r in (2lb) is A-bound and violates Condition C. The analysis of all previous cases

remain unchanged with the introduction of A-binding because they all involve
anaphoric relations between A-positions.

To sum up, the first formulation of standard BT contains: (i) three primitive
conditions (A, B and C in (7)), each defining the anaphoric distribution of a specific
type of NP (anaphors, pronominals and R-expressions, respectively); (ii) these
conditions constrain a specific relation, A-binding, defined as coindexing (i.e.,
covaluation) and c-command cetu,een A-positions (cf. (22)); (iii) additionally, the
application of Conditions A and B is restricted to the specific domain of GC, the
minimal S or NP containing the anaphoric form and its governor (cf. (15)).

Conceptually, some of the most important features of the above version of BT are
the following: (iv) the theory resorts to many of concepts available in the GB model
(like government, c-command, etc.) and, in this sense, it is not only well-grounded
within this model, but also provides support for it; (iv) however, it is also a'dedicated'
theory, in the sense that a number of its concepts are specific to BT, that is, they are not
referred to by other subtheories of grammar, (v) moreover, even if these concepts do not
seem arbitrary within the GB model, the relations they establish with each other do

seem arbitrary and unmotivated at the conceptual level. Let me briefly explain what I
am hinting at with (iv) and (v).

The version of BT I have just reviewed is 'dedicated', for example, with respect to
the typology of NPs. Though Chomsky suggested that notions like anaphor and pro-
nominal might eventually be characterized in terms of lexical and $-features (e.g.,

Chomsky 1981:330), that is, in terms of lexical properties which might have some

independent motivation, these play no direct role in explaining the distribution of NPs
with respect to anaphoric dependencies. Rather, they only serve to identifu which bind-
ing condition each NP must satisfr. But binding conditions constrain only coindexing
relations between argument NPs, that is, they are specifically concerned with NP anaph-

ora and have no other application in the GB model. The same is true of the notions of A-
binding itself, and of governing category.

position, it is a non-A-position, or A'-position. Among A'-positions, Chomsky includes head positions,
adjunct positions, and elements in COMP (that is, wft operators).

Note that, though Chomsky's defurition of A-binding tn {22) does not require that the anaphoric form
be itself in an A-position, he suggests this in the following piusage: 'Throughout, the [relevant notion ofl
binding is A-binding. (...) each anaphor, pronominal and R-expression is in an A-position within the
range of constructions I am considering here' (Chomsky l98l : 1 88). For some discussion of this issue, see

fir. 73 of section 4.7 below.
Harbert (1995:235, n.8) claims that restricting binding conditions to A-binding has also desirable

results for anaphors, as in the contrast between (i) and (ii) below:

(D They bought pictures of themse;;es
(ii) *Which 6oys did pictures of themselves convince Mary that she shouldn't date , ?

It might be objected, however, that (ib) is a case of the weak crossover effect, cf. ft. 7 above.
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As for the arbitrariness of the theory, it shows up in the existence of the three inde-
pendent conditions A, B and C. Condition A might be plausibly related to the nature of
anaphors, but there is no obvious relation between Conditions B and C, and the nature
of the NPs they constrain, prorrouns and R-expressions, respectively. Anaphors, being

'referentially defective NPso, might be expected to require a 'grammatically accessible

antecedent', that is, a c-commanding antecedent within its GC. However, why would
pronouns be excluded with such 'grammatically accessible antecedents'? And why
would R-expressions be excluded with any 'grammatical antecedent'? We cannot say

that, for example, R-expressions cannot have antecedents, since epithets, like other
definite descriptions, may refer back to other NPs in the sentence; what they cannot do

is to refer back to c-commandr'ng NPs.' Similarly, the fact that binding conditions refer
to A-binding and to governing categories also seems purely accidental: why not binding,
and the minimal clause, instead?

1.3.2 Binding Domains in the LGB Theory

Chomsky's subsequent revisions of the standard framework for BT extend the empirical
coverage of theory significantly and also improve it somewhat conceptually, though, as

we will see briefly, ffiffiy of the problems referred to above remain. The modifications
he introduces are motivated, in most cases, by difficulties with binding into NPs. We
have seen that the patterns exemplified in (l8a,b) above and repeated below seem to
justiff reference to the category NP in the definition of GC in (15):

(18) a. We heard f*their stories about {each otherl*them}f
b. Weheard [* their stories about {*each otherlus}f

(15) cr, is the governing category [GC] for p iff (i) cr is the minimal S or NP
containing F and (ii) a governor of p.

However, as Chomsky notes, the definition in (15) gives incorrect results for cases like
(23) below (cf. Chomsky 1981:207-8):

(23) a. IrlVe heard [*, some stories about eachotherf)

b. L W, read [*, each other's books]]

According to (15), NPI in (20a,b) is the GC for each other: it is the minimal NP
containing both the reciprocal and a governor for it (about in (20a), and the noun head

of NPl in (20b)). Thus, Condition A in (7) requires each other to be bound within NPl

e Chomsky (l9Sl:198) actually suggests that, given Condition A for anaphors and Condition B for
pronominals, Condition C might be taken 'to be an "elsewhere condition", reading: "Other NPs are

free"'. Of course, we might also interpret Condition B as the elsewhere case for Condition A. Thus, given
Condition A ('Anaphors are bound within their GC'), Condition B could be read as follows: 'Pronomi-
nals are bound elsewhere, if necessary'. This way of interpreting Conditions A, B and C can be reasona-

bly related to the fact that anaphors, pronouns, and lexical NPs form a hierarchy of referentiality: see

discussion of Burzio's theory in sections 4.5 and 4.6 below. Note, however, that this might provide some
motivation for the standard NP typology, but not for the notion of A-binding, or GC, which would still
seem arbitrary.
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and, therefore, the sentences in (23a,b) are incorrectly excluded. What is required is that
the whole sentence rather than NPI be the GC for each other in (23a,b).

As Chomsky points out, the difference between (18a,b) and (23a,b) is that in (l8a,b)
the NP that qualifies as the GC for the anaphor contains a subject which c-commands
the anaphor, while NPl in (23a,b) does not. That is, it is the presence of a c-
commanding subject that seems to make the NP in (l8a"b), unlike NPI in (23ab), a
binding domain for the anaphor, an effect usually referred to as the SpeciJied Subject
Condition [SSC] effect in the literature.r0 To capture this effect and a few other contrasts
to which we turn shortly, Chomsky proposes the following reformulation of the
definition of GCs (Chomsky 1981:21l-2):

(24) cr is the GC for P iff (i) cr is the minimal category containing F and (ii) a
governor of B, and (iii) a SUBJECT accessible to B.

The definition of 'accessible SL'BJECT' will be provided soon. For now, it suffices to
note that it is satisfied by a subject c-commanding the anaphoric form (F of the
definition in (2a)). Given this, the NP containing each other in (18ab) above is the GC
for the reciprocal; NPI in (23a,b), on the other hand, is not, because it does not contain a
subject c-commanding each other. Note, in particular, that, though the anaphor each
other is the subject of NP in (23b), it is not accessible to itself because it does not c-
command itself.'r Thus, the first category in (23a"b) to satisfu the definition of GC for
each other is the sentence, as required.

If the notion of 'accessible SUBJECT' in (24iii) meant simply 'c-commanding
subject', (25) should be grammatical (example from Lasnik & Uriagereka 1988:56):

(25) +lrrThey thinkthat [r, eachother Err€16cnt intelligent]]

The first category to contain a c-commanding subject for each other in (25) is 52. But
each ather is bound within 32 in (25), which means that Condition A is satisfied, a
result that Chomsky considered incorrect in LGB. This suggested to him that finite
clauses, unlike NPs (cf. (23b) above), should count as GC for anaphors in their subject
position. To capture this, he took advantage of the fact that finite clauses, unlike NPs,

r0 For the history of the SSC, see Lasnik (1989b). tt should be noted that, though all cases of SSC effects
discussed by Chomsky in LGB involve c-commanding subjects, Chomsky actually does not show that
this requirement, rather than, say, merely the presence of the subject, is necessary. Lasnik & Uriagereka
(1988:55) provide (i) below in support of the c-command requirement:

(i) Theylike [*, [n* pictures of each otherl md [*, Mary's dresses]]

There is a category in (i), NP3, which contains each other, a govemor for each other (the preposition o/),
and a subject (Mary); however, NP3 does not qualify as the GC of each other (or the sentence would be
excluded, since each other is free within NP3). Unlike the examples in (l8a,b), however, Mary in (i) is a
subject that does not c-command each other.Thts, c-command seems to be required.

" According to Lasnik & Uriagereka (1988:56), each other does not c-command itself because domi-
nance is a reflexive relation (that is, each other dominates itself)- Since cr c-commands p only if it does
not dominate F (cf. (l l) above), it follows that each other does not c-command itself. Chomsky
( I 98 I : 1.66, ( 12)) defines c-command in terms of containment rather than of dominancen but containment
is also assumed to be reflexive (cf. Chomsky l98l:223, n.ll). The result is that both definitions are
equivalent as far as (23a) is concerned.
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contain AGR in INFL: because of its nominal nature, he suggested, AGR would count
somehow as an'intervening subject' for the purposes of the definition of GC. This idea

is incorporated into the definition of GC in (2a) through the notion of SUBJECT
(Chomsky l98l :209-1 1 ): 

t2

(26) cr is a SUBJECT itr(i) cr is AGR, or (b) cr is a subject.

Compare (25) with (23b) now. The NP containing each other in (23b) does not count as

the GC for it: though the NP contains a SUBJECT, each other itself, this SUBJECT
does not c-command each other (cf. frr. l0 above), and, therefore, it is not accessible to
it (cf. (27) below). Sl in (25) above, on the other hand, does count as the GC for each

other because it contains a SUBJECT, AGR" that qualifies as accessible to each other
(in particular, it c-conrmands each other).t3

Let us frnally consider the definition of 'accessibility' referred to in (24iii) above (cf.

Chomsky L98l:212):

(27) u is accessible to P iff (i) CI c-commands B, and (ii) assignment to B of the index
of cr does not violate the i-within-i Condition.

(28) i-within-i Condition *[r... NP, ... ],

Informally, the requirement in (27ii) reads as follows: the assignment of the index of the

relevant SUBJECT (cr in (27)) to the anaphoric form (F in (27)) should not result in the

anaphoric form's being coindexed with a category properly contains it.r4 This
requirement does not affect the cases we have seen so far. For example, in (25) above

AGR is a SUBJECT accessible to each other not only because it c-commands each

other, but also because assignment of the index of AGR to each other does not result in
each other's being coindexed with a category that properly contains it. It does result in
each other 's being coindexed with itself, which is no problem, since each other does not
properly contain itself, The basic motivation for (27ii) and (28) are cases like (29) below
(cf. Chomsky I 981 :208):

(29) [r, We tholght that [r, [* pictures of each otherfi wouldlncnli be on sale ]]

If the only requirement for a SUBJECT to be accessible for an anaphoric form were c-
command, then AGR would count as an accessible SUBJECT to each other in (29), and

t2 For Chomsky, SUBJECT is the 'most prominent nominal element' of a domain, where AGR is the
most prominent nominal element of finite clauses, and subjects, of any other category. As far as I know,
the notion of SUBJECT has no other motivation except the one being discussed here, and conceptually it
only suggests that AGR and subjects should form a 'natural class' of elements.
13 Though contained by INFL, AGR c-commands the subject position because INFL is 'a collecfion of
features', and finite sentences have the structure in (i) below (cf. Chomsky l98l:209-10):
(i) [, NP INFL VP ], where INFL = [[+Tense], AGRI

'a Chomsky (1981:212) suggests that the condition in (28) is independently motivated by cases like:

(D [* the friends of [* each other,'s parents ] ] did not come

(ii) *There is [* a picture of itsel( ]' on the mantelpiece.

Note, however, that such cases are also excluded by Condition A, since the anaphors in (i) and (ii) are not

bound - 
they are not c-commanded by their antecedents.

l3
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this sentence would be incorrectly excluded (because 51 would be the GC for each
other, and each other is free in Sl). However, by hypothesis AGR is always coindexed
with the subject it agrees with. Assignment of the index of AGR to each other would,
therefore, make each other coindexed with the subject a picture of each other, which
properly contains the reciprocal. But this would be a violation of the i-within-i
Condition. Consequently, according to (27b) above, AGR does not qualiff as an

accessible SUBJECT for each other in (29) and, therefore, 51 is not the GC of the
reciprocal, as required.

Thus, binding into NPs leads Chomsky to a rather complex definition of GC: it not
only seems to require reference to c-commanding subjects, but also to AGR and to the i-
within-i Condition. Chomsky argues, however, that the modifications introduced
account not only for this paradigm, but for other facts as well (cf. Chomsky 1981:213-
16). Moreover, they would bring some conceptual gains as well. First of all, the revised
notion of GC would explain naturally why clauses and NPs are the canonical domains
for binding: they may contain subjects (cf. Chomsky 1981:210). Moreover, it would be

conceptually a more natural domain for binding: accessible SUBJECTs are basically
local potential antecedents, just the sort of factor we might expect local domains for
anaphoric relations should be sensitive to (cf. Chomsky 1981:21 l).

But the definition of GC in (24) raises a number of problems for LGB's BT, too.
One is that the theory now fails to capture the binding properties of pronouns within
NPs (cf. Chomsky 1981:217-8). Compare (30a) below with (23b) above, repeated as

(30b) below, and (30c) with (29) above, repeated below as (30d):

(30) a. L John read [* ftis book] once againl
b. frWe read [*, each other's books]]

c. l,r, The children thought that [*, [* pictures of theml were on sale]]
d. lrrWe thought that [r, [* pictures of each otherl, wouldlacnl, be on sale ]]

As we have seen before, in (30b) the sentence, rather than NP, containing each other is

the GC of the reciprocal; in (30d), it is 52 rather than Sl. Now, since the definition of
GC is the same both for anaphors and pronouns in LGB's BT, it follows that in (30a) S
ratherthan NP is the GC for the pronoun, and in (30c) it is 52 rather than 51. But the
pronoun is bound within S in (30a), and within 52 in (30c) as well; therefore, (30a"b) are

incorrectly excluded by Condition B. The lack of contrast between (30a) and (30b) on
the one hand, and (30c) and (30d) on the other, is an example of the most famous
problem with LGB's BT: the fact that it predicts strict complementary distribution of
pronouns and anaphors and, therefore, cannot manage those contexts where we find
overlap in distribution.

There are also some conceptua! problems with the definition of GC in (24). One
comes from the assumption that AGR may count as an 'accessible SUBIECT'. Given
that the rationale for this notion is that domains for binding are determined by the
presence of potential antecedents, we would be inclined to say that AGR is a potential
antecedent, too. But it would be a strange one, because it cannot actually be a binder (or
sentences like (25) above would be grammatical, for example). This makes suspicious
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the idea that subjects and AGR form a 'natural class' of elements as far as binding is
concemed (cf. Chomsky 1986a:176, Lasnik 1989b:21-2).

A second problem is that defining GC in terms of 'accessible SUBJECTs' makes

reference to government redundant in all cases, except for the deduction of the PRO
Theorem (see Chomsky 1981:220-l). That is, given (24), the distribution of PRO can

only be deduced if we add the stipulation that binding domains refer to government, a

stipulation which now lacks any other motivation. This problem remains in the

Knowledge of Language's [KL] BT (cf. Lasnik 1989b:32), and, as far as I know, it has

never received a satisfactory solution. The only version of BT that can truly be said to
deduce the distribution of PRO is the one assuming the definition of GC in (15) above,

but, as we have seen, this one had to be abandoned for independent reasons. That is, the
distribution of PRO does not actually support any of the currently available versions of
BT, and it will not be discussed any longer in this dissertation.

1.3.3 The KL Theory

KL's BT was Chomsky's last attempt of revising the standard BT, and it was partly
devised to solve the problems referred above concerning the dubious role of AGR and

the lack of complementarity between pronouns and anaphors within NPs. The first
innovation of KL's BT, however, is not directly related to these problems, but rather to
Chomsky's concern in providing some conceptual basis for the role of subjects in the
determination of binding domains. The relevant innovation is the introduction of the
notion of complete functional compler [CFC] in the characterization of governing
categories (cf. Chomsky 1986a:169):

(31) a. cr is a GC for p itr(i) cr is a CFC, and (ii) ct contains a governor for p.

b. cr is a complete functional complex [CFC] iff cr is a category in which all
grammatical functions compatible with its head are realized.

The result Chomsky intended to obtain with the notion of CFC was to avoid having to
stipulate that GCs must contain subjects. For sentences and NPs, this does follow from
(3lb): since Ns and INFL are compatible with subjects, sentences and NPs are CFCs if
and only if subjects are realized in them (Chomsky assumes that INFL is the head of S
in KL). Thus, it would seem that defining GCs in terms of CFCs is conceptually more
attractive in that it naturally requires the presence of a subject for sentences and NPs.rs

Note, moreover, that (31) differs from the previous definition of GCs in two other
aspects. First, it makes no reference either to SUBJECTs, nor to accessibility, and

therefore AGR plays no role anymore in the determination of GCs. Secondly, it defines
any CFC containing an anaphoric form cr and a governor of o as a GC for cr. This last
property is crucial for Chomsky's solution for the non-complementarity of pronouns and

15 Hestvik (1991) has pointed out, however, that things are not so sEaightforward when we consider

binding into PPs. In some contexts, prepositions are not compatible with subjects (e.g., in John relies fp
on Maryl).In such cases, the PP does qualiff as CFC for (28) above, despite the fact that it does not
contain a subject: see chapter 3 and, in particular, section 3.3, for discussion.
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anaphors within NPs, illustrated by the lack of contrast in the minimal pairs in (30)
above, which I repeat in (32) and (33) below:

(32) a. IrW, read [*p1 eachother's books]]
b. lrJohn read [*, lzrs book] once again]]

(33) a. lrrWe thought that [r, [*, pictures of each other) would be on sale ]l
b. lrrThe children thought that [5, [*, pictures of themf were on sale]l

As we have seen above, the problem for LGB's BT was that it defined the domains in
which anaphors must be bound, and pronouns free, in the sirme way; consequently, it
could not deal of contexts of overlap, as in (32) and (33). To solve this problem,
Chomsky proposed in KL 'that the relevant governing category for an expression cr is
the least CFC containing a governor of cr in which c could satisff binding theory with
some indexing' (Chomsky 1986a:171). That is, Chomsky proposed to relativize the
determination of binding domains according to the binding requirements of pronouns
and anaphors. More formally, KLos BT looks as follows (adapted from Chomsky
1986a:171-2; (34) below leaves out complications related to Condition C and PRO):

(34) Binding Conditions: For any o,
A. if cr is an anaphor, it must be A-bound in y;
B. if o is a pronominal, it must be A-free in y,

where y is the minimal GC for u in which there is an indexing 5 which is BT-
compatible with cr.

(35) An indexing.Iis BT-compatible wrthcr in y iff:
a. cr is an anaphor and it is A-bound in y under 5;
b. cr is a pronominal and it is A-free in y under 5.

Let us reconsider (32). NPI in (32a) is the minimal CFC (it contains a subject, each
other) that contains the reciprocal and a govemor for it; thus, it is the minimal GC for
each other (cf. (31). However, there is no indexing 5 such that each other would be
bound within NPI under 5 in (32a) above: there is no other NP within NPI that could
btnd each other in (32a). Therefore, according to (34A), NPI is not the minimal GC in
which each other must be bound. The next GC for the reciprocal in (32a) is S. Now,
there is an indexing 3 such that eoch other would be bound within S under 5 in (29a),

namely, if it is coindexed with the subject ra,,e (which c-commands each other).
Therefore, according to (34A), S is the minimal GC in which each other must be bound
in (32a), which is the case; hence, Condition A in (34A) is satisfied in (32a).

Similarly, NPI in (32b) is a GC for the possessive their, actually the minimal one: it
is the minimal CFC that contains both the possessive and its governor. Note now that
there is an indexing 5 such that their would be free within NPI under 5 in (32b) above,
which is any indexing: since there is no other NP within NPI that could bind the
possessive in (32b), it will be free within NPI whatever the index it receives. Therefore,
according to (34B), NPI is the minimal GC in which their mtst be free in (32b), which
is the case; therefore, (32b) satisfies Condition B in (348). That is, their can be freely
bound by the subject of S in (32b) without violating Condition B.
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The important point about this explanation is: although the definition of GCs in (31)
is one and the same for anaphors and pronouns, the determination of the GC in which
pronouns and anaphors must satisfu BT is not.r6 Anaphors must be bound in the
minimal GC in which they can be bound, which does require the presence of a

(potential) antecedent; pronouns must be free in the minimal GC in which they can be
free, which does not reqluire the presence of a (potential) antecedent.

As for the contrast in (33) above, the explanation is analogous to that of (32), except
for the fact that NP1 is not a GC for each other in (33a), nor for them in (33b): it is not a

CFC - recall NPs must have subjects to count as CFCs, but NPl in (33a,b) does not.
As the reader can check, Sl will be the minimal GC in which the pronoun must be free
in (33b), and 32 will be the minimal GC in which the anaphor must be bound in (33a).
Thus, just like (32a,b), (33qb) are also predicted to be fine by KL's BT, as required.

We have just seen how KL's BT solves the problem with the overlap of pronouns
and anaphors within NPs. But now the LGB's explanation for (36) below is lost:

(36) lrrThey thinkthat [r, {they/*eachother} tr€rncn] intelligentll

Under KL's BT as summarized above, 51 is the minimal GC for both the pronoun and
the reciprocal in (36): it is the minimal CFC containing them and their governor- Sl is
a CFC because it has a subject, which is either the pronoun or the reciprocal themselves.
Since there is an indexing 5 under which they is free within Sl in (36), namely, any
indexing - there is no c-commanding NP within Sl -, they must be free in Sl in (36),
which it is. But things go wrong with each other: there is no indexing 5 under which it
could possibly be bound within Sl in (36); therefore, Sl is not the minimal GC in which
each other must be bound in (36); rather, 52 is. But the reciprocal is bound in 52, and
(36) incorrectly allowed by KL's Condition A.

Rather than resorting to accessible SUBJECTS, Chomsky contemplates a different
solution for (36): following Lebeaux (1983), he proposes that anaphors undergo LF-
movement to INFL, leaving a trace in their surface position. Thus, (36) would have an
LF representation like (37) below (cf. Chomsky 1986a:175):

(37) lrrTheyf*oeachother ] thinkthat [r, / ar€1ncn] intelligent]]

For Chomsky, movement would be motivated because anaphors need to establish a
'government relation' with their antecedent at LF. Condition A would apply at LF as

well, but to the anaphor-trace relation. Crucially, since LF traces are subject to the ECP,
the trace of anaphors would be, too. And, although the anaphor-trace relation does not
violate Condition A (cf. discussion of (36) above), the LF in (37) does violate the ECP:
the trace is in subject position of a finite clause, a non-properly governed position. That
is, the anaphor in (36) is not excluded by KL's BT, but by the ECP.

Chomsky's main argument for this analysis of (36) is conceptual: it allows KL's BT
to dispense with the notion of 'accessible SUBJECT', and with the complications it

16 The idea that pronouns and anaphors may have different binding domains seems to have been first
suggested by Huang (1983). His proposal, however, arnounted to assuming nuo definitions of GC: the GC
for a pronoun q, should contain o, a governor of cr, and a SUBJECT; for an anaphor, it was required
additionally that the SUBJECT should be accessible to the anaphor.
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brings - the assumption that AGR is a 'potential antecedent' and, concomitantly, the

need for the i-within-i Condition (cf. Chomsky 1986a:176-7). The question, however, is
whether there is any independent evidence for the abstract LF-movement of anaphors.

He suggests that movement to INFL accounts for the subject-orientation of long-
distance binding, which he illustrates with (38) below, where the antecedent of each

other must be they and cannot be as (cf. Chomsky 1986a:175-6):

(38) They told us [[ pictures of each other] would be on salel

If it is true that anaphors must move to INFL to be governed by the subject of INFL,
then the subject orientation oi (38) follows. However, as Chomsky himself notes,

English anaphors are not subject-oriented if locally bound: for example, in (39) below,

each other may have either they or ils as an antecedent:

(39) They told us about each other

To fix this problem, Chomsky suggests that 'binding by the object in [(39)] requires
adjunction to VP, giving a structure that would allow the raised anaphor to be bound by
the object of V under a slight revision of the notion of c-command' (Chomsky
1986a:175). But this just moves the problem back to (38): why wouldn't adjunction to
VP be available there? In absence of further qualifications, we have to conclude that
(38) offers no empirical support for the LF-movement analysis of anaphors.rT

To sum up, KL's BT, Chomsky's last revision of the standard framework for BT,
has the following general structure: (i) it contains primitive conditions (A, B, and C)

defining the anaphoric distribution of the binding types of NPs (anaphors, pronominals
and R-expressions, respectively); (ii) it refers to a specific relation, A-binding; (iii) the

application of Conditions A and B is restricted to a specific domain, whose

determination involves the notions c,f GC in (31a), CFC in (3lb), and of BT-compatible
indexings in (35). Additionally, KL's analysis of the distribution of anaphors resorts to

LF-movement to INFL and to the ECP, a condition of an independent subtheory in the

GB model, the one concerned with locality of movement (i.e., of chains).
Note that, thoughKl's BT is superior to LGB's both in empirical coverage and in

the conceptual justification of binding domains, it still inherits much of the sErme general

framework and, therefore, much of the same conceptual characteristics. KL's theory for
binding domains is superior to LGB's because: (i) the notion of CFC would seem to

naturally capture the import of subjects, and (ii) the requirement of BT-compatibility for
indexings seems to predict the contexts in which anaphors and pronouns overlap in
distribution, the notion of BT-compatibility being based on inherent binding properties

of anaphors and pronouns (that is, on the basis of the fact that anaphors require a local
antecedent, pronouns do not).

On the other hand, like LGB's theory, KL's is still not only a 'dedicated' theory, but
also arbitrary. It is dedicated in that the distribution of NPs with respect to anaphoric

17 Note also that Chomsky cannot resort to the empirical arguments Lebeaux (1983) has provided for the

LF-movement of anaphors, since these boil down to one crucial point: reflexives, but not reciprocals,

would trigger ECP effects. This would leave the ungrammaticality of each other in (36) above unex-

plained; for Lebeaux, who adopts LGB's BT, it is accounted for by Condition A.
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relations is still stipulated through primitive principles only indirectly related to their
morphosyntactic properties. Notions like A-binding, CFC, and BT-compatibility are,

again, particular to BT. The determination of binding domains, even if partly related to
the nature of anaphors and pronouns, is still arbitrary (if the presence of subjects is the

relevant factor, why not, for example, minimal clauses instead of CFCs?), as is the

relation of A-binding (why not binding only?), etc.

1.3.4 Conceptual Directives of the Post-KL Age

It is interesting that, though the LF-movement analysis of anaphors seems to be the

weakest point in KL's BT empirically, conceptually it is the most innovative: by
adopting Lebeaux's suggestion that properties of the distribution of anaphors could be

explained in terms of the ECP, Chomsky was actually recognizing for the first time
since LGB that there might be a non-specific, non-'dedicated', explanation for the facts
of intrasentential NP anaphora. This recognition set one of two general hypotheses

pursued by subsequent work on BT: intrasentential NP anaphora is established through
and governed by relations and constraints independently available in grammar. As we
will see, this preoccupation is not only the driving force of the work exploring the
relation between LF-movement and anaphora (section L4), but also of R&R's chains-
and-reflexivity approach (section 1.5).

The second general hypothesis pursued in the post-Kl work on BT is not directly
inspired in the LF-movement analysis of anaphors. Rather, it arose from the attempt to
overcome a conceptual shortcoming of the standard approach which remained in KL's
analysis of anaphors: the lack of a more intimate connection between the
morphosyntactic properties of NPs and their distribution with respect to anaphoric
relations. In the case of KL's analysis of anaphors, the soruce of this problem lies in the
fact that there is no obvious reason why anaphors should LF-move to INFL. As we have

seen, Chomsky suggested that they do because they need to be governed by their
antecedent. But this just changes the question: why would anaphors require to be

governed and not, say, bound by their antecedents?
As we will see, post-Kl work on BT tried to address the issue of the correlations

between NPs' intrinsic properties and their binding properties not only by investigating
more closely different types of anaphors, but also by exploring, in many different ways,
a general hypothesis: that the distribution of NPs with respect to anaphoric relations is
determined by the NPs' internai mclphosyntactic make-up. This, again, is true not only
of the LF-movement approach to anaphors, but also of R&R's chains-and-reflexivity
approach. In short, besides the continuous effort to extend the descriptive adequacy of
BT, post-Kl investigation in BT is characterized by two general conceptual ideas (see

also Safir 1993,1995 for discussion):

(40) Post-KL BZ: Intrasentential NP anaphora results from the interactions between:

(a) relations and constraints independently available in grammar;

(b) the inherent morphosyntactic properties of NPs.
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The present dissertation can be seen as a contribution to the program of research
expressed by (a0). In the following sections, I will be illustrating this program with two
different, but not contradictory, approaches to intrasentential anaphora phenomena of
the post-Kl, age: the LF-movement approach to long-distance binding, which appeared
under the direct influence of Lebeaux's and KL's suggestions, and R&R's chains-and-
reflexivity approach to local binding, whose roots are more diverse. The discussion of
these approaches will, at the same time, give us a glimpse of the descriptive typology of
anaphoric forms that has emerged from the work in BT of the last 20 years."

1.3 The LF-Movement Analysis of Long-Distance Anaphors

Ratified by KL's analysis of anaphors, Lebeaux's general idea that LF-movement plays
a role in the determination of anaphoric relations has been extended or adapted to many
phenomena. The most widespread application of this idea is, probably, the so-called
head-movement analysis of the long-distance [LD] anaphors.r' LD anaphors can be
descriptively characterized as anaphors that can be bound across what would be their
binding domain under any of Chomsky's versions of BT (by opposition, 'local ana-
phors' are, of course, anaphors that are not LD; cf. Cole & Sung 1994l.335, fn. l). For
example, the Chinese anaphor ziji is a LD anaphor because it can be bound across a

finite clause, a GC in any version of BT (from Cole & Sung 1994:355):

(41) Zhangsan, renwei Lisi, zhidao Wangwun xihuan zijir,*
Zhangsan think Lisi know Wangwu like SELF
'Zhangsaq thinks that Lisi, knows that Wangwuu likes {him,,r,,n/himself,,o;a}'

The head-movement analysis of LD anaphors was first proposed by Pica (1987), and
then appeared in many diflerent guises in Battistella (1989), Cole and collaborators
(1990, 1991,1994,1996), R&R (1991), urmong others. Let me illustrate this analysis by

r8 This is perhaps the point to note that the literature on the syntax of intrasentential NP anaphor4 both
previous and subsequent to LGB and KL is huge, and so diverse as regards its topics of investigation,
general approach, or even technical implementation of one and the same approach, to make a complete
survey virtually impossible. Even if we limited the scope of the survey to the literature within the GB
tradition, it would become immediately obvious that both the number of issues to be covered and the

literature specific to them are far too large to allow proper discussion within the limits of a book. For this
reason, many topics of investigation relevant for BT will not be discussed in this dissertation, among
which: (i) the c-command restriction on binding, and its relation to the distinction between bound vari-
able interpretation vs. coreferential interpretation of anaphoric forms (see Reinhart 1983, Fiengo & May
1994, among others); (ii) the relation between binding, PRO, and control theory (see Manzini 1983,

Bouchard 1984, among others); (iii) reconstruction of binding relations and levels of representation (see

Barss 1986, Burzio 1988, Belletti &. Rizzi 1988, Fiengo & May 1994, among others); (iv) alternative
formulations of BT, such as the linkingtheory of binding (see Higginbotham 1983, Montalbetti 1984,

Barss 1986, Homstein 1995, among others).

'e Other anaphoric phenomena that have been treated in terms of LF-movement include the 'anti--subject
orientation' of pronouns in Norwegian (Hestvik 1990, 1992) and the bound-variable interpretation of
pronouns in Russian (Avrutin 1994). See also section 3.3 below for Hestvik's (1991) analysis of binding
into PPs in English, which also resorts to LF-movement of reflexives in English.
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briefly summarizing the version proposed by Cole & Sung (1994), which is probably
the best survey of the literature and of the issues involved.

1.4.1 Some Typological Properties of Anaphors

Cole & Sung's head-movement analysis of LD anaphors was devised to capture three
crosslinguistic generalizations concerning anaphors :

(42) Typological Properties of LD Anaphors, cf. Cole & Sung:20

a. LD anaphors are monomorphemic, while local anaphors are polymorphemic;
b. LD anaphors zlre subject-oriented, while local anaphors are not;
c. Languages with verbal agreement show no blocking effect on LD binding of

anaphors, languages with no verbal agreement do.

It is important to note from the outset that the generalizations stated in (a2) could be
objected on many grounds. Cole & Sung say in their favor that 'although the facts
remain somewhat controversial in certain instances, [they] believe the typological facts

lthey] discuss are reasonably well-established' (1994:357). Let us consider each of the
proposed typological generalizations in tum.

Generalization $2a) is a more or less committed statement of the fact that LD
anaphors are, in general, morphologically simple, and local anaphors morphologically
complex. For example, in Chinese the LD anaphor ziji (cf. (41) above) is
monomorphemic, while anaphors with the complex structure [pronoun + ziji] must be
locally bound, as in (43) (from Cole & Surrg 1994:357; compare with (al)):

(43) Zhangsarq renwei Lisi, zhidao Wangwuu xihuan [ta ziji].r.;n
Zhangsan think Lisi know Wangwu like fhim SELF]
'Zhangsarq thinks that Lisi, knows that Wangwuu likes {hirq,:olhimself.r.rn}'

Stating the generalization as in (42a) is somewhat misleading, though, for two reasons.
First of all, as we will see in section 1.6, not all anaphors that may be characterized as

20 The generalizations in (42a,b) have their roots in the typological work by Faltz (1985, originally 1977),
who actually skted them in a different way. For Falta the main fypological generalizations, those with
few exceptions, are the following (adapted from 1985:107-8):

(D a. If an anaphor is pronominal, it is subject-oriented and obligatory within the clause.

b. If an anaphor is compound, it is not subject-oriented, nor obligatory within the clause.

'Pronominal anaphors' are anaphors that belong to the morphosyntactic class of pronouns, as the

anaphors etymologically related to the Indo-European stem *sw- (1985:42 and ff.). 'Compound
anaphors', on the other hand, are composed of a pronoun and a noun or an adjunct, which may have
'fused' historically, as in English (Faltz 1985:48 and ff.; see (45b) below for other examples). An
anaphor is identified as 'obligatory within the clause' through binding into locatives: e.9., English
anaphors are not 'obligatory within the clause, cf. (ii); German sr'c& is, cf. (iv) (1985:99 and ff):
(iD John, saw a snake near {him,i?*himsel[]
(iiD Hans' sah eine Schlange neben {sich/*ihm,}
Note that Faltz's main generalizations do not say anything about 'LD binding'. He notes, however, that
compound anaphors tend not to be possible if the antecedent is in another clause (1985:153-4), and that
pronominal anaphors may or may not (1985:l5a-6).
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'local' are 'polymorphemic': for example, the Brazilian Portuguese 3rd person anaphor
se/si is 'monomorphemic' in the sense intended by Cole & Sung, but in general it occurs
only 'locally' bound. It seems to be the case, though, that the revsrse statement holds:
polymorphemic anaphors are 'local' (cf. fn. 20 above and the discussion below).

A second qualification needed for (42a) is that some of the LD anaphors it intends to
subsume are not actually monomorphemic. This is the case of many of the European
anaphors etymologically related to the Indo-European stem *sw- (see Faltz 1985:225-6,
among others): these actually belong to the inflectional paradigm of personal pronouns
ffid, therefore, appear with the Case distinctions of pronouns in Case-inflected
languages, as in Icelandic and Latin, for example:

(aa) a. Icelandic:
lps Pron 3p Anaph

NOM 69

ACC mig sig
DAT mdr sdr

GEN min sin

b. Latin:
2ps Pron 3p Anaph

NOM tu
ACC te se

GEN tui sui
DAT tibi sibi
ABL te se

Clearly, such European pronominal anaphors are not monomorphemic: besides their
stem, they may have the Case endings of the pronominal paradig*." From now on, I
will call the European pronominal anaphors as ,SE anaphors, in reference to their
corunon etymological source (this is actually a more restricted use of the term
introduced by R&R's 1993: see section 1.5 for discussion). Thus, LD SE anaphors may
be polymorphemic, as in (44); still, like the other LD anaphors illustrated in (a5a)

below, they are morphologically simpler than complex anaphors, which are composed
with a pronominal and a non-pronominal form, as illustrated in (45b).

Thus, the dichotomy between monomorphemic and polymorphemic anaphors, much
referred to in the literature, is simply inaccurate. In this dissertation I will adopt a

different descriptive terminology, distinguishing between simplex and complex
anaphors. Simplex anaphors are one-word forms, as illustrated in (45a) below:

(asa) Simplex Anaphors:

(i) PronominalAnaphors:
SE in European languages (e.g., Ice. slg, Dut. eic&, Rus. sebja, Pol. sobie,
Lat. sibi,It. sd), Jap. zibunzz

(ii) Non-pronominal Anaphors:
Ch. ziji,Kor. casin

Complex affiphors, on the other hand, are in general two-word expressions: they contain
a pronominal form and a lexical one, as illustrated in (45b) below:

2r I use the term 'pronominal anaphor' in Faltz's sense (cf. ftr.20 above), rather in the standard BT.
22 The data in (asa,b) below are from Katada 1991 for Japanese, Cole & Sung for Chinese and Korean,

and Faltz 1985, chapter 2, for the other languages. Note that, unlike Chinese zisin, tapartese zrbun is in
complementary distribution with pronouns, (cf. (asbi) vs (45bii)), for which reason I take it as a pro-
nominal anaphor. But see Faltz (1985:47-8) for discussion.
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Complex Anaphors:

(i) [Pronominal Anaphor + (Emphatic) Adjunct]:

ISE + Adjunct] in European languages (e.g., lce. sjdlfan sig, Ger. sich
selbst,It. sd sresso, BP. si mesmo), Jap. zibun-zisinz3

(ii) fPronoun + (Emphatic) Adjunct]:
E.g., OE hine sylfue, Fris. himsels,lish d fein, Jap. kare-zisin

(iii) [Possessive Pronoun + Noun]
E.g., Turk.lrendini, Hebr. acmo, Basq. bere burua

(iv) [Pronoun + Non-pronominal Anaphor];24
E.g., Ch. ta ziji,Kor. ku-casin

As discussed in Safir (1995), the lexical form in complex anaphors is often a predicate
expressing identity either literally (e.g., Port. mesmo is the adjective corresponding to
'same' in English), or metonymically (e.g., Basqre buru is the noun corresponding to
'head', ard bere burua means 'his head' literally). I will call such lexical elements
SELF form.s, adapting R&R's terminology (cf. section 1.5 below; for a crosslinguistic
inventory of SELF forms, see Safir 1995). Schematically, simplex anaphors €re forms
like (45'a) below, while complex anaphors are usually forms like (45'b):

(45') a. Simplex Anaphors: [Np SE ] or ["* SELF ]
b. Complex Anaphors: [* SE SELF ] or [* pronoun SELF ]

Simplex anaphors may, but need no! be monomorphemic (they may have Case

inflection, for example). Complex anaphors are always polymorphemic, of cowse.
Given the qualifications above, Cole & Sung's generalizations sunmanzed in (42a)

above would seem to be better stated as follows: (i) all simplex anaphors in (45a) above

can be LD bound, as illustrated with Chinese ziji in (41) above and with Icelandic sig in
(a6a) below, though there are simplex anaphors which cannot (see section 1.6); (ii) all
complex anaphors are local, as illustrated with Chinese [pronoun + ziji] in (a3) above,

and with Icelandic sjdlfan sig in (46b) below (Icelandic examples in Cole & Sung

1994:358-9, from Hyams & Sigurj6nsdottir 1990):

$6) a. J6n, segir ad Maria elski sigi
J6n says that Maria loves(SBJ) SE
'J6n, says that Maria loves him,'

b. J6q segir ad Petrt elski sj6lfan sig.,
J6n says that Petw loves(SBJ) SELF SE

'J6n, says that Petuq loves {himr.r/trimself.4}'

23 Katada (1991:294) suggests the structure [* [* zibun/lcaref [* zrsin]l for the complex forms in Japa-

nese. But he also notes that he does not have independent evidence for it. In particular, he cannot explain
why the genitive marker -no would be supressed from genitive zibun/kare.
2o Note that Chinese ziji can be appended to a full NP to form an emphatic NP (cf. C&S:361-2), suggest-
ing that it may be an emphatic adjunct, just like the adjunct forms in (45bi,ii).

23
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Like (42a), (42b) above also collapses two generalizations into one: (i) LD anaphors
are subject-oriented, that is, they must have subjects as antecedents, which would be
exemplifiedby $7a) in Icelandic and (47b) in Chinese; (ii) local anaphors would not be
subject-oriented, which would be exemplified by (a8a) below in Icelandic and (a8b) in
Chinese (cf. Cole & Sung 1994:359-61):

$7) a. J6q sagdi Marfu, a6 hf elskadir
J6n told Maria that you loved(SBJ)
'J6n, told M*iq that you loved {hirrqlhel}'

b. Wangwq shuo Zhangsaq zengsong gei Lisiu
Wangwu say Zhangsan give to Lisi
yipian guanyu ziji,o,.u de wenzhang

one about SELF PCL article

'Wangwu, says that Zhangsan; gave Lisiu an article about {him'r^/himsel{a,r.i }'
(aB) a. Eg sendi Haraldi, fiit A sjalfan sig,

I sent Harald clothes to SELF SE
oI sent Harald, clothes for {him/himself},'

b. Wangwq shuo Zhangsaq song gei Lisin
Wangwu say Zhangsan give to Lisi
yipian guanyu [ta ziji],r., de wenztrang

one about-[him SELF] PCL article

'Wangwu, says that Zhangsantgave Lisiu an article about {him,r^/himsel{nr.i}'

As with (42a), (42b) is deserves some qualifications. First of all, as Cole & Sung
themselves recognize, 'there are well-known apparent counterexamples to the claims
that LD anaphors are subject-oriented' (1994:362, frr.ll). They discuss some of such
counterexamples in Chinese, for which they suggest that the antecedent can be analyzed
as a subject in the relevant sense at some abstract level of representation. That is,
depending on the status of this type of counterexamples, the subject-orientation should
either be stated as a (strong) tendency, or refer to 'subjects at some level', if Cole &
Sung's approach is workable in general.

The second generalization subsumed under (42b), namely, the alleged lack of
subject-orientation of local antecedents, also requires qualification, again as pointed out
by Cole & Sung themselves: '(...) in a number of languages (e.g., Danish, cf. Pica 1987,
and Chinese) the forms used as LD reflexives are always subject-oriented, even when
they are local (...)' (1994:360). This is also the case of European languages whose SE

anaphor does not require a SELF form in local contexts, like German and Russian
(examples from Faltz 1985:115):

(a9) a. Ivan, govoril s Vladimironl o sebe,,*.,

Ivan spoke with Vladimir about SE
'Ivar\ spoke with Vladimir, about himselfrr'

b. Hans, sprach mit FritE tiber sich*,
Hans spoke with Fritz about SE
'Hans, spoke with Fritz, about himsel{o'

stgii,j
SE

[Rus]

IGer]
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Moreover, it is often claimed that, except for a few specific contexts, European [SE
SELF] complex anaphors are always subject-oriented, just like SE itself is; complex
anaphors formed with pronouns in the same languages, on the other hand, are not
subject-oriented (cf. Faltz 1985, Hellan 1983, Everaert 1986, among many others;
examples (50a,c) from Faltz 1985:114,123; (50d) from Vikner 1985:22):2s'26

(50) a. Juan, le habl6 a Pedro, acerca de {sf mismo,.,/dl mismo,r} tsp]
Juan him(DAT) spoke to Pedro about {SE SELFlhim SELF}
'Juan, spoke to Pedro, about himsel{r'

b. O Jo5o, falou com o Paulo, sobre {si mesmowf ele mesmo,,,}

Jo6o spoke with Paulo about {SE SELF/him SELF}
'Jof,o, spoke with Paulo, about himselfr,'

c. Jani heeft Kees, over {zictuelf,,,,/hemzelf.,a } verteld
Jan has Kees about {SE-SELF/him-SELF} told
'Jaq talked to Kees about himsel{,.,'

d. Anne, snakkede med Tinq om {sig selv,,.,lhende selv.,,,}
Anne talked with Tinaabout {SE SELFlher SELF}
oAnnei talked to Tinq about hersel{o'

It would seem, therefore, that local anaphors of the [SE SELFJ form are subject-oriented
because of the subject-orientation of SE (cf. Faltz 1985:123, Burzio 1993:4, among
others). But, if this is true, then non-subject-orientation would not be a property of local
anaphors, or of complex anaphors for that matter, but only of complex anaphors formed
with pronouns rather than with pronominal anaphors. However, Cole & Sung prefer to
generalize the cases in which a LD anaphor loses its subject-orientation when locally
bound because 'language-specific principles can impose constraints on grammar that go
beyond those of Universal Grammar' (1994:360). That is, they assume that subject-

25 Note that complex anaphors formed with pronouns may or may not be 'anti-subject-oriented': this is
the case of Dutch and Germanic languages in general, but not in Spanish or other Romance languages.
For some discussion of the Germanic case, see discussion of (99a,b) in section 1.5 below, in pafticular,
fit.49; for Romance, see section 3.4.
26 The contexts in which 'subject-orientation' of SE seems to be violated are, in general, the same across
languages and include cases like in (ia,b,c) (examples in BP):

(i) a. O Jo6o pds a Maria; diante de simesma,
'Jo6o faced Mariq with hersel{'

b. O Estado tem o dever de proteger o cidad6o, de si mesmo,

'The State has the obligation of protecting the citizen, from himself,'
c. O psicanalista devolveu a Maria,a simesmq (depois de um longo tratarnento)

'The psychoanalist gave Mari4 back to herself, (after a long trea0nent)'

For similar examples in other languages, see: Maling (1984:281) for Icelandic, Timberlake (1980:115,
frt.5) for Russian, Koster (1985:143) for Dutch, Toman (1991:160) for Czech, Giorgi (1984:329) for
Italian, Edmondson (1978:6a\ for German. See Faltz (1985), Hellan (1988), Everaert (1986), among
others, for discussion of counterexamples to the subject-orientation of SE anaphors. See also subsection
5.3.2 below for some discussion from the perspective of the framework to be developed here.

TBP]

lDutl

[Dan]
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orientation of local SE and of [SE SELF] is 'language-specific', when it seems to be a
rather general property of SE.27

Let us finally consider Cole & Sung's generalization in (42c) above, according to
which languages with verbal agreement show no blocking effect on LD binding of
anaphors, while languages with no verbal agreement do. Cole & Sung claim that
blocking effects arise in Chinese and other East Asian languages (like Korean) when
there is an intervening subject between an LD anaphor and its antecedent, and this
intervening subject differs in person from the anaphor's antecedent. This is illustrated
for Chinese in (51) below (Cole & Sung 1994:3631' compare with (al)):

(51) a. Zhangsaq renwei woj ztridao Wangwu* xihuan ziji.y.i,*
Zhangsan think I know Wangwu like SE
'Zhangsan thinks that t kncw that Wangwuu likes himselfn'

b. Zhangsan, renwei Wangwu., ztridao wor xihuan ziji,,,.,*
Zhangsan think Wangwu know wo like SE
'Zhangsan thinks that Wangwu knows that Iu likes myselfu'

In contrast with languages like Chinese, European languages do not show any blocking
effect on LD binding, as illustrated by Icelandic (Cole & Sung 1994:364):

(52) J6rq telur a6 69 hafi tala6 vi6 sigr

J6n thinks that I have talked with SE

'J6n, thinks that I have talked to him,'

According to Cole & Sung, the relevant typological difference between the Chinese type
of language and the Icelandic type is that the former languages have no person
specification in AGR, while the latter do.

But, again, as Cole & Sung discuss in a footnote, the stated correlation is much less

than straightforward if we take into consideration overt inflection only (1994:364, fn.
l4): there are many cases in rvhich lack of overt verbal agreement does not trigger
blocking effects. For example, SE anaphors can be LD-bound across subjects of
infinitives in Italian, Icelandic, etc., and infinite verbal forms have no overt agreement

in these languages; yet, no blocking effect is triggered. The solution, Cole & Sung

suggest, is that infinitives do have AGR, but it happens to be 'abstract'. If this
suggestion can be maintained, generalization @2c) should actually be stated as: (i)
languages with overt or abstract specification for AGR show no blocking effect on LD
binding of anaphors; (ii) languages with no specification for AGR (overt or abstract) do

show blocking effects.

27 We may add that the same distribution of facts in (50) above seems to be true of the Japanese alterna-

tive forms fzibun-zisin) and lkare-zisinl, cf. (45) above: lzibun zisinl,like zibun, is subject'oriented;

llmre-zisinf is not (cf. Katada l99l:289). Thus, subject-orientation may seem to be a property of pro-
nominal anaphors in general, as in Faltz's original generalizations, cf. fn.20 above.
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1.4.2 Cole & Sung's (1994) Analysis

Assuming that Cole & Sung's way of stating the facts is correct, let us now look at their
version of the head-movement analysis of LD anaphors, which we have seen intends to
capture (42a,b,c) above. Their crucial hypotheses are the following:

(53) Head-Movement Analysis of LD Anaphors:

a. simplex anaphors are heads (i.e., Xos);
b. if simplex anaphors move at LF, they move to INFL;
c. complex anaphors are maximal projections (i.e., XPs).

(53a,c) are common to all versions of the Head-Movement Analysis of LD anaphors;
(53b) has a stronger formulation in other versions, for which simplex anaphors ruasl
move to INFL (e.g., in Pica 1987, Baffistella 1989, and R&R l99l). In addition to
(53a"b,c), Cole & Sung make a number of auxiliary assumptions. First of all, they
assume KL's BT and, in particular, Condition A (thus, anaphors must be bound in the
first domain containing a subject). Cole & Sung's assumptions concerning movement
theory are summarized in (54) below, of which (54a,b,c,d) are independently required in
the Barriers framework for locality of movement:

(54) Cole & Sung's Auxiliary Assumptions (1): Movement Theory

a. heads adjoin to other heads, XPs to other marimal projections;
b. unbounded XP movement is possible only via Spec CP, adjunction to CP and

IP being excluded;
c. Spec CP can only be occupied by operator-like elements hke wh phrases;
d. head-movement is subject to the HMC;
e. head-movement can 'excorporate' an adjoined head for further movement;
f. complex anaphors are not operator-like elements.

Consider now how (53) and (54) together explain the generalizations in (42a,b,c) above.
Generalization (42a), as discussed before, subsumes two facts: (i) LD anaphors are

simplex anaphors, and (ii) complex anaphors are local. The fact that simplex anaphors
may be LD hound follows, in general, from (53a) and (54a,d,e): being heads (cf. (53a)),
simplex anaphors may adjoin to other heads (cf. (5aa)) as long as they do not violate the
HMC, that is, as long as they move to a governing head (cf. (5ad)); moreover, once
adjoined to a head, they can move to the next governing head, and then cyclically up to
any governing head. This is illustrated with the derivations summarized in (55) in the
next page for the Chinese example in (41) above (only the first two clauses of (41) are
represented): given these derivations, ziji may end up either in I, or I, at LF; it may,
therefore, be covalued either with lfsi or with Wangwu, as required.

The other generalization subsumed under (42a), namely, that complex anaphors are

local, follows from (53c) and (54a,b,c,f): being mzurimal projections (cf. (53c)),
complex anaphors may adjoin to other maximal projections (cf. (5aa)) as long as these
are not CPs or IPs (cf. (5ab)); however, since complex anaphors are not operator-like
elements (cf. (5afl), they can never land in Spec CP (cf. (5ac)); therefore, they can never
move out of CPs without crossing IP and CP and, consequently, a barrier (CP, by
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inheritance from IP, cf. Barriers); it follows that complex anaphors can never be LD
bound.28 This is illustrated by the derivations summarized in (56) on the next page for
the Chinese example in (43) above (again, only the first two clauses Eue represented): ta
ziji may adjoin to VP, in (56), but it carurot move up any further; therefore, it can only
be bound by a c-commanding NP within IP, (i.e. by Wangwu, notby Lisi), as required.
That is, according to Cole & Sung, though complex anaphors may, in principle, also

move at LF, there is no derivation in which such movement would allow them cross a
clause boundary (but see fn. 28 above).2e

(5s) rP

---\ I'

---^\12 vP

A''ziji, 12 X 9R_
4I /\ ,/ \
:tVSpecC'
i..'..'....-...''! I 

-----i zhidao C IP

NP

J
I

i xihuan t

i.. .........................................i

Let us consider now Cole & Sung's generalization (42b), which claims that LD
anaphors are always subject-oriented, and that local anaphors are not. As in all other
versions of the head-movement analysis of LD anaphors, Cole & Sung also derive the
subject-orientation of such anaphors from the hypothesis that LD binding is a result of
the anaphor's moving to an INFL position higher than that of the clause containing it at
S-Structure (as in (56) above). From this and the assumption that these anaphors must

2t Note that this explains why complex anaphors cannot be bound across CPs, but not why they cannot be

bound across IPs (in ECM structures, for example). In the Batiers system, IPs, Iike CPs, cannot be

adjoined to; however, they are not bariers either. Therefore, an element adjoined to the lower VP in an

ECM structure might in principle moye up to adjoin to the matrix VP without crossing any barrier.

'e Cole & Sung consider an alternative derivation: zyi would move from lta zijil leaving la stranded
behind. They claim that this derivation is not possible because 'adjunction to the lower V will cross a

closer governor ra in violation of the Minimality Condition' (C&S:368). But they do not discuss another
possibiliry: zyi might just as well move into la first, and then 'excorporate' and move up to V in (56), just
as it first moves into V, and then 'excotporates' from V and moves up to I in (55).

NP

I

Lisi,
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be bound in the domain of the first subject c-commanding them (cf. KL's BT), it
follows that LD anaphors must be bound by the subject of the INFL they are adjoined
to: there is no other c-commanding NP in the domain of this subject, as shown in (56).

(56) IP,

-,A-NP I'I - --
Lisi, 12 VP

/\_
ta-ziji

C IP,
4-

NP I'r --,\l-/\-
Wangwu* Ir VP

.---.-
ta-ziji VP

*1""
x.t

,{ \'

^\

It is crucial, however, that simplex anaphors land in INFL when they move at LF, and

not in any other head. Otherwise, they might end up c-commanded by other NPs than
the subject, as illustrated in (57) in the next page, which must be prevented as a possible

derivation for the Icelandic sentence in (42a) above: if the derivation in (57) were possi-

ble, sig should be able to be bound by Mariu, which is not the case (cf. (47a) above).
As for the alleged lack of subject-orientation of local anaphors, it would follow, in

Cole & Sung's analysis, from the assumption that local binding does not require LF-
movement of the anaphor. If the anaphor stays in situ, it may be c-colnmanded not only
by the subject, but also by other NPs dominated by VP; therefore, it may be bound by
such NPs. For local anaphors that are subject-oriented, like Chinese ziji and Eruopean
SE, Cole & Sung assume that a language-specific requirement obliges the anaphor to
move to INFL even for local binding. In sum, subject-orientation, whether in LD or
local binding, is always a function of movement to INFL.
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Finally, consider Cole & Sung's account of generalization (42c), which also covers
two statements: (i) languages with overt or abstract specification for AGR, like
European languages, show no blocking effect on LD binding of anaphors; (ii) languages
with no specification for AGR, like East Asian languages, do show blocking effects.
Cole & Sung's account requires a few additional assumptions. First of all, they assume
the following principles for determination of the feature content of a node:30

(58) Cole & Sung's Auxiliary Assumptions (2): Feature Percolation Principles

a. The features of the mother node and the features of the daughter nodes are

identical;
b. If the features of the daughter nodes conflict, the mother node has the features

ofthe head node.

Secondly, they assume that though languages may differ with regards to INFL's specifi-
cation for person, all languages have the following rule of "subject-verb agreement":

(58) c. Subject-INFL Agreemenr [Subj-INFL AGR]: 'the specifiers of IP and INFL
must be non-distinct with respect to person' (Cole & Sung 1994:372).

30 The feature percolation principles in (58) have been argued for by Cole, Hermon and Sung (1993) on
the basis not only of the blocking effects under discussion here, but also of other facts: (i) the behavior of
'subcommand' antecedents in Chinese (cf. Tang 1989), (ii) honorific agreement in Korean, and (iii) the
restrictions on wh pied-piping. We may, therefore, assume (58) to be independently motivation.
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Let us now take a look at the derivation in (59) below for the Chinese example in (5lb)
(only the first clause represented):

VPI[3p]

zijil3pl I v NPrAl
i....._...._ .I v N

:I::L J

Consider the node INFL after adjunction of ziji: ziji is [3p], and INFL itself is
unspecified for person; thus, there is no conflict between ziji ard INFL with respect to
person;'' according to (58), under these circumstances, the mother node (a segment of
INFL itself) has the features of its daughters, which means that it has the person features
of ziji, that is, INFL is [3p] in (59). However, the universal rule of Subj-INFL AGR
requires INFL to be non-distinct from its subject; since the subject of INFL in (59) is

[1p], and INFL [3p], Subj-INFL AGR is violated, ffid (59) is excluded, as required. Of
course, if the subject were [3p], as in (55) above, Subj-INFL AGR would not be violated
because INFL would be non-distinct from its subject (it would inherit [3p] from zyi).
Thus, the blocking effects in Chinese follow from (58) and the hypothesis that ziji
moves to INFL at LF.

Compare (59) with the derivation in (60) on the next page for the Icelandic example
in (52): the crucial difference between Chinese and lcelandic, under Cole & Sung's
assumptions, is that Icelandic INFL ri specified for person. This means that when sig
adjoins to INFL in (60), its [3p] feature does zof percolate to INFL: since INFL is speci-
fied as [1p], a conflict arises between srg's [3p] feature, and INFL's [1p] feature; ac-

cording to (58b), when there is such a conflict, the feature of the head node percolates to
the mother; in (60), the head node is (a segment of) INFL itself. In other words, if INFL
is specified for person, it preserves its own feature specification rather than inherits that
of the adjoined anaphor. And preserving its feature specification, it still agrees with its
subject, unlike what happens in (59) above. Thus, it also follows from (58) that lan-
guages like Icelandic will show no blocking effect, as required.

3r Actually, the Chinese anaphor zyi is unspecified for person. C&S assume, however, that ziji is freely
generated as [p], [2p], or [3p]. The analysis summarized in (59) can also be maintained if: (i) zyi is
generated without $-features and picks them up (through Spec-Head Agreement) at the first INFL it
moves in; (ii) this specification is not changed later in the derivation (cf. C&S:372, fn.26). Note also that,
unlike zyl, Icelandic srg is lexically specified as [3p], as most European SE anaphors are (the exception

are the Slavic SE anaphors, which are unspecified for person).
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We can now summarize Cole & Sung's analysis of LD anaphors as follows:

(61) Cole & Sung's Analysis of LD Anaphors:

a. LD anaphors are simplex (47a): head movement can be cyclic (cf. (52a) and
(53ad,e));

b. complex anaphors are local (47a): movement of non-operator XPs cannot cross
CP (cf. (52b) and (53a,b,c,0);

c. LD anaphors are subject-oriented (a7b): if moved, simplex anaphors land in
INFL (cf. (52b) and KL's Condition A);

d. local anaphors are not subject-oriented $7b): local binding does not require LF
movement (cf. KL's Condition A);

e. agreement circumvents blocking effects (47c): INFL specified for person will
not violate Subj-INFL AGR under LD binding (cf. (52a) and (58));

f. lack of verbal agreement implies blocking effects (47c): INFL unspecified for
person violates Subj-INFL AGR under LD binding (cf. (52a) and (58));

We have just seen, then, that the head-movement analysis of LD anaphors seems to be

able to account for a number of typological properties of LD binding with the tl:ree
crucial hypothesis (53a,b,c) and a few auxiliary assumptions, most of which
independently argued for (including (5a) and (58)).

There are a number of problems with this analysis, though, not only in the version
proposed by Cole & Sung, but for any one adopting the hypotheses (53a,b,c) above.
Before we discuss some of these problems, however, I would like to briefly point out
those aspects of the head-movement analysis of LD binding which illustrate the general

conceptual approach of the post-Kl work on BT. As I said, this work can be
characterized by two main general ideas (cf. (35) above, repeated below):

(62) Post-KL 87: Intrasentential NP anaphora results from the interactions between:

(a) relations and constraints independently available in grammar;
(b) the inherent morphosyntactic properties of NPs.
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(62) is illustrated, for example, by the idea that both LD binding of simplex anaphors

and the locality of complex anaphors are due to the interaction of movement
possibilities and the inherent properties of anaphors themselves: (i) head-movement, it
is claimed, is unbounded, whereas movement of non-operator XPs cannot cross CPs; (ii)
simplex anaphors are heads, whereas complex anaphors are XPs; (iii) it follows that
movement of simplex anaphors is unbounded, whereas movement of complex anaphors

cannot cross CPs. (62) is also illustrated by Cole & Sung's analysis of blocking effects
in terms of two independently needed grammatical principles: the SubjJ Agr rule and
the principles of feature percolation. For these, however, it is not the inherent
rnorphosyntactic properties of anaphors that really matter, but those of the heads that
may host them.

1.4.3 Some Problems

As we have seen, it is clear that the general motivation for the head-movement analysis
of LD binding is to be found in the guidelines in(62) above. This is not to say, however,
that it succeeds in providing a fully principled explanation for all aspects of LD binding
with which it is concerned. For example, the fact that Cole & Sung's analysis needs to
resort to the standard Condition A means that it has no better explanation for the fact
that anaphors require an antecedent. More importantly, as Cole & Sung discuss, if no
motivation is provided for the hypothesis that simplex anaphors move to INFL, the
head-movement analysis of LD anaphors remains stipulative (cf. 1994:383-4).

Other versions of this analysis have suggested that, because simplex anaphors are

unspecified for $-features, they must move to INFL to get $-features either through an
agreement relation wittr its antecedent (e.g., Cole, Hermon & Sung l99l), or directly
from INFL itself (e.g., R&R 1991). Though there might be some intuitive appeal in the
idea that $-feature-defective arguments should somehow get $-feature-specified for
interpretation (cf. Bouchard 1984), it is not clear at all why simplex anaphors would
have to LF-move for this.

Consider, for example, the case of PRO and NP-traces, standardly assumed to be

anaphors and arguably Q-feature-defective, just like simplex anaphors (like Q-feature-
defective anaphors, PRO and NP-traces may be bound by antecedents with any $-
feature-specification). It is unclear how PRO gets {-feature-specified (or whether it
does, for that matter), but one thing li clear: if it does, it is not through movement, since
PRO occurs in ungoverned positions. As for NP-traces, it seems clear that, if they get 0-
feature-specified at all, they do it not by moving into an INFL-like position, but rather
by belonging to an A-chain. Thus, for such anaphor-like NPs, head-movement at LF
does not seem to be an option. Why would it be for lexical anaphors?

There are some other problems with the head-movement analysis of LD anaphors.
By far the most important one has been noted by Pica (1987), but as far as I know it has
not received any satisfactory answer: LD binding can penetrate islands, that is,
environments out of which movement is excluded. For example, it is known since
Huang (1982) that adjunct clauses cannot be extracted from, as illustrated in (63a)
below (weishenme 'why' must move to the matrix Spec CP at LF to take scope over the
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sentence). In the Barriers system, adjuncts are islands because they are not 0-marked,
hence, not L-marked and, therefore, they are inherent barriers for movement. But, if
movement is not possible from adjunct clauses, why is it the case that ziji can be LD
bound within such clauses, cf. (63b) (adapted from Cole & Sung 1994:381-2)?

(63) a.Zhangsan shuo [ruguo Lisi (*weishenme) mei lai ], ta ji, bu qu?

Zhangsan said I if Lisi (nwhy) not come], he then not go?
'(*Why,) did Zhangsan say that [if Lisi does not come t ], he won't go?'

b. Zhangsan, shuo [ruguo Lisi, piping ziji,o), ta jiu bu qu
Zhangsarq said I if Li'i, criticize SEr, ], he then not go
'Zhangsaq said that [if Lisi, criticizes {himsel{/him,} ], he won't go'

According to Cole & Sung, 'the desiderata for the solution' of this problem are: (a)
inherent barriers are not barriers for head-movement because they become L-marked
under head-movement; (b) they are barriers for XP-movernent because XP-movement
does not make them L-marked. To achieve this result, Cole & Sung propose that
government by a lexical head is sufficient for L-marking (in t};re Barriers system, 0-
marking under sisterhood is required). Consider the derivation (64) below of (58b)
under this assumption (I represent in (6a) only the relevant substructure of (63b)):

(64) cP,

,At.
)ec C',

-A-c2

A
ziji c2 cP'

,/A\.
Spec

tC,
I

ruguo

IP,

,A-
NP I'2

l,nt
ta Iz VPcr IP

-'^= /\-
jiu bu quI'I - -Lisi,M'n -.,, *

For Cole & Sung, ziji in C, iurns this head into a lexical governor for CP,, which
becomes L-marked and, therefore, not a barrier anymore.32 As for XP-extraction from

32 Note that IP, does not block government of C, in (64) because CP, is adjoined and hence not domi-
nated by IP, under the Barriers assumptions.
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CP,, it has to go through Spec CP, and Spec CPr, in which case C, does not become a

lexical governor for CP,: thus, XP-movement from an island does not make this island
L-marked, as Cole & Sung wish.

However, this solution is not without problems. If government by a lexical head
were sufficient for L-marking, extraction from an adjunct clause within an ECM IP, as

illustrated in (65) below, should be possible:

(65) *[Who believes [" [" Mary to have left ] [., because she met Paul how]l ?

Under Cole & Sung's assumptions, the adjunct CP in (65) would be lexically govemed
and, therefore, L-marked by the matrix verb, just as CP, is by Q in (6a) above. Still,
LF-extraction of how from CP in (65) is impossible, suggesting that lexical government
is not enough for L-marking of CP in (65).33

Another problem for the head-movement analysis of LD binding has to do with the
relation between the hypotheses concerning subject-orientation and locality of complex
anaphors. As we have seen above, subject-orientation is taken to be a consequence of
simplex anaphors' head-moving to INFL, while locality of complex anaphors is seen as

a consequence of the boundedness of XP-movement. Recall now that in most European
languages, complex anaphors of the [SE SELF] type are arguably both local and
subject-oriented (cf. the examples in (50) above). If subject-orientation is a result of
head-movement to INFL, we have to conclude that, in these languages, SE may move to
INFL leaving SELF stranded behind, as in (66) below (from (50b) above):

(66)
/i\
i
I

NP

I

Jof,o

I'

-ft-I

/\
sil

VPt
PP
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But, if a derivation such as (66) is possible, then it becomes unclear why complex
anaphors must be local.

33 This argument is analogous to Lasnik & Saito's argument against lexical government as a sufficient
condition for proper government (cf. Lasnik & Saito 1992:25-6).

There is another potential problem with C&S's proposal: it predicts that LF-extraction of rllft elements
from an island becomes possible if this island also contains a LD bound anaphor. This is so because the
LD anaphor will head-move at LF and, eventually, it will L-mark the island. As far as I know, nobody
has observed this fact.
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Note that the complex anaphor, as a whole, does not move at all in (66) - rather,
part of it stays in situ. ([SE SELF] cannot move itself to INFL because, by hypothesis, it
is a maximal projection, and maximal projections cannot adjoin to heads, cf. (54a)
above.) Thus, the locality of the complex anaphor in (66) cannot be attributed to
constraints on XP-movement. Moreover, SE must head-move to INFL in (66) because
the anaphor as a whole is subject-oriented; but, once moved to INFL, nothing prevents
SE from head-moving cyclically upwards and, therefore, from being LD bound. That is:
if subject-orientation of SE is to be captured by head-movement to INFL, then locality
of [SE SELF] cannot be explained in terms of constraints on XP-movement.

Finally, another problem for the head-movement analysis of LD binding must
referred to: devised to explain why LD binding is possible at all, this theory is silent
with respect to many other salient facts related to simplex anaphors. In particular, in
most of its versions, it has nothing to say about two quite obvious facts which we will
be looking at in section 1.6: (i) simplex anaphors may be local; (ii) the domains in
which simplex anaphors may be bound vary across languages.

In this section, we have seen an example of the post-Kl general approach to BT as

applied to long-distance binding - the head-movement analysis of LD anaphors. In the
next section, I turn to an example of the same general approach, now applied to local
binding - the chains-and-reflexivity theory of R&R (1991, 1992,1993,1995). We will
see, €rmong other things, that this approach has a solution for one of the problems with
the head-movement analysis of LD binding, the one conceming the locality of complex
anaphors. The chains-and-reflexivity approach will also provide the basic framework for
the theory to be developed in this dissertation.

1.5 R&R's Chains-and-Reflexivity Approach to Local Binding

In a series of recent papers (R&R 1997, 1992, 1993, 1995), Reinhart & Reuland have

been developing an approach to 'local' anaphoric dependencies which tries to explain
the differences between pronours, complex anaphors., and SE forms on the basis of two
independent theories, the theory of the representation of predicate reflexivity, and Chain
Theory. Let me start with R&R's theory conceming predicate reflexivity.

1.5.1 The Reflexivity Theory

R&R's Reflexivity Theory is, in essence, a reinterpretation of the standard binding
Conditions A and B as constraints on predicates. With respect to Condition B, R&R's
motivation for this reinterpretation is that pronouns appea.r to be possible only when
coindexing does not result in a reflexive predicate, that is, when the pronoun is not
coindexed with a co-argument (cf. R&R 1993:661-4). To see this, let us compare the
contexts in (68) below with those in (69) (adapted from R&R 1993:661):

(68) a. Mm citicized {himselfl*him)
b. Mm speaks [", with {himseffl*him}l
c. The queen likes [*, Lucie'sjokes about {herselfl*her\l
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(69) a. Mm saur a gun [r, near {(??)himsefflhim}l
b. Lucie counted five tourists in the room [pp apd from {herse$/her)]
c. Lucie saw [* a picture of {herselfl(??)her}l
d. Maxlikes [* jokes about {himselfl(??)himl)

In (68), where pronouns are excluded and reflexives required in English, the anaphoric
form and the antecedent are co-arguments, that is, they are arguments of the same predi-
cate (headed by criticize in (68a), by speak in (68b), and by joke in (68c)).3a In (69),
where both pronouns and reflexives are possible,3s the anaphoric form and the antece-

dent are not ao-arguments: in (69a) Mm is an argument of see, and lhimself/him), of
near, a locative preposition, and locative prepositions head independent predicates (cf.
fn. 34 above); in (69b) Lucie is an argument of count, and {herself/her}, of the PP

headed by apart fro*, which is an adjunct and, therefore, is not part of the argument
structure of the main predicate; in (69c), Max is an Eugument of the main predicate, see,

whereas {himself/him} form is within an argument of that predicate, the NP headed by
picture; an analogous situation arises in (69d).

Thus, when coindexing results in a reflexive predicate, pronouns are excluded and

reflexives required (cf. (68)); otherwise, both seem to be possible (cf. (69)). To capture
this, R&R proposed thail (i) Condition B requires reflexive predicates to be marked for
reflexivity; (ii) only anaphors with a SELF form, like reflexives in English, can function
as reflexive-markers in an argument position (adapted from R&R 1993:662-3;'r'rz

3a Here the assumption is that subcategorized or 'selected' prepositions do not head independent predi-
cates because they do not assign 0-roles of their own, but rather one from the head that selects them (e.g.,

spea* selects with n (68b), jolce selects about tn (68c)). Locative prepositions like near in (69a), on the
other hand, are assumed to head independent predicates, even when they are 'selected'. Cf. R&R
(1993:664) and the discussion in sections 3.3 and 3.4 below.
3s R&R assume the reflexive to be fine in (69a), as well as the pronouns in (69c,d), whereas the literature
usually reports these occunences to be 'marked', cf. Heswik (1991:462-7), Kuno (1987:65-7), Chomsky
(1981:290) for (69a), and Chomsky (1981:154-5,217), Kuno (1987:199) for (69c,d). For discussion of
these cases, see section 3.6 below.
36 Both reflexivity conditions A and B must be relativized to indices to avoid, for example, t}rat a 7-
indexed reflexive-marker licenses an i-reflexive predicate, as in *Mar, showed myse$ to him, (cf. R&R
1993:663). Though I will say throughout that, e.g., 'a reflexive predicate must be reflexive-marked', it
should be kept in mind that the intended meaning is 'an r'-reflexive predicate etc.'
3? According to R&R (1993:659), the fact that anaphors containing SELF fonns function as reflexive-
markers is due to the lexical semantics of SELF forms, which R&R take 'to be a restriction imposing
identity on two arguments of a predicate, one of which is the [pronominal form] embedded in the [com-
plex anaphor]' . Of course, it is still necessary to work out precisely how the lexical semantics of different
SELF forms come to have this function (for example, how expressions for body-parts, which express

identity metonymically, come to impose such a restriction).

Quite generally, SELF elements are also used to form emphatic NPs (see Faltz 1985, among others),

which suggests an alternative explanation for their use as 'reflexive markers' (cf. Faltz 1985:.239 and ff.):
(i) SELF elements are, for some reason, used to express of 'emphasis'; (ii) emphatics are used, among

other things, to wam that the intended referent of the NP is unusual or unexpected (as in John himself
took the blame\; (iii) depending on the semantic/pragmatic nature of the predicate, reflexivity (and,

therefore, the referent of an NP argument) might be unusual or unexpected, calling for an emphatic form.
Under this view, the primary lexical function of SELF forms is to mark 'emphasis', while reflexive-
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(70) Reflexivity Condition B:

If a predicate is i-reflexive, it is i-reflexive-marked.

(71) Definitions:
a. A predicate is i-reflexive iff at least two of its arguments are i-coindexed.

b. A predicate of head H is i-refiexive-marked iff one of H's i-indexed arguments
is a reflexive-marker.

c. An NP is a reflexive-marker iff it is formed with a SELF element.

The reader can verifu for himself that Condition B as in (70) accounts for the obligatori-
ness of reflexives in (68) above, and for the availability of the pronoun in (69).

R&R have additional arguments for formulating Condition B as a requirement for
reflexive-marking of predicates, rather than as a constraint on anaphoric forms (that is,
on pronouns, as in the standard BT). All the arguments concern the local distribution of
SE anaphors. Note that, according to (7lc), reflexive-markers must contain a SELF
form, which means that, just like pronouns, SE anaphors by themselves are not rcflex-
ive-markers. Thus, if a predicate is reflexive and SE is used alone, instead of in a com-
plex form with SELF, the predicate is not reflevive-marked and it should be excluded by
Condition B in (70) above. And this is what happens, for example, with the Dutch SE
anaphor, zich, as illustrated in (72a,b) below; (72c) shows that zich is fine if it is not a
co-argument of its antecedent (cf. R&R:665-6):38

marking is a secondary or derived function. An explanation of what 'emphasis' amounts to, and why
predicates ofidentity are appropriate for its expression, is still required, though.

A third alternative is that both 'reflexive-marking' and 'emphasis-marking' are possible primary
functions of SELF forms. See ftrs. I and 47 of chapter 3 for discussion of related issues.
18 The same pattern is found with the Norwegian forms seg and seg selv, as originally observed by Hellan
(1983); for Dutch, the original observation is due to Everaert (1986). The relevant facts are less clear,
however, in German and lcelandic, and certainly different in Romance languages, in which the SELF
form is required only if the inherent semantics/pragmatics of predicate really disfavors a reflexive inter-
pretation. This is illustrated by the BP contasts in (i) and (ii) below:
(i) a. O Jodo ji tinha {se} visto {a si mesmo} no cinema

'Jodohas already seen himselfin a movie'
b. O Jodojitinha {*se} atacado {asi mesmo} num artigo que escreveu para o Pasquim

'Jodoha.;s already criticized himself in an article he wrote to Pasquim'
(ii) a. O Jodo sempre confiou demais em si(mesmo)

'Jodo always trusted too much (n) himself
b. O Jodo conversa consigo ??(mesmo\ o tempo todo

'Jodota[<sto himself all the time'

The predicates in the sentences in a. above seem intuitively more natural under a reflexive interpretation
tlran the predicates in the sentences in &.; concomitantly, the BP SE anaphor (se/si) alone is fine in the

sentences in a., but requires a SELF form (mesmo, lit. 'same', in BP) in the sentences in 6. That is,

though SELF forms in Romance languages seem to be functionally similar to reflexive-markers in Dutch
and Nonregian, they do not have precisely the same distribution. See sections 3.2 and 3.4 for further
discussion. For Icelandic, see frt. 25 of chapter 3; for German, see R&R (1995).
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(72) a. Max haat {*zicWzichzeffi
Max hates {SilSE-SELF\
'Max hates himself

b. Max praat met {*zicWzichzelJ\
Max speaks with {SE/SE-SELF}
'Max talks to himself

c. Mm zag een slang naast {zich/??zichzeff\
Mm saw a snake near {SE/SE-SELF\
'Max saw a snake neat him'

Thus, as far as Condition B is concemed, pronouns and SE anaphors seem to pattern

alike and to oppose reflexive-markers, that is, complex forms with SELF.
The second argument for Condition B as a requirement for reflexive-marking of

predicates comes from the fact that with some predicates, the contrast SE versus [SE
SELF] either disappears, as illustrated in (73a), or it affects the complex form rather
than SE, as in (73b) (compare with (72a) above; cf. R&R 1993:666-7):

(73) a. Mm wast {zich/zichzelJ}
Mm washes {SE/SE-SELF}
oMax washes (himselJ)'

b. Mm gedroeg {zichfl?zichzelJ\ goed

Mm behaved {SI7SE-SEL\ well
'Mm behaved (himselJ) well'

As Everaert (1986) noticed, what is particular about predicates like the one in (73b) ('to
behave') is that they are inherently reflexive, that is, it is part of the intrinsic lexical
specification of the (heads of) these predicates that they must be reflexive (cf. *Muc

behaved Mary)- R&R propose that, under such circumstances, the predicate counts as

reflexive-marked. Let us, then, reformulate (71b) above as (74) below:

(74) A predicate of head H is i-reflexive-marked lff (i) H is lexically marked as i-
reflexive, or (ii) one of H's i-indexed arguments is a reflexive-marker.

Given (74), apredicate headed by 'to behave' counts as reflexive-marked on its own (cf.
(741)) and, therefore, no SELF form is required; hence, the availability of SE alone in
(73b).3e Predicates like 'to wash' in (73a), on the other hand, are very often used to refer
to a reflexive action in our daily lives but do not preclude a non-reflexive interpretation
(cf. Mary washes her baby, etc.). R&R propose that such predicates 'are listed twice in
the lexicon, both as reflexive and as nonreflexive': SE may be used with the reflexive
entry, but the SELF form is required for the nonreflexive one. Finally, predicates whose

3e As R&R themselves note, this does not explain why inherently reflexive predicates favor SE over a

complex anaphor with SELF. They ..,uggsst that this 'follows from principles of economy: the same

property should not be marked twice'(R&R 1993:667, fn.ls). They also note ttrat'SELF anaphors are

not completely excluded [in (73b)], but require discourse justification' (idem). Interestingly, no discourse
justification could ever rescue the BP equivalent of (73b) above with the SELF form from unacceptabiliry
(cf. *O Jodo comportou a si mesmo bem vs. O Jodo se comportou bem).
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inherent properties disfavor a reflexive interpretation, like 'to hate' in (72a) above, have
a non-reflexive entry only; hence, a SELF form is always required for them.ao

Note that the crucial aspect of the contrasts between (73a,b), on the one hand, and
(72a) on the other, is that they arise from the intrinsic properties of the (heads of)
predicates, ffid therefore they are most naturally accounted for if Condition B refers to
such properties and, therefore, to predicates. There is a third and final argument for this:
when more than two arguments of a polyadic predicate are coindexed, it is not necessary
to mark reflexivity twice, as illustrated in (75a,b) below (cf. R&R:667-8):

(75) a. Henk wees zich aan {*zich/zichzeU\ toe
Henk assigned SE to {SE/SE-SEIF} PCL

b. Henk wees {*zicWzichzelJ} aar, zich toe
Henkassigned {SEISE-SELF} to ,SE PCL

' He nk assi gned hi ms e lf to hims e lf (acc idental ly)'

Again, if Condition B were a restriction of anaphoric forms, zich should be completely
excluded in (75a"b), whether co-occurring with another occurrence of itself, or with
zichzelf, but reflexive-marking is a property of predicates, and it is satisfied in (75a"b)
whenever at least one of the three coindexed NP arguments is a reflexive-marker.

Let us turn now R&R's motivation for reformulating Condition A as a conskaint on
predicate reflexivity. They point out'that, as often noted in the literature (cf. Zribi-Hertz
1989 and references cited there), the standard view that English reflexives must always
be bound seems to be challenged by the fact that lst and 2nd person reflexives may
occur free in contexts like the following (cf, R&R 1993:669; examples adapted):

(76) a. There were five tourists in the room [pp apffi from myself]
b. *Five tourists talked [r, to myselfl in the room

(77) a. She gave [* Brenda and myself] a dirty look
b. *She gave myself a dirty look

(78) a. Our department is looking for [* a physicist like yourselfl
b. *Our department was looking for yourself

Moreover, R&R claim, these are the same contexts in which 3rd person reflexives were
observed to be locally free in English (cf. R&R:670; examples adapted):

(79) a. Clara realized that there were five tourists in the room [r" apart from herselfl
b. *Clara realized that five tourists talked lrrto herselfl

(80) a. Max boasted that the queen invited [* Lucie and himselfl for tea
b. *Mac boasted that the queen invited himself for tea

(81) a. It angered him that she tried to attract [* a man like himselfl
b. *It angered him that she tried to attract himself

40 Similar contrasts between these types of predicates are found not only in Norwegian, but in many other
languages, including BP (cf., for example, fns. 38 and 39 above). For crosslinguistic surveys of predi-
cates of inherent reflexivity, see Geniusiene (1987) and Kemmer (1993).
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Such occurrences of reflexives are common in narrative texts and often indicate the

point of view of the narrative, that is, they refer to the characters from whose
perspective the events of the narrative are reported (cf. Dry 1977, Zribi-Hertz 1989,

among others). For this reason, locally free reflexives are often called logophoric
reflexives (after the so-called 'logophoric pronouns' of some African languages, cf. Sells
1987 and references cited there).

The question R&R are interested in is: why are logophoric reflexives allowed in the
sentences in a. of (76) to (81), but not in the sentences in D.? The generalizations they
claim are behind these contrasts are the following (cf. R&R 1993:670-l): (i) in the D.

cases above, the locally free reflexives are arguments of a predicate, which, therefore,
counts as reflexive-marked; (ii) in the a. cases, by contrast, the locally free reflexive
would not be an argument and, therefore, it would not reflexive-mark any predicate.
Though generalization (i) seem.r unproblematic, (ii) is less straightforward.

R&R assume that mysef arrd himself are not arguments in (77a) and (80a),

respectively, because they occur embedded in an argument - the coordinated NP -,rather than in the argument position themselves. This may not be obviouso but it does

not seem problematic either. They say, however, that the same is true of (78a) and (81a),
which rs problematic. True, myself and himself arc contained within an NP argument in
(78a) and (81a), but they are also governed by like, which we would normally consider
the head of a predicate. As for (76a) and (79a), on the other hand, R&R claim that the
reflexive ooccurs in an adjunct position', but this does not seem appropriate: rather, the
reflexive oacurs within an adjunct, where it is governed and would, therefore, be

normally considered an argument. In sum, what R&R want to say is that the reflexives
in the sentencss in a. of (76) to (81) do not occur as arguments of predicates in the same

sense as they do in the sentences in D.

Let us follow R&R and assume that the reflexives in the sentences in a. are not
arguments in the relevant sense (we will see soon that there is a technical solution for
this problem within R&R's framework). Therefore, no predicate is reflexive-marked in
the sentences a., while there is one in those in b. R&R conclude, therefore, that:

(S2) a. a reflexive-marker may not be locally free if it reflexive-marks a predicate;

b. a reflexive-marker may be locally free if it does not reflexive-mark any predicate;

To capture the generalizations in (82a,b), R&R propose that Condition A be formulated

as follows (1993:671):

(83) ReJlexivity Condition A:

If a predicate is i-reflexive-marked, it is i-reflexive.

Condition A in (83) excludes the sentences in D. of (76)-(81) because myself and

himself reflexive-mark a predicate that is not reflexive (cf. (82a)). The sentences in a.,

on the other hand, are fine because Condition A is not violated: by hypothesis, the

reflexives do not reflexive-mark any predicate in these sentences (cf. (82b)).

Thus, for R&R, locally free or'logophoric' reflexives are possible in those contexts

in which Condition A is not violated. We have seen above that such occurrences of
reflexives are often associated with discourse factors like the point of view in narrative
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texts.ar And, R&R observe, in absence of such factors, they 'may appear more marked
than in the reflexivity environments, where the anaphor is the only grammatical option'.
R&R assume, however, that '[t]here is no reason assume that this type of discourse
consideration is encoded inthe syntax': 'inthe contexts where the syntax allows both a
pronoun and a SELF anaphor to be coindexed with a given antecedent, the choice
between them is motivated by discourse considerations, as is often the case when there
is more than one syntactic option to express the same proposition' (1993:672). In
section 3.6 I will argue against this approach.

Another important feature of R&R's Reflexivity Condition A is that it accounts for
the locality of complex forms with SELF with no reference to LF-movement: SELF
forms are, in general, local because they are reflexive-markers. Thus, we have an
alternative for the LF-movement analysis, which attributes the locality of complex
forms to the consffaints on XP-movement (cf. section 1.4). Moreover, we have seen that
complex forms with SELF in English may actually be long-distance bound, which is of
course a problem for an LF-movement analysis like Cole & Sung's, for whom XP-
anaphors cannot be bound across CPs. For R&R's approach, locally free reflexives seem
to be no problem as long as they do not reflexive-mark a predicate.

We have seen so far not only that many of the effects of the standard Conditions A
and B can be accounted for if these conditions are reinterpreted as constraints on
predicate reflexivity, but also that under such a reinterpretation Conditions A and B
natwally capture cases not covered by their standard formulations (like the distribution
of forms with inherent reflexive predicates and logophoric reflexives). Moreover, the
reflexivity version of Conditions A and B is conceptually more interesting because it
overcomes much of the arbitrariness of the standard framework.

For example, unlike the arbitrary relation between A-binding and the domain of
GCs, the relation between reflexivity and predicates is a principled one: reflexivity is
coindexing of co-arguments and, therefore, it must hold in the domain of predicates. In
other words, the nature of reflexivity explains why its domain is that of predicates. By
the same token, the distinction between reflexive-markers and non-reflexive-markers is
also intrinsically related to the nature of reflexivity, unlike the standard binding NP

a' English reflexives may be put to use for other discourse purposes than the expression of point of view:
they also express focus, emphasis, or contrast (cf. Kuno 1987,Zribi-Hertz 1989, Baker 1995), in which
case they occur locally free even in contexts to which R&R's Condition A does apply. R&R say that
these cases are, however, 'harder to find and are more marked'. For them, 'the crucial distinction needed
is that between SELF anaphors that occur in an argument position at S-Structure and those that do not.
The fnst can be used flocally free] only as foci (...) only when the context clearly signals a focus, or
contrastive, reading' (1993:672-3; examples adapted; capitals represent contrastive stress):

(D a. John thought that Mary shorved his letter to {*myself/MYSELF}
b. John thought that Mary showed his letter only to myself

(ii) a. Johnthought that Mary wanted to show my letter to l*himself,HIMSELF\
b. Johnthought that Mary showed my letter only to himself

That is, reflexives in argument positions may be locally free only if marked somehow for contrast or
focus (with stress or a focus marker like only).In contrast, 'logophors not occurring in an argument
position at S-Structure fiike the a. cases of (76F(81) above] do not require any special accommodation
and are easily judged acceptable with no context' (R&R 1993:673).I will discuss the distinction between
logophoric reflexives and other cases of locally free reflexives in English in section 3.6 below.
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typology (why must pronouns be free in their GC, etc.). In particular, the distinction
between complex anaphors on the one hand, and pronouns and SE anaphors on the

other, seems closer to an understanding of the role of the lexical make-up of these

forms. As we have seen in section 1.4, complex anaphors contain SELF forms, which

are basically predicates expressing identity (cf. Safir 1995). Reflexive-marking, on the

other hand, may be conceived of as an operation of argument identification, which is

precisely what SELF forms express. Pronouns and SE anaphors do not express

argument identity per se and, therefore, would not seem to be particularly well shaped

for the expression of reflexivity. Thus, the analysis of SELF forms as reflexive markers

does seem to relate in a principled way the function and the lexical content of these

forms (though some theoretical work is still required, cf. fn. 37 above).

Further refinements are needed, however, in order for R&R's approach to cover a

few patterns which were captured by the standard BT. For example, according to R&R,
reflexives can be locally free if they occur within a coordinated NP, as in (77a) afi
(80a) above: in this context, they would not be arguments themselves; rather, the

coordinated NP would. Following this reasoning, neither the reflexive nor the pronoun

would be an argument of invite in (8a) below:

(84) The queen invited both [* Max and l*her/hersell]lfor our party

But, if {her/herselJ\ are not arguments of invite in (84), there is no reflexive predicate in
(84); therefore, the unacceptability of the pronoun cannot be attributed to Condition B
as formulated in (70) above. R&R note, however, that the sentence in (8a) implies the
proposition in (85) below at some level of representation (cf. R&R 1993:675):42

(85) the-Queen [],x [x invited Max] & [x invited x]l

That is, at some level of representation, the NP coordination in (84) is interpreted as a

coordination of propositions, and the coordinated NPs as semantic arguments of invite.
Thus, at the level of representation in (85) there r's a predicate which is reflexive (after
lambda-conversion, '[the-Queen invited the-Queen]'). R&R conclude that, though the
coordinated NP is the syntactic argument of invite in (84), its conjuncts are the semantic
arguments of invite at the level that feeds semantic interpretation. Condition B must,
then, apply to semantic prediccles, rather than to predicates in general (1993:676-8):

(86) ReJlexivity Condition B [2nd version]:

If a semantic predicate is i-reflexive, it is i-reflexive-marked.

(87) a. A semantic predicate with head H is H and all semantic arguments of H.
b. A semantic argument of a head H is an argument of H at the level of

representation that feeds semantic interpretation.

The pronoun in (84) is now excluded by Condition B as formulated in (86).0'

o' (8S) is intended to express the logical representation of (84) that feeds the semantic interpretation, cf.
sections 2.2 and A1.2.2. For simplicity, I treat definite descriptions like the queen in (8a) as individual
constants (i.e., just like proper names) at the level of logical representation.
43 R&R (1993:676-7) argue that Condition B in (86) also explains conrasts like the following:
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If R&R's approach to logophoric reflexives is to be maintained, on the other hand,

the Reflexivity Condition A cannot apply to semantic predicates: if it could, sentences

like (88a,b) would count as violations of Condition A (cf. discussion of (76)-(81)):

(88) a. The queen invited both [* Max and myself] for tea

b. Mmboasted that the queen invited [* Lucie and himselflfor tea

R&R conclude that Condition A must apply only to syntactic predicates, ffid therefore
that Conditions A and B are not precisely symmetric (1993:678):

(89) Reflexivity Candition A lZnd versionl:

If a syntactic predicate is i-:eflexive-marked, it is i-reflexive.

(90) a. A syntactic predicate with head H is H, H's syntactic arguments, and a subject of H.

b. A syntactic argument of a head H is a projection assigned O-role or Case by H.

Note that R&R's definition of syntactic predicates is not symmetric to that of semantic
predicates either: it requires, in addition to all syntactic arguments of the head, also a
subject. This is necessary, they argue, in order to capture the standard SSC efflects
within N predicates, as illustrated in (91) below (cf. R&R 1993:682-3):

(91) a. Lucie likes [pictwes of herselfl
b. *Lucie likes [your pictures of herselfl

(9lb) is excluded because herself reflexive-marks the syntactic predicate headed by
pictures, which is not reflexive (Lucie is an argument of likes, not of pictures). If there
was no requirement for a subject in the definition of syntactic predicates (cf. (90a), the
NP contairing herself in (91a) above would also count as a syntactic predicate, and
(91a) would have to be excluded just as (91b) is. For R&R, (91a) is not excluded
because herself is a 'logophoric occrurence' in this sentence - that is, an occturence
which does not reflexive-mark a syntactic predicate and, therefore, does not violate
Condition A as formulated in (89).aa With the refinements just reviewed, R&R's theory
of predicate reflexivity is completed.

(D a. *Wevotedfor me

b. We elected me
(ii) a. *Both lMm and Luciel talked about him

b. lMax and Luciel talked about him

According to them, the sentences in a. have a distributive interpretation (e.g., (ia) means that 'John voted
for me, Susan voted for me, etc., and 1 voted for myselfl, in which case there is a semantic predicate
which is reflexive. The sentences in 6. may, on the other hand, have a collective interpretation (e.g., (iib)
may mean 'Max and Lucle talked to euch other abott Ma*'), in which case there is no semantic reflexive
predicate and, therefore, no violation of Condition B.
44 R&R also argue in favor of the definition of syntactic predicates in (90a) on the basis of binding into
PPs in English, which I discuss in chapter 3.
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1.5.2 The Role of Chain Theory

There remains a contrast which was accounted for by standard BT, but is not covered by
R&R's theory of predicate reflexivity, namely, the contrast between pronouns and

reflexives in subject position of ECM infinitives, as in (92) below:

(92) John heard ln {*him/himseffi proudly sing the national antheml

Note that him/himsef*" syntactic, not semanfic, arguments of the predicate headed by
hear: they are assigned Case, but not a O-role, by hear. Condition B says, however, that
a semantic reflexive predicate must reflexive-marked. Since the semanlic predicate in
which the pronoun occurs (namely, the predicate headed by sing) is not reflexive, the
unacceptability of the pronoun in (92) cannot be assigned to R&R's Condition B.a5

(92) might indicate that Condition B should affect syntactic predicates after all. But
R&R have a good argument against this conclusion: as we have seen (cf. discussion of
(72) above), SE anaphors are also governed by Condition B: like pronouns, they are not
reflexive-markers. Thus, if ECM structures were governed by Condition B, we would
expect SE anaphors to be excluded, just like pronouns, in such structures. But this is not
the case (cf. R&R:691):

(93) Jan hoorde fp {*henr/zicWzichzeff) zingen l
Jan heard lp {h|w/SASE-SELF\ sing 1

Moreover, we have also seen that SE anaphors are possible in many olocal' contexts in
which Condition B is not relevant, as with inherent reflexive predicates, cf. (73) above,
and also with polyadic predicates which are already are reflexive-marked by a SELF
form, cf. (75). In all these contexts, however, pronouns are excluded in Dutch, as shown
in (9aab) below, whose translations show that the same is true in English:

Q$ a. Lucie gedroeg {*hemlzich}goed
Lucie behaved {hitn/SE\ well
' Luc ie behaved (*her/her s elJ) w ell'

b. Henk wees {*hentlzich} aan zichzelf toe
Henkassigned {*himlSEl to SE-SELF PCL
'Henk assigned {*himlhimseff\ to himself (accidentally)'

On the basis of contrasts such as the ones in (93) and (94), R&R concluded that there
must be another constraint acting in these contexts which affects pronouns, but not SE
anaphors - hence, a constraint which is not Condition B (cf. R&R 1993:702 and ff.).

The constraint R&R propose is responsible for the effects on pronouns in (92)-(9a)
above is not a constraint on predicate reflexivity, but on A-chaizs, that is, on the same
sort of formal objects as those resulting from A-movement. Their basic motivation for
this proposal is conceptual: to try to restore a long-standing intuition in generative

o5 There is also a problem with the reflexive in (92) above: since it receives a O-role from srng, it counts
as a syntactic argument of the predicate headed by sing (cf. (90b)). But, then, sr'ng is reflexive-marked
and, according to Condition A, it should be reflexive, which it is not in (92). I will discuss R&R's solu-
tion for this problem in section 3.7 below.
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grammar according to which A-binding and A-movement are closely related. The

source of this intuition is the fact, noticed by Chomsky (1973), that in the contexts
where a moved NP can bind its trace, an NP can bind an anaphor, but not a pronoun or
any other'referentially independent'NP (cf. R&R l99l:403, 1993:693 and ff.):

(95) a. Felix [u, arrived r ]
b. Felix [r, behaved {himselfl*him/*the idiot\l
c. Felix [un is believed [o, r to be smart]]
d. Felix [u, believes ln {himselfl*him/*the idiot} to be smart]l

e. Felix [r, was expected [* t to consider f" {himself/*him/*the idiot} smart]ll
f. Felix [* expects ln {himself/*him/*the idiot} to be considered [r, r smart]ll

This correlation was captured in the standard BT by the assumption that NP-traces were

anaphors and, therefore, shoulc: be bound in their GC. But, R&R point out, subsequent
work has shown that the BT analysis of the distribution of NP-traces was untenable (cf.
Lasnik 1985). R&R propose, then, to reverse the line of generalization: rather than
extending BT to A-movement, they suggest that Chain Theory should be extended

somehow to NP anaphora.
R&R (1993:695) state the generalization to be captured as follows: assuming that the

anaphoric dependencies in (95b,d,0 above are also A-chains, the well-formed A-chains
in (95) are those in which the head of the chain is the only position occupied by a
referentially independent or [+R] NP (pronouns, R-expressions); the tail and
intermediate positions are occupied by referentially dependent or [-R] NPs (anaphors,

NP-traces). To capture this generalization, R&R propose the following revised version
of the Chain Condition (cf. R&R 1993:696 and ff., 1995:12 and ff.):

(96) The Choin Condition:

A maximal A-chain (o,, ..., a) contains exactly one [+R] position, cr,.

(97) Definitions:

a. C : (cr,,...,ct,,) is a chain iff C is the maximal sequence such that:
(i) there is an index i such that for all7, 1 < j < n, cr, carries i, and
(ii) for all7, I i j <n, c! governs oj*,. u

b. cr is [+rR] iff ct is fully specified for f-features (person, gender, number) and
Case; otherwise, u is t-R].

Let me briefly comment on the auxiliary definitions in (97) before we turn to the
discussion of the Chain Condition as formulated in (96).' The first thing to note is that

u6 Other auxiliary definitions are:

(i) d. governs p iff o c-commands p, and no T, y a barrier for p, excludes cr.

(ii) C = (cr,,...,crn) is an A-chain iffit is a chain and for all7, cr; is an A-position.

As for the definition of barrier, R&R take an uncommitted stance: 'what counts as a barrier, and, conse-
quently, the precise definition of the A-chain domain is a topic of much current research. For our pur-
poses the approaches in Chomsky 1986b and Rizzi 1990 appear to be essentially equivalent. In any case,

we do not find it necessary to dwell on the differences in view of the rudimentary stage of Chain Theory'
(1993:693). See section 1.6 for a brief discussion of the notion of barriers.
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the definition of chains in (97a) is essentially the same as the standard definition, except
that it is purely representational - it does not require non-head positions to be traces.

The relevance of this is obvious: accordingto (97a), any sequence of positions such that
antecedent-government holds for every link of the sequence counts as a chain. Thus, A-
binding between NPs does count as an A-chain if it crosses no barrier. From now on, I
will refer to anaphoric dependencies that satisff the definition of chain in (97a) as

anaphoric chains.
With respect to the distinctron [tR] as in (97b), it is important to observe that,

though most of the time R&R characterize NPs with the property [+R] as being
'referentially independent', apparently a semantic property, their actual definition of the
property is purely morphosyntactic: it refers only to an NP's specification for
morphosyntactic features of person, gender, number and Case. I will discuss shortly
below R&R's motivation for characterizing the property [+R] this way.

Let us now consider what R&R's Chain Condition is supposed to do. As stated in
(96), the Chain Condition actually imposes two constraints on A-chains:

(98) a. VISIBILITY: the head of an A-chain must be [+R];
b. ECONOMY: non-head positions must be [-R].

I call (98a) VISIBILITY because it requires heads of A-chains (and therefore A-chains
themselves) to be fully specified for nominal features (that is, $-featues and Case), and,
in this sense, it is close in intuition to the several versions of the visibility condition
proposed in the literature (cf. Chomsky 1981, 1986a): the idea that arguments must be
fully specified for nominal features in order to be 'visible' for interpretation. Note that it
follows from VISIBILITY that [-R] NPs cannot head A-chains and, therefore, that they
must tail A-chains (if they are in an A-position).

(98b) was called ECONOMY, on the other hand, because it requires non-head
positions of A-chains to be unspecified for some nominal feature and, therefore, less

specified than the head of the chain (which, according to VISIBILITY, must be fully
specified for nominal features). Together, ECONOMY and VISIBILITY imply that

[+R] NPs cannot tail an A-chain and, therefore, that they must head A-chains.
Consider now the contrasts between the SE anaphor and pronouns in Dutch,

illustrated in (93) and (94) above, repeated below:

o'The so-called ChainConditionwas originally statedby Chomsky (1986a:137) as follows:
(i) If C : (cr,, ..., a) is a maximal CHAIN, then: (a) crn occupies its unique 0-position, and (b) u, its

unique Case-marked position,

where 'CHAIN' includes both A-chains and expletive-NP pairs (which Chomsky proposed form A-
chains through expletive replacement at LF). As Chomsky himself indicated (1986a:136), clause (ia) of
the Chain Condition can be derived from the definition of D-Structure and the Projection Principle
(which extends the O-Criterion to all levels of representation) and, therefore, the independent status of (i)
is reduced to clause (ib). This clause is only partially derivable from R&R's Chain Condition: from (96)
above it follows that the head of an A-chain must be Case-marked (cf. (97b), an NP is [+R] if it is fully
specified for $-features and Case), but not that non-head positions are Caseless (cf. (97b), they can be

[-R] by being unspecified, say, for person). R&R (1993:697) seem to claim that anaphors are [-R]
because they are systematically unspecified for structural Case, but this is not what they state in their
definition of this property. See section 4.5 for discussion of this issue.
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(93) Jan [r, hoorde ln {*hem/ziclt/zichzelJ\ zingen ]l
Jan heard {him/SE/SE-SELF} sing
' Jan hear {*him/hims elJ) sing'

(9$ a. Lucie [r, gedroeg {*hent/zich} goed)
Lucie behaved {himlSE} well
' Lucie behaved (*her/hers elJ) well'

b. Henkl* wees {*hem/zich} aar, zichzelf toe)
Henk assigned {*himlSE\ to SE-SELF PCL
'Henk assigned {*him/himseff\ to himself (accidentally)'

SE anaphors are in general unspecified for some nominal features, and this is true of
Dutch zich (it is unspecified at least for number and gender). Thus, SE anaphors, zich in
particular, are [-R] NPs. 3rd person pronouns are, in most cases, more specified for
nominal features than SE anaphors; in particular, the 3rd person form hem is specified
for person, number, gender and Case in Dutch. Hence, it is [+R] NP. Moreover, the
anaphoric relations involving zichlhem in (93) and (94) above all satisff the definition
of an A-chain (cf. (97a)).08 The Charn Condition in (96) (through its ECONOMY part in
(98b) above) predicts, therefore, that: (i) zich,being [-R], can tail the A-chains in (93)
and (9a) above, and (ii) hem, being [+R], cannot tail them. Thus, the contrast between
SE anaphors and pronouns in the 'local' contexts in (93) and (9a) seems to be accounted
for by (the ECONOMY requirement of) the Chain Condition.ae

Another contrast which is found quite generally in languages with SE anaphors and
which we might attribute to R&R's Chain Condition is exemplified by the Dutch
sentences in (99) below ((99b) is adapted from Koster 1985):

Jan [r, haat {*hemzelf/zichzeff\ |
Jan hates {him-SELF/SE-SELF}
Jan [* schoot [pp op {*hemzelf/zichzeffl ]l
Jan shot at {him-SELF/SE-SELF}

In both cases, the predicates are not inherent reflexive predicates and, therefore, a

reflexive-marker is required. However, we cannot attribute the ungrammaticality of
hemzelf in (99a,b) to Condition B, since this form does satisff characterization of a

a8 In particular, under the Barriers system, no barrier intervenes between the subject of the sentences and

zich/hem in (93)-(94): (a) VP never excludes its subject because of the extended chain indexing (Chom-
sky 1986b:74 and ff.); (b) IP in (93) is L-marked by the matrix verb and, therefore, it is not a barrier for
the ECM subject position.

I should also say that the structures in (93)-(9a) are simplified for the sake of exposition. Actually, it is
quite likely that in V2 languages like Dutch the inflected verbal form is in COMP and the subject in Spec

CP in root clauses like those in (93) and (9a). This might complicate somehow the representations of
these clauses, but not the relations relevant for the determination of barriers.
o' As a maffer of fact, R&R's Chain Condition as formulated in (96)-(97) does not account, for example,
for the unacceptability of the 3rd person plural pronotrn hun'tlem' in the same environments in (93)-(94)
(with a 3rd person plural antecedent, of course): hun is unspecified for gender, hence, [-R] according to
(97b), and, therefore, it does not violate the Chain Condition. This and similar objections to R&R's
conception of the [+R] distinction are discussed in section 4.5 below.

(99) a.

b.
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reflexive-marker: it is a complex form with a SELF element.s0 We could, however,

attribute the ungrammaticality of hemzelf in (99a,b) to the Chain Condition. Hemzelf
seems to be as specified for $-features and Case as hem, while zichzelf seems to be as

specified as zich - that is, hemzelfqualifies, in principle, as a [+R] NP, while zichzelf
qualifies as a [-R] NP. Moreover, the anaphoric dependency in (99a) does satisff the

definition of A-chain, ild the one in (99b) possibly does, too.sr Thus, it would appear

that R&R's Chain Condition would give the correct results for (99a"b), too.

1.5.3 Some Problems with ChainTheory

It is no accident that R&R did not discuss (99a,b) in their (1991,1993) papers. If we

assume that hemzef is [+R] in Dutch because it keeps the featwe content of hem, it
seems natural to expect the same of English himself, since hemzelf and himself appear, at

first sight, to have the same morphosyntactic constitution. However, as we have seen,

where Dutch has zich (or ziclaelJ) and cannot have hembecatse of the Chain Condition,
English has himselfand cannot have him (cf. the translations of (93) and (94a,b) above).

This suggests that, unlike hemzelf and other [pronoun+SElF] forms in Dutch, which
seem to be [+R] and cannot tail A-chains (cf. (99a,b)), himself and other

[pronoun+SElF] forms in English are t-Rl forms and can tail such chains, a
counterintuitive conclusion. R&R have a solution for this dilemma in their 1995 paper,

but one that will ultimately prove to be unsatisfactory (see section 4.5 below).
English reflexives also require some complication in R&R's Chain Condition. As

we have seen before, this condition, formulated as in (96), actually implies two
constraints on A-chains, namely, VISIBILITY and ECONOMY in (98a,b) above. So far
we discussed cases in which ECONOMY acts, excluding pronouns from tailing A-
chains. According to VISIBILITY, on the other hand, [-R] NPs in A-positions may tail,
but never head, an A-chain. That is, VISIBILITY requires [-R] NPs like SE anaphors

and reflexives in English to have a'local antecedent', one which heads an A-chain tailed
by such anaphors. The problem, however, is that English reflexives may occur locally
free - in case they are 'logophoric', that is, in case they do not reflexive-mark a

s'There is some evidence showing thathemzelfcan actually function as a reflexive-marker: hemzelf is

required when the other Dutch reflexive-marker, ziclaelf, is unavailable because the coindexed argument

is not a subject (cf. discussion of section 1.4), as in:

(i) Jan sprak Peter over l*hem/*zich/*ziclzelf/hemzel/\
Jan spoke (to) Peter about {him/SE/SE-SELF/hiru-SELFI
'Jan spoke to Peter about {*him/himselJ|

Note that, if the explanation I am sketching for (994b) is correct - hemzelf is excluded if it tails an A-
chain 

-, 
we would have to argue that Peter and. hemzelf in (i) do not form an A-chain.

5r That the anaphoric relation in (99a) is a chain according to (97a) is unproblematic, since VPs are not
barriers in Dutch (neither for A-movement, nor for A'-movement). The case in (99b) is more controver-
sial. A'-movement is possible out of many PPs in Dutch, including the one in (99b), which indicates that

such PPs are not barriers for antecedent-govemment. But other facts suggest t}tat A'-extraction is possible

from PPs in Dutch when they have a Spec position available for'cyclic' movement, cf. Riemsdijk (1978),

Koster (1988). However, anaphoric chains cannot be 'cyclic', since they are purely representational and,

therefore, have no 'intermediate traces', cf. frr. 67 below.
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syntactic predicate (cf. discussion of (76)-(81) above). If they are locally free, R&R
conclude, it is because they can head their own single A-chain and, therefore, the Chain
Condition cannot apply to single A-chains (R&R 1993:702).52 That is, the Chain
Condition should actually be sornething like:

(100) The Chain Condition [2nd version]:

A maximal A-chain (cr,, ..., o,), r > 2, contains exactly one [+R] position, cr,.

where the clause on ) 2' restricts the application of (100) to A-chains with two or more
positions. The result of this is that VISIBILITY does not hold anymore of single chains,
and therefore logophoric reflexives in English may occur locally free.

Another fact would seem to support the Chain Condition in (100): while SE and
pronouns are in complementary distribution when they tail a chain, as in (101a), both
are possible when no chain is formed, as in (l0lb):

(101) a. Lucie [* gedroeg {*hem/zich} goed)
Lucie behaved {hirrlsBlr well
'Lucie [r, behaved (*her/herselfl well]'

b. Jan f* zag een slang [*, naast {henlzich} l]
Jan saw a snake near {hinlsBl
'Jan fu, saw a snake [uo behind {himl??himsen]l'

Since no chain is, by hypothesis, formed between Jan and hem in (101b),s3 the Chain
Condition in (100) does not act on the pronoun, which is, therefore, an option. (It is also
allowed by Condition B, since hem is a semantic argument of naast, while Jan is a
semantic argument of zag, cf. fn. 34 above). If VISIBILITY applied to single chains,
however, zich would be excluded in (101b): since zich forms no chain with Jan, it heads
its own single A-chain and VISIBILITY in (98a) says that [-R] NPs cannot head A-
chains. Thus, (101b) also seems to suggest that VISIBILITY cannot apply to single A-
chains, as stated in (100) above.

There ile, however, some conceptual problems with the way R&R's Chain
Condition relates to the VISIBILITY requirement. First of all, note that (100) above
suspends the effects of VISIBILITY on single chains, but not on chains with two or
more positions. Consider (102a) below:

(102)a. Jani zegt [.rdat je [," {hem/+zich}, ! gecritiseerd t, J hoorde wordeq I
Jan; said that you {him/SE}; criticized heard to-be
'Jan said [., that you heard fn him be criticized r ]]'

s2 Recall that the notion of A-chain is intended to generalize over both A-movement and NPs which
remain in their D-Structure positions - both count as 'arguments' for the purpose of the O-Criterion (cf.
Chomsky 1981:333 and ff.). Technically, an NP in situ heads its own single A-chain, since C = (cr,, ...,
crn): crr if n = I (cf. the definition of chains in (97a) above).
53 R&R (1991:407, 1993:702, ft. 45) propose that locative prepositions create a minimality barrier for
antecedent-government because they project an independent thematic domain. Note that, from this
perspective, selected PPs would not create minimality barriers, cf. frr. 34 above. I will explore this idea in
the next section. As regards the 'marked' status of himself n the translation of (l0lb) above, see chapter
3 for extensive discussion.
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b. Jan' zegt [gr dat je [,* {hem/*zich}, Marie | ] hoorde critiseren; J

Janl said that you {him/SE}, Marie heard to-criticize
'Jan said [g, that you heard ln him criticize Marie ]]'

Since zich does not form a chain with its antecedent, Jan, in (102a), it heads the
maximal two-position A-chain(zich,, fl in (102a). But zichis [-R] zurd, according to the
Chain Condition in (100), it cannot head the A-chain (zichu /,), which seems to be
correct. However, this analysis does not extend to (102b), which is just like (102a)

except that zich now heads a single A-chain: according to the Chain Condition in (100),
zich should be fine and, yet, it is excluded:

The point, then, is: SE anaphors in general are subject to some 'locality constraint'

- a constraint which, like VISIBILITY, requires them to find an antecedent within
some local domain, whether or not they head single chains. That is, whereas it might be
the case that the 'locality constraint' on SE anaphors is not appropriately captured by
VISIBILITY, it still is the case that R&R's framework needs something similar to
VISIBILITY to express this constraint. Therefore, the effects of VISIBILITY on non-
single chains will inevitably be redundant in R&R's framework.sa

Interestingly, the conceptual rationale R&R offers for the Chain Condition in their
(1993) paper appetlrs to be basically a rationale for VISIBILITY. They say:

'(...) whereas the distinction between pronouns and anaphors can perhaps be stated
in terms borrowed from the theory of reference, ttre sulme terms are not particularly
illuminating in distinguishing wh-traces from NP-traces. (...) It is not the case that
referential properties of NPs miraculously restrict their syntactic behavior; rather,
some independent syntactic properties of NPs determine how they can be used to re-
fer. (...) Assuming that only Case-marked, fully specified NPs project a syntactic ar-
gument, the Chain Condition [in (96)] has the effect of requiring that an A-chain
project a single syntactic argument' (1993:696-8).

That is, it would seem that the basic intuitions they want to capflre with the Chain
Condition are that (i) A-chains are abstract representations of syntactic (not necessarily
semantic) arguments, ffid that (ii) syntactic arguments must be fully specified for nomi-
nal features (that is, Q-features and Case). In other words, arguments and, therefore, A-
chains, must satisff VISIBILITY in (98a) above. It is not clear, on the other hand, that
(i) and (ii) entail ECONOMY in (98b): it does not seem to follow from (i) and (ii) that,
if some non-head position in an A-chain is fully specified for nominal features, another
syntactic argument is being represented.

Yet, as we have seen above, in practice the VISIBILITY part of R&R's Chain Con-
dition becomes useless if the Chain Condition is restricted to non-single chains. Actu-
ally, VISIBILITY plays no role in R&R's analyses of the distribution of SE anaphors.

'o The 'locality constraint' on SE anaphors might seem not to be appropriately captured by VISIBILITY
because, for example, eicfr seems to find its antecedent in the required domain in (l0lb) which, according
to R&R (1993), cannot be the domain of a chain (or the pronoun would be excluded). ln their (1991)

afticle, R&R have actually argued that SE anaphors are subject to no intrinsic locality constraint beyond
those restricting tJreir LF-head-movement. In the next section, I will show that the crosslinguistic distri-
bution of these anaphors suggests a rather different conclusion, namely, that the notion of 'locality'
relevant for SE anaphors is closely related to that ofchains.
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Rather, it is ECONOMY that plays a crucial role. Therefore, ECONOMY, and not
VISIBILITY, should be the conceptual core of R&R's Chain Condition.

There is another conceptual problem for R&R's extension of Chain Theory to ana-

phoric dependencies. In order to achieve this extension, it is necessary (i) to subsume

anaphoric relations under the definition of A-chains, and (ii) to eliminate from the Chain
Condition the requirement that the tail of an A-chain be its unique O-position (for the

original Chain Condition, see fn. 47 above). (ii) is necessary because, otherwise, a sim-
ple sentence like (103) would be excluded by the Chain Condition:

(103) Felix shot himself

Just as Chomsky (1986a) had already indicated, R&R suggest that the requirement that
the tail of an A-chain be its unique O-position is not part of the Chain Condition: as far
as movement chains are concerned, it follows independently from the definitions of D-
Structure and of the Projection Principle (cf. R&R 199l:406, 1993:700, fn. 42). But
there is another problem here: the 0-Criterion itself has to be defined on chains (cf.
Chomsky l98l:335 and ff.); thus, though (103) may not be a violation of the Chain
Condition, it still is a violation of the O-Criterion - two 0-roles are assigned to one and
the same chain.

That is, it would appear that we still need to distinguish movement chains from
anaphoric chains for the purpose of the O-Criterion (as also pointed out by Salir 1996:4).
And, if two different notions of 'A-chains' are still required, it would seem that Chain
Theory is not properly generalized. As we will see, this problem has other
manifestations. Ideally, the difftrences between movement chains and anaphoric chains
should follow from independent properties of these relations. Though it is one of my
goals in this dissertation to show that the idea that Chain Theory applies to anaphoric
dependencies is essentially correct, I myself will offer only a partial solution for the
problem of the proper way of generalizing Chain Theory.

Let me briefly sum up the discussion of this section. I have reviewed R&R's theory
of 'local binding', that is, of the restrictions on'local', basically intraclausal, anaphoric
relations. This theory assigns the local distribution of anaphoric forms to fwo
independent subtheories, Reflexivity Theory and Chain Theory. Reflexivity Theory
involves a reinterpretation of standard Conditions A and B: (i) Condition B is taken to
require that semantic reflexive predicates be reflexive-marked (cf. (86)), and (ii)
Condition A, that reflexive-marked syntactic predicates be reflexive (cf. (89)).
Reflexivity Theory is responsible for the distinction between pronouns and SE anaphors
on the one hand, and complex anaphors formed with SELF, on the other. Chain Theory,
in turn, is responsible for the contrasts between pronouns and SE anaphors. It requires

the generalization of the notion of chain to anaphoric relations (cf. (97a)), and a revision
of the Chain Condition, which now requires A-chains, including anaphoric chains, to be

tailed bV [-R] NPs, like SE anaphots and unlike pronouns (cf. (96) and (97b)).

As I pointed out above, Reflexivity Theory is conceptually more interesting than
standard BT because it overcomes much of the arbitrariness of the standard framework:
the domains in which the Reflexivity Conditions A and B are active follow naturally
frorn the relation they constrain, namely, predicate reflexivity; the notion of 'predicate'
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is certainly independently required (the domain in which a head must satisfy its lexical
requirements), while notions likc GC and CFC remain specific to BT; and so on. The

same can be said about the extension of Chain Theory to anaphoric dependencies: pre-

sumably, both the Chain Condition and the local domain of chains are independently
motivated by the properties of movement chains. Moreover, the Chains-and-Reflexivity
theory is also better motivated than the standard BT in that the conditions it resorts to

seem to be more naturally related to the intrinsic lexical properties of NPs. More spe-

cifically, the Reflexivity Conditions and the Chain Condition refer to following typical
characteristics of pronouns, SE anaphors, and complex anaphors (cf. R&R 1997:285-7,
1993:658-60):

(104) Typical Properties of Anaphoric Forms:

a. pronouns: are in general richly specified for nominal features;

b. SEforms: are poorly specified for nominal features;

c. complex anaphors: contain a lexical predicate which expresses semantic iden-
tity, that is, a SELF form (cf. section 1.4).

The Chain Condition seems to be ',naturally related' to the properties of pronouns and

SE anaphors in the sense that it treats SE anaphors on a par with NP-traces because both
are poorly specified for nominal features, as opposed to pronouns and other NPs. This
seems quite unproblematic if compared with the less obvious standard assumption that
SE forms and NP-traces are anaphors because they are 'referentially defective' (on the
feature content of NP-traces, see discussion in section 4.6).

The Reflexivity Conditions, on the other hand, seems to be 'naturally related' to the
properties of complex anaphors in (104c) (and the lack of these properties in pronouns
and SE anaphors) in the sense that there are reasonable hypotheses about the relation
between reflexivity and SELF forms (cf. ft. 37 above).

It should be clear by now that the Chains-and-Reflexivity approach is a case in
which the general guidelines of the post-Kl. work on BT, which I repeat in (105) below,
are pursued, almost to their ultimate consequence, for local binding:

(105) Post-KL B7: Intrasentential NP anaphora results from the interactions between:

(a) relations and constraints independently available in grammar;
(b) the inherent morphosyntactic properties of NPs.

The Chains-and-Reflexivity approach succeeds to a large extent in doing for local
binding what the LF-movement analysis of anaphors tried to do for long-distance
binding with less success: to eliminate BT as the subtheory of grzlmmar dedicated
exclusively to NP anaphora.

As I said in the introduction to this dissertation, one of its main goals is to try to
improve the Chains-and-Reflexivity approach, and, in particular, to provide support for
the idea that Chain Theory is relevant for the determination of anaphoric dependencies.

In the next section, I will build an argument of plausibility for this conclusion on the
basis of the crosslinguistic distribution of SE anaphors (that is, of the European
pronominal anaphors etymologically related to the Indo-European stem *sw-). More
specifically, I will show that some generalizations concerning SE anaphors suggest that
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the notion of 'locality' relevant for the 'locality constraint' on SE anaphors referred
above (cf. discussion of (102) above) is closely related to the one relevant for movement
chains. In order to show this, I will be laying down some theoretical and empirical
assumptions concerning the locality of chains and the distribution of SE anaphors which
will be instrumental in the following chapters.

1.6 Locality of SE Anaphors and Locatity of Chains

In section 1.4 I discussed the LF-movement analysis of long distance binding, which is
based on the idea that anaphors can be LD bound if they can move cyclically at LF.
More specifically, the idea is 'hat simplex anaphors are heads, and heads may move
cyclically; therefore, simplex anaphors may move cyclically and may be LD bound. As
I pointed out, all this analysis predicts is that simplex anaphors may, in principle, be LD
bound. But this is hardly enough as a general theory of the domain for simplex ana-
phors, for at least two reasons: (i) there are anaphors which qualifu as 'simplex' and
cannot be LD bound; (ii) even among simplex anaphors that can be 'LD bound', there is
variation with respect to the domain in which LD binding may occur.

An example of an anaphor which is morphologically 'simplex', but cannot be LD
bound, is that of the Brazilian Portuguese SE anaphor, si: as illustrated in (106) below,
normally si cannot be bound across an ECM infinitive boundary, a context in which all
typical LD SE anaphors can be bound:ss

(106) a. OJodo s6 fala de si
Jofro onlyspeaks of SE

'Jodo speaks only about himself

b. (?)*O Jodo ouviu [o, a Maria falar mal de s, ]
Jodo heard Maria speak ill of SE

'Jodo heard Maria speak ill of himself

Dutch zich and Icelandic slg, on the other hand, are typical LD SE anaphors: as we see

in (107a) and (108a) below, they can be bound across an ECM infinitive. However,
Dutch zich cawtot be bound across control infinitives, as shown in (107b), while
Icelandic sig can, as in (108b) (examples adapted from Everaert 1986:212):

(107) a. Jan hoorde[r, Marie over zicft spreken ]
Jan heard Maria about SE speak
'Janheard Marie speak abouthim'

b. *Jan woee Marie [0, PRO voor zich te zorgen ]
Jan asked Marie for SE to take-care
'Jan asked Marie to take care of him'

55 We will see in section 4.2 below, however, that under very specific circumstan in case the
antecedent belongs to a closed class of NPs that includes 'nobody' and 'everybody' -, the BP SE
anaphor canbe long-distance bound. But I will argue that this happens not because such occurrences of
the BP SE are exempt from locality effects; rather, they are allowed because pro nouns are excluded.
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(108) a. Jdn let [" mig raka s,g ]
Jdn let me shave SE
'Jdnlet me shave ftirn '

b. Jdn leyfdi mdr [r, ad PRO raka sig ]
Jdn allowed me to shave ,SE

'Jdn allowed me ta shave him'

Finally, consider the fact that even the Icelandic SE anaphor is subject to some
restriction on the domains in which it must find an antecedent: for example, in general

slg cannot be bound across indicative clauses, as illustrated in (108c) below:

(108) c. *Jdn veit [cp ad Maria elskar sA ]
Jdn kaows that Marfa loves(IND) SE

'Jdn?,nows that Maria loves him'

The contrast between (107) and (108) illustrates the fact that LD anaphors vary with
respect to the domain in which they must, in general, find their antecedent. As we have
seen in section 1.4, the anaphors illustrated in (106)-(108) above share not only their
etymological source, but also other grammatical properties. This suggests the 'locality
effects' shown above are manifestations of one and the same condition, which, as a first
approximation, we may take as something like (109):

(109) LOCALITY: SE anaphors rnust have a local antecedent,

where 'local antecedent' is to be determined, at least partly, in language-specific terms:
in Brazilian Portuguese, it means roughly 'within the same clause' (cf. (106)); in
Icelandic, it means roughly 'within the same finite clause', (cf. (108)), etc. Thus, a
general theory of the domain for simplex anaphors, which include SE anaphors, should
provide more than an explanation for the possibility of LD binding: it should also
explain why some simplex anaphors cannot be LD bound (as in (106) above), and why
those that can may differ in the domain of LD binding (as in (107) versus (108)).

It is in the spirit of the LF-movement analysis of anaphors that their domain be
determiued by their LF-movement possibilities. It would seem natural, therefore, to firy
to explain LOCALITY effects on SE anaphors as the result of the restrictions which
head-movement might be subject to at LF. This approach has been suggested by
Reinhart & Reuland (1991), who claim that contrast between Dutch zich and Icelandic
srg in control infinitives (cf. (107b) vs. (108b)) is due to an independent restriction
control infinitives impose on the LF-movement of zich in Dutch; finite clauses, on the
other hand, would be universal barriers for head-movement (hence, (108c)).s6 For this
approach to be taken as a general theory of LOCALITY, we would have to show that

s6 Conffol infinitives, unlike ECM infinitives, must undergo extraposition in Dutch, which results in
adjunction to IP. Thus, control infuritives are not c-commanded by INFL and, therefore, SE cannot move
to INFL in Dutch. There is no evidence for extraposition of control infinitives in languages like Icelandic,
on the other hand (cf. R&R 1991:304 and ff.; also Everaert 1986:287-8). As for the universal resuiction
on head-movement imposed by finite clauses, R&R say simply that verb-raising - that is, clustering of
verbs in a verbal complex, as in Dutch 

- 
is not attested across finite clauses (cf. R&R l99l:304). See

Cole & Sung (1994:357, ft. 6) for additional discussion.
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every domain restriction on SE anaphors is the result of some independent restriction on
head-movement at LF.

It is doubtful, however, that such restrictions can be independently motivated.
Moreover, this sort of approach does not capture other generalizations which seem to be
at the center of phenomena concerning long-distance binding, at least of anaphors of the
SE type. For example, we will see below that the distribution of SE anaphors seems to
be intimately related to that of pronouns, a fact that cannot be captured in the LF-
movement analysis without ad hoc stipulations. This and other facts suggest that
another approach must be found for LOCALITY of SE anaphors. I will briefly consider
the LF-movement analysis once more later, after having identified some of the basic
crosslinguistic generalizations concerning LOCALITY effects.

1.6. I Some Crosslinguistic Generalizatiow concerning LOCALITY

In this subsection I proceed to a survey of the distribution of SE anaphors and bound
pronouns. To avoid distraction from my main objective, which is to stress such tenden-
cies and generalizations, I will present only a summily, organized in tables, of the data
reported in literature. References to the actual examples on which the tables are based,
with commentary when needed, can be found in appendix 2.

The survey is resticted to European SE anaphors, that is, the anaphors etymologi-
cally related to the Indo-European pronominal reflexive *sw- (cf. section 1.4). This
restriction has a methodological justification, which is to minimize the risk that gener-
alizations be obscured by significant differences in the grammatical properties of the
forms compared. The European SE anaphors constifute a uniform class of elements not
only etymologically, but also grammatically: they are all subspecified pronominal forms
(that is, they all belong to the category of pronouns with respect to distribution and
inflection). Other anaphors which are classified with SE forms as 'LD anaphors', though
sharing properties with European SE forms, have other, quite different, grammatical
properties as well, and will not be discussed any longer in this dissertation.sT's8

57 For example, it is clear that ziji in Chinese is not pronominal form, since it may co-occur with a

pronoun, as in the complex form ta-ziji'he-ZlJl'; the same is true of casin in Korean (cf. (a5) above).
Maybe not accidentally, Iong-distance bound ziji and casin also differ from European SE forms in
showing "blocking effects". As we have seen in section 1.4. Cole & Sung's analysis do not attribute such

effects to any major difference between European SE forms and ziji/casin However, we have also seen

their theory requires a number of problematic assumptions and may well be incorrect. Thus, "blocking
effects" might actually indicate European and East Asian long-distance anaphors are, after all,
grammatically different. In any event, this issue requires further detailed investigation, and this is far
beyond the scope of this dissertation.

" The descriptions on which the survey is based were not always as complete or accurate as we might
wish. Among the obstacles I met to establish the basic facts picture were: (i) lack of examples for relevant
contexts; (ii) idealization of judgments into good or bad sentences where they are not categorical. Prob-
lem (ii) is particularly unfortunate: grading rather than categorical effects seem to be rule in intrasenten-
tial anaphora and, therefore, relevant for proper evaluation of the facts. Whenever I have found reference
to varying judgments, I took this into consideration in deciding the status of the forms (cf. appendix l). In
any event, I believe the occasional descriptive shortcomings of the survey do not seriously affect the
overall pattern revealed, since the major tendencies are quite consistent.
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The languages considered in the survey are in (l l0) below (a total of 16 languages;

abbreviations provided for occasional reference, as in tables 3 and 4 below):

(ll0) Languages:

a. Old Germanrc: Gothic (Got), Old High German (OHG), Old Icelandic (OI)
b. Modern Germanic: Dutch (Dut), German (Ger), Norwegian (Nor), Danish (Dan),

Icelandic (Ice)
c. Romanee: French (Fr), Spanish (Sp), Brazilian Portuguese (BP), Italian (lt),

Latin (Lat)
d. Slavic: Russian (Rus), Czech (Cz), Polish (Pol)

All the contexts surveyed have the general format in (l I l) below:

(l 11) [* NP, [r* V [, [* H {SE/pronoun}, ] ... lll
where:

(i) 'NPi' is a referential NP (3rd person singular in most cases) which occupies the
(matrix) subj ect position;

(ii)'H' is a lexical head (either a verb or a preposition) governing the anaphoric form
'{SE/pronoun}i' (that is, the anaphoric form is always in an object position);

(iii) 'y' is the major constituent boundary of the context, that is, the constituent that
distinguishes one context from the other and, therefore, that provides the name for
the context.

The contexts surveyed are listed in (11la) to (11lk) below, with their respective abbre-

viations. In (1 I l') the reader can flrnd examples for some of them (examples for all can

be found in appendix 2):

(111)a. Indicative Clauses [IND]: y is a complement finite clause in the indicative mood

b. Subjtmctive Clauses [SB{: y is a complement finite clause in the subjunctive mood

c. Participial Relatives [PR]: y is a participial relative within an NP object

d. Control Infintrues [CTRL]: y is a complement infinitive clause with a PRO subject

e. NPs with a subject [NPS]: y is an NP object with a (possessive or genitive) subject

f. Adjectival Small Clmrses [AP]: y is a complement adjectival small clause

g. Noun Phrases ffil: y is an NP object with no (possessive or genitive) subject

h. ECM Infin#rves [ECM]: y is a complement infinitive clause with an ECM subject

i. Locattve PPs [LOC]: y is a (complement or adjunct) locative PP

j. Complemen, PPs [PP]: y is a non-locative complement PP

k. Transitiye Stntctures [VP]: y is null (i.e., only VP in (11 l) above intervenes)

(111',) rND:

borbjorn spyr [cp ef Srlmr vildi nokkura lipveizlu veita serf [Got]
Thorbjorn asks if Samr wanted any help to-offer ,SE

'Thorbjorn asks if Samr wanted to offer him any help.'
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LOC:

Jon sparket ballen [r. bort fta {seg/?ham} ]
Jon kicked ball-the away from {SE/?him\
'Jonkicked the ball away from him'

PP:

Hans spricht mit Lise [*o iiber {sich/*ihnl ]
Hans is-talking with Lise about {SE/him}
'Hans is talking with Lise about himself

[Nor]

Note that y and HP of (111) above are equal in the case of LOC and PP. Note also that
two contexts have not been considered: those in which the anaphoric form is the subject
of an ECM infinitive, which are treated on a par with transitive structures in all
languages above, and binding of possessive SE anaphors, because these are unavailable
in many languages (most of Romance languages, Dutch and German).

Let us start the survey by looking at the overall distribution of SE anaphors:

Given the order of contexts as in table l, which is the same of their presentation above,
the distribution of anaphors may be a:ranged in a way such that the contexts that
disfavor them (that is, in which they are either excluded or 'marked') occupy a
continuous area at the top-right of table 1. This means that contexts closer to the top of
table I disfavor SE in a higher number of languages than contexts closer to the bottom.
Compare this pattem of distribution with that of pronouns, shown in table 2 below
(where the order of contexts is kept constant, though not that of the languages):

5e The key for tables I and 2 is the following (cf. the conventions of this dissertation in the appendix l):
: * , i.e., the form is unacceptable in the context;

= # , i.e., the form is 'marked' in the context;

- / , i.e., the form is fully acceptable in the context;
: context unafiested, i.e., no example found in the literature.

lGerl

Table 1: Distribution of SE Anaphorsse
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Table 2.' Distribution of Pronounsuo

It is immediately clear that the ,rattern of distribution is symmetric to that of SE forms

- the contexts that disfavor pronouns (that is, in which they are either excluded or
'marked') occupy a continuous area at the bottom-right of table 2. That is, contexts
closer to the bottom of table 2 disfavor pronouns in a higher number of languages than
contexts closer to the top.

More importantly, both the distribution of SE forms and of pronouns clearly
characterize a hierarchy of contexts ranked with respect to how much they
favor/disfavor SE and pronouns across languages. To be precise, the distribution of
anaphors in table I above characterizes a hierarchy of contexts Hse : C, > C, t ... > Cn

such that:

(114) All Ci in H* is such that there is a language L in which:
(a) for every Cj, j. i , attested in L, SE is more acceptable in C, than in C,, and
(b) for every Cu, k> i, attested in L, SE is at least as acceptable in Cu as in C,.

In plain language, (114) says that there is a hierarchy of contexts in table I such that, for
every context C in the hierarchy, there is a language in which (a) SE is more acceptable
in C than in every other context lower in the hierarchy, and (b) in contexts higher in the
hierarchy, SE is either better than or as acceptable as in C. The hierarchy is as follows:

(l l5) Hierarchyfor SE [Hrr]:
VP > PP > LOC >ECM > NP,AP,NPS > CTRL > PR > SBJ > IND

Let me briefly indicate the motivation for each of the rankings in (l l5) (cf. table 1): (i)
the ranking VP > PP is motivated by French, in which SE is possible in VP, but not in
PP; (ii) PP > LOC is motivated by BP and Spanish, in which SE is fine in PP, but
disfavored (hence, less acceptable) in LOC; (iii) LOC > ECM is motivated by Dutch, in
which SE is fine in LOC and slightly disfavored in ECM; (iv) ECM > NP, AP, NPS is,

again, motivated by Dutch, in which SE is slightly disfavored in ECM, but unacceptable
in NP, AP, NPS; (v) NP, AP, NPS > CTRL is motivated by Italian, in which SE is fine
in NP, AP and NPS, but not in CTRL; (vi) CTRL > PR is motivated by OHG, Polish
and Norwegian; (vii) PR > SBJ, by Gothic; (viii) SBJ > IND, by Latin and Icelandic.

uo The darker shading for some occurrences of pronouns in Norwegian and Icelandic is meant to indicate
that they seem not to follow the tendencies stated above. I will discuss these cases later on.
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An analogous hierarchy can be characterized in symmetrical terms for the contexts
in table 2,that is, they are ranked in a hierarchy Hp,on = Cr ) C2 > ... > C, such that:

(l l6)All Ct in Hp,on is such that there is a language L in which:
(a) for every Ci, j > f , attested in L, pronouns are more acceptable in C, than in Cr, and
(b) for every Cu, k < i, attestcd in L, pronouns are at least as bad in Cu as in C'.

Thus, there is a hierarchy in table 2 such that, for every context C in the hierarchy, there

is a language in which (a) pronouns are more acceptable in C than in every other context
higher in the hierarchy, and (b) in contexts lower in the hierarchy, pronouns are either
better than or as acceptable as in C. The hierarchy for pronouns is the following:

(l 17) Hierarchyfor Pronoazs [H*on1:

VP > PP > LOC >ECM > NP,AP,NPS,CTRL > PR > SBJ > IND

Briefly, the following languages provide the motivation forthe rankings in (115) (cf.
table 2 above): (i) French, BP and Spanish for VP > PP, (ii) Norwegian, Dutch and
Italian for PP > LOC, (iii) Norwegian, Dutch, Italian, German and Danish for LOC >
ECM, (iv) Russian for ECM > NP, ..., CTRL,U' (u) OHG and Polish for CTRL > PR,
(vi) Gothic for PR > SBJ and, finally, (vii) Latin for SBJ > IND.

Note that H., in (l 15) and H*on in (l 17) are almost identical, which clearly indicates
that they are one and the same hierarchy - that is, the factors that determine Hr" seem

to be the same as those deterr.ining H*on. Recall now that SE anaphors require 'local'
antecedents (according to LOCALITY, cf. (109) above), and that pronouns, on the other
hand, are excluded with 'local' antecedents (where 'local' is subject to variation, as we
have seen). That is, both the distribution of SE and of pronouns refers to some notion of
'locality', a notion which H* and Fl,on suBgest is the same for both SE and pronouns.
Let me, therefore, join both hierarchies together and call the resulting hierarchy the
Locality Hierarchy:

(l l8) Locality Hierarchy:

VP > PP > LOC >ECM > NP,AP,NPS > CTRL > PR > SBJ > IND

Given the hierarchy in (ll8), we can now state explicitly three basic implicational
generalizations behind the distribution of SE in table 1; three symmetric ones could also

be stated for the distribution of pronouns in table2, of course:

6r Note that the distribution of pronouns in Norwegian and lcelandic contradict the hierarchy given in
(l l8) as far as the ranking of the contexts i{P and NPS are concerned. For these languages, the hierarchy
would seem to be the following:

(i) ForNorwegian: LOC,NP > NPS > ECM,AP
(ii) For Icelandic: ECM, NP, AP > CTRL > NPS, SBJ

The rankings adopted in (l l8) were determined by Russian, and were chosen for trvo reasons. First they
are compatible with the corresponding rankings for the hierarchy of SE 

- 
and both hierarchies are

identical for all other rankings. Second, the 'deviant' patterns of Norwegian and Icelandic are not
consistent with each other, which suggests that the only generalization they reveal is that these contexts
are unstable across languages.I will return to this issue later (see discussion under (l6l) below.
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(119) a. If SE is acceptable in context C of the locality hierarchy in language L, then SE is

acceptable in all contexts higher than C in the locality hierarchy in L;
b. If SE is 'marked' in context C of the locality hierarchy in language L, then SE is

'marked' or unacceptable in all contexts lower than C in the locality hierarchy in L;
c. If SE is unacceptable in context C of the locality hierarchy in language L, the SE

is unacceptable in all contexts lower than C in the locality hierarchy in L.

(119) reveals a correlation between the locality hierarchy and the scale of acceptability
(acceptable ) 'marked' > unacceptable in tables I and 2) which seems to be the basic
implicational universal concerning LOCALITY effects on SE anaphors:

(120) Universal concerning LOCALITY Effects on SE:

If SE has degree D of acceptability in context C of the locality hierarchy in
language L, then: (a) SE have higher or the same degree of acceptability in contexts
higher than C in the locality hierarchy, and (b) SE have lower or the same degree of
acceptability in contexts irrwer than C in the locality hierarchy.

And a symmetric universal may be stated for pronouns, the effects on which I also call
'LOCALITY effects' for lack of a better term:

(121) (Jniversal concerning LOCALITY Effects on Pronouns:

If pronouns have degree D of acceptability in context C of the locality hierarchy in
language L, then: (a) they have highor or the same degree of acceptability in
contexts lower than C in the locality hierarchy, and (b) they have lower or the same

degree of acceptability in contexts higher than C in the locality hierarchy.

It seems to me that the two universals in (120) and (121) are among the basic
generalizations any theory of the distribution of SE anaphors should try to explain. Note
that it is crucial for this explanation that we understand the nature of the locality
hierarchy and, therefore, of the notion of 'locality' which distinguishes the contexts that
compose the hierarchy.

Moreover, it seems crucial that the explanation for the distribution of SE anaphors

be related to that of pronouns, since both are governed by the same underlying notion of
'locality'. This is also indicated by the fact that, as hinted at by (120) and (l2l) above
and by the symmetric distribution shown in tables I and 2 above, SE anaphors tend to
be in complementary distribution with pronouns: SE anaphors and pronouns are

acceptable in different segments of the locality hierarchy, with an occasional overlap in
the middle area, as shown in tables 3 below and 4 in the next page:
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Table 4: Se and Pronouns in Slavic and Romance Languages

Note that tables 3 and 4 show variation with respect to the precise location and range of
the middle area of the locality hierarchy in which SE anaphors and pronouns may
overlap in distribution. But there are two central tendencies in all tables: (a) the smaller
the domain of occurrence of SE, the wider that of pronouns (that is, the more local the
contexts in which they may be bound); (b) the wider the domain of occurrence of SE,
the smaller that of pronouns (that is, the less local the contexts in which they may be
bound). Thus, it is clear that, in the sample considered here, SE anaphors and pronouns
respect the following generalization concerning their relative distribution:

(122) Tendency concerning the Relative Distribution of SE and Pronouns:

SE and pronouns tend to be in complementary distribution along the locality
hierarchy, with occasional overlap somewhere in the middle of the hierarchy.

In sum, besides the LD binding and the subject-orientation of SE anaphors, which were
the primary facts addressed by the head-movement analysis, any theory of these
anaphors has to explain also: (i) why some may not be LD bound; (ii) why they vary in
their domain; (iii) why the LOCALITY effects are governed by the locality hierarchy
(as stated in (120)); (iv) which notion of 'locality' is relevant to the locality hierarchy;
(v) why the distribution of pronouns is also governed by the locality hierarchy (cf.
(121)); finally, (v) why SE and pronouns tend to be in complementary distribution,
except for occasional overlaps in the middle of the locality hierarchy. Thus, there is no

Table 3: SE and Pronouns in Germanic Languages
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shortage of evidence with respect to we can compare the available analyses

LOCALITY effects.

1.6.2 Some Analyses of LOCALITY

Let us briefly reconsider R&R's (1991) analysis of LOCALITY effects on SE anaphors,

in which such effects are a result of independent restrictions on head-movement at LF.
For this approach to be maintained, we would have to argue that the locality hierarchy is,

actually, a hierarchy of restrictions on LF-movement: if a language allows LF-movement
across NP, it must allow it across LOC and PP, too, etc. This is, of course, a possibility,
but the evidence for it is certainly not available at the moment, and I am skeptical that it
will ever be. For example, this theory requires that locative prepositions introduce some

restriction on LF-head-movement in Spanish and BP, but not in Italian; however, as far as

I know, Italian prepositions have no special property that other Romance prepositions do
not, nor vice-versa.

A second problem with R&R's approach is that LOCALITY effects on SE and
prononns are grading rather than categorical in many languages of the sample (possibly
all, considering that some descriptions have ignored subfle contrasts). That is, it is not the
case that LOCALITY either excludes or allows SE, for example, but SE rather decreases

in acceptability as we go down in the locality hierarchy (as stated in the universal in (120)
above; the reverse is true for pronouns, cf. the universal in (l2l)). Thus, we would have to
say that restrictions on LF-head-movement may have grading effects; however, violations
of the basic restriction on head-movement, the Head Movement Constraint, are in general

simply unacceptable (cf. *who been John has t meeting lately?).
But the most serious problem with the LF-head-movement analysis of LOCALITY

effects on SE is that it simply cannot account for the fact that the distribution of pronouns
is sensitive to the same locality hierarchy. If the locality effects revealed by the hierarchy
are a result of restrictions on LF-movement we would have to claim that pronouns LF-
move. But pronouns, unlike anaphors, must be disjoint in reference from local
antecedents, and it simply does not make sense to say that they move in order to satisfu
this requiremsn{ - the more they move, the closer they are to the antecedent so why
move at all? We will see in section 2.6 below that there are other arguments against LF-
movement of SE anaphors.

A number of theories have been put fonvard around the middle of the eighties which
tried to provide the standard BT with the means to account for the variation in the
domain of anaphors. Perhaps the most elegant one was proposed by Manzini & Wexler
(1987). Compiling the descriptive results available at that time, Manzini & Wexler
arrived at the following general characterization of binding domains (1987:416 and ff.):

(123) y is a GC for cr iff y is the minimal category containing o, a governor of o, and:
(a) a subject, for cr : English reflexives;
(b) an INFL, for cr = Italian sd;

(c) TENSE, for cr : Icelandic pronous;
(d) 'referential' TENSE (i.e., indicative), for cr: Icelandic sig;
(e) root (i.e., matrix) TENSE, for Japanese zibun.

63
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Manzini & Wexler pointed out that the domains defined in (123) have an interesting
property: they are organized in a hierarchy satisfuing the subset relation, i.e., every
domain in (123) is contained by those below it. This can be seen if we list the categories
subsumed under the definitions in (123), as in (124) below:

(124) Definition of GC: Categories Subsumed:

NPs with subject, small clauses, ECM infinitives and all below

control infinitives, finite (indicative and subjunctive) clauses

finite (indicative and subjunctive) clauses

indicative clauses
anywhere in the sentence

In other words, the dehnitions of GC in (123) define the following hierarchy of
domains, organized by the subset relation'=' ('is contained in'):

(125) Hierarchy of GCs (cf. Manzini & Wexler 1987):

NPS, AP, ECM = CTRL = SBJ = IND = root sentence

Note now that the hierarchy is very similar, though not identical to, the locality
hierarchy we have characterized above. That is, as a first approximation, it looks like a
good candidate for the locality hierarchy.

Manzini & Wexler's crucial point was that the hierarchy in (125) is expected if: (i)
the definitions of GC listed in (123) actually form one of the parameters of universal
gftunmar, which they called the GC Parameter; and (ii) parameter setting is guided by
the Subset Principle, which requires that the values of a grammatical parameter define
subset relations between the grammars they determine.u' That is, the fact that binding
domains are organized in a hierarchy would be a consequence of learnability theory,
more specifically, ofthe theory of pararneter setting.

This theory is attractive not only because it predicts that binding domains will form
a hierarchy, but also because the criterion for ranking contexts (subset relations between
domains) allows us to define a hierarchy which looks similar to one we have determined
independently. Closer inspection of some details in Manzini & Wexler's theory would
take much of its initial appeal away, however (see, for example, Cole & Sung 1994,
Maclaughlin 1995 and references cited there for discussion). For my purposes here, it

62 The Subset Principle was introduced by Berwick (1985) in order to solve the so-called Subset Problem,
which arises for parameters defining subset relations between grammars. One such parameter, for
example, is the null subject parameter: languages set positively for null subjects, like Romance
languages, will have both [ _ VP] and [NP VP] as possible clausal structures at the surface; those set

negatively, like English, will only have [NP VP]; thus, as regards the null subject parameter, the grammar
of English is a subset of the grammar of Romance languages.

Consider now how a child could learn English, given the learnability theory assumption that only
positive data (neither correction nor formal instruction are available in frst language acquisition): he/she
would have as an input only INP VP] strings, which is compatible with both the null subject value and
the English value of the parameter; thus, a child leraning English would never be able to decide which
gmmmar is that of his language. What the Subset Principle states is that 'given rwo languages, one of
which is a subset of the other, if both or€ coftpatible with the input datq (...) the learning function must
pick up the smaller one' (Manzini & Wexler 1987:414).

(123a)
(r23b)
(123c)
(r23d)
(123e)
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suffices to point out that, though Manzini & Wexler's predicts that binding domains will
form a subset hierarchy, it does not predict the substantive factors that determine these

domains, nor some of the rankings we have found.
Regarding the ranking of contexts, it would be difficult to explain with the factors

referred in (123) why, for example, non-locative PPs rank higher than locative PPs, or
why subjectless NPs rank higher the locative PPs. We could fix this problem adding
other factors to (123) to make the relevant distinctions. But here lies one of the basic

conceptual problems with Manzini & Wexler's approach: what counts as independent
motivation, conceptual or empirical, for the factors that determine a GC? The source of
this problem, of course, lies in the fact that Manzini & Wexler's approach is an

extension of the standard framework, and, as such, it inherits much of the conceptual
problems of this framework. For example, why would govemment be relevant, or why
would subjects be relevant for the domain of pronouns? More specifically to Manzini &
Wexler's theory, we might also ask why there would be a universal parameter whose
consequences are limited to the distribution of one specific lexical item. Parameters,

after all, were postulated to account for those properties of grammars which seemed to
have consequences for different constructions in a language.

More recently, Burzio (1992) has proposed a theory for LOCALITY effects on SE

anaphors based on the idea that, being $-feature defective, these forms must enter in a
specific relation in order to be specified for such features. Under Burzio's view, the

appropriate relation would be one of agreement, wlich he conceives as the flow of
feature specifications through a path connecting SE to an element containing such

features, namely, subjects. This relation of agreement would be constrained, however,
by the following condition:

(126) Condition on SE Agreement:

Avoid overlap with a path already occupied by another agreement relation.

The basic consequence of this constraint is that it imposes a 'locality restriction' on SE

agreement: (126) is violated every time the path from SE to its antecedent crosses with
another subject. For example, in (127) below, an agreement relation between SE and the

subject NP, would not violate (126), but an agreement with NP, would: it crosses the
agreement path determined by NP,:

(127) rP

Np; r'

i'-':t*t'''''-"" vP

overlap ofpaths
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Thus, in Burzio's theory, LOCALITY is actually the constraint in (126), and
LOCALITY effects are essentially reduced to SSC-like effects, that is, they are
determined basically by the presence of subject-agreement. Finally, he proposes that the
hierarchy of contexts - the locality hierarchy - is due to the 'strength of agreement'
inflection: the ostronger' the agreement-inflection introduced by a context, the stronger
the effect of path-overlap and, therefore, the stronger the locality effect on agreement
relations involving SE. Specifically, the locality hierarchy he wants to explain is the one
in (128) below:

(128) Agreement-Inflection Hierarchy;

prepositional small clauses (LOC), NPS, ECM > AP, CTRL > SBJ > IND

According to Burzio (1992:24), prepositional small clauses, NPs with subjects, and
ECM infinitives would be the highest points in the hierarchy because they have no
INFL and, therefore, the only factor conkibuting for feature-overlap would be their
subject. Adjectival small clauses and control infinitives would be next because, though
they contain INFL and, therefore, some agreement inflection, this inflection would be
'weak'. Subjunctive clauses would, then, have 'strong' agreement inflection, and
indicative clauses an even stronger one.

Burzio's analysis of LOCALITY effects on SE anaphors has many athactive
features, one of which being that it can deal with their tendency for complementary
distribution with pronouns in a principled way (see sections 4.5 and 4.6 below for
discussion). But his analysis of the locality hierarchy has a number of shortcomings.
First of all, the distinction strong-weak agreement inflection is suspicious: for example,
subjunctives and indicatives do not contrast significantly with respect to agreement
inflection in those languages in which they seem to differ with respect to the availability
of SE (like Icelandic and Latin). Second, and most crucially, the theory cannot account
for locality effects arising in contexts where no appeal can be made to subject-
agreement: thus, it cannot explain why transitive structures (VP) rank higher that
selected PPs (PP), nor why subjectless NPs rank higher than locative PPs, for example.

I have briefly discussed above some of the attempts to deal with LOCALITY effects
on SE anaphors, and concluded that none of them is satisfactory. I have argued that the
basic weakness of an analysis resorting to restrictions on head-movement at LF (as in
R&R l99l) is that it will not be able to express the relevance of the locality hierarchy
for the distribution of pronouns. The problem with the GC parameter approach is that,
like the standard BT, it lacks conceptual motivation for the domains it stipulates for
binding. Finally, I argued that the problem with Burzio's account is that it cannot deal
with cases in which LOCALITY effects on SE cannot be associated with the presence of
a subject.

In the rest of this section I would like to advance another hypothesis conceming
LOCALITY effects on SE anaphors and pronouns, namely, that they are somehow
related to locality conditions on chains. The reasons I have to offer for this hypothesis at
this point are at most suggestive. It will turn out, however, that the idea is not only fully
consistent with the theory to be developed in this dissertation, but also largely follows
from it (as will be seen in sections 4.5 and 4.7). For now, my arguments are basically
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two: (i) most rankings in the initial segment of the locality hierarchy in (ll8) above
correspond to rankings of implicational hierarchies motivated on the basis of movement
possibilities; (ii) most rankings of the whole locality hierarchy follow once we analyze it
in terms of the theory of barriers, that is, of the theory of locality of chains.

1.6.3 Locality of Movement Chains and Barriers

As is well-known, Keenan & Comrie (1977) have demonstrated, on the basis of data

from about fifty languages, thai NP positions within a sentence can be ranked according
to the following implicational hierarchy of accessibility to relativization:

(129) NP Accessibility Hierarchy:

SU > DO > IO > OBL > GEN > OCOMP

where: (i) '>' means 'is more accessible than', of course; (ii) SU stands for 'subject',
(iii) DO for 'direct object', (iv) IO for 'indirect object', (v) OBL for what Keenan &
Comrie call 'major oblique case NP'; (vi) GEN for'genitive' (that is, possessors like rfte
man in John took the man's hat), and (vii) OCOMP for 'object of comparison' (e.g., /fte
man in John is taller than the man). The only NP position above that deserves some
commentary is that of OBL, which Keenan & Comrie characterize as 'NPs that express
arguments of the main predicate, as the chest in John put the money in the chest, rather
than ones having a more adverbial like function, like Chicago in John lives in Chicago'
(1977:66). That is, OBL includes objects of subcategorized pre- and postpositions, as

also indicated in the following passage: osome languages (e.g., Hindi) treat objects of
comparison like ordinary objects of prepositions or postpositions. In such cases we treat
these NPs as ordinary OBLs' (idem).

Under standard GB assumptions, relativization is an instantiation of A'-movement to
Spec-CP. That is, the contexts summarized by the hierarchy in (129) above would
include cases with D-Structures like in (130), roughly; NPI would then wft-move to
Spec-CP in the mapping from D-Structure to S-Structure:

(130) a. sU:

b. DO:

c. OBL:

[pp, Det N [", Spec C [,. NPl1**r,l [* V ... 1]1]

[r* Det N [", Spec C [,, NP2 [r, V NPlr.,nr ]]]J

["., Det N [., Spec C [,p NP2 [* V [** P NPlr.,,rr] l]ll
/t\ I

d. GEN: [*o Det N [o Spec C [rp NP3 [* V [,qp2 NPll**r,.*g*t N ...] ]1]
I

Note now that the context in (130a) is irrelevant for comparison with the contexts of
anaphora discussed in this section, since (130a) relates the subject position to Spec, and
in none of the contexts we discu-ssed was the anaphoric form (SE or pronouns) in
subject position. The contexts represented by IO and OCOMP are also irrelevant for
comparison, but in this case because our sample does not include similar contexts. We
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are left, therefore, with (130b,c,d). That is, the segment of (129) above relevant for
comparison with the locality hierarchy is: DO > OBL > GEN.

Context (130b) above is essentially like the context I have called VP in (111k)
above, except that in VP NPI is related to NP2, rather than with Spec-CP; in both cases,

the dependency crosses VP and no other constituent boundary within the clause (except
the clause boundary itself in DO). Context (130c) is like PP in (111j), except again that
we have wft-movement rather than an anaphoric relation; in both cases, the dependency

crosses VP and a complement PP. Finally, GEN is similar, though not so much, with the
context I called NP in (l l lg) above, represented in (l3l) below:

(131) NP: [.' NP3 [* V [pp, Det N [., P NPI ] lll

GEN in (130d) is similar to NP in (131) in that, besides VP, the dependency crosses an

NP boundary within the clause. Thus, if we characterize the relevant contexts in (130) in
terms of the intraclausal constituent boundaries they cross (which are the relevant
boundaries anyway, since IP cannot make the difference - it is present in all contexts
in (130)), then we can actually state the relevant segment of Keenan & Comrie's
accessibility hierarchy as: VP > PP > NP. But this, of course, is fully consistent with the
rankings of the initial segment of the locality hierarchy in (ll8) above. That is, the
hierarchy motivated by the crosslinguistic distribution of relative clauses, an instance of
A'-movement, seems to be consistent with the locality hierarchy.

Subsequent work on the NP accessibility hierarchy has shown that the hierarchy
seems to be relevant for other types of dependencies as well, such as passivization, an

instantiation of A-movement in GB terms. Simultaneously, such work has proposed
some refinements in the hierarchy's ranking. For example, Davidson (1980) has

suggested that the following accessibility hierarchy for passivization from 'adverbials',
that is, PPs not selected by the verb (selected PPs are subsumed under 'DO'):

(132) DO > IO > Locative/Instrumental > Time/Accompaniment > Cause/Manner, etc.

Note that, restricting again attention to the cases relevant for comparison, Davidson's
hierarchy for passivization gives us the ranking VP, PP > LOC, which is again
consistent with the rankings of the locality hierarchy in (ll8) above (for fuither
rankings among obliques, see Johnson 1976). Thus, implicational hierarchies of A and

A'-movement characterize the rankings VP > PP > LOC > NP, which we have also

found for the locality hierarchy.
As a matter of fact, comparison of movement possibilities in English and in

Romance languages seem to corroborate most of these rankings, too. Thus, it is well-
known that A- and A'-movement of NPs in Romance is limited direct objects: no
extraction of NPs is possible from PPs, selected or locatives, nor from NPs (but see fn.
63 below). In English, on the other hand, it is well-known that A- and A'-movement of
NPs is possible for direct objects and for objects of selected prepositions; with locative
prepositions, though A'-movement seems to be possible (if the PP is a complement), A-
movement is in general excluded, being restricted to a specific class of cases; finally, A-
movement is completely excluded from NPs, and A'-movement is possible in some
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cases, but not generally.u' In sum, the pattern of variation concerning movement
possibilities in Romance and English can be summarized as follows:

Table J: Movement Possibilities in Romance and English

VP PP LOC NP

Romance A-movement

A'-movement

S#+ffi .##$gtrSlisffi ffi $,ir,4stiPlii,{itiliifr diiiiil^iiHlr,riHiFHrSt,
Hi.+ld*,ifi +ffi 1L!{*l#jfi*ir$t sli'.s1.iri?rt), }kwwffi Nirf; ,

+liifli;flflffiffi iifi$.ffi,ffif#iffi iE,ffiffif#.ffiffi r:,

English A-movement

A'-movement

Clearly, movement possibilities in Romance and English provide evidence for the
rankings VP > PP > LOC > NP, which again are basically the same rankings that appear
in the initial segment of the locuiity hierarchy for SE and pronouns.

Thus, there is evidence suggesting that the locality hierarchy and the implicational
hierarchies related to movement are somehow associated, at least as far as the initial
segment of the locality hierarchy is concerned. Let me now explore this venue from the
perspective of movement and ask which reskictions might be responsible for the
hierarchy VP > PP > LOC > NP which we have seen affested in so many different ways.
In the Barriers system, constituent boundaries that impose restrictions on movement
(and government), called barriers, are defined as follows (Chomsky 1986b:14-15):

(133) Barriers:

a. y is a barrier for B iff (i) y is a maximal projection; and (i) linherent barrierl:
y is a blocking category for B, and y + IP, or (ii) fbarrier by inheritancel: y
immediately dominates 6, 6 a blocking category for 0.

b. y is a blocking category [BC] for F iff y is not L-marked and T dominates p.

c. r L-marlcs y iff (i) t is a lexical head (V, N, P, or A), (ii) t assigns a O-role to
y, an6 (iii) t and y are sisters.

Clause (i) of the definition of barrier captures the fact that adjuncts and subjects (non-L-
marked categories) are islands for extraction. Clause (ii) is motivated, among other
things, by the fact that movement crossing IP and a complement CP is blocked (cf. wh
islands), though IP is not an inherent barrier and CP is L-marked (Chomsky 1986a:31
and ff.). IP has to be excluded from clause (i), of course, since it is not L-marked (it is a

6r The cases of extraction from PPs in English are discussed in section 3.3 below. As forrestrictions on

extraction from NPs, Freidin, for example, states that 'although #l-extraction out of NP appears to be
generally prohibited, there are instances where it is possible. The acceptability of such constructions
seems to depend in part on the matrix verb' (1992:103). His examples are:

(i) a. Wrho ldid you see [a picture of r ]l ?

b. ?*ltho [did you ridicule [a picture of t ]l ?

c. *Who(m) [did you criticize [a story about , ]l?
See Chomsky (1977:ll2 and ff.), Cinque (1990:46 and ff.), among others, for discussion. As for
Romance, nothing like (ia) is possible, though PPs headed by the preposition de'of can be exffacted
from PPs under certain circumstances: see Siorgi & Longobardi (1990) for discussion and references.
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sister of a non-lexical head, COMP) and, yet, it never blocks movement by itself
(Chomsky 1986a:15).

In addition to the notion of barrier in (133), which is relevant both for movement
and for government, Chomsky also proposes an additional notion of 'barrier' - that of
minimality barrier - which, for him, would be relevant only for government relations
(1986b:42). For this reason, I introduce this notion within the definition of government

itself, following Haegeman (1992:486-7; on'relativized minimality', see below):

(134) a governs p iff: (i) o m-commands B,
(ii) there is no y such that y is a barrier for B and does not dominate u, and

(iii) there is no 6 such that 6 satisfies (i) and (ii), and cr c-commands S.

6 in (l34iii) is a 'governor' of p (6 satisfies (l34i,ii)) which is 'closer' than cr (6 is c-

commanded by cr and, therefore, lower in the tree). Thus, what (134) expresses is the

idea that a 'closer governor' blocks govemment from other potential governors. If there
is a 6 satisfying (iii) of (134), the (maximal) projection of 5 is said to be a barrier by
minimality (of government) for B.

Let us now see what the system in (133) and (134), and its subsidiary assumptions,
may say about the pattern shown in table 5 above, starting with the context called VP in
(l l lk), which is represented in (136) below:

(136) vP: lrP NP2 rNFL [* V NPl ]lll

-

As far as A-movement is concemed (from NPI to NP2), there is only one maximal
projection that is crossed (i.e., that dominates NPI but not NP2), VP. VP is not L-
marked (it is not a sister of a lexical head, since INFL is not a lexical head). Thus, VP
counts as an inherent barrier according to (133a). Moreover, government is taken to be a

definitional requirement for A-chains at least (cf. Chomsky 1986a:74 and ff,, Rizzi
1990:93 and ff.). But V is a 'closer govemor' (it satisfres (l35iii)) and, therefore, VP
counts as a minimality banier for government of NPI by NP2 as well. Both results are

wrong, and something must be added in order for VP not count as a barrier for A-
movement. Much the same is true with respect to A'-movement. Thus, the result we
would tike to derive from other assumptions in the theory is the following:s

(137) VP is a barrier neither for movement, nor for government, within its own clause.

fl Chomsky proposes nvo different mechanisms to exempt VP from barrierhood, one for A'-movement
(VP-adjunction, cf 1986a:21 and ff.), another for A-movement and government (chain extension through
coindexing of the subject with INFL, and of INFL with V, cf. 1986b:75 and ff.). Both assumptions have
quite a number of undesirable consequences, though. See, e.g., Lightfoot & Weinberg (1988), Cinque
(1990), Lasnik & Saito (1992) for discussion. Note, in addition, that IP was stipulated not be a barrier for
movement within its clause either, cf. (l33a.i). Both VP, IP and CP belong to the same 'extended

projection' in the sense of Grimshaw (1991) (i.e., they all spring from one and the same lexical head,

namely, the verb). Thus, it might be the case that the notion of barrier should refer to maximal extended
projections, rather than maximal projections only, as proposed by Speas & Fukui (1986), Raposo &
Uriagereka (1990), among others.
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Assuming that (137) is available in the theory somehow, both A- and A'-chain
formation are possible in (136) above, that is, NPI can move to NP2 or to Spec-CP

without crossing any barrier. IP is not a barrier for A'-movement within its own clause

either, cf. (133a.i). Hence, movement is possible in both Romance and English, as in
table 5 above. From now on I will ignore both IP and VP when movement is within the

domain of their clause, since, as we have just seen, they must not count as barriers in
such circumstances.

The next context of table 5 we have to consider is PP, which is represented below:

(138) PP: [gp Spec COMP [rp NPz INFL [uo V [r. P NPI ] llll

The issue now reduces to whether PP is a barrier for NPl in (138). Since PP in (138) is
always a complement, it is L-marked and, therefore, it cannot be an inherent barrier.
However, since the preposition is a 'closer governor', PP counts as a minimality barrier
and, therefore, it should block at least A-movement (which requires antecedent-

government). The result is qorrect for A-movement in Romance, but not for A'-
movement if minimality barriers are not barriers for movement in general. Moreover,
the result is incorrect for A-movement in English, since NPI can be passivized in
English (cf. John was talked about\.

Thus, there are two things that the theory of Barriers as summarized above cannot
explain about (138): (i) why A'-movement of NPI is not possible in Romance, and (ii)
why A-movement is possible in English. The usual answer for problem (ii) is to say that
English has some process of reanalysis by which the domain of govemment of
subcategorized prepositions becomes non-distinct from the domain of the verb (e.g.,

Rizzi 1990:109-10, Cinque 1990:48 and ff.; see also section 3.3. below). The idea is
that, because of 'reanalysis', the governor of NPl in (138) is actually the verb, and the
properties of (138) would be essentially the same as those of (136). Let us assume,

therefore, that that something like (138) holds:

(138) Subcategorized PPs can be 'reanalyzed' as part of the domain of government of
the verb in English, not in Romance.

With (138), subcategoized PPs are minimality ba:riers in Romance (hence, no A-
movement can cross them), but not in English (hence, A-movement can cross them).
Under the Barriers assumptions, however, (138) says nothing about the impossibility of
A'-movement from subcategoized PPs in Romance. Consider also the next context in
table 5, namely, LOC in (l I li) above, represented in (139) below:

(139) LOC: [., Spec COMP [p NP2 INFL [* V 1*, P1*ro"r NPI ] ll]l

The context in (139) is just like the one in (138), except that the preposition in (139) is a
locative one. However, unlike what happens in (138), A-movement is in general

blocked in (139) in English (cf. table 5). Thus, it seems that we need to add to (138) that
subcategorizedlocative PPs cannot be 'reanalyzed' in English:
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(138') Subcategonzed locative PPs (but not locatives) can be 'reanalyzed' as part of the
domain of government of the verb in English, not in Romance.

The last context of table 5 to consider is NP, which we may consider in two versions,
(130d) and (131) above, repeated below as (l40a,b), respectively:

(140) NP:

a. [cp Spec COMP [rp NP3 INFL [* V [rp NPll*g"n] N ... 1]llt
b. [., Spec COMP [rp NP3 INFL [* V [**, Det N [r, P NPI ] ll]ll

t
Consider (140) first. NP2 is L-marked by V and, therefore, it is not an inherent barrier.
However, N is the 'closest governor' of NPl and, therefore, NP2 is a barrier by
minimality for NPl. Thus, the impossibility of A-movement in English (and Romance
as well, of course) is predicted for (laO); but not the impossibility of A'-movement, if
minimality bariers are not relevant for A'-movement per se.6t

A similar situation arises in (1a0b). NP2 is not an inherent barrier because it is L-
marked by V, and PP is not either, because it is L-marked by N. But now there are two
governors which are closer to NPI than its antecedent, namely, N and P; hence, two
minimality barriers would be crossed in (140b). However, this predicts, again, that only
A-movement is excluded, if minimality bariers are not relevant for A'-movement.

Suppose minimality barriers are relevant for A'-movement. This would explain the
impossibility of A'-movement from NPs; moreover, it would also explain why PPs in
Romance also block A'-movement. But there would still be one case for which the
theory would not work: with subcategorized locative PPs in English. As we have seen

above, such PPs block A-movement, but not A'-movement. Under the reanalysis
hypothesis in (138'), this is due to the fact that locative complements cannot be
reanalyzed as part of the govemment domain of the verb and, therefore, are minimality
barriers for A-movement. However, if we assume that minimality barriers are relevant
for A'-movement as well, locative PPs should block A'-movement, contrary to fact.
Thus, some further articulation in the theory is needed.

The modification I would like to propose to account for the pafiem of variation
shown in table 5 above is an extension of a suggestion made by Hestvik (1991).and
Reinhart &, Reuland (1993). Hestvik has proposed that locative PP cannot be
'reanalyzed' as part of the domain of the verb because, unlike selected prepositions, they

65 As referred above, for Chomsky, minimality barriers are relevant for government relations and,
therefore, for those cases of movement in which antecedent-government is necessary. ln Barriers, three
types of movement require antecedent government: head movement, A-movement, A'-movement of
adjuncts, which are not lexically governed and require antecedent-government to satisff the Barriers
version of the ECP. A'-movement of argu-ments, on the other han{ would not be subject to minimality
barriers because arguments are lexically governed and, therefore, antecedent-govemment would not be

necessary for satisfaction of the ECP. I will propose shortly that movement in general is subject to
minimality effects, though an investigation of the consequences of this proposal will have to wait for
future research.
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project an independent 0-domain - they assign 0-roles of their own, selected

prepositions assign O-roles of the verbs that select them (see section 3.3 below for
discussion). Similarly, R&R (1993:702, fn. 45) suggest that locative complements are

minimality barriers for A-chains because, unlike selected prepositions, they EIre

thematically independent from the verb. In sum, the idea, more generally, is (cf. Baker
1988:56 and ff.): if a head may assign a 0-role of its own, it is an independent governor,

and its O-domain (its maximal projection) is a minimality barrier for government; I will
call such a barrier a Ominimality barrier:

(141) If 6 is a O-assigner, then the ma:rimal projection of E is a 0-minimality barrier.

Let us assume, with Heswik and R&R, that locative prepositions, unlike selected

prepositions, are independent 0-assigners. Thus, locative PPs are 0-minimality barriers,
and A-movement out of them is blocked. This would also account for the fact that A-
movement out of NPs is blocked, since Ns are independent O-assigners as well. But,
again, this assumption is not sufficient.

O-minimality barriers cannot block A'-movement, or wh movement out locative
complements would be blocked in English, which is incorrect. But, (i) if 0-minimality
barriers cannot block A'-movement, then the fact that A'-movement out of NPs is
blocked in English cannot be attributed to their being O-minimality bariers. Moreover,
since it is unlikely that selected prepositions in Romance differ from English
prepositions with respect to their O-assignment properties, it is unlikely that they
introduce O-minimality barriers in Romance. But, if (ii) selected prepositions do not
introduce 0-minimality barriers in Romance, then the fact that they block A-movement
cannot be explained by resorting to O-minimality. Let us add to this the fact that we still
have no explanation for the fact that complement PPs also block A'-movement in
Romance. Thus, introduction of the notion of 0-minimality barier has allowed us to
draw the distinction between selected prepositions and locative ones in English, but not
between locatives prepositions and nouns, nor between English prepositions and

Romance ones.
Note, however, that O-assignment is one of the two canonical cases of government.

The other is Case-assignment, that is, just like O-assigners, Case-assigners must be
govemors as well. Suppose that, just like independent 0-assigners, independent Case-

assigners also introduce a minimality barrier for government, a Case-minimality barrier.
It is still necessary to characterize precisely what an independent Case-assigner is, or,
better, what a 'dependent' Case-assigner would be. But the intuition is obvious and has

been suggested by many people, including Davison (1980:52), Kayne (1981:364-5),
P*izzi (1990:109-10), Cinque (1990:48 and ff.): selected prepositions in English may be
'dependent' Case-assigners. Let us suppose that one of the conditions for a Case-

assigner to be 'dependent' (perhaps not a sufficient one) is that it be governed by a
Case-assigner which assigns a Case inflectionally non-distinct:

(142) a. If E is an independent Case assigner, its maximal projection is a Case-

minimality barrier.
b. 5 is an independent Case assigner if it assigns a Case inflectionally distinct

from its governor.
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Note that the Case inflection of English pronouns shows that English prepositions they
assign the same inflectional Case as verbs. Thus, if they ile govemed by the verb, they
are 'dependent' Case-assigners and, therefore, do not introduce a Case-minimality
barrier. This is true both of selected and of locative prepositions in English, but there is
no problem here: locative PPs may not be Case-minimality barriers, but they are 0-
minimality barriers still, and this is why they block A-movement in English.

Consider now nouns in English. Not only they are independent O-assigners, but also
independent Case-assigners, since, though govemed by the verb, they assign a distinct
Case - nouns assign genitive, rather than accusative-oblique, in English. Therefore,
NPs are both 0- and Case-minimality barriers. We have seen above that we cannot
attribute the fact that A'-movement out of NPs is generally blocked to the assumption
that they are O-minimality ba:riers. But now we can attribute it to the assumption that
NPs are Case-minimality barriers. Iiote that this will not turn selected locative PPs into
barriers for A'-movement, since they are not Case-minimality bariers: they assign the
same Case as their governing verb in English.

Finally, consider prepositions in Romance. We have seen above that we cannot
attribute the fact that they block A-movement to a 0-minimality effect (since, as far as

their O-properties are concerned, they are no different from English prepositions). But
Romance prepositions must be independent Case-assigners, since they assign a Case
that is distinct from the Case assigned by the verb (Romance pronominal paradigms
quite generally have different forms for accusative/dative on the one hand, and oblique
Case on the other). Being independent Case-assigners, they introduce a Case-minimality
barrier. We have seen above that English NPs motivate the hypothesis that Case-
minimality barriers block A'-movement. To account for the pattern in Romance, we
need to add that Case-minimality barriers block A-movement as well:

(143) a. O-minimality barriers block A-movement;
b. Case-minimatity barriers block A- and A'-movement.

We have now a more articulated theory of minimality effects - independent governors
are the elements that introduce minimality barriers. And this theory, together with (143),
provides us with an analysis of the pattern shown table 5 above, the most important
distinctions being summarized in (144) below:

(144) Governor'. G overning P r operties'. Minimality Effict: Movement:

Eng. selected Ps dependent O-assigners none. / A-movement
dependent Case-assigners / A'-movement

Eng. locative Ps independent O-assigners O-minimality A-movement
dependent Case-assigners no Case-minimality. / A'-movement

Eng. Ns independent 0-assigners 0-minimality * A-movement
independent Case-assigners Case-minimality. * A'-movement

Rom. selected Ps dependent 0-assigners no O-minimality. * A-movement
independent Case-assigners Case-minimality. * A'-movement

The theory of minimality effects can also manage with the implicational hierarchy
VP > PP > LOC > NP of 'accessibility' to movement, which we have seen is attested in
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many sources in the literature. Assuming that predicates with the same semantic content
do not vary with respect O-properties, the only parameter of variation for minimality
effects is the Case properties of heads. Moreover, according to the implicational
hierarchy of Case systems revealed by typological work, in general Case systems that
distinguish oblique Case from accusative also distinguish genitive from accusative, but
not vice-versa (cf. Blake 1994:157 and ff.). In other words, in general in systems in
which prepositions assign a Case distinct from that assigned by the verb, nouns also do,
but not vice-versa. Thus, we can, in general, consider Case-properties of prepositions as

the only source of variation with respect to minimality effects for the contexts we are

concerned with here. Under the assumptions of the Barriers system as modified above,

the possibilities are the following:

VPs are never barriers;
complement NPs are always 0- and Case-minimality barriers;
locative prepositions are always O-minimality barriers;
if prepositions are dependent Case-assigners in the language, then locative
and selected prepositions are not Case-minimality barriers;
if prepositions are independent Case-assigners in the language, then locative
and selected prepositions are Case-minimality barriers.

Let me add one more assumption: 'barierhood' is cumulative, that is:

(146) A constituent boundary counts as a barrier as many times as it qualifies as one.

According to (146), if a constituent qualifies as an inherent barrier and as a O-minimality
barrier, it actually counts as two barriers; if it qualifies as an inherent barrier, a 0-
minimality barrier, and a Case-minimality barrier, it counts as three barriers, etc. (146) is
congenial, though not identical, to Chomsky's suggestion that Subjacency violations are
ocumulative', that is, the higher the number of barriers crossed, the stonger the effect of
Subjacency on movement (cf. Chomsky 1986b:37 and ff.; see below for some discussion).

Let us now consider which consequences are entailed by (laQ for the contexts of the
locality hierarchy when (146) is added to the assumptions in (la5).

In a system in which (145d) above holds, as in English, neither VPs nor selected PPs

introduce any barrier. Locative PPs introduce at least one (if they are complements),
since they are O-minimality barriers (cf. (1a5c)). Nouns introduce at least two barriers,
according to (146): they are both 0- and Case-minimality barriers (cf. 1a5b)). It follows
that the ranking of contexts in such systems according to the restrictions on movement
they may impose will be VP, PP > LOC > NP.

In a system in which (1a5e) holds, on the other hand, VPs introduce no barrier;
selected PPs introduce one (a Case-minimality barrier); locative PPs at least two (a 0-
minimality barrier and a Case-minimality one), and NPs at least two (like locative PPs).

The resulting ranking is, therefore, VP > PP > LOC,It{P.
If we superpose the two possible rankings given by (la5)-(146), we have:

(a) number of barriers if (145d) holds: I 2
(b) number of barriers if (145e) holds: - 1 2 2
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That is, the possible rankings predicted by (145)-(146) are precisely those of the

universal hierarchy of accessibility to movement discovered by typological work, (147)
is a hierarchy of locality of movement in the sense that it is based on the notion of
'locality' relevant for rnovement, namely, barriers. Recall now that the rankings in (147)

also match most of the rankings in the initial segment of the locality hierarchy for SE

and pronouns, which I repeat below (from (118)):

(148) Locality Hierarchyfor SE and Pronouns:

VP > PP > LOC >ECM > NP,AP,NPS > CTRL > PR > SBJ > IND

Thus, it appears that there is something in common between the two 'locality'
hierarchies. Let us, then, look at the contexts of (148) which we have not considered yet
from the perspective of the Barriers system as sketched above, to see if the number of
barriers they introduce between the antecedent and the anaphoric form would
correspond somehow to the other rankings in (la8).

1.6.4 Barriers and the Locality Hierarchy for SE and Pronouns

Let me start with ECM structures as described in (lllh) above. Under standard
assumptions, these structures look like (149) below (as before, I ignore the matrix VP
because it never counts as a barrier between its subject, NP3 in (149), and other
positions contained by VP):

(149) ECM: k2 NP3 INFL2 V2 [*, M2 INFLr [*,V, SE ]ll

Two maximal projections are crossed by the dependency in (149), VPI and IPl. De-
pending on whether or not we assume that VPs may qualifr as inherent barriers for not
being L-marked by INFL, VPl might introduce one barrier on this account in (149). But
since, apparently, we have no empirical motivation to take VPs as inherent barriers in
this sense, I will ignore this possibility here. However, VPl certainly introduces a 0-
minimality barrier and, moreover, a Case-minimality barrier, since it is an independent
Case-assigner in (149). Thus, according to (146), VP1 interposes two barriers between
SE and NP3.

Consider IPI next. Being L-marked by Vr, IP1 is not an inherent barrier. INFLr
assigns neither Case (the Case assigned to NP2 is accusative by Vr), nor 0'roles (NP2 is
assigned a O-role by V,, probably within VPl, cf. the VP-internal subject hypothesis).
However, IPI may still be a barrier for the dependency in (149), if we assume, as most
current frameworks for locality of chains do, that chains are subject to a 'relativized
minimality' condition, which we can state informally as follows (cf. Rizzi 1990, Cinque
1990, Chomsky 199?, among others):

(150) a. If y contains o , il 4 potential antecedent for p, then y is a (relativized)
minimality barrier for B.

b. cr, is a potential antecedent for F, F in ar, 6-chain, if cr is in a 6-position and cr

c-cornmands p, where 6 = head, A, or A'.
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IPI in (1a9) contains NP2, an A-position which c-commands SE; SE is in an A-
dependency with NP3. Thus, according to (150a), IPI is a relativized minimality barrier
for SE (if the notion of relativized minimality, relevant for A-chains, is also relevant for
the sort of A-dependencies which SE anaphors entertain with their antecedents, the

hypothesis we are checking at the moment).
In sum, the context ECM, as represented in (149) above, arguably introduces three

barriers between SE and its antecedent VPI introduces a 0- and a Case-minimality
barrier, and IPl, a relativized minimality barrier (because NP2 is a potential antecedent

to SE which is closer than NP3). This would rank it lower than the context called NP in
the hierarchy in (147) above, as shown in (l5l) below:

(151) Hierarchy of Locality of Movement: VP > PP >LOC > NP > ECM

(a) number of barriers if (145d) holds: I 2 3

(b) number of ba:riers if (145e) holds: - 1 2 2 3

This would appear to be the wrong result, since the ranking we have in the locality
hierarchy for SE and pronouns is VP > PP > LOC > ECM > NP (cf. (la8) above).

Note, however, that the context we are calling NP in (151) computes only the
barriers introduced by the noun (a 0- and a Case-minimality barier). But the context
relevant for the hierarchy in (148) is more complex, because the anaphoric form is not a
possessor of NP; it is an object of a preposition selected by the noun, as in (152) below
(cf, (l3l) above):

(rs2) NP: [r \pz v [*., Det N [" P 
?E t ttt

In (152), two maximal projections are crossed by the dependency (NP2, SE), NPI and
PP. PP is not an inherent barrier in case it is L-marked by the noun. It is not a 0-
minimality barrier either, since it is selected and, therefore, assigns a 0-role of the noun.
But it is a Case-minimality barrier, since quite generally prepositions assign a Case

which is distinct of that of their governors in (152), namely, nouns - prepositions
assign oblique, nouns assign genitive. NPl, as before, is both a 0- and a Case-
minimality barrier. As a result, the context called NP relevant for the locality hierarchy
of SE and pronouns actually interposes three barriers between SE and NP2, and,
therefore, it is predicted to be ranked together with ECM in (151).

Consider next the context called AP in (148) (that is, (1110), represented as in (153)
under standard GB assumptions (cf., e.g., Stowell 1981, Chomsky 1981):

(153) AP: hD NP3 INFL V L* NP2 t^, A [r* P SE ]lll

Just as in (152) above, the PP in (153) is not an inherent barier, nor a 0-minimality one.
But it is a Case-minimality barrier, since it is an independent Case-assigner - the
governors of the prepositions in (153), adjectives, assign no Case at all. AP, on the other
hand, is not an inherent barrier either, nor is it a Case-minimality barrier, for it assigns
no Case. But AP is a 0-mininrality barrier and, moreover, a relativized minimality
barrier for SE as well (because of NP2). Thus, the context in (153) introduces three
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barriers for the dependency (NP3, SE) and should be ranked with NP and ECM. That is,
our partial hierarchy is now VP > PP > LOC > ECM, NP, AP.

The next context to look at is NPS, with the following standard representation:

(154) NPS: [rp NP3 INFL V 1*, NPl1*g"nr N [,p P SE ] ]]

As in (153) and (152), PP is only a Case-minimality barrier in (154). And, as in (152),

NP2 is a 0- and a Case-minimality barrier. However, in addition, NP2 is now a
relativized minimality as well, since it contains a potential antecedent for SE, namely,
NPI (the subject of NP2). Thuso the context NPS in (154) interposes four barriers for the
dependency (NP3, SE) and should be ranked higher than ECM, NP, and AP.

Next in (ta8) is CTRL, which has the following standard representation:

(155) CTRL: [,r, NP3 INFL2 V2 ... [", COMP [,*, PRO INFL, [*, V, SE 1]lI

VPI is a 0- and a Case-minimality barrier. IPI is neither, but it is a relativized
minimality barrier. CP is neither an intrerent barrier, nor a minimality one. However, it
is a barrier by inheritance from IP (cf. (133a.ii)). Thus, CTRL has four barriers between
NP3 and SE, and would be ranked with NPS, with our partiat hierarchy now being VP >
PP > LOC > ECM, NP, AP > NPS, CTRL.

As for the context called PR in (148), in which the anaphoric form is within a
participial relative, the analysis is not so straightforward for one reason: there is no
standard or consensual structure for such participials, except for the fact that they must
be some maximal projection adjoined to one of the noun's projections. The basic issue
is whether participial relatives have the whole CP structure, or whether they have only a

subpart of the CP structure. For example, Belletti (1990, 1992) has argued, on the basis

of properties of past participle absolute clauses in Italian, that participial clauses with a

controlled subject (i.e., PRO) has the structure that roughly corresponds to IPs, as in
(156) below (Portuguese example analogous to Belletti's (33), 1992:40):

(156) [ [n, PROi congratulada por todos ], Mariq partiu feliz
greeted by all Maria left happy

'(Having been) greeted by everybody, Maria left happy'

Participial relatives are all cases in which the subject of the participial is controlled by
the head NP, as in:

(157) Jo6o admirava [* aquela mogE [o, PROi congratulada por todos]l
Jo6o admired that girl greeted by all
'Joflo admired the girl greeted by everybody'

Thus, it is likely that participial relatives have a structure similar to absolute controlled
participials. If this is true, the context called PR (11lc) is approximately as follows:

(158) PR: [* NP3 [NFL2V, [o* [r.[*, ...N...] [*, PRO INFLr [*, V, SE ]llll
/t\ I

In (158), VPI is again a 0- and a Case-minimality barrier. IPI is neither, but it is now a

BC - being an adjunct, it is not L-marked by N - and, therefore, an inherent barrier.
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Moreover, it is also a relativized minimality barrier. NP2 must be at least a barrier by
inheritance, since it immediately dominates a BC, IPl.66 Thus, PR interposes five
barriers between SE and NP3, and is ranked lower than NPS and CTRL.

Let us finally consider the contexts called SBJ and IND, in which the anaphoric
form is within a finite complement clause. Under standard assumptions subjunctive and

indicative clauses do not differ with respect to their constituent structure and, therefore,
they would have essentially the same representation (except for their TENSE
specification), which is the one in (159):

(159) SBJ/IND: [r, M3 INFL,V, [cp COMP [,,r NP2 INFL1 [*' V' SE ]l]l
I

VPI is again a 0- and a Case-minimality barrier. IPI is not a O-minimality barrier, but
now it is a Case-minimality one, since it is an independent Case-assigner (it assigns
nominative to NP2, and its gov(mor, COMP, assigns no Case). Moreover, IPI is also a
relativized minimality barrier. Finally, CP is a barrier by inheritance from IPl, and, if
we assume Chomsky's analysis of thot-t efflects, according to which a non-lexical
category with lexical content (i.e., when COMP is realized as that) also counts as a
potential governor (cf. 1986a:47-8), then CP would also be a minimality barrier. Thus,
SBJ/IND in (159) has six barriers for ffi3, SE).u'

To sum up, the rankings the system of Barriers, with the revisions suggested above,
predicts for the contexts of the locality hierarchy of SE and pronouns are:

(160) Locality Hierarclry of Barriersz

VP > PP > LOC > ECM, NP, AP > NPS, CTRL > PR > SBJ,IND
nr. of baniers: - -ll ll2 3 4 5 6

Compare now the hierarchy in (160) with the locality hierarchy we have found for SE
and pronouns, repeated once more in (161) below:

(161) Locality Hierarchyfor SE and Pronouns:

VP > PP > LOC >ECM > NP,AP,NPS > CTRL > PR > SBJ > IND

6 Depending on the assumptions we make about minimality barriers, NP2 might also count as a 0- and a
Case-minimality for the dependency in (158). But this would give us the wrong results, since the total of
barriers crossed in (158) would then be sevent and this would rank PR higher that SBJ and IND (which,
as we will see shortly, contain six barriers for the dependency). Here I will follow, therefore, the standard
assumption that minimality barriers arise only if they are projections of a (potential) governor. But this is
not the case in (158), since the panicipial clause is and adjunct and, therefore, it is not governed by N
(cf. Baker 1988:56 and ff.).
o7 Note that the context in (159) has no barrier for A'-movement from ttre position of SE to Spec-CP
because VPI and IPI never count as bariers for movement within their own clause; moreover, the
minimality effect of that is irrelevant for such a movement, since the trace of the wfr-moved NP is
lexically govemed by V,. That is, the problem with the dependency between NP3 and SE in (159) (as

with anaphoric dependencies in general) is that the former is a representational (A-)dependency and,

therefore, cannot take advantage of the intermediate landing site which is Spec-CP; A'-movement, on the
other hand, can avoid all barriers in (159) because it can take advantage of Spec-CP.
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The similarity is too striking to be accidental. Of the rankings in (16l), only three have
not been predicted in (160): (i) ECM > NP, AP; (ii) NPS > CTRL; (iii) SBJ > IND.
Note, however, that the rankings ECM > NP, AP, and NPS > CTRI occur in an area in
which we actually find some indeterminacy in the data reported in the literature. As
pointed out in fn. 61 above, Norwegian would seem to motivate the ranking LOC, NP >
NPS > ECM, AP, which is closer to (160) than to (161); and Icelandic, ECM, NP, AP >
CTR > NPS, SBJ, which is also closer to (160) than to (161). This suggests that other
factors intervene in the central rankings of (161) and that further fine-grained analysis of
these contexts may be fully compatible with the barriers theory of the locality hierarchy.

As for the distinction between SBJ and IND, recent work has suggested that these

contexts are distinguished by semantic and pragmatic properties more than by strucfural
ones: (i) unlike indicative sentences, whose truthfulness with respect to this world is
normally the speaker's responsibility, subjunctive sentences are not under the speaker's
responsibility and, therefore are propitious for expressing the point of view of a third
party; (ii) point of view is one of the discourse factors which favors the use of anaphors,
even when the antecedent is not local (cf. Sigur6sson 1990:318; see also Thriiinsson
1976,1991, Maling 1984, Sells 1987, Hellan 1991,R&R 1991, among many others).

In short, not only the locality hierarchy predicted by barriers is very similar to the
one attested for SE forms and pronouns in European languages, but also, for the few
rankings which it seerns not to capture, there are independent reasons to believe that
other factors intervene. I leave for the reader to check that the barriers hierarchy is by far
the best match of the several ones we have discussed in this section. Moreover, it is the
only one which is completely independently motivated: the barriers locality hierarchy
was motivated on the basis of the restrictions on movement possibilities, in interaction
with independent assumptions about the structures involved.

There is another major similarity worth mentioning between locality effects on
movement and locality effects on SE forms and pronouns. As we have seen, the
generalizations correlating locality with the degree of acceptability of SE forms and
pronouns must refer to grading, rather than categorical, judgments: in many languages it
is not the case that, for example, SE is either acceptable or not in a context; rather, the
acceptability of SE gradually decreases as we go down in the locality hierarchy (cf.
generalization (120); the reverse is true of pronouns, cf. generalization (121).

Much the same is tnre of movement, as many people have observed (e.g., Rizzi
1982) and Chomsky discussed (1986b:37 and ff.): the higher the number of Subjacency
violations, counted in terms of barriers, the lower acceptability of the structure. This
suggested to Chomsky 'that violations [of Subjacency] are cumulative' (1986b:38). Now,
Subjacency violations can be 'counted' and, therefore, 'accumulated', in the Barriers
system because Subjacency is defined as relative to the number of barriers crossed - each

barrier crossed by movement counts as one violation of Subjacency (cf. Chomsky
1986b:30). This fact and the strong similarity of the barriers hierarchy with the locality
hierarchy for SE and pronouns suggest, together, that a general theory of LOCALITY
effects on SE and on pronouns should have the following general consequenees:
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(162) General Properties oJ"LOCALITY Effects:

a. LOCALITY effects on SE are 'cumulative' and the acceptability of SE

decreases accordingly;
b. LOCALITY effects on pronouns are also 'cumulative', with the acceptability

of pronouns increasing accordingly;
c. the notion of 'locality' relevant to determine the 'cumulative' character of

LOCALITY is that of 'barrier', the same notion relevant for chains;
d. there is a correlation between the LOCALITY effects on SE and LOCALITY

efflects on pronouns (cf. (122) above).

(162) is not a theory of LOCALITY, of course. That is, it is necessary to develop a
theory from which it is possible to deduce the properties of LOCALITY effects
described in (162). This will be done in chapter 4, more specifically, in section 4.7.
Before that, I will be developing other aspects of BT, in particular concerning the role of
Chain Theory in BT. I will eventually demonstrate that modifications independently
required in order to extend Chain Theory to anaphoric dependencies go a long way in
deriving the facts of (162) above.

1.7 Summary

Let me summarize the several aspects of BT discussed in this chapter. After introducing
some of the terminological distinctions adopted in this dissertation (section 1.2), I
reviewed the development of the standard framework for BT (section 1.3) in order to
characterize the main issues involved in the investigation of intrasentential NP
anaphora: what is the anaphoric typology of NPs? what are the domains and relations
involved? and how are NP types, domains and relations associated with each other? We
have seen that the main conceptual shortcomings of the standard BT were: (D the
absence of an analysis of the primitive NP types it adopts - that is, the lack of a
principled characterization of the notions of 'anaphor', 'pronominal' and 'R-
expression'; (ii) the arbitrariness of the connections between the NP types, domains and
syntactic relations involved in intrasentential anaphora (why must an anaphor be bound
within a GC and not, say, within its clause? why is A-binding and not, say, binding in
general, the notion governed by binding c.onditions? etc.).

I have suggested that we can interpret developments subsequent to the standard BT
as an attempt to overcome the shortcomings referred to in the previous paragraph.
Specifically, I claimed that the post-Kl- work on BT tried to address them by adhering
to two general guidelines. The first one, which addresses the typology issue, is that the
anaphoric types of NPs should be defined in terms of the inherent, independently
motivated, lexical properties of NPs. The second one, which addresses the issue of the
arbitrariness of BT concepts, is that syntactic relations and conditions operating in the
establishment of anaphoric relations are not primitively designed for NP anaphora;
rather, anaphoric relations are governed by mechanisms and constraints independently
available in UG. In order to exemplify the instantiation of these two guidelines, I
reviewed in some detail two of best known recent approaches to BT phenomena, the

8l
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LF-movement analysis of LD binding (section 1.4), and R&R's chains-and-reflexivity
approach (section I .5).

Finally, I went over the properties of LD binding of SE anaphors (section 1.6). A
number of descriptive generalizations have been identified which, as I argued, remain

unaccounted for in most analyses of the phenomenon, including the LF-movement
analysis. I have also shown that the generalizations seem to correlate with a number of
properties of chains. In particular, we have seen that the notion of 'locality' relevant to
chains - the notion of 'barriels' - characterizes a hierarchy of contexts which is

basically the same as the locality hierarchy motivated by the crosslinguistic distribution
of SE anaphors and pronouns ir, European languages.

The fact that the locality hierarchy for SE anaphors and pronouns can be

characterized in terms of barriers suggests that baruier is the notion of 'locality' relevant

both to chains and to LOCALITY effects on SE anaphors and pronouns. This
conclusion provides us with an argument of plausibility for the extension of Chain
Theory to anaphoric relations and, therefore, with a new argument, in addition to those
put forward by R&R themselves, to pursue their framework. In the next two chapters we

will see that Brazilian Portuguese provides further evidence for the chains-and-
reflexivity approach.
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lsr Pensou PlunaL ANapuoRA rN BRq.zrr,rex PoRtucuESE,
ano AcRnEMENT CorvnmroNs oN Brxotxc

2.1 Introduction

The theoretical issue I will be.addressing in this chapter is: what, if any, conditions are

necessary to express the fact that anaphoric dependencies such as those in (l) require
agreement between the associated forms?

(l) a. Mary,likes {fterself/*himself,}
b. John,thinks Mary likes { 

*her/him,\

If an agreement condition on anaphoric dependencies is to be formulated on the basis of
BT, it has to be so with the concepts available in the theory (assuming that we do not want
to add to its descriptive power). Thus, different versions of BT allow us to formulate
different agreement conditions, and any evidence supporting one over the other conditions
also support the corresponding version of the theory. It is from this perspective that I will
look at what I call Ist person plural anaphora in BP [lPPLA]: anaphoric dependencies in
which the antecedent is the expression a gente (literally, 'the people') in its lst person

plural interpretation. 1PPLA reveals a pattern of intriguing contasts, such as the one Q): a
gente can be an antecedent of a lst person plural pronoun only if the dependency is not
olocal' in a sense to be made precise:

(2) a. A gente viu uma cobra atr6s de nds

The people saw a snake behind of as

'We saw a snake behind us'
b. *A gente jdros viu na TV

The people already a,s saw on-the TV
'We already saw ourselves on TV'

I will argue that this and other facts provide evidence that two agreement-like
requirements are needed in BT. One of these, Agreement-on-Chains, is of particular
interest: it checks whether an anaphoric form is compatible with its antecedent's
grammatical specification, and applies when the dependency fits the chain format. What is
particularly interesting about Agreement-on-Chains is thal in order to formulate it, BT has

to distinguish anaphoric dependencies that fit the chain format from those that do not. This
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will, then, provide us with another argument to pursue R&R's version of BT, the theory of
reflexivity and A-chains, rather than the standard version of BT (with and without the LF-
movement analysis of anaphors). The chapter runs as follows:

In section 2.2 I briefly review the notion of indexing relevant for BT. Indexing may be

conceived of as a representation for the assignment of interpretation to NPs and, as such, it
is subject to an intrinsic requirement: NPs are not assigned interpretations which are not
appropriate to their lexical content. I will also introduce some technical apparatus for a
proper characterization of both indexing and its intrinsic requirement, which I formulate as

the Feature-Compatibility Condition on Indexing, or FCI.
In section 2.3 I show that, by its own nature, the FCI is an agreement requirement on

coindexing (or cointerpretation of NPs) and, hence, on anaphoric dependencies. The
importance of this is that, being a condition on indexing rather than on coindexing, the
FCI is logically prior to any other agreement requirement on anaphoric dependencies, and
sets a limit for postulation of such a requirement: it cannot be redundant with the FCI.
lPPLA provides a case in which agreement effects are not deducible from the FCI.

In section 2.4 I describe some of properties of the expression a gente in BP, and the
pattern of IPPLA. In section 2.5 I show that IPPLA justifies the postulation of an
agreement-like constraint on anaphoric dependencies which is independent of the FCI:
while the FCI requires an anaphoric form to agree with the antecedent's interpretation,
1PPLA shows that some anaphoric forms must agree with their antecedents' grammatical
specification.ln section 2.6 I show that this additional constraint is best formulated as a
condition on dependencies which fit the chain format; hence, Agreement-on-Chains.

Section 2.7 closes the chapter discussing some of the theoretical issues which arise
when we try to formulate Agreement-on-Chains properly. As we will see, while
Agreement-on-Chains supports the relevance of Chain Theory for anaphoric
dependencies, it also raises difficulties for a literal extension of the notion of chain to
anaphoric dependencies. In particular, anaphoric dependencies which fit the chain format
appear to satisfu only partially the requirement for feature-nondistinctness on chains
(proposed by Rizzi 1990, l99l).

2.2 Agreement Conditions on Binding

2.2.1 Indexing

BT was conceived as a theory of syntactic restrictions on interpretative dependencies:
intrasentential anaphoric dependencies. Standard BT, for example, determines in which
syntactic domain an NP has to or cannot be bound, and binding itself obtains when NPI c-
commands NP2 and both are coindexed. Coindexing is the mechanism which brings in the
interpretative nature of binding relationships: it represents the fact thal when
anaphorically related, NPs are intended to have, in some sense, the same interpretation.
Thus, when the standard Condition B says that a pronour cannot be bound (*ithin some
domain), what it tries to capture is, for example, the fact that he ard him in (3a) below
cannot refer to the same person, say, John. The interpretation in which he and him both
refer to the same person (e.g., John) is represented by coindexing he and him, as in (3b).
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(3b), then, represents an interpretation with which (3a) is unacceptable; according to the

standard BT, because it violates Condition B. Inversely, (3a) is fine if he and him do not
refer to the same person: e.9., if he referc to John, and him to Paul. This interpretation is
represented by (3c) below. (3c), then, represents an interpretation with which (3a) is
acceptable; according to the standard BT, because it does not violate of Condition B:

(3) a. He likes him
b. *He, likes hirq
c. Hqlikes him,

(e.g., i: John)
(e.g., i: John,7 = Paul)

Note that, for this intuitive use of indices to be appropriate for the purposes of BT, we
have to ensure that: (i) (3b) expresses the interpretation in which he and him are intended
to refer to the same person; (ii) (3c) expresses the interpretation in which he and him are

not intended to refer to the same person. If our indexing notation were to allow any other
interpretation, it would be useless for BT (cf. Lasnik & Uriagereka 1988:43-8). For
example, suppose the indexation in (3c) also expressed an interpretation of (3a) in which
he and him refer to the same person, say Paul, as in (3d) below:

(3d) *He, likes hinl (e.g., i:/: Paul)

Sentence (3a) with the interpretation represented by (3d) is, of course, no better than with
the one represented by (3b). But, since he and him are not be coindexed in (3d), he does

not bind him in (3d); hence, (3d) cannot be excluded by Condition B. However, the
interpretation of (3a) represented in (3d) has to be excluded precisely by the same reason

the one represented by (3b) is: h.e and him in (aa) cannot refer to the same person. In other
words, what has to be prevented by Condition B is not coindexing per se, but a situation in
which, say, he and him in (3a) are intended to refer to the same person. And, if coindexing
is to be of any use for BT, then it cannot lead to representations like (3d).

Thus, as far as binding facts are concerned, coindexing is not a meaningless notation,
but a means of representing some semantic notion of identity: for example, the notion of
identity which allows us to say that he and him may refer to the same person in (3a). From
this perspective, indexing itself may be taken to represent whatever allows us to pick up an

NP's interpretation in the relevant sense. For my purposes, it suffices to assume that NPs'
interpretations are identical in the sense relevant to binding in t'wo cases: when
coreference obtains, that is, when two NPs are intended to denote the same discourse

referent or individual, ffi h (4); or when variable binding obtains, that is, when two
argument positions are intended to be inteqpreted as occurrences of the same variable
bound by a quantificational NP, as in (5):

(4) a. John thinks Mary likes ftirn
thinks (John, flikes (Mary, John)])

b. *JohnLikeshim

likes (John, John)

(5) a. Every Doy thinks Mary likes him
Every x [boy (x)] [thinks (x, flikes (Mary, x)])l
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b. *Every boylikes him
Every x: [boy (x)] fiikes (Mary, x)]

To make proper use of terms like 'interpreted as a bound variable', we need a two-stage
procedure for interpretation: in one stage the 'real' object language L, English in the case

of (a) and (5), is translated into some logical lang,rags Z with quantification (e.g., lst order
predicate calculus with restricted quantification, as usually assumed in GB literature); in
the second stage, the logical language I is interpreted (e.g., by a model in model-theoretic
semantics). ' Then, we may say that two NPs are coindexed or have the same index if and
only if they are translated as occlrrrences of the same term of L, that is, either as

occturences of the same individual constant, as in (4), or as occurences of an individual
variable bound by the szrme operator, as in (5). Let us state this:

(6) Let NP be a noun phrase in a sentence S of L; NP an individual term of I, i.e.,
either an individual constant or variable in L; and I a function such that !
translates NP as NP when S is translated into ,S in Z. Then:

a. i is the index of NP in'S v,rrt. S iff, : IOIP) : Nn
b. NPI and NP2 are coindexed itrINPl) : I6IP2) : NP;

c. For any sentence S, [, ... NP, ...] is a (BT) indexing for S iff i : INP) and the
function ! is such that (6a) and (6b) are true.

According to (6a), indices of NPs are the individual terms which these NPs get when they
are translated into expressions of I,, and (6b) says that NPs are coindexed only if they
translated as (occurences of) the same individual term of I. Recall that what we really
want to say is thatJohn and him in (aab) above, for example, refer to the same individual;
this is achieved through (6), however, because occrrrrences of the same individual constant
and occurrences of a variable bound by the same operator are always assigned a unique
semantic value when propositions of L arc evaluated for tnrth. Individual constants are

assigned an individual in the domain of discourse once in a model. Individual variables are

also assigned one individual, though such assignments may be multiple.' Since, according

' The nuo-stage procedure is necessary because natural languages, as such, do not possess 'bound variables',
but rather traces and pronouns; and a model does not possess bound variables either, but procedures to check
how many individuals in the domain belong to some set. Variables properly speaking are expressions in
some types of logical languages, like lst order predicate calculus or Montague's intensional logic. Of course,

one may use diacritics other than individual terms in a logical language to express the fact that nrvo expres-
sions are semantically identical; for example, we may take indices to be part of the syntactic representation,
and require semantic rules to be sensitive to indices (then, we may defure variables as in GB work). Al-
though this decision has consequences for the way we formulate the overall framework, I am not aware of
any substantive issue arising in this connection. See Dowty et al. (1981) for detailed presentation of the
translational technique, and Chierchia & McConnel-Ginnet (1990) for an interpretation procedure for GB-
like S-structures, i.e. phrase-markers conaining indexed traces and pronouns. In this section I will be draw-
ing on model-theoretic terminology quite freely.
2 The number of assignments a variable has to undergo is determined by the quantificational content of the
NP. For example, to satisfy the fruth conditions of (5a) above, it is necessary that: (i) the two occurrences of
'x' in the proposition [thinks (x, fiikes (Mary, x)])l be simultaneously assigaed one and fhe same individual
from the set of boys; (ii) such an assignment be checked for every and each individual in the set of boys; and
(iii) the proposition [thinks (x, fiikes (Mary, x)])l come out true for each and every such an assignment.
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to (6), two NPs are coindexed only if they are translated by the same individual term of Z,
and individual terms are assigned a unique semantic value, (6) allows us to say that two
NPs are coindexed if and only if they receive the same semantic value or are covalued (as

in Fiengo & May 1994:3-14).

Indexing here is, then, taken to be part of the theory of semantic valuation or
assignment of reference. As defined in (6), it provides BT with a notational device to
abbreviate the mapping between NPs and their semantic values: 'NP,' abbreviates 'NP (in
S) is mapped into (the semantic value of) i = NP by I (with respect to 

^S )', and '[NPl, ...

NP2il' abbreviates 'NPl and NP2 (in S) are mapped into the sarne (semantic value, that
of) i : NP by I (with respect to .S )'.3 Hence, when Principle A requires, for example, that
an anaphor be bound in its GC, it actually requires the anaphor to be covalued with some

other NP in its GC when the sentence is interpreted. Force of habit will often make me say

'an NP is assigned an index i (: John)', instead of the theory-neutral 'an NP is assigned

John as its semantic value/reference/interpretation'. But I should stess that, technically,
both tums of language are to be understood as meaning: 'an NP is ffanslated by ! as the
term i whose the semantic value/reference is John'.

Once we make more explicit what the content of indexing is - the representation for
the mapping of NPs into their interpretations -, it becomes clear tha! previous to binding
conditions or any other condition on coindexitrg, rrn NP's indexing has itself to be
appropriate: we simply cannot assign an NP a reference which is inappropriate to this
NP's' lexical specifi cation' :

(7) a. Bill,arived late,
* if i: John, OK if ,: Bill

b. fleu is really stupid,
* if k: Mary, OK if ft: Bill, or John

c. Indices don't ailnoy mej
* iry: you (addressee), OK ifj: I (speaker)

Clauses (ii) and (iii) of this evaluation procedure are determined by the semantics of every, the element
expressing the quantificational content of arcry 6oy in (5a).
3 Given (6), Free Indiling in the sense of LGB (see frr. 5 of chapter l) is to be understood as: 'assign any
semantic value you want to an NP'. Conditions on indices, such as ttre binding conditions and the FCI in
(14) (= (8)) below, exclude, tlren, the improper assignments.

It should be noticed that, though Fiengo & May (1994) also assume coindexing to be interpreted as

covaluation, indices for them are not merely notational devices to represent (part of) the semantic valuation
of NPs: indices belong to the syntactic specification of a category and can express syntactic properties, such
as whether this category is an occurrence dependent on some other category, or not (see their chapter 2, in
particular). As far as I am aware, nothing of what I will say in this dissertation is incompatible with, nor
requires, Fiengo & May's stronger notion of indexing.

Another point to keep in mind is that the translational approach I adopted is compatible with Fiengo &
May's claim ttrat non-coindexing doe-. not imply non-covaluation: two NPs are non-coindexed if they are

translated into nruo different terms of i; ttr.rs, non-coindexing cannot ensure covaluation, but it does not
exclude covaluation either, since different terms of I may still receive the same semantic value. This allows
us to treat'accidental coreference' just as in Fiengo & May (1994:l-la).

87
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Sentence (7a) is unacceptable if the NP Brl/ is assigned John as its referent (that is, if I :
l@ilD: Jotur) because it is part of the 'lexical specification' of Bill that it applies only to
people called Bill (and, in the less tedious case, if somebody is John, he is calledJohn, and
not Bilt). By the stlme token, (7b) is unacceptable if he is assigned Mary as its referent
because it is part of the 'lexical specification' of he that it applies to entities which are

categorized as masculine (and, in the usual case, Mary's are females and, hence,

categorized as feminine). Finally, (7c) cannot be uttered by a speaker who intends to refer
to the addressee, and this is so because it is part of the lexical meaning of me that it has to
refer to the speaker, that is, to the lst person of the discourse. We can describe the
generalization behind (7) as:a

(8) Appropriateness of Indexing: An NP is not assigned an index which is
inappropriate to its lexical specification.

Just as the characterization of what an index is ultimately depends on the theory of
assignment of reference we adopt, proper statement of (8) depends on the way this same

theory distinguishes the lexical contribution of linguistic forms from the particular
interpretation these forms may get whenever they are put to use. (8) can be explicitly
stated, however, in any theory such that:

(9) Required Properties of Assignment of Reference:

a. it tells us when an individual is called Bill or is a boy; when s/tre is the speaker, or
whether s/he belongs to the set of females or males, etc.;

b. it tells us that it is part of the lexical specification of the NP Bill tl:ert it has to be
assigned somebody called Bill as a value; and of the lexical specification of a
feminine pronoun like she that (in the normal case) it has to be assigned a value
from the set of human females, etc.

For example, model-theoretic semantics qualifies as a theory in which (8) can be stated,

since it incorporates statements to the effect of both (9a,b) above. Statements like those in
(9a) follow from structure of the domain D of discourse, necessary to define truth for the
propositions of an interpreted lang,rags; D, the set of things which can be referred to, is
partitioned in subsets because, for any proposition }(l) of an interpreted language L (sy,
our lst order predicate calculus) to be true, there must be a subset P of D and an individual
i in D such that P is interpreted as P, i is interpreted as i, and i belongs to P in D.
Statements like those in (9b), on the other hand, are incorporated into the notion of
intension of an expression. Intensions are functions which assign NPs all and only those

denotations such NPs may have in each possible world; thus, assignments such as those in
(7) are simply not possible in model-theoretic semantics, and this as a matter of definition

a Lasnik (1976) appean to refer to the generalization in (8) when he says that, in using an NP, the speaker is

bound to 'a principle of cooperation' according to which he 'must provide every reasonable means for his
listener to know what he is talking about' (p.91). From this principle it would follow that the speaker has to
comply with the language's conventions, in particular with respect to the inrinsic meaning of expressions.

'[]1]e, for example, means 'male human being', and consequently, that pronoun can be used to refer to any
member of that class except under circumstances excluded by [BT]' (p.95).
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of what the intension of an expression is. In other words, (8) would appear to be a trivial
lemma of model-theoretic semantics, rather than some primitive condition.

Instead of adopting model-theoretic terminology, however, I will try to state (8) in
terms more familiar to syntacticians. But I should say from the outset that my sole

intention is to be able to refer to the generalization in (8) in r:nambiguous, though

uncommitted, terms. In particular, I will not ty to determine the status of (8) in the theory

of assignment of reference (whether it should be considered a primitive condition, or
whether it follows from other assumptions independently necessary), nor will I ty to

determine which specific theory of assignment of reference is needed.

2.2.2 The Feature Compatibility Condition on Indexing

Any theory of language has to have means for representing those properties of linguistic
expressions which determine their grammatical use and semantic interpretation. For
concreteness, let me refer to such properties by the feature specification of linguistic
expressions, features taken to be abbreviations for whatever an appropriate representation

of those properties would be:

(10) An expression E is associated with afeature specification, the set FS, : {[crF,],
[FFr], ..., [TF,]] of morphosyntactic and semantic feafiues of E.5

5 It is usual practice to represent the morphosyntactic properties of linguistic expressions (e.g., those active in

morphosyntactic phenomena such as agreement, by means of (distinctive) features, that is, diacritics like

[+feminine], [+singular], [+lst person], etc. Partially for historical reasons, partially for a misunderstanding

of the role features may play in the formulation of a theory, representation of the semantic properties of
linguistic expressions by means of features is often charged as an illegitimate use of these descriptive de-

vices. Obviously, representation of the semantic properties depends on the theory of semantic interpretation

adopted: in model-theoretic semantics, the semantic properties of an NP are expressed by this NP's inten-

sion; in Jackendoffs conceptual semantics, they would be expressed by a cluster of conceptual substruc-

tures, etc. But that same qualification is true for the representation of morphosyntactic properties.

Except when stated otherwise (as in the literature dedicated to the theory of phonological or morphosyn-

tactic featuresn e.g., Archurgeli 1984, Lumsden 1987, Noyer 1992\, current usage of features to express

properties of linguistic expressions is clearly not intended to make any major claim about how such proper-

ties are to be represented; rather, they are devices to describe some required distinction. For example, when
some noun forms are distinguished from others by means of the 'feature', say, [+s61ique], it is not claimed

that noun forms carry either a thing like [+oblique], or a thing like [-oblique], or neither, or that this is the

only way we can express the relevant distinction. All that is claimed is that some noun forms may be distin-
guished by some properly sensitive to the syntactic environment some forms may occur only as comple-

ments of prepositions, others cannot occur as such, and finally others may occur in that position and in others

as well. Whether a feature like [+oblique] is the appropriate way of expressing the relevant distinction is, of
course, an interesting question, but it is an independent one, one to be addressed by the theory of morpho-

syntactic features itself; it has no bearing on the fact that, whatever this theory is, it will still have to distin-
guish noun forms which have the distribution described above. ln other words, (distinctive) features allow us

to express whether some expression has one of a pair of dichotomic properties, or whether it has neither (that

is, given a distinctive feanre [*F], an expression may be either specified as [+F], or [-F], or it may not be

specified for [rF]), and this range of distinctions is sufficient for a number of descriptive purposes. This is,

largely, the use of features adopted in this dissertation. (For more detailed discussion related to the theory of
morphosyntactic specification of forms, see subsections 4.6.2 and 4.6.3 below.)

Thus, as long as the only claim we attach to "features" is that the relevant distinctions have to be made in
some way or other, features are a perfectly legitimate means to refer to whatever the proper representation of
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For example, the name Bill has as its featwe specification the set FSr, : {[+N], [+3p],
[+singularJ, ..., [+called-Bi//]]. We may also adopt the strategy of using features to
abbreviate that part of the assignment of reference embodied in (9a) above. In other words,
we may express statements like those in (9a) by associating semantic values of NPs or
indices with features representing semantic categorizations such as belonging to the set of
Bill's ([+called-Bil[]), or being the speaker ([+lst person]), or belonging to the set of
(human) females ([+feminine]) (see also Bouchard 1984, Cornish 1988, Farkas &, Zec
1993, among others):

(l l) An index i is associated with afeature specification,the set FS, = {[oF,], [pFr], ...,

[yF"]] containing the features corresponding to the semantic categorizations of i.

(11), then, is intended to provide an index i = Bill with a feature specification FS, =
{[+3p], [+singular], ..., [*called-^Bil{}, for instance. Before I proceed to formulate (8)
above on the basis of (10) and (11), let me stress two points concerning (11). Firs! it
should be recalled that, though I have been using the phrase oan NP's index' to refer to this
NP's semantic value, technically these two things should be distinguished: according to
(6) above, an NP's index is the individual term of I into which that NP is translated, and
the NP's semantic value is actually the semantic value assigned to this individual term or
index. Thus, technically, (11) is a statement about semantic values, since only these are

semantically categorized: an individual term cannot belong to the set of Bill's since
individual terms are expressions of a language, not things in the world; only an individual
(denoted by some individual term of Z) can belong to the set of Bill's. In practice, indices
and semantic values can be used interchangeably, however, because indices, i.e. individual
terms of L, are always assigned a unique semantic value. Thus, as before, I refer to
individuals in the domain as "indices of NPs".

The second point to keep in mind is that reference to an index's FS in (l l) does nol
arnount to claiming that the theory of semantic interpretation assigns features to indices.
Rather, all that (11) is claiming is: in a semantic theory in which individuals can be
categorized as belonging to the set of Bill's, etc. (cf. (9a)), we may associate an individual
with the set of semantic categorizations this individual has. In other words, features and
feature specifications in (l l) are meant only as an abbreviation for the proper statement of
(9a) above in the theory of semantic interpretation adopted (cf. the discussion of fir. 6
above). For example, in model-theoretic semantics an individual in the domain D of the
discourse can be associated with a set containing all the subsets of D to which that
individual belongs. That is, if we adopt model-theoretic semantics, then an index's FS
would be the set of subsets of D to which that index (an individual) belongs.

an expression's morphosyntactic properties is, or of its semantic properties, for that matter. In particular, the
lexico-semantic properties of a proper name like Bill ean be represented by a diacritic, say, [+called-Br{1.
Features like [+called-Bil{] are semantic not in the sense that they embody some claim about the semantic
representation associated with the name Bill, but in the sense that, as a matter of convention, they are taken
as an abbreviation for the lexico-semantic properties of the noun Bl4 as opposed to those of the noun Joftn,
whatever the proper representation of these properties might be. That is, [+called-B/I] may stand either for
the intension of the NP Bill n model-theoretic semantics, or for the conceptual substructure associated with
the NP Bill n Jackendoffs theory, etc.
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Let us now return to generalization (8). (8) is actually the result of ensuring that the

part of the assignment of reference described in (9b) be respected. Given (10) and (11), we

can think of (8) as a condition requiring some compatibility between an NP's FS (its
lexical specification), and the FS of the index it is assigned (the semantic categorizations

of the index). Consider an example like (7b) above, repeated below:

(7b) Henisreally stupid,
* if ft : Maty, OK if k : Bill, or John

The FS of he in (7b) has to be compatible with the FS associated with its semantic value.

Suppose he is assigned John as its value. The FS of he is something like t[+3p],
[+masculine], [+singular], [-accusative]]. In the usual case, John is an atomic individual
who belongs to the set of human males and is called John. Following the procedures

sketched above, this ends up in an FS like {[+3p], [+masculine], [+singular], [+called-
Johnl).If we now compare both FSs, we see that, though they have non-identical features

(e.9., he is [-accusative], while the FS a.ssociated with John is unspecified for Case), there

is no feature for which they are distinct, in the standard sense of feature-distinctress (see

(l2a) below). Suppose he is assigned Mary as its value in (7b). Mary is an individual
belonging to the set of human females called Mory, which maps into an FS like

{[-masculine], [+silgular], [+Mary]]. If we compare the FS of the pronoun he withthe FS

associated with Mary, we do find a feature distinguishing them, namely, [+masculine].
Thus, fr : Mary is not compatible with assignment of /s to he it (7b).

Given (10) and (l l), then, the notion of compatibility relevant for cases like (7) may be

appropriately expressed by means of the standard notion of feature non-distinctness (as

defined in Chomsky 1965:81, for example):

(12) Let the feature specification of a category A be the set FSe : {[ctF,], [FFrJ, ...,

[yF"]] in which each ffij is either [-Fj or [+FJ.Then:

a. FSo is distinct from FS" (with respect to some [crF]) itr [uF] is sueh that either (i)

[+F] e FSo and [-F] e FS", or (ii) t-Fl e FSn and [+F] e FSr. Otherwise, FSo is
non-distincf from FSB (with respect to [crF]).

b. Ais (feature-)compatiDle with B iffFs^ is non-distinct from FS".

Now we can state (8) in more explicit terms. As in (6), let I be a firnction which translates

NP in S into the term AF of .L when S is tanslated into 
^S 

(recall that indexing is the
collection of the functions L cf. (6c)). Then:

(13) Feature-Compatibility Condition on Indexing [FCI, lst statement]:

I translates NP as .l[P iffFSNp is non-distinct from FS*.

Adopting the terminology of (6a) and (12b), we can also state the FCI in more familiar
terms, now made equivalent to those in (13):

(14) Feature-Compatibility Condition on Indexing [FCI, 2nd statement]:

An index i is assignedto anNP iff, is compatible withNP.
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The FCI is, then, the condition responsible for the exclusion of the inappropriate indexings
in (7) above. To sum up the discussion up to this point, we have seen that for BT to be a
theory of constraints on the distribution of indices, indexing has to be properly interpreted:
it represents the assignment of semantic values to NPs on the basis of which the semantic
notion of identity relevant for binding can be defined. Being indexing such an assignment,
it has to proceed in a way such that NPs get only those values which are compatible with
their lexical specification. In order to express this fact, I have formulated a condition
which checks whether the interpretation assigned to an NP is compatible with the NP's
lexical information: this condition is the FCI in (la).

2.2.3 Other Agreement Conditions on Binding?

As long as anaphoric dependencies are taken to be the result of (co)indexing in the sense

of (6) above, they will be restricted not only by (whatever the proper formulation of) BT,
but also by the FCI. In the standard literatwe on binding it is also assumed (often
implicitly) that anaphoric relations are also subject to some requirement for agreement,
usually taken to mean 'match for person, number, and gender features' (as in LGB:193,
Lasnik & Uriagereka 1988:47). This looks pretty reasonable at first sight, given the fact
that anaphoric elements do appear to agree with their antecedents, cf.

(15) a. Mary,likes {fterself/*himseff}
b. John,likes { 

*herself/himseffi

(16) a. John,thinks Mary likes { *her,lhim,}

b. Mary,thinks John likes {her/*him,}

Notice, however, that the FCI itself, being a compatibility condition on the assignment of
indices to NPs, derivatively imposes an agreement-like requirement on coindexing: for
NPI and NP2 to be coindexed, both have to get one and the same index i; then, it follows
from the FCI that i must be compatible with both NPl and NP2. For example, if NPI and
NP2 are assigned an index i which is a male, in principle they cannot be [-masculine]
according to the FCI (they could be either [+masculine] or unspecified for [+masculine],
in either case satisffing non-distinctress). This derivative effect, however, is not
equivalent to a requirement that both NPs have to be compatible with each other. For
example, consider (1 7):

(17) .F1e, thinks Mary likes ftizr, (i: John)

FSr,, : {[+3p], [-pl], [-acc]]
FSar: {[+3p], [-pl], [+acc]]
FS, : {[+3p], [-pl], [+called-John]\

Notice that both he ard him are compatible with , in (17) (in particular, because it is
senseless to say that individuals are specified for a feature like [+accusative]). But ]e and
him are not compatible with each other, since they are distinguished by [+accusative]. That
is, the FCI ensures agreement between two NPs insofar as they have to be compatible with
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the reference they are assigned.6 Still, this appears to be sufficient for cases like (15) and
(16) above: for example, since i : John and John is a male, i is [+masculine], hence,
incompatible with her in (l6a), her being [-masculine]. Since something like the FCI is
independently required (for cases like (7) above, which involve only indexing, and not
coindexing), the question is whether any other agreement requirement is necessary, urs

usually presumed in the standard literature on binding.
In order to show that such an additional agreement requirement is necessary, we need

some case of agreement between an antecedent and an anaphoric form that could not
possibly be assigned to the FCI. Recall that the FCI was conceived of as a condition
checking the compatibility of an NP and the interpretation or index it is assigned. Thus,
the obvious cases to look at are those in which the antecedent has an interpretation that
does not match its grammatical specification. With this type of antecedent, we might
expect two types of agreement (the labels are traditional, cf. Corbett 1990:225-6):

(18) a. Semantic Agreemenf: the anaphoric form agrees with the interpretation of the
antecedent;

b. Grammatical Agreement: the anaphoric form agrees with the grammatical
specification of the antecedent;

Semantic agreement is, of course, captured by the FCI. Thus, if we find only cases of
semantic (dis)agreement no other condition is necessary beyond the FCI. Suppose,
however, that we also find cases of grammatical (dis)agreement; then, we would have
evidence that another condition, independent of the FCI, is not only necessary but also
sufficient to license some dependencies: the acceptable form would satisfu grammatical
agreement and violate the FCI, while the excluded form would satisff the FCI and violate
grammatical agreement.

Let us consider, then, some of the examples of mismatch bemreen grammatical
specification and semantic content, which are abundantly attested in the literature on
'pragmatic control' of anaphoric devices (see Cornish 1988, Bosch 1988, Tasmowski &
Verluyten 1985, and references cited there). In Portuguese, a language in which nouns are
grammatically specified for [tfeminineJ, we find nouns hke vitima'victim', which is
grammatically specified as [+feminine] (cf. adjectival agreement, for example), but whose
semantics allows it to refer equally to male and female animates. Thus, a conflict arises
when an NP containing this noun is assigned an index i : a male, since such an index will
be specified as [-feminine]. Similarly, in Dutch, a language in which nouns are
grammatically specified for [+genderJ, there are nouns lke meisje 'girl', which is a
grammatically specified as [-gender] (cf. selection of the definite article), but denotes a
subset of human females. A conflict arises in this case because any NP containing this
noun has to be assigned an index i: a female, hence a [+gender] index. Thus, in principle
sentences like (19) should count as violations of the FCI in (14) above:7

6 In other words, the FCI covers the effects of Jackendoffs Consistency Condition, according to which two
coindexed NPs "must in fact be able to describe the same individual" (Jackendoff 1972:ll2).
7 Though the morphosyntactic properties of Ponuguese and Dutch appear to be better dealt with by means of
the distinctions [+feminine] (cf. Hanis l99l) and [+gender] (cf. Kerstens 1990), respectively, I will also
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(19) a. A vitima,tinha sido agredida sem motivo
The victim(fl, has been assaulted without motive

b. Het meisie,is ziek
The girl(n)3 is sick

(l: a male)

(i= afemale)

Despite the fact that f and,r are compatible with the lexical semantics of vitima and meisje,

respectively, they are not compatible with the grammatical specification of these nouns,

and no provision for this mistrnatch is made if compatibility is defined as overall feature-

non-distinctness (cf. (12)). Thus, it appears that, even before we check the properties of
NPs like those in (19) as antecedents, we would have to amend the FCI somehow in order
to cope with (19). Consideration of other facts, however, throw a different light on (19).

As pointed out by Tasmowski & Verluyten (T&V 1982,1985), examples like the ones in
(20) show that 'pragmatic control' of pronouns is sensitive to the linguistic categorization
of the things they refer to, even rf such categoization is absent in the linguistic discowse:

(20) a. (John wants hispants,that are on a chair and he says to Mary:)
Could you hand {then/*it\, to me, please?

b. (John is tying to stuffa large tablei - in French, la table, feminine - into his car;

Mary says:)
Tu n'arriveras jamais d {la/*le}ifaire entrer dans la voiture
'You'll never marrage to stuff {it(f)/*it(m)}, into the car'

c. (the same situation, but with a des\ - in French,le bureau, masculine:)

Tu n'arriveras jamais d {*la/le}, faire entrer dans la voiture
'You'lInever manage to stuff {*it(flit(m)} into the car'

As T&V put it, "[c]learly the real-world object PANTS does not have anything inherently
plural in it (in French it would be rendered by a word which is singular fttantalon: SMM])
(...) Only the grammatical number of the noun (...) can explain the occturence of them rn
(20a) (...) Similarly, the objects TABLE and DESK are neither feminine, nor masculine;
only the French nouns la table artd le bureau can explain the respective occulrence of the
pronouns la andle* (T&Y 1985:342).

In other words, it appears that the things referred to in discourses like (20) 'inherit' the
grammatical specification of the noun they are categorized for even when there is no

mention of this noun. In the terminology I adopted, we may say that, if an index (e.g., an

object in D) belongs to a set N of objects (independently of whether this is stated or not in
the linguistic discourse), then that index is associated with the feature specification of the

noun N which is interpreted as N. Recall that an index i is associated with a feature

specification FS, of feattues corresponding to the semantic categorization of , (cf. (11)

above): for example, the index i: Bill has as its FS,: {[+3p], ..., [+called-Biffi. We have

to add to this some statement to accommodate cases like (20), as in (21):8

refer (specially in glosses): to [-feminine] as m(asculine) in Portuguese; to [+gender] forms as m(asculine) or

f(eminine), and to [-gender] forms as n(euter) in Dutch.
8 Note that a firnction ! is used in (2tb) below in a way slightly different from the way functions ! were used

in (6) above. In (6) they are conceived as functions tanslating NPs into terms of L; n (21) they translate
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(21) An index i is associated with afeature specification, the set FS,: {[aF,], [FFJ,
..., [yF"]] containing:

a. either features corresponding to the semantic categorization of i;

b. or the FS of a noun N such that I(N) : N, and N(i) is true.

From (2lb), it follows that, if i : a table, then FS, may contain the FS of the French noun
table in (20b), and similarly for the other examples.

Reconsider now the cases ih (19), in which the grammatical specification of an NP
conflicts with its lexical semantics. We have seen that this rnight be a problem for the FCI:
aceording to (21a) an index for such an NP would 'inherit' the FS associated with this
NP's lexical semantics; when assigned to this NP, the index would then be incompatible
with the NP's grammatical specification, violating the FCI. Notice, however, that once we
assume something like (21b) to hold, this problem appears to vanish: we may simply
assume that, in case the grammatical specification of a noun conflicts with its lexical
semantics, (21b) will come into scene and associate the index with a FS compatible with
ttte noun's full FS, instead of assigning a FS corresponding only to its semantic content. In
plain terms, the point is: if an individual's categorization for the lexical semantics of some
noun is possible, we can refer to such individual by means of (forms compatible with) that
noun's grammatical specification (which includes NPs containing that noun itselfl.e

nouns into predicates of L. That is, the set of functions ! is taken as the set of functions which translate
expressions of L into Z. Still, I in (21) does not count as a indaing rule, cf. (6c).
e Categorization of individuals is not free, however, but subject to some restrictions of its own. As a conse-
quence, the process of 'feature inheritance' described in (2lb) is not free eittrer. One of the relevant restic-
tions is that, in absence of previous discourse or more specific context, individuals are not identified
randomly, but by their 'default description' or 'basic level category' (cf. T&V 1985:342, Bosch 1988:73; for
ttre notion of 'basic level categor]', see Rosch 1978). For example, in an unmarked context TABLE but not
PIECE-OF-FURNITURE is a basic level category of our usual ta:<onomy for concrete objects (cf. Rosch
1978:32-5). Thus, in the unmarted context (20b) above, the object taken by John will be categorized as a
TABLE, hence, associated with une table'a table(fem)' in French. This explains why the feminine pronoun
/a is available in (20b). But PIECE-OF-FURNITURE is not a 'basic level category'; hence, the object taken
by John in (20b) will not be categorized as a PIECE-OF-FURNITURE, nor associated with un meuble'a
(piece oQ furniture(masc)' in French. That is why the masculine pronoun /e is unavailable in (20b).

The restriction described above might also be active in contrasts like the following: in the context (i)
below, in which the sunounding discourse provides the categorization of the individual i as uma vitima'a
victim(fem)', the feminine pronoun ela can be used to refer to that individual, though he is a male; in an
unmarked context like (ii), however, in which the surrounding discourse does not categoize i as uma vitima,
only the masculine pronorm is available, and the feminine pronoun ela is unacceptable (examples adapted
from T&V's (84), p.367):

(i) (paramedic standing in front of amale road-accident victim;:)
O estado davitimaragora C satisfat6rio. Mas {eldela}, podia ter enmdo em coma.
The condition of-the victim(f), now is satisfactory. hx {he/she} 1 could have been into coma.

(ii) (paramedic standing in front of a male road-accident victim,:)

{Eld*Ela)iparece ter quebrado a pema.

{Hel*Shel,seems to-have broken the leg.

The confast between (i) and (ii) can be explained if MALE/FEMALE, but not VICTIM, are 'basic level
categories' of ourtaxonomy of human beings. See also fir. 12 below.

95
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Let us look back, from this point of view, at the question of whether antecedents

containing the Portuguese nourt vftima or the Dutch noun meisje trigger semantic or
grammatical agreement of an anaphoric form. As we see in (22), it seems that both

semantic and grammatical agreement are possible:

(22) a. (i: a male:)
A vitima,disse que {ele/elo}, foi agredid{-ol-a} sem motivo
The victim(f1, said that {he/she},was assaulted{-m/-O without motive

b. (i: afemale:)
Het meisje, beweert dat {?*het/ze}, ziek is
The girl(reuter), says that {?*it/sfte}' sick is

The Dutch pattem in (22b) might indicate, in principle, that the FCI is at work, excluding

the neufial pronoun het on the grounds of its incompatibility wittr the interpretation of fteI

meisje, a case of semantic agreement. The Portuguese pattern, on the other hand, might
indicate that grammatical agreement is a sufficient condition to license pronouns: the

feminine ela ear. be bound by a vltima despite its incompatibility with the interpretation

assigned to a vitima in (22a) (where it refers to a male).ro

Nevertheless, this understanding of (22) is not wananted if (21) above holds. In
particular, given (2lb), we carurot conclude from the availability of the pronoun ela in
(22a) that grammatical agreement is a sufficient condition to license bound pronouns. As
in (20) above, it may just as well be the case that the index i n(22a) has simply 'inherited'
the FS of the noun it was categorized for: in (22a) i is overtly categorized for the noun

vitima (since 'i is a victim' is true if (22a) is true, and vitima denotes the set of victims in
Portuguese); the noun vitima is [+feminine], hence i may'inherit' [+feminine] by (2lb);
then, no violation of the FCI arises if we assign i to the [+feminine] pronoun ela in (22a).

In other words, the FCI and (21) together may account for (22a) just as well as an

additional grammatical agreement condition would.rr Since the FCI and (21) are

r0 Johan Rooryck (personal communication) notes that, though the French equivalent of (2la) is fine, se-

mantic agreement becomes impossible if la victime and the pronoun are 'too close':

(D Lavictimeahonte d' {elld*lui}
This fact seems to be a particular case of the more general observation, noted in the literature on 'pragmatic

confiol' of pronouns, that the frade-off between semantic and grammatical agreement depends on the dis-

tance between the antecedent and the anaphoric form: the more distant they are, the more probable semantic

agreement is (cf. T&V 1985:368-9, Corbett l99l:240, 242-3; but see Cornish 1988:251 for qualification). I
will not discuss cases like (i) any further in this dissertation.
rr But the Dutch pattern in (22b) argues against (2lb), which predicts either the feminine or the neuter
pronoun to be possible (ust like (2lb) allows both pronouns in the Portuguese pattern in (22a). I have no
particular insight on why Dutch strongly disfavors 'grammatical agreement' in such cases. It should be clear,
however, that this has no bearing for the argument developed in the text against a grammatical condition for
agreement (22b) may argue in favor of resfictions on the availability of 'grammatical agreement'-like

effects stronger than those imposed by (2lb), but obviously not tn favor of 'grammatical agreement' itself.

Perhaps, this is the place to point that, crosslinguistically, pronominal anaphora strongly favorc semantic

over grammatical agreement (cf. Corbett 1991, chapter 8), suggesting that the availability of the strategy in
(2lb) is marked (see also fir. l0 above for related discussion). For some discussion, in particular concerning

the Dutch constast in (22b), see T&V (1985:36a-5).
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independently motivated, Occam's razor advises us to drop such an additional condition, if
its only motivation is cases like (22a).

To sum up the discussion of this section: I started by pointing that, if we want to
motivate an additional agreement condition on anaphoric dependencies, we would have to
show that this condition has eflects distinguishable from those of the FCI, which is a
condition independently necessary (cf. section 2.2). To find such cases, we need some

pattem where an anaphoric form agrees with the grammatical specification of its
antecedent rather than with the antecedent's interpretation, since the last case is covered by
the FCL We have looked at some cases which might distinguish the FCI from such a
grammatical agreement condition, namely, cases involving antecedents whose
grammatical specification is in mismatch with its lexical semantics. But independent
evidence shows us that, if an individual's categorization for the lexical semantics of some

noun is possible, that individual appears to 'inherit' the grammatical specification of the
noun it was categorized for. (Recall that this categoization may not be parasitic on the
linguistic environment and so it is not reducible to linguistic antecedence.) As a

consequence, whenever this feature-inheritance is possible, we cannot distinguish the
effects of the FCI from those of a potential requirement for grammatical agreement. This, I
suggested, might also happen in cases involving nouns whose grammatical specification is
in mismatch with their lexical semantics. Therefore, 'grammatical agreement' in these

ftrses fails to provide clear support for an independent agreement requirement on
anaphoric dependencies. The question we are left with is: is there any clear evidence at all
for such an independent agreement condition? In the following sections, I will show that
lst person plural anaphora in BP UPPLA] is the sort of phenomenon we need to establish
the existence of a condition independent ofthe FCI.

23 1st Person Plural Anaphora in Brazilian Portuguese

2.3.1 Pronominol Properties ol the Fscpression A Gente in BP

In Brazilian Portuguese [BP] it is possible to use the expression a gente (literally, 'the
people') to refer to 1ppl, instead of the forms of the lppl pronominal paradigm (actually
this we of a gente is available in colloquial Portuguese in general, but I will be
considering its properties only in BP). The same expression may also have an arbitrary
interpretation analogous to the generic use of the English pronoun one. The two
interpretations of a gente can be distinguished because the arbitrary one requires a generic-
like environment as illushated in (23a) below, and sentences referring to specific events

allow only the lppl interpretation, as in (23b):

(23) a. A gente sempre vE fantasmas atras da gente

The people always sees ghosts behind of-the people
'One always sees ghosts behind one'
'We always see ghosts behind us'
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b. A gente viu uma cobra ahris da gente

The people saw a snake behind the peaple
#'One saw a snake behind one'
'We saw a snake behind us'

Such occurrences of a gente have many intriguing properties.
The first one is that they 'borrow' the interpretation of elements which are pronominal

with respect to BT: as is well-known, lppl pronouns and impersonal subjects can be

bound without triggering Condition C violations.
Also, a gente appears to have lost its compositional meaning in colloquial BP, as it

does not preserve the lexical meaning of the novn gente. Compare NPs containing gente
with NPs containing nouns with similar properties, such as pessoa'person' and dgua
'watero: gente and pessoa are similar in meaning, gente meaning something like 'people,
persons'; dgua is like gente in being uncountable (cf. *tris gentes/dguas 'three peo-
ple/persons/waters'). As we see in (2a) and (25) below, nouns like pessoa and dgta
preserve their lexical meaning independently of the determiner they occur with. (26c),
however, shows that the noun gente cannot be used with its lexical if accompanied by the

definite article; Q6ub), on the other hand, indicate that this is not a property of the noun
gente itself, but of the expression a gente:

Q$ a. Muitas pessoas chegaram tarde d festa.

Many persoras arrived late to the party
b. Poucas pe,s,soa,s chegaram tarde d festa.

Few persoras arrived late to the party
c. A pessoa de quemfaldvamos chegou tarde d festa.

The person we spoke of arived late to the parfy

(25) a. Muita dgta havia sido estocada para o ver6o.
AJot-of water had been stored for the summer.

b. Pouca dgta havia sido estocada pffa o verflo.
Little water had been stored for the sunmer.

c. A dgua que havia sido estocada para o verdo estava contaminada.
The water that had been storedfor the summer was contamined.

(26) a. Muita gente chegou tarde i festa.
AJot-of people arnved late to the party.

b. Pouca gente chegou tarde i festa.

Few people arrived late to the party.
c. (?)*l gente de quemfaldvamos chegou tarde d festa.

The people we spoke of arrived late to the party.

Another fact corroborates the r:navailability of a compositional meaning for a gente:

despite having the internal structure of a full NP (i.e., [Det N], just like a menina'tte
girl'), a gente cannot be altered by any of compositional operation such as adjectival
modification, as shown in (27Ub) below (the sarne is true of modification by restrictive
relatives, as in (26c) above). This is a property a gente shares with pronouns, cf. (27c), and
it distinguishes both from full NPs (see Abney 1986 and references cited there):
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(27) a. *lA gente assustadaf sempre vO fantasma ahiis da gente

lThe people scaredf always sees ghost behind of-the people

'*One scared always sees ghosts behind one'
b. *lA gente desatentafnflo percebeu uma cobra atnis da gente

lThe people inattentivel not noticed a snake behind the people
'*We inattentive did not see a snake behind us'

c. *fEle desatentol n5o percebeu uma cobra atriis dele

lHe inattenfive] not noticed a snake behind of-him
'*He inattentive did not see a snake hehind him'

Another intriguing properfy of a gente is that its gender is unavailable to syntax, too
(though not its number and person specification, as we will see in the next section).

Internal information suggests o gente to be [+feminine]: the form of definite article is the
feminine a 'the(f)', versus o 'the(m)'; gente itself is a feminine noun in its lexical uses (it
triggers feminine agreement on adjectives and determiners, as in muita gente bonita
'many(fl people beautiful(f)'). iir its arbitary use, however, a gente tiggers the default
gender in BP, namely, masculine, 6 h (28) (28b) is fine if a gente is interpreted as lppl,
of course); in its lppl use, the gender a gente triggers on predicative adjectives depends on
whether the lppl of the discourse includes or not a male, as in (29):

(28) a. A gente sempre fica surpres-o quando se d elogiad-o pelo inimigo
The people always gets surprised-m when SE is praised-m by-the enemy

b. *A gente sempre fica surpres-a quando se 6 elogiad-a pelo inimigo
The people always gets surprisedy'when SE is praisedy'by-enemy
'One always gets surprised when one is praised by the enemy'

(29) a. (John speaking of Mary and himselfl)
A gente ficou surpres-o com aquele elogio
The people got surprised-m with that praise

b. (Susan speaking of Mary and herself:)
A gente ficou surpres-a com aquele elogio
The people got strprisedy'with that praise

'We got surprised with'drat praise'

The fact that a gente is compatible with masculine in (28) and (29) shows that it is not
specified as [+feminine], unlike NPs containing the noun gente in its lexical use. Note that
in an environment like (28) or Q9) a lexical NP triggers grammatical agreement on ttre
predicative adjective in BP independently of its interpretation (recall from section 2.3 that
the nour vitima 'victim(f)' is compatible with a masculine interpretation):

(30) (TV news report:)
Um homem, foi atacado enquanto caminhava pela rua X esta manhl.
A man,was attacked while walking on steet X this morning.

a. A vttima,foi atingid-a por h€s tiros.
The victim, was hity'by three shots.

b. *A vitima,foi atingid-o por tr6s tiros.
The victim, was hit-rn by three shots.
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Actually, the gender of a gente is essentially that of the interpretation it gets: thus,

arbitrary interpretation is masculine in BP, as in (31), and lppl can be either masculine or
feminine:12

(31) a. _ sempre se fica surpres-o quando _ se d elogiad-o
pro always SE gets surprised-m whenpro,SE is praised-rr

b. +_ sempre se fica surpres-a quando _se 6 elogiad-a
pro always SE gets surprisedy'whenpro SE is praisedy'
'One always gets surpr..:ed when one is praised'

(32) a. (John speaking of Mary and himself:)
i/ds ficamos surpres-o-s com aquele elogio
We got surprised-m-pl with that praise

b. (Susan speaking of Mary and herself:)
i/ris ficamos surpres-a-s com aquele elogio
We got surprised-y'pl with that praise

Finally, a gente also has the extemal distribution of pronominal elements: as exemplified
in (23) above, repeated as (33) below, a gente can be bound by itself like the pronouns in
(34ab), and unlike the lexical NPs in (35a,b):

(33) a. A gente sempre v€ fantasmas atrds da gente

The people always sees ghosts behind of+he people
'One always sees ghosts behind one'

b. A gente viu uma cobra atr6s da gente

The people saw a snake behind the people
'We saw a snake behind us'

(34) a. E/e sempre v€ fantasmas atri.s dele
.F/e always sees ghosts behind of-him
'He always sees ghosts behind him'

b. I/ds vimos uma cobra atrils de rris
We saw a snake behind of ns

'We saw a snake behind us'

(35) a. *O Paulo viu uma cobra atnis do Paulo
Paulo saw a snake behind of Paulo
'*Paulo saw a snake behind Paulo'

b. *O canalha viu uma cobra atriis do canalha
The bastard saw a snake behind of+he bastard
'*The bastard saw a snake behind the bastard'

(35a,b) are typical violations of Condition C. The fact that a gente in (33a,b) does not
violate this condition shows that it does not count as a lexical NP for the purposes of BT.

'2 Like other Romance languages, BP has the arbitrary or impersonal se construction. For the morphosyntac-
tic properties of impersonal se, see Cinque (1988) and references cited there.
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Moreover, where pronouns trigger Condition B effects, as in (36) below, a gente triggers
them too, in either of its pronominal interpretations, as in (37) and (38):t3

(36) a. O Paulo viuele *(mesmo) na TV
Paulo saw him *(same) on-the TV
'Paulo saw {*himArimself} on TV'

b. Nds passamos a desconfiar de nds *(mesmos) depois do incidente
We started to suspecting of as *(same) after the incident
'We started suspecting of {*us/ourselves} after the incident'

(37) a. A gente viu a gente ??(mesmo) na TV
The people saw the people ??(sarzel on-the TV
oWe saw {*us/ourselves} on TV'

b. A gente passou a desconfiar da gente (?)*(mesmol depois do incidente
The people started to suspectingof the people (?)*(same) after the incident
'We started suspecting of {*us/ourselves} after the incident'

(38) a. A gente sempre quer ver a gente ??(mesmo) na TV
The people always wants to see the people ??(same) on-the TV
'One always wants to see {*one/oneself} on TV'

b. A gente sempre desconfia da gente (?)*(mesmo)
The people always suspects of the people (?)*(same)
'One always suspects of {*one/onesel$'

That is, a gente appears to have essentially the binding behavior of a pronoun. To
summarize, the expression a gente has the following pronominal-like properties in BP:

(39) PronominalJike a gente in BP:

a. pronominal interpretation (either lppl or arbinary interpretation);
b. absence of compositional meaning Qexical meaning of gente unavailable);
c. pronorninal internal synta:< (no modification possible);
d. gender determined by interpretation (not by lexical specification);
e. binding behavior of pronor.urs (Condition B rather than Condition C effects).

Given the properties in (39), it is clear that the expression a gente does not derive its

semantic and gmmmatical properties compositionally from properties of its component
pafis. In particular, unlike other noun phrases with the structure [Det N], a gente inherits
neither its gender specification, nor its lexical meaning, from the noun head gente.

2.3.2 The Binding Distribution of lppl a gente

As for its binding properties, we have just seen tlnt a gente is pronominal, tiggering
Condition B rather than Condition C effects. Having a lppl or an arbitrary interpretation, it
is not surprising that a gente may establish anaphoric dependencies with other expressions

13 Cf. section 1.5, mesmo,lit. 'same', has ttre function of a reflexive-marker, in R&R's terms. Note also that
Condition B effects in (36)-(38) are not uniform, an issue which I will discuss in chapter 3.
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with these interpretations: it can be bound and bind lppl pronouns, as in (a0) and (41), as

well as it can be bound and bind arbitrary subjects, as in (42) and (43):

(a0) a. I/<is achamos que o Paulo ji viu a gente na TV
We fitrnkthat Paulo already saw the people on-theTY
'We think Paulo has already seen us on TV'

b. i/ds perguntamos pr'o Paulo quando a gente apareceria na TV
We askedto Paulo when the people would appear on-the TV
'We asked Paulo when we would appear on TV'

(al) a. A gente acha que o Paulo jdnos viu na TV
The people think that Paulo already us saw on-the TV
'We think that Paulo h,'.s already seen Lrs on TV'

b. A gente perguntou pr'o Paulo quando n6s aparccerfamos na TV
The people asked when we would-appeax on-the TV
'We asked when we would appear on TV

(a\ a. _ sempre se imagina que a gente pode escapar do perigo
pro always SE imagines that the people can escape from the danger

'One always thinks that one can escape from the danger'
b. _ sempre se pensa que os outros conseguem tolerar a gente

pro always SE thinks that the others can tolerate the people
'One always thinks that other people can tolerate one'

(43) A gente sempre imagina que _ se pode escapar do perigo
The people always imagines ttatpro,SE can escape from the danger
'One always think that one can escape from the danger'

Since a gente is a pronominal form and enters into anaphoric dependencies with other
pronominal forms having the same interpretation, we might expect it to have the same
ruge of anaphoric choices as those forms themselves. This is true with respect to its
arbitrary interpretation: where an arbitrary subject takes a 3p anaphor, arbitrary a gente

can take it too; where an arbitrary subject cannot take a 3p anaphor, arbitrary a gente

cannot take it either:ro

(44) a. _ sempre se deve se preparar para o pior
pro always ,SE must SE prepare for the worst
'One always must prepare oneself for the worst'

b. _ nuncase deve confiar demais em {si (?)(mesmo)} nestas situagdes
pro nev er 

^SE 
must trust too-much in {SE (s ame)} in-such situations

'One never must trust too much in oneself in such situations'

ta An auxiliary verb is needed in (44a) because in BP impersonal se and reflexive se cannot be sting-
adjacent: *sempre se se prepara para o pior'one always prepare oneself for the worst'. ln ltalian, sfing-
adjacency of impersonal and reflexive se seems possible, the first in the sning changing to ci: si si + ci si
(for Burzio 1988:55, fri.47, 80-1, si + ci is a phonological rule; but see Burzio 1992:.406 and fir. 16,p-412,
for a different analysis). As for the effects on si in (44c) and (45c), see fn. 19 below.
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c. _ sempre se ve fantasmas atriis de {(?)?si ??(mesmo)} nestas situagdes

pro always sees ghosts behind of {SE (same)l in-such situations
'One always sees ghosts behind one'

d. *_ sempre se imagina que os outros devem confiar em si
pro always SE imagines that the others must trust in SE
'One always imagines -r-hat the others must trust in one'

(a5) a. A gente sempre deve se preparar para o pior
The people always must,SE prepile for the worst
'One always must prepare oneself for the worst'

b. A gente nunca deve confiar demais em {si (?)(mesmo)} nestas situagdes
The people never must tnrst too-much in {.SE (same)\ in-such situations
'One never must tnrst too much in oneself in such situations'

c. A gente sempre vC fantasmas atds de {(?)?si ??(mesmo)} nestas situagOes

The people always sees ghosts behind of SE (same) in-such situations
'One always sees ghosts behind one'

d. *A gente sempre imagina que os outos devem confiar em si
The people always imagines that the others must tust in SE
'One always imagines that the others must trust in one'

By an analogous reasoning, we might expect that whenever a lppl pronoun may bind
another lppl prononn, lppl a gente may too. This appears to be true for many contexts, as

we see in (46) and (a| ((47c,d) repeated from (4lab) above):

(a$ a. Ncisvimos onosso czlrro serroubado
We saw lhe our car to-be stolen

'We saw our car to be stolen'
b. Ntis tinhamos visto uma cobra atriis de zds

Wehad seen a snake behind of us

'We have seen a snake behind us'
c. Nds achamos que o Paulo j6 nos viu na TV

Wetlnnkthat Paulo already ,rs saw on-the TV
'We think that Paulo has already seen us on TV'

b. Nds perguntamos pr'o Paulo quando nds aparecerfamos na TV
We asked to Paulo when we would appear on-the TV
'We asked Paulo when we would appear on TV'

$7) a. A gente viu o nosso carro ser roubado

The people sawthe our car to-be stolen
'We saw our car to be stolen'

b. A gente tinha visto uma cobra atfs de rtis
The people had seen a snake behind ofus
'We have seen a snake behind us'

c. A gente acha que o Paulo jd nos viu na TV
The people think that Paulo already u.r saw on the TV
'We think that Paulo has already seen us on TV'
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b. A gente perguntou pr'o Paulo quando (nds) apareceriamos na TV
The people asked to Paulo when (we) would appear on the TV
'We asked Paulo when we would appear on TV'

But there is a context where this correspondence with lppl pronouns breaks down,
namely, in local binding of lppl object clitics: in such stuctures, lppl a gente, unlike a

lppl subject pronoun, carutot bind a lppl clitic:

(a8) a. tr/ds deviamos no.t preparar para o pior
Ifle should as prepare for the worst
'We should prepare ourselves for the worst'

b. *A gente devia rros prepartlr para o pior
The people should ils prepare for the worst
'We should prepare ourselves for the worst'

Rather, lppl a gente requires the 3p anaphor se, just as arbitrary a gente (cf. (a5a)); a lppl
subject pronou$, however, co.flo-t take the 3p clitic:

(49) a *i/ds deviamos,se preparar para o pior
We should,SE prepare for the worst
'We should prepare ourselves for the worst'

b. A gente devia se preparar para o pior
The people should,SE prepare for the worst
'We should prepare ourselves for the worst'

Since lppl a gente behaves as arbitary a gente in taking the 3p anaphor clitic, we might
also expect it to take the 3p anaphor in other environments where arbitrary a gente does,

too. But this expectation is not fulfilled: with lppl a gente as an antecedent the 3p anaphor
is essentially out within PPs in BP, and a lppl pronoun appears to be a better choice:
compare (50qb) below with (45b,c) respectively:r5

(50) a. A gente confiou demais em {(?)?si/?nds}
The people relied too-much on {(?)?SE/?usl
'We relied too much on *us/ourselves'

b. A gente viu uma cobra atras de {*si/ndsl
The people already had seen a snake behind of { 

*SElus}

'We have already seen a snake behind us/??ourselves'

Thus, while the anaphoric choices of arbitary a gente as arr antecedent are hardly
surprising - they are essentially those of any antecedent with an arbitrary interpretation -,
things are more complex with the lppl use of this expression: in some contexts it behaves

as a lppl pronominal antecedent, in others it does not. More specifically, if we idealize

" Note that within complement PPs, as in (44a), the relevant contrast is less clear (see appendix 3 for the

data and section 4.3 below for discussion). The point to pay attention to here is: sf in (50a) is considerably
worse than se in (49b); nds in (50a) is considerably better than nos in (48b). [n the remainder of this chapter I
idealize these subtleties, assuming that the generalization to be captured is the one stated in the text. I will
come back to the issue in section 4.3, when we will have means to interpret the differences betrveen (50a)

and (50b).
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subtle effects as those shown in (50a), for example (cf. fn. 15 above), the descriptive
picture can be summarized as follows:

(51) Ist Person Plural Anaphora in BP IPPLA, 1st statement]:

a. lppl a gente can bind a lppl pronoun, but only if this does not result in local
binding of a lppl verbal clitic nos (in particular, it can bind lppl within PPs

belonging to the same clause);

b. lppl a gente can bind a 3p anaphor, the verbal clitic se, if binding is local; but it
cannot bind 3p anaphors anywhere else (in particular, it cannot bind 3p anaphors

within PPs belonging tc the same clause).

To simpliff the generalizations in (51), assume that'local binding' in BP is 'binding of an

object clitic by the subject of the strme clause'; that is, local binding is binding within a

tansitive structure and does not cross PPs. Then, (51) may be restated as (52):

(52) lst Person Plural Anaphora in BP IPPLA,2nd statement]:

a. lppl a gente can bind a lppl pronorxL but not locally;
b. lppl a gente can bind a 3p anaphor, but only locally.

The question I will try to answer in the following sections is: what is behind the pattem

described by (52)? Before I turn to this issue, however, it might be advisable to make a

few remarks about the generality of the effects summarized in (52): how do we know that
this pattem is not an idiosyncrasy concerning the expression a gente in BP? I am aware of
at least two types of evidence suggesting that (52) is actually ttre result of deep and

systematic principles regulating anaphoric dependencies. First, French has an expression,

the so-called impersonal on, which appears to have very similar properties as the BP
expression, despite their distinct historical sources: on is also a pronominal-like element, it
may have an arbitrary-like or a lppl-like interpretation, and it requires the 3rd person

singular form of the verb as well. Not surprisingly, in its lppl interpretation on shows the

same pattem of anaphoric choices as BP q gente (udgments provided by Pierre Pica,

personal communication) :

(53) a. On {*nous/s '} est w i la t6l6

One {us/SE} is seen on the TV
'We saw ourselves on TV'

b. On avuun serpent derridre {nous/*soi}
Onebas seen a snake behind {lal/SE}
oWe saw a snake behind us'

The second fact confirming the generality of the pattern in (52) is internal to BP, and

concerns the anaphoric pattern triggered by the 2nd person-like pronounvocl. This form is
one of the 2nd person forms found in Romance which developed out of honorific
expressions and, as such, preserved a 3ps grammatical specification, again attested by
verbal agreement. In many dialects of BP, vocA has substituted the old (informal) 2nd
person form tu in subject position, while the rest of the old 2nd person paradigm was
preserved to some degree. In these dialects, old 2nd person forms can be bound by vocA.ln
particular, the old 2nd person clitic /e can, but, again, only if binding is non-local; locally,

r05
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only the 3p anaphor is possible. This is attested by examples like (54) below (from Rubem
Fonseca's novel Agosto, p.63; unacceptable re was added):

(54) VocA {se/*re} arrisca por causa de uns vadios. Acha que v6o te dar alguma
medalha por isso?
You ISE/\toa) risk-3ps because of some vagabonds. (You) think-3ps that (they)
will to-you give a medal for this?
'You risk yourself because of some vagabonds. Do you think that somebody will
give you a medal for this?'

Patterns such as (53) and (54) clearly show that IPPLA is not some of BP's whimsies, but
a particular instantiation of a larger empirical generalization.

2.3.3 On The Nature of IPPI-tl

It is instructive to start by demonstrating that the pattern characteristic of IPPLA in BP
cannot be subsumed under conditions which do not refer to properties of the antecedent,
such as the conditions we have seen in chapter 1 (for the LF-movement analysis of
anaphors, however, see the next section). Consider, for example, the relevant principles in
the standard BT (cf. section 1.3):

(55) Condition A: An anaphor must be bound in its GC.
Condition B.' A pronominal must be free in its GC.

If the fact that an anaphoric form can occur free or not is taken as a diagnostics for its
binding type (if it cannot occur free, it is an anaphor; if it can, it is a pronominal), then we
may assume that the lppl clitic aos counts as a pronominal, and the 3p clitic .re as an
anaphor for the purposes of (55), cf.

(56) a. O Jo6o, tinha nos, visto no cinema ontem
Joflo, had asj seen in-the cinema yesterday
'Jo6o saw us in the cinema yesterday'

b. O Jo6o, tinha se,,., visto na TV ontem
Jodo, had,SE,., seen on-the TV yesterday
'Jo6o, saw {+hiq/himsel{} on TV yesterday'

If nos is a pronominal, then it should be constrained by Condition B in (55), that is, nos
should not be able to be bound locally. Assume, for the sake of the argumen! that'GC' in
(55) means the same as 'locally bound' in the sense of (52) above.r6 Then, it would appear
that (52a) above follows from Condition B: nos canbe bound by a gente only non-locally,
as exemplified in (57qb) (repeated from (47c) and (42b), respectively):

(57) a. A gente achaque o Paulojd nos viuna TV
The people think that Paulo alr"ady a,s saw on the TV
'We think that Paulo already saw us on TV'

16 This assumption is obviously inaccurate: no definition of 'GC' was ever so sfiong as to pick up only
binding of within a fransitive structure as 'local'. See also fn. 29 below.
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b. *A gente devia ,?o.t preparar para o pior
The people should ers prepare for the worst
'We should prepare ourselves for the worst'

But this explanation for (57b) can be easily dismissed: as is well-known, lst and 2nd
person clitic pronouns can be locally bound in Romance, including BP, as in (58) (:
(48a)):'?

(58) Nds deviamos zo.s preparar para o pior
I/e should us prepare for the worst
'We should prepare ourselves for the worst'

(58) is exactly like (57b), except that in (58) the local antecedent of the clitic is a lppl
subject pronour, while in (5'b) the local antecedent is lppl a gente. (58)'s full
acceptability clearly shows that nos can be locally bour4 despite Condition B as

formulated in (55). It follows that the unacceptability of (57b) cannot be attributed to
Condition B: (57b) is not excluded because nos is locally bound; if this were the case, (58)

should be excluded too. (57b) has to excluded because lppl a gente is the local binder of
reos, and not a lppl pronoun, as in (58).

A similar reasoning shows that a Condition A approach to (52b) above is not feasible
either. To repeat the facts: lppl a gente can locally bind a 3p anaphor, cf. (59a), but not an

anaphor within a PP, cf. (59b,c) (from (49b) and (50a,b)):

(59) a. A gente devia se preparar para o pior
The people should SE prepare for the worst
'We should prepare ourselves for the worst'

b. (?)*A gente confiou demais em si
(?)*The people twtedtoo-much in SE

'We trusted too much in +us/ourselves'

c. *A gente viu uma cobra atrls de si
*The people already saw a snake behind of SE

'We already saw a snake behind us/??ourselves'

For (59b,c) to be cases of Condition A violations, we need to assume that the binding
domain of anaphors in BP includes transitive stnrctures, cf, (59a), and does not cross PPs,

cf. (59b) and (59c) respectively. But this cannot be correct. Not only the 3p form sr is an

anaphor just like the 3p clitic se, cf. (60a) (compare with (56b)), but also st can be bound
in contexts like (59b,c) if the antecedent is a 3p NP, cf. (60b,c), respectively:r8

'' Thus, sentences like (58) constitute a problem for the standard Condition B (cf. Bouchard 1984 and Ronat

1982), and also for R&R's Chain Condition and Condition B, as w€ will see in section 4.5.
18 (60c) shows that within some PPs si becomes marked, even marginal for some speakers, though every-

body agrees that (59c) is much worse than (60c). t will come back to the effect in (60c) in the chapter 4.

Note also that (60c) becomes fine if we substitute O Pauloby ningudm 'nobody', a contrast also discussed in
chapter 4.
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(60) a. (Speaking of Paulo:) Eu confiei demais em { 
*si (mesmo)}

(Speaking of Paulo:) I trusted too-much in {SE (same)}
(Speaking of Paulo:) 'I tmsted too much in him'

b. O Paulo confiou demais em {si (mesmo)\
Paulo trusted too-much in {SE (same)}

'Paulo trusted too much in himself
c. O Paulo viu uma cobra atras de {(?)?si ??(mesmo)}

Paulo already saw a snake behind of {.SE (same)}
'Paulo already saw a snake behind him'

Given the relative acceptability of (60b,c) (as compared to (59b,c)), we conclude that si
does not violate Condition A in these sentences. In other words, for the purposes of
Condition A in (55), si is bound within irc domain in (60b,c). But, then, (59b,c) are not
violations of Condition A either. Agaiq we have to conclude that the touble with the
anaphoric relations in (59b,c), as opposed to (59a), has nothing to do with binding of the
anaphor. Rather, it has to do with the fact that the anaphor is bound by lppl a gente: this is
possible within transitive structures, cf. (59a), but not into PPs, cf. (60b,c).

We have seen, then, that we cannot account for the main descriptive generalizations
concerning IPPLA in (52a,b) above by resorting to the standard binding Conditions A and
B alone, and this is so for a very specific reason: these conditions are not of the
appropriate sort. The standard Conditions A and B are formulated as restrictions on the
anaphoric form alone, without refening to the properties of the antecedent. The effects
summarized in (52a"b) and reviewed above, however, cannot be the result of a restriction
on the anaphoric forms themselves, because there is always some antecedent which makes
them fine in the relevant contexts: ros is fine locally bound by a lppl subject pronoun, and

sr is fine within PPs if bound by a 3p antecedent. Rather, (52a,b) attest to a restriction on
these anaphoric forms when they are bound by lppl a gente.te The point is: in order to
know which sort of restriction we are dealing with here, we have to understand first which
properties of lppl a gente distinguish it from lppl subject pronouns and from 3p subjects
as well.

The stiking thing about lppl a gente is, of course, the fact that it can have a lppl
interpretation despite its morphosyntactic composition, which is that of a lexical NP, more
specifically, of a 3rd person singular feminine NP. As we have seen in section 2.4,
agreement with predicative adjectives suggests that lppl a gente is not specified as

feminine, but has the gender determined by its interpretation, just like lppl pronouns.
Things are different with respect to person and number. As a subject, lppl a gente does
not require the same verbal form as a lppl pronoun; rather, it requires the 3ps form of the
verb, jus like other 3ps NPs:

te Neither R.&R's Chain Condition, nor their Reflexivity Conditions is of much help here: these conditions
do not refer to properties of the antecedent either, cf. section 1.5. (Actually, the Chain Condition requires that
the head of a chain be a [+R] element, a requirement which a gente presumably satisfies, since it can head

chains, as in (59a).)
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(61) a. Nds jL {vimos/*viu} a Maria na TV
We already {saw-lppl/*saw-3ps} Maria on-the TV
'We have already seen Maria on TV'

b. O Paulo jh {+vimos/viu} aMaia na TV
Paulo already {*saw-Ippl/saw-3ps\ Maria on-the TV
'Paulo has already seen Maria on TV'

c. A gente jd {*vimos/vir,r} a Maria na TV
The people already {*saw-lppl/saw-lps} Maria on-the TV
'We have already seen Maria on TV'

(61c) shows that, though interpreted as a lppl pronoun, Tppl a gente has essentially the

same specification as 3ps NPs with respect to person and number. (Recall, however, that

lpp a gente does not inherit the gender from its head noun, unlike 3ps lexical NPs.)

Thus, what lppl a gente and lppl pronouns have in common is their lppl
interpretation, and what distinguishes them is their grammatical specification (we may

ignore gender here, since neither lppl pronouns nor 3p anaphors are specified for it): lppl
a gente is grarnmatically specified as 3ps, and lppl pronouns are grammaticalty specified
as lppl. On the other hand, lppl a gente shares its specification for person and number
with 3ps NPs, but it is distinct from 3ps NPs with respect to interpretation: lppl a gente

has a lppl interpretation, and 3ps NPs have not - 3ps NPs, in the usual case, are assigned

an interpretation which is singular and which does not refer to the speaker nor the

addressee, that is, 3ps NPs have a 3ps interpretation. We may summarize this as in (62)
('GS' means 'grammatical specification'; following the discussion of section 2.2, I use

'index' instead of interpretation assigned'):

(62) NP Type GS Index

lpplpronouns lppl lppl
lppl a gente 3ps lppl
3ps NPs 3ps 3ps

lppl a gente is, then, another case of the phenomenon we have discussed in section 2.3,

namely, of a mismatch between an NP's grammatical specification and its interpretation.
There we have seen that such cases are crucial if we want to check whether an anaphoric
form is agreeing with the grammatical specification or with the interpretation of its
antecedent. This distinction is obviously undetectable when the granrmatical specification
and the interpretation of the antecedent are compatible with each other, as with lppl
pronouns and normal 3p NPs. Moreover, as I suggested in section 2.3, it may also be

undetectable if the antecedent's lexical meaning is determined by the head noun, as with
NPs containing nouns lke vitima'victim' in BP. This is so because in such cases the

interpretation or index assigued to the antecedent may 'inherit' the grammatical

specification of the head noun (which is independently necessary for cases of 'pragmatic
contol', as when a discourse referent belongs to the semantic category described by nouns

r09
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like table'table' and bureaa 'desk' in French). These facts were capflned by clause O) of
(21) above, which is repeated below:2o

(63) An index i is associated with afeature specification,lhe set FS, : {[oF,], [pFJ,
..., [yF"] ] containing:

a. either features corresponding to the semantic categorization of i;
b. or the FS of a nour N such that !(N) : ry, and N(i) is true.

But in this respect lppl a gente differs from the cases of apparent mismatch we have seen

in section 2.3, arfi appears to constitute a real one, for it really counts as a violation of the

FCI. Recall that the FCI, the condition in (la) of section 2.2, rcpeated as (64) below,
checks the rnatching between a NP's lexical specification and the interpretation it is

assigned:

(64) Feature-Compatibility Condition on Indexing [FCI]:
An index i is assigned to an NP iff , is compatible with that NP.

Even if lppl a gente were semantically specified as lppl, assignment of a lppl index
would still be in conflict with a gente's 3ps grammatical specification. We cannot avoid
this clash by resorting to clause (b) of (63) and make the lppl index 'inherit' the
grammatical specification of the noun gente: as we have seen in section 2.4 (cf. (39b)), the
lexical meaning of gente is unavailable in lppl a gente, and so clause (63b) does not apply
(clause (63a) is clearly irelevant, since the index lppl a gente gets is a lppl one and,
hence, it has to be semantically categorized as such). In other words, it appears that lppl
use of a gente is a case in which an FCI's violation has to be tolerated as a result of the
intinsic properties of that expression:

(65) lppl use of a gente results in a mismatch hetween this NP's GS and its index.

Ideally we would like to formulate the FCI (or the mechanism in (63)) in such a way as to
avoid having to stipulate that lppl a gente is a violation of the FCI. I am not awEre of any
solution, however, which will not imply some complication for other of the relevant cases.

For example, we might try to formulate the FCI in such a way as to check only the
semantic specification of a NP, in which case clause (63b) should be eliminated (since it
refers to the grammatical rather than semantic specification of a nour). That is, the
semantic categorization of a NP's index would have to match only the NP's semantic
features.2r In this case, assuming that lppl a gente is semantically specified for a lppl
interpretation, no clash arises between its semantic specification and a lppl index (that is,
the assignment of a lppl interpretation in a particular discourse). The problem with this
approach comes from cases like (22a) of section 2.3, repeated below as (66):

20 Recall that (i) the semantic categorization of an NP's index (i.e., the interpretation it is assigned) is a set of
features representing the properties associated to this index in the domain of discourse; and (ii) an expres-

sion's FS is the set of grammatical and semantic features of that expression. See discussion of (9) and (10) in
section 2.2 agan for clarification.
2r Recall that an expression's semantic features are abbreviations for the appropriate representation ofthis
expression's semantic properties, cf. frr. 6 above.
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(66) (i: a male:)
A vitima,disse qlue {ele/e/a}, foi agredid{-oi-a} sem motivo
The victim(f), said tlnt {he/she}, was beaten{-m/-f} without motive

In (66), the feminine pronoun ela is possible only because the index i may 'inherit' the
grammatical specification of the noun v{tima, cf. (63b). If only semantic features were
relevant, then ela should be excluded in (66) as a violation of the FCI: supposedly, ela is
not only grammatically, but also semantically specified as feminine ffid, hence,

incompatible with a masculine interpretation (notice that no problem arises with vitima
itself, since this noun is semantically compatible with a masculine interpretation). This
shows that the FCI is sensitive to the grammatical specification of NPs. Therefore, I will
assume the stipulation in (65) above, and keep (63) and the FCI in (6a) untouched.22

Given (65), however, 1PPLA (that is, anaphoric dependencies involving lppl a gente)
is the sort of phenomenon we expect to show whether we need or not some condition
requiring grammatical agreement for anaphoric dependencies. To check whether it does
indeed, let us look back to (52), repeated in (67):

(67) lst Person Plural Anaphora in BP IPPLA,2nd statement]:

a. lppl a gente can bind a lppl pronoun, but not locally;
b. lppl a gente can bind a 3p anaphor, but only locally.

Note that while lppl pronouns are compatible with the interpretation of lppl a gente,they
are not with a gente's grammatical specification. Inversely, while the 3p anaphor is
compatible with lppl a gente's grammatical specification, it is not compatible with a lppl
interpretation. That is, the generalizations emerging from (67) and (62) are: if binding is
local, (i) lppl a gente requires an anaphoric form which agrees with its grammatical
specification, that is, the 3p anaphor clitic, and (ii) excludes an anaphoric form which does
not agree with its grammatical specification, that is, the lppl clitic; if binding is non-local,
then (iii) lppl a gente requires an anaphoric form compatible with its interpretation, that

22 The fact that I am assuming the stipulation in (65) does not imply that (65) itself has no explanation, of
course. Actually, it is pretty clear that it belongs to a more general pattem: pronominal elements with arbi-
trary or impersonal interpretation may also have a lppl interpretation in appropriate contexts. This is true of
impersonal on in French, arbinary PRO, and impersonal se in Ialian (see Cinque 1988:550 and ff.; also
Burzio 1992:4O6-7 for discussion). Johan Rooryck (personal communication) suggests that, if a gente is an
arbitrary expression and if arbiu-ary eipressions are unspecified for features, then a gente would be compati-
ble with a lppl interpretation (since, being unspecified for features, a gente would not be distinct from lppl;
see Burzio 1992:.406 for a similar suggestion). Though ttris idea may eventually give the right results if
properly worked out, we still have to say that, in some contexts, a gente has to be made incompatible with
lppl features, given the unacceptability of both (i4b):

(D a *A gente jhnos viuna TV
b. *Ntis j6 vimos a gente (mesmo) na TV

'We have already seen ourselves on TV'
It is no accident that Cinque had to state that "[i]f we Ake the pwe arb = lst person plural semantic switch in

[the proper] contexts to have no effects on the morphological features of si, verbal agreement will follow the

standard default procedure" (p.552). In absence of an explicit theory for these 'pure arb : lst person plural
semantic switches', I will keep (65) above.

llt
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is, a lppl pronoun, and (iv) excludes an anaphoric form which is not compatible with a

lppl interpretation, namely, the 3p anaphor. Shortly:

(68) lst Person Plural Anaphora in BP [1PPLA, 3rd statement]:

a. NonJocally, lppl a gente binds a form compatible with its interpretation;
b. Locally, it binds a form agreeing with its grammatical specification.

(68) makes it clear that 1PPLA effects arise from the inconsistency between lppl a gente's
grammatical specification and its interpretation. More importantly, however, (68) also

shows that two agreementJike conditions are necessary: one checking the matching
between an anaphoric form and the antecedent's interpretation in nonJocal domains, cf.
(68a); the other checking the matching between an anaphoric form and the grammatical

specification of its antecedent in local domains, cf. (68b):

(69) Agreement-LikeConditionscnAnaphoricDependencies:

a. A non-locally-bound anaphoric form has to be compatible with its antecedent's
interpretation.

b. A locally-bound anaphoric form has to agree with its antecedent's grammatical

specification.

Note that anaphoric dependencies are established when the anaphoric form and an

antecedent share the same interpretation or are covalued. In other words, (67a) is
equivalent to say that the anaphoric form has to be compatible with the interpretation it is
assigned (which happens to the same as that of its antecedent). But, then, we have an

obvious candidate to take over the role of (69a): it is the FCI in (64) above, the condition
which checks the compatibility between a NP's lexical specification and the interpretation
it is assigned. That is, 3p anaphors cannot be bound by lppl a gente non-locally because

they are not compatible with the index they would get in this dependency: (i) 3p anaphors

are specified as [3p], and lppl a gente is assigned a [ppl] interpretation or index; (ii) [3p]
and [1pp1] specifications are distinct for person and, hence, incompatible; therefore, (iii) if
a [3p] anaphor is assigned a [lppl] index, a violation of the FCI ensues; hence, (iv) a [3p]
anaphor cannot be assigned the same index as lppl a gente (non-locally; I retum to local
dependencies shortly).

This approach to (68a) is firther supported by the behavior of arbitrary a gente. As we
have seen in section 2.4, arbitary a gente can bind the 3p anaphor si non-locally, unlike
lppl a gente (compare (45b,c) above with (50a,b)=(59b,c)). But recall ttrat (i) other
arbitrary or impersonal subjects can bind si non-locally too (cf. (a4)), which suggests that
(ii) the 3p anaphor si is compatible with an arbitrary interpretation. Moreover, (iii)
arbitary or impersonal subjects and arbitrary a gente can bind each other (cf. (43) and
(42)), confirming that (iv) that arbitrary a gente is compatible with arbitrary interpretation,
too. Since both [3p] si and arbitrary o gente are compatible with an arbitrary interpretation,
(v) no violation of the FCI ensues if arbitrary a gente binds si, which is possible wherever
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si is allowed with arbitrary antecedents. And this is true (cf. (44) and (45) above). Hence,

the FCI predicts that, unlike lppl a gente,arbitrary a gente can bind si non-locally.23

The FCI in (64), however, does not make reference to any domain, while (69a) appears

to have a sort of 'anti-locality' effect: it applies only to non-locally bound forms. We have

to consider two aspects of this effect: first, the positive statement that the relevant
condition applies everywhere except for local dependencies; second, the negative

statement that the condition does not appear to apply to local dependencies. The former
statement does follow from the FCI: as long as an NP is assigned an index (i.e., an

interpretation), it should be subject to the FCI regardless of its localization with respect to

an antecedent. As formulated in (64), the FCI is a condition on the mapping between an

NP and the interpretation it gets; it is not sensitive to this NP's belonging to a dependency,

nor to this dependency's being local. Precisely for this reason, however, it is ptrzzling that
the FCI appears not to apply to locally bound anaphoric forms. If it did, lppl a gente

would not be able to bind the 3p anaphor se locally, just as it cannot bind si non-locally: in
either case a 3p anaphor is not compatible with lppl a gente's index and, hence, violates
the FCI. The question this raises is:

(70) Why isn't a 3p anaphor excluded by the FCI when binding is local?

As we have seen, the FCI is not a condition on dependencies and, as such, has nothing to

say about (70). I will come back to this issue in section 2.7.

Leaving (70) aside for a moment we have, theru a condition independently motivated
which can fill in the role of (69a) above, namely, the FCI. But, what about the requirement
in (69bX (69b) appears to have the profile of the condition we have been looking for: it
requires grammatical agreement between antecedent and anaphoric form, and, hence, it
cannot be reduced to the FCI. Moreover, the fact that (69b) requires grammatical
agreement in a given local domain indicates that (69b) is syntactic in nature: syntactic
conditions are supposed to be sensitive only to morphosyntactic properties, as

23 However, we cannot deduce from a form's being bound by artitrary a gente that that form is compatible
with arbitrary interpretation. This is so because, while albinary a gente can bind a null subject in BP, cf. (ia)

below, arbirary or impersonal subjects cannot, cf. (ib):

(i) a. A gente sempre imagina que _ pode tolerar os outros
The people always imagines that(pro) can tolerate the others

'One always imagines that one can tolerate the others'
b. *_ sempre se imagina que _ pode tolerar os ouros

(pra) always SE imagines thatQtro) can tolerate the others

'One always imagines that one can tolerate the others'

However, neither arbitrary a gente, nor impersonal subjects can be bound by a null subject:

(ii) a. *_ sempre imagina qve a gente pode tolerar os outos
(pro) always imagines that the people can tolerate the others

'One always imagines that one can tolerate the others'
b. *_ sempre imagina que _ se pode tolerar os oufros

(pro) always imagines that (pro).SE can tolerate the others

'One always imagines that one can tolerate the others'

Recall that arbitary a gente and impersonal subjects can bind each other. Thus, it appears that (a) arbirary a
gente and impersonals are compatible with each other; (b) null subjects are compatible wittt arbirary a
gente, but not vice-versa; and (c) impersonals and null subjects are incompatible.
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grammatical features are, and are bound to the domain of a sentence. Is it possible, then,
for BT to accommodate (69b)?

2.3.4 The Domain of I PPLA: Agreement-on-Chains

As I said before (see introduction and subsection 2.2.3), for an agreement condition on
anaphoric dependencies to be formulated on the basis of BT without adding descriptive
power to it, this condition has to be formulated with the concepts already available in the
theory. Yet, different versions of BT put to use distinct concepts, allowing for different
conditions to be defined. This provides us with the following test to compare competing
versions of BT: given some empirical motivation for an agreement condition on anaphoric
dependencies, which theory gives us the appropriate means to state this condition? ln
subsection 2.2.3 we have seen, on the other hand, that this test has to be qualified: there is
an independent condition on indexing or the interpretation assigned to NPs, the FCI,
which is responsible for some of the agreement effects that might seem to motivate a
requirement for agteement in anaphoric dependencies. It is necessary, then, to find
anaphoric dependencies in which the effects of the FCI can be clearly isolated. ln the
previous subsection (2.3.3.) I argued that IPPLA is just the sort of phenomenon we are
looking for and that it actually provides us with evidence for an agreement condition on
anaphoric dependencies which is distinct from the FCI. The relevant condition was stated
in (69b) above, repeated as (71) below:

(71) Agreement of Anaphoric Dependencies:

A locally-bound anaphoric form has to agree with its antecedent's GS.

It is of (71), then, that we have to ask: which theory gives us the appropriate means to state
it? In this section I consider two competing versions of BT: standard BT (with and without
the LF-movement analysis of anaphors), and R&R's theory of reflexivity and A-chains.

We may start by trying to limit the space for plausible candidates for (71). For
example, (71) is stated as a condition on anaphoric forms in general - that is, on bound
forms -, ffid not on any NP type in particular. If this aspect of (71) is correct, then it will
not do to look at conditions on particular NP types - for example, some agreement

requirement on anaphors only, as often suggested.2a Recall the motivation for (71) (see

discussion of (67) and (68) above): it is responsible not only for the acceptability of the 3p

2o For example, Lasnik & Uriagereka (1988:47) say thaq "[i]n addition to binding requirements, anaphors
are plausibly subject to an agreement requirement:

(62)An anaphor must agree in syntactic features with its antecedent".

Similar suggestions appear in statements like: "[t]he requirement that a reflarve and its antecedent agree
with respect to their nominal features follows from the fact that the reflexive depends for its interpretation on
the antecedent, i.e., the reflexive and its antecedent share their referent" (Haegeman 1994:207); "English has
a set of nominal elements, including refl*ives ll/r.e himself, which are referentially dependent on an antece-
dent in the same sentence, which they must match in such grammatical features as number and gender"
(Harbert 1995:180; emphases mine: SMM). These suggestions are in line with the conceptual spirit of the
LF-movement analysis of anaphors: anaphors are subject to special constraints because they are defective in
some sense (see section 1.4).
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anaphor when locally bound by lppl a gente, but also for the unacceptability of a lppl
pronoun when locally bound by lppl a gente, cf.:

(72) a. A gentej6 se viu na TV
The people already SE saw on-the TV
'We have already seen ourselves on TV'

b. +A gente jdnos viu na TV
The people already us saw on-the TV
'We have already seen ourselves on TV'

Moreover, the reverse paradigm.rlso follows from (71): a lppl subject pronoun can locally
bind only a lppl pronoun, not the 3p anaphor:25

(73) a. *Nris j6 se vimos na TV
We abeady SE saw on-the TV
'We have already seen ourselves on TV'

b. Nds j|nos viu na TV
We aheady a,s saw on-the TV
'We have already seen ourselves on TV'

Thus, it appears to be correct to state (71) as a condition on locally-bound anaphoric forms
in general.'u As a consequence, we may dismiss agreement conditions devised to hold of
specific NP types from the set of possible candidates for (7I). This shows that agreement
conditions on anaphors must be rejected; it shows, moreover, that the ef[ects of (71)
cannot be deduced from the local domain created by the anaphor's LF-movement to INFL.
Though in itself this does not count as an argument against the LF-movement analysis of
anaphors, it does lead to a sort of conceptual oddity: since LF-movement to INFL also
results in an agreement requirement on the anaphor (cf. Cole & Sung 1994, R&R l99l;
see section 1.4), this would be partially redundant with (71), which is independently
necessary because of pronouns.

Actually, quite independently of (71), IPPLA does seem to argue against the LF-
movement analysis of anaphors. Recall the basic facts motivating this hypothesis (or,

'5 Note that the FCI cannot account for (73a): cases like (72a) show that the FCI can be somehow circum-
vented by local binding (see discussion of (70) and the next section). By the same token, (71) cannot be
responsible for (ia,b) below, since binding into PPs does not count as'local' in the sense of (71):

(i) a *Nris confiamos demais em si (mesmo)

I/e tusted too-much n SE (same)

'We ffusted too much in *us/ourselves'

b. *,ly'ris vimos uma cobra atr6s de si (mesmo)

We already saw a snake behind of SE (same)

'We already saw a snake b€hind uV??ourselves'

Rather, (iab) below are excluded on the same grounds as (59b,c) above, namely, as violations of the FCI
(see discussion below (69) above). For ttre contrast between (ia) and (59b) above (si within complement PPs

is better with lpp a gente than with a lpp pronoun), see the next chapter.
26 We may ty to avoid this conclusion considering the possibility that lst and 2nd person clitics in Romance
either are pronominals if free, or anaphors if locally boun4 as suggested by Ronat (1982) and Bouchard
(1984). But see Burzio (1991) and Pica (1984) for arguments against this solution.
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befier, its more consensual version, the one claiming that only simplex anaphors LF-move,
cf. section 1.a): O the crosslinguistic generalization according to which long distance-
bound anaphors are simplex SE forms (that is, defective pronominal forms such as

Romance reflexives, but not complex forms such as himself in English); (ii) the subject-
orientation of such long distance-bound anaphors. The BP 3p anaphor si fits this profile: it
is simplex, subject oriented, cf. (74a), and may be long distance-bound under propitious
circumstances, cf. (74b,c) (I will come back to such cases in chapter 4):

Q$ a. OJodo,tinha lhetfalado desr,o,

Jodo,had him(dat),spoken of SEo,
'Jo6o has spoken to him about himself

b. (?)Ningudn pode dizer que tenha me ouvido falar mal de si
Nobody can say tJnt(he) has me heard to-speak ill of SE
'Nobody can say that he has heard me speak ill of him'

c. ?Ninguem admitiria que o Paulo desconfiasse de si
Nobody would-admit that Paulo suspected of SE
'Nobody would admit that Paulo suspected of him'

Since the BP anaphor satisfies the profile of a long distance-bound SE, it seems reasonable

to expect that any account of the latter should take care of it, too. Thus, if LF-movement to
INFL accounts for the properties of long distance-bound anaphors, BP si is expected to
undergo LF-movement to INFL in sentences like (74), too, or (75) below, for that matter:

(75) a. O Paulo confiou demais em si
Paulo trusted too-much in SE
'Paulo trusted too much in himselfl

b. (?)?O Paulo viu uma cobra atras de si
Paulo already saw a snake behind of,SE
'Paulo already saw a snake behind him'

But, if this were true, we would have no explanation for the contrast between (76a) and
(76b,c) (from (59a,b,c) respectively):

(76) a. A gente se preparou para o pior
The people SE prepared for the worst
'We should prepared ourselves for the worst'

b. (?)*A gente confiou demais em si
The people trusted too-much in SE
'We trusted too much in ourselves'

c. *A gente viu uma cobra atras de sf
The people saw a snake behind of SE
'We saw a snake behind us'

After LF-movement to INFL, the derived structures of (76a,b,c) would be identical as far
as the relation between a gente and the anaphor is concerned, cf. (77a,b,c):
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(77) a. lnA gente, [,, [, se, preparou ] para o pior ]]
b. lnA gente, [,, h si, confiou ] demais em 4l]
c. lnA gente, [, h sr, viu ] uma cobra atnls de 4 ]]

Thus, an LF-movement of si would actually destroy the differences between (76a) and
(76b,c) and, hence, predict they should not contrast. Notice that it would not do to assume

that simplex anaphors are licensed only in positions from which movement is possible,

and that the anaphors are excluded in (77b,c) because movement is not possible in such

structures: anaphors are either fine or comparatively better with 3p antecedents in the same

configurations, cf. (78a,b) above. The conclusion appears to be: anaphors do not LF-move
in BP, despite the fact that they can be long distance-bound. This, it seems to me,

constitutes a serious problem for the LF-movement analysis of simplex anaphors. If we
also take into account that LF-movement to INFL may have an effect which is redundant

with the condition in (71), &s r^.rll as the other arguments collected against this analysis
(see sections 1.4 and I.6), the suspicion becomes stronger that LF-movement to INFL is
not the best way of capturing LD-binding generalizations.

Back to our pursuit of a candidate for (71) above, another aspect of this condition that
excludes a number of possibilities is that it applies to a'local domain'. This means that
agreement conditions defined on relations and dependencies which are not local by nature

do not constitute good candidates to take over the role of (71). For example, in LGB's
remarks on the matter, Chomsky appeared to suggest two of the possibilities made

available within the standard framework. He says:

"(...) we will call a pronoul or PRO 'proximate' when it is coindexed with an

antecedent and 'obviative' when it is not. (...) When PRO is proximate, it must agree in
features with its antecedent, exactly as in the case of pronouns" (p.61),

and, later,

"A proximate pronominal bound by NP must match NP in gender, number, and
pe6on, whether it is PRO or apronoun" (p.193; all emphases mine, SMM).

That is, either coindexing or binding might impose or be subject to an agreement condition
of the sort we are investigating (that is, a condition requiring grammatical agreement
between antecedent and anaphoric form).2' But, since neither coindexing nor binding are

themselves defined on the basis of some local domain, (71) argues against such an

agreement condition. And, again, 1PPLA provides us with the means to refute both
possibilities. Consider a sentence like (79):

(79) A gente acha que o Paulo j6 rzos viu na TV
The people think that Paulo already ils saw on the TV
'We think that Paulo already saw us on TV'

In (79) nos is not only coindexed, but also bound by a gente, and yet it does not agree with
it. Thus, neither coindexing, nor binding are subject to an agreement requirement. Rather,
agreement on anaphoric dependencies has to be not only a condition on bound forms in

" For an approach based on agreement on coindexing, see Bouchard (1984); for an approach based on

agreement on binding, see Burzio (1989, l99l).

il7
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general, but also it has to hold in a local domain, as in (71) above. Let us consider which
local domain this might be (see also Menuzzi 1995 for discussion).

In the standard BT, the local domain of binding is called a governing category [GC], a

notion which received a number of revisions in the literature. In its more popular versions,
the domain of a GC puts together at least two syntactic environments, transitive stnrctures

and subject binding into complement PPs, and this for obvious reasons: in both cases

anaphors are required and prono,lns excluded in English:28

(80) a. Mary likes {/rerselfl*her}
b. Mary trusts n {herself/*her}

Suppose, then, that (71) is taken to be a condition requiring agreement if binding occurs

within the GC, as in (81):

(81) Agreement of Anaphoric Dependencies [Standard BT version]:

If bound within its GC, an anaphoric form agrees with its antecedent's grammatical
specification.

ln any of the relevant versions of GC, it follows that an anaphoric form agrees with its
antecedent both within transitive structures (80a) and within complement PPs (80b). But,
if this is correct, we cannot explain the constast between (82a) and (82b) below:

(82) a. A gente {se/*nos) preparouparao pior
The people {SE/us} prepared for the worst
'We should prepared oruselves for the worst'

b. A gente confiou demais em {(?)*si mesmo/(?)?n6s mesmos\

The people trusted too-much in {SE (same)/us (same)}

'We trusted too much in *us/ourselves'

In both cases the anaphoric form has its antecedent within its GC, so in both the agreeing

form should be chosen, contrary to fact: within complement PPs the non-agreeing lppl
pronoun is a better choice (but see ft. 16 above). Thus, (81) cannot be correct. More
generally, (82) shows that the local domain of (71) has to distinguish transitive structures

from complement PPs at least in BP, and, therefore, any theory of anaphoric dependencies

which is not able to draw this distinction is bound to failure. This is the case of standard

BT, but also of R&R's theory of reflexivity. Recall that Reflexivity Theory reinterprets
Conditions A and B as constraints on reflexivepredicates,both syntactic and semantic (cf.
section 1.5)." Thus, we might take syntactic and/or semantic predicates to be the domain
for (71), in which case either (83a) or (83b), or bottq should hold:

2E By 'the most populsr versions' of GC I am referring to those proposed by Chomsky (1981, 1986a); the

same point holds for Hestvik's (1991) definition of binding domain: see sections 1.3 and 3.3.
2e I repeat the relevant definitions here, from section 1.5:

(i) A syntactic predicare is formed of a head P, P's sSmtactic arguments and a subject for P.
(ii) Syntactic arguments of P are the projections assigned O-role or Case by P.

(iii) A semantic predicate formed of P is P and all its arguments at the semantic representation of predi-

cate-argument relations.
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(83) Agreement of Anaphoric Dependencies [Reflexivity Theory version]:

a. An anaphoric form agrees with its antecedent's grammatical specification if both
are arguments of the same semantic predicate.

b. An anaphoric form agrees with its antecedent's grammatical specification if both
are arguments of the same syntactic predicate.

But the contast in (82) also refutes these two conditions, too: in (75a,b) a gente and the
anaphoric form belong to the same semantic and syntactic predicates, and so there should
be no conhast, contrary to fact.

R&R's framework, however, provides us with another possibility: recall that, to
account for some phenomena not covered by their reflexivity conditions, R&R suggested
that Chain Theory should be extended to anaphoric dependencies. More specifically, they
argued that a revised version of the Chain Condition applies to anaphoric dependencies
that satisft a representational definition of chain (cf. section 1.5; see (96) below). This
extension of Chain Theory to anaphoric relations allows us, of course, to state the local
domain of (71) as being that of a chain, as in (84):

(84) Agreement of Anaphoric Dependencies fCl:oiin Theory version]:

An anaphoric form agrees with its antecedent if they form a chain.

(84), unlike all other conditions we investigated above, draws the line precisely where we
want it to draw: it puts apart anaphoric dependencies which occur within transitive
structues and those crossing PPs. As is well-known since Kayne (1981), chains cannot
cross PPs in Romanceo and this is true of BP as well: thus, while passivization and
exhaction are fine from an object position, they are impossible from within PPs, cf.

(85) a. O Jof,o viu o Paulo na TV
JoEo saw Paulo on TV

b. O Paulo foi visto / na TV
Paulo was seen / on TV

c. Quem o Jo6o viu r na TV?
Who lodo saw / on TV?

(86) a O Jo6o confia no Paulo
Jodo tnrsts rn Paulo

b. *O Paulo 6 confiado em r
Paulo is trusted in /

c. *Quem o Jodo confia em , ?
Who lodo trusts in / ?

Thus, PPs are barriers to chains in BP (unlike what happens in English: see also sections
1.6 and 3.4 for fi:rther discussion). What (84) predicts, then, is that: (i) an anaphoric form
will obligatorily agree wittr its antecedent in transitive sfiuctures in BP; (ii) this condition

Note that objects of subcategorized prepositions are intended to be both syntactic and semantic arguments of
the verb: they are supposed to get a O-role required by the vert an{ hence, belong to the syntactic and
semantic predicates define by the verb. See section 3.3 and 3.4 for further discussion.
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will not hold if binding is into complement PPs. And this is the pattem we have found for
IPPLA, as exemplified in (82) above, repeated as (87) below:

(87) a. A gente {se/*nos) preparou para o pior
The people {SE/uslr prepared for the worst
'We should prepared ourselves for the worst'

b. A gente confiou demais em {(?)*si mesmo/(?)?nds mesmos)

The people trrsted too-much in {SE same/us same\
'We trusted too much in *us/ourselves'

In (87a) binding is within a transitive stucture, ffid lppl a gente can bind only the 3p
anaphor, not a lppl pronoun. Trris follows from (84): only the 3p anaphor agrees with a
gente's grammatical specification (cf. section 2.5, where we have also seen that the 3p

anaphor does violate the FCI, though, ffi issue to which I come back soon). In (87b)

binding is into a complement PP, and lppl a gente can bind a lppl pronoun, but not the 3p

anaphor. The former case follows from (84) and the FCI: (84) does not apply to (87b)
since the anaphoric dependency is not a chain there; that is, a lppl pronotxl does not
violate (84) in (87b); furthermore, the lppl pronoun is compatible with lppl a gente's
index, so the FCI does not prevent it from being coindexed wittr lppl a gente either. Thus,
(87b) is predicted to be essentially fine with a lppl pronoun. Consider (87b) with the 3p

anaphor, however. Again, since there is no chain in (87b), (84) is not relevant, that is, it
does not require the 3p anaphor, as it does in (87a). Moreover, since the 3p anaphor is

incompatible with a lppl index, the FCI predicts ttrat it should be out in (87b), and this is
essentially correct, too.

The joint action of the FCI and (84), thus, captures most of the IPPLA pattern quite
naturally, suggesting that (84) is on the right track: the local domain of agreement for
anaphoric dependencies is the domain of a chain. Let me refer to the condition in (8a) as

Agreement-on-Chains from now on. The conclusion that BT has to incorporate
Agreement-on-Chains in some way supports a version of BT in which anaphoric
dependencies that fit the chain format are distinguished from those that do not, such as in
R&R's theory of A-chains and reflexitivy. By the same token, Agreement-on-Chains
argues against any version of BT which cannot draw that distinction, and so it argues

against the standard BT (with or without the LF-movement approach to anaphors; recall
also that IPPLA appears to be incompatible with an LF-movement analysis of simplex
anaphors, cf, discussion of Q$-Q7) above.) Once we acknowledge the need for
Agreement-on-Chains to be incorporated into BT, however, a number of issues arise. Let
me close this chapter discussing some of the more pressing ones.

2,4 Chains, Indexing & Feature-Compatibility Conditions

In the previous section I presented an analysis of 1PPLA in BP, in particular as

exemplified by the crucial contrast in (87) above, based on the FCI and on Agreement-on-
Chains, which I repeat below:

(88) Feature-Compatibility of Indexing [FCI]:
An index i is assigned to an NP iff, is compatible with that NP.
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(89) Agreement ofAnaphoric Dependencies lAgreement-on-Chains]:
An anaphoric form agrees with its antecedent if they form a chain.

Summarizing the pattem of IPI'I,A in BP and the analysis I provided for it, we have the
following picture:

(90) Analysis of l PPIA:

a. (i) Generalization: lppl a gente can bind a lppl pronoun non-locally;
(ii) Analysis: Non-locally they do not form a chain, and, hence, Agreement-on-
Chains does not apply; since the pronoun satisfies the FCI, it is fine;

b. (i) Generalization: lppl a gente cannot bind a lppl pronoun locally;
(ii) Analysis: Locally they form a chain, and the pronoun violates Agreement-on-
Chains (though it satisfies the FCI);

c. (i) Generalization: lppl a gente can bind a 3p anaphor locally;
(ii) Analysis: Locally they form a chain, and the anaphor satisfies Agreement-on-
Chains (though it violates the FCI);

d. (i) Generalization: lppl a gente cannot bind a 3p anaphor non-locally;
(ii) Analysis: Non-locally they do not form a chain, and, hence, Agreement-on-
Chains does not apply; since the anaphor violates the FCI, it is excluded.

This analysis comes very close to the target, but the parenthetical clause in (90cii) reminds
us that there is still a gap to filled: we have not answered yet the question in (91) below, a
rephrased version of question (70) above (in the closing discussion of section 2.5):

(91) Why isn't the anaphor excluded by the FCI when it belongs to a chain?

This question is prompted by the fact that, being [3p], the anaphor is incompatible with a
lppl index, ffid this leads to a violation of the FCI, whether the anaphor forms a chain
wittt its antecedent or not: since the FCI is formulated as applying to indexed NPs
regardless of whether they belong to a dependency or not (cf. (88), a locally bound
anaphor should be excluded by the FCI as well. But (90cii) appears to require Agreement-
on-Chains to be a sufficient condition: when binding is local, that is, when the anaphoric
dependency satisfies the chain format, Agreement-on-Chains overrides the FCI. Moreover,
the parenthetical clause in (90bii) requires Agreement-on-Chains to be not only sufficient,
but also necessary: the fact that a lppl pronoun satisfies the FCI does not make it able to
avoid Agreement-on-Chains effects. Apparently, what we need, then, is something with
the effect of (92):

(92) Interaction FCl/Agreement-on-Chains:

If an anaphoric dependency is a chain, (a) the anaphoric form is subject to
Agreement-on-Chains, and (b) it is not subject to the FCI.

(Of course, the fact that, otherwise, anaphoric forms are subject to the FCI does not need
to be stated.) Together with the FCI in (88) and Agreement-on-Chains in (89), (92)
completes the analysis of IPPLA, capturing the parenthetic clauses both of (90bii) and
(90cii) (and answering the question in (91) above).
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2.4.1 Some Problems with Agreement-on-Chains

The statement in (92) above has a specific role in the analysis of IPPLA, which is to
regulate the interaction of a condition on chains (Agreement-on-Chains) and another on
indexing (the FCI). As such, (92) should follow either from the formulation of those

conditions, or from a proper understanding of the interaction between chains and indexing
themselves." It is clear, however, that the statements in (92) do not follow neither from the

FCI as formulated in (88), nor from Agreement-on-Chains as formulated in (89) above.

Perhaps a look at the way Chain Theory interacts with indexing might, then, clariff some

aspects of(92).
Consider a more standard case of a chain, that is, of a movement chain, as in (93a)

below, and what the ultimate semantic representation of such a chain might be with
respect to the truth conditions of the sentence, as in (93b):

(93) a. John was seen r in the airport
b. lYas-seen-in-the-airport (John)

What (93b) makes obvious about movement chains is that they are syntactic objects
representing discontinuously two aspects of one single semantic procedure, the filling in
of an open slot in a predicate by an appropriate argument: the chain (John,t) in (93a) is
ultimately interpreted as the individual constant John, which fills in the open slot of the
predicate Was-in-the-airport in (93b). This semantic procedure is represented by two
different elements in the chain: the element which fills in the open slot (the individual
constant John) is represented by the NP John, the head of the chain; the predicate's open

slot is represented by the trace / in the tail of the chain. Thus, in an intuitive sense, a chain
is an object which allows a syntactic position, the tail of the chain, to receive the
interpretation assigned to another syntactic position, the head of the chain. That is, the
indexing of chains would be such that the tail of the chain ends up receiving the index of
the head ofthe chain (see ft. 3l again):3l

(94) Chain Indexing:

If (cr, B) is a chain, then p is assigned the index of o.

Once a mechanism like Chain Indexing is assumed, a more elegant account becomes

available for the fact that an anaphoric form may circumvent the FCI if it belongs to a

ro Perhaps, it should be recalled once again that the notion of indexing relevant here is that of section 2.2,
that is, indexing as a representation for the mapping between NPs and their interpretation. This is so because

this is the notion constrained by the FCI.

" (94) is not a formal statement, and it would have to be shaped in a way compatible with my previous

assumptions about indexing. If we took it literally, then the framework of section 2.2 wolld translate (93a)

into (i) below, rather than into (93b) or (ii) (which results in (93b) by lambda conversion):

(D #John fWas-seen-in-the-oirpon (John)l
(ii) JohnlLxlWas-seen-in-the-airpon(x)l

But unlike (93b) or (ii), (i) is semantically ill-formed:- Wus-seen-iil-the-airport is a one-place predicate, not
a two-place predicate (in GB terms, (i) is a violation of the 0-Criterion). Thus, technically speaking, move-

ment chains cannot result in coindexing in the sense of (6) in section 2.2, a somewhat surprising, though

harmless, consequence given the standard usage of indices.
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chain (cf. (92)). Suppose NPs have two alternative ways of being assigned an

interpretation or index: either (i) they are assigned one freely, that is, by means of Free

Indexing (cf. fir. 4 above); or (ii) they are assigned an index by belonging to a chain, that

is, by means of Chain Indexing as in (9a). Suppose further that the FCI checks only
indices assigned by Free Indexing: it would check indices assigned to NPs forming single

chains, or to heads of non-single chains, but not those assigned by Chain Indexing to non-

head positions in a chain. In other words, if an anaphoric form happens to belong to a
chain (as a non-head position), it may not be assigned an index by Free Indexing, but

rather by Chain Indexing. Not being assigned an index by Free Indexing, by hypothesis it
would not be subject to the FCI. Let us incorporate this hypothesis into the formulation of
the FCI itself, as in (95):

(95) Feature-Compatibility of Free Indexing [FCI, 2nd version]:

An index i is assigned to NP by Free Indexing iffi is compatible with NP.

Given Chain Indexing in (94) and the FCI in (95), the statements in (92), which govern the

interaction FCl/Agreement-on-Chains, can be deduced from the FCI and Agreement-on-
Chaius themselves. Since the FCI is now limited to indices assigned by Free Indexing, we

do not need to state that forms indexed through Chain Indexing are not subject to it. If an

anaphoric form belongs to a chain, it may get its index by Chain Indexing, not by Free

Indexing, in which case the FCI in (95) does not apply. Hence, the statement (92b) can

eliminated from (92), which is reduced to (92a) alone. But (92a) is a restatement of
Agreement-on-Chains in (89). Thus, (92) can be eliminated altogether.

For the line of reasoning sketched above to work, however, we would have to furd a
way of identiffing chains independently of the indexing of the related forms: what we

want to say is, precisely, that an anaphoric form can get its index by belonging to a chain.

And this is clearly inconsistent with any definition of chain which requires coindexing; in
particular, it is inconsistent with R&R's generalized definition of chauu the very

mechanism intended to allow extension of Chain Theory to anaphoric dependencies (cf.

section 1.5):32

(96) C : (cr,,...,a") is achain iffC is the maximal sequence such that:
(a) there is an index i such that for all j,lggt, cr, carries i, and

O) for allj,l<j*t, cr.;goverrrs cri+r.

According to clause (a) of (96), coindexing is a definitional, hence necessary, condition for
chains. Thus, for an anaphoric dependency to be a chain wrder (96), the anaphoric form
must have got the same index as its antecedent, and this in a way which is independent of
(96) itself. But, if we adopt Chain Indexing in (9a) and the FCI in (95) instead of (92)

above, what we need is precisely the reverse: an anaphoric form has to be able to get its

'2 The reasoning here presumes thag as far as anaphoric dependencies and argument chains are concemed,

there is only one notion of indexing relevant, namelyn (the represenation of) the assignment of an interpreta'

tion to an NP. Of course, we might still resort to coindexing to defure chains if we introduce some different

notion of indexing, perhaps one specific for this purpose. I am not sure that such a notion of indexing would
have any substantive properties, however.
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index by virtue of belonging to a chain, cf. (9a). In other words, we would need a way of
identiffing chains that does not require coindexing.

Independently of the preceding discussion, Rizzi (1990, l99l) has argued for an
approach to chains which would appeff to satisfu the needs of Chain Indexing and the new
FCI. Rizzi's idea is to "replace the coindexation requirement of the usual definition [of
chain] with a global nondistinctness requirement (nondistinctress of indices if the
elements are indexed, of category, feature content, etc.) in order to rule out the possibility
of forming crazy chains (e.g., of an adjunct trace with a verb or a direct object)" (Rizz;i
1990:92). The definition he suggests for chains is:

(97) a. (cr,,..., c,) is achain ifffor allj,l<j9t, crj antecedent-governs cri+r.

b. a antecedent-governs B itr (i) a and B are non-distinct (for indices and features);
(ii) cr c-commands B; (iii) no banier intervenes; (iv) Relativized Minimality is
respected (Rizzi 1 990:92).

Note that the result of adopting clause (97bi) is: if a position is not indexed, it can still
belong to a chain if it is non-distinct in features from its goveming antecedent; i.e. non-
distinctness makes coindexing unnecessary for a chain to be identified. Hence, Rizzi'g
definition of chains, with Chain Indexing in (94) and the new FCI in (95), achieves results
almost identical to those of the previous set of assumptions, which require the statements
in (92); in particular, the parenthetic clause in (90cii) above, which requires (92), can be
eliminated:

(90c) (i) Generalization: lppl a gente can bind a 3p anaphor locally;
(ii) Analysis: Locally they form a chain, and the anaphor satisfies Agreement-on-
Chains(@.

Let me briefly review the analysis of (90ci) under the new set of assumptions. The basic
empirical premiss is that a gente and a 3p anaphor are non-distinct (which is true except
possibly for Case, as we will soon see). Thus, a local dependency as in (90ci) satisfies
Rizzi's definition of chain in (97); and this allows the anaphor to get its index according to
Chain Indexing in (94), instead of resorting to Free lndexing. If the anaphor does not get
its index by Free Indexing, it is not checked by the FCI as formulated in (95) above, in
which case it does not violate the FCI, and (90ci) is predicted to be grammatical. Note
that, under this analysis, the parenthetical clause in (90ci) is actually incorrect. It should
also be clear that the new set of assumptions do not affect the explanations in (90aii) and
(90dii) above. That is, it captures most of the pattem of 1PPLA ((90a,c,d); I return to (90b)
shortly).

The analysis just sketched for (90ci) appears to have a surprising, but revealing,
consequence: it would render Agreement-on-Chains in (89) redundant in (90cii). Note that
the anaphor does not violate the FCI in (90ci): locally bound, it can form a chain with its
antecedent and get its index by Chain Indexing rather than by Free Indexing. But, in order
for an anaphor to form a chain in (90ci) according to Rizzi's definition, it has to be non-
distinct in features from its antecedent in the first place, cf. (97bi). For ease of reference,
let me single out this clause of Rizzi's definition calling it Feature Compatibility of
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Chains [FCC] (since feature-compatibility is non-distinctness of feature specification, cf.
(13) of section 2.2):

(98) Feature-Compatibility of Chains [FCC, from (97bi)]:

(cr,, ... , on) is a chain ifffor all j,lsj5rt, cri*1 is compatible with cr.,.

For an anaphoric form to be feature-compatible or non-distinct from its antecedent, it has

to be non-distinct from the antecedent for person, number and gender too, of course. In
other words, the FCC entails that an anaphoric form qualifies as a chain position only if it
agrees with the antecedent's grammatical specification. Back to (90ci), this means that, in
order for the anaphor to form a chain and avoid the FCI, it will have to satisff the FCC
agreeing with its antecedent. iy satisfying the FCC, the anaphor will also satisfu
Agreement-on-Chains in (89) as well. But the FCC has logical precedence over
Agreement-on-Chains: satisfaction of the FCC is necessary for the anaphor to form a
chain, while Agreement-on-Chains applies once a chain is formed. Hence, Agreement-on-
Chains is redundant in (90cii).

Thus, it would appear that assuming Chain Indexing as in (94), the FCI as in (95) and
Rizzi's definition of a chain allows us to deduce the effects of Agreement-on-Chains in
(89), at least as far as (90c) is concerned. Specifically, the effects of Agreement-on-Chains
would follow from the FCC, one of the clauses of Rizzi's definition of chains. It seems to
me that this is precisely how things should be: (i) Agreement-on-Chains in (89) is a non-
distinctness or compatibility condition, namely, on person, number, gender specification;
(ii) its domain is the domain of a chain. It is hardly believable that we need to state both
Agreement-on-Chains and the FCC when they are almost identical. This shows clearly
that one should be reduced to the other. Since the FCC belongs to a more general

statement, the definition of chains, Agreement-on-Chains should be eliminated.
To sum up the preceding discussion: we started up with an account of IPPLA (as

summarized in (90) above) based on the ingredients in (99):

(99) a. R&R's definition of chain, as in (96) above;
b. the first version of the FCI, as fomrulated in (88) above;

c. Agreement-on-Chains, as in (89);
d. the statements on the interaction FCliAgreement-on-Chains in (92).

R&R's definition of chain and the FCI come without cost, since they are independently
motivated. Agreement-on-Chains has to be added to the framework, but it does not require
any new concept to be stated and so it would not be costly by itself (in a framework with
R&R's definition of chain; but it becomes somewhat redundant if non-distinctness is

incorporated into the definition of chai4 as in Rizzi's definition). In order to get things
working, however, we also need the additional statements in (92). As I pointed out, these

laffer seem to indicate that something about the interaction between chains and the
assignment of interpretation to NPs is being missed in (99). For this reason, I went on
looking for some principled explanation for the statements in (92). The result was: most of
the IPPLA pattem would seem to be captured just as well if we changed (99) to (100):

(100) a. Rizzi's definition of chain as in (96) (which includes the FCC in (98));

125
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b. the introduction of a device for indexing other than Free Indexing, namely, Chain
Indexing as in (94);

c. the second version of the FCI, as formulated in (95).

The approach based on (100) ha"s many virtues. It eliminates the need for the statements in
(92), which were a source of unclarity, and it does so keeping most of the results of (99).
The only additional statement (100) needs is Chain Indexing, which not only is based on
the apparatus available in the theory, but also appears, at first sight, to be a preffy natural
property of chains ftut see section 4.4 for discussion). Adoption of Rizzi's definition is
also welcome, since it is more general and, hence, has a broader application than R&R's;
actually, Rizzi's definition properly includes R&R's, and the result of (100) is an

integration of R&R's framework for anaphoric dependencies to Rizzi's approach to
chains. As for the reformulated version of the FCI, it has the same coverage as the first
version; the difference is that it allows non-head positions of chains to have a different
source of indices, namely, Chain Indexing. Finally and crucially, the interaction of Rizzi's
definition of chains and Chain Indexing would allow us reduce the efflects of Agreement-
on-Chains to the FCC, wtrich we have seen to be, by all means, a desirable consequence.

2.4.2 Agreement-on-Chains is not Reducible to the FCC

It seems to me that all the abore pros suggest that (100) is really close to capture correct
generalizations. But it does not succeed fully. The first problem it would have to face is:

though we have captured most of the 1PPLA pattem (namely, (90a,c,d)), one of the crucial
generalizations, (90bi), has slipped away. (90bi) and its analysis (90bii) based on (99) are

repeated below, with an example in (l0l):

(90b) (i) Generalization: lppl a gente cannot bind a lppl pronoun locally;
(ii) Analysis: Locally they form a chain, and the pronoun violates Agreement-on-
Chains (though it satisfies the FCI).

(t0l) *A gente jdnos viu na TV
The people already us saw on-the TV
'We have already seen ourselves on TV'

Given the approach based on (100), that is, without Agreement-on-Chains in (89) and the
auxiliary statements in (92), we would have the following result: a gente and nos in (101)
are distinct from each other (with respect to their feature composition), so they do not
satisff Rizzi's definition of chain in (97). For this reason, the pronoun nos has to get its
index by Free Indexing, being'subjectto the FCI. But, since the index it gets is a lppl
index, which is compatible with the feature specification of nos, the FCI is satisfied.
Hence, none of the conditions in (100) is violated, and (101) is predicted to be fine,
contrary to fact. It appears that, to capture (90bi), the result we need is: the dependency in
(101) has to count as a chain, but a chain that is ill-formed because it violates the

requirement that chain positions have to agree with each other. And this is precisely what
is achieved by (99), rather than by (100).
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Another argument against the reduction of (99) to (100) can be made when we
compare the notion of non-distinctness relevant for the FCC in (98), and the notion of
agreement relevant for Agreement-on-Chains in (89). Recall that one of the most
appealing results of (100) is that it would allow us to deduce the effects of Agreement-on-
Chains from the FCC, the requirement for non-distinctress in the identification of chain
positions: this of course would explain why the domain of Agreement-on-Chains
coincides with the domain of a chain. As we have seen in section 2.3, however, the notion
of agreement is usually construed as a 'match for person, number and gender'. Given that
unspecified NPs like se in BP are supposed to 'match' the features of their antecedents,

'match' here actually means 'non-distinctress for person, number and gender'.
Thus, agreement in the usual sense is to be taken as 'non-distinctress for person,

number and gender', rather than 'non-distinchress' in general, that is, feature-
compatibility. More importantly, this seems to be necessary, since Agreement-on-Chains
effects appear to be insensitive tt Case specification. Consider, for example, an anaphoric
dependency like (102a) below, in which a chain is formed between the subject and the
object; as we see in (102b), unlike me 'me, myself , eu 'l' is incompatible with object
Case; and (102c) shows that, unlike eu, me is incompatible with subject Case:

(102)a. EujimevinaTV
lalready me saw on-the TV
'I have already seen myself on TV'

b. OPaulojd {me\viu{.*eu\ naTV
Paulo already {me} saw {*4 on-the TV
'Paulo has already seen me on TV'

c. {Eu\ je {*me} vi o Paulo na TV
{1} already {"me) saw Paulo on-the TV
'I have already seen myself on TV'

Suppose we draw the distinction in (l02b,c) by means of the feature [*accusative]; then,
eu is l-accf, me l+acc], and both are distinct for Case. But now eu and me are distinct and
so the chain in (102a) would violate Agreement-on-Chains, if this condition were to
require overall feature-compatibility or non-distinctress, instead of a 'match for person,
number and gender'. On the other hand, we cannot exclude Case from set of the features
relevant for non-distinctress of chain positions, or we end up allowing sentences like:

(103) *V[hom1*,a [ /1-"*1 arrived late to t]re paty] ?

Thus, it appears that the effects of Agreement-on-Chains in (89) cannot be reduced to
effects of the FCC in (98). Again: the set of assumptions in (99), although conceptnally
less athactive, looks empirically superior to the one in (100).

2.5 Summary

Let me summarize the results of this chapter. We have seen that 1PPLA in BP supports a
version of BT incorporating the assumptions in (99) above. One of the crucial points
behind (99) is that two types of anaphoric relations must be recognized: those that qualiff
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as chains, and those that do not. Thus, this chapter supports a framework like R&R's, in
which that distinction is drawn. As we have seen in section 1.5, in R&R's framework
binding effects are accounted for by two independent modules, Chain Theory and

Reflexivity Theory. If this division of labor is necessary, then, the present chapter
constitutes an argument for a BT with the following components:

(104) BT Theory (for local binding):33

a. Reflexivity Theory (which includes R&R's Conditions A and B, cf. (89) and (86)
of section 1.5, respectively);

b. Chain Theory (which includes R&R's representational definition chains, cf. (97a)
of chapter l, R&R's Chain Condition, cf. (100) of chapter l, and Agreement-on-
Chains, cf. (89) above);

c. the theory of assignment of reference (which includes Free Indexing, cf. frr. 3
above, and the FCI, cf. (88) above);

d. the statement regulating the interaction between the FCI and Agreement-on-
Chains (cf, (92) above).

We have, finally, seen problems emerging from the obscure interaction between Chain
Theory and the Theory of Assignment of Reference or Indexing. Conceptually, the
problem lies in (l0ad): it was necessary to stipulate some statements regulating the
interaction between the FCI and Agreement-on-Chains, when we expect this to follow
either from these conditions themselves, or from statements independently required by the
theories concemed. Empirically, the trouble lies within the Chain Theory summarized in
(lO4b): though the best definition of chain appears to be one including a requirement for
non-distinctress between chain positions (cf. Rizzi 1990, l99l), this requirement cannot
play the role of Agreement-on-Chains. But this is certainly an odd state of affairs: as I said

before, (i) Agreement-on-Chains is a non-distinctress condition, namely, on person,

number, gender specification; (ii) its domain is the domain of a chain.
Why would we need to state Agreement-on-Chains when this condition is almost

identical to a statement independently required in the theory (namely, the FCC in (98)
above)? Moreover, the fact that Agreement-on-Chains cannot be reduced to the FCC
indicates that anaphoric chains, unlike movement chains, must be somehow exempt from
this requirement. This clearly suggests that some generalization is being missed in (104b)
ffid, in particular, that Chain Theory cannot be extended in toto to anaphoric
dependencies. Recall from section 1.5 that the same conclusion is suggested when we
consider the fact that the 0-Criterion must be formulated in terms of chains.

To address these issues, it will be necessary a long furn. In the next chapter, I will
investigate binding into PPs in Brazilian Portuguese and English. We will see, by the end

of that chapter, that the distribution of reflexives in English suggest that anaphoric
dependencies tolerate constraint violations. In chapter 4, I will show that this conclusion
may give us some insight into the nature of the problems discussed in this section.

13 Recall from section 1.6 that for R&& properties of long-distance binding have to do with LF-head-
movement of simplex anaphors. I will be ignoring the theoretical import of long-distance binding up to
section 4.7, where I will provide an account for LD bound SE anaphors. Before that, LOCALITY of SE

anaphors will be briefly discussed in section 4.2, but no major theoretical claims are made there.
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Blxowc rNTo PPs, LocopnoRrc RrrlExrvEs,
exn CoUSTRAINT Vtor,aguJrv

3.1 Introduction

This chapter focuses on two main empirical topics: the properties of binding into
prepositional phrases [PPs] in Brazilian Portuguese [BP] and in English on the one hand,
and the distribution of the so-called 'logophoric' reflexives in English on the other.

With respect to binding into PPs, I will be discussing conhasts like the following:

(l) a. A Maria s6 fala {delal?dela mesma\
Maria only speaks {of-herlof-her same}

b. Mary speaks only about l*herlherselJ\

(la,b) shows that ttrere are cases in which a locally bound pronoun is allowed within a PP

in BP, but not in the corresponding PP in English; (lc) shows, however, that not all PPs

exclude locally bound pronouns in English. As I will show, these facts follow naturally
from the interaction of Reinhan & Reuland's tR&R] Chain Condition with their
Reflexivity Conditions. This not only supports the conclusion of the previous chapter -
that Chain Theory is relevant for binding -; it also supports the idea that Conditions A and

B are better conceived of as conditions referring to the reflexivity marking of predicates. '

Yet, as we will see, R&R's framework requires extensive use of abstract operations
redefining the domain of predicates: for example, to account for binding into locative
complements in English (as in John put the baok behind himselJ), the predicate headed by
the locative preposition must be reanalyzed as part of predicate headed by the verb.
Moreover, R&R's approach also seems ru:satisfactory with respect to the so-called
'logophoric reflexives' in English - locally free reflexives which appear to be easily
acceptable when eompared to standard violations of the Specified Subject Condition:

(2) a. Mmboasted that the queen invited [Lucie and {himseffiim}) for a drink
b. Muboasted that [the queen invited {*himself/him\ for a drink]

I will argue that logophoric reflexives are better dealt with as violations of Condition A.
Moreover, I will argue that the problem with binding into locative complements in English
disappears when we allow both Condition A and Chain Condition violations to interact.
These conclusions will eventualiv lead me to propose that anaphoric dependenciestolerate
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constraint violations, that is, that BT works as an optimalityJike system (cf. Prince &
Smolensky 1993, Burzio 1995). The chapter nms as follows:

In section 3.2, there is a brief presentation of the main properties of binding into PPs in
English and in BP. In section 3.3, I review in some detail Hestvik's (1991) account of the

English patterns. My intention is both to exemplifu the limits of the standard BT approach,

and to extend the range of phenomena to be considered. As I will show, the tools available

in the standard BT approach are not flexible enough to account for a specific correlation

found in Romance: the availability of locally bound pronouns within PPs depends on the

'degree of inherent reflexivity' of the predicate (cf. Zribi-Hertz 1980).

In section 3.4 I will show that such a correlation is actually predicted in R&R's
framework, in which Condition B is conceived as a condition on predicate reflexivity.
Besides, I will also show that the same correlation is predicted to exist only in languages

like BP, but not in English, because of the action of the Chain Condition. This will
strengthen the argument for R&R's framework: it corroborates the idea that both Chain
Theory and Reflexivity Theory are necessary.

In section 3.5, however, we will see that binding into locative complements in English
poses two problems to R&R's approach: both pronorurs and reflexives are fully
acceptable, whereas urder R&R's analysis, pronouns should be excluded as a Chain
Condition violation, and reflexives should be 'marked', ff logophoric occrlrrences are. A
solution within the botrnds of R&R's assumptions requires postulation of an optional
operation of reanalysis (adapting a proposal by Beit-Arie 1994). The problem with this
operation, however, is that it lacks independent motivation (cf. Baltin & Postal 1996).

In section 3.6 I discuss in some detail R&R's approach to logophoric reflexives,
according to which logophorics are 'marked' because of discourse considerations rather
than because of Condition A. There I argue that a better approach to these and other
occwrences of reflexives can be achieved if R&R's Condition A is reformulated. In the

approach I propose, logophoric reflexives are 'marked' because they violate Condition A,
a violation mitigated by the fact that it can easily tigger a pragmatic inference. We will
also see that the revised Condition A can account for reflexivity in ECM structures

without the complications required by R&R's formulation of the condition.
In section 3.7 I discuss again the problem of binding into locative complements, now

taking advantage of the explanation developed for logophoric reflexives in section 3.6.

Two points of that explanation are crucial: (i) logophoric reflexives violate a condition,
namely, Condition A; (ii) interaction with other factors may improve acceptability of such

violations. My claim is that the case of Condition A is the rule, rather than the exception -
constaints on anaphora are violable, and anaphoric forms compete with each other. In
other words, BT should be conceived as an optimality-like system, as first suggested by
Butzio (1989, 1992). As we will see, this will solve the problem of binding into
complement locatives in English, without the need to reanalysis. Finally, section 3.8

summarizes the discussion of the chapter and the resulting framework for BT.

3.2 Binding into PPs in BP and in English

In the early days of the Govemment-and-Binding framework, a difference was noticed
befween English and Romance languages with respect to binding into PPs: in many cases
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in which local binding of pronouns within PPs is excluded in English, the corresponding
Romance sentences are perfectly natural (the example in (3) is from Chomsky 1981:289;

Chomsky attributes the observation to Jean-Yves Pollock):

(3) Jean m' a parl6 de {lui/lui-mAme\
John mehas spoken about {him/himselJ}
'John spoke to me about l*hirn/himse||

As Zribi-Hertz (1980) pointed out, however, the availability of pronouns within PPs is not
completely free in French. Rather, it correlates with the 'degree of inherent reflexivity' of
the predicate: the more a predicate favors a reflexive interpretation semantically and/or
pragmatically, the more likely a locally bound pronoun is, and, inversely, the less likely
the complex form lui-mdme becomes (Zribi-Hertz 1 980 : I 6l -4, 1995 :3 46-52):

(4) a- reflexivity obligatory:

Victor la toute I'dquipe avec {lui/*lui-mAme}l
Victor [has the whole team with {hirnlhimselfi]

b. reflexivity possible:

Victor [estcontent de {lui/lui-mAme}l
Victor f is satisfied with { 

*hindhimseff})

c. reflexivity improbable:

Victor [bavarde avec { *luiflui-mAme\)

Victor I chats *ith { 
*him/himselJ\)

Brazilian Portuguese shows a similar pattem: locally bound pronouns are possible within
PPs, and the choice of a pronoun or a complex form [pronowr*mesmo] depends on the
degree of inherent reflexivity of the predicate:r

' Though functionally equivalent to English reflexives as regards reflexivity marking (cf. section 3.4.1
below), complex forms like lui-mdme in French and ele mesmo in BP do not seem to belong to a
Iexicalized paradigm of reflexives (as forms hke himself do in English). Rather, they are the syntactic
result of combining pronouns with the adjective mAmdmesmo (the same form appears in le m€me
gargordo mesmo garoto 'the same boy'). Moreover, it can be argued that their primary function is
emphasis or focus, rather than reflexive-marking, which might explain their broader distribution, e.g.:

(D Jean a dit que lui-mdme pourrait replacer Marie
(ii) John saidthat*(he) himself cotld replace Mary

(See Zribi-Hertz 1995, and also ft. 38 in section 1.5 above, and fn. 47 below for related discussion.)
Because of the above differences, I refrain from calling the complex forms in Romance'reflexives'. It
should also be recalled that the grammatical tradition applies the term 'reflexive' to a different series of
pronominal forms in Romance: sdsoi rn French, se/si in BP. Mostly, I ignore the use of these forms in
this chapter because they introduce complicating factors that are orthogonal to the discussion. But I will
come back to them in the next chapter.

As for the 'degree of inherent reflexivity' of predicates, I should note that, except for predicates of
obligatory reflexivity, I am not aware of any independent linguistic test to identiff them (that is, a test
other than the use of reflexive-markers). For predicates of obligatory reflexivity, the test is, of course, the
absence or not of a non-reflexive counterpart (e.g., the predicate in (5a) below is obligatorily reflexive
because John leeps a desire of revenge inside Bill is an impossible sentence). For the identication of
predicates of 'possible reflexivity', etc., we have to rely on our intuitive knowledge of which predicates
are such that their pragmatics or semantics favors or not reflexivity.
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(5) reflexivity obligatory:

a. O Jodo [guarda {nelel(?)*nele mesmo} um violento desejo de vinganga]
Jodo [keeps {in-himlin-him same} a violent desire for revenge]

b. O Jodo [sempre calrega dinheirocom {ele/??ele mesmo))
Jodo [always carries money :uullth {hirilhim same}]

c. OJodo [tem umapartamento s6 pra{elefl?elemesmo\]
Jodo [has an apartment only for {hindhim same})

(6) reflexivity probable:

a. A Maria [pensa primeiro {nelal?nela mesma\, depois nos outros]
Maria [thinks first {in-herlinher same\, after in-the others]

b. A Maria f s6 fala {delal?dela mesma\l
Maria [orrly speaks {of-herlof-her same\f

c. A Maria [comprou um calro pra {elal?ela mesmal)
Maria I bought a car for {herlher same\f

(7) reflexivity possible:

a. O Paulo [confia{?nelelnele mesmo}l
Paulo [trusts {in-himlin-him same\J

b. O Paulo [falou {?deleldele mesmo} pr'a Maria]
Paulo [spoke {of-himlof-him same} to Maria]

c. O Paulo lse orgulha {(?)?dele/dele mesmo\)
Paulo [SE be-proud {of-ftuzlof-him same})

d. O Paulo [sempre trabalhou para {(?)?elelele mesmo)f
Paulo [always worked for {himlhim same}f

(8) reflexivity improbable:

a. O Jodo I luta contra {*elelele mesmo\f
Jodo [fights against {himlhim same}l

b. A Maria [conversa com {*elalela mesma}o tempo todo]
Maria I talks with {her/lter same\ all the time]

c. O Paulo [precisa {*deleldele mesmo\ pra superar estes problemas]
Paulo I needs {af-himlof-him same\ to overcome these problems]

The distribution of pronouns and reflexives in English, on the other hand, appears to be

insensitive to the semantics and/or pragmatics of the predicate: as we can see in (9) to (11)

As a general rule, predicates of 'probable reflexivity' are those expressing actions, etc., which are very
often reflexive in our daily life, like washing, shaving, feeding, dressing, etc. Analogously, predicates of
'improbable reflexiviry' are those expressing actions, etc., that are not commonly intentionally reflexive,
like shooting at, talking to, or fighting against somebody. Predicates of 'possible reflexivity' are those

that neither particularly favor, nor particularly disfavor a reflexive interpretation, like seeing somebody

on TV, trusting somebody, or talking about somebody. We can actually envisage an operational test for
identiffing such classes of predicates: given a corpus large enough, we expect predicates of 'probable
reflexivity' to occur more often with a reflexive than with a non-reflexive interpretation, etc. I did not
attempt to conduct such a test, though.

For some discussion of the pragmatic and semantic factors that determine 'inherent reflexivity', see

Zribi-Hertz (1980), Geniusiene (1987), Kemmer (1993), and references cited there.
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below, pronouns are uniformly excluded and reflexives obligatory in PPs corresponding to
the BP ones in (6) to (8) above:2

(9) reflexivity probable:

a. Mary [thinks first about {*herlherseUl, aorrd then about others]
b. Mary [only speaks of {*herlherseffil
c. Mary [bought a car for {*herlherseff}l

(10) reflexivity possible:

a. Paul ltrusted in {*himlhimselJ\)
b. Parzl [speal<s of {*himlhimselJ\ to Mary]
c. Paul lis proud of {*himlhimseff\)
d. Paul falways worked for {*himlhimselJ\l

(11) reflexivityimprobable:

a- John lfrghts against {*himlhimselfr)
b. Mary [talks to {*her/herselJ\ all the time]
c. Paul ftelies on {*himlhimselJ) to solve this sort of probleml

Thus, English differs from BP (and French) not only in not allowing locally bound
pronouns within PPs such as those in (9) to (l l), but also with respect to the need of the
complex form: in BP (and in French) this depends on the degree of inherent reflexivity of
the predicate; in English, it does not.

It is well known, however, that not all PPs in English exclude locally borurd pronouns.
Most notably, locative PPs have been observed to allow them: according to the judgments

reported by Hestvik (1991), locally bound pronouns may either be as good an option as

' Some predicates of obligatory reflexivity appear to behave in English just as they do in Romance,
requiring the pronoun and excluding the complex form (examples (i)-(iii) from Chomsky l98l:290; (iv)-
(vi) are adapted from Wilkins 1988:202):

(i) John always keeps his wits about {hitrt/*himself/*Bill\
(iD The melodyhas a haunting character to lit/*itselftBill|
(iii) Johnlikes to take his work home with lhim/*himselffrBill\
(iv) The box has books n {it/+itselffthe cupboard}
(v) Bdl {brought/carried} some books with {hintl*himselfftJohnl
(vi) The list includes my name on {it/*itselffthe file}
Others, however, show the reverse pattern:

(vii) Johnwants to see it for l*hin/himself{Billl
(viii) Bil/ took his son's education on {*him/himseffMary\
(ix) Marylikes to walk by {*her/hersewBilll
Finally, some predicates of inherent reflexivity allow both pronouns and reflexives:

(x) Maryputlleft all that behind {her/herselftlohn\
(xi) Johnhas only anger in(side) {hinnhimselffrBill\
Hellan (1988:128) notes that cases equivalent to (vii)-(ix) require the SE anaphor in Norwegian. This
seems to be true in BP as well (except for (xi), in which the pronoun is also possible); moreover, the SE
anaphor yields a poor result in (iii)-(vi). In turn, (i) and (ii) have no analogous expression in BP. But it is
unclear to me whether there is any syntactic conditioning in the above patterns: for example, we can find
locative PPs in all three. Therefore, I will not discuss these cases any funher.
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reflexives within locative PPs, as in (12) below, or even preferred, as in (13) (examples
adapted from Hestvik l99l:462-7, Kuno 7987:65-7,and Chomsky 1981:290):3

(12) a. Johnlooked [behind {him/himselJ}f $earching for the key of the car)
b. Johnpushed the book [away from {hin/himselJ}l
c. Bill prfi his bag [beside {hirn/himselfi]
d. Johndrew the book [towards {him/himselJ}
e. The host placed Mary lnear {him/himselJ))
f. ^Bil/ pulled the blanket [over {hinlhimselJ})
g. Billhidthe book [behind {himlhimseffil

(13) a. Johnhas many friends [around {hinl??himseu}l
b. Billleft his family [behind {hin/??himselJ\]
c. John sw a snake [near {hirl??himselJ\l
d. Johnheard strange norses [behind {hitrl??himseff}l
e. Bill dropped his glasses [in front of {hinl??himselJ}l

Again, the pattem in BP appears to be different, if only slightly. As in Englisll pronouns
may be locally bound in BP in sentences similar to (12) and (13):

(14) a. O Jodo olhou [em tomo {delel?dele mesmo)l (procurando pela chave)
'Jodo looked [around {him/himself}l (searching for the key)'

b. O Jodo p6s a bolsa [atras {delel?dele mesmo}l
oJodo put the bag [behind {him/himselJ})'

c. O anfi*iao fez questEo de sentar a Maria [perto {delel?dele mesmo}f
'The host insisted on having Maria sitting [next to {him/himseffi]'

d. O Jodo escondeu o liwo latras {delel?dele mesmo)l
'Jodo hid the book [behind {hinlhimseu)l'

(15) a. O Jodo tem sempre muitos amigos [em torno {delel?dele mesmo})
' Jodo always has many friends [around {hin/? ?himsen)'

b. O Jodo viu uma cobra [perto {delef?dele mesmo))]
'Jodo saw a snake lnear lhind??himselJ\)'

c. O Jodo escutou um barulho estranho [atras {delel?dele mesmo}l
'Jodo heard a strange noise [behind {hinr/??himseffi

d. O Jodo demrbou um prato de sopa [sobre {ele/?ele mesmo\
'Jodo dropped a plate of soup [over {hint/??himsef}'

There is a difference between BP sentences in (14) and the English ones in (12), however:

fele mesmol is (slightly) disfavored in (14), while himself is reported to be as good as the

3 Instead of 'local binding', it would be more appropriate to speak about 'local binding by the subject' in
cases like (12) and (13), since the possibilities are different if the antecedent is the object of the verb (see

discussion of (40) and (al) below).
As for the PPs conforming to the above patterns, Hestvik (1991:474) claims that they belong to the

class of /ocative $ temporal PPs. Beit-Arie (1994:6, frr.l) suggests that these patterns are characteristic of
locative and directional PPs. Finally, Wilkins (1988) has referred to them as predicative PPs, a term also
adopted by R&R (1993:686). I will refer to them as locative PPs because the examples discussed in the
literature come mainly from this class. Whether the relevant patterns are restricted to this class or not is
an issue that I will not address here.
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pronoun in (12) (although with subtle meaning differences, cf. Kuno 1987:66-7). Besides,

the acceptability of lele mesmo) appears to be roughly the same both in sentences like (l )
and in (15), unlike the contrast between the reflexives in (12) and in (13) in English. Note
also that the eflect felt on the BP complex form does not seem to be as strong as the one
reported for the English reflexive in (13): none of my BP informants claimed ele mesmo

'him same' to be unacceptable in (15) or (14), unlike himselfin (13) (see fn.26 below).
Generally speaking, then, as far as binding into PPs is concerned, BP appears to differ

from English in at least two aspects: (i) the availability of locally bound pronouns within
non-locative PPs (such as those in (6) to (8) in contrast with (9) to (l l)); (ii) the status of
the complex forms [pronoun+mesmo] and [pronosy*self ] within locative PPs (cf. the
differences between (12)-(13) and (la)-(15)). More specifically, the following descriptive
observations summarize the divergences:

(16) Binding into PPs: BP versus English

a. Within non-locative PPs:

(i) in BP, the more the predicate favors a reflexive interpretation, the more
likely a locally borurd pronoun is, and the less likely the complex form is;
(ii) in English locally bound pronouns are excluded; only reflexives are possible;

b. Within locativePPs:

(i) in BP, locally bound pronouns are always allowed; the complex forms

[pronoun+ me smol are (weakly) disfavored;
(ii) in English locally bound pronouns are always allowed; reflexives may be
(strongly) disfavored.

The pattem of variation characterized in (16) is one of the many puzzles binding into PPs

pose for BT.4 In the next two sections I investigate (16) from the perspective of the two
approaches we have been comparing so far, the standard BT and R&R's theory of chains-
and-reflexivity. As in chapter 2, my purpose is to identifr which approach provides the
best tools for dealing with the phenomena characterized in (16). In the next section I will
review the standard BT approach and, in more detailed way, Hestvik's (1991) account of
the English pattem, both to exempliff the general approach permiued within the bounds of
the standard BT, and also to extend the range of empirical phenomena to be considered.
As I will show, the major problem with the standard approach is that it has no tools to
accotutt for the fact that the availability of locally bound pronouns within PPs depends on
the 'degree of inherent reflexivity' of the predicate in Romance (cf. (16ai) above).

3.3 A Standard BT Approach

i.3.1 The KL Analysis

None of Chomsky's formulations of BT was devised to account for binding into PPs

specifically; so, it does not come as a surprise that none can account for it. Let me

'For discussion of issues related to binding into PPs, see Chomsky (1981), Zribi-Hera (1980), Bouchard
(1984), Koster (1985, 1988), Kuno (1987), Hellan (1988), Wilkins (1988), Hestvik (1991), Pollard & Sag
(1992), R&R (1993), Beit-Arie (1994).
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illustrate this by briefly considering how the Knowledge of Language BT would deal with
the English case as described in (14b,c) above.5 This version of BT may be informally
summarized as in (17) (adapted from Hestvik 1991:456):

(17) Knowledge of Language's BT:

a. An anaphor or pronoun must meet its binding requirement in the smallest
binding domain which contains a BT-compatible indexing;

b. An indexing /is BT-compatible:
(Condition A:) for an anaphor if the anaphor is bound under 1;

(Condition B:) for apronoun if the pronoun is free under ^I;

c. A binding domain for cr is the minimal complete functional complex
containing: (i) cr, (ii) a govemor for cl, and (iii) a subject;

d. A complete functional complex [CFC] is the minimal phrase in which all
grammatical functions associated with a head are realized.

Recall first that locally bound pronouns are disallowed within non-locative PPs in English
(cf. (16b)). This is illustrated by the examples in (18) (from (9) to (11) above):

(18) a. IrMary talks [rrto l*herlhersen]l
b. IrPaul spoke [rrof l*himlhimseffl)toMa.y]
c. IrPaul relies [*ron {*himlhimsen]l

According to (l7d), the PPs in (18) count as a CFC: they are minimal phrases in which all
grammatical functions associated with a head, the prepositions themselves, are realized.6
(In (18) the only grammatical function required by the prepositions is an object, which is
realized within the PPs). According to (17c), however, the PPs in (18) do not count as the

binding domain for the object of the preposition: although they contain the object and a
govemor for it (the preposition itselfl, the PPs do not contain a subject. Rather, the whole
sentence in (18) is the binding domain of the preposition's object: first, it is a CFC (the

sentence is the minimal phrase in which all grammatical functions associated with the verb
are realized); second, it contains the object of the preposition and a govemor for it (the
preposition itself; an4 frnally, it contains a subject. Thus, the whole sentence is the first
domain in (18) to satisfy the definition in (l7c). According to (l7a) and (l7b), pronouns

cannot, and reflexives must be bound by the subject of the sentence, as required by (18).

Recall now that locally bound pronouns are always allowed and reflexives sometimes

disfavored within locative PPs in English (cf. (l6d)). This is shown in examples like (12)

and (13) above, some of which are repeated below in (19):

(19) a. l"John looked fu, behind {hiilhimseu}j]
b. IrJohn put his bag [r, beside {hiilhimseu\l]
c. f*John sawasnake fu, near {himf??himsenll

5 As regards binding into PPs, Chomsky himself took note of the shortcomings of the Lectures on
Governrnent and Binding BT (Chomsky l98l:289-91). See also the references cited on frr.4 above.
6 In Heswik's view, Chomsky's notion of CFC does not require the presence of a subject, while Lasnik
(1989a:31) suggests that it does. It seems to me that Chomsky's own statements leave room for both

interpretations (see Chomsky 19861:169). However that may be, tle argument of the text is unaffected

because in either interpretation binding domains end up requiring the presence of a subject.
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From the point of view of (17), there are two possibilities to consider in (19): either the
locative PPs in (19) contain, or they do not contain, a subject in the sense relevant to (l7c).
Let us start with the hypothesis that the PPs in (19) do contain such a subject: for example,
there might be an empty subject within the PP, controlled by the verbal objects in (l4b,c)
and by an implicit object in (19c) (as proposed by Beit-Arie 1994, among others). In this
case, the PPs in (19) satisfy the definition of binding domain in (17c) for both pronouns
and reflexives. According to Condition B in (l7b), then, pronouns are allowed within such
PPs as long as they are not coindexed with the subject of the PP. In particular, they can be

bound by anything not included in the PP, such as the subject of the sentence in (19).
According to Condition A in (17b), however, reflexives have to be bound within the PP;
hence, they cannot be botrnd by the subject of the sentence in (19). Though apparently
comect for (19c), this prediction is falsified by (l9a,b). Thus, the BT as formulated in (17)
above cannot account for (19) under the hypothesis that the PPs in (19) contain a subject.

Suppose the PPs in (19) above do not contain a subject. Then, they do not qualifo as

binding domains because they do not satisfr the clause in (17c), which requires binding
domains to have subjects. As a consequence, the principle in (l7a) predicts that the whole
sentence in (19) will be the binding domain for the NP within the PP. Following
Condition A in (l7b), reflexives should, then, be possible within the PPs in (19): this is
correct for (19ab), but now a problem arises in (19c). Moreover, according to Condition B
in (l7b), pronouns within the PPs in (19) cannot be bound by the sentence's subject, since
the subject belongs to the minimal CFC containing the pronoun, namely the sentence
itself. But this prediction is falsified by (l9ab,c). Thus, the BT in (17) cannot account for
(19) under the hypothesis that the PPs in (19) do not contain a subject either.

In sum, the Knowledge of Language BT fails to account for the paradigm in (19),
whether or not the PPs contain a subject in the sense relevant to (l7c): if they do, (17)
cannot capture the behavior of anaphors in (19a"b); if they do not, it cannot capture the
behavior of pronouns. That is, deciding whether the PPs in (19) do or do not contain a
subject will not solve the problem posed by (19) for the BT as formulated in (17); it can
solve at most half of the problem. The conclusion we have to draw is that the Knowledge
of Language BT will require some revision to accommodate (19). Such a revision was
precisely what Hestvik (1991) set out to do; let us consider, therefore, his analysis of
binding into PPs in English.

3.3.2 Hestvik's (1991) Analysis

For Hestvik, the problem with (19) was an empirical manifestation of a conceptual
shortcoming in the Knowledge of Language BT: an inappropriate understanding of the
role of subjects in the determination of binding domains (Hestvik 199l:459-60).
Theoretically, this emerges in the lack of justification for the subject requirement in the
definition (l7c).

As far as pronouns are concerned, Hestvik's argument runs roughly as follows: the
subject requirement basically expresses the idea that binding domains should contain a
potential binder for the anaphoric form; but this requirement is conceptually justifiabte
only for anaphors, not for pronouns. Anaphors must be bound in their binding domain, a
condition which can be satisfied only if a potential binder is present in this domain.
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Pronouns, on the other hand, must be free in their domain, a condition which can, in
principle, be met whether or not there is a potential binder in the domain. Thus, the subject

requirement would seem wmecessary and, hence, should be dropped from the definition of
the domain for pronouns.T

Regarding anaphors, Hestvik notes that the subject requirement is essentially

redundant with their BT-compatibility requirement, that is, Condition A in (l7b). This is
so because, together with principle (l7a), Condition A in (l7b) states that anaphors must
be bound within the minimal domain containing a potential binder, and, of course, a

subject is a potential binder for any c-corlmanded anaphor.t Hence, it follows from (l7a)
and from Condition A in (l7b) that, if by hypothesis, the relevant minimal domain
contains a subjec! the anaphor must be bound within this domain. In other words, if such

minimal domain happens to be the minimal CFC containing the anaphor and a govemor

for the anaphor, as stated by the first two clauses of (17c), then the anaphor must be bound
within such a CFC. No appeal, it appears, is needed to the clause requiring a subject in
(l7c) as far as anaphors are concerned.

Thus, the subject requirement appears not to be necessary either for the binding
domain of pronouns, or of anaphors. Hestvik concludes, therefore, that it should be

dropped, and the definition in (17c) simplified as follows (Hestvik 1991:459):

(20) Abinding domain for o is the minimal CFC containing ct and a governor of cr.

In addition to this definition of binding domains, Hestvik also assumes that PPs such as

those in (18) and, in particular, Iocative PPs as those in (19) above, do not contain a
subj ect (Hestvik 199 I :461 -2):e

'The line of reasoning Hestvik follows here was frst articulated by Huang (1983). Huang's argument,
however, was directed to the notion of accessible SUBJECT, abandoned in the Knowledge of Language
BT (see section 1.3 above). The suggestion that binding domains for pronouns do not need to contain a
subject is raced back to Bresnan ( 1 987) and Sells ( 1985) by Heswik ( I 99 I :45 5).
8 Actually, the two approaches make different predictions in case there is potential binder in the domain
which is not a subject, as in (i) versus (ii):
(i) Bill said that [(Mary's) letters to John about himselfl were really frequent
(ii) John said that [(Bill's) criticism (by Bill) of himselfl was always supported by their teachers

Heswik (1991:489) points out that a reviewer of his paper, on the basis of examples like (i) and (ii),
concludes that binding domains should refer to subjects. (That is, for that reviewer the reflexive can be

bound by the matrix subject in (i) and (iD if there is no subject in the NP containing the reflexive.)
Heswik counterargues with contrasts like (iii)-(iv) and (v)-(vi), from Johnson (1987):

(iii) Theybonght [*, [, pictures] of each otherf
(iv) ???Thqt threw [*. [* pictures] for each otherf away

(v) They remembered [*. [* stories] about each otherl
(vi) ???Thq remembered [*. [* pictures] beside each otherl

For Johnson, such constrasts are explained only by the BT-compatibility approach. Hestvik (1991:a90-l)
concludes more cautiously: 'there is evidence both in favor and against a subject requirement (...) More
research is needed in the area (...) before any firm conclusions can be drawn'. See Giorgi (1987), Kuno
(1987:76-7), and frr. 28 below for related discussion.
e Presumably Hestvik intends (21) to be resfiicted to complement and adjunct PPs. (In particular, he does

not discuss the case of main predicate PPs, like n Blokes like to be among themselves.) For the absence of
a subject in the PPs in (19), Hestvik (1991:462,472-3) refers to the arguments in Chomsky (1981:291)

and in Koster (198733a). But see discussion of (a0) and (41) below on this point.
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(21) PPs do not contain a subject.

Let us reconsider now the patterns in (19) above, repeated as (22) below:

(22) a. IrJohn looked [*, behind {hintlhimsenl
b. L John put his bag [*, beside {him/himsenil
c. IrJohn saw a snake [r, near {himf??himsen)l

As before, the PPs in (22) are the minimal CFC containing the anaphoric form and its
govemor. Since there is no further condition to be satisfied in order for the PPs in (22) to
count as a binding domain according to the definition (20) (in particular, there is no
subject requirement to be met), the PPs in (22) may be a binding domain.

The question now is whether the anaphoric forms in Q2) meet their binding
requirements within the PP. Consider the case of the pronouns frst: according to the
principle in (17a) and Condition B in (17b) above, pronouns must be free within the PPs in
(22); since they are not coindexed with any NP within the PPs n (22), they do meet their
binding requirement. That is, pronouns can be bound by the subject of the clause n QZ)
because it is within the PP that they must meet their binding requirement - to be free.

Consider now the case of the anaphors in (22). Following the principle in (l7a) and
Condition A in (17b), anaphors must be bound within the minimal domain in which there
is a potential binder for them. Since the PPs in (22) do not contain such a potential binder
for the anaphors - in particular, they do not contain a subject as; assumed in (21) -, they

do not count as the relevant minimal domain. The next minimal CFC containing the
anaphors and a govemor for the anaphors n (22) is the whole clause (since the clause is
the CFC of the verbs in (22). And the clause does contain a potential binder for the
anaphors, namely the subject; thus, ttre anaphors in (22) must be bound within the clause
according to the principle in (l7a) and Condition A in (l7b). This accounts for the
availability of anaphors in (22a,b), but a problem arises with their marginality inQZc).

Thus, if we drop the subject requirement from the definition of binding domains and
assume PPs not to have subjects, most of the patterns rrtQZ) can be deduced from the BT
in (17) (or, better, from the resulting version of (17)). But the marginality of the anaphor in
(22c) remains unaccounted for. Moreover, bound pronouns now pose a problem
elsewhere. Under the assumptions we have just seen, bound pronouns can appear in (22)
because PPs are taken to be a binding domain for them. But no qualification has been
made so far for PPs which do not allow locally bound pronouns, as with non-locative PPs
(18) above, repeated as below as (23):

(23) a. L Mary talks [r, to l*herlherseff)]l
b. f" Paul spoke [r. of {*himlhimselj\] to Maryl
c. I Paul relies h, on {+himlhimsen\

The obvious solution for such cases is to make the sentence as a whole, instead of the PPs,

come out as the binding domain for pronouns. In other words, what is required by the BT
in (17) is a characterization of binding domain such that the PPs in (22), but not those in
(23), count as the binding domain for pronouns. To achieve this, Hestvik proposes another
modification in Chomsky's definitions: the notion of 'complete functional complex' is
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formulated in terms of argument roles rather than grammatical functions assigned by a

head (a suggestion he attributes to Giorgi 1987 and Freidin 1986, cf. Hestvik 1991:475):'0

(24) y is a complete functional complex [CFC] iff it is the domain in which all O-roles

pertaining to the head of y are realized in A-positions.

This modification is accompanied by ao additional claim: unlike locative prepositions, the
prepositions in (23) would not assign a 0-role of their own, but rather 'tansfer' a O-role

from the verb to theirNP complement (Hestvik 1991:476-7, cf. Marantz 1984:31):

(25) a. Locative prepositions like those n (22) assign a O-role of their own to their NP
complements;

b. Non-locative prepositions like those in (23) 'transfsr' a 0-role from the verb to
theirNP complements.

Hestvik offers some motivation for (25) (see also R&R 1993:66a). First, he points to the

fact that PPs whose head is selected by the verb never function as an independent binding
domain in English (Hestvik 1991:477-9; examples are my own):

(26) a John never relied l{or/*in\ BlIll
Johnnever relied lon {*him/himselJ\) alone

b. John believes l{in/*on} Godl
John believes [in {*hinlhimseff\]

c. John cares alot [{for/*to} Mary]
John only cares Eor { 

*hitt/himseffil

d. John always listened l{to/Wr/*at} what Bill had to sayl

John only listens lto {*hinlhimseff}l

Hestvik suggests that in such cases 'the choice of [the selected] preposition is not
predictable from the lexical semantics of the verb, and the PP is, as a result of this, not
compositionally interpreted', that is, '[the preposition's] normal semantic force is lost as a

result of selection' Gp. 418-9). For this reason, these prepositions would not assign a 0-
role of their own, but rather otransfer' a O-role from the verb to their NP complement

$ry.a77-9). This, together with the definition of CFC in (24) aboveo would explain why
these prepositions never define a binding domain.rr

r0 Other predecessors of the argument stucture approach are Everaert (1986), Wilkins (1988), Hellan
(1988). Subsequent frameworks for binding which assign a central role to argument structure include
Reinhart & Reuland (1991, 1993) and Pollard & Sag (1992), cf. frr.28 below.
trWe might also expect the reverse generalization to hold: if a preposition defures an independent CFC
(that is, if it defines a binding domain), then it should not be 'selected' by the verb. This would predict
that locative prepositions should not be selected, which is true, as observed by Marantz ( 1984:3 I ):
(D John looked l{behind/over/under) Billl
(ii) John put the book l{on/under/behind} the tablel

The correlation between 'selection' and binding domains cannot be overstated, however, since there are

prepositions which do not define a binding domain nor are 'selected', strictly speaking:

(iii) John talked l{to/withl Mary]
John talks lto {*hinlhimseltll all the time

(iv) John always speaks l{about/oJ\ MaryJ tenderly
John only speaks fof {*him/himselJ\l
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Hestvik also calls in support of (25) the fact that nonJocative prepositions like those in
(23) and in (26) can be left stranded in pseudo-passives, while the locative prepositions in
(22) cannot (Hestvik l99l:480):t2

(27) a. Johnisrelied I on r ] because of his dedication
b. After the accident, Mary was cared I for / ] by the best doctors
c. John would do anything PRO to be talked I about r ]
d. Mary didn't like PRO to be looked I at / ]
e. Bill was always listened I to r ] because of his balanced views

(28) a. *Mary doesn't like PRO to be looked I over r ] by people tying to read the
newspaper she is reading

b. *During that dinner, John was sat I next to r ] by the most unpleasant guest

c. *This table used to be put books I on / ]
d. *During the safari, Mary was always seen monkeys [around t ]
e. *Mary's bag was hid a devastating bomb [in , ].

Here the idea is to capitalize on the possibility that pseudo-passives involve 'a process of
verb-preposition reanalysis' which 'requires that the verb and the preposition form a
'natural predicate" (Hestvik 1990:480, following Homstein and Weinberg 1981). Hestvik
suggests that such a 'natural predicate' is formed only if the verb and the preposition
assign a 0-role together. This would explain why the pseudo-passives in (27) appear to
correlate with the unavailability of bound pronouns in (23): (i) if the prepositions in (27)
form a 'natural predicate' with the verb, then they assign a O-role together with the verb;
(ii) this is taken to mean that the preposition itself does not have an argument structure of
its own, but rather the whole predicate [verb+preposition] does; (iii) but, then, the minimal
CFC containing the pronoum in (23) would be the whole sentence (since the sentence is
the only domain in which all the O-roles of the predicate [verb+preposition] are assigned);

Discussing pseudo-passives, Davison (1980:48) proposed to draw the line between 'oblique objects'
(selected PPs) and 'adverbials' (non-selected ones) by means of 'productivity of substitution', rather than
through 'substitution' per se: that is, though substitution is possible in (iiD and (iv), it is not productive, as

it is in (i) and (ii); hence, the PPs in (iii) and (iv) count as 'selected'. If we adopt Davison's proposal, then
cases like (iii) and (iv) might become compatible with Hestvik's suggestions.
12 Hestvik describes the facts n (27) and (28) in terms of CFC PPs and non-CFC PPs, rather than in terms
of locative and non-locative PPs, probably because of examples like (Heswik I 991 :480):

(D This bedhas been slept in r

Davison (1980:a5) notes that this sort of counterexample to the claim that objects of locatives do not
passivize is quite common. Here are some of her examples:

(ii) This chair has been sat on / by Fred
(iii) The bridge has been flown under r by George
(iv) The valley has been marched through r in two hours
(v) The room looks like it's been lived in t
(vi) PfiO being tiptoed behind r makes me nervous

Davison claims that such cases qualifu as passives out of 'adverbials' (see ftr. l l above), which would
explain why they are 'grammatically marked' (they are subject to restictions which do not apply to
passives out of 'oblique objects'). [n her analysis, the 'grammatical markedness' of such cases can be

overcome, however, because it triggers a conversational implicature (cf. Grice 1975; see also fn. 42

below)- In any event, it seems that cases like (i)-(vi) should not be taken as 'normal' passives.
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(iv) therefore, pronouns cannot be bound within the sentence. And, of course, the inverse
reasoning explains why the lack of pseudo-passives in (28) correlates with the availability
of bonnd pronouns in (22).

We have now seen the main ingredients of Hestvik's account for binding into PPs in
English. To recapitulate: the generalizations Hestvik is tying to explain are those in
(l6aii) and (16bii) above, repeated n(29qb) below:

(29) Binding into PPs in English

a. Within non-locative PPs locally bound pronouns are excluded; only reflexives
are possible;

b. Within locative PPs locally bound pronouns are always allowed; reflexives
may be (strongly) disfavo.ed in some environments.

(29a) follows from the assumption that nonJocative PPs are not independent CFCs: the
first CFC containing non-locative PPs such as the ones in (23)-Qa) above is the whole
clause; hence, pronouns must be free, and anaphors bound, within the clause, as required.
Most of (29b) follows from the assumption that locative PPs are subjectless CFCs: as

such, they count as the binding domain for pronouns, which can then be bound by the
subject of the sentence in (22) above, as required. Locative PPs, however, do not qualify
as a binding domain for anaphors: being subjectless, they do not have a potential binder
for the anaphor. Anaphors must, then, be bound within the clause, as requiredby QZub)
above. But there are still cases like (22c), in which reflexives are strongly disfavored. Let
me repeat the relevant contrast here (from (12) and (13) above):

(30) a. John looked [behind {him/himseff}) $earching for the key of the car)
b. John pushed the book [away from {him/himselJ))
c. Bill put his bag fbeside {him/himselJ}]
d. John drew the book [towards {him/himselJ)
e. The host placed Mary lnear {hint/himseffil
f. Bil/ pulled the blanket [over {him/himselJ})
g. Billhidthe book [behind {him/himselfi]

(31) a. John has many friends [around {hinl??himseffil
b. Bill left.his family [behind {hirn/??himselJ}l
c. John saw a snake lneat {him/??himselJ}l
d. John heard strange noises [behind {hirt/??himseff\)
e. Bill dropped his glasses [in front of {hind??himselJ}]

The trouble with (31) is that, just like the PPs in (30), those in (31) are CFCs which do not
contain an antecedent for the reflexive; thus, the actual binding domain for the reflexive
becomes the whole sentence, and reflexives are predicted to be fine in (31) too, contary to
fact. To account for this final contrast Hestvik resorts to another featrue of the Knowledge
of Language BT: the LF-movement analysis of anaphors, which Chomsky adopts to
explain the contrast in (32):

(32) a. *John said that himselfwould come later
b. The boys believe that [pictures of themselves) were on sale



(33) a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
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Movement of the anaphor in (32a) would lead to a that-t configuration, excluded as an

ECP violation in the standard GB model; LF-movement of the anaphor in (32b), on the
other hand, would not (see section 1.3). Hestvik suggests, then, that the contrast between
(31) and (30) above be accounted for in an analogous way, that is, as the effect of the ECP
on the extraction of reflexives out of PPs. More specifically, he claims that the PPs in (30)
are verbal complemenrs, while those in (31) are adjuncfs. Now, according to Hestvih
extraction out of complement PPs such as those in (30) would be fine, unlike extaction
out of adjunct PPs such as the ones in (31):t3

Who did John look [behind r ] (searching for blood stains)?
Who did John put Mary [beside r ] (to be sure she wouldn't escape)?

Who did Bill want to place Mary [close to r ] during the dinner?
Who did Bill pull the blanket [over I ]?
Which box didMary hide the bomb [in r ]

(34) a. *Who did John have many friends [around f ]?
b. *Who does the CIA have many agents [around r ]?
c. *Which ciry does Juan have many relatives [in r ]?

(cf. Juan has many relatives in Los Angeles)
d. *Who did Bill leave his family [behind r ]?
e. *Whichplace did Bill leave his family [in r]?

(cf. John left his family in his motherland)
f. *Who did John see a snake [close to r ]?
g. *Who did Bill drop his glasses [in front of t ]?

LF-extraction of reflexive would be analogously conditioned: LF-extraction in (30) and
(33) would be fine with respect to the ECP; LF-extraction in (31) and (34) would violate
the ECP. In other words, reflexives are fine within complernent locative PPs (or locative
complements, for short) because they can be LF-exhacted; and reflexives are excluded

tr As for an independent characterization of PPs as axguments or adjuncts, Hestvik (1991:164) takes
'optionality as a criterion for the nonargument status of the PPs, following Grimshaw (1990)'.
Unforhrnately, optionality does not seem to be a reliable criterion: many of the PPs in (30), which
Hestvik contends are arguments, would actually qualifr as adjuncts:

(D Johnpushedthe book (away from {him/himseff\)
(iD John drew the book (towards {him/himselJ\)
(iii) Brl/ pulled the blanket (over {hint/himselJ\)
(iv) Billhidthe book (behind {him/himse$\)
Note also that, though the judgments in (33) and (3a) are the ones reported or predicted by Hestvik, we
furd again some disagreement in the literature. For example, a sentence essentially identical to (34D was
judged to be fine by Wilkins (1988:202). Testifoing against the assumption that extraction correlates with
the availability of reflexives, we also find the following paradigm in Kuno (1987:283):

(v) Johnfotnd a snake lnear lhind??himse$|l
(vi) This is the basket which John found a snake I in t ]
My own informants report some of the sentences in (3a) are 'tolerable' (like (3ab) and (34g)), but still
worse than the ones in (33), which were judged to be fure.
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from locative non-complements because they cannot be LF-extracted.ra At this point,
Hestvik's analysis of the English patterns in (25) above is complete.

-1.J.-l Problems with the BP Pattern

Let me go back to the empirical issue I started with, how to account for the pattern of
variation characterized by the differences between English and BP. The pattem was

summarized in (16) above and rephrased as (35) below, taking into account Hestvik's
observations for English:

(35) Binding into PPs: BP versus English

a. Within non-locative PPs.

(i) in BP, the more the predicate favors a reflexive interpretation, the more
likely a locally bounC pronoun, and the less likely the complex form;
(ii) in English locally bound pronouns are excluded; only reflexives are possible;

b. Within locativePPs:

(i) in BP, locally bourd pronouns are always allowed; the complex forms

[pronoun* me smof are (weakly) disfavored;

(ii) in English locally bound pronouns are always allowed; reflexives are fine
within complements, but (strongly) disfavored within non-complements.

What we want to know is whether Hestvik's approach to binding into PPs in English can
be extended to BP without arbitrary assumptions. The null hypothesis is that HesMk's
BT, togettrer with the particular properties of BP, should be sufficient to accoturt for the
paradigm in (35ai,bi). His account of the English paradigm in (35aii,bii) has basically two
ingredients (besides, of course, the Binding Conditions as formulated rn Knowledge of

ro Heswik needs an additional stipulation here: traces of anaphors, unlike other LF races, must be both
lexically governed and antecedent-governed (Hestvik 199l:.465-6). This is necessary because anaphors
are lexically govemed within PPs, and lexical government is sufficient for proper govemment in the
Baruiers framework, a hypothesis supported by paradigms like (cf. Chomsky 1986b:31-3):

(i) ?*Wlnt did John leave [before fixing t ]?
(iD Wholeft [before fixing what)?

(iii) *How did John leave [before fixing the car r ]?
(iv) *l{ho left. [before fixing the car howf?

Though Hestvik's stipulation may be conceptually unattractive, it would seem to be empirically
supported by the lack of parallelism between (v) and (vi) below:

(") Who did, John say I would come later?
(vi) *John said, himselfwould come later

(v) is fine in the Baniers system because , is antecedent-governed (by a trace in COMP). But, according
to Hestvik, this is not enough for the trace of himself - head-government is also necessary -, and then
(vi) would be excluded. It is fair to add, however, that the lack of parallelism between (v) and (vi) is a
problem only for a theory in which anaphors have to move at LF.

Note also that ECP violations are usually taken to lead to sharp unacceptability (see, for example,
Chomsky 1986b:32-4). This seems to be true of (vi) and other alleged non-properly governed reflexives
(see Lebeaux 1983), but not of reflexives within PPs like those in (31). According to the judgments
reported by Heswik himself, such reflexives are marginal, unlike (vi) or true ECP violations like in (iv).
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Language and all the auxiliary assumptions we have just discussed): (i) the distribution of
pronouns is accounted for by the hypothesis that binding domains are defined as the

thematic domains of heads; (ii) the distribution of anaphors is accounted for by resorting
to ECP effects on LF-movement. Let us check whether the pattern of BP can be captured

with these concepts. I will discuss only (35a), since the variation described in (35b)

appears to be less robust (see fn. 47 below for further discussion of this pattern). The
pattem described in (35ai) is exemplified by
which are repeated below:

(36) a. reflexivity probable:

sentences like (6) to (8) above, some of

A Maria [comprou um carro pra {elal?elamesma)f
Maria I bought a car for {herlher same})
'Maria bought a car for {*her/herselJ)'

b. reflexivity possible:

O Paulo [confia{?nelelnele mesmo)J

Paulo [trusts {in-himln-him same}l
'Paulo trusts n {*him/himselJ}'

c. reflexivity improbable:

O Jodo I luta conta {*elelele mesmo}l
Jodo [fights against{*ftimlhim same}f

' Joiio fi ghts against {*hitn/himselJ|

Consider first what the ECP account of anaphors could do for the generalization in (35a).

We might take advantage of the fact that prepositions in BP cannot be sfanded (cf. (85)
and (86) of the previous chapter; see also discussion of (53)-(55) below); we might
assume, for example, that prepositions cannot become proper govemors in BP (following
Kayne's l98la,b analysis of French). Given Hestvik's assumptions, this would mean that,
unlike what happens in Englistr, anaphors would not be able to LF-move even from within
complemerul PPs such as those in (36) in BP. This might account for the (slightly)
disfavored status of the complex form [pronoun*mesmo] in (36a). But it would rrol
explain why the PPs in (36b) and (36c) do allow the complex form. Either we would have
to conclude that this form is not an anaphor (at least not in the sense that himsef is in
English), or that it is an anaphor that does not need to LF-move. In any case, some
additional assumption would have to be made. (Suppose that the complex form is not an
anaphor in BP. The problem now is to explain why it is in complementary distribution
with pronorurs in contexts like (36c). Suppose, on the other hand, that the BP complex
form is an anaphor, but one that does not need to LF move. The problem, then, is to find a
principled distinction between such anaphors, and those like the English reflexives.)

Consider now (35ai) with respect to Hestvik's account for locally bound pronouns in
English. As we have seen before, his account is based on the idea that binding domains are

determined by the thematic domain of a head. Thus, to explain the diflerent distribution of
locally bound pronouns in BP and English, we would have to claim that prepositions in
BP and in English define different thematic domains. But there seems to be no reason to
believe that the BP prepositions differ significantly from English prepositions with respect
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to their thematic properties." There is, therefore, no reason to believe that they would
define diflerent thematic domains. Suppose they do not.

Hestvik's approach would, then, predict that BP prepositions should follow the same
pattem as English prepositions with respect to binding of pronouns, that is, pronouns may
be locally bound within locative PPs, but not within non-locative ones. This might account

for (36c) above. But we would have to assimilate the pattern in (36b) to (36c), taking what
is amild effect at best as ungmrnmaticality. Even so, we would be left with no explanation
for the pattem in (36a), in which locally bound pronouns are fully acceptable. That is, this
line of thinking cannot account for the fact that the availability of bound pronouns within
non-locative PPs may be conditioned by the degree of inherent reflexivity of the predicate

in languages like BP.
Another logical possibility would be to assrune, without independent motivation, that

BP non-locative prepositions do differ from the English ones as far as their thematic
properties ile concemed: for some reason, BP non-locative prepositions, but not the

English ones, would define their own thematic domain. In this case, they should behave
just like locative PPs, that is, they should always allow locally bound pronouns. This
would provide us with an explanation for (36a), but then we would face difficulties with
(36b) and (36c), sentences in which the pronoun is affected (up to uracceptability in
(36c)). Again, the problem is that the concepts available in Hestvik's BT are not flexible
enough to accotrnt for the fact that the degree of inherent reflexivity of a predicate is

relevant for the distribution of bourd pronouns in languages like BP.r6

'5 By othematic properties' of a head, I understand the number and the type of arguments this head can

take, that is, those properties which should follow from the head's intrinsic semantics (as assumed in the
standard O-theory, e.g. Chomsky 198l:3448, Higginbotham 1985, among others). Though English
prepositions bke about or with can be stranded, and their BP analogues sobre and com cannot, they do
not appear to differ significantly with respect to their thematic properties. For example, both aboul and
sobre are originally locative prepositions (as in there was no one about and o livro estd sobre a mesa 'the
book is on the table') which extended their meaning to express the notion of 'subject-matter' (as in
aquela estdria sobre a Maria'that story about Mary'). That is, they express a similar range of relations
(and, therefore, have the same number and type of arguments). The same is true for with and com (e.g.,

both are used to express instruments and comitatives, as in com Maria'with May' and com uma faca
'with a knife'), and for many other pairs of prepositions of BP and English. Thus, it seems unlikely that
the existence or not of preposition-sffanding (or reanalysis of P as part of V) in a language is a function of
the thematic properties of its prepositions. Kayne (l98lb:364-6) made a more plausible suggestion:
preposition-stranding might be related to the Case distinctions available in a language. See subsection
1.6.3 above for discussion.
16 De Jong (1996:125-9, 14l-50) explores a final possibility (both in Hestvik's and in R&R's framework):
in Romance some non-locatives PPs would be like locative PPs, others would not. An example of the

former would be (i), and (ii) illustrates the latter:

(i) O Jodo fala {deleldele mesmolde si mesmol
Jodo speaks {of-himlof-him samelof SE samel

(ii) Esta noite, Clara sonhou com {*ela/?ela mesma/si mesmal
This night, Clara dreamt with {her/her same/SE samel

According to de Jong, the PP in (i) is like locatives because the preposition is not 'fixed': the verb lfalarl
'to speak' can be used with a variety of prepositions, like de'of , soDre 'about', acerca de'about',lcom)
'with". But the PP in (ii) is unlike locatives because it is 'fixed', i.e. 'the verb carmot occur wittrout [that
specificl preposition' (de Jong 1996:142).In other words, de Jong adopts the 'substitution' criterion to
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In short, Hestvik's reformulation of the standard BT is not suffrcient to explain the

contrasts between BP and English with respect to binding into non-locative PPs. As we

will see, other facts also count against Hestvik's approach. In the next section I examine
the problem from the perspective of R&R's framework for binding.

3.4 The Chains-and-Reflexivity Approach

3.4.1 Locally Bound Pronouns and Reflexivity

As we have seen in section 1.5, R&R's framework accounts for binding effects by means

of nvo components: one concered with the reflexive-marking of predicates, and the other
with the well-formedness of A-cnairs (which include local anaphoric dependencies). Let
us now consider in detail how their framework accounts for botnd pronouns within PPs.

Pronouns are affected by two of R&R's conditions: Condition B of the reflexivity
component, which is repeated in (37) below, and the Chain Condition, to which we will
tum shortly:

(37) Reflexivity Condition B:

If a semantic predicate is reflexive, then it is reflexive-marked.rT

At first sight, the effects of R&R's Condition B would appear to be, to a large extent,

equivalent to Heswik's. For both, the domain in which a pronoun has to be free is related
to the argument structure of a head: in Hestvik's BT, it is expressed through the notion of
complete firnctional complex, while in R&R's approach it is expressed through the notion
of semantic predicate. Furthermore, like Hestvik, R&R also follow Marantz (198a) in
assuming that only locative prepositions define an independent semantic domain (R&R

identiff whether a preposition is 'fixed' or not (cf. fn. I I above). In this sense, her notion of 'fixed
preposition' appears to correspond to Heswik's 'selected preposition' (cf. discussion of (26) above).

But the similarities are superficial: for example, English o/in (i) does count as a selected preposition in
English (since it can be stranded in pseudo-passives, and it does not define an independent CFC), whereas
BP de cannot count as a 'fixed preposition' in (i), or De Jong's analysis would fail. But there is no
relevant difference between speak of and falar de. Thus, De Jong's approach actually requires some

additional notion of 'fixed preposition' which picks up de nfalar de,but not o/in speak of. Whether this
new notion has any independent motivation is unclear to me.

Moreover, as far as I could check, the conffasts she attributes to the above distinction are not always
clearcut. For example, it is not the case that the pronoun is just fine with falar de 'speak of, or
completely out with sonhar com 'dream with'. Rather, judgments may waver depending on factors like
tense, adverbial modification, context. It seems to me that the contrasts de Jong registered are better
understood as instances of the generalization noticed by Zribi-Hertz: locally bound pronouns are favored
when the predicate favors a reflexive interpretation semantically and/or pragmatically.
17 The definitions referred to in (34) are repeated below (from subsection I .5. I ):
(i) A semantic predicare is formed of a head P and all its semantic arguments at the level of semantic

interpretation.
(ii) A predicate is reflacive iff two of its uguments are coindexed.
(iiD A predicate is refluive-marked iff either P is lexically reflexive, or one of P's arguments is a

reflexive-marker (i.e., a sELF anaphor).
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1993:664). Thus, it is not surprising that the two versions of Condition B make similar
predictions in cases like (19) and (23) above, repeated again as (38) and (39), respectively:

(38) a. frJohn looked [., behind lhirnlhimseu]ll
b. IrJohn put the bag [r, beside {hinlhimseff}l)
c. frJohn saw a snake [** near {hintfi?himsen]1

(39) a. IrMary talks [rrto {*her/herseu}])
b. L Paul spoke [r, of l*himlhimseu\7 to Mary]
c. f, Paul relies [", on {*himlhimseu\]l

Recall first that according to Heswik's Condition B, a pronoun has to be free inside the
first CFC containing it. Since locative PPs count as an independent CFC, the pronouns in
(38) meet their binding requirement within the PPs, and can then be bound by the subject
of the clause. The PPs in (39), however, do not count as independent CFCs, and the first
CFC containing the pronouns is the clause; hence, the pronouns have to be free in (39).

Consider R&R's explanation now. The relevant distinction between the locative PPs in
(38) and the non-locative ones in (39) is that only the former quafiry as independent
semantic predicates. But they are not reflexive, for there is no other argument within the
PPs in (38) which is coindexed with the pronoun. (As we will see, for R&R the locative
PPs in (38a,b) do contain another argument, an implicit subject. This subject is controlled,
however, by the object of the verb, rather than by the subject of the sentence. As regards
(38c), see section 3.5 below.) Since the PPs in (38) are not reflexive, no reflexive-marker
is necessary to satisff Condition B as formulated in (37). In other words, pronouns, which
are not reflexive-markers, are allowed in (38) as far as R&R's Condition B is concemed.

The PPs in (39), on the other hand, are not independent predicates, and their object is
taken as an argument of the semantic predicate defined by the verb. That is, if the subject
of the clause and the object of the preposition are coindexed in (39), the predicate defined
by the verb is reflexive. According to Condition B in (37), this predicate has to be

reflexive-marked. Since pronouns are not reflexive-markers, they are excluded in (39).

Thus, both Hestvik's and R&R's Condition B appears to give us the same results in
(38) and (39) as far pronouns are concerned. As we will see soon, things may not,
however, be so straightforward for cases like (39). Still, the two formulations can be

distinguished in many respects. For instance, though similar, the domains they operate on
are not completely equivalent. Hestvik's Condition B refers to the domain of the minimal
CFC, which he defines as including only to '0-roles pertaining to the head' which 'are
realized in A-positions' (cf. (24) above). R&R's Condition B refers to the domain of a
semantic predicate, which is defined as including "all arguments [of the head present] at
the level of semantic interpretation" (see ft. 17 above). R&R's semantic predicates are

intended, therefore, to include not only 0-roles which have been (overtly) realized, but
those which have not, whereas Hestvik's is intended to exclude the latter ones.tt This
difference has consequences for the distribution of pronouns in cases like:

tB Recall that, for Hestvik, it is precisely because of the absence of a subject that reflexives are allowed
within locative complements, as in examples like (38b) above.
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(40) a. MmrcLledthe carpet lover himl
b. Max rolled the carpet [over {*it/itselJ})

(41) a. Mm directed Lucie [towards ftim]
b. Max directed Lucie ftowards {*her/herseU\linthe mirror

According to Hestvik's assumptions, there is no argument projected as a subject in the PPs

in (40) and (al). Hence, the pronoun is free within the PP whether it is coindexed with the

subject, as in (40a) and (41a), or with the object, as in (40b) and (4lb). This predicts that
the pronoun should be available in all sentences in (40) and (41), contrary to fact: if the
pronoun ends up coindexed with the object of the verb, as in (aOb) and (4lb), it is out.

For R&R's Condition B, however, what matters is the semantic interpretation of (40)

and (41), and semantically the PPs in (40) and (41) are predicates of the object of the verb.

R&R assume that the prepositions in (40) and (al) have an implicit subject contolled by
the object (R&R 1993:686-7; see Wilkins 1988 and Beit-Arie 1994 for similar proposals).
This means that at some point the semantic representation of (a0a) and (4la) would be

something like (42a,b) below respectively; and the semantic representation of (aOb) and
(41b) would be like (a3a,b) respectively:

(42) a. Rolled (Max, the-carpet) & Over (the-carpet, Max)
b. Directed (Max, Lucie) & Towards (Lucie, Max)

(43) a- Rolled (Max, the-carpet) & Over (the-carpet, the-carpet)
b. Directed (Max, Lucie) & Towards (Lucie, Lucie)

If the object of the prepositions in (a0) and (a1) is coindexed with the subject of the
clause, as in (40a) and (4la), then the predicate defined by the preposition does not end up
as a reflexive, as we see in (aZ). This means that Condition B does not apply to the PPs in
(40a) and (41a), and the pronoun is allowed. If, on the other hand, the object of the
prepositions in (a0) and (41) is coindexed with the subject of the clause, as in (40b) and
(41b), then the predicate defined by the preposition does end up as reflexive, as we see in
(43). In this case, Condition B does apply to the PPs in (40b) and (4lb), requiring them to
be reflexive'marked. Since pronouns are not reflexive-markers, they are not allowed in
(40b) and (41b). Thus, R&R's notion of semantic predicate, but not Hestvik's CFC, is able

to capture the contrasts in (40) and (al).
Moreover, as discussed in chapter l, the two conceptions of Condition B differ in the

sort of object they constain and, consequently, in the way the condition can be satisfied.
HesMk's Condition B, following the standard BT approach, is conceived of as a
constraint on pronouns themselves and, therefore, can only be satisfied in case the pronoun
is free. R&R's Condition B, on the other hand, is a constraint on reflexive predicates and

is satisfied whenever such predicates are reflexive-marked. The crucial point here is thaq
unlike the standard conception of Condition B, R&R's affects pronouns only in an indirect
way: not being reflexive-markers, pronouns will not be able to reflexive-mark a reflexive
predicate; this predicate will, then, violate R&R's Condition B if not reflexive-marked in
some other fashion. This way of formulating Condition B has a number of advantages.

First of all, R&R's Condition B is conceptually more attractive in that it expresses in a
non-arbitary way the corurection between the restriction imposed by Condition B and the
domain in which such a restriction holds. The restriction both Hestvik's and R&R's
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formulations of Condition B want to impose is that pronouns cannot be bound in the
thematic domain of a head. Under the standard view, Condition B is a constraint on
pronouns and not on predicates, and the fact that it holds within the thematic domain of a
head is a pure accident. In R&R's view, however, it is a condition on predicates, which are

defined precisely by the thematic domain of a head, that is, the domain of application of
the condition follows from the nature of the condition itself.

Secondly, the fact that R&R's Condition B is a condition on predicates - and, hence,

applies only indirectly to pronorrns - makes it more flexible than a condition on pronouns

themselves: properties of the predicaie itself can be taken into account without damage to
the conceptual apparatus. For example, for R&R a predicate qualifies as reflexive-marked
under two circumstances (cf. frr. 17 above):

(44) A predicate formed of a head P is reJlexive-marked iff: either (a) P is lexically
reflexive, or O) one of P's arguments is a reflexive-marker.

Thus, a reflexive predicate satisfies Condifion B not only in case one of its arguments is a
SELF anaphor, but also in case its head is 'lexically reflexive', that is, 'marked as

[reflexive] in the lexicon, with or without an overt morphological marking on the verb'
(R&R 1993:662). As we have seen in section 1.5, the latter case is needed to account for
contrasts of the sort illustrated by the Dutch sentences in (a5) (R&R 1993:665-69):

(45) a. Max gedroeg {zich/??ziclaeff)
Max behav ed {SE/? ? SE-s elJ\
' Mm behaved {*hirn/himseffi '

b. Mm wasl {zicWzichzelfl
Mm washes{SE/SLselff
' Mu washes {*him/himselJ|

c. Mm haat {*zicWzichzelJ}
Mm hates{*SE/SE-selJ}
' Mm hates {*him/himselJ|

Let us recapitulate R&R's explanation of (45). (i) Verbs ttrat are inherently reflexive, such
as zich gedragen'behave oneself in (45a), are lexically reflexive; according to (44), they
do not require a reflexive-marker to satisfr Condition B in (3D.te 1i1 Verbs like wassen

'to wash' have two lexical entries, a lexically reflexive one and a non-reflexive enbry. If
the predicate is formed with the lexically reflexive entry, a reflexive-marker is
unnecessary. If the predicate is formed with the non-reflexive en@, then the reflexive-
marker is required to satisff Condition B. Finally, (iii) verbs hke haten'to hate' have no
lexically reflexive entry, and a reflexive-marker is always required for them.

There are two points in the above explanation which are relevant for us at this point.
The first one is that a reflexive-marker, that is, the complex form ziclaelf, is needed only
in case the head of the predicate is not lexically reflexive. This means that, as far as

R&R's Condition B is concerned, a pronoun might have been an option in (45ah), since

re Recall, however, that this does not explain why zichzelf is disfavored or even excluded with verbs of
inherent reflexivity. See subsection 1.5.1 again for discussion of this point.
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in these cases no reflexive-marker is actually required. (Pronouns are, however, excluded
in (45a,b) by another condition, rramely R&R's Chain Condition, as we will see soon.)

The second point is that the notion of 'lexically reflexive' is intended to express the
fact that the inherent properties of the predicate are relevant to Condition B: if the
predicate is such that it requires a reflexive interpretation, it does not need to be reflexive-
marked. Whether or not a predicate requires a reflexive interpretation has to do with its use

and inherent meaning (see fir. I above). For example, washing is often a reflexive act in
modem daity life; hatred, on the other hand, is a negative attitude, and individuals tend not
to direct negative feelings towards themselves; concomitantly, wossen'to wash' may be

'lexically marked', blut haten'to hate' may not. That is, whether a predicate is 'lexically
reflexive' depends on the degree of its 'inherent reflexivity' - how much its pragmatics
and/or inherent semantics favor a reflexive interpretation.2o

Note that, if pronouns may be an option with predicates which are lexically reflexive,
and if this depends on the degree of inherent reflexivity of the predicate, then we expect
the following generalization to hold: if pronouns are available at all, then their availability
should correlate with the degree of inherent reflexivity of the predicate. Specifically, the
more the semantics and/or pragmatics of the predicate favors a reflexive interpretation, the
more likely a bound pronoun sliould be, and, inversely, the less likely the complex form
(table adapted from Zribi-Hertz 1980:164):

2o Whetrer'lexical reflexivity' is a property of heads, as R&R suggest, or a property of the predicate, is
an open issue. As a lexical properry, inherent reflexivity should be insensitive to compositional aspects of
the predicate (except for the case of phrasal idioms). Some effects in Romance suggest, however, that this
is not correct. Consider the following patterns:

(i) a. Em situag6es de perigo, a Maria [pensa l??nelalnela mesmalf
In situations of danger, Maria [thinks {n-herl'n-her same\)

b. Em situagdes de perigo, a Maria [s6 pensa {nelal?nela mesma\l
In situations of dange4Maria [only thinks ln-herlin-her same\f

c. O Paulo disse que a Maria [pensa {?nelalnela mesmal'l o tempo todo
Paulo said that Maria [thinks {in-herlin her samelf all the time

(ii) a. Esta d a carta em que a Maria lfala {??d,elaldela mesmal)
This is the letter in which Maria [speaks {of-herlof-her same}]

b. Esta d a carta em que a Maria [s6 fala {delal?dela mesma\l
This is the letter in which Mutia [only speaks {af-herlof-her same}

c. O Paulo disse que a Marialfala ldelal?dela mesma)l o tempo todo
Paulo said that Maria [thinks {of-herlof-her same\f all the time

(ia) and (iia) show that a reflexive reading for unmodified 'think' and 'speak' disfavor pronouns. This
suggests that 'think' and 'speak', on their own, are not inherently reflexive. (ib) and (iib), on the other
hand, show that adverbial modification with 'only' makes a reflexive interpretation for 'think' and
'speak' compatible with a pronoun. This indicates that 'only' modification may favor reflexivity, though
this is not true for all predicates:

(iiD O Jodo (s6) conversa com {(?)*ele/ele mesmo\
Jodo (only) talks with {hirn/him same}

Finally, (ic) shows that 'think' combined with 'all the time' does not favor reflexivity, while (iic) shows
that 'speak' with 'all the time' does. This (together with (iii) versus (ib) and (iib)) suggests that properties
of both heads andmodifiers combined are among the factors that determine the inherent reflexivity of the
predicate. But see frr. 25 for discussion of Germanic languages.
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(46) Correlation Inherent Reflexivity/Pronoun Availability:

+ predicate's inherent reflexivity --------)

+, {- pronoun availability

Bu', as; '"r,.* ',:T:J:;ffi"#:',':',L;; "o,l'u"on 
we nnd wi'h

binding into non-locative PPs in BP. The correlation is exemplified by cases like (4) to (8)
above, some of which are again repeated below:

(47) a. reflexivity obligatory:
O Jodo [sempre carrega dinheiro com lelel??ele mesmo)f
Jodo [always carr,es money .uulrrh {hinnhim samel)

oJodo always carries money luu:rth {himl*himselJ}'
b. reflexivity probable:

A Maria [comprou um cilro pra {elal?ela mesmall
Maria I bought a car fot {herlher same\J
'Maria bought a car for {*her/herselJ|

c. reflexivity possible:

O Paulo [confia{?nelelnele mesmo\f
Paulo [trusts {n-himln-him samelf

' P aulo trusts {*him/hims eU|
d. reflexivity improbable:

O Jodo I luta contra {*elelele mesmo)f
Jodo [fights against {*himlhim same}f
'Jodo fights against {*hinlhimsen'

Thus, binding into non-locative PPs in BP is predicted by R&R's conception of the

Condition B - a condition on reflexive predicates which is sensitive to the degree of
inherent reflexivity of the predicate (cf. (37) and (aa) above).As I have shown in
subsection 3.3.3, Hestvik's BT, on the other hand, faces a major challenge with patterns

fike ( ] precisely because it has no tools to express (46).

3.4.2 Locally Bound Pronouns and the Chain Condition

In the previous subsection we have seen that: (i) R&R's Condition B fares better than
Hestvik's as far as bound pronouns within locative PPs are concerned: while both
formulations predict the availability of pronouns in (38) above, only R&R's predicts their
availability in (a0b) and ( lb);" (ii) moreover, R&R's Condition B also predicts the

correlation in (46), and binding into non-locative PPs in BP (as in (a|) follows as a
consequence, whereas it looks intractable with Hestvik's framework. Nevertheless, at least

two problems arise immediately for R&R's approach. The first one is that the correlation
in (46) above holds only for PPs, but not for direct objects in BP, as can be seen in:

2r Actually, a problem with locative complements arises when both the Chain Condition and Condition A
are considered. I will come back to these in the next section.
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(48) a. reflexivity obligatory:
O Jodo {se} mata {*ele/*ele mesmo} trabalhando

Jodo {SE} kills {*him/*him same\ working
'Jodo works {*him/himse$\ dead'

b. reflexivity probable:
O Jodo {se} viu {*eleiele mesmo) no espelho

Jodo {SE} saw {*hirilhim same} in-the minor
'Jodo saw { 

*him/himselJ} inthe mirror'

c. reflexivity possible:
O Jodo {se} viu {*ele/ele mesmol na TV
Jodo {SE} saw {*hint/him same} in-the TV
'Jodo saw {*hirn/himselJ\ onTY'

d. reflexivity improbable:
O Jodo sempre {??se\ ataca {*ele/ele mesmo\nos artigos que escreve
O Jodo always {??SE} attacks {*him/him same} in-the articles that writes
'Jodo always attacks \*hirlhimseU\ tnthe articles he writes'

Comparing (48) with (47), we see that they have in common the fact that the complex
form becomes available when the predicate is not lexically reflexive. But (48) differs from
(47) n that a pronoun is not possible even with a predicate for which the reflexive
interpretation is obligatory, as in (a8a). (Subject and object must be coreferent in (48a), cf.
*O Joiio matou o Paulo trabalhando '*Jo6o worked Paulo dead'.) For predicates of
obligatory reflexivity and for predicates whose inherent semantics and/or pragmatics does

not militate against a reflexive interpretation, as in (48b), the anaphor se is the only
alternative to [pronoun*mesmof.22 That is, unlike what happens with complement PPs,

locally bound pronouns are not available as direct objects of the verb in BP, regardless of
the 'degree of inherent reflexivity' of the predicate.

Basically the same problem arises with binding into nonJocative PPs in English: as we
have seen in sections 3.2 and 3.3, locally bound pronouns are excluded within such PPs

(except for predicates of obligatory reflexivrty, cf. fo. Z); that is, the English correlates of
the BP sentences in (45b,c,d) above exclude pronouns uniformly (see (9) to (11) above):

(49) a. reflexivity probable:
Mary bought a car for {*her/herseff)

b. reflexivity possible:
Paul relies on {*hinlhimselJl

c. reflexivity improbable:
Jodo fights against {*hinlhimselJ)

22 
^9e is marginal in (a8c) if the sentence has the interpretation in which Jo6o is the object of his own

(verbal) agression. (48c) may also have an interpretation in which that Joilo gets angry when he writes. In
this interpretation, se is fine, but the predicate is inherently reflexive (i.e., O JoAo atuca o Paulo'Jodo
attacks Paulo' cannot mean something like 'Jo6o gets angry with Paulo'). These facts may suggest two
things: either (i) se does not function as a 'morphological' reflexive-marker in BP, and, consequently,
Reuland's (1990) analysis of si in Italian may not be valid for all clitic anaphors; or (ii) with some

predicates, a reflexive-marker is not enough 
- 

reflexivity is so much disfavored that it requires a focus
marker. This is another issue I will leave open.
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That is, English differs from BP in that the correlation in (46) above is not observed even
with non-locative PPs in English. Thus, the approach I sketched above for (a5) has to
explain at least two things: (i) why that correlation holds only of BP non-locative
complement PPs, but not of direct objects (cf. (a8) above); (ii) why it does not hold at all
in English, not even hold of non-locative complement PPs.

Notice now the BP paradigm in (48) looks essentially the same as the Dutch one in
(45) above once we consider the occurrence of pronouns in this lafier, too:

(50) a. Ma,r gedroeg {*hert/zicW??ziclaeff}
Mac behaved {*himtS A* S E-s e lJ\
' Mm behaved {*hirn/himselt|

b. Mm wast {*hem/zicWziclaeffi
M m wxhes {* hi nr/ S E/ S E - s e lJ\
' Mm washes {*him/himseff}'

c. Mm haat {*hem/*ziclt/ziclaelJ\
Mm hates {* hirn/ * S E/ S E- s elJ)
' Max hates {*him/hims e ltl'

Recall that the unavailability of the pronoun in (50) is accounted for in R&R's framework
by the Chain Condition, repeated in (51) below:

(51) The Chain Condition:
A maximal A-chain (Gr,...,cn) contains exactly one [+R] position, cr,.2'

Pronouns are [+R] elements (see fir. 23 above); hence, they violate the Chain Condition
whenever they form a chain with their antecedent. Anaphors of the SE type, as the Dutch
zich, are [-R] elements and, for this reason, they can enter into a chain with their
antecedent. (For further discussion of the distinction [tR], see section 4.5.)

Consider (50) again: since there is no barrier between the antecedent and the anaphoric
forms in (50), the dependencies will satisff the definition of chain (cf. frr. 23 above);
according to the Chain Conditioq then, pronouns will be excluded and zich(zelfl will be

23 The defuritions referred to by the Chain Condition are repeated below:

(i) C = (o,,...,n ) is a choin iff C is the maximal sequence such that (a) there is an index i such that for
all j, lSjSn, ct, carries i, and (b) for allj, l<j<n, cr,; govorrs cri+r.

(iD a governs p iff o m-commands 0, and no T, y a barrier for p, excludes a.
(iii) C : (tt,,...,fln) is an A-chain iff it is a chain and for all7, cq is an A-position.
(iv) u is [+R] iffcr is fully specified for $-features (person, gender, number, case).

In this chapter, as in the previous, I avoid discussion of the relation between locality conditions on chains
and the locality effects on anaphoric dependencies involving SE anaphors (see section 1.6 for
discussion.). Here I assume that anaphoric chains are possible whenever local A'-movement is, too. For
example, an anaphoric chain can be formed in (v) below because w&-extraction is possible in (vi), and no
anaphoric chain is possible in (vii) because w&-extraction is not possible in (viii) either:

(v) Johnrclieslon {*hirn/himse$l
(vi) Who did John rely [on r ]?
(vii) John saw a snake lnear {him/??himselJl)
(viii) * Who did John see a snake [near I ]?

For concreteness, I assume that boundaries triggering locality effects are barriers: thus, the PP in (viii),
but not the one in (vi), is a barrier. These assumptions will have to be complicated in the next chapter,
where I claim that dependencies involving SE anaphors may cross barriers and still count as chains.
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fine in (50), as required (zichis excluded in (50c), however, because of Condition B). This
explanation can be extended to the BP paradigm in (48), on the assumption that BP

pronouns are [+R] elements and se a [-R] form. Thus, if the Chain Condition is necessary

to complement R&R's theory of predicate reflexivity, there is an explanation for the fact
that the correlation in (46) does not hold of direct objects in BP: in this context pronouns
are excluded by the Chain Condition, and Condition B becomes irrelevant.

Note now that the English prepositions in (49) above can be stranded, that is, crossed

under chain formation (cf. secticrr 3.3.2 above):

(52) a. Who ldid Mary buy a car I for r ]l?
b. Who fdoes Paul always rely I on r ] for this jobl?
c, Which company [did John fight I against t ] in the courtsl?

Since the PPs are not barriers for chain formation, the anaphoric dependencies in (a9)
above all qualify as A-chains. As a consequence, pronouns within the PPs in (a9) violate
the Chain Condition, just as they would if bound in a transitive structure (e.g., in the Dutch
paradigm in (50). But, theru we can extend to (49) the explanation we have for the lack of
the correlation in (46) with direct objects in BP: local binding across non-locative PPs in
English result in an A-chain; if pronouns are in the tail of such a chain, then the chain will
violate the Chain Condition (because pronouns are [+R] elements). Thus, locally bound
pronouns will be excluded within nonJocative PPs in English, whether they violate
Condition B or not. That is, they will be excluded irrespective of the degree of inherent
reflexivity of the predicate, which is relevant only to Condition B. Reflexives are fine, on
the other hand, because, by hypothesis, they do not violate the Chain Condition. (Pronouns
bound across locative complements should also violate the Chain Conditioru a problem
which I will discuss in the next section.)

The question now is: why ile pronouns possible at all within non-locative PPs in BP,
as in (47) above? That is, why aren't they excluded, just as in English, by the Chain
Condition? Moreover, why is their availability sensitive to the degree of inherent
reflexivity of the predicate? The crucial observation here is: as we saw (cf, (85) and (86) in
the previous chapter), Romance prepositions in general, and the BP ones in particular
cannot be stranded. [n other words, unlike the English PPs in (52), the BP ones in (47)
cannot be crossed urder chain formation; rather, they have to be pied-piped:

(53) L *Quem [aMariacomprou umcarro[paru tf?
Who I Maria bought a car I for r ]?

b. Para quem [a Maria comprou um carro t]?
Forwhom I Maria bought a car t)?
'Wo did Mary buy a car for / ?'

(54) a. *Quem [oPaulomrlca confiou [em r]l?
Who I Paulo never trusted I in t ]l?

b. Em quem [o Paulo nunce confiou r ]?
Inwhom I Paulo never trusted tl?
'V[ho has Paulo never trusted r ?'

(55) a. *Que empresa [o Jo6o lutou I contra r ] na justigal?
Which company I Joflo fought I against / ] in the courtsl?
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b. Contra que empresa [o Jodo lutou r na justiga]?

Against which company I Jodo fought / in the courts]?
'Which company did John fight against / in the courts?'

If PPs are barriers for chain formation in BP, then local anaphoric dependencies crossing
PP boundaries are not A-chains in BP. That is, the anaphoric dependencies n (47) above
do not satisfr the definition of chain, and, consequently, the Chain Condition is not
operative on those dependencies. This is why the Chain Condition is not relevant for the
distribution of bound pronouns within PPs in BP, and the choice between a bound
pronoun or a reflexive-marker depends solely on Condition B effects.2a

In sum, if we assume the chains-and-reflexivrty approach, the fact that a correlation
between the availability of pronouns and the degree of inherent reflexivity of the predicate
holds with BP non-locative PPs, but not with English ones, follows from independent
properties of these languages: prepositions can be stranded in English, but not in BP. The
result of this is that the Chain Condition is the decisive condition in English: it always
excludes locally bound pronouns within such PPs. In BP, on other hand, this condition
appears to play no role because chain formation cannot cross PPs in Romance. And this
makes Condition B effects to st:rface: if the predicate favors a reflexive interpretation, it
may be lexically reflexive, and the pronoun becomes available. If the predicate does not
favor a reflexive interpretatiorU it camot be lexically reflexive; in this case, a complex
form is necessary, since the pronoun alone cannot do the job - it is not a reflexive-marker.

In this section we have seen that the chains-and-reflexivity approach succeeds where a

standard BT one such as Hestvik's fails: it accounts for the variation between English and
BP, and it does so without arbitrary stipulations. More than that, under the specific
interpretation of R&R's assumptions presented in this section, the chains-and-reflexivity
approach actrally predicts the variation: it follows from the interaction of Condition B, the
Chain Condition, and the independent properties of the two languages with respect to
movement.2t Note that this supports not only the conclusion of the previous chapter - that

2o As we will see in the next chapter, this approach to binding into PPs will have to be qualified, since
locality of anaphoric chains is one of the conditions I will argue are violable.
25 Germanic languages offer evidence both in favor of and against the analysis I have just proposed.
Icelandic and Dutch, Iike English, are languages in which prepositions can be stranded (though only by
the so-calledR-words waar'where, whatn in Dutch, cf. RiemsdijklgTE and Bennis 1986; for Icelandic,
see Maling & Zaenen 1982). Under the assumption that pronouns are [+R] and anaphors [-R] in these
Ianguages, the prediction is that pronouns are excluded within non-locative complement PPs, which is
correct (cf. Koster 1985, 1988 for Dutch, Maling 1986 for Icelandic). Both Dutch and Icelandic have two
anaphors, zich/ziclaelf and sig/sjrilfun sig, respectively, and in both only the complex form is a reflexive-
marker (cf. R&R 1993 for Dutch, Sigurj6nsd6ttir & Hyams 1992 for lcelandic). Since all these forms are

alike with respect to the Chain Condition, we expect that the inherent reflexivity of the predicate might
influence their distribution. In particular, we expect zich/sig to become available the more the predicate
favors a reflexive interpretation. But this prediction seems to be correct only for lcelandic, not for Dutch:

(i) reflexivity probable:

Ice. Jdn horfdi e l?sig/sjdlfan sigl i speglinum
Dut. Janheeft. naar { 

*zich/zichzef} in de spiegel gekeken
(But "Ian heeft in de spiegel naar zich gekeken is fine, cf. C. Cremers, p.c.)

Eng. John looked at l*him/himselJj in the mirror
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Chain Theory is instrumental in the explanation of patterns of anaphoric choices -, but

also the idea that Chain Theory has to be supplemented with a theory of predicate

reflexivity. In other words, if the analysis of binding into PPs developed in this section can

be maintained, it provides a stong argument in favor of R&R's framework.
In the following sections, I turn to some problems which will require some readjust'

ments in R&R's theory before they can be accommodated. In particular, I will propose a
reformulation of their Condition A, and a reinterpretation of the way R&R's conditions
should be interpreted: they must be violable, and not absolute, conditions.

3.5 A Problem for the Chains-and-Reflexivity Approach

3.5.1 Binding into Locative PPs in English

In the previous section we have seen that as far as bound pronouns are conaerned, R&R's
framework appears to be superior to the standard BT. In particular, it offers a natural
solution for a long-standing problem, the pattern found within Romance PPs. Let us now
look at the distribution of reflexives within PPs. Recall fust that Hestvik's account for
English reflexives relies on the assumption that reflexives must be extracted at LF from
the position they occupy. This allows Hestvik to reduce the contast between (56ab) and
(56c) below to the restrictions on movement seen in (57):

(56) a- Johnrclies [on { 
*hirn/himsefflf

b. Joftn looked [behind {hirilhimseffi)
c. John saw a snake [near {hin/??himselJ\]

(ii) reflexivity possible:

Ice. Jdn horfbi a {??sig/sjtilfun sig\
Dut. Janheeft. naar l*zich/zichzeff\ gekeken

Eng. John looked at l*him/himselJ\
(iiD reflexivity improbable:

Ice. Jdntaladivi6 {*sig/sjtilfun sigl
Dut. Jan heeft. met {*zicUzichze(\ gesproken
Eng. Johntalked with {*him/himselJ\

(Examples in Icelandic are from Everaert 1986:210, reporting judgments by H. Thr6insson and H.A.
Sigur6sson; Dutch translations were checked with native speakers.) I have no explanation for this
difference between Dutch and lcelandic. Note, however, that there are some 'counterexamples' to the rule
that requires zicluelf instead of zich within Dutch complement PPs (cf. Everaert l99l : I 17 , n. 23):

(iv) a. Hij wist [PRO mij voor zbh te winnen door zijn houding ]
He managed IPRO me for SE to win for his attitude
'He managed to win me over'

b. lly probeerde [PrtO voor zich op te komen ]
He tied IPRO for SE up to come
'He tried to stand up for himself

Such cases seem to fulfill the expectation that predicates favoring a reflexive interpretation do not need to be
marked with a SELF form. It should also be noticed that German follows the pattern of Icelandic,
approximately (cf. R&R 1995 and Chris Reintges, personal communication).
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(57) a. Who did John rely [on I ]?
b. Who did John look [behind r ]?
c. *Who did John see a snake [near I ]?

Reflexives are fine in (56a,b) because movement out of complement PPs is allowed, as

shown in (57a,b); the reflexive is excluded in (56c), on the other hand, because movement
across non-complement PPs is not allowed, as illusffated in (57c). (Recall also that all the
reflexives in (56) satisfr Hestvik's Condition A, since the sentence as a whole count as the

binding domain.) Note that, for Hestvik, reflexives within non-complement locatives (as

in (56c)) are excluded as a violation of the ECP. However, they do not appear to lead to
sharp unacceptability, as ECP violations are supposed to. (There are some technical
problems as well with Hestvik's ECP approach, as I pointed also out in fn. 14 above.)26

In R&R's theory, on the other hand, the distribution of anaphors is addressed by means

of Condition A, repeated in (58) below:

(58) Reflexivity Condition A:

If a syntactic predicate is reflexive-marked, then it is reflexive.27

Condition A, ffi formulated in (58), requires a predicate to be reflexive only if: (i) it has a
syntactic subject that is, if it qualifies as a syntactic predicate; and (ii) if it is reflexive-
marked, that is, if one of its arguments is a reflexive-marker (such as the reflexive SELF
forms in English). Consider the sentence in (56a) above: since the reflexive is a syntactic
argument of the predicate headed by rely, it reflexive-marks this predicate; moreover, this
predicate has a syntactic subject John, and, hence, counts as a syntactic predicate. Thus,
the predicate headed by rely in (56a) is a syntactic predicate which is reflexive marked.
According to Condition A in (58), this predicate has to be reflexive, which it is - John and
himself are coindexed in (56a). Therefore, the sentence in (56a) above satisfies Condition
A if the reflexive is chosen.

There are two situations in which Condition A as formulated in (58) does not require a

reflexive-marker to be coindexed with another co-argument (i) if the predicate does not
have a syntactic subject (since the predicate will not corurt as a syntactic one, cf. ftr.27
above); (ii) if the reflexive itself is not a syntactic argument of the predicate (because the
reflexive will not reflexive-mark the predicate). R&R claim these are the environments
where 'logophoric reflexives', that is, non-contrastive reflexives which are not coindexed
with a co-argument are possible in English. Thus, according to R&R's theoretical

2u Judgments for sentences like (56c) have been characterized as follows: 'With normal intonation,
reflexive pronouns are at best odd in these positions'(Faltz 1985:l0l); 'there is a shong preference,
perhaps necessity, for a pronoun in [(56c)]' (Chomsky l98l:290);'for many speakers [sentences like
(56c)] are better with a pronoun than with a reflexive' (Kuno 1987:65). This suggests that pronouns are
prefered, and reflexives marked (they are never characterized as completely unacceptable). Note that the
uncertain status of such occurrences is recognized by Hestvik, who marks them '??' rather than '*'.
2'The definitions referred to by Conditions are repeated below (from section 1.5.1):

(i) A syntactic predicate is formed of a head P, all syntactic arguments of P, and a subject of P.

(ii) Syntactic arguments of P are all the projections assigned 0-role or Case by P.

(iii) A predicate is reflexive ifftwo arguments are coindexed.
(iv) A predicate is reflexive-marked iff either P is lexically reflexive, or one of P's arguments is a seLr

anaphor.
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characterization, 'logophoric reflexives' are not required by Condition A, but they do not
violate it. That is, for R&R logophoric reflexives are not excluded by syntax.28 Rather,

R&R suggest, if they are occasionally 'marked', this is due to the fact that they may
require discourse justification in order to be fully acceptable. (Logophoric reflexives will
be discussed more extensively in the next section.)

Let us reconsider the contrast between (56b) and (56c) with respect to the status of the

reflexive, now from the perspective of Condition A as in (58). Since R&R assume that
locative PPs are subjectless predicates, reflexives within such PPs do not violate R&R's
Condition A and, therefore, qualify as logophoric reflexives. This makes two predictions
about the acceptability of reflexives within locative PPs. As far as their absolute

acceptability is concerned, reflexives within locative PPs should be felt to be at most
'marked', rather than completely unacceptable. And, as far as their relative acceptability is
concerned, they are to be comp.'."ed with other alleged instances of logophoric reflexives,
like (59b) below (I use 'yo' in (59b) to signal the hypothetical 'marked' status of a
logophoric reflexive). In Hestvik's theory, reflexives within non-complement locatives are

to be compared with other alleged cases of ECP violations, like (59c):

(59) a. John saw a snake lnear {him/??himselfl
b. Macboasted that the queen invited pucie and {him/%ohimseff\l for a drink
c. Johnsaidthat {he/*himselJ\ would arrive late

It might be the case that R&R's characterization of cases like (59a) as comparable to (59b)
rather than to (59c) is more appropriate than Hestvik's: this would explain why the
reflexive is 'marked', and not necessarily unacceptable, in (59a) (cf. fn. 26 above).

Note, however, that none of R&R's assumptions establishes any distinction between
locative PPs that are complements and those that are not both are assumed to be
subjectless predicates. As a consequence, reflexives within complement locative PPs

should count as logophoric and, hence, be 'marked', just as reflexives within non-
complement locative PPs are. But, as we have seen in section 3.3, this is not what
happens: rather, reflexives appear to be 'marked' only within non-complement locative
PPs; within complement ones, they are as acceptable as pronouns:

28 Pollard & Sag's (1992) approach to reflexives has many features in common with R&R's. For example,
in both the domain of Condition A is the syntactic predicate, and in both logophoric reflexives are not
governed by this condition (see section 3.6 below for discussion). But there are differences as well. One
has to do with the subject requirement. R&R's Condition A require a reflexive to be coindexed with a co-
argument only in case the predicate has a subject. Pollard & Sag's, on the other hand, require a reflexive
to be coindexed if the predicate has another argument (higher in a hierarchy of grammatical relations, cf.
Pollard & Sag 1992:266). The two conditions can be distinguished by cases like:

(D John knew that fietters to Bill about himselfl were all fabrications
(ii) John knew that [pictures of Bill by himself] would all result in a fiagedy

lf himself can be bound by John in (i) and (ii), then the subject requirement is necessary to define a

syntactic predicate. Eric Reuland (personal communication) finds (iiib) below much worse than (iiia),
which would support R&R's Condition A:
(iii) a. John regretted [the liberation of those slaves from himselfl

b. Johnregretted [Mary's liberation of those slaves fuom himselfl

See also fir- 8 above for related discussion.
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(60) a. Johnhas many friends [aroturd {hirn/??himseuI)
b. Bill left his family [behind lhirn/??himselJl]
c. John saw a snake lnear lhirt/??himselJ\l
d. Johnheard strange noises [behind {him/??himselfi]
e. Bill dropped his glasses [in front of {hiril??himselJ\]

(61) a. Johnlooked [behind lhim/himsef]l (searching for the key ofthe car)

b. John pushed the book [away from {himlhimselJ\]
c. Bill ptthis bag [beside {hinlhimseff}]
d. John drewthe book [towards {him/himselJ)
e. The host placed Mary [near {hirn/himselJ}]
f. .Bil/ pulled the blanket [over {himlhimselJ}l
g. Billtudthe book [behind {hinlhimseffi)

That is, since R&R's assumptions do not distinguish between complement and non-
complement locative PPs, they cannot accorurt for the contrast between (61) and (60) with
respect to the status of reflexives. In ottrer words, ttrey cannot explain why reflexives
within the complement locatives in (61) do not appear to be 'marked' tike the logophoric
occurrences in (60).

Actually, pronouns within locative complements also pose a problem for R&R's
approach. Recall thal if a pronoun forms a chain wittr its antecedent, it is excluded by the
Chain Condition in (51) above. Recall, furthermore, that chain formation carr cross

locative complements in English, as illustrated in (33) above, repeated as (62) below:

(62) a. Who did John look [behind r ] (searching for blood stains)?

b. Who didJohn put Mary peside r I (to be sure she wouldn't escape)?

c. Who did Bill want to place Mary [close to / ] during the dinner?
d. Who didBill pull the blanket [over / ]?
e. Which box did Mary hide the bomb lin , ]

Since the PPs in (62) are not barriers for chain formation, local binding across such PP

will lead to a configuration satisfring the definition of A-chain (cf. fit. 23 above). If a
pronoun within the locative PPs in (62) is locally bourd, the dependency will corurt as an

A-chain. But, then, such a pronour will be predicted to be out as a violation of the Chain
Condition, conffary to fact, as we see in (61) above.

3.5.2 The Solution Based on Reanalysis, and lts Problems

We have seen, then, that not only reflexives, but also pronouns within English locative
complements show an unexpected behavior from the perspective of R&R's theory.
Specifically, the following questions arise:

(63) a. Why don't the pronouns in (57) show Chain Condition effects?

b. Why aren't the reflexives in (61) 'marked' as the 'logophoric' ones in (60)?

Both questions can be answered if we follow the line of analysis suggested by Wilkins
(1988:197-9) and adopted by Beit-Arie (1994:20-5). The idea is that both pronouns and

reflexives are fine within complement locatives because such PPs have two alternative
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interpretations. (i) PPs which are assigned an argument role by the verb can be interpreted
as pafi of the predicate defined by the verb. In this case, the reflexive is required. (ii) But
locative prepositions also have an argument structure of their ovm, and can, therefore, be

interpreted as independent predicates. In this case, the pronolrn is required.
In Beit-Arie's implementation, the first interpretation above results from an optional

process of complex-predicate formation, or reanalysis: preposition and verb may somehow
become a unique head, and the object of the preposition an argument of this complex
head. And, the diagnostics for reanalysis is preposition stranding: if extraction out of a PP

is possible, then it is because reanalysis has applied (cf. Homstein & Weinberg 1981; see

also discussion of (27) and (28) above). Suppose we add these assumptions, which I repeat
in (6a) below for ease of reference, to R&R's approach as previously sketched:

(64) a. Complement locatives may optionally be reanalyzed as part of the predicate

defined by the verb;
b. If reanalysis applies, extraction from PP (i.e., preposition stranding) is possible.

Thus, a sentence like (65a) below may be interpreted either as in (65b), which is the result
of reanalysis, or as in (65b), in which case there was no reanalysis (cf. BeirArie 1994;21):

(65) a. Johnpulled the blanket [over {hirlhimse{\l
b. Pulled-over (John, the blanket, John)
c. Pulled (John, the blanket) & Over (the blanket, John)

Consider (65a) under the interpretation in (65b). The reflexive is predicted to be fine,
'unmarked', because it does not count as a logophoric occurrence: it reflexive-marks a
predicate which is reflexive (namely, the predicate headed by pulled-over). The pronoun,
however, should be excluded: since the predicate headed by pulled-over is reflexive, it has

to be reflexive-marked, according to R&R's Condition B (cf. section 3.4.1 above); but
pronouns are not reflexive-markers. Hence, (65a) violates Condition B rurder the
interpretation (65a) if the pronoun is chosen.

According to assumption (64b), reanalysis makes chain formation across the PP

possible. This is why, assumes Beit-Arie, the extraction case equivalent to (65a) is fine:

(66) Who didJohn pull the t'lanket [over r ]?

Thus, if reanalysis applies to (65a), as in (65b), the subject and the pronoun form a chain.
But pronouns cannot tail chains because they are [+R] and violate the Chain Condition.
Therefore, if reanalysis applies to (65a), as in (65b), pronouns will violate both Condition
B and the Chain Condition; reflexives will satisff Condition A, and, hence, be 'unmarked'
in (65a). This is correct for the reflexive, but not for the pronoun in (65a).

However, according to the assumption in (64a), reanalysis is optional with locative
complements (though not for non-locative complement PPs, cf. fir. 29 below). That is,
(65a) may have the interpretation in (65c) above, in which case no reanalysis has applied,
and the complement PP remains an independent predicate. Let us consider (65a) under the

interpretation (65c). The pronoun is predicted to be fine because the predicate headed by
over is not reflexive and, hence, it does not need to be reflexive-marked. I.{otice,
firthermore, that, according to assumption (64b), chain formation is possible only if
reanalysis has applied. But no reanalysis has applied in (65a) under interpretation (65c);
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hence, the pronoun does not violate the Chain Condition either. Therefore, if reanalysis
does not apply in (65a), the pronoun is predicted to be fine both with respect to Condition
B and the Chain Condition. The reflexive, on the other hand, does qualiff as a

'logophoric' occurrence and, hence, should be 'marked'. But this is of no consequence: we
have seen above that the reflexive is fine under interpretation (65b), and this interpretation
is always available for (65a), since reanalysis is optional.2e

It should also be noticed that the assumptions in (64a,b) do not affect R&R's account
for the 'markedness' of reflexives within non-complement locative PPs (cf. discussion of
(59) above). We have just seen that the reflexive is predicted to be fine only if reanalysis
applies. If reanalysis does not apply, then the locative PP cor.rnts as an independent
subjectless predicate; therefore, the reflexive counts as logophoric and is predicted to be
'marked'. Recall that the diagnostics for reanalysis is extraction (cf. (64b), and that
extaction is not possible out of non-complement locatives, as illustrated again in (67a)
below. Consequently, no reanalysis is available for the PP in (67b) below:

(67) a. *Who did John see a snake [near r ]?
b. John saw a snake lnear {him/??himselJ}l

Since no reanalysis is available in (67b), the reflexive counts as a logophoric occurrence
and is predicted to be 'marked', as before.

Beit-Arie (1994:24-5) has a final argument for the reanalysis account of reflexives
within complement locatives in English. The argument comes from Hebrew, in which
there is no contast between complement and non-complement locative PPs with respect
to reflexives. More specifically, the reflexive acmo is not only 'marked' within non-
complement locatives, but also within complement ones, as shown in (68):

(68) Dani heni'ax 'et ha-kadur {'alyad-o/*leyad acmo)
Dani placed ACC the-ball {near-him/*near himseff}

The difference between Hebrew and Englisll according to Beit-Arie, lies in the fact that
Hebrew, unlike English, does not have preposition stranding. That is, chain formation
cannot cross the PP in (68), as shown in (69):

(69) *Mi Dani heni'ar 'et ha-kadur leyad t?
Who Dani placed ACC the-ball near t?

Thus, the 'markedness' of the reflexive in (58) can be accounted for in the same way as

the 'markedness' of reflexives within non-complement locative PPs in English (that is, as

in (67b) above): absence of reanalysis in Hebrew makes the reflexive a 'logophoric'
occurrence and, hence, 'marked', even within complement locative PPs.

As we have just seen, R&R's analysis of binding into PPs can overcome the problems
raised by complement locative PPs (cf. (63a,b)) if complement locative PPs undergo an
optional process of reanalysis, as suggested by Beit-Arie. But there is a problem with this

2e Thus, if reanalysis does not apply to a complement PP, a reflexive is predicted to be marked and a
pronoun is predicted to be fine. Recall, however, that with non-locative complement PPs reflexives are

frne, and pronouns excluded. We have to conclude that, though reanalysis is optional with locative
complements, it is obligatory with non-locative PPs. For Wilkins (1988:198, fn.l2), this is so because

non-locative PPs are not predicative and, hence, can only be interpreted as arguments of the verb.
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approach: it crucially rests on an operation of dubious motivation, the process of complex-
predicate formation or reanalysis. If no reanalysis applied, then no complex predicate

would be formed, and the object of the locative complement would never become a co-

argument of the clause subject in sentences like (61) above. Therefore, reflexives in (61)
would be predicted to be as 'marked' as in (60). Thus, for reflexives within complement
locatives to become arguments of the verbal predicate, reanalysis is necessary.

The problem with reanalysis, however, is that it has no motivation other than
preposition stranding.3o In particular, the hypothetical operation of complex-predicate
formation implies that verb and preposition merge into a single constituent at some level
of representation. But there is basically no evidence for such a constituent in English (see

Baltin & Postal 1996 for a detailed review of the issue).3r Thus, the only evidence for
reanalysis would be the pattern of preposition stranding found in English: stranding is
possible with complement, but not with adjunct PPs. However, as Rizzi (1990:131) notes,

this pattern follows in any theory of locality incorporating Huang's Condition on
Extraction Domains (CED). Since something like Huang's CED is independently
required, it would appear that reanalysis is not necessary, not even for preposition
stranding in English.32 For these reasons, it seems to me that any principled account of
reflexives in English that does not postulate an operation of reanalysis is to be preferred.

3o For Wilkins (1983:197-8), what makes complement locatives different is not an optional process of
reanalysis, but the fact that they can optionally be interpreted predicatively. That is, the problem with
reanalysis does not extend to Wilkins' proposal. A problem for this approach would come from
languages like Hebrew, in which the reflexive seems to be excluded from locative complements, cf. (68)
above: it seems implausible that locatives in Hebrew would differ from English ones with respect to an

interpretative properly (see frr. 15 for related discussion). Note, however, that the restriction noted by
Beit-Arie in Hebrew might be overstated: Faltz (1985:106) repofts that, with the predicate 'to push
something away from', the reflexive is preferred over the pronoun in Hebrew:

(i) ?Xanan hin<ik miminu et ha-sdfer
Xanan pushed from-him ACC the-book

(ii) Xanan hirxik et ha-sdfer meacmo
Xanan pushed ACC the-book fiom-himself
'Johnpushed the book away from {him/himse{\'

According to Faltz, 'the explanation for this is presumably that the semantics of 'draw', but not of 'push',
contains a deictic element already referring to the subject as goal of action'.
3r Actuauy, pseudopassives show a property which might support reanalysis: they are subject to
requirement for string-adjacency between preposition and verb (cf. Bresnan 1982). Hornstein &
Weinberg (1981) argue, however, that this adjacency is the result of an additional constraint on
pseudopassives, rather than a property of reanalysis itself. (For them, in pseudopassives the complex
predicate has to be a 'semantic word' as well, cf. discussion of Q7) and (28) above). Moreover, even if
string-adjacency were to support reanalysis in pseudopassives, it cannot support reanalysis with locative
complements, since these do not undergo pseudopassives (cf. (28). That is why Beit-Arie takes
movement in general, rather than A-movement, as a diagnostics for reanalysis.
32 Huang's CED states that no constituent may be extracted out of a domain which is not properly
governed (that is, lexically governed). This condition accounts for the fact that extraction out of subjects
and of adjuncts is always ungrammatical (examples from Chomsky 1986b:31):

(i) a. *The man who [[pictures of t ] are on the table
b. *The book that [[reading t ] would be fun

(ii) a. *To whom did [they leave [before speaking t ]l
b. *Who did [they leave [before speaking to t ]l
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In this section I have shown that binding into locative complements in English poses

two problems to R&R's approach: both pronouns and reflexives are fully acceptable,

whereas under R&R's analysis pronouns should be excluded as a Chain Condition
violation, and reflexives should be 'marked' as other logophoric occulrences. We have

also seen that these problems can be circumvented if an optional operation of reanalysis is

available. But, since this operation lacks independent motivation, it would be preferable to
do away with it. The question, then, becomes: how can we fix R&R's framework in order
to solve the problem with binding into complement locatives in English? Before I present

my own proposal to deal with this problem, a digression will be necessary on R&R's
account for the 'markedness' of logophoric reflexives in English.

3.6 Logophoric Reflexives and Condition A

3.6.1 R&ft's Account of Logophoric Reflexives

R&R's Condition A, s formulated in (58) above, requires a predicate to be reflexive only
if (D it has a syntactic subject (that is, if it qualifies ils a syntactic subject); and (ii) if it is
reflexive-marked (that is, if one of its arguments is a reflexive-marker, such as the SELF
forms in English). This entails that, as regards Condition A, a predicate is not required to
be reflexive, and a reflexive-marker may occur locally free (that is, not coindexed within
the domain of the first predicate containing it), under the following circumstances:

(70) Reflexives not governedby ft&R's ConditionA:

a. if the reflexive-marker itself is not a syntactic argument of the predicate, in
which case it does not reflexive-mark the predicate, or

b. if the predicate does not have a syntactic subjec! in which case the predicate
does not qualify as a syntactic one.

Recall from section 1.5 that R&R's motivation to exclude the cases characterized in (70a)

and (70b) from the domain of Condition A is to distinguish what they call 'logophoric
reflexives' from other occurences of locally free reflexives. Descriptively, logophoric
reflexives are occurrences of reflexives which appear 'not to require any special
accommodation and are easily judged acceptable with no context' (R&R 1993:673); non-
Iogophoric occurences, on the other hand, are those that can be locally free only if
focused (R&R 1993:672-3). Theoretically, R&R characterize this distinction as following:
logophoric reflexives occur in environments in which no violation of Condition A arises
(those falling under (70) above), hence are not excluded by any grammatical condition and

According to Huang's CED, extracti,;'l out of complement PPs is fine, in principle, because complement
PPs are lexically governed by the verb. Extraction out of a non-complement PP, however, violates the

CED, since non-complement PPs ar€ not lexically governed. From the perspective of the CED, then, it is
not preposition stranding itself which is surprising, but rather the fact that it is a marked process, cf.
Riemsdijk (1978). See also subsection 1.6.3 above for discussion.
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may alternate with pronouns; in environments govemed by Condition A, however, they
arc grailrmaticatly excluded unless a marked operation such as focus saves them.33

Let us quickly review the basic contrasts R&R intend to account for with the

distinction between logophoric and non-logophoric reflexives. The contrasts in (71) below
are those captured by (70a) above:

(71) a. Maxboasted that the queen invited pucie and {himself/him)l for a drink
b. Mmboasted that [the queen invited {*himself/him} for a drink]

c. It angered himthat she tried to attract [a man like {himself/him}l
d. It angered himthat [she tied to attract {*himself/him}]

According to R&& what (7la) and (71c) have in common is that the reflexive is

embedded within an NP, and this NP, rather than the reflexive itself is the syntactic
argument of verb: in (7la) the reflexive is a conjunct in a conjoined NP; in (71c) it is
presumably within an adjunct of the NP argument. In neither case does the reflexive count
as a syntactic argument of the verb, and no violation of Condition A is triggered (cf.
(70a)).34 In (7lb) and (71d), on ttre other hand, the reflexive itself is the syntactic argument
of the verb, and, therefore, it reflexive-marks the predicate. Since the relevant predicates in
(71b,d) are not reflexive, Condition A excludes reflexive-markers in these sentences.

Consider now the contrasts captured by (70b) above:

3r R&R (1993:672-3) claim that contrastive or focused reflexives do not violate Condition A because
focused elements undergo movement at LF. They illustrate this case with the sentence in (ia), whose LF
would be something like (ib) (R&R 1993:672, (?lcd); (ia) is originally quoted in Zribi-Hertz 1989):

(i) a. Bismarck's impulsiveness has, as so often, rebounded against himself
b. Himself fBismarck's impulsiveness has, as so often, rebounded against r ]

If Condition A applies to the LF in (ib), R&R reason, then no violation arises because the reflexive is no
longer a syntactic argument of the predicate defined by rebound in (ib).

Note, however, that the LF in (ib) looks like a weak crossover configuration, and should in principle be
excluded accordingly. Similarly, under R&R's assumptions the constrastive reflexive in (iia) is

represented as in (iib) at FL (example from B. Shaw's The Doctor's Dilemma, cited by Baker 1995:69):

(ii) a. As a good many people countenance vivisection [because thEt fear that if the experiments are
not made on rabbits, they will be made on themselves], it is worth noting...

b. Themselves lthey fear that the experiments will be made on t ]
But (iib) qualifies as a case of strong crossover and should also be excluded accordingly. That is, for the
LF-movement theory of focused elements to be extended to emphatic or contrastive reflexives, there must
be an explanation for why such reflexives do not tigger crossover effects. See Rooth (1985:35-9) and
Costa (1996) for further arguments against the LF-movement theory of focused elements.
3o This account of (71c) does not seem to be entirely correct it predicts the reflexive in (i), which is
structurally like (7lc), to be as good as the reflexive in (7lc), contrary to fact (cf. Safr 1991:4):

(i) It angered himthx she tried to atract [a man proud of {*himselflhim\l
It is more plausible that the relative acceptability of the reflexive in (7lc) is related to the inherent
properties of the predicate like, which I will discuss shortly below. Note, also, that the fact that adjuncts
like the one headed by proud in (i) show Specified Subject Condition effects suggests that: either (i) a
man counts as a syntactic subject of the predicate headed by proud, even though it is not contained in it;
or (ii) the implicit subject of adjuncts does count for Condition A. In case the latter option is the right
one, then we have a problem for R&R's account of locative PPs, which assumes that implicit arguments
do not count for Condition A effects (cf. discussion of(59) above).
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(72) a. Lucie liked [a picture of {herseffier}l
b. Lucie liked [your picture of {*herself/her}]

c. Lucie said that Max saw a ghost [next to {herself/her}l
d. Lucie coturted five tourists in the room [apart ftom {herself/her})
e. Lucie said that [Max explained the story to {*herself/her\)

What the cases in (72a), (72c) and (72d) have in coulmon, according to R&R, is that the
reflexive is within a predicate that does not have a syntactic subject the NP headed by
picture n (72a) has no subject at all; if the PP headed by next to in (72c) and the adjunct
headed by apart from in (72d) have any subject at all, this is an implicit argument rather
than a subject syntactically projected. Therefore, none of the predicates containing the
reflexive n(724cd) qualifu as ivntactic ones, and the reflexive itself triggers no violation
of Condition A (cf. (70b) above). In contast to this, the predicates containing the reflexive
in (72b) and (72e) do contain a syntactic subject in (72b) your is the subject of picture; rn
(72e), the PP headed by to does not count as a predicate itself, but it belongs to the
predicate defined by the verb, which does have a syntactic subject, namely, Mar. Thus, the
reflexive does tigger a Condition A violation in (72b) and (72e).

We have just reviewed how R&R account for the fact that locally free reflexives
appear to be more easily available in environments like (7lqc) and (72a,c,d) than in
environments like (71b,d) and (72b,e). Recall, however, that R&R also note that'the use

of an anaphor in [contexts not govemed by Condition A, like (71a,c) and (72a,c,d),] may
appear more marked than in the reflexivity environments, where the anaphor is the only
grammatical option' (R&R 1993:672). R&R claim that this 'markedness' is due to
discourse considerations rather than to syntax: 'in contexts where the syntor allows both a
pronoun and a SELF anaphor to be coindexed with a given antecedent flike (71a,c) and
(72ucd)1, the choice between them is motivated by discoruse considerations, as is often
the case when there is more than one syntactic option to express the same proposition'
(R&R 1993:672). That is, logophoric anaphors may look marked out of context, but they
become fully acceptable given appropriate discourse justification.

As regards the discourse justification of logophoric anaphors, R&R say that 'although
in [examples like (7la,c) and (724c,d)] they are used as perspective logophors, other,
perhaps, more crucial, discourse reasons exist to prefer a logophor over a pronoun' (R&R
1993:673; R&R call 'perspective logophors' non-locally bound occrrrrences of anaphors

that refer to the character from whose point of view events are reported in a narrative).
R&R do not discuss the reasons why a logophor might be preferred over a pronoun in
their (1993) paper, but they suggest in a footrote, that a 'promising approach' would be

the one argued for by Ariel (1990) (cf. R&R 1993:673, ft.17). According to R&R, on
Ariel's view'anaphors are used to signal that the antecedent is the most accessible of the

available discourse-entities candidates', the level of accessibility of an antecedent being
'defined in terms of sentence topics'.

ln sum, under R&R's approach, the occasional 'markedness' of logophoric reflexives
does not have the sarne source as the strong unacceptability of other occrrrences of locally
free reflexives and, in particular, of standard violations of the Specified Subject Condition

[SSC]: the unacceptability of the latter is due to a violation of Condition A, while the
'markedness' of the former is rather due to circumstantial lack of discourse justification.
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It seems to me that the insight behind R&R's distinction between logophoric and non-
logophoric reflexives is correcl while the latter ile governed by a condition referring to
the reflexivity of predicates (Condition A), the former do not seem to be afilected by this
condition in the same way. The reason why I think this insight is correct is that it
generalizes over many of the contexts the literature noticed to favor the occurrence of non-
locally bound anaphors.3' Still, I believe that R&R's account is not fully satisfactory for
reasons to which I now turn.

3.6.2 Some Problems

One of the reasons I think R&R's account of English logophoric reflexives is not fully
satisfactory has to do with their explanation for why logophoric reflexives, rather than
pronouns, may be 'marked' when the sentence is out of context (that is, when the sentence

is not embedded in an articulated discourse).36 As we have seen above, R&R claim that
Iogophoric reflexives may be 'marked' because they might occasionally lack discourse
justification out of an appropriate context - out of an appropriate discourse, the

requirement that their referent be the most accessible discourse entity might not be

satisfied. Note, however, that it is also the case that other qpes of NPs, including
pronouns, impose their own specific discourse requirements: as has been amply

3s For example, R&R's approach captures allbut one of the contexts Kuno (1987) claims to allow non-
locally bound reflexives in English. The exception is the case of predicates whose subject is the expletive
il, to which I will turn shortly. However, it should be noticed that the distinction between logophoric and
non-logophoric or contrastive free reflexives has been objected to, most prominently by Baker (1995).
The argument he adduced against this distinction (in British English) is this: (i) pronouns can be used

when the antecedent has the point of view (hence, point of view is not sufficient to decide between a

pronoun and a free reflexive); (ii) pronouns can also be used conffastively (hence, contrast is not
sufficient for the anaphoric choice either). He argues that free reflexives are used when two conditions
are met: when they are contrastive and their antecedent is prominent (e.g., when it has the point of view,
or is the topic of the discourse). See also Zribi-Herlz (1995) and fn. 42 below for discussion.
36 There is one context in which both logophoric reflexives and pronouns may appear, and in which
pronouns, rather than logophoric reflexives, are the 'marked' option. Following Keenan (1988), Safn
(1991:11-3) claims thatthis happens with 'exclusion predicates', as in [no one apartfrom {him/himse$}],
leveryone except {him/himselJ}1,lsomeone other than {hirn/hinseff}l,lMary, rather than {him/himselJ}),
etc. Note, however, that these constituents are within the same predicate as the antecedent of the reflexive
in all examples given by Safir:

(i) lJohn willcriticize [anyone besides/except {??hirn/himselll}]
(ii) lMary admires only [two womcn other than/in addition to l??her/hersell\f)
Examples like (i) and (ii) entail conjuncts like (iii) and (iv), respectively:

(iii) lJohnwill criticize anyonel, butfhe will not criticize {*him/himselJ\\l
(iv) lMary admires only two womenl as [sfte admires {*her/herseU\71
Given such entailments, it is arguable that, at some level of semantic representation, the antecedent and
the pronoun will be co-arguments in sentences like (i) and (ii). In this case, the pronoun will be affected
by R&R's Condition A in (i) and (ii) (though not by the Chain Condition). Thus, examples like (i) and
(ii) actually do not characterize contexts in which both pronouns and logophoric reflexives alternate: the
relevant examples for exclusion predicates should look like:

(v) lJohn said that Mary will criticize [anyone besides/except {hint/himse(\l]
(vi) lMary said that John admires only [two women other than/in addition to {her/herselJ\]l
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demonstrated in the literature on the distribution of NP types in discourse, any NP requires
the discourse entity it refers to to have a specific level of discourse accessibility (see Ariel
1990 for discussion and references).37 Thus, for R&R's explanation of the 'markedness' of
logophoric reflexives vrs-d-vri pronouns to hold, it must be shown that (i) the putative
accessibility requirement imposed by logophoric reflexives is such that a sentence
containing a logophoric reflexive is judged 'marked' if it is out of context; and (ii) the
accessibility requirement imposed by pronouns is such that a sentence containing a
pronoun is judged 'unmarked' if it is out of context.

I think there is one reason to suspect that (i) above may not be completely correct,
that is, that the 'markedness' of logophoric reflexives may not be a mere consequence of
the fact that they are 'markers of high accessibility'. The reason is this: as far as I know,
no other marker of high or very high accessibility requires more than an appropriate
grammatical antecedent to be fiilly acceptable in the sentence it occurs in; in particular,
they do not require the sentence to be embedded in an articulated discourse in order to be
fully acceptable and on a par, or better, than the corresponding structure with pronouns.

Consider the types of NPs that, according to Ariel's accessibility marking scale of
NPs, could form a "natural class" with logophoric reflexives with respect to accessibility
(cf. Ariel 1990l.73 and ff): "extremely high accessibility markers" are "gaps", which
include pro, PRO and taces, and (locally bound) reflexives; other high accessibility
markers are clitic and unstessed pronouns; stressed pronouns and other NPs are either
markers of intermediate or low accessibility. Now, if the discourse distribution of
logophoric reflexives were simply determined by their being markers of very high or high
accessible antecedents, they should have approximately the same status, in sentences like
(73a) below, as other markers of high accessibility in contexts like (73b, c, d):

(73) a. Lucie told Mary that the king invited pohn and herselfl for dinner [og. refl.]
Lucie told Mary that the king invited [John and her) for dirurer

b. Lucie told Mary that [PRO singing ] makes her baby so cheerful [PRO]
Lucie told Mary tlntlher singing I makes her baby so cheerful

c. A Maria disse pr'a Lricia que firo/ela\ rfio gosta do Jo[o [pro]
the Maria said to-ttre Lricia tlnt {pro/she} not likes of-the JoSo

'Maria told Lricia that she does not like Jo6o'

17 This conclusion is based on evidence of the sort illustrated in the table below, in which it is shown that
different types of NPs occur at a different distance from their antecedents in English texts (from Ariel
I 990: I 8; sample: 4 English texts consisting of about 2200 words each):

Expression fume &ntence Previous Sentence Same Paragraph Previous Paragraph Total

Pronoun rr0:20.t% 320 =6O,50/o 75 = 14.2o/o 24 = 4.5o/o 529

Demonsfative 4:4.8o/o 50 = 59.9% l7 =202o/a l3 = 15.5% 84

Definite Description 4:2.8o/o 20= l4j% 65 = 45.5% 53 =37 3s/o t42

As the table shows, to perform their discourse function, pronouns, demonstrative NPs and definite
descriptions must find their antecedent in different places in the discourse. Other factors, e.g. whether ttre
antecedent is a topic, may interact with distance to determine the appropriate anaphoric choice. In any case,

it is clear that all NPs are highly specialized in their discourse use, just like logophoric reflexives seem to be.
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d. A Maria disse pr'a Lircia que o Jo6o ndo a conhecia [clitic]
the Maria said to-the Lricia that the JoEo not fter knows
'Maria told Lricia that Jodo did not know her'

As far as I know, of the cases illustrated in (73) above, the only ones to have been claimed
to be 'marked' are those like (73a), that is, cases of logophoric reflexives. It remains,
therefore, unclear whether the omarkedness' of logophoric reflexives can be seen as

belonging to the same natural class of phenomena as the discourse requirements imposed
by other markers of very high accessibility, as opposed to the discourse requirements of
pronouns. Of course this might be the case, but it has to be shown by specific evidence.

A second, more serious, reason to believe for R&R's approach to logophoric reflexives
may not be fully satisfactory is that there are occurrences of reflexives which seem to
conform to R&R's descriptive characterization of logophoric reflexives, but not the their
theoretical account. One such case is that of predicates whose subject is an expletive i/: as

Kuno (1987:99) observed, such predicates occasionally enhance the acceptability of a

locally free reflexives (example (74a) is Kuro's; examples (74b) is my own, checked with
native speakers):3

(74) a. ?They made sure [that it was clear to themselves that this needed to be done]
b. ?Paul wanted to believe that [it would be good for himselfif Mary left]

Note that the relevant predicates in (7a) satisft R&R's definition of a syntactic predicate,
since they have a syntactic subject, namely, the expletive (see h.27 above). Thus, ftNes
[ke (7a) are real violations of R&R's Condition A; but, more like cases of logophoric
reflexives, they do not seem to lead to the strong unacceptability of SSC violations.

A case similar to (74) is that Safir's (1991) 'uninformative predicates': predicates like
those illustrated in (75) below, which seem to reject coreference of their arguments
(examples adapted from Safir l99l; Safir uses '#' to signal the semantic oddity evoked by
a literal interpretation of such predicates):

(75) a. #Mary is similar to herself
?Mary's antnts considered [her similar to themselvesl

b. #The veterans are very much like themselves
?The veterans thought that [the new recruits would be very much like themselvesf

3E Pollard & Sag (1992:292-3) claimed, on the basis of examples like Kuno's {74a), that anaphors within
predicates with an expletive subject should be free from Condition A. But Kuno also noted that, in some

cases, there seems to be no improvement in the acceptability of the reflexive:

(i) *Thsy made sure that [it wouldn't wear themselves out to invite their friends to dinner]

R&R (1993:679), on the other hand, concluded from examples like (i) that reflexives within predicates

with expletive subjects do rigger a Condition A violation. That is, Pollard & Sag and R&R take
absolutely opposite views about such cases. Though I myself have no particular explanation for the
contrast between (i) and (74) (see Kuno 1987:95-10l for some discussion), I would like to point out two
things. First, taking either (i) or (74) as the typical case will solve only half of the problem. Second, the
very contrast between (i) and (74), and the one in (76a,b) below, suggest a different conclusion: that

reflexives within predicates with an expletive subject are omarked', ffid other factors intervene

determining whether this 'markedness' can be easily overcome (cf. (7a)) or not (cf. (i)).
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c. #The veterans are more qualified than themselves
?The veterams thought that [the new recruits would be more qualified than
themselvesl

According to Safir, such predicates imply non-coreference because coreference yields
either a tautological interpretation (in (75ab)), or a contradictory one (in (75c)),
interpretations which are not relevant pragmatically and are, therefore, rejected. Note thal
just like in (74), the relevant predicates in (75) also satisfr R&R's definition of syntactic
predicates, since they too have a syntactic subject. Thus, like the cases in (74), the ones in
(75) are also real violations of R&R's Condition A. But again they are violations which do
not seem to lead to the strong unacceptability of SSC violations.

In short, the sentences in (74) afi (75) illustrate cases which do not fit R&R's
theoretical account of logophoric reflexives; however, they do look descriptively like
logophoric reflexives. As Kuno has shown, sentences like (74) are subject to the same sort
of discourse conditioning as other logophoric occwrences; and Safir argued that cases like
(75) do not seem to 'require any special accommodation', that is, their reflexives do not
need to be focused to circumvent Condition A effects.3' Moreover, as pointed out above,
neither cases like (74) nor cases like (75) trigger the strong unacceptability characteristic
of SSC effects: this can be seen in the following minimal pairs, in which examples from
(7a) and (75) are compared with environments differing only for the type of subject or the
type of predicate, respectively:

(76) a. ?Paul wanted to believe that [it would be good for himselfif Mary left]
b. *Paul wanted to believe that [Mary was trying to be good for himselfl

c. ?Mary's aunts considered [her similar ta themselvesf

d. *Mary's qunts considered [her hostile to themselves]

e. ?The veterans thought that [the new recruits would be more qualified than
themselves)

f. (?)*The veterans thought that [the offrcers would rather rely on the new recruits
than to trust in themselves againl

3e It has been suggested that comparatives and /r'*e phrases enhance the chances of a locally free reflexive
because these predicates are 'inherently contrastive' and, as such, would create a context where the
reflexive marks focus (see, for example, by Ferro 199373, and 78, note 3). Though this observhtion
might be somehow correct, Safir (1991:32) notes that it is not sufficient to explain why reflexives in these

predicates are easily acceptable even when they are not focused in any obvious sense (the example in (i)
is Safir's; those in (ii) are mine, checked with native speakers):

(i) Jo&n thinks that Mary really HATES people like himself, but in fact she LOVES them.

(ii) a. ?John always thought that Mary, and not Susan, was like himself
b. *John always thought that Mary, but not Susan, was proud of himself

(i) shows that, even if contrastive sffess falls on another element in a sentence, this does not affect
significantly the acceptabiliry of a reflexive within a like phrase. The argument based on (i) may not be

completely convincing, since the /i&e phrase is an NP's adjunct (which might be a contributing factor: see

discussion of (71) above and, in particular, ft. 34). But (iia) makes the same point as (i) (except that
contrast does not need to be prosodically marked in this case). Moreover, (ia) is significantly better than
(iib), which is stnrcturally parallel to (iia) except for the type of predicate.
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Thus, if the distinctive trait of logophoric reflexives is their mild 'markedness' in the absence

of discourse justification vls-d-vls the unacceptability of comparable SSC violations, then it
seems that the reflexives in (74) and (75) should be categorized as 'logophoric' as well.

We have seen above that in R&R's account logophoric reflexives are characterized as

those which do not violate Condition A. But we have also seen that (74) and (75) are real

violations of R&R's Condition A. This means that, if we want to extend R&R's
characterization of logophoric reflexives to (74) and (75), then their Condition A must be

reformulated in such a way as to become compatible with (7a) and (75). Notice, however,

that, it is unlikely that the proper reformulation involves a revision of the definition of
'syntactic predicates': to characterize properly both (7a) and (75), we have to refer to

semantic properties of the predicates __ what is characteristic of predicates like those in
(7a) is that they may not assign a O-role to their zubject; and the crucial feature of
predicates like those in (75) is that their semantics is such that coreference between their
arguments is pragmatically irrelevant and, hence, avoided. In their 1993 paper, R&R
followed the strategy of redefining syntactic predicates whenever Condition A needed

readjustment. For example, they introduced the requirement for a subject in the
definition to exclude subjectless predicates from the domain of Condition A. As we will
see in subsection 3.6.4, they also proposed to add a reference to event-roles, now to
account for reflexive-marking in ECM structures. In every case, the simplicity of
Condition A is saved through a complication in the definition of syntactic predicates. In
what follows, I will try to preserve the simplicity both of Condition A and of the
definition of syntactic predicates; but, of course, the burden of the explanation will have

to be placed somewhere else.

3.6.3 Reformulating R&R's Condition A

There is a remarkable property that the sentences in Q{ and (75) share with R&R's
logophoric reflexives: they are all cases in which a syntactic predicate is somehow
incompatible with reflexivity. Before we see this, it is necessary to clariff what it means

for a syntaclic predicate tobe reflexive.
Recall that a predicate is reflexive if tvro of its arguments are coindexed, that is, if they

are assigned the same interpretation. And syntactic predicate is formed by a head H and its
syntactic arguments; R&R's definition also refers to a subject of H; let us assume here that
a 'subject of H' is a syntactic argument of H (see frr.41 below). Clearly, a syntactic
predicate is reflexive if trvo syntactic arguments of its head H are coindexed.Tlnt is, for a
syntactic predicate with head H to be reflexive, it does not matter whether H has two or
more semantic arguments; what matters is that it have at least two syntactrc arguments. To
see this, consider a head H with fr,ro semanfr'c arguments A and B, of which only one, A is
also a syntactic argument of H. Now, the semantic predicate formed with head H is {H, A,
B): this predicate is compatible with reflexivity, which would arise if its two arguments, A
and B, were coindexed. However, the syntoclfc predicate formed with H is {H, A}, and

tftrs predicate is incompatible with reflexivity: it has only one argument.A, and therefore it
cannot satisff the definition of a 'reflexive predicate' (a predicate in which two arguments

are coindexed). Thus, a syntactic predicate can be reflexive if and only if it has at least two
syntactic arguments.
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Let us now consider in which sense the sentences in (7a) and (75) and R&R's
logophoric reflexives seem to be cases in which a syntactic predicate is 'incompatible with
reflexivity'. I begin with the sentences in(74),repeated below:

(74) a. ?They made sure [that it was clear to themselves that this needed to be done]
b. ?Paul wanted to believe that [it would be good for himselfif Mary left]

Note that the predicates containing the reflexives n (74) - those headed by clear and
good - arguably possess only two syntactic arguments: the expletive it (their
grammatical subject) and the reflexives themselves. Extaposed clauses are usually
thought to be adjoined to VP, hence, in A'-position; moreover, they are also assumed not
to be assigned Case; thus, we might claim, they are not 'syntactic arguments' of the
predicates in (74). If this is so, the relevant syntactic predicates of (7aa,b) are {clear, it,
themselves) and {good, it, himselJ}. These predicates are 'incompatible with reflexivity'
in a very obvious sense: under standard assumptions, they cannot possibly satisff the
definition of a 'reflexive predicate'. Under the standard assumption that expletives have no
semantic import - no O-role.-, they cannot be interpreted either referentially nor as

bound variables; therefore, they cannor be assigned any index (in the sense of indexing
relevant to BT; see section 2.2.1 above). But, if expletives are not assigned an index, they
cannot be coindexed with any denoting phrase; hence, the syntacfic predicates {clear, it,
themselves) (in (7aa)) and {good, it, himselJ} 0n (7ab)) cannot be reflexive.

Note that what seems to matter n (74) is that the syntactic predicates headed by clear
and good cannot be reflexive, if we look at the semanric predicates formed by these heads,
things would be different. Clear and good have two O-roles - one assigned to the
reflexive, the other to the extraposed clause -, and these two 0-roles must be satisfied
by two semantic arguments at the level of semantic representation, where reflexive
semantic predicates are identified. That is, the semantic predicates defined by clear and
good can, in principle, be reflexive (as in John is good for himsefl); therefore, the
availability of a logophoric reflexive in Q\ cannot be athibuted to the fact the relevant
semantic predicates cannot satisfu the definition of reflexive. oo This conclusion is
supported by another case, namely, that of adjunct locative PPs, which presumably
contain logophoric reflexives as well (cf. the preceding subsection). Consider:

(76) John rolled the carpet over {him/??himself}

According to R&R's analysis, which I have adopted (cf. section 3.5.1), over is an
independent predicate with fwo 0-roles: one is assigned to {him/himselJ}, and the other
is an implicit argument controled by the carpet. Crucially, this implicit argument is
present at the level of semantic representation, but il is not projected as a syntactic

4 It might be argued that the relevant factor for the availability of logophorics in (74) is that clauses and
NPs like himself canrtot refer to each other - the former are inanimate, and the latter animate. If this
were the correct approach, logophorics should be available in (i) and (ii) below as well, which has nof
been reported ((iab) confrast with (74a), and (iia,b), with (74b)):

(i)

(iD

a.

b.

a.

b.

Thqtmade sure that [[what should be done] was clear to themselves)

Thqt made sure that [the job was clear to themselvesl

Paulwanted to believe that [[what Mary decided to do] would be good for himselfl
Paulwanted to believe that [Mary's Ieaving would be good for himself)
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argument. Thus, the semanlic predicate headed by over in (76) can be reflexive (as in
John rolled the carpet over itselJ); but the syntactic predicate cannot - it has only one

syntactically proj ected argument, namely, {him/hims e lJ} .

On the basis of cases like (74) and (76) above, I will assume throughout this section
that it is a syntactic predicate's incompatibility with reflexivity that makes logophoric
reflexives available. Presumably, a semantic predicate's incompatibility with reflexivity
will have the same effect only when it coincides with a two-argument syntactic
predicate - that is, when the two coindexed semantic arguments of a head H are also
syntactic arguments of H (as in the case of (75): see below). This issue deserves deeper

investigation, but I will not pursue it any fuither in this dissertation.
Now, eonsider the sentences in (75) above, which are repeated below:

(75) a. #Mary is similar to herself
?Mary's ounts considered [her similar to themselves)

b. #The veterans ate very much hke themselves
?The veterans thought that [the new recruits would be very much like themselvesj

c. #The veterans are more qualified t}nn themselves

?The veterans thought that [the new recruits would be more qualified than
themselvesl

In these sentences, like in those in (74) and (76) above, the syntactic predicate that
contains the reflexive is also incompatible with reflexivity. BUL wrlike (7a) and (76), the

incompatibilrty in (75) is not a matter of definition: the relevant predicates do have two
syntactic arguments, €urd these get indices, since they are not expletives; therefore, they
could, in principle, be coindexed, and the relevant syntactic predicates reflexive. However,
the literal semantics of these predicates is such that coindexation of their arguments results
in tautology or contradiction, the sort of interpretation which is pragmatically irrelevant
and, apparently, rejected (cf. Safir 1991). Thus, the sentences in (75) are like those (74)
and (76) in that they contain a syntactic predicate which is, in some sense, 'incompatible
with reflexivity'; the reasons for this incompatibility, however, are different. The
generalization might, as a first approximation, be stated as in (77):

(77) The acceptability of a locally free reflexive M is enhanced when M is contained in
asyntactic predicate that is incompatible with reflexivity with respect to M,

where a predicate P is incompatible with reflexivity wrt. Mif:
(i) there is no possible coindexing C of M with another argument position of P such P
satisfies the definition of a reflexive predicate under C (e.9., Q$ and (76)), or
(ii) there is C, but C results in tautology or contradiction (e.g., (75)).

The reflexives in (74), (75) and (76) are 'enhanced' in the following sense: though
'marked' with respect to pronouns, they are better than comparable cases of SSC

violations (e.g., in (73) above) and become easily acceptable under appropriate discourse

circumstances. (If they are used as what R&R call 'perspective logophors', their
justification resides in the antecedent's being the character from whose point of view
events are reported in some narrative, for example.)
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It should be observed that the generalization n (77) depends on a disjunctive
definition, that of a predicate which is 'incompatible with reflexivity'. Of course, formally
disjunctive definitions are mere lists of particular cases and, hence, they do not express
generalizations adequately. This is true of the definition in(77), though intuitively its turo

disjuncts do seem to form a natural class of statements. Thus, the two disjuncts should
eventually be deduced from a principled explanation of the notion of incompatibility with
reflexivity', though I am not sure at this point which explanation this might be. (See

discussion below and fir. 42, where it is suggested that the 'incompatibility' has to do with
the lack of pragmatic relevance of reflexive-marking in the cases discussed above.)

Let us now briefly reconsider the 'logophoric' cases covered by R&R's approach, that
is, those occurrences that do not trigger a violation of R&R's Condition A. Recall that
these cases arise under the following circumstances:

(78) ReJlexives not goverri:d by R&R's Condition A:

a. if the reflexive itself is not a syntactic argument of the predicate, in which case

it does not reflexive-mark the predicate, or

b. if the predicate does not have a syntactic subject, in which case the predicate

does not qualiff as a syntactic one.

It seems to me to be clear that the cases covered by (78) can all be easily accommodated
under (77) abrcve. Consider (78a): according to R&R, the reflexive can be logophoric
because it is not a syntactic argument of the predicate containing it. But, if the reflexive
itself is not an argument of the syntactic predicate P containing it, P cannot possibly be
made reflexive by coindexing the reflexive with one of P's arguments; hence, (77) holds

Consider now the cases for which (78b) was devised: R&R argued that (78b) applies
to picture NPs when they have no subject (as in (72a) above), or to predicates with an
implicit subject (as, for example, the locative PP in (72c) and (76) above). In both cases,

the predicates escape R&R's Condition A because they have no syntactic subject; but it is
also the case that the relevant predicates do not have any syntactic argument that might be
coindexed with the reflexive. And, if the predicate has no syntactic argument other than
the reflexive itself, the predicate cannot be possibly reflexive, and (77) holds again.

In short, (77) seems to be closer to the correct generalization than R&R's Condition A:
it covers not only the cases in (74) and (75), but also those covered by R&R's Condition A

- those subsumed under (78a"b). Suppose we follow R&R and assume that what all these
cases have in common is that they should not count as a violation of Condition A. Then,
we would have to incorporate (77) somehow into the formulation of Condition A in (58)
above. One possibility would be to readjust the definition of syntactic predicate; but, as I
pointed out above, this move does not seem to be conceptually sound. Another possibility
is to add (77)to Condition A as an exclusion clause, as in:

(79) Reflexivity Condition A (Znd version):

If a syntactic predicate is such that it is reflexive-marked and it is compatible with
reflexivity, then it must be reflexive.

If formulated as in (79) (with compatibility defined as in (77)), Condition A allows us to
extend R&R's approach of logophoric reflexives to (74) and (75) above.
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Assuming that (77) is somehow relevant for Condition A - sdy, by incorporating it
into Condition A, as in (79) - also makes room for some conceptual simplification. Recall

that R&R's motivation for the subject requirement in the definition of syntactic predicates

rests on contrasts like those in(72) above, which I repeat below as (80):

(80) a. Lucie liked [a picture of {her/herselJ\f
b. Lucie liked [your picture of {her/*herselJ)l

c. Lucie said that Ma>r saw a ghost [next to {her/herselJ}f
d. Lucie counted five tourists in the room [apart from {her/herselJ\]
e. Lucie said that [Ma,x explained the story to {her/*herselJ}f

For R&R" what distinguishes (80a,c,d) from (80b,e) is the fact that in (80a,c,d) the
reflexive occurs within a subjectless predicate. But, as we have seen, given the
generalization in (77) above, another explanation exists for the sirme conffasts. According
to (79), a reflexive-marked syntactic predicate must be reflexive only if it is compatible
with reflexirity; but none of the relevant syntactic predicates in (72) is: they contain only
one syntactic argument, which is the reflexive itself. Thus, it does not seem necessary to
refer to subjects in the definition of syntactic predicates to exclude the predicates in
(804c,d) from the domain of Condition A: this follows from the fact that (79) incorporates
generalization (77). And, if contrasts like (80) are the sole motivation for the subject
requirement on syntactic predicates, adopting some version of (77) makes such a
requirement unnecessary; a syntactic predicate can be defined simply as in (81):

(81) A syntactic predicate is formed of a head H and all its syntactic arguments.

Thus, incorporating(77) into our account of logophoric reflexives allows not only a wider
range of cases to be covered, but some conceptual simplification as well. ar

Note that, if we incorporate (77) directly into Condition A, as in (79), we explain why
logophoric reflexives are better than non-logophoric ones (only the latter violate Condition
A), but we do not explain why, out of context, logophoric reflexives are 'marked' with

4t If (81) can be maintained, the definitions of syntactic and semantic predicates become parallel,
suggesting that they are derivative from one and the same general notion of predicate:

(i) AX-predicate is formed of a head H and all its X-arguments, X : semantic or syntactic.

But see also fir. 8 and 28 for discussion related to the subject requirement.
Note that the notion of 'syntactic argument of H' relevant to (81) and (79) cannot be defined as in

R&& that is, as 'any constituent assigned Case or O-role by H' (cf. frr. 27 above). First according to this
definition, non-thematic subjects of H are not syntactic arguments of H: e.g., in John seemed to himself to
be the only foolkh boy in the school, the head seemed does not assigned a O-role, nor Case, to John (Case

is assigned by INFL); hence, John is no, a syntactic argument of seemed. But it should be, of course, if
(79)-(81) is to work properly in this case. The same thing can be said with respect to examples like (7a)
above: according R&R's definition, extraposed clauses are 'syntactic arguments', since they are assigned
0-roles; butthey should notbe, if (79)-(81) is to work properly. I will, therefore, propose an alternative
definition which is appropriate for (79)-(81) and for the discussion in the rest of this chapter:

(ii) X is a syntactic argument of a head H if X is in an A-position which is either assigned Case or a 0-

role by H, or assigned Case by a functional head in the extended projection of H.

Perhaps, reference to A-chains might make (ii) simpler. Needless to say, (ii) is tentative and requires

further investigation.
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respect to pronouns - still, nothing in (79)-(81) makes logophoric reflexives 'marked'.

Here we have two options. We can stick to R&R's approach, and assume that the
'markedness' of logophoric reflexives is due to functional reasons (or 'discourse
considerations', as R&R put it). The other possibility is to reverse R&R's strategy: rather
than make logophoric reflexives exempt from Condition A and explain their 'markedness'
functionally, we might instead take them to be omarked' because o/ Condition A, and

explain their occasional acceptability functionally.
One way of implementing the last possibility is interpreting generalization (77) as

independent of Condition A. The distinction between logophoric and non-logophoric
reflexives should, then, be captured by two statements: (i) R&R's original formulation of
Condition A, ffi in (82) below (now referring to the simplified definition of syntactic
predicate in (81)); and (ii) some appropriate statement from which (77) might follow.
Suppose, for example, the generalization in (77) is an effect of reflexives' being regularly
associated with the scheme for pragmatic inference in (83) below:

(82) Reflexivity Condition A (3rd version):

If a syntactic predicate is reflexive-marked, then it must be reflexive,

where a syntactic predicate is formed of a head H and all its syntactic arguments.

(83) If the speaker S uses a reflexive-marker M contained in a syntactic predicate P that
is incompatible with refle*ivity wrl M, S is probably not using M to reflexive-
mark P; hence, S must be using M with an implicated non-literal function,

where ttre literal function of a reflexive-marker is to reflexive-mark of a syntactic
predicate (cf. Condition A; see also fu. 43 below).

The idea is to make all occurrences of a reflexive-marker subject to Condition A,
including those identified as logophoric. The line between logophoric and non-logophoric
occlrrrences now is to be drawn by the scheme for inference in (83) (rather than by
Condition A itselfl. (83) does not exempt any occurrence of a reflexive-marker from
Condition A. Rather, it is intended to say that, if such an occurrence is in an environment
which is incompatible with reflexivity, then it probably does not have to do with
reflexivity and should, therefore, get a different, non-literal, function in discourse; if the
listener can find this function, the reflexive becomes acceptable. That is, (83) does not
exempt reflexive-markers from Condition A; but it should have a mitigating effect on
certain violations which, by their own nature, are more easily induced to find some
justification other than reflexive-marking. Presumably, this is what happens to
'logophoric' reflexives.a2

o' (83) might be a corwentional implicature associated with reflexives, that is, a pragmatic, non-tnrth
conditional, aspect of the meaning of reflexives (cf. Grice 1975; see also Levinson 1983). [t might also be a

corwersational implicature activated by Grice's Maxims of the Cooperative Principle. Following Davison's
(1980) accountof peculiarpassives in English (see fir. 12 above), we could interpret (83) as follows: (i)
Grice's Maxim of Relevance takes note of the fact that logophoric reflexives occur in environments in
which Condition A could not possibly be satisfied and, therefore, is pragmatically irrelevant; (ii) the
Maxim of Manner takes note of the fact that, because logophoric reflexives violate Condition A, they
must be affected by the condition, that is, they must be 'marked' somehow; (iii) the interaction of the two
Maxims makes the speaker infer that the 'unmarked' meaning of the reflexive is not the relevant one,
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In the analysis I have just proposed for logophoric reflexives, their 'markedness'
results from a violation of Condition A, but one which is mitigated by the scheme in (83)

above. The set of cases that should be covered by this approach is the following:

(84) Logophoric Reflexives:

a. reflexives within a conjoined syntactic argument (cf. (71) above);

b. reflexives within a subjectless predicate (ct. (72));
c. reflexives within a predicate with an expletive subject (cf. (7a));
d. reflexives within an 'uninformative' predicate (cf. (75)).

Note, however, that only the cases in (84b,c,d) really count as violations for the
formulation of Condition A in (82) above. In particular, (84a), the case in which a
reflexive is embedded in a conjoined argument, does not violate (82): since the reflexive is
not a syntactic argument of the relevant predicate, it does not mark this predicate for
reflexivity either; ffid, if the relevant syntactic predicate is not reflexive-marked,
Condition A as formulated in (82) does not apply. But this is not the result we want if
(8aa) clusters with the other cases in (84). In other words, we want reflexives within
conjoined arguments to trigger a violation of Condition A too, but one to be mitigated by
the scheme for pragmatic inference in (83).

In order to cover the case in (84a) as well as those in (84b,c,d), I propose (85) as the
final formal formulation of Condition A (arxiliary definitions are also repeated; on the
relativization of the reflexivity conditions to indices, see frr.36 in section 1.5 and below):

(85) Reflexivity Condition,4 (final version):

A reflexive-marker i-reflexive-marks a syntactic predicate that is l-reflexive.

a. An NP is areflexive-marlwr if it is formed with a SELF element (from (7lc) of
section 1.5);

b. A predicate of head H is i-reflexive-mqrlwd iff one of H's iindexed arguments
is a reflexive-marker (from (7lb) of section 1.5);

c. A syntactic predicafe is formed of a head H and all its syntactic arguments
(from (81) above);

d. X is a syntactic argument of a head H if X is an A-position which is either
assigned Case or a O-role by H, or assigned Case by a functional head in the
extended projection of H (cf. fu. 4l above).

e. A predicate is i-reflexive iff at least two of its arguments are i-indexed (from
(7la) in section 1.5).

and, therefore, some omarked', i.e., non-literal meaning has been implicated and must be searched for. I
do not intend to discuss here which of the above versions of (83) might be more appropriate.

Note that the implicated meanings a reflexive can get may plausibly be determined by their intrinsic
properties. For example, since reflexives are markers of short-distance coreference (coreference within a
predicate), and short distance is one of the factors that determines high accessibility of an antecedent, it is
natural that they can be interpreted as markers of high accessibility in a discourse, that is, markers for
antecedents which are topical or have the point of view of the narrative (cf. Ariel 1990). Moreover,
reflexives, unlike pronouns, may not be cliticized and must bear their own stress; since contrastive or
emphatic elements must also bear stress, it is natural that reflexives be used for such functions as well.
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The difflerence between R&R's approach to Condition A, rephrased in (82) above, and the
formulation in (85) is that (85) is a statement about reflexive-markers, rather than about
syntactic predicates. (Thus, (85) must be read: 'if M is a reflexive-marker, M must
reflexive-mark a syntactic predicate that is reflexive.') As a consequence, (85) is violated
either when a reflexive-marker does not reflexive-mark a syntactic predicate, or when the
syntactic predicate it reflexive-marks is not reflexive. Of course, this entails that (85) is
violated whenever a syntactic predicate is reflexive-marked, but not reflexive; that is, (85)
entails (82). (Actually, this is true only when there is only one syntactic predicate
reflexive-marked by M; this caveat can be ignored here, but see the next subsection for
relevant discussion.) In addition, (85) is also violated when a reflexive-marker is not a
syntactic argument of the predicate that contains it - the situation described in (8aa)
above: in this case, it will not reflexive'mark this predicate and, hence, it will not satisfu
(85).0'Let me briefly illustate the workings of (85).

As pointed out above, (85) entails (82) and, therefore, it preserves the szrme coverage
and analyses of (82) above. For example, Maryo saw fJohn,'s picture of himselJ) satisfies
(85) because himself i-reflexive-marks a syntactic predicate which is i-reflexive. On the
other hand, *John, saw fMaryo's picture of himself) violates (85) because himself i-
reflexive-marks a syntactic predicate which is not ireflexive. Moreover, this violation is
not mitigated by (83), since the relevant syntactic predicate is compatible with reflexivity
with respect to himself. there is a coindexing between himself and another argument
position of fMary's picture of hilnselfl such that this syntactic predicate might satisfr the
definition of an i-reflexive predicate, namely, coindexing himself with the position
occupied by Mary (as in fJohn,'s picture af himselJ,; cf. (77) above). Hence, himself n
*John, saw lMary,'s picture of himsefff, is not a 'logophoric occurrence'.

Consider now the account of 'logophoric occurrences' of reflexives under (85). For
example, tn ??Johni saw a snaker fbehind himselJ), himself violates (85), since it i-
reflexive-marks a syntactic predicate that is not i-reflexive. However, this syntactic
predicate is incompatible with reflexivrty with respect to himself. srnce the predicate

fbehind himselflhas only one syntactic argument,himself,there is no coindexing betrveen
himself and another argument position of fbehind himselfl such that this syntactic
predicate satisfies the definition of a reflexive predicate. Thus, himself violates (85) in
??John, saw a snakeolbehind himseffi, but the syntactic predicate that contairx himself is
incompatible with reflexivity with respect to it: the scheme for inference in (83) above is,
therefore, activated and mitigates the violation of (85) incuned by himself, in other words,
himself is a' logophoric occurence'.

o' (85) shares with the standard Condition A the property of being a condition on anaphors (or better, on
one type ofanaphor, reflexives). But it has a clear conceptual advantage on this ground, too: since (85)
basically states reflexive-markers must mark reflexivity, it can naturally be understood as a consequence
of the requirement that a lexical item should, in principle, be used according to its literal lexical
specifications; the standard Condition A can hardly be conceived as such (compare (85) with 'an anaphor
is bound in its binding domain'). [n other words, (85) is more in consonance with the idea that BT
conditions refer to the lexical content of NPs, unlike the standard Condition A. Of course, a number of
issues remain to be clarified: why are SELF forms reflexive-markers? Why would they mark reflexivity
of ryntactic predicates, rather than reflexivity in general?
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Finally, under (85) the cases described in (84a) above are treated as 'logophoric
occurrences', ffi required. Consider the example in (71a) above: Mu, boasted that fthe
queenk invited llucie, and himselJ)l fo, a drink. Clearly, himself violates (85) in this
example: it i-reflexive-marks a syntactic predicate that is not i-reflexive. But again the
syntactic predicate that contains himself is incompatible vnth reflexivity with respect to
himself. himself is not a syntactic argument of invited, therefore, there is no coindexing
between himself and an argument position in the relevant syntactic predicate such that this
predicate would be reflexive; in particular, coindexing himselfwith the position occupied
by the queen would not make the syntactic predicate reflexive. Since himself violates (85)

in Mm, boasted that lthe queenkiwited llucie, and himseUil-for a drink, but the syntactic
predicate that contains himselfis incompatible with reflexivity with respectto himself,the
conventional implicature (83) above is activated, again; it mitigates the violation of (85)
incurred by himself, which is, then, a'logophoric reflexive', as required. (On the analysis
of Mm, invited flucie, and hinseUl fo, dinner, however, see the discussion of (102)
below.) Thus, (85) subsumes cases like (84a) under the approach to logophoric reflexives I
have developed in this subsection.

Summing up, in this section I have been discussing R&R's account of logophoric
reflexives (that is, of locally free reflexives which appear to be easily rescued under
appropriate discourse conditions). As we have seen, two sorts of considerations suggest
ttrat their account is not fully satisfactory: it does not cover all cases of 'locally free
reflexives' which do not ftigger the strong unacceptability of SSC effects; and, as regards
the systematic 'markedness' of such reflexives vis-d-vis pronouns in absence of discourse
justification, R&R suggest an explanation for which specific evidence still must be
provided. I proposed an account for logophoric reflexives which ties to overcome these
problems. In this account, logophoric reflexives may app€ar marked out of context
because, just like other occurrences of reflexives, they violate Condition A. They are

significantly better than other occurrences, however, because of the scheme for pragmatic
inference in (83) above, which implies that they can be justified in discourse. This
explains why the relative acceptability of logophoric reflexives emerges with an
appropriate discourse (and, therefore, why they are relatively marked in absence of an
appropriate discourse). It also explains the contrast between pronouns and logophoric
reflexives: unlike the latter, locally free pronouns violate no syntactic condition
whatsoever and, hence, are the 'unmarked' option, which is the appropriate one when the
context is null. Pronouns may become disfavored, however, in a specific discourse
because then, and only then" discourse conditions properly speaking start to play a role.

I would like to close this chapter discussing some empirical and conceptual
consequences of the approach to Condition A's violations I developed in this section. ln
particular, I will show that the problems we have seen in the previous section with binding
into locative PPs in English can now receive a natural, though unexpected, explanation.
But, before we return to binding into PPs, let me provide a final argument in support of
Condition A as formulated in (85) above. The argument is this: (85) allows a drastic
simplification in the reflexivity-based approach to the distibution of reflexives in ECM
structures, one of the problematic areas for R&R's formulation of Condition A.
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3.6.4 Reflexivity Marking in ECM Structures

As is well-known, in English local binding of an ECM subject requires the occurrence of a
reflexive, and a pronoun is excluded:

(86) Mm heard f{*hirn/himselJl citicize Luciel

Consider (86) from the perspective of R&R's Condition A. Himself is a syntactic
argument of the matrix predicaie headed by hear since it receives accusative from this
predicate. Therefore, himself reflexive-marks the matrix predicate, ffid R&R's Condition
A is satisfied, since the predicate is reflexive. But himsef is also a syntactic argument of
the predicate headed by criticize, since it receives a O-role from this predicate (cf. frr. 27

above).aa Being a syntactic argument of criticize, himself reflexive-marks the embedded
predicate in (86) as well. But, then, (86) should count as a violation of R&R's Condition
A: the embedded predicate is reflexive-marked, but not reflexive.

R&R's solution to this problem relies on an analogy with Dutch (cf. R&R 1993:707-
15). Infinitive ECM complements in Dutch undergo what is known since Evers (1975) as

verb-raising: the verb climbs up to the matrix clause, forming a verbal cluster with the

matix verb, as in (87) below:

(87) dat lo Mat t" ziclaelf [* Lucie q ]l [" hoorde critisereq ]l
that fn Mm t" himself [* Lucie q ]l [, hear criticize, ]l

' ... that Mu heard lhimself citicizn Luciel'

R&R interpret verb-raising as a process of complex-predicate formation with the

following consequences for (87): 'The ECM subject - ziclaelf - is no longer an argument

of the raised verb [in (87)]: recall that we assumed (...) ttrat the VP rather than the V
assigns the external argument. The subject is thus never a 0-argument of V,, but it is
included as an argument [of V"s predicate] by definition. In [(87)] the anaphor is no

longer the extemal subject of critiseren, so regardless of whether critiseren forms a

syntactic predicate at all, the anaphor cannot reflexive mark it. (...) By contast, ziclaelf is
still a syntactic (Case) argument of the new complex predicate' (R&R 1993:708).

Given the above assumptions, the Dutch sentence in (87), equivalent of the English
one in (86), shows no violation of R&R's Condition A: rc himselfin the English example,
zicluelf in (87) reflexive-marks the matrix predicate, which is reflexive and, therefore,
satisfies their Condition A; and, since zichzelf does not reflexive-mark critiseren, the
syntactic predicate defined by this verb (if any) does not need to be reflexive, and again

Condition A is satisfied.

n The assumption that O-assigned elements count as syntactic arguments is necessary for cases like:

(i) *Maxheard Bucie criticize himselfl
(ii) *Max seemedto Lucie I t to be proud of herselfl

If the ECM subject in (i) and the trace in (ii) did not count as syntactic arguments of the embedded
predicates, these would not qualiff as syntactic, and the reflexive would trigger a Condition A violation.
It should also be noticed that both Lucie and , remain 'syntactic arguments' of criticize under the

definition of syntactic arguments I proposed in frt.41 above.
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To extend this analysis to the English case in (86), verb-raising must apply in English
as well. According to R&R, '[s]ince this is an operation permitted by Universal Grammar,
it must be available also at LF in English' (R&R 1993:708). This is one of many abstract
properties verb-raising must have in order for R&R's account to work properly. Consider
others which are necessary for cases like (88a) and their Dutch equivalents, as in (88b):

(88) a. Mo<heard llucie criticize herselfl

b. dat [* Mil
that [" Max

[" Lucie zichzelf q ] [u hoorde critisereq ]l
[* Lucie herself q ] [u heard criticize, ]l

An example like (88a) shows that verb-raising has to be optional: if criticize raised in
(88a), then its syntactic predicate (if any) would not be reflexive - recall that, for R&R,
verb-raising turns offthe syntactic subjecthood of the ECM NP, Zucie in (88a). However,
since herself is still a syntactic argument of criticize (herself rcceives a 0-role and Case

from criticize), the embedded syntactic predicate would be reflexive-marked, violating
R&R's Condition A. Thus, there must be a derivation for (88a) in which uiticize does not
raise. Moreover, for the same reasons, verb-raising must be allowed to be undone in (88b).
But this should also be optional, because of (86) and (87) above: verbJowering in these
cases would reestablish the syntactic subjecthood of the ECM NP, and a Condition A
violation would arise again.

Thus, verb-raising must have many abstract properties: it has to be available at LF for
English, it must be optional, ffid be able to be undone optionally. 'The sentence witl be
grammatical as long as it has one gftunmatical derivation' (R&R 1993:708). One further
assumption is necessary for R&R's Condition A to work properly in an example like (89):

(89) *Mm heard pucie criticize himselfl

The problem with (89) is ttraL if criticize raises, then a syntactic predicate is formed
headed by the complex criticize-hear (cf. R&R 1993:708, ft. 49). This predicate not only
is reflexive-marked by himself,, but it is also reflexive, since himselfis coindexed with the
subject Mm. Hence, there is a derivation in which (89) is grammatical, namely, in case

verb-raising applies. Some further complication is necessary to avoid this. R&R propose,
in the footnote in which they discuss (89), that such cases be accommodated by another
stipulation in the definition of syntactic predicates: predicates are syntactic either if they
have a syntactic subject, or if they contain an'event-role':

(90) y is the syntactic predicate formed of a head H iff:
(a) y consists of H and all its syntactic arguments, and
(b) either H has an event-role, or H has a subject.

The idea behind (90) is that, in absence of a syntactic subject, a verb, unlike a noun, may
still form a syntactic predicate.as Thus, even if criticize raises in (89) above, there is still a

45 R&R (1993:708-9, fu.49) suggest the possibility that reference to an event-role may eventually make
the subject requirement unnecessary. They point out that Voskuil (1991) and Ben-Shalom & Weijler
(1991) argued for this move on the basis of an alleged unclarity of judgments conceming SSC effects
within NPs (see R&R 1993:681-5 for discussion). To me this suggests that cases like (i) below should
also lead to 'unclear judgments', or else, we have to say that small clauses have an event-role:

(D John considered [Mary satisfied with himselfl
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syntactic predicate violating Condition A: the predicate formed by criticize and himself,
which is reflexive-marked but not reflexive.

We have just seen that, in order for R&R's Condition A to work properly in ECM
structures, a number of auxiliary assumptions must be made: (i) verb-raising has to be

optionally available for English at LF, and it has to be able to be optionally undone in
Dutch; (ii) it has to result in the ECM NP's losing its syntactic subjecthooa;ou liii;
reference to an event-role has to be added to the definition of syntactic predicates (but see

fn. 46). Let us now see how reflexive-marking in ECM stuctures would be dealt with by
the formulation of Condition A I proposed in (85) above, which is informally rephrased in
(91) below, with the relevant English cases in (92):

(91) ReJlexivity Condition A:

A reflexive-marker must reflexive-mark a syntactic predicate that is reflexive.

(92) a. Mmheadf{*hinr/himselJ\ cnticize Luciel
b. Ma:theard llucie criticize herselfl
c. *Mm heard pucie criticize himselfl

Consider (92a): him is excluded as in R&R's approach, that is, as a violation of the Chain
Condition. Himself is a reflexive-marker, and, according to Condition A in (91), it has to

reflexive-mark a reflexive syntactic predicate, and it does: himself is a syntactic argument
of the matrix predicate, which is reflexive. Therefore, Condition A is satisfied. Note that
though himself also reflexive-marks the embedded predicate as well, this triggers no

violation of Condition A in (91): (91) is a condition on reflexive-markers, not on
predicates, and it requires that there exists one syntactic predicate P such that the

reflexive-marker reflexive-marks P and P is reflexive. It does not matter if, besides

reflexive-marking P, the reflexive-marker also reflexive-marks other syntactic predicates

which are not reflexive; as long as there is one of syntactic predicate P which allows the

reflexive-marker to flrlfill its literal function - to mark reflexivity -, Condition A will be

satisfied. (That is, the indefinite article in (91) must be interpreted as oat least one', and not
as 'one and only one'.)

Thus, Condition A as in (91) does not need to appeal to verb-raising to account for
(92a).I leave it to the reader to check that (92b) and (92c) follow trivially from (91). In
particular, there is no need to complicate the definition of syntactic predicates to account
for (92c). Finally, notice that the Dutch correlates of (92) will also follow under the null
hypothesis about verb-raising in Dutch: verb-raising affects neither the Case properties nor
the thematic properties of the embedded predicate. (This, of course, is fully compatible
with trace-theory, cf. the discussion in tn.46 above.)

In short, Condition A as formulated in (91) does not need to postulate optional verb-
raising at LF in English, nor optional verb-lowering in Dutch, nor does it require any

reference to event-roles in the definition of syntactic predicates. That is, it accounts for the

pattern of reflexive-marking in ECM structures without additional stipulations, unlike

4u R&R's rationale seems to be that because the verb has moved, the embedded infinitive cannot be a
syntactic predicate anymore (see quotatior.'under (87) above). This would require that the trace of the

verb does not act as a syntactic head. But why this would be the case is far from obvious, in panicular,
when we consider the fact that the frace must still able to 'transfer' the verb's Case and 0-role to object.
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R&R's Condition A. I take this as further support for my claim that (91) is a more
appropriate expression for the condition regulating the distribution of reflexives.

3.7 Back to Binding into Locative PPs in English: Constraint Violability

Now that I have motivated the revised version of Condition A in (91) above, I am in a
position to suggest a principled solution of the problem posed to R&R's framework by
binding into complement locatives. Let me recapitulate the problem going briefly through
the crucial paradigm once more: in (93) we see the basic patterns of the distribution of
pronouns and reflexives in English PPs; in (94), the corresponding cases of extraction:

(93) a. Johnrelies [on { 
*him/himselJ}l

b. Johnlooked [behind {him/himselJ})
c. John saw a snake fnear {hint/??himselJ\)

(94) a. Who didJohn rely [on t ]?
b. Who didJohn look [behind r ]?
c. *Wo did John see a snake [near r ]?

As we have seen in section 3.4 above, under R&R's analysis him is excluded in (93a) for
two reasons: (i) it is a semantic co-argument of John, but not a reflexive-marker, triggering
a Condition B violation; (ii) it forms a chain tvrth John, since there is no barrier
intervening between the two (cf. (9aa)), and this triggers a Chain Condition violation. On
the other hand, himself is fine in (93a) because it reflexive-marks a syntactic predicate

which is reflexive, and so no violation of R&R's Condition A ensues. Consider now (93c):
the pronoun is fine as far as Condition B is concerned because the locative PP is a

semantic predicate which is not reflexive, and hence need not be reflexive-marked. The
pronoul is also fine as far as the Chain Condition is concerned, since the PP in (93c) is a
barrier for chain formation, as shown by (94c). As we have seen in section 3.5, the
reflexive in (93c) does not violate Condition A: it reflexive-marks the locative PP, but this
PP does not count as a syntactic predicate. Thus, the 'markedness' of the reflexive in (93c)
has to be attributed to its 'logophoric' nature.

Let us now consider the problematic case, (93b). As far as R&R's analysis is
concemed, (93b) is like (93a) in that chain formation can cross the PP (cf. (94ab)), and
like (93c) in that the PP counts as an independent predicate (which would account for the
availability of the pronoun). But this means that the pronoun should be excluded in (93b)
as a violation of the Chain Condition, as it is in (93a); and the reflexive should count as a
'logophoric' occurrence and, hence, be somehow'marked', as it is in (93c). Apparently,
neither is tme: both the pronoun and the reflexive seem to be equally acceptable in (93b).
This raises two questions:

(95) a. Why doesn't the pronoun in (93b) show effects ofthe Chain Condition?
b. Why isn't the anaphor in (93b) 'marked' as other logophoric anaphors are?

Note that, given the approach I proposed to logophoric reflexives in the previous section,
the question in (95b) has to be rephrased. Recall that my proposal was: logophoric
reflexives are omarked' because they violate Condition A. (They may be 'less marked'
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than other Condition A violations because they can be used to trigger a conventional
implicature.) This allows us to state question (95b) in a way parallel to (95a), as in:

(96) a. Why doesn't the pronoun in (93b) show the effects of the Chain Condition?
b. Why doesn't the anaphor in (93b) show Condition A effects?

As I said before, the two problems seem to arise in the same context, which means that, in
the best of the possible worlds, a solution to both should follow from an intrinsic properly
of the context. AIso in section 3.5 we have seen one such solution: it is possible to answer
to the two questions in (96) if we assume, following BeirArie (1994), that complement
locatives can be reanalyzed as part of the predicate defined by the verb. But, as pointed
out, this solution has a cost, for it has to rely on a doubtful operation, namely, reanalysis.
(Recall that an operation with similar properties was resorted to by R&R to account for
ECM contexts; but, in the account I argued for, no such an operation is required, which we
can take as another argument against reanalysis.) The question I ended up with in section
3.5 was: is there any other answer for (96a,b) that might be better motivated?

One possibility would be to try to further refine both the Chain Condition and
Condition A in such a way as: (i) to make them compatible with pronouns and anaphors
within complement locatives; (ii) to find another generalization connecting the two
conditions in the relevant context (since, by assumption, reanalysis is unavailable for this
purpose). I would like to ptrsue a much simpler line of reasoning, however, one that
suggests itself in the approach I developed for logophoric reflexives.

In the approach I proposed in the previous section, logophoric reflexives are 'marked'
out of context because they violate Condition A. They may become acceptable under
appropriate discourse circumstances, but not because under such circumstances they
would not violate Condition A. Rather, they may become acceptable because independent
factors may intervene in such a way as to overcome the negative effects of Condition A.
More specifically, two independent facts may join forces to this effect: (i) with some
predicates reflexivity is not a possibility, and this opens the possibility of using the
reflexive for other purposes; (ii) independent discourse considerations may play in favor
of the anaphor and against the pronoun. Thus, under certain circumstances reflexives may
become acceptable even if violating Condition A. Crucially, this entails following:

(97) Condition A is violable.

Let us reconsider now what the situation is with binding into locative complements. As we
see in (93b) above and as is stated in (96), the problem appears to be: if no additional
assumptions are made, the reflexive will violate Condition A, and the pronoun the Chain
Condition; but this seems incorrect, since both the reflexive and the pronoun are equally
acceptable. Note that actually, there is an additional assumption implicit in this way of
formulating the problem: the assumption that because both the pronoun and the anaphor
violate some condition, they should not be acceptable. According to this assumption,
constraints like Condition A and the Chain Condition are absolute and inviolable.

As we have just seen, howeveq in the approach I suggested to logophoric reflexives,
Condition A is violable. If this approach is to be maintained, we have to reject the

assumption that all constraints on intra-sentential anaphora are inviolable. Suppose we
take the behavior of Condition A to be the rule, rather than an exception. Violable
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conditions are an essential feature of optimality-like systems (cf. Prince & Smolensky
1992, McCarttry & Prince 7993, Burzio 1995). Thus, assuming that conditions on inffa-
sentential anaphora are all violable amounts to suggesting that BT works as an optimality-
like system. Suppose this is correct. Then, BT will be a set of conditions such that:

(98) BT as an Optimality-Lilw System:

a. BT conditions (i.e., on intra-sentential anaphora) are violable;
b. choice of an anaphoric option is relative to a set of altemative options, that is,

anaphoric forms compete among each other;
c. competition among alternative anaphoric options is decided by best satisfaction

of the set of BT conditions.

As far as I am aware, Burzio (1989 and subsequent work) was the first one to slqgest that
BT might be conceived as set of violable constraints (though Burzio's consfraints are

somewhat different; see sections 1.6 above and 4.5, 4.6 below, for discussion). Conceiving
BT this way has many consequences. For example, since conditions are violable, an
anaphoric form may be appropriate in a stuctr:re even if it violates some condition. And,
because anaphoric choice is relative to alternative options, an anaphoric form will be an
appropriate choice in a stnrcture if it is the best choice, or a choice as good as other
anaphoric forms in that stuctr:re. Finally, because competition among altemative options
is decided by best satisfaction, an anaphoric option is better than another because it
satisfies the set of conditions in a better way than the other, and not because it satisfies all
constraints and the other does not (although this is one case of best satisfaction). Let us

explore these consequences.
Consider once more the problem with binding into locative complements: the reflexive

violates Condition A, and the pronoun the Chain Condition (cf. (96) above). If these

conditions were inviolable, absolute, we would be obliged to reformulate them. But given
the assumption that conditions are violable, we have now an alternative way out: to show
that despite the violations they inctr, both the pronoun and the reflexive are still the best
choices. This is obviously the case if we take the number of constraint violations as the
relevant criterion: the pronoun and the reflexive each violate one condition, while a full
NP would violate at least two (the Chain Condition and whatever other consfiaint which is
responsible for Condition C ef[ects). Since the pronoun and the reflexive have the same

number of constraint violations, they are predicted to be both the best option and, hence to
have (roughly) the same level of acceptabilrty. (Of course, if discourse considerations are

taken on board, a choice can be made between the two.)
Thus, we can solve the problem posed by binding into locative complements in

English without having to reformulate Condition A and the Chain Condition any further.
All we need to do is to allow these conditions to interact with each other in the selection of
the best anaphoric option. Moreover, this also explains why the effects of both Condition
A and the Chain Condition appoar to be suspended in binding into locative complements
in English: given the way those conditions have to be formulated, they both happen to be
violated precisely in this context; thus, precisely in this context anaphoric options
distinguished by the two conditions will not be able to surpass one another.

Let us now compare the approach above with the one resorting to optional reanalysis.

Recall from subsection 3.5.2 that optional reanalysis in locative complements (as
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suggested by Beit Ariel 1994) allows us to explain why pronouns are fine and reflexives
are not 'logophoric'. If reanalysis does not apply, then the locative complement will be an

independent predicate and chain formation will be blocked. Hence, the pronoun will be

fine because it will not violate neither Condition B, nor the Chain Condition. But the

reflexive will be 'marked', because it is logophoric (in my approach, it would violate
Condition A because it reflexive-marks a syntactic predicate which is not syntactically
reflexive). If reanalysis does apply, then the locative complement is part of verb's
predicate, and chain formation is possible. Therefore, the pronoun is excluded. But the

reflexive is now fine: it is not a logophoric occurence anymore, since it reflexive-marks a

syntactic predicate which is syntactically reflexive. In sum, if R&R's Conditions A and B,
and the Chain Condition, are absolute, reanalysis is necessary to make the reflexive fine.

Suppose, on the other hand, that there is no optional reanalysis. Then, given the set of
assumptions I have been arguing for, a locative complement will always count as an

independent predicate; therefore, a pronoun will not trigger a violation of Condition B,
and a reflexive will trigger a violation of Condition A. However, the pronoun is also
constrained by the Chain Condition. The question, then, is: does the pronoun violate the

Chain Condition within a locative complement? To answer this question, we have to know
whether chain formation can cross locative complements in English. And, as we have seen

before, this is actually one of the ctrses of the descriptive generalization in (100):

(99) Who didJohn look [behind r]?

(100) Chain formation can cross PP complements in English.

The crucial point about the statement in (100) is that it is factual and will need to be

explained in any theory of chain formation. Whatever this theory may be - in particular,

even if this theory does not refer to reanalysis to explain movement possibilities -, the fact

stated in (100) will remain. And, as long as (100) remains, a pronoun within a locative
complement will violate the Chain Condition. Thus, reflexives violate Condition A, and
pronouns the Chain Condition within complement locatives. On the assumption that these

forms are in competition, it then follows that both will be equally acceptable within
complement locatives. In other words, under the approach I am proposing there is no need

to resort to optional reanalysis: the factual statement in (100) is suffrcient for us to derive
the appropriate result for locative complements.

Finally, recall Beit-Arie?s argument for reanalysis based on Hebrew: Hebrew
reflexives within locative complements are marked, and chain formation impossible:

(101) a. Dani heni'a:< 'et ha-kadur l'alyad-o/*leyad acmo)
Dani placed ACC the-ball {nearhim/*near himselJ}

b. *Mi Dani heni'ax oet ha-kadur teyad t?
Who Dani placed ACC the-ball near t ?

For Beit-Arie, (101b) shows that Hebrew has no reanalysis, and hence the reflexive cannot
be saved from a Condition A violation in (101a). Under the approach I argued for, (101b)

shows just what it really does: chain formation cannot cross complement PP boundaries in
Hebrew (a fact, even if extraction possibilities have nothing to do with reanalysis). Since

no chain formation is possible in (l0la), the pronoun violates no condition; but the
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anaphor still violates Condition A; hence, the pronoun is the best option. Again, no

reanalysis is required, nor any fuither modification of the conditions so far motivated.aT

Let me close this section briefly discussing a problem for the interaction approach to
English reflexives proposed above. The problem, brought to my attention by Eric
Reuland (personal communication), arises in contexts like (102) below:

(102) Max invited [Lucie and {himself/*him\) for the queen's party

Under the assumptions I adopted so far, himself ltiggers a violation of Condition A in
(102) (it does not reflexive-mark a syntactic predicate), while him tnggers a violation of
Condition B (there would be a semantic predicate in (102) that is reflexive, but not
reflexive-marked). And, if we follow R&R (1993:705 and ff.), him does nol violate the
Chain Condition in (102). Thus, ap;'arently both ftirzself and him tigger one constraint
violation in (102), which means that we should have a pattem similar to the one that
arises with complement locative PPs - hence, both forms should be equally acceptable.

But this is incorrect, of course. IJnder R&R's original approach, on the other hand, no
trouble arises with (10?): him violates their Condition B, and himsef does mof violate
their Condition A; hence, himselfis the only well-formed form, as required.

I think there are two possible ways of solving the problem posed by cases like (102)
under the constraint interaction approach developed in this section. One is to claim that
because it is mitigated by the conventional implicature associated with logophoric
reflexives, the Condition A violation triggered by himself in (i) is 'less costly' than the
Condition B violation triggered by him. This solution would have to explain, however,
why such violations of the Condition A are '[ess costly' than violations of Condition B,
but 'as costly as' violations of the Chain Condition (which is required for the analysis of
binding into complement locative PPs I proposed above).

The line of reasoning that seems to me to be more promising is to claim that, contra
R&R's assumptions, him does actually violate the Chain Condition in (102) above. As a
result, himself would trigger only one constraint violation in (102), namely, of the
Condition A as proposed in this chapteq him, on the other hand, would frgger two

a7 Brazilian Portuguese seems to be essentially like Hebrew as regards locative PPs: there is no significant
difference between complements and non-complements with respect to the availability of the complex
form [pronovrr+mesmo7, (examples (ia,b) from (14) and (15) above, respectively):

(i) a. O Jodo escondeu o livro latris {delel?dele mesmo\l
'Joaohid the book [behind {hirn/himselJ))

b. O Jodo tem sempre muitos amigos [em torno {delel?dele mesmoll
'Jodo always has many friends [around {him/??himselJ\l'

But, as we also know, in BP PPs cannot be crossed by chain formation, just like in Hebrew.
Note, however, that there is a difference between Hebrew and BP regarding the status of the complex

form: the Hebrew reflexive seems to be strongly disfavored in (l0l) above; the BP complex forms in (i)
is only weakly affected. I think this might be due to the intrinsic properties of complex forms in these

languages: while acmo in Hebrew might be primarily a reflexive-marker, [pronoun+mesmo] is more
likely to be primarily an emphatic form (cf. fn. I above). If this is true, then the Hebrew equivalents of (i)
and (ii) count as real violations of the Condition A in (91), while in BP this condition is not be relevant as

such. It might be the case that, in absLr;rce of a specific discourse, emphatics would tend to be justified by
reflexivity, which is unavailable in (i) and (ii). Thus, the mild effects on the complex form in (i) and (ii)
would arise from lack of discourse motivation rather than from a violation of Condition A.
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constraint violations: one of the Condition B, and the other, of the Chain Condition.
According to (98) above (in particular, according to (98c)), himself should, therefore, be

the only available form in (102) above, as required. Now, the question is: is there any
reason to believe that him violates the Chain Condition in (102) above? I think there is.

Note, first, that in order fot him not to violate the Chain Condition in (102), the
relation between him and Mm mlust not qualifu as an A-chain. One of the reasons why
this might be so is that there might be a barrier between Max and him. But the only node
that could be such a barrier is the conjoined NP containing him, which does not satisfu
any known definition of barrier: it is L-marked by the verb and, therefore, it is not a
barrier under the Barriers system; and it dominates him and, hence, does not c-
command it - therefore, it cannot count as a potential antecedent for himi, and the
conjoined NP is not a barrier under the Relativized Minimality system either.

Of course, coordinate structures do impose some restiction on movement, since
they show 'across-the-board' effects (cf. Ross 1967, Williams 1978): extraction from a

coordinate structure is possible only if it affects both conjuncts, cf.

(103) a. The bridge was flown (both) [., [over t, ] and [under t, ]l
b. *The bridge was flown (both) [r. [over t, ] and [under one of its archs]l

(versus 'The bridge was flown (both) [*, [over and under] one of its archs]]')

Clearly, across-the-board effects cannot be the result of a constraint on the proper
representational relation between a trace and its antecedent, or it would apply equally to
(103b) and (103a). Rather, it seems most likely that they result from some constaint on
the movement operation itself. (According Williams 1978, it follows from the definition
of the factors that can be affected by a transformational operation.) If that is the case,

across-the-board effects do not arise because of a constraint on representational chains,
which are the ones that may be formed by anaphoric forms and their antecedents. Thus,
Mm alnd him do form an A-chain in (102) above, and him does violate the Chain
Condition, as required by the constraint interaction approach proposed in this section.a8

o8 Other cases R&R bring in support of the idea that the Chain Condition does not apply to coordinate
suucilres seem to be compatible with the approach here suggested. Consider (R&R 1993's (95), p.706):

(i) a. *I can't imagine you denouncing you or me

b. I can't imagine myself denouncing you or me

c. *I can't imagine myself denouncing me

According to R&& (ib) would show that me cannot be affected by the Chain Condition within the
coordinate NP, or (ib) would be excluded as (ic) is. Under the constraint interaction approach I proposed,

the analysis of these cases is different. In (ia), yoa within the coordinate NP violates both Condition B
and the Chain Condition, and the structure is excluded. In (iib), me does not violate Condition B, because

the predicate is reflexive-marked by myself, but it does violate the Chain Condition; me isnot excluded,
however, because the other alternative, myself, would violate Condition A within the coordinate NP in
(ib); hence, both me and myself within the conjoined NP in (ib) tigger one constraint violation in (ib),
and should be equally acceptable (that is, (ib) should as good as I can't imagine myself denouncing you
or myselfl. Finally, (ic) is excluded because me violates the Chain Condition, while the alternative, myself
would not violate neither the Chain Condition, nor Condition A, as an object of the verb in (ic).
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3.8 Summary

Let me summarize the results and proposals of this chapter briefly. In the first half of this
chapter we have discussed quite lengthily the pattem of variation characterized by the

properties of binding into PPs in English and in BP. After a brief descriptive presentation

of the main facts in section 3.2,I argued in section 3.3 that the tools availed in the standard

BT are not flexible enough to account for a specific correlation found in Romance
(including BP): the availability of locally bound pronouns within PPs depends on the
'degree of inherent reflexivity' of the predicate. In section 3.4 I have shown that this
correlation is actually predicted in R&R's framework, in which Condition B is conceived
as a condition on predicate reflexivity. Moreover, I have also shown that that correlation is

predicted to exist only in BP, but not in English, because of the action of the Chain
Condition: since chain formation cannot cross PPs in BP, the Chain Condition is

irelevant, and only Condition B counts for pronouns; on the other hand, since chain
formation crosses PPs in EngHsh, pronouns always violate the Chain Condition, ffid
Condition B is essentially irrelevant.

In the previous chapter I argued that lst person plural anaphora in BP provides support
to the idea that Chain Theory is relevant to anaphoric dependencies. In this chapter, on the
other hand, we have seen that the interaction between R&R's Condition B and their Chain
Condition accounts for a seemingly accidental pattern of variation - the distinctive
properties of binding into PPs in English and in BP. This, in turn, not only corroborates

the conclusion of the previous chapter, but also supports the idea that Chain Theory and
Reflexivity Theory are both necessary. Thus, the arguments of the previous chapter and of
the first half ofthis one support a version of BT with the following components:

(104) BT (for local binding):ae

a. Reflexivity Theory (which includes R&R's Condition B, cf. (86) of section 1.5,

and Condition A as in (105) below);
b. Chain Theory (which includes R&R's representational definition chains, cf. (97a)

of chapter l, R&R's Chain Condition, cf. (100) of chapter 1, and Agreement-on-
Chains, cf. (89) of chapter 2);

c. the theory of assignment of reference (which includes Free Indexing, cf, fn. 3 of
chapter 2,andthe FCI, cf. (88) of chapter 2);

d. the statement regulating the interaction between the FCI and Agreement-on-
Chains ((92) of chapter 2).

In the second half of this chapter, we have seen initial motivation for some, minor and
major, modifications in R&R's approach. In section 3.5 I have shown that binding into
locative complements in English poses two problems to R&R's approach: both pronouns
and reflexives are fully acceptable, whereas under R&R's analysis pronouns should be
excluded as a Chain Condition violation, and reflexives should be 'marked' as other
logophoric occrurences are. We have also seen that these problems can be circumvented if

ae Recall that I am ignoring the theoretical import of long-distance binding for the moment, which will be

discussed in the next chapter as regards SE anaphors, that is, as far as the theory of LOCALITY is

concemed (cf. section 1.6).
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an optional operation of reanalysis is available. But the problem with this solution is that
reanalysis lacks independent motivation. In section 3.6 I have discussed in some detail
R&R's approach to logophoric reflexives, based on the idea that they are 'marked'
because of discourse considerations rather than because of Condition A. There I argued

that a better approach to these and other occrurenses of reflexives can be achieved if we
formulate Condition A as in (105) (from (91); for the formal statement of Condition A and

auxiliary definitions, see (85)):

(105) Reflexivity Condition A:
A reflexive-marker must reflexive-mark a syntactic predicate that is reflexive.

In the approach I proposed, logophoric reflexives are 'marked' because they violate
Condition A in (105); but they are oless marked' than other Condition A violations
because the violation they incur is mitigated by the fact that it can be used to trigger a

pragmatic inference, as in (106) (from (83)):

(106) If the speaker S uses a reflexive-marker M contained in a syntactic predicate P that
is incompatible with reflexivity, S is probably not using M to reflexive-mark P;

hence, S must be using M with an implicated nonJiteral function.

Finally, in section 3.7I discussed again the problem of binding into locative complements,

now taking advantage of trvo points of the above explanation for logophoric reflexives:
that they violate a condition, namely, Condition A; that interaction with other factors may
improve acceptability of such violations. My point was: if we take the case of Condition A
as the rule, constraints on an anaphoric option can be violated if the circumstances are

appropriate. In the case of binding into complement locatives, the circumstances are

appropriate because the competing option, the pronoun, also violates a condition, namely,
the Chain Condition. That is, if conditions on anaphora operate as in an optimalityJike
system, not only the approach I proposed for logophoric reflexives becomes natural, but
also binding into complement locatives in English follows automatically. In sum, what is
required is that BT be interpreted as an optimality-like system:

(107) BT as an Optimality-Lile System:

a. BT conditions (i.e., on intra-sentential anaphora) are violable;
b. choice of an anaphoric option is relative to a set of alternative options, that is,

anaphoric forms compete among each other;
c. competition among altemative anaphoric options is decided by best satisfaction

of the set of BT conditions.

In the next chapter, I will explore some consequences of the conclusion that BT should be

conceived as an optimalityJike system. The focus will be on Chain Theory: I will gather

evidence for the violability of conditions on chains when applied to anaphoric
dependencies; in particular, I will argue that this solves some of the problems raised by the
extension of Chain Theory to anaphoric dependencies, including those raised in chapter 2
by the interaction between Chain The,ory and the Theory of Assignment of Reference.
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Coi{srRAINr VlolABILITy, CH,q.lN THnoRy,
axo LocALITY or 

^SE 
Ar{apHoRs

4.1 Introduction

My main goal in this chapter is to provide further support for the hypothesis, reached in
the previous one, that conditions on anaphoric dependencies are violable. I will argue that
constraint violability is needed not only for independent empirical reasons, but mainly
because of Chain Theory. More specifically, constraint violability provides a solution for
many of the problems Chain Theory seems to create when it is extended to intrasentential
anaphora. Thus, this chapter provides support for two of the main claims made in this
dissertation: (i) that Chain Theory is instrumental in the determination of the distribution
of anaphoric forms; (ii) that conditions on anaphoric dependencies are violable.

In section 4.2,I offer an independent empirical argument for constaint violability,
based on certain contrasts found in Brazilian Portuguese between pronouns and SE
anaphors, illustrated by (1a,b) below:

(l) a. OPaulo nunca tinha me ouvidoffalarmal {dele(?)*desi}]
Paulo never had me heard [speak ill {of-himlof SE\)
'Paulo never heard me speak illof him'

b. Ningudm nunca tinhame ouvido Ealar mal {*dele/(?)de si}l
Nobody never had me heard [speak ill {of-himlof SE}]
'Nobody never heard me speak lll of him'

Sentence (1a) testifies to the common fact that SE anaphors are subject to some locality
constrain! which I have called LOCALITY in section 1.6: in Brazilian Portuguese, SE

anaphors carurot, in general, be bound across clauses. Yet as illustrated in (1b), they
become acceptable in such contexts with an antecedent Like ningudm'nobody'. As we will
see, the explanation for the acceptability of the anaphor in long-distance dependencies like
(1b) is not due to any particular exemption from LOCALITY. Rather, it is a function of an

independent restriction on pronouns: they are strongly disfavored with antecedents like
'nobody', 'everybody', owho', and other genderless NPs. The analysis of contrasts like (l)
will establish not only that LOCALITY of SE anaphors is violable, but also that it is so

because anaphors compete with pronouns.
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The rest of this chapter will be dedicated to the investigation of some consequences of
constraint violability for the extension of Chain Theory to anaphoric dependencies. I will
argue that constraint violability allows us to maintain that Chain Theory applies in toto to
anaphoric dependencies, the differences between movement and anaphoric dependencies
being derived from the fact that anaphoric dependencies may violate conditions on chains.
In particular, I will claim that an anaphoric dependency may count as a chain even if it
violates some definitional conditions on chain. This will lead me to propose that, rather
than primitive chains, some anaphoric dependencies qualifr as analogical chains, a sort of
dependency whose main property is that the closer they are to the chain format, the more
they behave as chains. The theory of analogical chains, which will substitute R&R's
generalized definition of chains, will be gradually intoduced in sections 4.3 to 4.7, with
further revisions in the formulations of the conditions on chains adopted here.

The notion of analogical chain is intoduced in section 4.3, where it is initially
motivated by some subtle effects found in IPPLA in BP which I ignored in the analysis
developed in chapter 2. ln section 4.4 I will show that, given the analogical chains
hypothesis, the effects of the condition I called Agreement-on-Chains in chapter 2 canbe
deduced from the feature-compatibility conditions on chains [FCC]. This solves a number
of problems posed by the extension of Chain Theory to anaphoric dependencies - the
apparent exemption of anaphoric chains from effects of the FCC and related complications
(cf. section 2.7).

In section 4.5 I will argue that the effects of R&R's Chain Condition are best captured
by a requirement for morphological economy ME], following a suggestion made by
Burzio (1989, 1991). Unlike R&R's approach, the one based on ME and the analogical
chains hypothesis accounts for differences between Frisian, Dutch, German, and English
resorting only to well-motivated lexical properties of the pronouns and anaphors of these
languages. In section 4.6,I will show that such an account requires that ME be a condition
on chains. This goes against Burzio's proposal that ME is a condition on binding, and, as a
result, Principle C effects cannot be atffibuted to ME. On the other hand, I show that: (i)
not all Principle C effects can be attributed to ME even when taken as a condition on
binding, and (ii) restictions on Case realization i" quirky passive subjects and free
relatives reveal that ME is active on movement chains. These facts lend plausibility to the
assumptions that ME is a property of chains and that Principle C effects are, therefore,
figgered by some other constraint.

In section 4.7 I discuss the condition I have been calling LOCALITY of SE anaphors

from the perspective of the analogical chains hypothesis. I argue that the effects of
LOCALITY should be attributed to VISIBILITY, a condition whose effect is to require
that SE anaphors tail A-chains. As we will see, this condition, in interaction with ME, is
able to account for a large range of phenomena, including the distribution of 3rd person

pronouns and SE anaphors in languages as diverse as Brazilian Portuguese, Dutch,
German, Icelandic, and Russian. This and other results will not only give us some insight
into the properties of LOCALITY of SE anaphors, but also strengthen the empirical basis

of the analogical chains framework, and, therefore, the conclusion that constraints on
anaphoric are violable.

Finally, section 4.8 summarizes the results of this chapter.
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4.2 NO GENDER Effects and LOCALITY of SE Anaphor

4.2.1 NO GENDER fficts

In Brazilian Portuguese, NPs like 'nobody', 'everybody', 'somebody', ffid 'who', contrast
with other types of NPs in that the former are strongly disfavored as antecedents of overt
pronouns. This restriction can be illustrated with binding of embedded subjects: if the
antecedent is of the NOBODY sort, null subjects are virtually the only possible anaphoric
option, and overt pronouns are excluded:r

(2) a. Que eu saib4 ninguim disse que {__!*ele} estava interessado na Maria
That I know, nobody said that {1tro/*he} was interested in Maria
'As far as I know, nobody has said thathe was interested in Maria'

b. Todo mundo diz que {J*ele} gosta da Maria porque ela d muito simp6tica
Everybody says that {pro/*he} likes of Maria because she is very nice
'Everybody says that fte likes Mary because she's really nice'

Let me refer descriptively to the NPs which trigger the effects illustrated in (2ab) as

NOBODY NPs, after their typical case, 'nobody'. I will retum to the characterization of
this class shortly.

In contrast with NOBODY NPs, referential 3rd person NPs and quantificational ones

containing a nominal projection (that is, with the structure [Q N']) can in general be

antecedents both for null subjects and for overt pronouns:

(3) a. O Paulo admitiu que {Jele\ estava interessado na Maria
Paulo admitted that {pro/he} was interested in Maria
'Paulo has admitted that he was interested in Maria'

b. Que eu saiba, nenhum rapaz disse que {_Jele} 'tava interessadona Maria
That I know, no boy said that {pro/he} is interested in Maria
'As far as I know, no boy has said that he was interested in Maria'

c. Todo rapaz diz que {)"1"} gosta da Maria porque ela 6 muito simpStica
Every Doy says that fitro/he\ likes of Maria because she is really nice
'Every boy says fte likes Mary because she's really nice'

t Similar restrictions have been noticed for a number of languages, and discussed, among others, by Saito
& Hoji (1983) for Japanese, by Montalbetti (1984) for Spanish and Japanese, by Aoun & Li (1988) for
Chinese, and by Franks & Schwartz (1994) for French.

Except for Franks & Schwartz's, the analyses referred above attribute the restrictions on the use of
pronouns with NOBODY antecedents to the quantificational properties of the latter. Thus, for Montal-
betti, the restriction found in Spanish and Japanese is due to the Overt Pronoun Constraint, according to
which overt pronouns cannot be dependent on syntactic variables in contexts for which there is an altema-
tion overt/empty pronoun (see Monalbetti 1984 for details, and frrs. 3 and 5 below for discussion). Saito &
Hoji (1983:254) simply stipulate that Japanese overt pronouns cannot be interpreted as bound variables,
and Aoun & Li (1988) claim that Chinese overt pronouns must be A'-free in the minimal domain of a
subject. See Huang 1995 for a briefdiscussion ofthese analyses.

Franks & Schwartz (1994), on the other hand, atfibute the effect found in French to agreement 
- 

NPs
like 'nobody' would not agree with the gender specification of pronouns. As we will see soon, the re-
striction found in Brazilian Portuguese supports this conclusion.

r93
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Contrasts such as the one between (2) and (3) are not restricted to the altemation null
versus overt pronominal subjects: they recur wherever full pronouns are not the only
anaphoric option. For example, besides the possessive pronoun .seu 'his/her/their',
Brazilian Portuguese may also use the genitive construction lde'of + full pronoun] for
possessive anaphora, as illustrated in (4a,b) below. (4c) shows, however, that ['of + full
pronoun] is excluded with NOBODY antecedents:2

(4) a. OJodo acha que {(?)?seuchefelochefede/e} 6 umtolo
Jodo thinks that {}rs boss/the boss of-}irz} is a fool
'Jo6o thinks that ftls boss is a fool'

b. Nenhum empregado diria que {seu chefe/o chefe dele} e um tolo
No employee would-say that {ftls boss/the boss of-himl is a fool

'No employee would say that ftr's boss is a fool'
c. Ningudm diria que {sen patr6o(?)*o patrEo dele\ € um tolo

Nobody would-say that {}rs boss/the boss of-him} is a fool
'Nobody would say that ftLs boss is a fool'

Similarly, within PPs both pronouns and the anaphor si may, in general, be used in
Brazilian Portuguese, as exemplified in (5ab) below. However, when the antecedent is a
NOBODY NP, pronouns are again excluded, and the other option, the anaphor, is the only
possible one, as shown in (5c,d):

(5) a. O Jodo sempre confiou demais {nelelem si\
Jodo always trusted too-much {on-himlon SEI
'Jodo always trusted himselfta much'

b. Numa situagdo destas qualquer pessoa pensaria primeiro {nelalem si\
In-one situation of-these any person would-think first {in-herlin SE}
'In such a situation any person would first think of herself

c. Ninguim deveria confiar demais {*nele/em si}
Nobody should trust too-much {on-himlon SE}
' Nobody should trust himseftoo much'

d. Numa situaqEo destas ninguim deveria pensar primeiro l*nelelem si\
ln-one situation of-these nobody should think first {in-himlin SE\
'In such a situation nobody should first think n himself

Finally, there is another context in which a full pronoun competes with an alternative
form, namely, in the position of indirect object: Brazilian Portuguese not only disposes of
the dative clitic lhe 'to-him/her', but also of the periphrastic [para 'to' + full pronoun],
which is actually more frequent (cf. fu. 2 above):

2 Unlike other Romance languages, spoken Brazilian Portuguese disfavors the use of the 3rd person
possessive seu'his/her/etc.' with referential antecedents, as illusffated in (4a): in such cases, the posses-

sive tends to have a 2nd person interpretation. See Menuzzi (1996b) for discussion and references. A
similar effect arises with the 3rd person dative pronoun lhe'to-himlher', as in (6a) below. Thus, the
conffasts in (a) and in (6) are shown more clearly by comparing NOBODY antecedents with [Q N']
antecedents, which do not trigger the effect that referential antecedents do on seu and lhe-

Recently, Muller (1996) and Negrf,o & Muller (1996) have argued that, in their dialect of BP, the
reason why seu is the only form available in (4c), and dele in (4a), is that sea has become a form special-
ized for the bound variable interpretation, while elehas become specialized for coreference. This analy-
sis, like those discussed in fns. I and 3, cannot be extended to the cases discussed in this section.
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(5) a. OJodo disse que aMaria n6o l?lhe| de atengflo {praele\
Jodo said that Maria not {to-him} gives attention {to him}

'Jodo said that Maria does not pay attention to him'
b. Nenhum rapaz tinha pedido proa Maria para {lhe} trazer presentes {pra ele\

No boy had asked to Maria for {to-him} to-bring presents {to him\
'No boy has asked Mary to bringhim presents'

When the antecedent is a NOBODY NP, however, only the dative pronour lhe is fiilly
acceptable; the periphrastic expressionlpara'to' + fuII pronoun] is strongly disfavored:

(7) a. Ningudm disse que a Maria ndo {lhel d6 atengdo {(?)*pn ele}
Nobody said that Maria not {to-him} gives attention {to him\
'Jodo said that Maria does not pay attentionto him'

b. Ningudm pediu pr'a Maria para {lhe\ trazer presentes caros {*pra ele\
Nobody asked to Maria for {to-him} to-bring presents expensive lto hfm\
'Nobody asked Maria to bring him expensive presents'

To sum up, we have just seen that NOBODY NPs are disfavored as antecedents for full
pronouns in dependencies otherwise unproblematic in Brazilian Portuguese. The contrasts
we discussed are summarized in (8) below:

(8) a. {pro/*ele} cf. (2), (3) c. {si/*ele} cf. (5)
b. lseu/*dele) cf. (a) d. {lheftparaele) cf. (6), (7)

What, then, distinguishes {pro, seu, .ri, lhe\ from {ele\? If there is any property
contrasting these forms, it is their specification for gender distinctions: {pro, seu, si, lhe)
are all znspecified for gender in the sense that they can take either masculine or feminine
antecedents, as shown in (9a) for sf and in (9b) for null subjects (analogous examples can
be easily constucted for sez and lhe, of course):

(9) a. {O Jodo/A Maria} sempre confiou demais em si

{Jodo/Maria\ always trusted too.muchon SE
'Jodo always trusted himselftoo much' or'Maria always trusted hersefftoo much'

b. {O Pmlo/A Maria\ admitiu que detestava a Joana

{Paulo/Maria} admitted that pro hated Joana

' Paulo admitted that he hated Joana' or ' Maria admitted that she hated Joana'

Full pronouns like ele'he', on the other hand, arc specified for gender, i.e., they agree with
the gender of their antecedent, as shown in (10) below:

(10) a. OPaulo admitiu que {ele/*e/a} detestava aJoana
Poulo admitted that {he/*she\ hated Joana
'Paulo admitted that he hated Joana'

b. A Maria admitiu que {*ele/e/a} detestava a Joana

Maria admitted that {*he/she\ hated Joana

'Maria admitted that she hated Joana'

The generalization behind (8), then, is that those anaphoric forms that are gender-marked

are disfavored with NOBODY antecedents, while those that are trnspecified are favored.
Let me refer descriptively to the contrasts summarized in (8) as NO GENDER effects, and

the restriction that triggers them as NO GENDER. This restriction is expressed

r95
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schematically in (l l) below ('NOBODY' stands for a NOBODY NP, and 'X' for an

anaphoric form):3

(11) NO GENDER: *[ NOBODYi ... X [+gender] , l
We may ask whetherNO GENDER effects can be derived from a more general condition.
Though this issue is not directly relevant for the argument for constraint violability I am

about to develop, we may consider it briefly. It seems to me that NO GENDER effects are,

actually, another consequence of the general constraint, discussed in chapter 2, according
to which NPs must somehow match the interpretation they are assigned. As we have seen

before, this constraint is responsible for simple contrasts like:

(12) The boy said {he/*she\ is sick-and-tired of chips

In (12) the anaphoric form is assr;ned the same interpretation as the boy, that is, it refers to
a young male. To match such an interpretation, the anaphoric form must be specified as

masculine, which is the linguistic feahre regularly associated with the semantic property
of being a male. Hence, &e is chosen, and she excluded.

Note now that NOBODY NPs (that is, 'nobody', 'everybody', 'somebody', 'who',
etc.) are semantically unmarked for the gender of the individuals in their domain of
quantification: 'nobody' means 'no person', male or female; 'everybody', 'every person',
etc. In addition, an anaphoric form bound by a NOBODY NP must be interpreted as a
variable ranging over the individuals in the domain of the NOBODY antecedent. That is, a
sentence like (l3a) is interpreted as something like (13b):

(13) a. Queeusaib4 ningudm disse que {)*elel estava interessadonaMaria
That I know, nobody said that {pro/*he} was interested in Maria
'As far as I know, nobody has said thathe was interested in Maria'

b. No x, x a person, is such that x has said that x was interested in Maria

In sum, an anaphoric form bound by a NOBODY NP must be able to refer to any

individual in the domain of the NOBODY antecedent, and such individuals may be either
males or females.

However, according to the requirement that NPs must match the interpretation they are

assigned, gender-specific forms can refer only to individuals whose natural gender can be
matched by the form's specification: that is, in principle, ele'he' in (l3a) can only refer to
males. This suggests the following explanation for NO GENDER efFects: (i) when bound
by a NOBODY antecedent, a gender-specific form X will have to refer to both male and

3 In Spanish, similar contrasts distinguish the genderless forms lpro, su'his/her/theirs', s/ 'SE', le 'to-
him/trer') from gender-specific ones {ii 'he', lo'him'} (see Menuzzi 1996a). This cannot be explained by
Montalbetti's Overt Pronoun Constraint, which opposes overt to null pronouns (see fir. I above). Moreover,
it should also be pointed out that in Japanese, besides null objects, the anaphor z ibun is also an alternative for
overt pronouns when the antecedent is quantificational, as Montalbetti himself has noticed (cf. Montalbetti
1984:193, note 3;also Saito & Hoji 1983). Recall thatzibun may be long-disance bound, so that the alter-
nation zibunl*overt pronouns with quantificational antecedents is not a matter of, say, Condition B. Clearly,
Montalbetti's OPC has nothing to say about this alternation. But note that zibun is genderless, just like
Japanese null pronouns, and unlike Japanese overt pronouns (cf. Katada l99l:291). This seems to confirm
that the correct generalization does not concern null pronouns per se, but either genderless forms, or forms
which are less specified than full pronodns.
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female individuals; (ii) but, according to the requirement for matching between NPs and
the interpretation they are assigned, X, a gender-specific form, can refer only to males, or
only to females, but not to both; (iii) therefore, if X is bound by a NOBODY antecedent, X
will violate the requirement for matching between NPs and the interpretation at least for
some individuals in the domain of the NOBODY antecedent.

Note that this analysis is supported by the fact that, unlike NOBODY antecedents,
corresponding antecedents of the [Q N'] type such as 'no boy', 'every girl', osome man',
'which woman', etc., do not ffigger NO GENDER effects, as illustrated by (3b,c), (4b),
(5b) and (6b) above. This difference would be surprising if NO GENDER effects were to
be atnibuted to the quantificational properties of NOBODY NPs, since NPs like, say,
'nobody' and 'no boy' or 'no girl' have essentially the same quantificational semantics.
But they do differ in their domain of quantification: 'nobody' quantifies over individuals
in general, which may be either males or females; 'no boy' and 'no girl', however,
quantiff over boys and girls, respectively:

(14) a. Que eu saib4 nenhum rapaz disse que {Jele} 'tava interessado na Maria
That I know, no boy said that Qro/he) is interested in Maria
'As far as I know, no boy has said that he was interested in Maria'

b. No x, x a boy, is such that x has said that x was interested in Maria

(15) a. Que eu saiba, nenhuma garola disse que { lela} 'tava interessada no Paulo
That I know, no girl said that {prohhe} is interested in Paulo
'As far as I know, no girl has said that she was interested in Paulo'

b. No x, x a girl, is such that x has said that x was interested in Paulo

Since an anaphoric form bound by 'no boy' must be able to refer to any boy, and boys are

males, no mismatch arises if the form is masculine (or unspecified for gender): hence, the
acceptability of ele'he' in (laa). An analogous explanation holds for the acceptability of
ela 'she' in (l5a). Thus, NO GENDER effects do not arise with [Q N'] antecedents

because these quantiff over individuals which are categorized for gender.ar

a This explanation abstracts from the fact that nouns may have only grammatical gender. As we have seen in
chapter 2, in such cases pronouns may agree with the grammatical gender of the noun. This is, for example,
what happens in (5b) above: the nounpessoa'person', which is grammatically feminine in Portuguese, has

no semantic gender (or, rather, may have both semantic genders); yet, the feminine pronoun may be used

because of the grammatical gender of pessoa. Note that such cases force me to claim that NOBODY antece-

dents are not only genderless semantically, but also grammatically: if NOBODY NPs had grammatical
gender (say, masculine), we would expect pronouns to be able to agree with their grammatical gender, as

with pessoa. But this does not happen, as shown in (5d) above. The assumption that NOBODY antecedents

are grammatically genderless is not unproblematic, however: see Ar. 7 below for fuither discussion.

Another curious case is that of the noun gente'people', which is grammatically specified as feminine and
refers to people, in which it is similar to pessoa; but NPs with gente cannot bind pronouns:

(i) Muita gente diz que {J*ela(s)} gosta(*-m) da Maria porque ela d simp6tica
Much people says that lpro/she(pl)) like(-3ppl) of Maria because she is nice
' Many people say that they lke Maria because she is nice'

What distinguishes gente from pessoa is that gente is uncountable, cf. the discussion of Qa)Q6) of subsec-

tion 2.3.1. I will not speculate on how to incorporate this additional restriction into the FCI.
s Similar contrasts between NOBODY antecedents and [Q N'] antecedents are also found in Spanish:
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We have just seen, then, that NO GENDER effects are probably a result of the
condition which requires that NPs match the interpretation they are assigned. In chapter 2
(subsection2.2.2) I have formulated this condition as a feature compatibility condition on
indexing, that is, on the interpretation of NPs (cf. (12) of chapter 2):

(16) Feature-Compatibility Condition on Indexing [FCI]:
An index i is assigned to an NP iff , is compatible withNP,

where: (i) an 'index' is a notational device for the interpretation assigned to an NP; and (ii)
X is compatible with Y if and only if the feature specification of X is non-distinct from
that of Y (cf. (14) of chapter 2). Recall, furthermore, that I have assumed that indices (that
is, the interpretations assigned to NPs) receive a feature specification corresponding to the
NP's semantic categorization (thus, if a NP refers to a male individual, its index is feature-
specified as ma.sculine, etc.). Let us briefly consider how NO GENDER eff,ects could be

expressed under this set of assumptions.
The intuition we want to capture is this: because the interpretation of NOBODY NPs

ranges over both female and male individuals, it is incompatible with NPs which are

gender-specific, that is, which are either feminine, or masculine (like full pronouns in
Brazilian Portuguese, Spanish, Japanese, etc.). For concreteness, suppose full pronouns are

specified either as [+feminine] or as [-feminine]. To express the incompatibility between a

NOBODY NP's interpretation and fulI pronouns, we have to assume that NOBODY NP's
indices are specified simultaneously as [+feminite) and [-feminine]: because they are

l+feminine], they are incompatible with a [-feminine] pronoun, and because they are

[-feminine], they are also incompatible with a [+feminine] pronoun.u But we still need to

(i) a. Ningun chico dijo que {_/?d/} te daria un regalo
No 6oy said frrat lpro/he) to-you would-give a present

b. Nadie dijo que {J"d\ te daria un regalo
Nobody said that {pro/hel to-you would-give a present

'No boy/Nobodyhu said that ie would give you a present'

Note that the overt pronominal subject is slightly disfavored for independent reasons 
- 

oveft subjects
require independent discourse justification in Spanish (see Schwartz 1986 and references cited there).
Still, the contrast between (ia) and (ib) is strikingly robust and cannot be explained by Montalbetti's
Overt Pronoun Constainr [OPC]: the overt pronoun is as dependent on a syntactic variable in (ib) as it is
in (ia). Thus, it cannot be the case that the pronoun is excluded in (ib) by the OPC, nor because it is
interpreted as a bound variable, as suggested by Saito & Hoji for Japanese pronouns. I cannot tell, how-
ever, whether the same contrast arises in Japanese and Chinese, since neither Saito & Hoji, nor Aoun &
Li, give examples with [Q N'] antecedents: all their examples involve NOBODY antecedents.
6 It may seem odd to say that a NP's interpretation can be both as [+feminine] and [-feminine]. Gram-
matically, there seems to be no form which are simultaneously [+feminine] and [-feminine] grammati-
cally (for instance, there is no noun such that it requires adjectives to inflect simultaneously for
[+feminine] and [-feminine]). Recall, however, that, when we ure talking about the feature specification
of a NP's interpretatiofl, we are actually using a notational device to express semantic properties of such

an interpretation (cf. subsection 2.2.2 above). And it is clear that, semantically, NPs may be both femi-
nine and masculine, that is, they may have both semantic genders. For example, a plural NP like rlree
people may have both males and females in its domain. This, I am claiming, is what happens with
NOBODY NPs. Perhaps, a less artificial way of capturing the idea that NPs may be semantically both

[+feminine] and [-feminine] would be to say that that the index of a quantificational NP is not the vari-
ableit binds(as defined in subsection 2.2.1 above), buteach of thevalues of this variable, i.e., the indi-
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say that a NOBODY NP itself is compatible with the interpretation it is assigned: since, by
hypothesis, a NOBODY NP's index is specified both as [+feminine] and [-feminine], the
NOBODY NP itself carurot be [+feminine] (since it would be incompatible with the

[-feminine] specification of its interpretation), nor can it be [-feminine] (since it would be

incompatible with the [+feminine] specification of its interpretation). Thus, we have to
conclude that a NOBODY NP is gramatically unspecified for gender - it is neither

[+feminine], nor [-feminine] grammatically.T Though none of the previous assumptions
strikes me as unreasonable, I am not sure that they could be maintained in the particular
way I have suggested above (see, for example, the discussion of frrs. 6 and 7 above). Still,
it seems that the relevant empirir.'al distinctions to be made are clear enough, and that the
difficulties, where they arise, are a mafier of implementation rather than of substance.

viduals this variable is assigned when the truth-conditions of the sentence are computed. Hence,
quantificational NPs would not have one index, but many (as many as there are individuals in their
domain). These individuals, in the case of NOBODY NPs, may be either masculine or feminine; hence,
NOBODY NPs get a set of indices, some of which are [+feminine], and some [-feminine].
'There is a difficulry here: the assumption that NOBODY NPs have no grammatical gender, as required
by the analysis I am proposing, is not unproblematic. This is so because, as far as grammatical agreement
is concerned, NOBODY NPs behave just like NPs which are grammatically masculine: except for pro-
nouns, NOBODY NPs always require masculine agreeing forms (e.g. the masculine form of adjectives).

The problem rnight be fixed in the following way. As is well-known, masculine is the default gram-
matical gender in Romance, including Brazilian Portuguese (cf. Harris l99l). Suppose that default
grammatical gender is assigned only when an agreeing element cannot receive a specific grammatical
gender through agreemenl e.g., in Jodo e Maria estdo cansados 'Jo6o and Maria are tired', the predica-
tive adjective gets default grammatical masculine because its gender cannot be determined on the basis of
the subject, a coordinate NP containing both a masculine and a feminine specification (as J. Rooryck
pointed out to me). Now, elements agreeing with a masculine form will, of course, be masculine because
of agreement itself. But elements agreeing with a form grammatically unspecified for gender, as

NOBODY NPs are by hypothesis, will not get any gender through agreement. These forms will, then, be
assigned the default grammatical gender, which is masculine.

Note that, under the assumptions of the previous paragraph, forms which are unspecified for gram-
matical gender, like NOBODY NPs, will receive default gender only when they are agreeing elements:
for example, if they occur in a predicative position. Since argument NPs are not agreeing elements -rather, they trigger agreement on predicative elements -, NOBODY NPs will not, in general, receive
default gender and, therefore, will stay grammatically unspecified for gender, as required. So, they will
be able to quanti$/ over domains with masculine and feminine individuals without violating the FCI (as

required under the assumptions of the previous frr.). Predicative elements agreeing with NOBODY NPs,
however, by virtue of being agreeing elements, will receive the default gender and, therefore, will show
up in the form corresponding to masculine, as required.

This technically circumvents the problem noted above. However, I know no motivation for a gram-
matical distinction between masculine and genderless forms in Romance other than the need to express
the incompatibility of NOBODY NPs with gender-specific pronouns. (That is, the problem lies not in the
technical implementation of the distinction, but in its empirical justification.) Perhaps, a more articulated
theory of the relation between semantic content and grammatical specification of NPs might shed some
light on this issue and, eventually, lead to the elimination of the need for a grammatical distinction
between (default) masculine and genderless forms.
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4.2.2 The Interaction of NO GENDERwith LOCALITY

For the purposes of the argument for constraint violability to be developed below, the

crucial aspect of NO GENDER effects is that they affect pronouns in Brazilian Portuguese

in contexts where both pronouns and the 3rd person anaphor sf would in principle be

available for a 3rd person antecedent:

(16) a. O Paulo sempre pensa primeiro lnelelemsi|
Paulo always thinks first {in-himlinSD\
'Paulo always thinks first in himself

b. Todo mundo sempre pensa primeiro {*nelelem si\
Everybody always thinks first {in-himlin SE}
'Everybody always thinks first in himself

For the sake of perspicuity, I refer to the condition responsible for NO GENDER effects as

'NO GENDER' rather than 'FCI', though, as I argued above, NO GENDER is most
probably subsumed under the FCI (or whatever the proper formulation of the condition
responsible for matching NPs with the interpretation they are assigned).

Now, recall from section 1.6 that most SE anaphors are subject to a restriction,
LOCALITY: SE anaphors must find their antecedent within some local domain. The
Brazilian Portuguese anaphor si is no different in this aspect. For example, si is fine if
bound across complement PPs, as in (l7a) above and (18) below; a bit less if bound across
locative PPs, as in (19); more importantly, it becomes mmginal or bad for most speakers if
bound across infinitival boundaries, as in (20), and definitely bad if bound across finite
clauses, including subjunctives, as in (21) (udgments for (19)-(21) below are based on the
average judgment of 8 speakers for similar sentences; cf. appendix 4):

(18) O Paulo s6 fala {delelde si}
Paulo only speaks {of-himlofsr'}
'Paulo speaks only of himself

(19) a. OPaulo tinhavistouma cobra perto {delel?desf}
Paulo has seen a snake near {of-ftimlof SEI
'O Paulo saw a snake near him'

b. O Paulo escutou uma voz estranha atr6s {delel?de si}
Paulo heard a voice strange behind {of-himlof SE}
'O Paulo heard a strange voice behindhim'

Q0) a- OPaulo nunca tinha me cuvido[falar mal{delel(?)*desi}]
Paulo never had me heard [speak ill {of-himlofsE}]
'Paulo never heard me speak ill of him'

b. O Paulojamais me forqaria [a falar por lele/(?)*sr]l
Paulo never me would-force [to speak by {himlSE}]
'Paulo would never force me to speak for himself(i.e., on ftls name)'

(21) a. O Paulo rrto quer [que a Maria fale mal {delel*de si}]
Paulo not wants that Maria speaks(SBl) ill {of-ftimlof SElr

'Paulo does not want that Maria speaks ill of him'
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b. O Paulo jamais admitiria [que a Maria desconfiasse {delel*de si}]
Paulo never would-admit that Maria be-suspicious(SBJ) {of-himlof SEI
'Paulo would never admit that Maria be suspicious of him'

Let me assurne, as in section 1.6, that the constraint requiring SE anaphors to find their
antecedent within a certain local domain is (21) below:8

(22) LOCALIW: a SE anaphor must have a local antecedent,

where a 'local antecedent' would seem to be determined at least partially in language-
specific terms (cf. section 1.6; but see 4.7 below). As a frst approximation, we may take
(17)-(21) to indicate that si requires a clause mate as an antecedent in Brazilian
Portuguese: this would predict that si is fine in (17)-(19), and excluded in (20)-(21), which
is close enough to the truth for my present purposes (but see discussion below for a more
appropriate characterization of th,: data).

We now have two conditions, LOCALITY and the one responsible for NO GENDER
effects, each playing against a different altemative form: if the antecedent is a NOBODY
NP, then the pronoun will be affected by NO GENDER effects and, therefore, the anaphor
si may be favored, as in (17b) above; if the antecedent is not local, then the anaphor will
be affected by LOCALITY, and the pronoun favored, as in (20) and (21). The interesting
thing to check is what happens in those contexts where both conditions are active, that is,
when we have a non-local NOBODY antecedent: in such contexts, pronouns will be

affected by NO GENDER, and the anaphor, by LOCALITY. In other words, a situation of
conflict will arise, since each of the alternative forms will violate a condition.

If NO GENDER and LOCALITY are absolute, non-violable conditions, what we
expect is that there should be no solution for the conflict: both pronouns and the anaphor si
must simply be excluded. If, however, NO GENDER and LOCALITY are violable
conditions, then what we expect is a solution for the conflict, that is, the acceptability of
one of the forms should improve despite the fact that it violates a condition. Crucially, for
most speakers, the last situation is the one that obtains: violations of LOCALITY by the
anaphor can be tolerated in order to a.void NO GENDER violations by pronouns:'

(23) a. I'{ingudm nunca tinha me ouvido [falar mal {*delel(?)de si}]
Nobody never had me heard [speak ill {of-himlof SE}l
'Nobody never heard me speak ill of him'

b. Ningudm me forqaria [a falar por {*elel(?)si}]
Nobody me would-force [to speak by lhimlSB)]
'Nobody would force me to speak for himself(i.e., on ftrs name)'

8 Recall that, for R&R (1991, 1993), LOCALITY on SE anaphors should be derived from restrictions on

LF-movement of heads, while, for Burzio (1989, l99l), it derives from an agreement-like requirement
which SE anaphors are subject to. I will discuss the nature of this constraint later in section 4.7.
e The judgments reported in (23)-(25) below are the average of 6 speakers. There was a group of two
speakers who preferred the pronoun over si in (23) and (24) (cf. appendix 4). These informants seem to
have a dialect with properties similar to Spanish, in which si'SE' cannot be long-distance bound even

when the pronoun violates NO GENL;ER, cf. Montalbetti (1984) and Menuzzi(1996a).
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Q$ a. Ningudm quer [que a Maria fale mal {??delel?de si}]
Nobody wants that Maria speaks(SBJ) ill {of-himlof SE}
'Nobody wants that Maria speaks ill of him'

b. Ningudm admitiria [que a Maria desconfiasse {??delel?de si}]
Nobody would-admit that Maria be-suspicious(SBJ) {oLhim/of SE\
'Nobody would admit that Maria be suspicious of him'

These facts demonstrate that LOCAL.ITY of SE anaphors is a violable constraint in BP.

Note also that there is a slight improvement in the acceptability of the pronoun in
subjunctive clauses (cf, (2a)). How to interpret this effect? Recall first that an antecedent

that binds an anaphor across a subjunctive clause is 'less local' than an antecedent that
does it across infinitives (cf. section 1.6 above; see discussion of (25) below). That is, if
LOCALITY effects were sensitive to the distance between antecedent and SE, we would
expect LOCALITY effects in Q$ to be stronger than in (23). From this perspective, what
the improvement in the acceptability of the pronoun in (2a) with respect to (23) suggests is
that NO GENDER effects on pronouns may become weaker if the effects of LOCALITY
on the anaphor become stronger. This suggestion is confirmed by examples like (25a"b), in
which another level of clause embedding was added to the stmctures in (24) above,

increasing the distance between antecedent and anaphoric form even further:

(25) a. Ningudm admitiria [que a Maria deixasse ...

Nobody would-admit that Maria let(SBI)...

... [que a Joana ca(sse em cima {?dele/(?)*de si}]l

... that Joana fell on top {of-himlof SE)

' Nobody would admit that Maria let Joana altack him'

b. Ninguem gostaria [que os outros soubessem...

Nobody wouldJike that the othersknew(SBJ)...

... [que a policia desconfiava {?delel(?)*de sf}]l

... that the police was-suspicious {of-ftimlof SEI

'Nobody would like Maria to know that the police was suspiciovs of him'

The result of this increasing in distance is that the pronoun in (25) is more acceptable than
in(24); it actually surpasses the anaphor in acceptability in (25), whereas the anaphor was

the most acceptable form in (24). Note, however, that the pronoun still violates NO
GENDER in (25). That is, we have to conclude that the pronoun is the best option in (25)

only because the efflects of LOCALITY on the anaphor are stronger than the effects of NO
GENDER on the pronoun. But this interaction is possible only if NO GENDER in BP is
violable as well.

In sum, constraint violability provides a natural explanation for the alternations we
have just seen between the anaphor and pronouns in Braeilian Portuguese. When NO
GENDER does not apply (that is, when the antecedent is not a NOBODY NP), the

anaphor becomes gradually unavailable because of LOCALITY, as attested in (18)-(21). If
NO GENDER does apply, however, we find constraint interaction: (i) LOCALITY effects

on the anaphor can be tolerated because, up to some distance, these effects are weaker than
the effects of NO GENDER on the pronoun, as in (23) and (24); (ii) but, if the distance
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between antecedent and anaphoric form is gradually increased, there will be a point in
which LOCALITY effects on the anaphor will be stronger than NO GENDER efflects on
the pronoun, as in (25). Thus, the facts illustrated in (23)-(25) demonstrate that
LOCALITY and the condition responsible for NO GENDER effects must be violable in
Brazilian Portuguese. And this constitutes an independent empirical argument for the

conclusion, reached in the previous chapter, that constraints on anaphoric dependencies

are violable.

4.2.3 Expressing the Interaction

Let me consider now the sort of statements a framework for BT should be able to make in
order to accommodate the explanation for (23)-(25) I have sketched. Note first that there

are actually two possible interpretations for the contrast between (23)-(24) on the one

hand, and (25), on the other: either (i) the effects of NO GENDER on pronouns may
decrease, depending on the context, to the point where they become weaker than the

effects of LOCALITY on the anaphor; or (ii) the effects of LOCALITY on the anaphor

increase, depending on the context, to the point where they become stronger than the
effects of NO GENDER on pronouns. In the preceding discussion, I have assumed

implicitly that situation (ii) obtains, and I think this is correct for two reasons.
The first one concerns the nature of NO GENDER and LOCALITY. Since NO

GENDER effects arise from the mismatch between an anaphoric form and the

interpretation it is assigned, there seems to be no reason to expect such effects to ever
depend on a particular syntactic environment: neither the form's specification, nor the

interpretation it is assigned, are elements that vary on the basis of the structural properties
of the context. In other words, NO GENDER in (11) is not a condition whose effects can

be relativized to sffuctural properties of the context. Therefore, we do not expect NO
GENDER effects to become weaker because, say, another level of clause embedding has

been added to the context, as in (23)-(24) versus (25).

LOCALITY, on the other hand, requires a SE anaphor to have a local antecedent, and

the locality or domain of a relation is precisely the sort of thing that is relative to the

structural properties of the syntactic environment. Consider, for example, languages like
BP, in which the notion of locality relevant for SE anaphors is, roughly, that of 'clause-
matiness' (cf. discussion of (18)-(22) above). For these languages, an antecedent is local if
no clause boundary intervenes between the antecedent and the anaphoric form. Then, if
one clause boundary intervenes, LOCALITY is violated once; if two clause boundaries

intervene, it is violated twice, etc. Since LOCALITY is a condition which refers to
structural properties of the context, its violations are expected to be relative to such

properties. And, if violations of LOCALITY are relative to the locality of an anaphoric
relation, we expect the effects of LOCALITY on the acceptability of SE to be so, too.

There is a second reason to believe that the gradual effects in (23)-(25) come from
LOCALITY. Recall from section 1.6 that the crosslinguistic diskibution of SE anaphors
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and pronouns is characterized by a hierarchy of contextS Cr > C2 > ... > Cn such that each
C, is more local than C,*,. A subpart of this hierarchy is illustrated in (26) below:r0

(26) Locality Hierarchy[subpart]:

VP > Compl PPs > Loc PPs > ECM Infs > Control Infs > Sbj CPs > lnd CPs

As shown in section 1.6, in many languages the distribution of SE anaphors cannot be
partitioned into contexts in which the anaphor is fine versus those in which it is out; rather,
the acceptability of the anaphor tends to decrease the lower the context is in the locality
hierarchy, that is, the less local the relation between antecedent and anaphoric form is.

Sentences like (18)-(21) above show that Brazilian Portuguese is one such language, as we
can see in (26') below, where the acceptability of SE is plotted against the locality
hierarchy (here and in the rest of this chapter, I represent only the subpart of the hierarchy
relevant for the on-going discussion):

(26')a. LocalityHierarchy: ComplPPs > LocPPs >ECMInfs > Sbj CPs

b. Acceptability of si: ok ? (?)* *

c. Examples: (18) (19) (20a) (21)

The anaphor becomes less acceptable the lower the context is in the hierarchy in (25).
Note that the decreasing acceptability of the anaphor in (18)-(21) has nothing to do

with the interaction between LOCALITY and the condition responsible for NO GENDER
effects: both the 3rd person anaphor si and the 3rd person singular masculine pronoun e/e
are compatible with the interpretation they are assigned in (18)-(21) (namely, a 3rd person
singular masculine interpretation). As a matter of fact, none of the other conditions on
anaphoric dependencies we discussed so far interacts with LOCALITY in (18)-(21): in
none of the contexts in (18)-(21) do pronouns violate the Chain Condition, and the
reflexivity conditions are not relevant either, since neither pronouns nor SE anaphors are

reflexive-markers (that is, they are not distinguished by the reflexivity conditions).
The fact that LOCALITY does not interact with any other condition in (18)-(21)

indicates that the gradual unacceptability of si in these sentences is due to LOCALITY
itself. The fact that the unacceptability of si increases according to the hierarchy in (25)
indicates, on the other hand, that LOCALITY is such that its effects on SE anaphors
increase as dependencies become less and less local. As pointed out in section L6, this
correlation between the locality of a dependency and its acceptability reminds Subjacency
effects noted, among others, by Chomsky (1986b:38 and ff.). Comparing a number of
structures violating Subjacency in English and Italian, Chomsky observed that the higher

r0 Recall that the 'locality hierarchy' for SE anaphors and pronouns is an implicational hierarchy: for every
context Ci in Cr 7 Cz>... , Cn, there is a language L such thaL (i) for every C1,.i < r, SE is more acceptable in
C; than in C,, and (ii) for every Cu, & > i, SE is at least as acceptable in Cn as it is in C, (cf. (l 14) of section
1.6; a symmetric generalization holds for pronouns, cf. (l l6) there).

As refered in subsection I .6.2, though none of the available analyses of locality effects on SE anaphors is
able to explain such implicational hierarchy, the relevant notion of 'locality' does not seem to be arbirary: it
rather has a strong resemblance with ihe notion of 'locality' relevant to chains. In this section, we may
assume that a context C, is 'more local' than a context C,*, if the number of constituent boundaries interven-
ing benveen the antecedent and the anaphoric form in C, is lower than the one in C,*,. This criterion applies
to most of the rankings discussed here.
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the number of Subjacency violations, counted in terms of barriers, the lower acceptability
of the structure. This suggested to him 'that violations [of Subjacency] are cumulative'
(Chomsky 1986b:38). Similarly, the pattern summarized in (26') above also suggests that
violations of LOCALITY are 'crimulative', resulting in increasing unacceptability.

Now, Subjacency violations could be 'counted' and, therefore, 'accumulated', in the

Barriers system because Subjacency was defined as relative to the number of barriers

crossed - each barrier crossed by movement counts as one violation of Subjacency (cf.

Chomsky 1986b:30; see also section 1.6 above). Given otr present lack of knowledge of
the notion of 'locality' relevant for SE anaphors, on the other hand, we have no principled
means of counting violations of LOCALITY (that is, the condition responsible for locality
effects on SE anaphors). I will return to this problem in section 4.7 (see also frr. 10 above).

For the time being, it suffices for my purposes to observe that, in order to express the

'cumulative' character of LOCALITY illustrated in (26') above, any framework for BT
must be able: (i) to express the notion of 'locality' relevant for LOCALITY, as revealed
by the implicational hierarchy of contexts exemplified in (26); (ir) to express the
correlation between the 'locality' of a dependency and the eflects of LOCALITY on SE

anaphors, as revealed by correspondences like the one between(26'a) and (26'b) above.
For concreteness, suppose that 'locality' is defined in such a way that, for each context

C, in the locality hierarchy illustrated in (26'a) above, binding of SE in C, adds one viola-
tion of LOCALITY to those accumulated up to C,-,. This allows us to express the pattem
shown in (26'ab) above as in (27) below (where each LOCALITY violation is marked
with an asterisk'*'):

(27) Locality Hierarchy: Compl PPs > Loc PPs > ECM Infs > Sbj CPs

LOCALITY Violations: - * ** ***

(27) illustrates the sort of statements any framework should be able to make to capture the

fact that the cost of the anaphor increases as the dependency becomes less local.
Let us now turn back to the interaction between LOCALITY and NO GENDER in

Brazilian Portuguese, as illustrated by (23)-(24) above. As we have seen, if the antecedent
is a NOBODY NP, the anaphor si is preferred to a pronoun even when the anaphoric

dependency has to cross a subjunctive clause boundary. That is, the cost of NO GENDER
on the pronoun has to be higher than the cost of LOCALITY on the anaphor at least up to
subjunctives in the locality hierarchy. To express this, we may take (27) as our point of
reference and assume that the cost of NO GENDER on the pronoun is equivalent to,.say,
four violations of LOCALITY (that is, four asterisks, as in (28) below). As I argued above,
there seems to be no reason to bslieve that the effects of NO GENDER on the pronour, by
themselves, would be gradual and dependent on the properties of the syntactic
environment; that is, the cost of NO GENDER on pronouns is fixed. We have now the
following situation:

(28) Locality Hierarchy: Compl PPs > Loc PPs >

LOCALITY on SE:

ECM Infs > Sbj CPs

** ***

NO GENDER on pron: :t*** **** **{'*
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According to (28), though the cost of the anaphor increases as the dependency becomes
less local, this cost is not covered by that of NO GENDER on the pronoun, at least up to
dependencies crossing subj unctive clause boundaries

Consider now the contrast between dependencies crossing only one finite clause

boundary, and those that cross two clause boundaries: the former case is illustrated by the

sentences in (2a) above, in which the dependency crosses a subjunctive clause boundary;
the latter case is exemplified by the sentences in (25) above. Note first that dependencies

that cross one clause boundary are clearly more 'local' than dependencies that cross two
clause boundaries (cf. fn" 10 above). Because of the correspondence between the locality
hierarchy and LOCALITY violations, we expect the anaphor to be more costly if bound
across two clause boundaries than if bound across only one. Secondly, note that that
pronouns become the best option in cases like (25), which means that the cost of
LOCALITY on the anaphor is higher than the cost of NO GENDER on pronouns. To
incorporate this into the pictur: ir (28) above, we have to assume that, when the
dependency crosses two finite clauses, the number of LOCALITY violations of the
anaphor is higher than the number of NO GENDER violations by pronouns. For
concreteness, suppose that, in such cases, the number of LOCALITY violations of the
anaphor is five; we can now srunmarize (28) as follows:

(29) Locality Hierarchy: ComplPPs > ... > Sbj CPs > ... > 2 Finite CPs

LocALrrY on SE:

NO GENDER on pron:

**{. *****
**:t* ****

According to (29): (i) the cost of LOCALITY on the anaphor increases as the dependency
becomes less local; (ii) the cost of NO GENDER on pronouns is fxed, that is, it does not
vary according to the locality hierarchy; (iii) at least up to subjunctives, the cost of the
anaphor is lower than the cost of the pronoun; (iv) from two finite clauses on, the cost of
the anaphor becomes higher than that of the pronoun.rl

Let us add to (29) the assumptions argued for in the previous chapter: (v) constraints
on anaphoric dependencies are rriolable, and (vi) anaphoric forms are chosen on the basis
of best-formedness. Now, it follows from (v) and (29) above, that, if no condition affects
pronouns, the anaphor will become gradually unavailable as an effect of LOCALITY, and

the pronoun will be the best option. If NO GENDER affects pronouns, on the other hand,
it follows from (vi) and (29) that the anaphor will be the best option up to dependencies
crossing subjunctive boundaries, and that pronouns will become the best option when the

dependency crosses two finite clauses. This is, essentially, the distribution of the anaphor

and pronouns we have found in Brazilian Portuguese.

rr I would like to stress that I am not claiming, with (27)-(29), to have explained LOCALITY costs are

assigned to SE in BP, or to have explainedthe interaction of LOCALITY with NO GENDER effects. What I
am arguing for at this point is that any descriptively adequate theory of LOCALITY of SE will have to make
statements similar to those embodied n (z7)-Qg).In an optimal theory, however, such statements should be

deduced from the formulations of LOCALITY and of the FCL In ttre sections to come I will propose a

theory which tries to meet this demand. but problems will remain: see section 5.3.4.
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4.2.4 Summary

In this section I put forward an empirical argument for constraint violability based on the

interaction of two restrictions, NO GENDER on pronou-rs and LOCALITY of SE

anaphors. As we have seen, both restrictions must be violable in Brazilian Portuguese:

there are contexts where violations of LOCALITY of SE anaphors are tolerated because

they are less costly than violations of NO GENDER by pronouns; and, inversely, there are

contexts where violations ofNO GEI.IDER by pronouns are tolerated because they are less

costly than violations of LOCALITY of SE anaphors. This argument has been constructed

on the basis of purely descriptive generalizations and, therefore, it is independent of the
framework to be adopted for BT.

In the next section, I return to l st Person Plural Anaphora in Brazilian Portuguese
pPPLA], the phenomenon I have investigated in chapter 2. As we will see, some subtle
effects I had to abstract from in chapter 2 (cf. fn. 16 in section 2.3.2) actually will
provide us with another argument for constraint violability. In particular, I will show
that, if the we adopt the line of analysis developed in chapter 2 for IPPLA, we must
conclude that anaphoric dependencies may violate the locality requirement on the
definition of chains and still show the effects of other conditions on chains.

43 IPPLA, and The Violability of the Locality Requirement on Chains

4.3.1 Reinterpreting the lPPl-A Data

Let us briefly recapitulate the main facts of 1PPLA flst Person Plural Anaphora] in
Brazilian Portuguese, and the analysis I developed for them in chapter 2. Recall that
1PPLA is the descriptive label for the pattem of anaphoric choices triggered by the

expression a gente, literally'the people', in its lst person plural [lppl] interpretation.
lPPLA is characterized by the following main generalizations (cf. (52) in section 2.3.2):

(30) lst Person Plural Anaphora in BP;

a. lppl a gente can bind a lppl pronoun, but not locally;
b. lppl a gente can bind a 3p anaphor, but only locally.

where 'local binding' means 'binding of an object clitic by the subject of the same clause',
that is, binding in a transitive structure, but not across PPs, for example. The sentences in
(31) and (32) illustrate the generalizations in (30ab), respectively:

(31) a. *A gente jh nos viu na TV
The people already us saw on-the TV

b. A gente viu uma cobra fu, atrds de ndsl
The people saw a snake [rrbehind of as]

(32) a. A gente j|se viu na TV
The people already SE saw on-the TV
'We already saw ourselves on TV'
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b. *A gente viu uma cobra [r, atras de sl']

The people saw a snake [*, behind of Sfl
'We saw a snake [r, behind us]'

As we have seen in subsection 2.3.3, the expression a gente takes different anaphoric
options in (31) and (32) because of an'inconsistency' in its inherent properties: though it
can refer to lppl, it is grammatically specified as a 3rd person singular [3ps] expression.
The fact that a gente can refer to lppl explains why it can, in principle, enter into
referential dependencies with lppl pronouns; the fact that it is a 3ps expression explains
why it can, in principle, be an antecedent for the 3rd person [3p] anaphors se/si. However,
these facts, per se, cannot explain the locality effects summarized in (30): why can't a lppl
pronoun be locally bound by a gente? and why must the anaphor?rz

The analysis I developed for (30) in chapter 2 was based on two conditions, the FCI,
repeated in (33) below, and Agreement-on-Chains, repeated in (34). Additionally, it was
necessary to introduce a statement, repeated in (35), regulating the interaction between the
two conditions:

(33) Feature-Compatibility Ctmdition on Indexing [FCI]:
An index i is assigned to anNP iff, is compatible with thatNP.

(34) Agreement-on-Chains:
An anaphoric form agrees with the antecedent's granrmatical specification if they
form a chain.

(35) Interaction FCl/Agreement-on-Chains:
If an anaphoric dependency is a chain, (a) the anaphoric form is subject to
Agreement-on-Chains, and (b) it is not subject to the FCI.

Let us briefly review how (33)-(35) work, assuming that 'locally bound' in (30) above
means 'forming a chain with the antecedent' (I retum to this issue shortly).

Consider the fact that lppl a gente cannot bind a lppl pronotrn locally, i.e., when they
form a chain (30a)). According to (35), the pronoun is subject to Agreement-on-Chains in
this case, not to the FCI. Since lppl pronouns do not agree with a genle's grammatical
specification, a lppl pronoun is excluded by Agreement-on-Chains in (31a). 3p anaphors
can be locally bound by lppl a gente (30b) because they agree with a gente's
grammatical specification; that is, the 3p anaphor is not excluded by Agreement-on-
Chains in (32a).r3

12 Recall that, though pronouns are generally required to be free, and anaphors bound, in some local
domain, the unacceptability of (3la) and (32b) above cannot be attributed to such requirements, cf.
discussion of (55)-(60) in subsection 2.3.4. That is, the locality effects in (31) and (32) must be related to
the specific properties of lppl a gente.
ri Note that the role of (35) is to make the FCI inactive in anaphoric chains. Thus, although lppl pro-
nouns are compatible with a lppl index arrd, hence, can satisff the FCI if bound by lppl a gente, this
does not help them in a chain: they are still excluded by Agreement-on-Chains. On the other hand,
though 3p anaphors are incompatible with a lppl index and, therefore, do not satisff the FCI if bound by
lppl a gente, this does not affect them in a chain: according to (35), it is sufficient for them to satisff
Agreement-on-Chains.
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Consider now the fact that lppl a gente can bind a lppl pronoun nonJocally, i.e., when
they do not form a chain ((30a)). Since no chain is formed, both (35) and Agreement-on-
Chains are irrelevant, and only the FCI is active. lppl pronouns are compatible with a lppl
index; hence, they satisfu the FCI if bound by lppl q gente non-locally, as in (31b). 3p

anaphors, however, are not compatible with a lppl index and, hence, they violate the FCI
if bound by lppl a gente non-locally, as in (32b).

As we have just seen, under the analysis sketched above the crucial notion of 'locality'
involved in 1PPLA is that of a chain. My argument for this was based on the fact that
when lppl a gente binds across a complement PP boundary, a lppl pronoun would appear

to be a better choice than the 3p reflexive si. This is illustrated in (36) below (iudgments
reported are my own; but see the {isc.ussion that follows):

(36) a. A gente vai finalmente poder comprar um cilro [pra { 
*si/?nds})

The people are-going finally to-can to-buy a car [for {SE/nds\)
oWe canfinally buy a car [for ourselves)'

b. A gente confiou demais [em {??si mesmoflnds mesmos})
The people trusted too-much I in {SE same/us same} ]
'lile twsted ourselves too-much'

c. A gente falou [de {??si (mesmo)flnds (mesmosl}] pr'a Maria
The people spoke [of {SE (same)/us (same)}l to Maria
' We talked [about ours elves) to Maria

d. A gente teve de lutar [contra l??si mesmof;nds mesmos]f
The people had of to-fight [against {SE samelus same\)

...pra superar o vicio do cigarro

... to overcome the addiction to-the cigarette

'Wehadto fight [against ourselves)to overcome the addiction to smoking'

However, as pointed out before (cf. fir. 16 of subsection 2.3.2), the judgments of sentences

like those in (36) are much less clear than those of the sentences in (31) and (32).

Abstracting from this fact, I assumed in chapter 2 that lppl pronouns are fine, and 3p
anaphors excluded in (36). That is, I assumed that 1PPLA effects are uniform across PPs,

and oppose 1PPLA effects in transitive stuctures. Under these assumptions, the pattern of
IPPLA would be:

(37) Antecedent:

lppl a gente

Structure:

Transitive
Complement PP

Locative PP

Anaphoric Form:

{se/*nos\ cf. (31)

{*si/nds} cf. (36)

l*si/nds\ cf. (32)

This pattem follows automatically from the approach I have just reviewed for (31) and
(32). As we have seen in the preceding chapters, movement chains cannot cross PP

boundaries in BP. That is, in principle, no chain can be formed across PPs of any kind in
BP, whether these are complements or locatives. Given the statement in (35) above, this
would entail that: (i) the only t'rndition to be active in IPPLA across PPs would be the
FCI, which excludes the 3p anaphor and allows the lppl pronoun; and (ii) the only
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condition active in transitive structures would be Agreement-on-Chains [AOC], which
excludes only lppl pronouns, not the 3p anaphor:

(38) Complement PP Locative PP

AOC:
FCI:

Transitive
*nos

SE

nds
*si

nds
*si

The analysis summarized in (38) could only be maintained, however, if 1PPLA across

complement PPs clearly required a lppl pronoun rather than the 3p anaphor, as in (37).

But, as I said before, this is an idealization of the facts (see appendix 3 for the actual data).

Though there is evidence that lppl pronouls are favored over the 3p anaphors, the

strongest generalization across speakers is that both the lppl pronoun and the 3p anaphor

seem 'marked' options within complement PPs: (i) a lppl pronoun is not as bad as it is in
a transitive stucture, nor is it as good as in locative PPs; (ii) conversely, the 3p anaphor is

not as bad as within locatives PPs, nor is it as good as it is in a transitive structure. Thus, a
more realistic picture of TPPLA in BP would look like (39) below (where '#' means that
the average judgment may ftmge from '?' to'??'; cf. appendix 3):

(39) Antecedent:

lppl a gente

Structure: Anaphoric Form:

Transitive {se/*nos\
Complement PP {#si/#nds}
Locativ; PP {*si/nds)

(39) still involves some idealization of the judgments, but it certainly looks closer to the

raw data of 1PPLA (what is abstracted from in (35) is the slight preference for lppl
pronouns; see also ft. 21 below). Note, however, that if we take (39) as the pattern to be

accounted for, the analysis summarized in (38) above cannot be maintained without
revision, since it was devised to capture (37) rather than (39). This raises the question of
whether IPPLA as depicted in (39) still provides evidence for the main theoretical
conclusion we arrived at on the basis of (37), namely, that Chain Theory is relevant for
anaphoric dependencies. I will argue in this section that it does.

According to the analysis just reviewed, lppl pronouns and 3p anaphors are affected
by two different conditions turder IPPLA, Agreement-on-Chains and the FCI,
respectively. Bringing these conditions into the picture, we can summarize 1PPLA effects
as follows:

(40) Transitive

AOC: *nos

FCI: Se

Complement PP Locative PP

#nds nds
#si *si

Note, first, that the availability of lppl pronouns and 3p anaphors in (40) is not exactly
complementary, but rather the inverse of each other: where lppl pronouns are fully
unacceptable, 3p anaphors are fine (transitive structures); where 3p anaphors are firlly
unacceptable, lppl pronouns are fine (locative PPs); where the acceptability of one form
becomes uncertain, so does the acceptability of the other (within complement PPs).
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Assume, for the sake of the argument, that Agreement-on-Chains is the only cause of
the effects on pronouns, and the FCI the only cause of the effects on the anaphors in (40).ra

Under these assumptions, the conclusion we may draw from (a0) is this: Agreement-on-
Chains and the FCI may act with different strengths, depending on the environment in
which the affected form occurs. More specifically, Agreement-on-Chains seems to act

with full strength on lppl pronouns in transitive structures, with weaker strength into
complement PPs, and has no effect into locative PPs. And, conversely, the FCI seems to
act with full strength on the 3p anaphors in locative PPs, with weaker strength in
complement PPs, and has no efflect in transitive structures.

The second thing to note about (40) is that the contexts concemed form the following
subpart of the locality hierarchy (cf. (l l8) of section 1.6 above):

(47) Locality Hierarcfry: Transitives [VP] > Complement PPs [PP] > Locative PPs pOCl > ...

Consider now the pattern shown ;n (40) above from the perspective of (41):

AOC:
FCI:

*nos

SC

#nds
#si

nos
*si

The obvious generalizations that arise from (42) are these: the more local the dependency

is, the more acceptable the 3p anaphor is; and, conversely, the less local the dependency is,
the more acceptable a lpp pronoun is." But, recall that these efflects cannot be attributed to
the inherent locality efifects on anaphors and pronouns (cf. ft. 12 above); rather, they are to
be related to the properties of the antecedent namely, lppl a gente. That is, they arise as

an effect of the two conditions active n (42), namely, Agreement-on-Chains and the FCI.
Now, what does the pattern n(42) tell us about the action of these two conditions?

Consider the fact that the acceptability of 3p anaphors gradually degrades as the
dependency becomes less local. This means that if it is the FCI that is affecting 3p

anaphors, then the effects of this condition increase as the dependency becomes less local.
Consider, on the other hand, the fact that the acceptability of lppl pronouns gradually
improve as the dependency becrrmes less local. This means that, if it is Agreement-on-
Chains that is afflecting lpp pronouns, then the effects of this condition decrease as the
dependency becomes less local. In sum, given our previous assumptions about the pattern
of IPPLA, we may conclude that:

(43) a. the eflects of Agreement-on-Chains on lppl pronouns are directly proportional to
(i.e., they increase *ith) the locality of the dependency;

Ia In this section I put aside discussion of the effects of the Chain Condition on pronouns and of LOCALITY
on anaphors in (40), to which I turn in the next section. As we will see, consideration of these conditions will
affect the details, but not the spiriq of the analysis sketched below.
15 This correlation is corroborated by the fact that when the anaphoric form is within an NP, the pattem
that emerges is similar to that shown with locative PPs:

(D A gente nunca conseguiu reconher [uma foto {nossaf de si} tiradapelo Paulo]
Thepeoplenever got recognize I a picture {ours/ofSE\ tookbyPaulo]
'We could never recognized [a picture of ours took by Paulo]'

This is consistent with the ranking LOC > NP of the locality hierarchy (cf. ( 1 I 8) in section I .6).
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b. the effects of the FCI on 3p anaphors are inversely proportional to (i.e., they
decrease with) the locality of the dependency.

How are we to interpret these correlations of the locality hierarchy with the effects of
Agreement-on-Chains and of the FCI?

4.3.2 The Correlation of AOC and FCI Effects with Locality of Chains

To understand the nature of the correlations in (43ab), three observations must be taken
into account. The first one is that, as we have seen in section 1.6, the locality hierarchy is
not only motivated empirically on the basis of locality effects on SE anaphors, but on the
basis of locality efflects on movement as well. Recall, in particular, that there seems to be

no language in which movement of NPs is possible out of complement PPs, but not in
tansitive structures, nor doss there seem to be a language in which such movement is
possible out of locative PPs, but not out of non-locative complement PPs.

As far as movement is concerned, the locality hierarchy should be derived from the
conditions that movement is subject to. In section 1.6, I argued that a slight extension of
the Barriers framework may provide us with an explanation for the particular
subhierarchy in (41) above (cf. (1a )-(145) of section 1.6): (i) VPs are never barriers to
local movement; (ii) complement PPs may introduce one, depending on the language
(they are Case-minimality barriers if prepositions are independent Case-assigners in the
language); and (iii) locative PPs introduce at least one barrier (a O-minimality barrier) and
can possibly count as double barriers (if prepositions introduce Case-minimality barriers
in the language).

Note now that if the locality hierarchy is a reflex of the number of barriers between
two positions in a chain link, then it provides a scale to measure how close any
dependency comes to the chain format. This is so because chains are standardly defined in
terms of barriers (see, again, sections 1.5 and 1.6;(aa) is adapted from R&R's generalized

definition of chain in (97) of section 1.5):

(44) C : (cr,,...,o,) is a chain iffC is the ma:<imal sequence such that:
(a) there is an index i such that for all cr,, lsj5rt, cr, caries f, and

G) all a,,lliSn, are such that cr., c-cortmands cr.;*r, and
(c) flocel-Cueru:] there is no y that is a barrier for cri*r and excludes o,.

According to the clause in (44c), two coindexed NPs will form a chain link if and only if
no barrier intervenes. Let me call (44c) the locality requirement on chains, or LocaL-
CHnrN, for short. Of course, a dependency crossing one barrier looks more like a chain
than a dependency crossing two: the first one has failed Locel-CuArN and, therefore, the

definition of chain, only once; the second has failed them twice. From this perspective, we
may now say of an anaphoric dependency that:

(a5) a. the more local the anaphoric dependency, the closer it is to the chain format;
b. and, conversely, the less local it is, the less closer it is to the chain format
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where the locality of the dependency is of course determined by the number of violations
of Locnl-CHlrN it incurs, that is, by the number of bariers it crosses (as given by the

locality hierarchy, cf. the discussion above and in section 1.6).

A second observation relevant for (43a) is that Agreement-on-Chains is presumably a

condition on anaphoric chains, since it seems sensitive to the local domain of chains.r6

Thus, it should not come as a surprise that the sffength of the effects of Agreement-on-
Chains is directly proportional to violations of Locnl-Cunm (cf $3a)): if certain
conditions happen to have grading effects on anaphoric dependencies, zurd those

conditions are conditions on chains, it is only natural that their grading effects correlate
with the chain properties of anaphoric dependencies -, hence, with the degree with which
anaphoric dependencies conform to the chain format. Given (a5a) above, the 'degree of
conformity' of a dependency to the chain format is directly proportional to LocnI--Crun-t
violations (that is, to the number of barriers crossed). In other words, the generalization in
(a3a) can be naturally explained if we can maintain that:

(46) the closer an anaphoric dependency D is to the chain format, the stronger the
effects of conditions on chains on D.

As for (43b) above ('the strength of the effects of the FCI on 3p anaphors is inversely
proportional to the locality of the dependency'), we have to take into account the
assumption that the action of the FCI is regulated by the statement in (35). According to
this statement, the FCI applies to an anaphoric form in an anaphoric dependency only if
this dependency is not a chain. (See, however, the discussion in the next section, where
this assumption will be dropped). If the FCI applies only to dependencies that ate not
chains, a reasoning analogous to that which led us to (46) would lead us to (47):t'

(47) the closer an anaphoric dependency D is to the chain format, the weaker the effects
of the FCI on D.

In sum, the generalizations in (43a,b) may receive a natural explanation if the statements
in (a6) and (47), respectively, hold. These, in turn, would seem to be related to (454b),
which also have a plausible source: the definition of chains. In other words, the
generalizations in (a3ab) can plausibly be fraced back to the notion of chain.

However, note that, though the (a6) and (47) seem naturally related to the statements
in (45a,b), the latter are too weak to deduce them. First of all, it does not necessarily
follow from the fact *rat a depeudency is 'close to the chain format' that it should have
properties of a chain. Hence, it does not follow from (45a) that anaphoric dependencies
which are 'close to the chain format' should be affected by conditions on chains, which is
what is entailed by (46). And, since it does not follow from (45a) that anaphoric
dependencies 'close to the chain format' should have properties of chains, it does not

16 Cf. the previous fir. and also the discussion of (49) below. That Agreement-on-Chains is a condition on

chains is fully justified if it is true, as will be argued in the next section, that it can be derived from the
feature-compatibility condition on chains, the FCC. See also the discussion in subsection2.4.2.
r7 Be R a condition which applies to an anaphoric form when it does not belong to a chain. If R has grading

effects, such gradience should be sensitive to the degree with which the dependency does na, conform to the
chain format. And, given (45b), this degree must be inverselyproportional to LocAL-CHent violations.
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follow either from (45a) that such dependencies may more or less succeed in overcome the
FCI, which is what is entailed by $7). That is, it is necessary to establish a bridge between
(asab) and (a6)-(a7). Suppose something like (48) holds:

(48) the closer an anaphoric dependency D is to the chain format, the more D counts as

a chain (i.e., the more D behaves as a chain).

As before, I am assuming that the more local the anaphoric dependency, the closer it is to
the chain format, that is, (a5a) above. It follows from (48), therefore, that the less local the

anaphoric dependency, the less it counts as a chain.

In a system in which something like (a8) holds, we may expect (46) and (47) above to
follow. According to (48), the c'oser an anaphoric dependency is to the chain format, the

more it should behave as one. A dcpendency behaves as a chain if it shows effects of
conditions on chains. Hence, the more a dependency D behaves as a chain, the stronger the

effects of conditions on chains (like Agreement-on-Chains) must be on D, ffid,
conversely, the weaker the effects of conditions circumvented by chain formation (like the
FCI). That is, given (48), the inverse pattem of effects triggered by Agreement-on-Chains
and the FCI in IPPLA (cf. (43a,b)) is expected. Thus, (a8) is the sort of statement required
for BT to express the pattern of IPPLA as depicted ir$2) above.

Let us briefly consider now the issue of whether IPPLA as depicted in (42) above and
repeated below as (a9) still provides evidence for the conclusion that Chain Theory is
operative in anaphoric dependencies:

AOC:
FCI:

*nos

se

#nds nds
#si *si

The basic argument for that conclusion was that the locality effects seen in IPPLA are

sensitive to the notion of 'locali'ry' relevant to chains (namely, the notion of barriers). This
is can be maintained if the account of 1PPLA is based on the statement in (48) above: as

we have seen, (48) was introduced precisely to capture the fact that the effects of both
Agreement-on-Chains and the FCI seem to correlate with violations of LoceL-CHRn+,
that is, with the number of barriers crossed by the dependency.

Suppose, on the other hand, that the locality effects seen in (49) above were related to,
say, the notion of 'locality' defined by goveming categories [GCs]. We would expec!
then, that the grading effects triggered by the condition affecting lppl pronouru should
correlate with the number of GCs intervening between the pronoun and the antecedent
(that is, lppl a gente): a lppl pronoul should show the strongest effect when the
antecedent is contained in the first domain satisfring the definition of a GC for the
pronoun; it should show a weaker effect when the antecedent is contained in the next
domain satisffing the definition of a GC for the pronoun, etc.

Let us briefly consider whether standard definitions of GC give the correct results. For
any of Chomsky's definition of GC, the fust domain to count as a GC for a pronoun
governed by a verb or by a preposition is the minimal clause containing both the pronoun
and its goverror (cf. sections l.i and 3.3 above). This predicts that a lppl pronoun should
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be equally bad in all contexts represented in (49) above, contrary to fact. Thus, Chomsky's
definitions of GC cannot capture (49).

Consider now Hestvik's definition of GC, for which the first domain to count as a GC
for a pronoun governed by a verb or by a selected preposition is the minimal clause

containing both (for a pronoun g.rverned by a locative preposition, however, the GC is the
locative PP itself; cf. section 3.3 above). This predicts that a lppl pronoun should be

equally bad if bound by lppl a gente in transitive structures or across complement PPs,

again contrary to the facts summarized in (49). As the reader can check for himself an

analogous reasoning would demonstrate that the results would be incorrect for 3p
anaphors as well. Thus, Hestvik's definition of GC cannot capture (49) either.

In sum, of the local domains for binding discussed in this dissertation, the only one
which seems to give the correct results for (a9) above is the one defined by barriers, which
also circumscribes chains.rs Therefore, 1PPLA as depicted in (a9) still provides support
for the conclusion that Chain Theory is relevant for the determination of the properties of
anaphoric dependencies (as argued before in chapter 2 on the basis of a slightly different
interpretation of the IPPLA data; see also appendix 3).

We have seen so far that, if BT is able to incorporate the statement in (48) above, then
it can explain the generalizations in (43) as well. In particular, it can explain why
judgments about IPPLA become murkier within complement PPs - if the dependency
crosses a complement PP boundary, it crosses only one barrier and, therefore, it may still
be close enough to the chain tbrmat to be affected by conditions on chains (that is,
Agreement-on-Chains) and, at the same time, be able to resist to some degree to the action
of conditions circumvented by chains (that is, the FCI). The result seems to be that the
violations of Agreement-on-Chains and of the FCI achieve a comparable level of well-
formedness and, therefore, the altemative anaphoric options have a comparable degree of
acceptability ftut see frr. 21 below).

4.3.3 Analogical Chains

Let us consider now the issue of how to incorporate the statement in (48) above into BT
more explicitly, which wiil bring us back to the main issue of this chapter, namely, of
whether there is evidence for the violability of constraints on anaphoric dependencies.

According to (48), dependencies that are close to the chain format may behave as

chains. This is somewhat surprising, since a dependency 'which is close to the chain
format' is not necessarily a dependency that satisfies the definition of chains. For example,
1PPLA across a complement PP counts as a dependency 'which is close enough to the
chain format' for the purposes of Agreement-on-Chains - that is, it shows efFects of
Agreement-on-Chains. It does not satisfu the definition of chain, however, since at least
one barrier has been crossed. Yet, if such an anaphoric dependency can be affected by
conditions on chains (and resist the action of conditions which can only be circumvented

tt Of course, we might define governing categories in terms of barriers, as suggested by Safir ( 1996), and
then incorporate the idea that chains are relevant into a more traditional way of conceiving BT. The
important point to keep in mind, though, is that we should make sure that this new definition of GC is

different from the definition of chains, or else the alternative becomes a terminological variant.
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by chain formation), it is because, as stated in (a8) above, it still counts somehow as an

actual chain.
That is, according to (48), some anaphoric dependencies may count as chains despite

the fact that they violate what seems to be a definitional condition on chains, namely, the

locality requirement on chains (Locel-CHAIN in (44c) above). If it is true that the conect
account for IPPLA requires a statement like (48) above, then we cannot avoid the

following conclusion:

(50) the locality requirement on chains can be violated by anaphoric chains.

The question now is: what is the cost of (50) for the framework I have been developing?
In the previous chapter, I have argued, on independent grounds, that conditions on

anaphoric dependencies seem to behave as in an optimality-like system in that they can be

violated under appropriate circumstances. Moreover, my argument was partially based on

the fact that a violation of R&R's Chain Condition appears to interact with a violation of
Condition A in English (more specifically, in binding into locative complements in
English). That is, we already have some reasons to believe that conditions on chains can

be violated by anaphoric dependencies. From this perspective, (50) is not completely
surprising, though it does present a theoretical difficulty not raised by a violation of the
Chain Condition.

The Chain Condition was conceived by R&R as a well-formedness condition on
chains and, for this reason, there is no problem in devising a system in which a

dependency satisfies the definition of chain and violates the Chain Condition - actually,
we can say that anaphoric dependencies may violate the Chain Condition precisely
because they may satisff the definition of chain. The locality requirement on chains,
however, is standardly assumed to be a definitional condition on chains. Thus, it is not
immediately obvious how to interpret the statement in (48), according to which the closer
an anaphoric dependency is to the chain format, the more it counts as a chain. How could
something that does nol satisfu the definition of chain still count as one?

Many ways of solving the problem come to mind. The obvious one is to claim that the
locality requirement on chains (that is, Locel-CHanr in (4y',c)) is actually a well-
formedness requirement on chains, rather than a definitional one, and what is particular
about anaphoric chains is that they may violate well-formedness conditions on chains.
Taking the definition of chain in (44) above into consideration, this entails that it would be

identical to that of binding (c-command and coindexing), a decision whose consequences
would, of cowse, require detailed investigation. It might also be the case that the notion of
chain is simply not a primitive, but a complex concept decomposable into several more
elementary properties, and that different instantiations of chains have different elementary
properties. Needless to say, all these issues involve central tenets of Chain Theory and

cannot be addressed adequately in this dissertation (see section 5.4.4 for further
discussion). A possibility which would not affect Chain Theory directly is that, precisely
because anaphoric dependencies may violate conditions, they can satisff the definition of
chains only partially and still count, to a higher or lesser deglee, as chains. This idea seems

promising, though it is unclear at present how to implement it appropriately.
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The approach I will propose below is a compromise between several demands. It
extends Chain Theory to the sort of anaphoric dependencies discussed above and, at the
same time, leaves standard assumptions about chains unchanged. Moreover, it captures the
idea that anaphoric dependencies may violate Locel-CueN and still count, to some

degree, as chains. However, this idea will have to be stipulated a principle goveming a

specific type of dependencies, rather than deduced from the assumption that anaphoric
dependencies in general may violate conditions.

The approach I would like io propose is based on the notion of analogical chains.
Analogical chains are anaphoric dependencies (that is, covaluation or coindexing of NPs)
that also satisff c-command:

(51) D(cr,B) is an analogical chain of degree n iff a and B are NPs such that:
(i) a and B are coindexed,
(ii) o c-commands p, and
(iii) D violates Locel-CHAIN n times (i.e., there are n barriers between a and p).

The intuitive idea the notion of analogical chains tries to express - as the term itself
suggests - is that anaphoric dependencies that meet a core of the definitional conditions
on chains (the coindexing and the c-command conditions) define a specific, chain-like,
type of dependency. These are the dependencies, I will assume, that may show effects of
conditions on chains: re

(52) If R is a condition on chains, and D an analogical chain, then R applies to D.

That is, analogical chains are subject to conditions on chains even if they fail definitional
conditions for chains other thancoindexing and c-command; for example, Locnl-CHerru.

Note that analogical chains are relativized with respect to their 'level of chainhood',
i.e., their degree, which is determined by the number of Locet -CHerru violations (by the

re I assume that the 'definitional core' is formed by the c-command and the coindexing conditions on
chains for two reasons: there seern to be no dependencies in Portuguese which show chain properties but
do not involve coindexing, and violation of c-command seems to be sufficient to block the effects of
conditions on chains, as shown by the contast between (ia) and (ib):

(i) a. lA gentef tinha {sel*nos} surpreendido comaquelahist6ria
lThe peoplel had {SE/zs} surprised with that story
lit.'We have surprised ourselves with that story', meaning 'We were surprised with that story'

b. [Aquela hist6ria sobre la gente) ] tinha {*se/nos\ surpreendido

I That story about lthe peaple]] had ISE/us\ surprised
'That story about us have surprised as'

ln (ia), nos is excluded by Agreement-on-Chains, which is not active in (ib). It should be noted that the
acceptability of aos in (ib) cannot be due best-formedness relative to se (which is excluded for whatever
reason SE anaphors require a c-commanding antecedent): there is a third alternative, the expression a
gente itself , which would also be weli..formed if it occurred instead of mos in (ib). That is, nos in (ib) must
achieve the same level of well-formedness as a gente itself. See also fn. 2l below.

Eric Reuland (personal communication) notes that it would be more appropriate to call the concept
defined in (51) an analogical chain link, stnce it explicitly refers to a two-member dependency. The
definition in (51) is convenient for the cases I discuss here, which always involve two NP positions. But
other cases may require slight modifications (for example, reference to maximal chains) which I presume
may be added without changing the approach substantively.
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number of ba:riers crossed by the dependency). According to (51), if D(ct,F) does not
violate Local-CHATN (if it crosses no barrier), then it is an analogical chain of degree 0; if
D(cr,F) violates Locnl-CUAIN once (if it crosses one barrier), then it is an analogical chain

of degree l, etc. Obviously, the higher the degree of an analogical chain, the lower its
'level of chainhood' (since the higher the number of Locnl-CHarN violations - of
barriers crossed -, the higher the number of violations of the definition of chain).

From this perspective, an analogical chain of degree 0 is an 'optimal' analogical chain
in the sense that it satisfies all structural requirements of the definition of chains; in
particular, it does not violate Locnl-CHAIN. We expect 'optimal' analogical chains to

behave as chains to the highest level of conformity possible and, hence, to show the

strongest effect of conditions on chains. Still, they may violate other definitional
conditions on chains, like Rizzi's feature-compatibility condition (see discussion in
section 4.4), or indeed the standard requirement that non-head positions of chains be

traces, if this requirement is adopted for the definition of primitive chains (see below).
Now, it is necessary to add to (52) an auxiliary statement determining that the effects

of conditions on chains on analogical chains are relative to the level of 'chain]rood' of the

dependency, that is, according to its degree:

(52') If R is a condition on chains, and D an analogical chain, then:

(i) R applies to D, and

(ii) if D violates R, then D violates R /ctimes, k:.f (n),

where n is the degree of D, and/a function such that kis inversely proportional to n.

Note that the number /r of violations of R must be inversely proportional to the degree n of
D because we want to capture (46) above -'f[s closer an anaphoric dependency is to the

chain formag the stronger the effects of conditions on chains on this dependency'. fr, the

number of violations of R incurred by the dependency D, is the measure for the effects of
R on D: the higher kis, the stronger the effects of R on D.n, on the other hand, is the

measure for the 'closeness' of D to the chain format: z is equal to the number of violations
of Locet -Crnru incurred by D, so that the higher n is, the less close D is to the chain
format. According to (52'), fr must be inversely proportional to n, which means: the higher
n is - the less close D is to the chain format -, the lower k should be - the weaker the

effects of R should be on D. This is precisely what (46) stated informally. Let me add,

however, that for the principlc in (52') to become operational, it is still necessary to
determine precisely what function/is, a task that I will leave for the next section4.4.

Given the principle in (52'), anaphoric dependencies may show effects of conditions

on chains - be subject to such conditions - because they are analogical chains. That is,

the notion of analogical chain in (51) and the principle in (52') extend Chain Theory to
anaphoric dependencies without requiring such dependencies to be primitive chains. In
other words, (51)-(52') have essentially the same function as the representational
definition of chains in R&R's approach. But, by introducing a secondary notion of chain,

the analogical chains approach is, of course, less general than R&R's, in which a single

notion of chain generalizes over both movement and anaphoric dependencies.

Note, however, that, because it distinguishes analogical chains from primitive chains,

the analogical chains approach, unlike R&R's, is compatible with a derivational
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characterization of (primitive) chains, or with one that restricts them to trace-tailed
dependencies (as in the standard definition, cf. ft.46 of chapter 1). And the assumption

that there are two partially related, but distinct, notions of chain has, after all, some
motivation. It might explain why conditions on chains may be violated by analogical
chains, but not by primitive ones: for example, primitive A-chains cannot violate Local-
Csem -- cross a barrier - without leading to ungrammaticality. It might also explain
why anaphoric chains do not trigger a 0-Criterion violation (cf, Safir 1996 and the
discussion in section 1.5): anaphoric chains are analogical chains, rather than primitive
ones, and the 0-Criterion applies to primitive chains, rather than to analogical ones. As we
will see in the following sections, the retreat from R&R's position entailed by the
analogical chains approach avoids many other complications in R&R's approach
concerning the extension of Char.r Theory to anaphoric dependencies.

Let me illustrate now the patterns of constraint violations characteized by the flrnction

f n(52'). Recall first that the locality hierarchy provides us with a scale to measure how
close any dependency comes to conform to the chain format: as suggested in the
discussion of (,+a) above and argued in section 1.6, the locality hierarchy is not a primitive
of the theory, but a consequence of the number of Locel-CHerx violations, that is, of
barriers, each context in the hierarchy introduces between antecedent and anaphoric form
(cf, (160) of section 1.6 above):

(53) Locality Hierarchy: Transitives > Complement PPs > Locative PPs >

Nr. of barriers crossed: - I 2

Locel-CHemviolations: - * *!r

Now,/in (52') is a function such that the higher the number n of LocAL-CHAIN violations
incurred by an anaphoric dependency D, the lower the number ft of violations of
conditions on chains incurred by D. Thus, according tol Agreement-on-Chains might be
characterized by a pattern of disiribution of violations like the following:

(54) Locality Hierarchy: Transitives > Complement PPs > Locative PPs >

Locel-CHenqviolations: - * **

AOC violations: ** * -

The number of violations of Agreement-on-Chains in (54) decreases as we go down the
locality hierarchy, that is, it is inversely proportional to the number of LoceL-CHarN
violations introduced by each context in the locality hierarchy, as required by/in (52').
Note that I have nol introduced any principled way of determining the initial cost of AOC
yet, hence, there is no explanation for why pronouns violate AOC twice, and not, say,

three times, in binding across VPs. At this point, assignment of costs to AOC and other
conditions is based purely on descriptive grounds; later in this chapter, such costs will
receive theoretical justification. For now, it suffices to point out that the notion of
analogical chains in (51), together with principle (51'), is able to express the fact that some
anaphoric dependencies are subject to conditions on chains even when they violate
Locet-CHen{, and that such dependencies must satisfr conditions on chains
proportionally to their'level of ohainhood' (cf. (48).
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Another statement is needed to express that effects of conditiors circumvented by
chain formation become stronger as the dependency becomes less local. This is, by
hypothesis, what happens with the FCI, which applies to 3p anaphors under IPPLA if they
do not form a chain with lppl q gente. Thus, something like (55) is required:

(55) If R is a condition applying to any B that does not belong to a chain C(a,B), and

D(6,y) is an analogical chain such that y violates R, then:

y violates R ktimes, k: g(r),
where n is the degree of D, and g a function such that ft is directly proportionalto n.

According to (55), the higher the number n of LocaL-CHAIN violations of D(8,y) (the

degree of D), the higher the number fr of violations of R by y (that is, the stronger the
effects on y of R, a condition that would be circumvented by chain formation). Note that it
is unnecessary to state that elements tailing analogical chains (y in (55)) are subject to
conditions circumvented by chain formation, since analogical chains are not chains (hence,

y does not lall a primitive chain).
According to g in (55), if the FCI is a condition circumvented by chain formation, then

it should have a pattern of distribution of violations like the following:

(56) Locality Hierarclry: Transitives > Complement PPs > Locative PPs >

Locnl-CHerru violations: - d' 'r*

FClviolations: - * **

The number of violations of FCI in (56) increases as we go down the locality hierarchy,
that is, it is directly proportional to the number of Locel-CH.q.n-t violations introduced by
each context in the locality hierarchy, as required by g in (52b) Needless to say, just as in
the case of (52'), for (55) to be operational it is also necessary to determine what function
g is precisely. I should also say that in the next section I will actually argue that the FCI is
not the sort of condition which is sensitive to the structural properties of chains and,

therefore, itis not governed by (55). However, something like (55) will still be necessary

for another condition which, I will claim in section 4.7, is circumvented by chain
formation, namely, VISIBILITY (responsible for LOCALITY effects on SE anaphors).

In sum, the theory of analogical chains, which I propose is responsible for the
extension Chain Theory to anaphoric dependencies, seems to require three basic
statements, (51), (52'), and (55), repeated below as (574b,c), respectively:

(57) The Theory of Analogical Chains:

a. D(cr,F) is an analogical chain of degree n iff a and B are NPs such that:
(i) o. and p are coindexed,
(ii) cr c-commands p, and
(iii) D violates Locel-CHAIN n times (i.e., there are n barriers between ct and B).

b. If R is a condition on chains, and D an analogical chain, then:

(i) R applies to D, and
(ii) if D violates R, then D violates R fttimes, k:.f (n),

where n is the degree of D, and/a function such that k is inversely proportional to n.
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c. If R is a condition applying to any p that does not belong to a chain C(cr,B), and
D(6,y) is an zuralogical chain such that y violates R, then:

y violates R frtimes, k= g(n),

where n is the degree of D, and g a function such that /r is directly proportional to m.

(57a) defines the sort of anaphoric dependencies that show effects of conditions referring
to chains. (57b,c) determine the way conditions referring to chains operate on such
dependencies. It should be observed once more that (57b,c) still require the specification
of the functions -f aurrd g.'o AU other aspects of the operation of conditions on chains on
anaphoric dependencies follow fr om independent assumptions.

For example, which conditions R are conditions on chains, which are circumvented by
chains, is a matter for Chain Theory. BT does not even need to state which conditions in
the chain module apply to anaphoric dependencies, which do not: according to (57), all do.
We will see in the following sections that this seems to be basically correct.

Another aspect that follour from assumptions independently made before is that
different analogical chains for one and the same structure must compete with each other

- for example, analogical chains headed by a gente and tailed either by lppl pronouns or
by the 3p anaphors in BP must compete for best formation. This follows from the
assumption that conditions on anaphoric dependencies work as in an optimality-like
system, argued for in chapter 3 and in section 4.2. Given the analogical chains hypothesis,
Chain Theory conditions become conditions on anaphoric dependencies (i.e. they apply to
anaphoric dependencies, cf. (57b,c)) and, therefore, fall under the general principle which
determines that conditions on anaphoric dependencies are violable (107) of section 3.7).

Let us now finally see what the analysis of 1PPLA in BP might look like under the
theory of analogical chains sketched above. The pattem we want to capture is repeated in
(58) below once more (from (42) above; recall that the antecedent is lppl a gente, and
nos/nds'us' and selsi 'SE' are alternative anaphoric options):

AOC:
FCI:

*nos

SC

#nds
#si

nds
*si

20 The symmetric nature of (57b) and (57c) indicates the possibility that the functions/and g are one and
the same, and that the fact that /r is either inversely or directly proportional to n is derived from the nature
of the relevant condition (that is, if the condition appties to chains, /c must be iwersely proportional to n;
if the condition is circumvented by chains, t must be directly proportional to n). If this proves to be
tenable, (57b,c) could eventually be substituted by simpler statements like (ia,b):

(i) a. If R is a condition on chains, and D an analogical chain, then D is subject to R.

b. If D is an analogical chain that violates a condition R referring to chains (that is, that either
applies to, or is circumvented by, chains), then:

D violates R ft times, k : f (n),

where n is the degree of D, and/a function such that t is proportional to r.
I will not pursue this possible simplification of (57), however.
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Assume, for the sake of the argument, that: (i) the only conditions to be considered are

Agreement-on-Chains and the FCI, and (ii) the pattem of violations triggered by such

conditions as in (54) and (56) above:

(59) a. Locality Hierarchy: Transitives > Complement PPs > Locative PPs >

Nr. of barriers crossed: - 1 2

Locel-CHerNviolations: - * **

b. AOC onnos/n6s: ** *(

c. FCI on se/si: - * **

As we have seen above, (59b,c) illustrate the sort of pattern of constraint violation
predicted by the theory of analogical chains (specifically, by (57b,c), respectively):
conditions referring to chains will have grading effects, and the gradience will be

proportional to the dependency's violations of Locel-Csan-i. Note, however that, as

observed before, determining whether (59b,c) are actually predicted or not by the theory
still depends on the specification of the firnctions/and gn(57b,c). We will see in the
next section that the specification of/and other revisions end up giving us a result similar
to the one given by (59b,c). I will retum to functiong of (51c) in section 4.7.

Assume, for the time being, that (59b,c) are correct, that is, that they are the outcome
of constraint evaluation as predicted by the theory of analogical chains. Together with the
hypothesis that conditions on anaphoric dependencies work as in an optimality-like system
(107) of section 3.7), (59b,c) predict the following results: (i) nos must be excluded in
transitive structures, where it violates Agreement-on-Chains most, and se does not violate
the FCI; (ii) si must be excluded in locative PPs, where it violates the FCI most, and nds

does not violate Agreement-on-Chains; finally, (iii) si and nds achieve a comparable level
of acceptability in complement PPs, where they have a comparable number of violations
(of the FCI and of Agreement-on-Chains, respectively). This analysis captures the basic
generalizations shown in (58) above concerning IPPLA in BP.2r Later revisions will not
affect the basic insights incorporated into (59), namely, those expressed by the theory of
analogical chains.

2t What is not captured in (59) under the assumptions I have made so far is the fact that si and nds are

'marked', rather than fully acceptable, within complement PPs in (58). There are at least nvo possibilities
to consider. One is that, when an anaphoric form F is as well-formed as the other alternatives with respect

to the set of constraints, its acceptability will not be as bad as when there is a better alternative, nor as

good as when F is the best alternative itself. The other possibility is that si and nris are 'marked' because

there is actually another anaphoric option, another occrrrrence of the expression a gente, which is fully
acceptable if bound by lppl a gente afiross complement PPs (modulo reflexive marking). Unlike nos and

si, a gente violates neither Agreement-on-Chains, nor the FCI, and would, therefore, be the best option.
Note, finally, that the analysis in (59) does not explain another feature found of IPPLA (cf. chapter 2 and

appendix 3): the slight preference for nds instead of si in complement PPs. A solution for these problems

may require either further investigation of the factors involved in IPPLA in BP, or a better understanding

of constraint interaction in anaphora.
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4.3.4 Summary

Let me now summarize the discussion of this section. I started by proposing a

reinterpretation of the data previously discussed in chapter 2 conceming 1PPLA in BP -that is, the patterns of anaphoric choices made by the expression a gente in its lppl
interpretation in BP. Specifically, my point was that an appropriate description of the data

should consider as the main generalization the fact that both lppl pronouns and 3p

anaphors are 'marked' options if bound across complement PPs (instead of assuming that
lppl pronouns are fine and 3p anaphors excluded in such contexts; cf. chapter 2 and

appendix 3). Theoretically, I argued that the resulting descriptive picture (in (42) above)

leads us to conclude that: (i) the closer an anaphoric dependency is to the chain format (in
terms of the locality hierarchy), the stronger the efflects of conditions on chains on the

dependency (cf. (46)), and, therefore, (ii) the closer an anaphoric dependency is to the

chain format, the more it counts as a chain (cf. (aB)).

To express these conclusions, I have proposed that anaphoric dependencies that behave

like chains arc analogical chains, rather than primitive chains (cf. (51) above). Analogical
chains are basically like chains, except that: (i) they are not tailed by traces, (ii) they are

relativized to the number of barriers crossed by the dependency (that is, with respect to the

locality hierarchy), ffid (iii) they sh*rw effects of conditions on chains according to this
relativization (from which it follows that the closer an anaphoric dependency is to the

chain format, the more it counts as a chain). I have then shown that this allows BT to
express the basic generalizations of IPPLA in BP.

With respect to the main point of the present chapter, which is to argue in favor of the

violability of conditions on anaphoric dependencies, it should be noted that the theory of
analogical chains has its raison d'Affe precisely in the violability of conditions on chains

by anaphoric dependencies: its role is to express the fact that the number of violations that
a dependency D incurs of such conditions is determined by D's violations of the locality
requirement on chains (Locel-CHAIN, that is, the number of barriers crossed by D). Thus,
as long as something like the notion of analogical chains is required by IPPLA in BP, this
phenomenon will provide an argument both for the extension of Chain Theory to
anaphoric dependencies, and for the violability of conditions on chains when applied to
anaphori c dependencies.

As we will see in the rest of this chapter, an approach to anaphoric dependencies

founded on the assumptions introduced in this chapter has virtues other than capturing
1PPLA in BP. At this point of the development of the framework, however, a number of
questions arise, both conceptual and of implementation. The priority is, of course, to
show that the framework can be implemented with insightful results. Therefore, I will
concentrate on matters of analysis rather than on the discussion of the conceptual issues

surrounding the notion of analogical chain, like (i) whether it is really necessary, or its
eff,ects can be deduced from the fact that anaphoric dependencies may violate
conditions, or (ii) whether, rather than subsuming only anaphoric dependencies, it
should be extended to movement dependencies as well (cf., e.9., frt. 58 below), etc.

As for questions of implementation, the crucial ones concern the way the costs of
conditions referring to chains are assigned to specific dependencies. As I pointed out, in
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the analysis of 1PPLA summarized in (59) above the costs assigned to Agreement-on-
Chains and to the FCI are compatible with, but not necessarily the ones predicted by, the
theory of analogical chains. That is, the costs of these conditions have been stipulated,
and their justification so far is only descriptive. In order for the theory to be able to
predict the violations incurred by a dependency, it is necessary that the functions/and g
in (57b,c) above be specified - it is not sufficient to state their inverse and direct
proportionality to violations of Local-CHeru, respectively.

In the next section I address the issue concerning the function/in (57b) as well as

some other problems still lurking behind the analysis of IPPLA.

4.4 Agreement-on-Chains Effects as FCC Effects

4.4. I Problems with Agreement-on-Chains, Again

I have argued in the previous section that, given the theory of analogical chains, the
paraphernalia developed in chapter 2 and repeated in (60)-(62) below can caphre most of
the properties of IPPLA in a natural way:

(60) Feature-Compatibility Condition on Indexing [FCI]:
An index i is assigned to an NP iff, is compatible with thatNP.

(61) Agreement-on-Chains [AOC]:
An anaphoric form agrees with the antecedent's grammatical specification if they
form a chain.

(62) InteractionFCl/Agreement-on-Chains:
If an anaphoric dependency is a chain, (a) the anaphoric form is subject to
Agreement-on-Chains, and (b) it is not subject to the FCI.

Though I have shown that the FCI has independent motivation (cf. section 2.2.2),I have
also pointed out that both Agreement-on-Chains and the statement in (62) raise a number
of conceptual problems. Let me recapitulate these.

The problem I discussed in section 2.4 conceming the statement in (62) had to do with
its ad hoc charucter. (62) was instnrmental in the analysis of IPPLA because it prevented
the FCI from applying to anaphoric forms that tail chains and, therefore, from excluding
sentences like (63) below:

(63) A gente ie se viu na TV
The people already SE saw on-theTV
'We have already seen ourselves on TV'

If it were not for (62), the 3rd person anaphor would be excluded because it receives a lst
person plural index in (63) (see discussion in section 2.4 for details). But, as far as I can
tell, this is about all the motivation that there is for (62); therefore, it might be expected
that (62) is reducible to some other statement in the theory. Since it regulates the
interaction of a condition on chains (Agreement-on-Chains) and another on indexing (the
FCI), (62) might follow either f'om the formulation of those conditions, or, perhaps, from
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the general principles governing the interaction between chains and indexing (that is,
between chains and the semantic interpretation of NPs).

However, it is clear that the statement tn (62) above does not follow from the FCI as

formulated in (60), nor from Agreement-on-Chains as formulated in (61). It would appear,

then, that (62) requires some additional articulation in the theory of semantic interpretation
of chains. In the optimal case, this theory should be no different from the theory of the
interpretation of arguments in general, chains being abstract representations of arguments.
And, as far as the interpretation of arguments is concerned, no more than the principle in
(64) below seems to be required:22

(64) Free Indexing:
If cr is an argument assign o an index.

Incorrect indexings (that is, incorrect assignments of interpretation to NPs) should be

excluded by the conditions collected under BT, which include the FCI (on Free Indexing,
see fn. 5 in chapter I and frr. 3 in chapter 2). Note, however, that, if the FCI is a condition
on the mechanism of interpretation of arguments, and this mechanism is simply (64), then
there would be no way for the FCI to distinguish indices that are assigned to NPs tailing
anaphoric chains from those that are assigned to other NPs: NPs tailing anaphoric chains
are axguments just like NPs heading chains; hence, they would be assigned indices
through (6a) as well, from which it follows that their indices would be subject to the FCI.

Thus, if the assumption that indices of NPs tailing anaphoric chains are not subject to
the FCI is to be deduced from the theory of indexing, then it is necessary that some
distinction be introduced between those indices and the ones govemed by the FCI, that is,
the ones assigned by (6a). In other words, a second source of indices is needed, one that
provides indices only for NPs tailing chains, which I suggested might be the something
like (65) below (see section2.4 for discussion):

(65) Chain Indexing:
If (cr, B) is a chain, then B is assigned the index of cr.

It could now be stipulated that the FCI is a condition on indices assigned by Free Indexing
ot ly, in which case indices assigned by Chain Indexing would not violate it. This provides
an account for cases like (63) above without the need of the ad hoc statement (62). The
price is a richer theory of the interpretation of arguments (see also fir. 23 below).

The second problem with an analysis of IPPLA based on (60)-(62) above that I
discussed in section 2.4 had to do with Agreement-on-Chains (in (61). Recall that
'agreement', as required by Agreement-on-Chains, means'feature-compatibility for
person, gender and number'. In other words, Agteement-on-Chains requires that an NP
tailing an anaphoric chain be feature-compatible for person, gender and number, with the
NP heading the chain. But this, I pointed ou! seems redundant given a more general
requirement on chains according to which positions in a chain must be feature-compatible

22 Probably, (6a) is a trivial consequence of nryo more general principles: (i) the Principle of Full Interpreta-
tion, which requires, among other things, that NPs that are assigrred a semantic role at LF receive some
interpretation, and (ii) the general principle according that requires linguistic expressions to be assigned an
appropriate interpretation (from which we might deduce the FCI as well, as discussed in section 2.2.2).
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with each other. This requirement has been incorporated by Rizzi into the definition of
chains, as in (66a) below (cf. section 2.4);for ease of reference, I will express it separately,

as in (67):

(66) (o,,..., crn) is achainiff, forallj, I <j <n:
a. cr, and cri+1 ?r€ non-distinct (for indices and features);

b. crj c-commands cr.;*ri

c. there is no y such that y is a barrier for cr.;*r and excludes cr1i

d. Relativized Minimality is respected.

(67) Feature-Compatibility Condition on Chains [FCC]:
(cr,, ... , o) is a chain ifffor all j,l1i9t, c!*1 is compatible with cr,.

Clearly, the fact that Agreement-on-Chains is largely redundant given the more general

FCC indicates that Agreement-on-Chains should be reduced to the FCC. But this would
appear to impossible: Agreement-on-Chains, which checks feature-compatibility in
anaphoric chains, would seem tc be insensitive to the Case specification of the members

of the chain, or a sentence like (68a) below would be excluded; the FCC, on the other
hand, must be sensitive to Case, as illustrated in (68b) (see again the discussion of (102)

and (103) of section 2.4 above):

(68) a. Eily*ct i6 tn€pa,"1 Yi na TV

It-^nt already rfieyac*t saw on-theTV

'I have already seen myself on TV'

b. *Vlrhofitp^n, 
I f1-u."1 artived late to the party] ?

The question was: why would anaphoric chains require an independent condition checking
feature-compatibility (Agreement-on-Chains), when there is a more general condition with
essentially the same effect and domain (the FCC)? This is even more puzzling given the

further complications the existence of Agreement-on-Chains entails for a framework like
R&R's, based on a generalized definition of chains. First, it is necessary that the FCC be

excluded from Rizzi's definition of chains, or some anaphoric chains will not count as

chains at all, with incorrect results: for example, Agreement-on-Chains would not rule out
(69) below (see discussion of (101) of section2.4):2r

(69) *A gente j'i nos viu na TV
Thepeople already ns saw on-the TV
'We have already seen ourselves on TV'

Second, Agreement-on-Chains must not only be formulated independently of the FCC, but

also the effects of the FCC must be arbitrarily restricted to movement chains (or, again,

anaphoric chains like (68a) will violate the FCC and be excluded).

23 Recall also tlrat excluding the feature-compatibility condition from the definition of chains would entail
that the only identity criterion for chain positions would be coindexing. But this would prevent us to
adopt Chain Indexing in (6a) instead of the ad froc statement in (62), since for (64) to work chains must
be recognized independently of coindexing (cf. section 2.4, again). That is, if (62) is eliminated in favor
of Chain Indexing, Agreement-on-Chain effects cannot be reduced to FCC effects.
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In sum, contrasts like the ones in (68)-(69) would seem to require firyo feature-

compatibility conditions on chains: (i) the FCC, which applies to movement chains, but
cannot apply to anaphoric chains, ffid which requires featr-re-compatibility in general,

including compatibility for person, number, and gender; and (ii) Agreement-on-Chains,
which applies to anaphoric chains and which requires feature-compatibility only for
person, number, and gender. The loss of generality in Chain Theory is obvious.

4.4.2 Violating the FCC

Let us now consider the consequences ofthe hypothesis that anaphoric dependencies are

analogical chains for the problems with Agreement-on-Chains reviewed above. As we
have seen in subsection 4.3.3, according to the analogical chain hypothesis, anaphoric
chains may violate even definitional conditions on chains, like LocnL-CHAIN (in (a4c)
above), and still count somehow as chains for the purpose of other conditions on chains.

Suppose the FCC is to be taken as a definitional condition on chains, as proposed by
Rizzi. According to the theory of analogical chains, it does not follow from this that
dependencies that do not satisfu the FCC should not count as chains at all. Rather, as long
as they satisfy the definition of analogical chain, they may still count as chains, even for
the FCC itself. In this case, the FCC applies anaphoric dependencies and, therefore, it is
violable. That is, analogical chains may violate the FCC as long as no better analogical
chain can be formed with the anaphoric system of the language in question.

To give an illustration of this way of conceiving the effects of the FCC on anaphoric
chains, let us look again at the example in (68a), repeated below as (70):

Eu1-r""1 ie [,6p fil€;r"."1vi na TV]
Iv*t already lw m€y^o.1 saw on-the TV]

(70)

'I have already seen myself on TV'

Recall that, if conditions on anaphoric dependencies are inviolable, then (70) is the sort of
case requiring that the condition checking feature-compatibility of anaphoric chains be
insensitive to Case: the anaphoric dependency (eu, me) tn (70) fits the chain format
optimally (it does not violate Locnl-CHAIN, that is, it crosses no barrier), but the bound
pronoun me 'me' is Case-incompatible with its antecedent, eu 'l'. Under the assumption
that anaphoric dependencies are analogical chains, however, the FCC is violahle. The
question, then, becomes: would there be any other anaphoric form in Brazilian Portuguese
which would provide a better tail for the chain in (70) above?

Consider first anaphoric forms that might be an alternative for me in (70) in Brazilian
Portuguese, listed in (71) below, and the conditions that, under my present assumptions,
may affect these forms, which are briefly summarizedn(72):2a

2o I ignore the reflexivity conditions, which are irrelevant for my concerns here, and LOCALITY of SE,

which I assume BP selsi does not violate in transitive structures, cf. section 4.2 and below. For obvious
reasons, Agreement-on-Chains is also ignored 

- 
the purpose of the present discussion is precisely to

show that its effects can be reduced to the effects of the FCC.
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(71) Some anaphoric optionsfor (70):

a. me 'me' [p, -pl, +acc], [+R]
b. nos 'us' [1p, +pi, +acc], [+R]
c. ele 'heftrim' [3p, -pl], [+R]
d. se 'SE' [3p, +acc], [-R]

(72) Condilionsrelevantfor (70)-(71):

a. FCC: the tail of a chain must be non-distinct from the head of the chain (cf. (67));
b. FCI: anNP must be assigned a non-distinct index (cf. (61));

c. Chain Condition [ChC]: only the head of the chain is [+R] (cf. (96) of chapter 1);

Suppose, as hefore, that the alternatives are compared with respect to the total number of
constraint violations they incur. The outcome of the consfraint evaluation of the forms in
(71) for a sentence like (70) would be the following:2s

(73) Head af the chain: eu'l' [1p, -pl, -acc]

Index of the chain:

Anaphoric options:

[1p, -p1]

FCC FCI ChC Total

a* me [p, -pl, +asq], [+R] * - * 2
b. nos [p, +pl, +acc], [+R] :r' * {' 3

c. ele [3p, -pl, -fem], [+P1 * * * 3

d. se [3p, +acc], [-R] 'rc 'r' - 2

According to (73), me is evaluated as a better option than most of the other candidates,

though it is not better than the 3p person anaphor se, which also incurs in two violations.
This result is close what is expected, but not completely correct yet: what is required is

that me come out as the best option for (70). Can we build on the approach to (70)
summarized in (73) without having to add unmotivated stipulations? The answer, I
believe, is yes.

Consider the nature of conditions like the FCC and the FCI: they require featr:re non-
distinctress, which means that they are actually violated any time an anaphoric form has a
specification F that is distinct from a specification F' of the head of the chain (in the case

of the FCC), or of the index of the chain (in the case of the FCI). Let us make this more
explicit by reformulating both the FCC and the FCI along the following lines:

25 As regards the Chain Condition, I am assuming that forms that can head their own single A-chains are

[+R], and only those that cannot are [-R]. This mean that all pronouns, including those that can be locally
bound, would be [+R] and, therefore, they would all violate the Chain Condition. This is not precisely what
R&R (1993) assume about the Chain Condition, cf. section 1.5 above. See the next section for fuither
discussion on the distinction [tR].

Note also that, unlike what I have assumed in the previous section and in chapter 2, I am now presum-
ing that the FCI r violated even when an anaphoric form gets an incompatible index under a chain
configuration. As we will see soon, this is a welcome simplification.
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Qa) a. Feature-Compatibility Condition on Chains [FCC]:
If F is a feature specification of a non-head position of a chain C, F must be non-
distinct from every feature specification of the head of C.

b. Feature-Compatibility Condition on Indexing [FCI]:
If F is a feature specification of the index i assigned to NP, F must be non-distinct
from every feature specification ofNP.

As far as anaphoric forms are concerned, the FCC and the FCI as formulated in (74a,b)
have the same coverage as their previous formulations: an anaphoric form will trigger an
FCC violation whenever some of its feature specifications is distinct from one of the
antecedent. However, according to (744b), violations of the FCC and of the FCI must be
computed in terms of feature snecifications rather than in terms of the anaphoric forms
themselves. This means that if an anaphoric form has two feafrxe specifications which are

distinct from feature specifications of the antecedent, for example, the FCC will be

violated twice, rather than once, as in the case of its previous formulation.
The relevance of this is that, given (74qb), it is not the case that anaphoric forms

violating the FCC and the FCI will always have the same costs with respect to these
conditions. Rather, anaphoric forms with different feature specifications may have
difflerent costs: (i) the higher the number of feature specifications distinct from feature
specifications of the antecedent, the higher the cost of the anaphoric form with respect to
the FCC; (ii) the higher the number of feature specifications distinct from feature
specifications of the index of the dependency, the higher the cost of the anaphoric form
with respect to the FCI. Let us now re-evaluate the alternatives in (73) under the
reinterpretation of the FCC and of the FCI n Qaqb). The outcome of constraint
evaluation would now be:

(75) Head of the chain: eu'l' [1p, -pl, -acc]

Index of the chain:

Anaphoric options:

[p, -pl]

FCC FCI ChC Total

a. me [p, -pl, +acc], [+R] :t - * 2
b. nos [p, +pl, +acc], [+R] ** * 'F 4
c. ele [3p, -p1, -fem], [+R] * * * 3

d. se [3p, +acc], [-R] +* * - 3

The first obvious observation about (75) is that it captures the fact that the form me is the
best candidate for the chain in (70) above (all other candidates incur a higher number of
constraint violations). Even regarding the FCC alone, the lps accusative form ze fares
better than most other candidates: it is distinct from eu only with respect to its feature
specification for Case, while most other object forms will be distinct not only for Case, but
for person and/or number as well.

An interesting case in this connection is that of the 3rd person singular pronouns,
which are clearly unspecified for the [tacc] distinction in Brazilian Portuguese (that is,
they may occur both in subject and object positions; see fn. 49 below). Let us assume that
a violation of the FCC due to a distinct specification with respect to person is as serious as
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a violation due to a distinct specification with respect to Case.26 In this case, the lps
accusative me and 3rd person singular pronouns would reach a draw: me is distinct from
euwithrespect to Case, but not with respect to person, while 3rd person singular pronouns
are distinct from eu with respect to person, but not with respect to Case. Even then there

would still be a condition making the correct choice, namely, the FCI: only me, not 3rd
person pronouns, is compatible ''vith a lst person interpretation.

Finally, consider the fact that the lps accusative form lze should, in principle, be a

[+R] element and, therefore, it should violate the Chain Condition in a structure like (70)
(cf. fn. 25 above). Would that be a problem? Not necessarily. Under my present

assumptions, the only anaphoric form which does not violate the Chain Condition in
Brazilian Portuguese is the 3rd person anaphor se 'SE'. Still, se would not be a better
candidate than me for the chain in (66): while the pronoun me violates the Chain
Condition, se violates the FCI, and, though both me and se violate the FCC, the eflects on
the anaphor are stronger * it is distinct from ear not only in Case, but also in person;

hence, it incurs two violations of the FCC in (70)."
In other words, even if the form me violates both the FCC and the Chain Condition in

(70), we can arguably maintain that it still is the best anaphoric alternative because all
other candidates incur in a higher number of constraint violations. As we will see in
section 4.5 below, this line of reasoning solves some of the problems raised by R&R's
conception of the [tR] dichotomy as well, though not all.

It should also be noticed that, given the reinterpretation of the FCC and of the FCI in
(74a,b) above, respectively, there is a principled way of calculating the relative costs of
different anaphoric forms with respect these conditions: they just follow from the nature of
the FCC and of the FCI themselves, which are now sensitive to the feature content of
anaphoric forms. It seems to me that this illustrates the general strategy that should be
pursued in order for the problem to be solved of assigning costs to the conditions
interacting in anaphora: the cost of a particular consftaint in a particular context should be

a function both of proper formulation of the relevant constraint itself, and of the intrinsic
properties of the element violating it. This stategy is in complete consonance with the
conceptual guidetines adopted by the post-Kl- work on BT (cf. chapter l)."

We have seen, then, that cases like (70) above can be accounted for even if anaphoric
chains are subject to the FCC: this is so because, even if the chosen option for cases like

26 This is the simplest hypothesis. It might as well be the case that, as argued by many people, the feature
composition of an NP is not an unorganized bundle of feature specifications, but it has intemal structure.
For example, Lumsden (1987:100) claims features of nominal inflection are 'ranked' according to a

universal hierarchy in which gender and number features are higher than Case features. Thus, it might be

the case that the FCC is sensitive to this hierarchy. I will keep with the simplest assumption because it is
sufficient for my purposes here.
27 This analysis requires that se be specified for accusative Case, an assumption that most probably is

incorrect: see fu. 75 below for further discussion.
28 We will see in the next section (4.5) that the Chain Condition (or, better, the condition which is responsible
for the effects R&R attribute to the Chain Condition) can be formulated in terms analogous to those of
(7aa"b). This will allow the costs of the Chain Condition to be determined in terms of the feature content of
anaphoric forms, just as with the FCC and the FCL In this section, though, I will assign costs to the Chain
Condition on a descriptive basis, as I did with the conditions discussed in the preceding sections.
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(70) violates the FCC, it will still be the best relative to the overall evaluation of the other
alternatives - that is, constraint interaction ensures, in general, that the proper anaphoric
form is chosen. Recall now that it was because of cases like (70) that I had to maintain that
anaphoric chains were subject to Agreement-on-Chains, not to the FCC. The function of
Agreement-on-Chains was almost identical to that of the FCC - to check feature-
compatibility of anaphoric forms under the chain format -, except that it also served to
exempt anaphoric chains like (70) from the requirement of non-distinctness for Case

specification, a requirement necessary for the FCC. But we have seen above that, even if
chains like (66) above violate this requirement, constraint interaction may still ensure that
tlre proper anaphoric form is chosen without the need of Agreement-on-Chains. I
conclude, therefore, that Agreement-on-Chains is not necessary for cases like (70); its
effects, as far as such cases are concerned, can be derived by the interaction of the FCC
with the other constaints operating on anaphoric dependencies.

4.4. 3 I PPIII without Agreement-on-Chains

Let us now see whether the strategy for eliminating Agreement-on-Chains sketched in the
preceding subsection can be extended to the phenomenon that motivated this condition in
the first place, 1PPLA in Brazilian Portuguese. Recall that the pattern to be captured is the
one in (76) below (from (43) (= (58)) above):

(76) lst Person Plural Anaphora inBP [1PPLA]:

*nos #nos nos
se #si *sf

Recall also that (76) arises when the antecedent is the expression a gente,lit. 'the people',
which is grammatically 3rd person singular and receives a lst person plural index. As we
have seerq lppl pronouns are incompatible with the grammatical specification of lppl a
gente and, therefore, violate of the FCC. In addition, being [+R] elements, they violate the
Chain Condition as well. The 3p anaphors se/si, on the other hand, are incompatible with
the index they get if bound by lppl a gente, and, hence, violate the FCI. They are also
subject to a requirement for a 'local antecedent', LOCALITY ILOCAL] (cf. sections 1.6

and4-Z above). ln short, the conditions that must be considered are the following:

(77) IPPLA: Anaphoric Forms:

nos/n6s

se/si

Conditions:

FCC, ChC

FCI, LOCAL

Another crucial factor to be taken into account in dealing with (76) is the fact that the costs
of the conditions tn (77) depend on the locality of the dependency. As we have seen in
sections 1.6 and 4.2,the effects of LOCALITY on SE anaphorc increase as we go down
the locality hierarchy (the less local the anaphoric dependency, the stronger the effects of
LOCALITY on SE). In the preceding section (4.3), we have seen that IPPLA suggests the

reverse pattern for conditions on chains, that is, their effects seem to decrease as we go

down the locality hierarchy (the less local the anaphoric dependency, the weaker the
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effects on it of conditions on chains). Before we look at these correlations of LOCALITY
and of conditions on chains with the locality hierarchy, let me briefly discuss the situation
that arises with the FCI.

In the preceding section (4.3), I have assumed that the costs of the FCI also depend on

the locality of the dependency. The rationale I provided for this was that, like effects of
conditions on chains, IPPLA seemed to suggest that the eflects of the FCI are also

sensitive to the stnrctural properties of chains. Specifically, the anaphor seems to show no

effect of the FCI if the dependency satisfies the definition of chains, that is, in transitive
strucfures; FCI effects seem to increase gradually, however, as we go down the locality
hierarchy (cf. (76)). To capture tris, I proposed an analysis which might be rendered along
the following lines: (i) The anaphor does not violate the FCI if the dependency satisfies the

definition of chains optimally (i.e., it does not violate Locnl-CuAIN, as in transitive
structures) becauseo in this case, Chain Indexing is available, and the FCI applies only to
indices assigned by Free Indexing. (ii) Because anaphoric dependencies are analogical
chains, Chain Indexing will also be available for dependencies which are not optimal
chains, but this availability decreases gradually the more the dependency violates the
definition of chains (that is, Local-CHnrN). (iii) Consequently, the more the dependency
violates the definition of chains, the more the anaphoric form must rely on Free Indexing
to get an interpretation. Therefore, the number of violations of the FCI will gradually
increase as the dependency violates the definition of chains more and more (that is, as the

dependency violates Local-CHAIN more and more).2e

As I referred in the beginning of this section (4.4.1 above), this analysis requires a few
complications in the theory of the interpretation of arguments which seem to be

unmotivated otherwise: besides the more general Free Indexing, anot]rer source of indices,
Chain Indexing, is needed; and the application of the FCI must be arbitrarily restricted to
indices assigned by Free Indexing. That is, in order to make the costs of the FCI sensitive
to structural properties of chains, we need to have a somewhat complicated theory of the
interpretation of arguments.

But there is a second possibility: the costs of the FCI on the anaphor might be assumed
to be fixed, that is, they might not correlate with the structural properties of the
dependency; rather, their apparent gradience might be due to constraint interaction. Under
these assumptions, the anaphor would not be exempt from the FCI if bound in a chain
configuration. Note that this would be the optimal solution conceptually, since it would be

fully consistent with the simplest assumptions about the interpretation of NPs in anaphoric
chains: they would be assigned indices just like any other NPs (through Free Indexing in
(64)) and, hence, their indices would be subject to the FCI just like any other indices. That
is, there would be no need for Chain Indexing, nor for arbitrarily restricting the action of
the FCI to Free Indexing. Actually, the FCI would still apply only to indices assigned by

2e I have actually suggested two versions of this analysis of IPPLA. The version I sketched in 4.3.2 and

4.3.3 was based on statement (62) cf 4.4.1, rather than on the distinction between Free and Chain
Indexing, as in the version just sketched. Both are basically equivalent; the latter has the advantage of
partially overcoming the arbitrariness of the statement (62), however: see 4.4.1 on this issue. The
objections against the version of the analysis based on Free and Chain Indexing can be easily translated
into objections for the version based on statement (62), of course.
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Free Indexing, but this would now follow trivially from the fact that Free Indexing is the

only source of indices for arguments.
The assumption that the cost of the FCI is fixed has some independent empirical

support as well. Recall that in sectiori 4.2 I argued, on the basis of the interaction between

NO GENDER ef[ects on pronouns and LOCALITY effects on SE in BP, that the costs of
NO GENDER are fixed, while the costs of LOCALITY increase as the dependency
becomes less and less local. But, as pointed out there, NO GENDER eflects are most
probably a result of violations of the FCI. If this is true, then the interaction of NO
GENDER effects on pronouns and LOCALITY effects on SE supports the idea that the

cost of the FCI on the 3rd person anaphor in IPPLA above should be fixed and

determined by the FCI alone (and not by, say, the interaction of the FCI with different
sources of indexing, as discussed in the preceding paragraphr)."

Let us assume, then, that the costs of the FCI are fixed and computed as suggested
above (cf. discussion of (7aa,b)): violations are counted in terms of distinct feature
specifications, that is, each feature specification of an anaphoric form which is distinct
from one of the index it is assigned counts as a violation of the FCI. For the alternative
forms involved in IPPLA, this results in the following costs for the FCI:

(78) IPPLA: Index: [1p, +pl]

Anaphoric Optiotts FCI

a. selsi'SE' [3p, +acc] :r'

b. nos/nds'us' [p, +pl, tacc]

Let me now tum to the cost evaluation of the conditions in (77) above which do interact
with the locality of the dependency - the FCC, the Chain Condition, and LOCALITY.

Recall that 1PPLA suggests that the effects of the FCC - a condition on chains -decrease as we go down the locality hierarchy, which I interpreted as indicating that the
closer an anaphoric dependency D is to the chain format, the weaker the efflects on D of
conditions on chains. To account for this, I proposed thau (i) anaphoric dependencies are

analogical chains, which are defined as in (79a) below (repeated from (57a) above); (ii)
analogical chains are subject to conditions on chains, but the effects of these depend on the
'level of chainhood' of the analogical chain, as stated in (79b) below (from (57b)):

30 There is a problem, however, for reducir:g NO GENDER effects to effects of the FCI as formulated in
(74b). Recall that, in order for this to be possible, I had assume that the cost of NO GENDER on pro-
nouns corresponds to the cost of four LOCALITY violations by the anaphor, approximately. But, if NO
GENDER effects result of FCI violations, and LOCALITY and FCI violations are roughly equivalent,
there would appear to be no way of justiffing those four violations independently. For example, I pro-
posed that the index of NOBODY antecedents is specified simultaneously as [+feminine] and [-femi-
nine]; assigned to a masculine pronoun, this index would trigger at most one FCI violation.

We may consider many possible solutions for the problem above, but there is one we can discard
now: constraint ranking as in OT analyses would not do the job. This is because we would have to say
that the relevant ranking for Brazilian Portuguese is FCI > LOCALITY. This predicts that NO GENDER
violations by pronouns is always worse than LOCALITY violations by the anaphor, no matter how many
such violations the anaphor incurs. But this prediction is incorrect, as we have seen in section 4.2.
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(79) a. D(cr,F) is ananalogical chain of degree niff u and B are NPs such that:
(i) ct and B are coindexed,
(ii) cr c-commands B, and
(iii) D violates Locel-CHaIN r,, times (i.e., there are r barriers between a and B).

b. If R is a condition on chains, and D an analogical chain, then:
(i) R applies to D, and
(ii) if D violates & then D violates R ttimes, k:.f (n),

where z is the degree of D, and/a function such that k is inversely proportional to r.

As I pointed out, for the principle in (79b) to become operational, it is still necessary to

determine precisely what function / is, since the characterization of / in (79b) is not
sufficient for the costs of the constraint R to be determined for a particular dependency:
there are many ways in which ,1 could be 'inversely proportional' to n. For example, any

of the versions of/in (80) below would obviously satisfy this characterization:

(80) a. f(n):l+r-n:k
b. f (n):2r - n: k
c. f(n):r-n:k

where r is the number of violations of the constraint R that the dependency D
would incur if it were a (primitive) chain.

In any of (80a,b,c), the higher n is, the lower ft will be; therefore, fr is always inversely
proportional to n in (80a"b,c). Let me illustrate this with the hypothetical case of analogical
chains with the format in (81) below (where X c-commands Y):

(81) t ... X [1p, +pl, -acc]; Y f2p, -pl, +acc]i ... l
If an analogical chain like (81) were a (primitive) chain, it would incur three violations of
the FCC as formulated in (74a) above: Y has three featre specifications which are distinct
from feature specifications of X. That is, for dependencies of the format in (81), r is equal
to 3. Consider now the pattern of FCC violations each of the versions of/in (80a,b,c)
predict depending on the degree of an analogical chain like (81):

(82) Locality Hierarchy: Transitive > Complement PP > Locative PP

Locat--CrnrN: - * **

Degree of D (: n): 0 I 2

, (80a\f(n): I +3 -n
FCC violations cf.( (80b)/(n) :2x3 - n

\ (to")/(r,):3 -n

****
******

*** :t:t

{.** *

*** ** t

As we see in (82), for any of the versions of / in (80), the higher the degree r of the
analogical chain D, the lower is the number k of D's violations of the FCC - that is, all
versions of/in (80) will result n a k which is inversely proportional to n; therefore, any
could, in principle, be the function/in (79b). This shows that, for the theory of analogical
chains to make precise predictions and be testable, it is necessary to fully specifu the
function/in (79b). I will assume here that/is defined as in (78c), and, therefore, principle
(79b) must be formulated as follcws:
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(83) If R is a condition on chains, and D an analogical chain, then:
(i) R applies to D, and
(ii) if D violates R, then D violates R ttimes, k: r - n ,

where r is the degree of D, and r is the number of violations of R that D would
incur if it were a (primitive) chain.

As we have seen in (82), taking.f (r) : r - n captures the fact that k (the number of D's
violations of a condition R on chains) is inversely proportional to n (the degree of D, that
is, the number of Locel-CHarNr violations of D), which was all that (79b) stated. But (83)

is, of course, more precise than (79b): it defines exactly how costs of conditions on chains

must be assigned to analogical chains. Specifically, (83) entails two general rules for
assignment of such costs, which can be informally put as follows:3r

(84) Assignment of costs of conditions on chains to analogical chains (from (83)):
a. An analogical chain satisffing the chain format optimally (i.e., not violating

Locar--CsnlN) is evaluated as a primitive chain for every condition on chains.

b. For each violation of the chain format incurred by an analogical chain D (i.e., for
each violation of Locet--Cnenq it incurs), the total number of R's violations
incurred by D (given by (84a)) is decreased by one.

Before I present some motivation for adopting (83) and, consequently, (84ab), let me

briefly illustrate the operation of (8aa,b) with a concrete example, namely, the evaluation
of FCC violations by lppl pronouns in IPPLA dependencies. Such dependencies have the
general format in (85) below:

(85) t ... a gente [3p, -pl] i ... nos/n6s [p, +pl, tacc], I

If a dependency with the general format in (85) were a chain, it would violate the FCC
twice (++), since nos/nds has two feature specifications which are distinct from feattre

3r Both rules (84a) and (8 b) below follow from (83) and the defrnition of 'degree of an analogical
chain', which is identical to the number of LocIL-CHATN violations incurred (barriers crossed) by D, cf.
(79a). Consider rule (84a): if D does not violate LocAL-CHAIN, D has degree 0; if D has the degree 0,

then, according to (83), n: 0 and k: r - 0; hence, k= r, r being precisely the number of violations of R that
D would incur if it were a (primitive) chain. Thus, rule (84a) has been deduced from (83).

The deduction of rule (84b) requires proof by induction (cf. Partee, Meulen & Wall 1993:192-8). What
must be proved is the statement in (i) below, in which D and D' are any two dependencies which would
violate a condition R on chains an equal number r times if both were primitive chains:

(D if D has one violation of Locar-CHAIN more than D', then D has one violation of R less than D'.
Let me now demonstate that (i) follo'vs from (83). Assume that D, is any analogical chain of degree rz (i.e.,
with n violations of Locel-CHATN), anc kntl:e number of violations of R incurred by D". To prove that there
is a base for induction, we must prove that kr: h - I (that is, the number of violations of R incurred by D,

- 
an analogical chain of degree I 

- 
is equal to the number of violations of R incurred by Do - an

analogical chain of degree 0 
- 

decreased by one). Proof: for Do, h= r - 0 and, hence, &o: r. For Dr, kr: r
- 1. Since h: r, r - | = &o - I and, therefore, h= h - 1, QED. Now, to prove that the induction holds for
any Dn, wemustprovethatforany n,h*r= h - l. Proof: forDn, kn=t-n. ForDr*,, &,*r = r-(n+l);r-
(r+l): r-n- I and,byassociativity,r-fr- l:(r- n)-l.Hence,4,*r=(r-n)- l.Now, kn=t- n;thus,
fr*,: (r - n) - I : h - 1, QED. Hence, (i), i.e. rule (84b), follows from (83).
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specifications of a gente. This means that, according to rules (84ab), we have the
following pattem of FCC violations for analogical chains of the format in (85):

Locel-CHenrt: - d( {'*

FCC on lppl prons: ** *( -

Note that, following rule (84b) above, the number of FCC violations is decreased by one
in (86) for every Locel-CHnrNI violation incurred by the dependency. That is, the pattem
of violations in (86) is such that FCC effects decrease as the dependency 'looks less like a
chain', as required.

Now, the pattem (86) is precisely the one I have assumed in the analysis of 1PPLA
developed in 4.3.3 above: (86) is identical to (54), except that (i) the FCC has taken the
role of Agreement-on-Chains (cf. 4.4.2), and (ii) (54) was compatible with, but not
predicted by (57b) (: (79b)), while (86) ,s predicted by (83). Thus, there has been a double
improvement in (86) with respect to (54) in 4.3.3: a condition, Agreement-on-Chains, has

been eliminated, its effects beiq now attributed to a condition independently required,
namely, the FCC; and the costs of the relevant condition on pronouns are now justified
theoretically - they are not only compatible with, but acttrally follow ftom the theory of
analogical chains (more specifically, from the principle (83) of the theory).

Principle (83) has other motivation besides predicting (86). Empirically, we will see in
the following sections that the rules in (84a,b) predict close matches for a number of
patterns of anaphoric choices, like the distribution of SE anaphors and pronouns in
Brazilian Portuguese, Dutch, and German. Actually, as the reader can verifu for himself,
the demonstration in the previous subsection (4.4.2.) that Agreement-on-Chain effects can
be derived from the interaction of the FCC with other conditions relied on the impl.icit
assumption that rule (84a) holds. Conceptually, there are at least two a priori reasons to
expect that the correlation between the behavior of analogical chains and the locality
hierarchy should have the properties of (83). First of all, the notion of analogical chain
tries to capture the idea that the closer an anaphoric dependency is to the chain format, the
more it behaves like one. Of course, it should follow from this that, if an anaphoric
dependency fits the chain format optimally, it should behave just like a chain. And this is
what (83) entails (cf. (84a) and fir. 3l above). Besides, simplicity also favors (83), since it
incorporates the simplest inverse correlation between violations of conditions on chains
and of Locnr.-CHAIN: any other subtraction operation would include some arbitrary
numerical factor (e.g., in (80a) above, this arbitrary factor is that the result of r - n must be
summed to l).32

32 Another arithmetical operation that would give an inverse correlation between /r and n without a

numerical factor would be An, that is, to divide kby n. However, this operation is not compatible with the
simplest assumption about violations - 

that they are positive units, since it seems reasonable to claim
that there is nothing like 'half a violation, or a 'negative' violation. For example, suppose that there is an

analogical chain D whose total number r of violations of R is 5, and whose degree n is 3; it would follow
that its actual number * of violations of R would ber/n:513: I and2/3'violations'.

For those concerned with the fact that principle (83), a linguistic principle, resorts an arithmetical
operation (subtraction), it may be added that the operation k = r - n is the only one that could be rendered
into an algorithm that requires no counting, nor reference to numbers. Here is a sketch of the algorithm
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Let me briefly summarize the preceding discussion. We have seen that given the
hypothesis that the effects of Agreement-on-Chains are to be subsumed by the interaction
of the FCC with other conditions, an analysis of 1PPLA would have to take into account
the effects of the following rernaining conditions (repeated from (77)):

(87) lPPLA: Anaphoric Forms:

nos/nds

se/si

Of the conditions in (87), I have argued above that the FCI has fixed costs, that is, the
effects of the FCI do not vary according to the structural properties of the anaphoric
dependencies. The effects of the other conditions in (87), however, do vary according to
the locality of the dependency. As for the effects of conditions on chains, like the FCC and
of the Chain Condition, I have proposed that their effects on anaphoric dependencies are

regulated by principle (83) above. From (83) it follows that the costs of such conditions
should be assigned according to the rules in (84ab): (i) optimal analogical chains are

evaluated as primitive chains by conditions on chains, and (ii) for every violation of the
chain format, the cost of a condition on chains on an analogical chain is decreased by one.
We have seen that these rules of cost assignment provide a principled account for the
paffern of the FCC effects in IPPLA (cf. discussion of (86) above). Do they provide a
principled way of determining the costs of the Chain Condition on anaphoric
dependencies? They should, since the Chain Condition is a condition on chains and,
therefore, it should be govemed by (84a,b) as well.

Application of the rules (84ab) makes sense only when the condition may be violated
cumulatively by an anaphoric form; otherwise, how would the number of violations
decrease, correlating with violations of the chain format? R&R's formulation of the Chain
Condition, which is the one I have adopted so far, does not make it the sort of condition
that may be cumulatively violated, however: either an anaphoric form violates it (if it is a

[+R] element), or it does not (if it is a [-R] element; cf. (72c) above). Thus, it would
appear that the Chain Condition cannot be regulated by rules (84ab), and would,
therefore, weaken the generalization that the notion of analogical chains tries to express -any condition on chains has grading effects on anaphoric dependencies because these are
evaluated according to their 'level of chainhood'.

In the next section (4.5), I will argue, however, that the Chain Condition (or, better, the
condition which is responsible for the effects R&R attribute to the Chain Condition) can
actually be formulated in terms analogous to the FCC, that is, its costs must be determined
in terms of the feature content of anaphoric forms. This will make the costs of the Chain
Condition manageable by means of rules (84a,b) as well. As we will see, such an account
will predict the following costs of the Chain Condition for lppl pronouns in IPPLA:

(cf. Prince & Smolensky 1992:76-7): (i) given a dependency D, the algorithm compares the collections of
D's violations of LoceI--CnAIN and :f the violations that D would incur of a condition R on chains were
D a primitive chain; (ii) these two corlecticns are compared member by member, and these are thrown
out of the collections any time there is a match; (iii) once the algorithm cannot apply anymore, there may
possibly be a remaining non-null collection of violations of R, which will be the one for D; if there is no
such a collection, D does not violate R.

Conditions:

FCC, ChC

FCI, LOCAL
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LoceI--CHnrN: - {' **

ChC on lppl prons: ** *

For the time being, however, (88) must be stipulated.

I will also postpone discussion of LOCALITY, a condition that affects se/si in IPPLA,
for section 4.7 below. Given my present assumptions, LOCALITY is basically in the same

situation as the Chain Condition: though I have shown that LOCALITY correlates with
the locality hierarchy somehow - the less local the dependency, the stronger the effects
of LOCALITY on SE (cf. sections 1.6 and ?.2) -, I have not tried yet to explain precisely

how and why. In section 4.7,1will argue that the proper formulation of LOCALITY
predicts the following costs for se/si in 1PPLA in BP:

Locel-CHenq: - * **

Locel on se/si: - * d'*

It should, then, be kept in mind that the costs assumed here of the Chain Condition on
pronouns (cf. (88) above), zurd for LOCALITY on selsf (cf. (89)) will receive theoretical
justification only later in this ch4pter. For the time being, they are mere stipulations.

Granted all these caveats, the main ingredients of the analysis of IPPLA in the
frarnework being developed in this chapter may now be enumerated: (i) the costs of the
FCI on se/si are fixed, cf. (78) above; (ii) the costs of the FCC on lppl are assigned as in
(86); (iii) the costs of the Chain Condition on lppl pronouns, as in (88), and finally, (iv)
the costs of LOCALITY on se/si as in (89). All this can be summarized as in (90) below:

(90) Costs of Conditions in IPPLA:

Locality Hierarchy:

LocnL-CH.c.rN:

Transitive > Complement PP > Locative PP > ...

a. FCI on selsi (cf. (78)) * t :ft

b. FCC on nos/nds (cf. (86)): *'* * -

c. ChC on nos/nds (cf. (88)): ** :r -

d. LOCAL onse/si (cf. (89)): - * :F']F

Let us now finally consider the cutcome of the constaint evaluation given in (90) for each

of the relevant contexts. The pattern of 1PPLA for transitive structures is illustrated in
(91a) below, and the outcome of constraint evaluation according to (90) is as in (91b):

(91) a. A gente jA {se/*nos\ viu na TV
The people already {SE/us\ saw on-the TV
'We already saw ourselves on TV'

b. FCC

SC

nos *{c

ChC LOCAL FCI Total
*l

:r{. 4
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As shown in (9lb), even assuming that the 3rd person anaphor se violates the FCI in the
context of a chain, there are still plenty of reasons for the anaphor to be better than the lst
person pronoun. The pronoun violates two conditions, the FCC and the Chain Condition.
Moreover, these conditions are conditions on chains and, for this reason, they are active at

their peak in the context of transitive structures (cf. (90b,c) above). Consider now 1PPLA
dependencies crossingcomplement PPs, illustrated in (92a) and evaluated as in (92b):

(92) a. A gente confiou demais em {#si mesmol#nds mesmos}
The people trusted too-much in {SE same/us same}
'We trusted, ourselves too-much'

b. FCC ChC LOCAL FCI Total

se

nos

As shown in (92b), now the anaphor has a higher cost than in tansitive sfructures (cf.
(91b) because, besides the FCI, it also incurs a LOCALITY violation (cf. (90d)). The lst
person pronoun, on the other hand, has its overall cost lowered: it still incurs violations of
the FCC and of the Chain Condition; but these have been lessened by one with respect to
the dependency in (9la): the dependency in (92a) violates Locel-CHAIN once, while the
one in (91a) does not violate it (cf. rule (84b) above). The result of the increase in the cost
of the anaphor and of the decrease of the cost of the pronoun is that these forms seem to
attain a comparable level of well-formedness and, therefore, a comparable level of
acceptability in (92a).33

Let us finally look at 1PPLA across locative PPs, exemplified by the sentence in (93a)
and evaluated as in (93b) below:

(93) a. Agente viu umacobra atras de {*si/nds}
The people saw a snake behind of {*SElrzs}
oWe saw a snake behind us'

2

2

*
*4(

b. FCC ChC LOCAL

si +*

nds

FCI Total ofViolations
*3
-0

As shown in (90b,c) above, the lst person pronoun in locative PPs is out of the reach of
conditions on chains (because the dependency has violated Locel-CHAIN enough for the
relevant conditions to cease to act). Therefore, the cost of the pronoun in (93a) is null;
hence, its full acceptability. The anaphor, on the other hand, not only incurs the same FCI
violation as in other contexts, but its violations of LOCALITY have also increased by one:
the dependency is less local in (93a) than in (gza),and the less local the dependency is, the
higher the number of LOCALITY violations the SE anaphor incurs (cf. (90d) above). It is

33Again, note that this is an explanation for why the lppl pronoun and the 3p anaphor achieve more or
less the same level of acceptability in complement PPs, but not for why both are omarked' rather than
fully acceptable. See also frr. 2l above on this issue.
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not surprisingly, therefore, that si is strongly disfavored or simply excluded within locative

PPs under IPPLA.
In sum, the constraint interaction approach developed in this and in the previous

section can account for the basic patterns of IPPLA in BP, cf, (91)-(93). Note that the

analysis presented above makes no reference to Agreement-on-Chains; that is, a constraint

interaction approach to 1PPLA can dispense with Agreement-on-Chains.

4.4.4 Summary

In this section I argued that the condition I called Agreement-on-Chains, introduced in
chapter 2 in order to account for IPPLA, can be dispensed with r:nder a constraint

interaction approach to anaphoric dependencies. Specifically, I argued that, given the

theory of analogical chains as developed in this and in the previous section (4.3), the

effects of Agreement-on-Chains can be subsumed by the FCC, which is independently

required (cf. section 2.4 and subsection 4.4.1 above). The argument ran as follows:
In 4.4.2I have shown that the cases which seem to motivate a distinction between

Agreement-on-Chains and the FCC independently of 1PPLA can arguably be accounted

for by the interaction of the FCC with other conditions also independently motivated (the

FCI and the Chain Condition). For this constraint interaction to provide the required result,
though, it is necessary that the relevant conditions be properly formulated. In particular, I
have argued that conditions like the FCC and the FCI must refer to the feature content of
anaphoric forms, as in (74a,b) above, repeated below:

Qa) a. Feature-Compatibility Condition on Chains pCCl:
If F is a feature specification of a non-head position of a chain C, F must be non-
distinct from every feature specification of the head of C.

b. Feature-Compatibility Candition on Indexing [FCI]:
If F is a featr:re specification of the index i assigned to NP, F must be non-distinct
from every feature specification of NP.

The main consequence of these reinterpretations of the FCC and of the FCI is that their
costs must now be determined relative to the feature content of anaphoric forms. This, I
pointed out, not only is in consonance with the post-Kl assumption that the distribution of
anaphoric forms must be a function of their intrinsic morphosyntactic properties, but more
importantly, it provides a principled basis for the determination of costs of conditions on
anaphoric dependencies.

In 4.4.3 I have shown that given this way of assigning costs to conditions like the FCC

as well as some further elaboration of the analogical chains framework, the basic pattems

of 1PPLA can also be accounted for without Agreement-on-Chains. The particular
elaboration I proposed in the analogical chains framework was the specific
implementation in (83) above, repeated below, of the idea that the effects of conditions on
chains should be inversely proportional to the locality of analogical chains:
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(83) If R is a condition on chains, and D an analogical chain, then:
(i) R applies to D, and
(ii) if D violates R, then D violates R frtimes, k: r - n ,

where r is the degree of D, and r is the number of violations of R that D would
incur if it were a (primitive) chain.

In practice, (83) amounts to the following rules of cost assignment (fn. 3l above):

(84) Assignment of costs of conditions on chains to analogical chains (from (83)):

a. An analogical chain satisfuing the chain format optimally (i.e., does not violate
Locel-CHnnt) is evaluated as a primitive chain for every condition on chains.

b. For each violation of the chain format incurred by * analogical chain D (i.e., for
each violation of Locnl-CHAIN it incurs), the total number of R's violations
incurred by D (given by (84a)) is decreased by one.

In favor of (83), I argued that (i) it captures the basic conceptual content of the notion of
'analogical chains' formally (specially through (8aa) and (ii) it predicts the pattem
required of FCC violations by lppl pronouns under IPPLA. We will see in the following
sections that (83)-(84) receive massive empirical support from a number of pattems of
anaphoric choices other than IPPLA in BP. With a few other assumptions concerning the
Chain Condition and LOCALITY, to be justified in sections 4.5 and 4.7, respectively, I
have shown, then, that the analogical chains framework can account for the basic pattems
of lPPLA without reference to Agreement-on-Chains.

Thus, not only the cases motivating Agreement-on-Chains independently of 1PPLA
(cf.4.4.2), but also 1PPLA itself, can be explained by the constraint interaction approach,

as expressed by the analogical chains framework, without Agreement-on-Chains. This is a
welcome result: if Agreement-on-Chains is eliminated, all the complexities and problems
it involves vanish together (cf. 4.4.1 above). For a start, there is no need for any particular
statement to regulate the interaction of Agreement-on-Chains with the FCI ((62) above),

or for any complication in the theory of indexing (cf. the discussion of (64)-(65).
Moreover, Rizzi's definition of chains, including the FCC clause, may now be adopted
without fuither ado. In particular, no special provision is needed for the fact that anaphoric
dependencies do not seem to respect the FCC fully. In the analogical chains approach,
they must satisff the FCC, but not necessarily in an absolute way: when antecedent and
anaphoric form are incompatible for Case, this has to be tolerated if, despite this violation,
no other anaphoric form in the language satisfies the set of constraints better.

As far as the elimination of Agreement-on-Chains is a desirable result made possible
by the analogical chains framework as developed so far, it constitutes in an argument not
only for this framework, but specially for one of its crucial assumptions: that conditions on
chains can be violated by anaphoric dependencies. Incorporating the modifications argued

for in this section and the previous one, BT would now be the collection of the following
components (compare with (106)-(107) of the chapter 3):

(91) Frameworkfor BT:

a* a principle stating, or from which it is deduced, that conditions on anaphoric

dependencies work as in an optimality-like system (cf. (107) of chapter 3);
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b. the reflexivity theory (which includes R&R's Condition B, cf. (86) of section 1.5,

and Condition A as in (105) of chapter 3);
c. the analogical chains theory (whose role is to extend chain theory to anaphoric

dependencies; it includes the definition of analogical chains in (57a) above and

the principles (57b,c), (57b) having been further elaborated into (83) above);

d. the standard chain theory (which includes: a definition of primitive chains possi-
bly in derivational terms and incorporating the FCC as in (74a); a condition with
the effects of R&R's Chain Condition, to be discussed in the next two sections);

e. the theory of assignment of reference (which includes Free Indexing as in (6a)
above, and the FCI, formulated as in (7 b));

f. a theory of LOCALITI' on SE anaphors (to be discussed in section4.T).

Let me stress that, rurder the approach summarized in (91), the extension of chain theory to
anaphoric dependencies does not result from a generalization of the definition of chains to
subsume anaphoric dependencies, as in R&R's approach. Rather, I have introduced a
specific theory to perform this role, namely, the theory of analogical chains. The
disadvantage of this approach with respect to R&R's is that it is less general, since it
distinguishes two types of 'chain-like' dependencies, namely, primitive and analogical
chains. The advantage is that it allows flexibility in the extension of chain theory to
anaphoric dependencies: it can be executed without having to overload chain theory with
arbitrary statements in order to express possibly distinct properties of movement chains
and anaphoric dependencies. For example, in the analogical chains framework it is not
necessary to intoduce Agreement-on-Chains as a specific condition on anaphoric chains,
and arbinarily restrict the application of the FCC to movement chains (cf. a.4.1). More
generally, the analogical chains framework allows conditions on chains to be violated by
anaphoric dependencies without entailing that the same should be tnre of primitive chains
(though it might: see, e.g., ft. .58,below). As we will see in the following sections, the
claim that conditions on chains can be violated by anaphoric dependencies has quite a lot
of empirical evidence supporting it.

The argument for the constraint interaction approach developed in this section has
still a big gap, though: all the analyses provided above crucially relied on specific
assumptions about the costs of the Chain Condition and of LOCALITY, for which no
theoretical justification has been given. In the following sections I will endeavor to
close this gap. Specifically, in sections 4.5 and 4.6 I will investigate the Chain
Condition and its effects, and in section 4.7 I will discuss LOCALITY of SE anaphors.
As we will see, the theory of analogical chains provides surprising answers for the
problems that chain theory would have to face in the domain of NP anaphora.

4.5 Chain Condition Effects as Morphological Economy Effects

4.5.1 Problems with R&R's [tRJ Dichotomy

Let me start with a brief recapiiulation of the Chain Condition and of the role it plays in
R&R's framework. R&R's Chain Condition is formulated as follows:
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Q$ The Chain Condition:34

A maximal A-chain (Gr,...,G.) contains exactly one [+R] position, a,.

The role of this condition in R&R's framework is to account for contrasts between SE

anaphors and pronouns such as the following in Dutch:

(95) Jan hoorde {zicll*hem} over Marie praten

Jan heard {SE/him} about Marie talk
' Jan hear d {hims e lfl *him\ talk about Marie'

Recall that contasts like (95) are not covered by R&R's Condition B.35 The ECM subject
in (95) is a semantic argument of the embedded predicate headed by 'talk', and not of the

matrix predicate headed by 'hear'. This means that neither of the two predicates is
semantically reflexive; in particular, although both the matrix and the ECM subjects are

syntactic co-arguments (both are syntactic arguments of the matix predicate), they are not
semantic co-arguments. Therefore, R&R's Condition B does not apply to (95), that is,
both the pronoun and zich are predicted to be fine as far as R&R's Condition B is
concemed. For these cases, then, the Chain Condition in (9a) above is called for: pronouns
must be [+R] and, therefore, excluded, and zich [-R] and fine with respect to the Chain
Condition.

R&R's definition of the [+R] dichotomy is as follows (R&R 1995:12-3):

(96) a. u, is [+R] iffcr is fully specifred for $-features;
b. otherwise, cr is [-R],

where frfeatures: person, gender, number, and Case.

According to (96), zich is a [-R] element, since it is unspecified at least for gender and
number. Dutch 3rd person singular pronouns are, however, [+R], since they are fully
specified for $-features. Moreover, the anaphoric dependency in (95) satisfies the
generalized definition of an A-chain (in ft. 34 above), and, therefore, it is subject to the
Chain Condition in (94). This condition requires that A-chains be tailed by [-R] elements.

But, as we have just seen, only zich is [-R]; 3rd person singular pronouns are [+R] in
Dutch. Therefore, the Chain Condition in (9a) predicts that zich is fine and pronouns
excluded in (95), as required. More generally, R&R's Chain Condition has the role of
accounting for local contrasts between anaphors and pronouns which cannot be accounted
for by R&R's reflexivity conditions

3o The definitions referred to by (94) are repeated below once more (cf. sections 1.5 and 3.4):

(i) C = (cr,,...,c ) is a chain iff C is the maximal sequence such that: (a) there is an index f such that for
all j,\!jSn, cr.1 carries that index, and (b) for allj, llj<n, (r.i gov€ms c!+r.

(ii) a governs p iff o m-commands B, and there is no T, T a barrier for B, such that y excludes cr.

(iii) C: (cr,,...,al is an A-chain iff it is a chain and for allj,a, is an A-position.

As for the definition of the [+R] property, see the discussion of (96) below.
35 R&R's Condition B requires semantically reflexive predicates to be marked with a reflexive-marker (a

SELF form). Since neither SE anaphors nor pronouns are reflexive-markers by themselves, neither makes
a semantically reflexive predicate satisfo Condition B. See sections 1.5 and 3.4 for details.
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For example, an explanation analogous to the one we have just seen for the Dutch
conffast in (95) should also be found for the English contrast between reflexives and
pronouns in ECM structures (as seen in the translation of (95) above). Again, this is
needed because R&R's Condition B cannot cover the contrast in ECM contexts. However,
we have seen in section 1.5 that a problem seems to arise here: there is no obvious sense in
which English reflexives are significantly different from English pronouns with respect to

Q-features; therefore, there is no obvious reason why English reflexives would satisfu
R&R's definition of a [-R] element.

It is not difficult to show that a pronoun like him and the corresponding reflexive,
himself, are both specif,red for person, geflder, and number: himselfmust be specified as

3rd person masculine singular, or there would be no reason why an antecedent specified
for, say, lst person would not be able to bind it. It seems, then, that the only possibility left
for R&R to make himself fit the characterizafion of a [-R] element in (96) above is to
claim thathimsefis unspecified icr Case. And this is precisely what R&R propose:

'Since zich accepts antecedents of all three genders and both numbers, it must be

non-distinct from all of them. This suggests that its featr:re matrix approximates to

{Lo.oou -lst, -2nd, +3rd], [o*oo @], [**,r* o]]. That is, the absence of contrasts within
the domain of a class implies the absence of a specification for that class. (...)

In English, then, him is specified 6 {Lr*** -lst, -2nd, *3rd], [o*or* -fem, -neut,
+masc], [*rnnur* -pl, +sing], [.*. -nom, +acc]], since it contrasts with fte, but himself is

{L.*.o" -lst, -2nd, +3rd], [o*or* -fem, -neut +masc], [nunro -pl, +sing], ["*u Z]],
since it does not contrast with *ftesef (R&R 1995:13).

But, even this unorthodox conception of feature specification cannot save R&R's [+R]
dichotomy from other problems.35 Consider, for example, the quite common fact that lst
and 2nd person pronominal objects may be locally bourd, as illustrated by the Dutch
sentence in (97) below. In such contexts, the anaphor zich cannot be used in Dutch:

36 In general, lack of contrasting forms in a paradigm is a necessary, but not a sufFrcient, condition for the
identification of unspecified forms. Zich is unspecified for gender and number because it is compatible
with different specifications for those features, not because there is no contrast in the class of anaphors in
Dutch. If the latter where true, then 2rcft should be unspecified for person as well, since Dutch has no SE
anaphors specific to lst and 2nd person. Other cases make the same point.

Consider, for example, the use of Danish 3rd person possessive anaphor sin (Vikner 1985:53, n. l3).
There are no two forms contrasting with respect to number, and yet only the plural possessive pronoun
deres is used for plural antecedents. Thus, we have to conclude that the 3rd person possessive anaphor srn
is specified for singular, despite the lack of contrast in the paradigm of anaphors.

Finally, consider the case of inherently plural nouns, lke troilsers in English. Again, there is no corre-
sponding singular form. But, if we say that trousers is unspecified for number, we have no explanation
for the fact that it cannot take the singular form of the verb (cf. Trousers {ard*is} sold here), or the

singular neuter pronoun (cf. Paul bought {them/*it} cheap). On this account, they are most likely to be

specified for Case, as him is. See 4.5.3 below for an analysis of English reflexives.
Thus, what really determines whether a form is unspecified for a particular feature-distinction is the

compatibility of that form with any of the specifications for that feature. But this criterion does not seem

to be met by English reflexives: as far as Case is concerned, they have essentially the same distribution as

object forms of pronouns, that is, they cannot be used in nominative subject position.
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(97) Ik was {*zich/me}
I wash {SE/me}
'I wash (myself)'

Suppose the anaphor is excluded in (97) because it is incompatible with a lst person

antecedent (that is, because of the joint action of the FCC and of the FCI, as discussed in
4.4.2 above). But why is the pronoun fine? Under R&R's analysis, it can only be fine
because it is [-R]. The form me 1n Dutch is certainly specified for person, number, and

Case, though not for gender (and the same is true of the stressed form mij; me is the

unstressed object form). Suppose that me is [-R] because it is unspecified for gender.

Thus, non-specification for gender would be sufficient to make a form t-R].
Consider now what happens when the antecedent is 3rd person plural: zich is

obligatory, and the 3rd person plural pronoun excluded:37

(98) Ze wassen {zicW*ze)
They wash {SE/them}
' They wash (thems e lv esl

Like lst person pronouns, Dutch 3rd person plural pronouns are unspecified for gender

(they may have antecedents like 'John and Bill' or like 'Mary and Susan'). And yet, they
must count as [+R] in (98) above, or R&R's Chain Condition will not exclude them.
Therefore, we have to conclude, on the basis of (98), that non-specification for gender is
nor suffrcient to make a form [-R]. But this would seem to contradict the conclusion we
arrived at on the basis of (97). Thus, we have to conclude that gender is not relevant as

Reuland himself points out (Reuland 1996b:330). Since lst and 2nd person pronouns are

specified for all other features, however, it would seem that the notion of [tR] relevant for
the Chain Condition could not be defined as in (96) above.

Still, we can try to save (96) by firrther articulating what counts as 'specified for a
featrue', as R&R did, in particular with respect to Case." As we have seen above, to
accommodate the fact that English reflexives must, in their view, count as 'unspecified for
Case', R&R (1995) suggested that a form F is specified for Case only if there is another
form G contrasting with F for Case in the same paradigm. And they argue that further
articulation is required in order to explain two other facts: (i) local binding of 3rd person
pronouns in Frisian, and (ii) the unacceptability of locally bound pronouns within locative

37 Ze is the unstressed form for 3rd person plural for all Case positions. The stessed form in subject
position isey, and hunin objectpositions in colloquial Dutch. Inwritten formal language, however,hun
is reserved for indirect objects, and the form used as direct object and with prepositions is hen (cf.
Donaldson l98l:53-4). Ze and zij are also the forms for 3rd person feminine, though used only as

subjects (the object forms are the unstressed d r and the stressed daar).
3* More recently, Reuland (1996b:330-2) has suggested that number is the feature relevant for the
difference between lst and 2nd person pronouns versus 3rd person plural ones with respect to local
binding. lst and 2nd person pronouns would have an 'inherent' rather than 'grammatical' number
specification, and this difference would somehow be responsible for the observed contrast. This requires

that in languages like Russian, lst and 2nd person pronouns have grammatical rather than inherent
number: such pronouns cannot be locally bound in Russian, just like 3rd person pronouns in Dutch (see

Timberlake 1980, Rappaport 1986 and fn.47 below).
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PPs in German. Let us inspect R&R's account to see whether the resulting theory of Case

specification can solve the problems raised by (97)-(98).
As is well-known, Frisian, like Old English, allows 3rd person pronouns to be locally

bound, as illustrated in (99) below (from R&R 1995:3):

(99) a. Mm hald him/*himsels (goed)

Mm behaves him/*him-SElF (well)
'Max behaves well'

b, Mm wasket him/himsels
Mm washes him/him-SElF
'Mm washes (himselfl'

R&R's account for the local binding of 3rd person pronouns in Frisian is based on the
following additional facts (from R&R 1995:15-6 and J. Hoekstra 1991): (D 3rd person

singular feminine and 3rd person plural have two object forms in Frisian, har and se,

common to both persons and often used alternatively, as exemplified in (100a) below:3e

(100) a. Jan hat {se/har} juster sjoen

Jan has {se/har} yesterday seen

'Jan saw her yesterday' or 'Jan saw them yesterday'

However, (ii) Hoekstra argues that only har may occur in positions to which inherent Case

is assigned, as in the case of prepositional objects, illustated in (100b):

(100) b. Ik seach wat bewegen efter {*se/har}
I saw something move after {se/har\
'I saw something move behind her (or them)'

Finally, (iii) only har canbe locally bound, too, as in (100c):

(100) c. Marie skammet {*se/harl
Marie shames {se/har}
oMarie is ashamed'

For R&R, (100c) requires that se be [+R], and hor t-Rl. To deduce this from their account
of the [tR] distinction, they suggest that two assumptions would suffrce: (i) 'elements
with inherent Case are then unspecified for Case, hence $-feature deficient and [-R]'
(R&R 1995:16), and (ii) Frisian verbs may assign inherent Case to their objects. Since &ar
is specified for inherent Case (cf. (100b)), it follows from (i) that it is [-R], hence, able to
tail A-chains (cf. (100c); see below for more detailed discussion).

Let us now look at the second pattem R&R claim also requires elaboration in the
theory of Case specification, namely, the case of the unacceptability of locally bound
pronouns within locative PPs in German, illustrated in (10la,b) below:

re For 3rd person plural, harhas a free variant, harren, favored in written Frisian to avoid confusion with
3rd person singular feminine (cf. Hoekstra l99l:3, fn. 3).
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(101) a. Claus sah eineSchlangeneben {sichl*ihm}
Claus saw a snake next-to {SElhim)
'Claus saw a snake behind ftin'

b. Claudia setztedie Pflanze hinter {sichl*sie\
Claudia put the plant behind {SElherl
'Claudia put the plant behind her'

The contrasts in (101) cannot be explained by R&R's Condition B: the pronoun is not an

argument of the verb, but of the locative preposition (see frr. 35 above for sorne discussion,
and section 3.4 for details). Thus, if anything in R&R's system can rule out such sentences,

it is the Chain Condition, in which case German pronouns should count as [+R] in (101).40

Moreover, it must also be the case *rat pronouns do not count as [+R] in contexts like
(l0l) in English, Dutch, or Frisian, in which sentences like (101) are fine. Thus, the
assumption made by R&R to explain local binding of pronouns in Frisian appear to be of
no help as regards (101) above.

R&R note, however, that the factor that seems to be relevant is Case, again: unlike
English, Dutch, or Frisian pronouns, German pronouns do show Case distinctions when
governed by prepositions 

- either accusative, dative, or genitive, depending on the
preposition (R&R 1995:17). R&R propose, then, that: (i) direct objects are assigned
structural Case, and objects of locative prepositions are assigned inherent Case in all four
langrrages; (ii) a pronoun is 'specified for Case' if there are contrasting forms for the type
of Case it is assigned tna specific position.

Given (D and (ii) above, pronouns in direct object position are 'specified for Case' in
all four langr',agss because: (i) they are assigned struchral Case, and (ii) there are other
forms which are also specified for structural Case in all those languages (namely, the

40 R&R realize that, under standard assumptions, no chain can be formed between the clause subject and
the object of a locative preposition, at least for adjunct PPs as in (7a), an assumption which is justified
empirically, as we have seen in subsections 1.6.3 and 3.3.2 above. For example, in the Baruiers system
the locative preposition introduces a minimality barrier, blocking government. R&R suggest that 'in the
theory of Rizzi (1991), however, no barrier status of [the PP] is claimed or implied, and chain formation
into locative PPs is possible' (R&R 1995 17). True, Rizzi has argued against Chomsky's 'rigid
minimality', and, according to Rizzi's own 'relativized minimality', heads block government only to
other heads. But Rizzi also points out that Chomsky's notion of 'barrier' is still required, and it would
still block government into locative adjuncts (arguably the case in (l0la)): adjuncts are not L-marked and
are, therefore, inherent baniers for govemment (see Rizzi l99l:112, n.6, who states this in terms of
'direct selection'.)

Note also that we cannot take intervening antecedents as the only opacity factor for anaphoric A-
chains, or we will end up having the wrong results for cases like (i) below: if no barrier blocks
government of an embedded subject by a maftix subject, then the pronoun should be excluded, and the
SE anaphor fine, according to R&R's Chain Condition:

(i) Jan zeg dat lhij/*zich\ ziek is

Jan says that lhdsE\ sick is
'Jan says that he is sick'

Under R&R's assumptions zich canntt be excluded in (i) because of incompatibility with nominative: it
contrasts with no form for (structurali Cas: in Dutch; it should, therefore, be unspecified for Case. But
they might claim that zich is excluded in (i) because of the restrictions on its LF-movement (cf. section
1.6). Pronouns would still violate the Chain Condition in (i), however.
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nominative forms). Being specified for Case (and also for person, number, and gender),

the object forms are fully specified for $-features, hence, [+R] and excluded by the Chain
Condition in all four languages. (For Frisian, the story is a bit more complicated, as we
will see soon.)

Pronours assigned inherent i)ase (that is, govemed by locative prepositions) do not
contrast with other forms in English, Frisian, or Dutch, however: there are no two oblique
forms for 3rd person singular masculine in English, for example; oily him. Thus,
pronouns assigned inherent Case would count as 'unspecified for Case' in English,
Frisian, and Dutch, qualiffing as [-R] elements (for which reason they do not violate the
Chain Condition within locative PPs).4' In German, on the other hand, pronouns assigned
inherent Case do have contrasting forms - accusative, dative, genitive -; therefore, they
are 'specified for Case' and qualifu as [+R] elements.

There are other complications, however. We have seen above that the only 3rd person

form which may not be locally bound in Frisian seems to be the singular feminine/plural
form se (cf, (100c)). Recall, moreover, that the difference between this form and the
alternative har is that the latter can occur in inherent Case positions, while se cannot (cf.
(100b)). Thus, as a form receiving inherent Case, har is r,tnspecified for Case, since there
is no other oblique form for 3rd person singular feminine/plural (in particular, se is not an
oblique form). But why can har occur locally bound as a direct object, a position in which
it would, in principle, receive stnrcflral Case and contrast not only with the nominative
form, but with se, too?

R&R's answer is: because har also receives inherent Case when it is a direct object.
And, receiving inherent Case, it does not contrast with any other form; hence, it is [-R]
and can be locally bound. (R&R assume the same explanation for all other 3rd person
pronouns that can be locally bound in Frisian, bke him in (99).) Thus, Frisian differs from
English, Dutch and German in allowing direct objects to receive not only stnrctural Case,

but also inherent Case. When the object receives structural Case, the form se, which is
specified only for structural Case, must occur. But, if se occurs locally bound, it triggers a
Chain Condition violation: there are other forms specified for structural Case in Frisian,
the nominative ones, se is specified for Case and, therefore, [+R].0'

In sum, maintaining R&R's conception of the [+R] distinction requires not only that
feature-specification be necessarily relative to contrasting forms but, additionally, that this
contrast be also relativized to syntactic positions. That is, not only do we have to consider

4r It is unclear to me which Case specifications R&R intended to postulate for the lexical entries of
pronouns in English, Dutch, and Frisian. Consider, for example, the case of him in English. According to
R&R's analysis, this form must be specifiea for structural Case when it occurs as a direct object, but must
be unspecified for Case when it occurs as an object of a locative preposition. But, which of these is the
lexical specification of him? If it is specified for structural Case, we have two problems: (i) how can it
occur with inherent Case? (ii) how can it get rid of its Case specification when receiving inherent Case
(since, by hypothesis, it must be [-R] in this context)? lf him is lexically unspecified for Case, we have
another problem: (iii) how could we ever prevent it from occurring in, say, a nominative position?
a2 There is a problem with the assumption that inherent Case is assigned to har and other 3rd person
forms that appear locally bound in Frisian: these forms also occur in ECM stuctures, where inherent
Case is presumably unavailable (see the discussion of (105) below). Though aware of this fact, Hoekstra
(1991:9-10) also claimed that locally bound pronouns receive inherent Case in Frisian.
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whether a specific paradigm contains contrasting forms, but also whether these forms
happen to contrast in specific syntactic positions; in particular, in those positions where

either inherent or structural Case is assigned.

Suppose this unorthodox conception of feature specification can be maintained (but

see fns. 36 and 4l above for some objections). Now, let us return to the specific problem

from which we started - why can lst person pronouns be locally bound in Dutch, but not
3rd person plural pronouns (cf. (97) vs. (98))? Would the above conception of 'Case-(non-

)specification' help us solve this problem? The answer is no, and for a simple reason:

me/mij and ze/hun have essentially the same distribution as far as Case positions are

concemed.o' ln short: complications in the theory of Case specification do not give the

correct answer to the proper characterization of the [tR] dichotomy.aa

4.5.2 fhe [+RJ Dichotomy as Morphological Economy Effects

Problems as the one posed by the coufrast me/mij vs. ze/hun for R&R's conception of the

[+R] dichotomy emerge in many different versions, but they seem all to have the same

source: there appears to benofixed, absolute notion of [+n] elements such that they are all
excluded from tailing a chain. Rather, as Burzio pointed out in a series of articles, the
generalization seems to be that, whenever a language has two anaphoric forms compatible
with an antecedent, then the least specified form is chosen (Burzio 1989, 1991, 1992).Let
us consider Buzio's own account, based on the following requirement for morphological
economy in binding:as

(102) Morphological Economy [ME]: A bound NP must be ma:rimally unspecified.

o3 Actually, ze is also used as the unstressed form for subjects, cf. fn. 37 above. But this does not affect the

argument. If anything, it makes it stronger: ze might be taken to be a form which is actually unspecified for
structural Case and, therefore, it should count as [-R].
oa Another example is that of R-expressions (cf. Safir 1996:6-7): the NP John is obviously unspecified for
Case and, therefore, should be [-R] according to (97) above. But it cannot be locally bound; hence, it
must be [+R] for the purpose of the Chain Condition. On Principle C effects, see subsection 4.6.4.
a5 Burzio's ME is intended to capture in a principled way what standard BT expresses only in an indirect
way: the pervasive generalization that NP types tend to be in complementary distribution with respect to
binding. As Burzio notes, if expressed through three independent principles (the standard conditions A, B
and C), complementarity becomes an accident (see Burzio 1989, 1992 for details).

Burzio states ME in terms of 'underspecification' rather than in terms of 'non-specification'. These
terms are equivalent, except that theories of underspecification in general assume that elements
unspecified for some feature F eventually become specified for F through some mechanism, like a rule of
agreement or a rule assigning default values (e.g., Lumsden 1987, Franks 1985, and Archangeli 1984).

Still, elements underspecified for F are also unspecified for F: they have no value specified for F.

Burzio's formulation of ME in terms of underspecification is consistent with his view that SE anaphors
are subject to a requirement for agreement (see subsection 1.6.2 again).

It should also be noticed that Burzio considers restating the principle in (102) in terms of the referential
rather than the morphosyntactic content of NPs. His motivation for this is that reflexives like English
myself, himself, etc. 'do not seem to be morphologically more economical than their pronominal
counterparts me, him, etc.' (Burzio l99l:96). As we will see shortly, the sort of cases discussed by R&R
(1995) and other phenomena suggest that Burzio's original formulation, referring to morphosyntactic
economy, is the correct one. As for the case of reflexives, see the discussion of (l I l) to (1I8) below.
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Since NPs are ranked according to their morphosyntactic specification, as shown in (103a)
below, what ME does is establish binding hierarchies like the one in (103b), in which the
higher the NP, the better it satisfies (102) ((103a) is not intended as defining of NP types,
but only as a descriptive characterization of their canonical morphosyntactic constitution):

(103) a. NP Type: Morphosyntactic Specification:

SE Anaphors unspecified for (some or most) $-features
Pronouns specified for (most) $-features
R-Expressions specified for (most) {-features and for lexical features

b. Binding Hierarchy: anaphors < pronouns < R-expressions.

Of course, Burzio's ME carurot be an absolute condition, since in this case it would predict
that anaphors would always be better than bound pronouns. And this is obviously not the
case, as illustrated by contrasts like the following in Dutch (examples adapted from R&R
r991):

(104) a. Jan hoorde {zicly'*hem} over Marie praten

Jan heard {SE/him} about Marie talk
' Jan heard hims elf talk about Marie'

b. ... dat Jan Piet gevraagd heeft een boek voor {*zich/hem} mee te brengen
... that Jan Piet asked has a book for {SE/him} with to bring
' ... thatJan has asked Piet to bring a book for ftirn '

Thus, ME is a violable constaint and, therefore, it predicts that an anaphor will be better
than a bound pronoul if the anaphor violates no condition, as in (104a) above. But, if the
anaphor violates some condition, and if this violation is more costly than the pronoun's
violation of ME, than the pronoun becomes the best option: this is presumably the case in
(104b) above, where the anaphorviolates LOCALITY.46

There are two crucial aspects in Burzio's ME in (102). First, it requires in principle
complete 'morphological economy' for elements tailing (local) anaphoric dependencies
(since for an element to satisfy the requirement of 'maximal non-specification' absolutely,
it would have to be completely non-specified). But, because it is a violable condition, it
actually requires 'morphological economy' relative to the forms in the language. This
aspect of Burzio's ME allows it to handle quite easily many of the cases which caused a

lot of complication in R&R's Chain Condition approach.

Consider, for example, the case of locally bound lst and 2nd person pronouns, as

illustrated in the Dutch example in (98) above. These surely violate Burzio's ME, since
they are not maximally unspecified. But languages like Dutch have no alternative form
for such cases - in particular, because the unspecified SE form (zich in Dutch) is
compatible only with 3rd person antecedents. Therefore, a locally bound pronoun will
still be the best option (cf. 4..+.2 above). Note that, in R&R's approach, the Chain
Condition is also a requirement for 'morphological economy' (see section 1.5): chains

a6 For Burzio's account of LOCALITY of SE anaphors, see subsection 1.6.2. I should add that Burzio's
ME is also able to deduce Principle C effects in languages like English or Brazilian Portuguese, though
not in Thai or Vietnamese: see subsection 4.6.4 for some discussion.
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must be tailed by [-R] elements, and [-R] elements are defined as those 'not fuIly
unspecified for $-features'. However, R&R conceive the Chain Condition as an absolute
condition, which forces them to look for non-specification whenever there is local
binding.aT And, as we have seen, this results in a number of complications in the theory
of feature specifi cation.

For example, recall that, in order to explain why 3rd person pronouns can be locally
bound in Frisian, R&R are obliged to say, among other things, that, except for the form
se, 3rd person pronouns receive inherent Case as direct objects in Frisian. Bu! as

pointed out in fn. 42 above, there is a problem with this assumption: the same forms
also occur in ECM structures, whether locally bound or not, as illustrated in (105a) and
(105b), respectively ((105b) was adapted from Hoekstra l99l:4, (100a)):

(105) a. Jan seach lhim in 'e film de partrj winnen l
Jan saw lhim in the film the match win l
oJan 

sav,r [himselfwin the match in the film]'
b. Ik achtsje | {har/se} irngaadlik foar dat wurkl

I consider | {har/se\ unsuitable for that workl
'I consider [{her or them} unsuitable for that work]'

Unlike structural Case, inherent Case is standardly assumed to be assigned together with
a O-role (see Raposo & Uriagereka 1990, Belletti 1988, Chomsky 1986a, 1981, among
others). Thus, under standard assumptions, him and har cannot be assigned inherent
Case in (105ab) by the matrix verb, which does not assign them a O-role. And, if they
are not assigned inherent Case, R&R's analysis cannot be maintained.

Consider the Frisian contrast between se and har from the viewpoint of Burzio's
Morphological Economy. AII that ME requires is that harbe the most economical (most
unspecified) object form available for 3rd person singular feminine (and for 3rd person
plural as well). As we have seen above, har may occur in all object positions, while se

may occur only when it is assigned structural Case. Suppose that in Frisian the
distinction between structural and inherent Case is drawn by the feature [tstructural].
Then, ftar would be arnspecified for [tstructural], for it occurs both with structural and

inherent Case; ,ee, on the other hand, is specified as [+structural], for it occurs only with
structural Case. But, since hor and se have essentially the same specification with
respect to other features, se is more specified than har in object positions and, therefore,
less economical; hence, har mtst be the locally bound form, according to Burzio's ME.

Note that, in the above analysis, there is no need to claim that object forms are

assigned inherent Case in Frisian when locally bound: we do not need to say that they
are unspecified for the relevant Case distinction only if they receive inherent Case. This

a7 Recall from frr. 38 above that, for Reuland (1996), lst and 2nd person pronouns are [-R] because of
their 'inherent' number specification. As I pointed out, this analysis requires that lst and 2nd person in
Slavic languages like Russian have 'grammatical' number, since they cannot be locally bound. But what
really seems to be going on in these languages is that they possess SE anaphors which are compatible
with lst or 2nd person antecedents (see section 4.7 below for discussion and references). That is, lst and
2nd person pronouns do have a more economical alternative in Slavic languages and are, therefore,

excluded, as predicted by Burzio's ME.
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is not only much simpler than R&R's zuralysis: it is also compatible with standard
assumptions about the featwe specification of forms and, moreover, with the facts
concerning ECM structures. That is, we can maintain that pronouns receive structural
Case in (105) without further ado.a8

Thus, the problem with R&R's Chain Condition is that, being an absolute condition, it
does not seem flexible enough to deal with cases in which chains seem to be tailed by
'uneconomical' elements. Burzio's Morphological Economy, being a violable condition,
does seem to have enough flexibility. Recall, however, that the Chain Condition is one of
the conditions I have argued can be violated by anaphoric dependencies. The question
would then be: would this make i: flexible enough?

The analysis of contrasts between 3rd person pronouns and SE anaphors (as in (95)
above), which motivated R&R's Chain Condition, would remain unaffected: as long as

one of the candidates violates the Chain Condition and the other does not violate any other
condition, the latter is the best choice. Consider now that case involving lst and 2nd
person pronouns, as in (97) above, repeated below:

(98) Ik was {*zicWme}
I wash {SE/me\
'I wash (myself)'

Zich is not an option because it is not compatible with a lst or 2nd person antecedent (it
violates both the FCI and the FCC, cf.4.4.2); the only candidates left are lst and 2nd
person pronouns themselves; hence, they are the best choice whether they violate the
Chain Condition or not. (I am assuming here that, however stronger the violation of the
Chain Condition, it will not cover the violation of both the FCI and the FCC; this is not
Iogically necessary, though: see discussion below.)

The problem with 3rd person plural pronouns in (98) above and repeated below,
however, cannot be solved so easily, since in this case there is the competing form, zich,
which is compatible with the antecedent:

ot There might be a difficulty for the analysis I have just proposed: se is also the clitic form for subjects
and, therefore, it is unspecified for the distinction between subject and object forms, which is the basic
distinction in the pronominal system in Frisian (Tiersma 1985, Hoekstra 1991). Suppose we draw this
distinction through the feature [+objective]. Then, se would be unspecified for [lobjective], but har
would be specified as [+objective], since it cannot occur in subject position. Now the two competing
forms would be specified for one Case feature each 

- 
har for [+objective], se for [+stmctural]. But, in

this case, Burzio's ME would not distinguish them, unless we find some further feature distinction for
which se specified, and har is not.

Interestingly, if we look at Frisian possessive pronouns, we do find motivation for such a feature
distinction. In the lst person singular paradigm, for example, we find (i) my'me', which occur as object
of verbs and prepositions and is, therefore, specified for [+objective] but unspecified for [+s6u6tura['
and also (ii) myn'my', the possessive pronoun for lst person singular. (Possessives are also distinct from
object forms for 2nd and 3rd person singular.) Suppose we distinguish these forms by means of the
feature [+genitive]. Now, the possessive form for 3rd person singular feminine (and 3rd person plural) is,

again, har, andnot ze (cf. Tiersma 1985:65). Therefore, &ar must be unspecified for [+genitive], while ze

is [-genitive]. That is, the Case-specifrcation of ze is l+structural, -genitive], while ftar's is [+661ss1iw1.
We may, again, conclude that ze is more specified than hsr.
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(99) Ze wassen {zich/*ze}
Thry wash {SE/them}
' They wash (thems elves)'

Therefore, R&R's Chain Condition must be responsible for the contrast in (99): it must be

the case that 3rd person plural pronouns violate it. But lack of gender specification would
in principle make them [-R], and we need them to be [+R] for the purposes of the Chain

Condition. We might try and say that [+R] elements are those specified for person,

number, and Case. But a brief consideration of other cases would soon prove that this is

untenable. For example, 3rd person pronouns contrast with a SE anaphor in Brazilian
Portuguese, as illustrated in (106); but 3rd person pronouns are unspecified for Case in
Brazilian Portuguese, since they occur in all Case positions:ae

(106) OJodo j tinha {se} visto {*ele\ naTV
Jodo already had {SE} seen {him} on-the TV
'Jodo has already seenhimself onT\'l'

Thus, in co4iunction with Dutch 3rd person plural pronouns, 3rd person pronouns in
Brazilian Portuguese would now suggest that specification for person and number is

sufficient to make an element [+R.|. However, the Danish possessive SE anaphor is

specified for person and number (cf. ft. 36 ahove) and would, therefore, count as [+R] as

well. But, if this were tue, the contrast possessive SE vs. possessive pronouns would
remain unaccounted for in Danish: both would violate the Chain Condition and, therefore,

both should be acceptable; what really happens, though, is that the pronoun is excluded,

and the anaphor the only option.
In short, even if we assume that the Chain Condition is violable, we will still have

problems with R&R's [+R] distinction, ffid the source of the problems is still the same:

there appears to be no fixed combination of $-features, that is, no fixed properry '[+R]'
such that some elements violate the Chain Condition because they posses [+R], and others

do not because they do not possess [+R]. Rather, what seems to be relevant is whether an

element is more or less economical than another - that is, more or less feature-specified
than another-, as Burzio suggested.

Let me, therq assume that Bwzio's insight is correct, and that the effects of the Chain
Condition are actually triggered by a requirement for morphological economy like (102)

above. Two immediate questions arise. The first one is: (i) can we capture all the facts
which have motivated R&R's Chain Condition? The second one, more important for the
immediate concems of this dissertation, is: (ii) can we maintain that the relevant

4e It is well-known in the descriptive literature on Portuguese that spoken BP has lost the accusative clitics
and uses the subjecVoblique 3rd person pronouns as object forms instead (see, for example, Teyssier
1976:88, Cuesta & da Luz l97l:162):
(i) a. E/e chegou tarde (Subject)

l/e arrived late
b. A Maria viu ele na TV (Object)

Maria saw him on-the TV
c. A Maria casou com e/e (Preposition-governed)

Maria married with him
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requirement for morphological economy is a property of chains? A positive answer for the
latter question is crucial for two reasons. First, we have evidence that Chain Condition
effects - that is, local contrasts between pronouns and anaphors not accounted for by
R&R's Condition B - do correlate somehow with locality constraints on chains (see

sections 1.6,3.4,3.7 and below). Since we have seen in the previous section that Chain
Condition effects are best captured if this condition is formulated as a requirement for
morphological economy, it follows that this requirement should be sensitive to locality
constraints on chains. Second, it was a violation of the Chain Condition which provided
the initial motivation for the general hypothesis I am pursuing in this chapter: the
hypothesis that anaphoric dependencies count as chains even when violating definitional
conditions on chains. As we have seen, this hypothesis has a number of interesting
consequences; for example, it allows us to reduce Agreement-on-Chains, a condition
which brings a lot of trouble to Chain Theory, to the trouble-free FCC (see section 4.4
above). Let me address question (i) above in the rest of this section, postponing the
discussion of question (ii) to the next section.

4.5.3 Morphological Economy in the Analogical Chains Framework

If we take Burzio's formulation of ME in (102) above seriously and, additionally, presume

that ME is a condition on chains, the result is this: whenever we have a chain, non-head
positions of this chain must be maximally unspecified for morphosyntactic features. The
optimal case is, then, when non-head positions in a chain are completely unspecified.
Moreover, since every feature specification in a non-head position will make it violate
ME, we can actually formulate ME in such a way that each of feature specifications in a
non-head position counts as one violation of ME; hence, the number of ME violations
triggered by a particular non-head position will be equal to the number of feature
specifications it has. That is, when applied to anaphoric dependencies, ME, like the FCC,
is also a condition which is sensitive to the feature content of anaphoric forms (cf. 4.4.2
and 4.4.3). It follows that ME will have different costs on different anaphoric forms: the
more feature specifications a form has, the more it violates ME. (See the next section for
further discussion, in particular concerning movement chains).

Consider the Frisian contrast selhar from this perspective: both forms have essentially
the same specification for person, number and gender and, therefore, the number of ME
violations with respect to these features is equal; but se is specified for at least one Case
feature more than se, so it will incur at least one violation more of ME:

(107) ME
a. se [operson], [Bnumber], [ygender], [-inherent] 'rc*'f:t

b. har [aperson], [pnumber], [ygender] ***

Note that under this interpretation of ME, as long as a form is specified for some feature,
it will trigger some violation of the ME. That is, it is not the case that 'economical forms'
like SE anaphors are exempt from the effects of ME. Rather, because they are more
economical than pronouns, they trigger fewer violations of ME and are, therefore, better
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alternatives on this account. For example, in Dutch the competition between 3rd person

pronouns and zich would look more or less like this:

(108) ME

a. zich l3rdpersonl, [+objective] **
b. hun [3rd person], [+plural], [+objective] ***
c. hem l3rdpersonl, [-plural], [+masculine], [+objective] ****

From this perspective, the contrast between pronouns and SE anaphors is a matter of best
satisfaction of ME, rather than a matter of satisfuing it or not.

More interesting consequences of this reinterpretation of Chain Condition effects arise
when we take into consideration the theory of analogical chains which I developed in the
previous sections (see discussion of (79)-(86) above, in particular). Assuming that ME is a
condition on chains, it would follow that ME effects should have a pattem of violations
similar to that of the FCC: (i) the shongest effect equivalent to the marimal number of
violations triggered by a dependency, should arise in the most local context; (ii) the effects
should decrease proportionally to the locality hierarchy, at the rate of one violation less for
each LocaL-CHATN violation incurred by the dependency. This results in the following
picture for the competition between zich arrd 3rd person pronouns in Dutch as far as ME
violations are concerned:

(109) Locality Hierarchy: Transitive > Compl PP > Locative PP > ECM Infinitives > ...

LOCaf-CffefN:-t*****
zich:
hun:
hem:

The pattern illustrated in (109) illustrates the fact that, under the assumptions above, (ii)
ME efiFects decrease as a function of locality: the less local the dependency, the weaker the
ME ef[ects. It has a more interesting property as well: it shows that the more specified an
anaphoric form is, the less local the anaphoric dependency will have to be for the
anaphoric form to be free of ME effects. As we will see shortly, these two properties allow
the analogical chains approach capture two facts that required complications for the theory
of feature specification under R&R's approach: (i) the unavailabillty in German of locally
bound pronouns within locative PPs; (ii) the contrast between English reflexives and
pronouns in contexts govemed by the Chain Condition, that is, ME alone. Before we turn
to these, let us look at (109) a bit more closely.

What (109) predicts is that, if no other condition intervenes in the competition, (1) zich
will always be fine in Dutch ra,ith 3rd person antecedents, while (ii) 3rd person plural
pronouns will be possible only if they are bound across an ECM infinitive boundary or
across a more distant boundary, and (iii) 3rd person singular pronouns only in the latter
case. But this is incorrect (see appendix 2 for discussion of the Dutch data): (iv) zich
seems to be fine up to ECM infinitives and, if bound across more distant boundaries, it is
excluded in Dutch; (v) 3rd person pronouns are slightly disfavored if bound across

:1. rF

***
**,F*

*
** rF

***r *t *
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locative PPs for some speakers, but they are fine if bound across more distant
boundaries.5o

Of course, what we have to take into account is that zich, being a SE anaphor, is
subject to LOCALITY, a condition whose effects become stronger as we go down in the

locality hierarchy (see sections 1.6 and4.2 above). To try to achieve proper descriptive
results for Dutch, we might postulate for zich a set of correspondences between

LOCALITY violations and the locality hierarchy like (110a) below:

(ll0) LocalityHierarclry: Transitive > ComplPP > LocativePP > ECMInf > ...

a. LOCALITY onzich: * **
b. NlEonzich: *'k * -

c. Total for zich: 't* *€ '8 **
+** :t{( {.

****
d. Nff. on hem:

e. zichvs. hem:

* +*{.

**
zich>nem zich>hem zich>hem hem>zich

According to (110), zich should be favored over the pronoun when bound across locative
PPs, and the pronoun favored over zich when bound across ECM infinitives. This is
roughly correct (though the differences in acceptability between these forms in these

contexts is pretty small for most speakers, in particular in locative PPs, cf. appendix 2).

Note also that, though we have now means to assign costs to Chain Condition-like efFects

on a principled basis, the costs of LOCALITY on SE anaphors still need to be assigned on
descriptive grounds. I will return to this condition later in section 4.7.

Let us now reconsider the fact that English reflexives are preferred to pronouns in
contexts where only the Chain Condition, that is, ME makes a difference, as illustrated in
(l1l) below (see discussion of (96) above again):

(l1l) John considers [ {*him/himseff} the best candidate for that job ]

Recall that, under R&R's analysis, unlike the pronoun, himself in (l l l) does not violate
their Chain Condition because it would be unspecified for Case, an assumption which
requires some dubious complications in the theory of feanue specification (see fu. 36
above). If we adopt more standard assumptions - according to which himself has
essentially the same specification as him except for the additional properties introduced by
-self -, it would appear that a ME approach to (l1l) would fare no better: himself would
be more specified thar.him, since it has the same features as him plus the features of -self,

s0 The approach above also predicts that 3rd person plural pronouns will become more easily available
than singular ones in their competition with zich (compte (ii) and (iii) in the text). Quite surprisingly, we
find the following observation in R&R (1991:309): 'There is (...) a contrast between singular and plural

[in Dutch]; given the appropriate context, the bound 3rd person plural pronoun hun seems often more
acceptable than hem (although zich may still be preferred).' This observation suggests that the prediction
made by (109) above and (ll0) below may be right, though, unfortunately, R&R do not say in which
contexts the relevant constrast arises. In what follows, I will concentrate on the competition between 3rd
person singular pronouns and zich, assuming, as most have done, that they should achieve a comparable
acceptability when bound across locative PPs.
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therefore, ME would predict that him, and not himself, to be the best candidate in (111).
(This was noted by Burzio himself, cf, l99l:96.)

It is instructive to compare the English contrast with the corresponding contrast in
Frisian, a language with a very similar pronominal system. Both English and Frisian are

alike in not possessing SE anaphors, only SELF forms corresponding to pronouns. Unlike
English pronorms, however, Frisian pronouns may be locally bound as long as reflexives
are not required for reflexivity marking (see Tiersma 1985, Everaert 1991, R&R 1995).st

In cases like (l1l), where reflexiviq, marking is not required, both the pronoun and the
reflexive-like form are fine (example from R&R 1995:15):

(112) Jan seach [{hinlhimsels}in 'e film departlj winnen ]
Jan saw | {hinlhimseff} in the film the match win l
'Jan saw lhimselfwrn the match in the filml'

What would explain this difference between English and Frisian? According to R&R, it
is the inherent properties of pronouns in these languages. In English, pronouns may
receive only structural Case.in (111) above; because of this, they are [+R] and,
therefore, excluded in (1ll). In Frisian, however, pronouns may receive inherent Case

in (112), when they do, they are [-R] and can, therefore, tail an A-chain. We have seen
above that the claim that Frisian pronouns may receive inherent Case in ECM contexts
is at odds with standard assumptions ahout inherent Case assignment. Moreover, R&R's
motivation for this claim is the contrast between har utd se, which can actually be
explained in much simpler terms if we adopt ME instead of R&R's Chain Condition.

Apart from the contrast har/se, the pronominal paradigm of Frisian is essentially like
the English one: either personal pl'onouns have distinct forms for subject and object
positions (for lst person, for example), or they have a unique form for both functions (as

in the case of the 3rd person singular neuter, i/ in both languages). Thus, it seems to me
to be unlikely that the difference between Frisian and English resides in their
pronominal paradigms. But there is another difference between the two languages which
is more systematic and which also concerns their pronominal system as a whole: their
refl exive forms have different morphosyntactic properties.

In Frisian, reflexive forms seem to be fully compositional: they are formed with two
independently occurring words, a personal pronoun and the modifier sels, and these
preserve their basic compositional properties. ,Se/s, on the one hand, is an adjunct with
focus-marker functions, like other SELF forms in Germanic (see Safr 1995 and
references cited there): following an NP, it has the role which emphatic occurrences of
reflexives have in English, as illustrated in (l 13) below; preceding a constituent, it has
the role of even in English, as in (114) (examples from Tiersma 1985:67):

(113) a.Ik seach de minister sels
I saw the minister SELF
'I saw the minister himself

5' That is, locally bound pronouns are fine with inherently reflexive predicates; with other predicates, the
reflexive forms are favored or even obligatory (cf. Tiersma 1985:66-7, R&R 1995:15).
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b. Durk sels hat yn tjserke west
Durk SELF has in church been

'Durk himself was in church'

(1la) a. Sels Durk hat yn tjserke west
SELF Durk has in church been

'Even Durk was in church'
b. Durk hat sels yn tjserke west

Durk has SELF in church been
'Durk was even in church'

The pronominal form used in Frisian reflexives, on the other hand, is always one of the

object forms (Tiersma 1985:66); that is, there are no lexical irregularities like those

found in the English paradigm, where we have myself [possessive + SELF] side by side

wfih himself lobject + SELFI. The correlation between the fact that reflexives are

always used in object position and the fact that only object forms are chosen to compose

them clearly indicates that it is the pronominal part that determines the distribution of
Frisian reflexives. That is, the pronominal part is the head of a reflexive form in Frisian.
This assumption is fully compatible with the distribution of sels, which seems to adjoin
to maximal projections without affecting their external distribution: an NP to which sels

has adjoined to is still an NP, etc. (as in (113) and (114)). Thus, it would appear that the
structure of Frisian reflexives is something like (115) below (probably the same

structure as that of an NP like the one in (113) above; categories in bold belong to the
same line of projection, that is, have the same head):

(l 15) Frisian: NPnNP XP

tl
him sels

(For discussion of other cases of 'adjunct reflexives', see Faltz 1985:34 and ff.)
English reflexives, on the other hand, are most unlikely to have a structure like

(115). First of all, unlike Frisian sels, Dutch ze$ etc., the morpheme self does not occur
independently as an emphatic adjdnct in contemporary English; rather, it may occur
independently only as anoun (in expressions llke Mary lost her own selJ). Secondly, the
fact that some English reflexives are formed with possessives (e.g., myself, yourselfl
suggests that the sefmorpheme that occurs in reflexives is the same one which occurs
as an independent noun. That is, self rn English reflexives is a noun. Other facts suggest

that English reflexives are lexicalized compounds: (i) there are lexical irregularities in
the paradigm (myselfversus himselfl, and (ii) only the reflexive as whole can be used as

an emphatic form (again, unlike other Germanic SELF elements).s2 Finally, the fact that

s2 Under standard assumptions, adjuncts must be maximal projections. If self is a noun in English, it
camot occur as an independent adjunct; if himself is a full NP, it can, as other fullNPs can (e.g., n The

men had [all three of themJ known Garbo, from Torrego 1996:.117). Note that the fact that SELF occurs

as an independent emphatic in other Germanic languages strongly suggests that SELF is not a noun in
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English reflexives occur in object position requires that their distribution be determined
by the nominal morpheme self, rather than by their pronominal purt; otherwise, forms

like myself and yoursefwould be expected to occur only as possessives. All these facts

together suggest that English reflexives Ere compound forms with the structure in (116),

as proposed a long time ago by Helke (1971) (cf. also Chomsky 1981:102 and Faltz
1985:35-6; on other'head reflexives', Faltz 1985:29 and ff.):

(116) English: NP

Thus, the most elementary properties of reflexive forms in Frisian and English motivate
quite different intemal structures: Frisian reflexives are best accounted for by a structure
like (115); English reflexives, by (116).

There is a crucial difference between (115) and (116): Frisian reflexives are not only
headed by their pronominal part, but also categorially identical to it (cf. (115)), while
English reflexives are headed by the nominal morpheme -self, and the pronominal part
dominated by a categorial projection of this noun (cf. (116). That is, the pronominal
forms in Frisian reflexives are dominated by a segment of themselves, while in English
reflexives they are dominated by another category's projection, the projection of self.
Now, suppose (117) holds (also following Helke 1974, cf. Chomsky l98l:102):53

(l 17) In anaphoric dependencies involving complex forms, the pronominal form is the
form coindexed with the antecedent.

Adopting (117), binding in simple transitive structures would result in a stnrcture like
(ll8a) for Frisian, ffid like (118b) for English (as in (115) and (116) above, bold
characters represent the line of categorial projection; on the indexings for reflexives, see

ft.53 above):

such languages, contra Safir (1995). It should also be recalled that English self has acquired its nominal
properties only in Middle English; in Old English, SELF was an adjunct, showing full adjectival
inflection, just like its cognates in Old Germanic (Faltz 1985:35).
53 Hypothesis (l 17) is fully compatible with the semantic import of SELF elements. These are in general
relational predicates which express identity between two arguments (either primitively, or metonymically
through a part-whole relation: see Safir 1995 for a universal inventory of SELF morphemes). And, since
Frege it is well-known that the identity relation is a relation between the reference of two expressions (see

Fiengo & May 1994:,21-5 for some discussion). Thus, the semantic translation of a SELF predicate must
be something like 'Self (x,y)', meaning thet the reference of x is identical to that of y. In terms of the

theory of indexing I proposed in section 2.2.l,this means that complex reflexive forms must have two
indices, one carried by the pronominal part of the complex. This is the index, I claim, that defines the
anaphoric dependency with the antecedent. The other index is assigned to whatever element expresses the
second argument of SELF.

NPN
llhim self
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(118) a. IP

-,+-NP, VP
I -.,^-Jan, V NPt

! .,,, .
wasket NP, XPr

lt
him, selsu

CHrprpn 4

b. IP

-'+-*NP. VP
I z.A-

John, V ,rY&

I -.A-
washed NPr N-tt

himi selfy

Let us consider now the dependencies established in (l l8a,b) from the perspective of ME.
In (l l8a) there is no ba:rier between Jan and him; rn particular, the NP as a whole cannot
be a barrier for him because it is actually a projection of the pronoun. Thus, Iocal binding
in Frisian results in a ME violation of the same magnitude whether we choose the pronoun
only, or whether we take the reflexive form: in both contexts, pronouns will be equally
accessible to chain formation. In other words, ME does not actually distinguish pronouns
from reflexive forms in Frisian if we assume that only the pronominal part of the reflexive
forms is coindexed with the antecedent.

But it does in English. In (118b) above there is a marimal projection intervening
between John and him,namely, the NP projected by the nominal morpheme -sefi And this
NP counts as a (minimality) brrier for the analogical chain (John, him). Recall now that
the strength of ME's violations is proponional to locality, as we have seen in (109) and
(110) above. Since reflexives introduce a barrier between pronouns and their antecedents
in English, pronouns within reflexives will violate ME fewer times than pronouns by
themselves. That is why English reflexive forms are the best choice in contexts where only
Chain Condition/Ir{E effects are relevant: by introducing a barrier for their pronominal
part, English reflexives actually minimize ME effects on the pronouns they contain.sa

In short, given the independently motivated structures in (l l5) and (116) above and the
assumption in (117), there is an account for the different properties of reflexives and

pronouns in English and Frisian which is not only compatible with the ME approach I
have been developing for Chain Condition efflects, but also compatible with more standard
assumptions about the feature specification of the lexical items. In particular, there is no
need to claim that locally bound pronouns must be assigned inherent Case, or that
reflexives in English are umpecified for Case, as in R&R's approach.

We may now return to the final contrast which R&R have argued was accounted for by
their Chain Condition approach: German pronouns, unlike English, Frisian and Dutch
ones, cannot be locally bound if govemed by locative prepositions. This is illustrated by
the contast between Dutch (119a) and German (l l9b) (examples from R&R 1995):

(l 19) a. Mm leg! het boek achter {zich/hem}
Mm ptfis the book behind {SE/him}
'Mm ptfis the book behind him'

n If English reflexives have the structure [* [pronoun] selfi l, they introduce firyo minimality barriers
under the assumptions of subsections 1.6.3 and 1.6.4: recall that NPs defure distinct Case- and 0-domains
from the verb's and, therefore, they are both Case-minimality and O-minimality barriers.
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b. Claudia setztedie Pflanze hinter {sichl*sie}
Claudia put the plant behind {SElher}
'Claudia put the plant behind her'

Let us start by setting English and Frisian aside, since they are likely to be irrelevant to the

issue: in both languages pronouns have no competitor in contexts like (119) because

English and Frisian have no SE anaphor, and reflexive forms violate Condition A in such

contexts (see sections 3.4 and 3.6 above for discussion). We can, therefore, concentrate on
the contrast between Dutch and German.

R&R's explanation for this contrast is based on three assumptions (see discussion
following (101) above): (i) the dependencies in (119) must count as chains (since they
must be affected by R&R's Ch''in Condition); (ii) in Dutch pronouns are [+R] as direct
objects, but [-R] if governed by a rocative prepositions (as direct objects they receive
structural Case and contrast with other structural Case-assigned forms, namely, the subject
forms; governed by locative prepositions, they are assigned inherent Case, and there are no
other forms with inherent Case); (iii) in German pronouns are [+R] not only as direct
objects, but also if govemed by locative prepositions (as verb objects they contrast with
subject forms; when governed by prepositions, they may show accusative, dative or
genitive endings, depending on the preposition). Of the preceding assumptions, we have

seen that at least (i) and (ii) are problematic (cf,, for example, fns. 40 and 4l above). Let us
see how the ME approach sketched above would fare in this case.

First, consider the competition between zich and pronouns in Dutch, as represented in
(109) and (110) above. I suggested that pronouns may be (slightly) disfavored within
locative PPs because, given the feature composition of pronouns and zich: (1) pronouns are

affected by ME, and (ii) zich is not affected by ME in locative PPs, but it is affected by
LOCALITY, and (iii) the number of violations of pronouns and zich in locative PPs does
not differ significanfly. The result we would like to obtain for German is this: the ME
effect on German pronouns should be stronger than the one found with Dutch pronouns
within locative PPs, such that the number of violations of pronouns and sich differs more
significantly than the number of violations of pronouns and zichin Dutch.

The basic difference between Dutch and German concerning pronouns is that the
German paradigm has preserved many of the Case distinctions that disappeared from
Dutch. For example, German has preserved distinct forms for direct (accusative forms)
and indirect objects (dative forms), a distinction which is non-existent in colloquial Dutch
(but see fu. 37 above). Thus, to characterize object forms in German, we need at least one
feature distinction, soy, [tdative], in addition to those required by the Dutch system. And
this difference would already be enough to distinguish German 3rd person pronouns
person from the Dutch pronouns with respect to ME violations:

(120) ME

a. Dut.him [operson], [pnumbed, fugender], [+objective] !N(:Fr'*

b. Ger. ihn [operson], [Bnumbed, [ygender], [+objective, -dative] *****

The point is simple: because German pronouns are more specified (for Case) than Dutch
pronouns, they trigger a higher number of ME violations. But, while discussing (109)
above, we have seen that if ME is a condition on chains, and anaphoric dependencies are
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analogical chains (in the sense of section 4.4 above), an interesting consequence is
derived: it follows that the more specified a form is, the longer (in terms of the localiry
hierarchy) it will take for that form to be free of ME effects. In other words, unless other
factors intervene, we expect German pronouns to be less local than Dutch pronouns.

However, there is a crucial factor to consider, namely, the competition wrth sich. Thus,

the question becomes: what is the cost of sich? As in (110) above, we need to consider two
conditions: ME itself and LOCALITY. In order to estimate the cost of sich with respect to
ME, we need to know its morphosyntactic specification. Sich, unlike German pronouns, is
not inflected for Case, and happens to have essentially the same distribution as Dutch zicft
as far as Case positions are concerned - it may occur io any position governed by verbs

and prepositions. We may conclude that German sich has basically the same feature
content as zich in Dutch - it is [3rd person, *objective] (and unspecified for number and
gender). Therefore, sic& must have the same cost as zich with respect to ME (compare
(121b) below with (110b) above). Let us further assume that sich has the same cost as zich
with respect to LOCALITY as well. In this case, the competition between pronouns and

sich tn German looks like this:

(121) LocalityHierarclry: Transitive > ComplPP > LocativePP > ECMInfs > ...

Loc.qr-CrrarNl: - 'F *'l' ***

a. LOCALITY on sich: 'F

b. ME on sicft: *'I +

c. Total for sicft: ** 't rrr

*rF

-
**

*tF++ ,f** *rl.

**!t *:t* !**

d. ME on i/in:

e. sichvs. ihn:

**rE:t*

sich>ihn sich>ihn sich>ihn sich:ihn

Note now thaL locally bound across locative PPs, German pronouns result in a costly
option relative to sich. More importantly, they are more costly than Dutch pronouns

relative to zich, since the diflerence in terms of constraint violations in German is higher:
in German there is difference of wo violations, while in Dutch it reduces to one. That is,
the approach developed above predicts that German pronouns will be less available than
Dutch pronouns in locative PPs, and that SE anaphors are the favorite forms in this context
in both languages - a pretty good approximation of the facts.

The approach I have just developed for binding into locatives in German is much in
the spirit of R&R's - the fact that pronouns are to be excluded is still assigned to their
rich morphosyntactic content. But the differences between the two approaches must be

clear enough by now. Under the approach I developed, we do not need to make
unmotivated claims concerning the lexical specifications of items. In the case in question,

we do not need to claim that Dutch pronouns become [-R] because they are assigned

inherent Case, an odd claim on two accounts. First, it is not supported by pronominal
morphology in Dutch; after all, the same forms occur in object positions whether these

positions are, by hypothesis, assigned stnrctural or inherent Case. Second, the claim that
Dutch pronouns become [-R] because they are assigned inherent Case is undesirable

theoretically: as is well-known, there are a number of generalizations indicating that forms
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with inherent Case are more specified than forms with structural Case (see the next section
for some discussion). Moreover, the approach I developed above for binding into locatives
in German does not need to claim that such dependencies should count as chains in any
absolute sense, as in R&R's approach, a claim which is problematic because of locality
conditions on chains (movement chains cannot cross adjunct locatives, cf. fn. 40 above).

Rather, anaphoric dependencies are analogical chains and, as such, they may violate
locality conditions on chains and still be subject to conditions on chains, though with
weaker effects.

As we have seen, the analogical chains framework and the reinterpretation of R&R's
Chain Condition as a requirement for morphological economy are sufficient to account
for the phenomena R&R analyzed as being due to the effects of their Chain Condition:
(i) the fact that lst and 2nd person pronouns may be locally bound in languages with 3rd
person SE anaphors (like Dutch or Braeilian Portuguese); (ii) the contrast between the 3rd
person feminine pronouns har aftd s.i in Frisian; (iii) the fact that locally bound pronouns
are excluded by ME in English, but not in Frisian; (iv) the fact that locally bound
pronouns within locative PPs are excluded in German, but not in Dutch (or English, or
Frisian). The advantages of the account based on ME and on the analogical chains
framework are clear: the relevant principles of the theory of analogical chains were argued
for independently and, moreover, do not require complications concerning the theory of
locality of chains (cf. fn. 40 above); ME, unlike R&R's [tR] dichotomy, accounts for the
contasts between pronouns and SE anaphors without requiring complications and
arbitary stipulations in the theory of featue specification of anaphoric forms. I conclude,
therefore, that the approach based on ME and on the analogical chains framework is to be

preferred over R&R's Chain Condition approach.

4.5.4 Summary

In this section, I have argued that some of the problems which arise in R&R's approach to
the extension of chain theory to anaphoric dependencies can be solved under the constraint
interaction approach I have been developing in this chapter. More specifically, I argued

that many of the problems concerning R&R's [tR] dichotomy receive a natual solution
once we attribute Chain Condition ef[ects to Br.uzio's Morphological Economy, now
conceived as a condition on chains, that is, a condition whose application to anaphoric
dependencies is governed by the theory of analogical chains. This result supports not only
the theory of analogical chains, but also the constraint interaction approach to anaphoric
dependencies. Another important result of the present section was that by substituting ME
for R&R's Chain Condition, we have also provided a principled basis for determining
Chain Condition effects - that is, ME effects - on anaphoric dependencies: the costs
of ME on an anaphoric form are, like FCC costs, relative to the feature content of the
form, and, therefore, they decrease proportionally to the locality hierarchy, because

anaphoric dependencies are analogical chains.

There is still a source of arbitrariness in the analyses I presented in 4.5.3, however, in
particular as regards binding into locatives in German and Dutch: the analyses of these
patterns crucially relied on costs of LOCALITY on SE anaphors which were assigned on a
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purely descriptive basis. The challenge is, then, to provide theoretical content for such

costs. The reader might well remember that I assumed that German sich and Dutch zicft
have the same cost with respect to LOCALITY, and we have also seen above that both
sich and zich have essentially the same feature content. This correlation suggests, of
course, that LOCALITY is just like ME, the FCC and the FCI: its costs are a function of
the feature content of SE forms. This is the sort of theory of LOCALITY I will try to
develop in the final section $.7). Before that though, I will discuss another issue related
to ME, namely, whether there is any to believe that it is a condition on chains, rather than
on binding, as claimed by Burzio.

4.6 Morphological Economy of Chains

In the previous section I argued that the effects R&R attribute to the Chain Condition are

best captured by a requirement for morphological economy on chains. This requirement
was inspired by ME, the condition Bruzio originally proposed for binding:

(122) Morphological Econony [ME]: A bound NP must be marcimally unspecifred.

Of course, whether we formulate ME as a condition on chains or on binding makes quite a
difference. Chains are a subcase of binding and, therefore, ME as a condition on chains
will cover only a subset of the cases that Burzio's ME covers. And there is at least one
particular phenomenon which Burzio has explained in terms of ME and which remains
unexplained in the approach I developed: the case of Principle C effects.

Here is the problem: if the domarn of application of ME is restricted to chains, and if
Principle C effects are a result of ME, it follows that such effects should be found only in
chains. To be more precise: I have claimed that ME is a condition on chains, but also that
anaphoric dependencies are analogical chains; the latter claim means that conditions on
chains become less active as the distance between antecedent and anaphoric form
increases; it follows that the same should be true of ME, if this condition is a condition on
chains. But it is well-known that Principle C effects do not correlate with distance in any

obvious way:

(123) a. +/1e said thatJohn does not like Mary
b. *^F/e said that Mary does not like John
c. *//e said that Mary believes that Susan likesJohn

Such cases are no problem for Burzio's ME, that is, for (122) above: John is bound in
(l23ab,c); therefore, it is excluded because it is not the least specified form available in
English for contexts like (l23a,b,c) (in all cases a pronoul would be available). But, if ME
as a condition on chains cannot explain (123),I have to face the following question: is

there any reason to claim that ME should, after all, apply to chains, contra Burzio?s5

s5 Principle C effects also raise questions for R&R's BT: they surely do not follow from R&R's Chain
Condition, nor from their Reflexivity conditions. Moreover, since neither of these conditions actually
require the notion of binding, it appears that R&R would have to intoduce not only a new condition, but
also a new relation in their overall framework. The problem will remain in my framework, since I have
nothing constructive to say about Frinciple C effects.
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As I said in the previous section, from the perspective of this dissertation there are at

least two initial reasons to assume that ME is a condition on chains. First, there is evidence

that Chain Condition effects somehow correlate with locality constraints on chains (see

sections 1.6,3.4,3.7 atd below). Since, as we have seen in the previous section, Chain
Condition eff,ects are best captured if this condition is formulated as a requirement for
morphological economy, it follows that this requirement should be sensitive to locality
constraints on chains. Second, it was a violation of the Chain Condition which provided
the initial motivation for the general hypothesis I am pursuing in this chapter: the
hypothesis that anaphoric dependencies count as chains even when violating definitional
conditions on chains. And, we have also seen, this hypothesis has a number of interesting
consequences; for example, it allows us to reduce Agreement-on-Chains, a condition
which causes a great deal of trouble to Chain Theory, to the trouble-free FCC (see section
4.4 above).

In sum, there are some reasons to believe that the requirement for morphological
economy on anaphoric depende.rcies is sensitive to the locality restrictions on chains. But,
as pointed out, this contradicts Burzio's claim that Principle C effects follow from the
requirement for morphological economy on binding. In this section I will trBU€, however,
that ME is better seen as a properly of chains than as a property of binding for three
reasons: (i) it can be demonstrated that movement chains are subject to a non-trivial
requirement for morphological economy; (ii) assuming ME to be a condition on binding
leaves unexplained all the pattems discussed in 4.5; (iii) Principle C effects in languages

like Thai and Vietrramese cannot be reduced to ME efflects.

4.6.1 Multiple Case Chains and the Constraint on Case Realization

The assumption that ME is a condition on chains raises the following obvious question: is
there any evidence that movement chains are subject to a requirement for morphological
economy? Clearly, a positive answer for this question would strengthen the position that
ME might, after all, be a condition on chains, and, therefore, that something else must be
added to account for Condition C effects.

As it happens, movement chains do seem to be subject to a requirement for
morphological economy: since they are headed by the moved phrase and tailed by traces,
it is clear that most, if not all, of the morphosyntactic specification of the chain is
morphophonologically realized on the head ruther than on the tail. This is certainly true
with respect to the lexical features and inflectional features like number and gender, which
are an inherent property of the moved constituent rather than of its base position;
moreover, it is true also of features like Case, which, in some situations, are a property of
the base position rather than of the moved constituent. For example, consider a wh chatn
in a Case-inflected language like German:

(124) Sie Hdt ein, I wem sie zu Dank verpflichtet
She invites [who(DAT) she to thanks obliged
'She invites who she is obliged to'

ist l
isl
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The wh phrase in (12a) is morphologically inflected for dative Case, which is assigned to
its D-structure position, that is, its trace. Since, however, the dative specification is

realized on the wft phrase, which is the head of the chain, the head must be assumed to be

specified for it. Whether traces are specified for the inflectional and lexical features of (the

head of) the chain is a matter of debate. Suppose, for the sake of the argument, that they

are: it would still be necessary to say that taces do not realize their hypothetical feature
specification morphophonologically. If morphophonological realization of feahres is

relevant for ME assumplion which seerns reasonable -, then movement chains
would satisff ME even in case traces were fully endowed with the inflectional and lexical
features of the chain they belong to.'u

The conclusion that the head of a chain is morphologically more economical than its
tail might be thought to follow trivially from the operation of movement: if a whole
constituent is moved, none of its constituent parts can be left behind and, therefore, none

of the features it realizes. This seems descriptively correct for most cases of overt
movement, but more complex constructions reveal that the pictwe cannot be so simple.
The relevant constructions involve chains in which the head and the tail have incompatible

or mismatching specifications. Here I concentrate on chains in which the head and the tail
may, in principle, be assigned different Cases; hence, I will refer to them as Multiple Case

Chains. The instances of multiple Case chains I will be discussing are the following:

(125) Multiple Case Chaiw:

a. A-Chains: passive quhky subjects

b. A'-Chains: Case-mismatching relative clauses

Let me briefly present each of these constructions. (For other possible examples of
multiple Case chains, see fus. 58 and64 below.)

Quirlq subjects are a well-known phenomenon due, among other things, to the

extensive literature about them in Icelandic (see Yip, Maling and Jackendoff 1987 for
references). Passive quirky subject constructions arise when a verbal object is assigned

inherent Case at D-Structure and then moved into the subject position, a position to which
structural Case is usually assigned at S-Structure: (126) and (127) below illustrate

movement into a nominative subject position; and (128) movement into an accusative

subject position ('to say' is an ECM verb in Icelandic, as shown in (128a); examples from
Andrews I 982: 445, 466-7):s7

s6 I am not aware of any conclusive argument to decide on the issue of whether mces have feature con-

tent or not. For the minimalist copy-cum-deletion-at-PF theory of movement, this is a non-issue, pre-

sumably. For relevant discussion within the GB tradition, see Chomsky ( 198 I ) and Bouchard ( I 984). See

also fir. 60 for an argument supporting the conclusion that the feature specification of the position occu-
pied by traces is independent of the feature specification of the head of a chain. Independently of this
issue, I will argue below that morphological economy refers to morphophonological realization of feature

specifications, as suggested above.
s' I have chosen to illustrate multiple Case A-chains with passrue quirky subjects, rather than with quirky
subjects in general, because passives are cases of A-movement by a general consensus. It is likely,
however, that non-passive quirky subjects also involve movement see Sigurdsson (1989) for discussion.

It should also be noticed that passive and non-passive quirky subjects share all the propenies I will be

discussing below, though I will keep referring only to the former.
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(126)a. peir bj6rgu6u strilkunni
They(NOM) rescued the-girl(DAT)

b. Stulkunni var bjarga6
The-girl(DAT) was rescued

(127)a. Stulkan bei6 min
The-girl(NOM) awaited me(GEN)

b. Min var bedi6
Me(GEN) was awaited

(128) a. peir segja I hana (vera) vinselat ]
they say her(ACC) (to-be) popular l

b. Hann segir I stirlkunni hafa veri6 bjargad ]
He says I the-girl(DAT) to-have been rescued ]

c. Hann segir I min hafa veri6 be6i6 ]
He says I me(GEN) to-have been awaited ]

For extensive argumentation that the dative and genitive NPs in (126b), (127b) and
(128b,c) are really subjects, see Zaenen, Maling & Thniinsson (1985).

Case-mismatching relative clauses have also been quite extensively investigated in the
literahre on the so-called 'Matching Parameter', concemed with the crosslinguistic
variation with respect to COMP accessibility to external govemment (see Grosu 1996 and
Pitftrer 1995 for recent discussion and references). Case-mismatching relatives may arise
in two situations. The first one is when the relative pronoun may inflect for a Case

assigned from outside the relative clause, rather than for the Case assigned to the
relativized gap. In Old Greek, ffid in Gothic and other Old Germanic languages, this
situation arises both with headed and free relatives, as illustated by the Old and Middle
High German examples below (from Pittner 1995:198-9; see also Harbert 1983):

(129) Dative instead of Nominative:

a. Sendida mih (...) ^ dheodhom, dhem euuuih biraubodon
Sent me to them@AT) that(DAT) you robbed

'Sent me to the people that robbed you'

b. Aer antuurta demo zaimo sprah
He replied him(DAT) to-him spoke
'He replied to (the one) who spoke to him

Genitive instead of Accusative:

c. Do sagete er Paruiwale danc prises des erwarp sin hant
There said he Parzival thanks prize(GEN) tha(GEN) acquired his hand
'He thanked Parzival for the pize that he acquired'

d. Der bewist in des er suochte
He showed him what(GEN) he sought
'He showed him what he was seeking'

The second situation in which mismatching with free relatives may occur is when the
relative pronoun inflects for the Case assigned to the relativized gap, rather than for the
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Case assigned by the govemor of the free relative. This situation, too, may arise in Old
Greek and Old Germanic, and it may arise in Modern German as well, a language in
which examples like (129) above are not found (that is, Modern German does not allow
mismatch between the relative pronoun and the relativized gap; see Pittrer 1995:207-8,
from where the examples below were taken):

(130) a. Accusative instead of Nominative:

Wen es zum Lehrerberuf hinzieht, bevorangt eher

Who(ACC) it to teaching draws prefers rather

die geisteswissenscha.+lichen und philologischen F6chen

the humanities

'(The one) who feels drawn to teaching prefers the humanities'

b. Dative instead of Nominative:

Punktemachte, wem es gelang, auf dem Spielstock den Ball
Points made who(DAT) it succeeded on the bat the ball

das gegnerische Tor zu balancieren

the adversary goal to balance

'(The one) who succeeded to balance the ball on his bat through the goal of
the enemy scored points'

c. Dative instead of Accusative:

Sie ledt ein, wem sie zu Dank verpflichtet ist
She invites who(DAT) she to thanks obliged is
'She invites who she is obliged to'

The type of chain illustrated in (126)-(130) is unlike simpler instances of A- and A'-
chains, in which either the head or the tail, respectively, are the only positions to be

assigned Case; in chains in (126)-(130), both the head and the tail positions mighq in
principle, be assigned a different Case. Thus, it might, in principle, be expected that either
Case could be realized (on the head, of course).58 But this does not happen with passive

quirky subjects, and only partially with Case-mismatching relatives.
Passive quirky subjects have a property which has been called 'lexical Case

preservation' in the literature (see, for example, Yip, Maling & Jackendoff 1987:225-6):
though promoted to a position where another Case would be available, inherently Case-

assigned NPs always preserve the Case they were assigned at D-Structure (usually called
'lexical' or'inherent Case'). That is, Icelandic sentences like (126b), (127b), or (128b,c)

above have no altemative in which, instead of genitive or dative, the subject would surface

tt It might, in principle, also be expected rhat both Cases could be realized on the head of the chain. This,

however, is not possible in languages like lcelandic and German because of the morphological constitu-

tion of nominal elements: they cannot bear double Case suffixation. In languages in which co-occurrence

of Case morphemes is not excluded on morphological grounds, we do find multiple Case being realized

on the same nominal, as in Korean Case stacking: see Yoon (1996) and fu. 68 below.
Note, in addition, that multiple Case chains violate the FCC, i.e., the feature-compatibility condition on

chains. This suggests that not only anaphoric chains, but also movement ones, may violate conditions on

chains. See subsection 5.3.4 below for some additional discussion.
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with either nominative or accusative. Thus, passive quirky subjects may realize
morphophonologically only the Case that is assigned to the tail of the chain.

Interestingly, Case-mismatching relatives are also subject to a constraint on Case

realization: whenever a Case-mismatching relative is possible, that is, whenever a

language allows a Case conflict to arise in a relative clause, the Case that gets realized is
the one which is lower in the following Case hierarchy (see Pittner 1995, Harbert 1989,

1983, and references cited there; I return to the motivation of (131) shortly):

(131) Case Hierarchy:

NOMINATTVE > ACCUSATIVE > other cases (e.g., ORrrVe and GENITTVE)

Consider Modem German, in which Case-mismatch is possible only in free relatives, and

the relative pronoun always bears the Case assigned to the relativized gap. According to
Pithrer (1995:207-8), Case-mismatching relatives may be intoduced in Modem German:
(i) by an accusative relative pronoun if the gap in the relative is assigned accusative, and

the relative clause itself is governed by nominative, as in (130a) above (hence, nominative
> accusative); (ii) by a dative relative pronoun if the gap in the relative is assigned dative,
and the relative clause itself is govemed by nominative, as in (130b) above (hence,

nominative > dative); (iii) by a Cative relative pronoun if the gap in the relative is assigned
dative, and the relative clause itself is governed by accusative, as in (130c) above (hence,

accusative > dative); etc. What is not found in Modern German is, for example, a free

relative clause introduced by a nominative relative pronoux when the gap is assigned
nominative, and the clause itself is governed by accusative, dative, or genitive; etc. The
same restrictions apply, mutatis mutandis, to Old Greek and Old Germanic mismatching
relatives (see Pittner 1995, Harbert 1989, 1983).5e

We have just seen that multiple Case chains seem to resort to two different strategies
to solve the Case conflicts they may trigger:

se Mismatching relatives in Old Greek might offer an argument against most accouns of lexical Case

preservation with quirky subjects, which rely on a core idea: inherent Case must be preserved because it is

assigned lexically. For example, according to Yip, Maling & Jackendoff (1987:225),'lexical Case is associ-
ated is associated with a particular argument of the verb, not with a syntactic position; so the Case stays with
the marked argument under movement'. Yoon also assumes a universal constaint requiring inherent Case to
be realized (Yoon 1996:.132, (32)). For him, this constraint 'seems to reflect the generalization behind the
Theta Criterion and the Projection kinciple. Inherent Case reflects O-marking. To wipe out the marking of
inherent Case would be tantamount to making the O-role assigned to that axgument invisible at LF (as the PF
'cue' has been eliminated)' (Yoon 1996:134).

However, Harbert has observed that dative may not be realized in Old Greek relatives if in conflict with
genitive. This fact motivates an additional ranking dative > genitive in the Case hierarchy, at least for Old
Greek (Harbert 1983:277, n.7; see discussion of (133) below). More importantly, if both dative and
genitive are inherent Cases in Old Greek, Harbert's observation would demonsffate that inherent Case

(dative) may stay non-realized after all: this will happen when another inherent Case (genitive) has priority
for realization. If this is true, then the lexical-assignment explanation for Case preservation with quirky
subjects is refuted.

Note also that Harbert has not found evidence for the dative > genitive ranking in Old Germanic
(Hmbert 1983:279, n. l3). Pittner does not discuss the issue at all, but explicitly resticts the Case hierar-
chy for Old and Modern German to nominative > accusative > other Cases.
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(132) Strategiesfor resolution of Case conJlict in multiple Case chains:

a. A-chains (e.g., passive quirky subjects): the conflict is solved by the
requirement that inherent Case be realized;

b. A'-chains (e.g., Case-mismatching relatives): the conflict is solved by the

requirement that the lowest Case in the hierarchy (131) be realized.

The question is: is there any generalization behind (132a,b)? Note first that, as regards

conflicts between inherent Case (dative or genitive) and structural Case (nominative or
accusative), the two strategies in (132) actually predict the same result: being lower in the
hierarchy than stuctural Cases, strategy (132b) requires inherent Cases to be always
realized, which is precisely the outcome stipulated in strategy (132a).

Strategies (132a) and (132b.1 above differ, however, with respect to conflicts between
two structural Cases, on the one hand, and between two inherent Cases, on the other. In
case of conflict between two structural Cases, strategy (132a) is silent (since it refers only
to inherent Case), while stategy (132b) predicts that accusative wins over nominative.
This prediction is borne out for mismatching relatives, but not for passives, in which NPs
receiving accusative in object position turn out to be nominative when promoted to
subject. However, this particular failure of the Case hierarchy in (131) has an independent
explanation: under standard assumptions, passives result from the absorption of accusative
Case, among other operations (see Baker, Johnson and Roberts 1989, and references cited
there). But, if accusative is absorbed, it cannot be assigned to the object in the fust place,

and, therefore, it cannot be preserved by the object when promoted to subject either.60

In case of conflict between two inherent Cases, strategy (132a) above predicts that no
option is possible, since at least one of the inherent Cases would not be realized (see

discussion of fir. 6l below). The predictions made by strategy (132b), on the other hand,
are less straightforward. (132b) is compatible with a sihration in which there is no
particular reshiction - in this case, the two competing Cases might not be ranked with
respect to each other. It is also compatible with a situation in which one Case is favored
over the other; in this case, the winner might be ranked lower than the loser in (l3l). This
situation seems to arise in Old Greek, in which dative can be supplanted by genitive, but
not vice-versa (the example below is from Harbert 1983.,277, n.7):

(133) h6os tes hemdras hes anelemphthe
until the day-GEN which-GEN he-was-taken-up
'until the day on which he was taken up'

e There is a construction, however, in which nvo A-positions assigned different structural Cases might
end up associated by a chain: this might happen in what Yoon (1996) calls 'ECM with finite comple-
ments', illustrated by the Korean example in (i) below (from Yoon 1996:l15, (9a)):

(D Chelswu-nun Yenghilul I chencay-iess-ta-ko ] mitrunta
Chelswu-TOP Yenghi-ACC I genius-be-Past-Decl-that] believes
'Chelswu believes that Yenghi was a genius'

Yoon (1996:ll7-9) argues that such cases involve movement from the nominative position within the
embedded finite complement to the accusative position in the matrix clause. If this is true, here is a

situation where two structural Cases would be in conflict. As predicted by the Case hierarchy in (l3l)
above, only accusative can be realized. Yoon (1996:134) attributes this fact to an accidental properry of
Korean (see fir. 64 below for discussion): the Case assigned at the 'latest cycle' must be realized.
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(Note that, unlike Latin, Old Greek had no ablative Case, and used dative for temporal
adverbials instead; thus, the genitive relative hes in (133) was used in place of the dative
relative hei.) On the basis of examples like (133), Harbert concluded that the Case
hierarchy needs a ranking dative > genitive for Old Greek (see fn. 57 again).

As far as passive constructions are concerned, however, the situation in which two
inherent Cases enter in conflict seems to never arise. But, again, this follows from
standard assumptions concerning inherent Case and A-movement: if it is true that
inherent Case is associated with a O-role, then it must be assigned only to O-positions;
but A-movement is possible only to non-0-positions (because of the 0-Criterion);
therefore, it follows that A-movement cannot be to a position assigned inherent Case.

In short, strategy (132b) for resolution of Case conflicts covers all the cases covered
by strategy (132a), but not vice-versa. Moreover, in those situations in which (132a)
would seem to give incorrect results for A-chains (structural accusative never wins over
nominative; inherent Cases never enter in conflict in A-chains), we have seen that
independent principles exclude the chains predicted. I conclude, therefore, that (132b)
generalizes over both A- and A'-chains and is actually responsible for the effects
anributed to (132a):

(134) Constraint on Multiple Case Chains [1st version]:

If a multiple Case chain is possible, then the Case that is lower in the hierarchy in
(131) must be realized on the head of the chain.

As before, I am assuming that 'a multiple Case chain is possible' means that the language
allows Case mismatch either (i) between the Case manifested on the head and the Case
assigned to the gap (e.g., in the Old German examples in (129) above), or (ii) between the
Case manifested on the head and the Case assigned by the governor of the head of the
chain (as inthe case of the Modem German free relatives in (130) and of the Icelandic
passive quirky subjects in (126) to (128).

The issue that interests me most here is: why would multiple Case chains be subject to
(134)t'r The literature on mismatching relatives, in which the generalization expressed by
(132b) and (134) above has been observed, has no answer to this question, as

acknowledged by Pittner: 'One of the reviewers [of Pittner's article] notes that an
explanation [for the restrictions on Case realization in mismatching relatives] in terms of a
Case hierarchy is rather stipulative. However, as far as I [Pittr:er] know, nobody has
suggested a non-stipulative explanation for these facts' (Pittner 1995:201, fn. 4).

But Pittrrer and others did notice that the Case hierarchy in (131) above is not arbitrary;
rather, it matches a well-knor',n universal Case hierarchy, which was independently
established on the basis of a number of generalizations concerning different aspects of
Case systems: the crosslinguistic distribution of Case distinctions, pattems of Case
syncretism, correlations between Cases and syntactic functions/semantic roles, order of

ur There are, of cours€, other issues of interest concerning multiple Case chains, in particular: why are
such chains possible in some languages and not in others? Much of the literature on the 'Matching Pa-
rameter' is addressed to this question (see Grosu 1996, Pittner 1995, Harbert 1983, and references cited
there), but I have no particular insight on the mafier, and, as far as I can see, the issue has no immediate
consequence for the discussion of this section.
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acquisition of Case distinctions, etc. (See Jakobson 1983, Lumsden 1987, Blake 7994,

Clahsen et alii 1994, Weerman 1996, and references cited there.) For my purposes here, it
suffices to note that there is some consensus that the universal Case hierarchy in (131) is a

'markedness' hierarchy, where 'markedness' is a notion assumed to relate morphological

constitution of forms and their morphosyntactic feature composition. As far as I know,

however, there is no consensus on the precise characterization of this notion.u' The one I
will adopt elaborates on the theory sketched by Jakobson in his work on the inflectional
paradigms, which underlies much of the informal terminology curtent in linguistics.

4.6.2 Markedness and Priority for Morphophonological Realization

As is well-known, Jakobson's theory of 'markedness' has its origins in Trubetzkoy's
classification of phonological oppositions, more specifically, in Trubetzkoy's

identification of privative oppositic,nr, that is, oppositions between two phonemes in
which one is characterized by the presence of a property, and the other by its absence: for
example, the oppositions /n/ vs. /d/ and lN vs. ltl are privative because /n/ is distinct from
/d/ only by the presence of nasality, and /N from itl only by the presence of voice; etc. In
Praguean terminology, the property responsible for a privative opposition is called a marh
the element characterized by the presence of the mark is called the marked member of the

opposition; and the member characterized by the absence of the property is called the

unmarked member of the opposition.
Imponantly, the asymmety marked-unmarked is related to various generalizations

conceming phonological systems. Crosslinguistically, markcd elements of an opposition
can be absent in certain phonological systems, while unmarked elements usually are not
(for example, there are no languages with nasal segments only, while there are languages

with no such segments, cf. Lass 1984:45). Within a phonological system, unmarked
elements tend to appear in contexts in which the opposition is neutralized (e.g., in the case

of final devoicing in Dutch and German). Marked elements presumably have a more

restricted distribution both crosslinguistically and intra-language because they 'more
complex' than unmarked elements, 'adding something more' to the basic constitution of
the latter.

62 Recent literature tends to define 'markedness' in terms of feature specifications: a form would be 'more
marked' than another if it has more feature specifications at some point in the derivation. For example,
accusative forms would be 'more marked' than nominative ones because the lauer would, at some point,
be znspecified for Case. This is the position of Lumsden (1987), Clahsen et alii (1994), and Weerman
(1996), among many others. Such analyses depend on one of trryo altemative hypotheses. The frst one is

that forms may be underlyingly underspecified and get some of their specifications (say, by default rules)

during the derivation. Given this hypothesis, 'markedness' rnust be defined in terms of the underlying
forms: e.g., nominative forms are'less marked' than accusative forms because they are unspecified for

[-accusative] underlyingly. The other hypothesis is that morphosyntactic features are unory, in which
case there are no 'negatively specified' forms. In such an analysis, nominative forms are 'less marked'
than accusative simply because they are unspecified for Case. I will not address these altematives here,

but I should point out that, for my purposes, two assumptions are necessary: (i) 'markedness' should be

defined in terms of the final specification of forms, and (ii) it is crucial to distinguish negatively specified

forms from unspecified forms. Neither of the alternatives described above is fully compatible with these

two assumptions.
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Jakobson was the first to point out that morphosyntactic oppositions show many of the

main properties of privative oppositions. Very often they oppose forms that are marked for
a property to forms that are unmarked for it. For example, in English and in many other
western European languages, usually nouns are either morphologically marlced for plural,

or are morphologically unmarkcd for it, in which case they are singular or non-plural (cf.

boy-s vs. boy-@). Second, the .:rmarked forms of morphosyntactic oppositions are also

'more basic' than marked forms in a number of respects. For example, in the case of the

number opposition in English, the morphologically unmarked forms are also

morphological stems - unlike the marked forms, they feed morphological operations like
compounding (hence, 'Mary loved all her boyfriends' and not '*boysfriends').

Jakobson also noticed, however, that with morphosyntactic oppositions, it is not
always the case that the asymmetry marked/unmarked is reflected in the morphological
shape of the forms. Consider, for example, the opposition mice vs. mousei mice is a plural
form, and plural is usually morphologically marked; however, mice cawrot be said to be

morphologicallymarked for plural synchronically, as there is no productive morphological
process in Modern English through which a mark for plural can be identified in mice
(compare mouse/mice with ftouse/houses and slice/slices). Strictly speaking, this also
means that mouse cannot be said tobr- morphologically unmarlwd for number either, since
it is not in opposition to a morphologically marked form. Still, not only mice and mouse

correspond to forms thal are morphologically marked and unmarked, respectively, in the
number system of English, but they also behave as such (with respect to morphological
processes, for example, cf. mo!;se-trap vs. *mice-trap, etc.). That is, there is a sense in
which mice is still 'marked', 'less basic', thanmouse.

On the basis of such cases, Jakobson has claimed that morphosyntactic oppositions are

actually abstract privative oppositions, and proposed to represent them by binary abstract

features [tF]: if a form is specified as [+F], then it is morphosyntactically marked for [tF];
if it is [-F], then it is morphosyntactically unmarked for [tF]. Though in the usual case

morphosyntactic (un)markedness correspondsto morphologtcal (un)marking (as in boy-@

[-plural] vs. boy-s [+plural]), this may not happen (cf. mouse [-plural] vs. mice [+plural]).
That is, morphosyntactic oppositions in which neither of the distinct forms is
morphologically marked motivate not only abstract morphosyntactic feature
specifications, but also the idea that 'marlcedness' refers to these feature specifications,
rather than to morphological marking itself.

The same point can be made with oppositions in which the opposing forms are both
morphologically marked. In the Case system of Latin, for example, both nominative and
accusative singular forms of the second declination have their specific morphological
markings, cf. domin-#s vs. domin-um. With consonantal stems of the third declination,
however, nominative forms are morphologically unmarked with respect to accusative

ones, cf. consul-@ vs. consul-em. Given oppositions like consul vs. consulerz and the

usual correspondence between morphological (un)marking and morphosyntactic
(un)markedness, we may postulate that nominative is unmarked with respect to
accusative; hence, [taccusative]. Of course, other phenomena in Latin indicates that
nominative is really 'more basic', or morphosyntactically unmarked (e.g., it is the Case for
NPs in ungoverned positions). Now, even though forms like domina,s ffe morphologically
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marked as nominative (that is, as [-accusative]), they still behave as morphosyntactically
unmarked forms (e.g., occurring in ungovemed positions). Again, to characterize such
cases, it is necessary not only to postulate abstact morphosyntactic feature specifications,
but also that'markedness' refers to these feature specifications.

Now, even if (un)markedness refers to morphosyntactic feature specifications and is
somewhat autonomous with respect to morphological (un)marking, it is still the case,

however, that both correlate systematically. Typically, if two forms are opposed for a
feature [tF], and only one is morphologically marked for [+F1, then this is the [+F] form.
This is what happens, for example, with [tplural] in English (cf. boy-@ [-plural] vs. boy-s

[+plural]), with [taccusative] in Latin (cf. consul-A [-accusative] vs. consul-em

[+accusative]), and with many other oppositions, as Jakobson and others noticed. Thus, it
seems necessary to assume that there is a general rule ranking morphosyntactic featrue
specifications with respect to priority for morphophonological realization:

(135) Rule 1 of Priorityfor Morphophonological Realization:

Given a ttFl distinction, if only one of [tF]'s specifications is realized
morphophonologically, then it is [+F].

That is, a morphosyntactically marked specification ([+F]) has priority over arr unmarked
specification ([-F]) for morphophonological realization.

Of course, the generalization captured by (135) is not the only one we find in the
domain of the correlations between morphosyntactic feature content and morphological
(un)marking: morphosyntactic urcspecification has also a systematic morphological reflex,
namely, morphophonological non-realiration. Consider, for example, 3rd person clitic
pronouns in Portuguese, which may be either specified for [tfeminine] (the accusative
clitics o 'him', a 'her'), or urspecified for it (ttre dative clitic lhe and the reflexive se). The
specified clitics correspond, in form, to the usual morphological markers for gender: the
clitic o corresponds to the affrx for [-feminine], -o (as in menin-o'boy'), and the clitic a,
to the affix for [+feminine], -a (as in menin-a'girl'); they can, therefore, be said to be
morphologically marked for gender. The unspecified clitics, on the other han4 have no
morphological mark regularly associated with gender, as one might expect. That is, not
only they are morphosyntactically unspecified for gender, but they are also
morphologically unmarked for this distinction. Needless to say, this is typical for
unspecified forms, suggesting the following rule:

(136) Rule 2 of Priorityfor Morphophonological Realization:

Given a ttFl distinction, unspecification for [tF] is not realized morpho-
phonologically.

In addition, note tlnt unspecified forms are, of course, 'less marked' morphosyntactically
than specified forms: the latter, like other 'marked' forms, have 'something more' with
respect to the relevant distinction, namely, they are specified for it. That is, with respect to
morphosyntactic (un)specification, one actually wants to say that there is a hierarchy of
'markedness': given trvo forms which arc specified for a morphosyntactic distinction [tF],
the [-F] form is 'unmarked' with respect to the [+F] form; and, given a form which is
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unspecified for [tF], this form is 'unmarked' with respect to specified forms ('>' in (137)
means 'less marked than'):

(137) Hierarchy of Morphosyntactic Markedness:

Interestingly, the rules of priority for morphophonological realization in (135) and (136)
provide a different interpretation for the hierarchy in (137): it could also be taken as an

implicational hierarchy for morphophonologi cal realization.
To see this, consider the possible systems of oppositions associated with a feature

[tF]. As far as feature (un)specification is concerned, there are three possibilities: forms
can be [+F], [-F], and unspcified for [tF].Now, suppose there is a system Sl in which
the three possible forms are found, but only one of the possible specifications can be

realized morphophonologically; according to Rule 1 in (135), it must be [+F]. Suppose, on
the other hand, that there is system 52 which, like Sl, contains the three possible forms,
but in which only one of the possible specifications is not realizsd morphophonologically

- that is, the other two specifications receive realization. According to Rule 2 in (136),
52 must be such that anspecification for [tF] is non-realized, and [+F] and [-F] realized.
That is, the rules in (135) and (136) define the following correspondences with the
hierarchy of markedness:

Morphosyntactic Markedness: for [tF] I I

b. Implicatiorul Hierarchyfor non-l*,O.d, ,"utl*d o. ,.ul*d,
Morphophonological Realization: if any is non-realized if any is

As (138) shows, the markedness of a form with respect to some feature distinction [tF]
corresponds to the priority of its specification for morphophonological realization. If we
take the rules in (135) and (136) as primitives, then we can actually define the
'markedness of a form relative to a feature distinction FF]' as follows:

(139) a. A form X is more marlced than a form Y with respect to a feature [tFJ iff X's
specification for [tIJ has priority over Y's for morphophonological realization.

Of course, the definition of 'markedness' in (139a) can be easily generalized to the fuII
feature content of forms, as in (139b):

(139) b. A form X is more marlred than a form Y iff X's feature specifications with
priority for morphophonological realization are higher in number than Y's.

As far as I can tell, the definition in (139b) captures the common usage of the notion of
'marked'. To give a few examples: (i) given two forms X and Y which are different in
feature content only in that X is [+F] and Y [-F], (139b) determines X as the marked one
(cf. Rule I in (135)); (ii) if X and Y differ only in that X is specified ([+F] or [-F]) and Y
is unspecified for [tF], then again X is the marked one (cf. Rule 2 in (136)); etc.

Note also that markedness as defined in (139b) includes, but is not equivalent to,
economy defined in terms of the number of feature specifications. Thus, situation (ii) in
the previous paragraph shows that a form Y that is less specified (in number of feature
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specifications) than a form X will always be less marked as well. Situation (i), however,
shows that a form X can be more marked than a form Y even if the two have the same

number of feature specifications (because forms positively specified are more marked than
forms negatively specified).

In what follows, I will make crucial use of the notion of markedness zrs defined in
(139a) and of the related rules of priority for morphophonological realization in (135) and
(136). Whether such rules are really a primitive of the theory governing the relations
between morphosyntactic features and their morphophonological manifestation, or
whether they can be derived frorn deeper principles, is an issue I will not address here.

4.6.3 Markedness and Morphological Economy of Chains

Let us now tum back the Case hierarchy in (131) above, which I repeat below as (laO) fl
have added the ranking dative > genitive to the hierarchy, following the discussion in frr.
59 surrounding (133) above):

(140) Case Hierarclry; NoMINATIVE> ACCUSATIVE> DATIVE> cENITIvE

As I said, this hierarchy is assumed to be a 'markedness' hierarchy; according to the

theory I developed in the preceding subsection, this means that (1a0) should be

characterizable in terms of the ranking of the feature content of Cases with respect to
priority for morphophonological realization. Suppose we assume, following Lumsden's
analysis of the Case system of Old EnglistU that the system with four Cases in (140) must
be defined according to the following feature composition:63

(141)

NOMINATIVE

ACCUSATIVE

DATIVE

GENITIVE

[*accusative] ftinherent]

+
++
++

[*genitive]

;
It is clear that the rankings in (140) do correspond to rankings for morphophonological
realization as defined by the rule in (135): thus, accusative forms are more marked than
nominative forms because they differ in that accusative forms are [+acc], and nominative
forms are [-acc], and the specification [+acc] has priority over [-acc] for
morphophonological realization according to the rule in (135), etc. That is, the Case

hierarchy in (140) is a hierarchy of markedness, that is, it is an implication hierarchy of
priority for morphophonological realization of feature specifications.

Consider now the constaint on multiple Case chains in (134) above, repeated in

$a2$ below, from this perspective: since the hierarchy in (140) is a markedness

hierarchy, the condition in (1a2a) can be restated as in (142b):

63 OE had also a residual insrumental Case, which I ignore in (tal); cf. Lumsden (1987:6t and ff.). Note

that Lumsden's feature analysis in (141) is, essentially, a variant of what may be considered the standard

analysis of nominative-accusative Case systems, which, as I said above, is motivated by patterns of syncre-

tism, frequency of Case distinctions across languages, etc. See Blake (1994) for discussion.
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(142) Constraint on Multiple Case Chains:

a. [lst version:] If a multiple Case chain is possible, then the Case that is lower in
the hierarchy in (131) must be realized on the head of the chain.

b. [2nd version:] If a multiple Case chain is possible, then the Case that is more
marked must be realized on the head of the chain.

But, since markedness basically means priority for morphophonological realization, it
becomes quite trivial why the most marked Case must be realized, if only one can:
because the most marked Case has a higher number of feature specifications with priority
for morphophonological realization (cf. (139b) above). Consider, for example, a multiple
Case chain which can, in principle, be assigned both dative and accusative, as in the
German sentence in (130c) above. As we have seen, dative must be realized in such a
chain, if a choice is required, as it happens in German. Now, assuming that Cases are
defined as in (141), accusative Case has the specifications [+acc, -inh, -gen], while dative
has [+ass, +inh, -gen], that is, they differ only with respect to [tinh]: accusative is [-inh],
dative is [+inh]. But, given the rule of priority for morphophonological realization of
feature specifications in (135) above, if only one of the specifications of [+in51 can be
realized, it must be [+inh]. Therefore, dative must be realizrd,as required.

Thus, the fact that only the most marked Case is realized in chains with conflicting
Case specifications follows directly from the fact that markedness implies a hierarchy of
priority for morphophonological realization. What is not so obvious about (142b) is: (i)
why only one Case can be realized on the head of the chain; and (ii) why the Case
specification must be realized on the head, even when it is actually a specification of the
tail.u Let me discuss each of these issues in turn.

There might be two reasons why only one Case specification can be realized on the
head of the chain. One is that this is an independent constaint, that is, for some reason
chains must have or manifest only one Case. The other possibility is that this is not an
independent constraint" but rather follows from some other restriction. For example, the
fact that the head does not realize all Case specifications of the chain in languages like
German and Icelandic might be a consequence of the morphological structure of
nominal words in these languages: nominal stems can have only one nominal desinence
(cf. fn. 58 above). That this might be the case is suggested by the existence of languages

e Take, again, the example of a multiple Case chain which is assigned both dative and accusative. There
are two possibilities (not with free relatives in Modem German, but in Gothic and Old Greek, for example):
either (i) dative is assigned to the head of the chain, and accusative to the trace; or (ii) accusative is assigned
to the head, and dative to the trace. In both situations, the constraint in (142b) requires that dative be real-
ized, which is, indeed, the case. The fact that dative is realized in situation (ii) shows that a feature specifica-
tion of the tail can be realized on the head of the chain, if that is required by (lazb). Note, moreover, that
realization of dative in situation (i) demonstrates that what happens in situation (ii) is not a tivial conse-
quence of movement. Suppose a movement chain were the mere result of picking up a constituent with all
the feature specifications it is assigned in its base position, and moving it into another position. Then, it
should not be possible for that constituent to manifest a feature specification incompatible with those as-

signed to the base position. But such cases are precisely the ones attested by situation (i) above. Thus, the
fact that feature specifications of the tail are realized on the head cannot be fully derived from ttre fact that
the head which moves, occupies the tail position at DStucture; a condition like (142b) is required.
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like Korean, in which Case markings are postpositional-like rather than suffixal, and can

be realized simultaneously (see fn. 68 below). Suppose, therefore, that the second

possibility is correct: the constraint on multiple Case chains actually requires that all
Case specifications must be realized on the head if possible:

Qazc) Constraint on Multiple Case Chains [3rd version]:

If a multiple Case chain is possible, then all Case specifications of the chain must
be realized on the head of the chain (if possible).

(142c) must be interpreted as follows: the head of the chain must realize all Case

specifications of the chain; if some restriction blocks this, it must realize all Case

specifications that can be realized in accordance with the hierarclry of priority for
morphophonological realization. Consider, again, the situation in which a multiple Case

chain is assigned both dative antl ac;usative, but realizes only dative, as above. Clearly,
the chain does not realize all specifications which define accusative, since it does not
realiz* the specification that distinguishes accusative from dative, namely, [-inh]. But it
does realize the mmimal number of specifications which caz possibly be realized if only
one Case marking is be used: of the feature specifications that compose accusative ([+acc,

-inh, -genl) and dative ([+acc, +inh, -gen]), the only specification that is not realized by
dative is [-inh]. And, as before, if only one Case marking must be realized, it must be

dative, as required by the hierarchy of priority for morphophonological realization: dative
is [+inh], and [+inh] has priority for realization over [-inh] (cf. rule (135).

Thus, the constraint on multiple Case chains, formulated as in (142c), ensures that all
Case specifications that could and should be realized are actually realized on the head of
the chain. Recall, now, that the head is the place where all other morpharyntactic
specificatiozs of the chain, like its specification for number, gender, person, are realized as

wel[: such specifications are inherent to the moved constituent, and the moved constituent
ls the head of the chain. Hence, not only all Case specifications of the chain that can be

realized are realized on the head, but also all other specificafions of the chain. One may
conclude, therefore, that the efflects of the constraint in (142c) actually belong to a larger
descriptive generalization:

(143) The head of a chain realizes all feafitre specifications of the chain that it can realize.

Let me briefly clariff what I mean by 'feature specifications of the chain' and 'realization
of feature specifications'. 'Feature specifications of the chain' are all specifications which
a chain might get, in one way or another. A chain may be specified for lexical features and

for inflectional features like number and gender if, say, an NP specified for those feahues

is inserted in one of the positions of the chain. A chain may also be specified for
contextual features like Case if such specification is assigned to one of its positions.

However, the fact that the chain is or may be specifiedfor a feature does not mean that
that featrue specification has &et realized in the chain. A specification is realized if and

only if it receives a.n appropriate manifestation in the morphophonological representation
of some constituent. Thus, what (143) above requires is that the head of the chain
manifests all feature specifications of the chain that might receive appropriate
morphophonological realizatiorr in the language, for that particular collection of
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specifications (hence, taking into account priority for realization in case of impossibility of
realizing conflicting specifications, cf. discussion above). As we have seen, this accounts

not only for the seemingly kivial fact that the lexical content of a movement chain appears

on the head of the chain (that is why we speak of 'movement' in the first place); it also

accounts for the less obvious facts concerning Case-feature realization in multiple Case

chains like the ones discussed in this section - that is, chains involving quirky subjects

and Case-mismatching relatives.
Now, there is another aspect of the generalization in (143) which is crucial for my

purposes here: note that it is, actually, the reverse of the requirement for morphological
economy on chains I proposed in section 4.5. To see this, let us take a look at that
requiremen! which is Burzio's Morphological Economy in (122) above, reformulated as a
condition on chains:

(144) Morphological Economy of Chains MEC, lst versionl: Non-head positions in a

chain must be maximally unspecified for the features of the chain.

Recall, from the final discussion of subsection 4.6.2, that morphosyntactic markedness
includes economy for feature specification. ln particular, the maximally unspecified
element is also the least marked one morphosyntactically, since it would be azspecified
for all (relevant) features, and nnspecification has the lowest priority for
morphophonological realization (cf. rule (136). This, in turn, means that, in principle,
MEC in (laa) can also be formulated in terms of morphophonological realization itself:
since nnspecification corresponds, in general, to non-realization, the maximally
unspecified form is, in general, the element that least realizes feature specifications:

(145) Morphological Economy of Chains MEC,2nd versionl:
Non-head positions in a chain must not realize featrue specifications of the chain (if
they need not be realized).

For the pattems of anaphoric choices presented in section 4.5 as motivating MEC, it does
not make much of a difference whether it is formulated as in (144) or as in (145): in all
cases, the relevant feature specifications are not only abstractly present, but they did
receive realization in the tail of the analogical chain as well, since the tails are occupied by
overt anaphoric forms. For example, in the Frisian contrast between se and har, the
relevant analogical chains can be tailed either by the form se, which is a realization of the
feature specifications [+3p, +fem, -pl, -inherent], or by har, which realizes [+3p, +fem,

-pl] (cf. (107) above); har mtx;t be chosen, therefore, because it realizes fewer feature
specifications than se (har does not realize t-inh]). Thus, for anaphoric chains, MEC as

formulated in (1a5) works as well as MEC formulated as in (144).
For movement chains and, in particular, for multiple Case chains, on the other hand, it

does make a difflerence whether MEC is formulated as in (144) or as in (145). Consider,
for example, a German free relative such that the head position is govemed by nominative,
and the tail is governed by dative; as we have seen, in such a situation the head realizes
dative. Note, however, that the tail position is arguably specified for Case: it is the position
which is assigned the Case required (by (1a3) to be realized on the head of the chain (cf.
ft. 64 above). Now, if it were assumed that MEC is defined in terms of feature
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specifications, as in (144), and if the tail of German free relatives are specified for Case,

then such chains would comply with MEC; that is, the generalization that both movement
chains and anaphoric chains are subject to a condition with the effects of MEC would be

lost. On the other hand, if MEC is defined in terms of morphophonological realization of
feature specifications, as in (145), German free relatives do comply with it even if their tail
is specified for Case - though specified for it, they do not realize it. I assume, therefore,

that MEC should be formulated as in (145), i.e. in terms of realization of feature

specifications.
As I said, as far as anaphoric dependencies are concerned, (145) gives the same results

(144) was devised to give. Thus, being analogical chains, anaphoric dependencies must

satisfr (145), but only to the best of their ability.65 Consider the case of strictly local
anaphoric chains, in which (145) would be maximally active (recall the strength of
conditions on chains on anaphoric chains is proportional to locality). In order to fully
satisfu (145), such anaphoric chains would have to be tailed by an empty category: only
empty categories do not realize feature specifications and, therefore, satisfu (145)
optimally. But, since it is impossible for local anaphoric dependencies to be tailed by
empty categories, an NP with overt lexical content must always be inserted in the tail of
anaphoric chains, realizing at least some of their feature specifications.* Still, anaphoric
dependencies are analogical chains, which means that they must satist/ (145) as best as

they can. Thus, the effect of (145) on anaphoric chains is that they must be tailed by NPs
least realize the featue specifications of the chain, as required.

Formulated as in (145), MEC holds, therefore, not only of anaphoric dependencies,

which motivated it in the first place, but also of movement chains, which actually satisfu it
optimally - traces, being empty categories, realize none of the featr:re specifications of
the chain. The generalization in (143) above, on the other hand, was motivated by
properties of movement chains (in particular, of mismatching chains); an6, similarly, it
can be demonstrated that it holds of anaphoric dependencies as well. In the case of well-
formed anaphoric dependencies like in (I46a,b) below, (143) seems unproblematic, since

the antecedent is either the element containing most of the feature content of the

dependency, as in (146a), or it contains at least as much feature content as the anaphoric
form, as in (146b).67 In the case of ill-formed chains like (146c,d) below, however, (143)

holds in a less trivial way and it is actually redundant with MEC:

6s The 'need-not' clause in (144)-(145) is just a reminder of the stants of anaphoric dependencies with
respect to Chain Theory; thus, the clause can and will actually be eliminated in the fural formulation of the

condition, which is (la7) below.
ffi Under sundard assumptions, anaphoric chains cannot be tailed by empty categories because these are

not licensed in the relevant context (i) PRO must not be governed; (ii) pro must be the licensed by an

appropriate head; (iii) NP-fiaces would rigger a 0-Criterion violation, and (iv) variables, a strong crossover
effect. I have to assume here that if empty categories are not licensed, they do not compete with anaphoric
forms, since empry categories never seem to be the best candidate in the relevant cases. Why this is so is
not a trivial matter in a framework that assumes conditions to be violable. See Menuzzi (1996c) and

subsection 5.3.3 below for some discussion.
6' Note that, as I argued in the previous section, the anaphoric chain in (146b) is formed between John
and him-, and not between John and lhim-lselfll. Thus, it is not the case that the head of the chain violates

the generalization in (l 3) by not realizing the feature specifications introduced by self
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(146) a. Jan hoorde zich over Marie praten

Jan heard SE about Marie talk
' Jan heard {hims e lf/ * him} talk about Marie'

b. John considered ftimself the best candidate

c. *Ik hoorde zich ove'r hem praten
I heard SE about him talk

'*I heard himselftalk about ftim'

IDutch]

[Dutch]

d. *I/e consideredJohn the best candidate

In (146c) the chain (zich, hem) v iolates (143) because the head, zich, does not realize some

of the feature specifications of the chain, for example, number and gender, which are

specified on the tail of the chain (hem); the same is true in (la6d) (fte does not realize the

lexical features introduced by John). And, of course, the chains in (l46c,d) also violate
MEC because their tails realize too many feature specifications - that is, there are

anaphoric forms in Dutch and English which are compatible with the chains in (146d,c)

and would have realized fewer feature specifications.
In sum, there are now two putative conditions, (143) and MEC in (145), which seem to

hold of chains in general (that is, of movement chains and anaphoric chains) and which
seem to overlap in some cases (like (l46c,d)). More importantly, once MEC is formulated
as in (la5), it becomes obvious that it is precisely the reverse of the generalization in (143)
above: while (143) requires that the head realize all the features of the chain (that can
possibly be realized), (145) requires that non-head positions realize none of the features of
the chain (that need not be realized). Clearly, the two statements form a natrual pair,
basically requiring complementary realization of morphosyntactic features in
complementary parts of a chain. This, and the fact that MEC and (143) have overlapping
effects, suggest that they should be joined in one single statement. Following Burzio's
insight,I propose this condition should be called Morphological Economy of Chains:

(147) Morphological Economy of Chains MEC, final versionl:

If C is a chain and F is a feature specification of C (that can be realized in C), F
must be realized on the head, and only on the head, of C.

As its predecessors, MEC in Qal must be interpreted as follows: (i) if possible, all
feature specifications must be realized on the head; (ii) if some feature specifications of
the chain are in conflict and cannot be simultaneously realized on the head, then those that
have prioriry for morphophonological realization must be realized; (iii) if some feature
specifications need to realized on the tail of the chain (as with anaphoric chains), these

must be the fewest possible.

MEC as formulated in (147) seems to be a very elementary principle of Chain Theory.
A theory of chains that incorporates both MEC in (147) and the FCC (that is, the Feature-
Compatibility Condition on Chains, discussed in section 4.4 above) contends that chains
are repreEentational discontinuc;B syntactic objects with the following basic properties: (i)
by satisffing the FCC, chains are identified through the non-distinctness of the feature

specifications of their positions; but (ii) chains are distinct from other, random, collections
of syntactic objects which satisff the FCC because, by satisfuing MEC, chains are
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economical syntactic objects - they must realize the set of feature specifications they are

composed of on their heads, and only on their heads, whenever this is possible. This

theory, enriched with a specification of the structural aspects of chains, seems to me to be

a neat expression of the intuitive content of chains.

But, more ttran its conceptual naturalness, it is the empirical coverage of MEC inOaT)
that makes it so appealing. It succeeds in uniffing a seemingly disparate set of
phenomena: (i) the trivial fact that movement chains are tailed by traces and headed by a
constituent that realizes all or most of the chain's specification; (ii) the less trivial facts

concerning multiple Case chains (that is, the fact that inherent Case must be realized on
quirky passive subjects, and the fact that the most marked Case must be realized on the

head of Case-mismatching relatives); (iii) all the facts that have motivated R&R's Chain
Condition, including those which, I argued, required a reformulation of that condition in
terms of Burzio's notion of morphological economy (see section 4.5 again). MEC unifies
all these facts in a simple statement which, it seems to me, captr:res the core generalization

behind them all: in every case, the dependencies maximize morphological realization on
their heads and minimize it on their tails as much as possible. This is true, in particular, of
movement chains.68 Therefore, we are justified in assuming that chains are subject to a
requirement for morphological economy, which is MEC.

6' MEC also nicely explains a number of other possible multiple Case chains reviewed in Yoon (1996).

As pointed out in fu. 58 above, MEC accounts for ECM with finite complements in Korean without
problem. The same seems to be tme of 'subject-to-subject raising from a finite complement' (see Yoon
1996:136): (i) in Farsi, raising is from a nominative to another nominative position, and the raised subject
preserves the original nominative (marked by agreement on the embedded verb); (ii) in Tongan, raising is
from an ergative to an absolutive position, and ergative Case is preserved (as is well-known, ergative
Case is 'more marked' than absolutive Case); (iii) finally, in Turkish, raising can be from a genitive
position to another genitive position, from a nominative one to a genitive one, but not from a genitive
position to a nominative position. Clearly all these raising possibilities are predicted by MEC without
fuither ado. Note also that in all these cases it is the structural Case of the gap which is preserved, while
in ECM with furite complements in Korean it is the structural Case of the head that is preserved (cf. fu.
58 above). This Ied Yoon to conclude that the choice between conflicting structural Cases was open to
variation. But this seems incorrect: it is always the most marked structural Case that is realized, as pre-

dicted by MEC.
Of all instances of multiple Case chains discussed by Yoon, there is only one which might embarrass

MEC: in constmctions in which Case stacking on the subject is possible in Korean, the subject may also

show up either with nominative only, or with the lexical Case only, as illustrated in (i) (Yoon 1996:1 10,

(2\;'Vo' marks the fact that not all Korean speakers accept Case stacking):

(i) a. o/oNa-eykey-(man-)i paym-i mwusepta
I-DAT-(only-)NOM snake-NOM fearful

b. Na-eykey paym-i mwusepta
I-DAT snake-NOM fearful

c. Nay-ka paym-i mwusepta
I-NOM snake-NOM fearful

'(Only) I am afraid of snakes'

Both (ia,b) are consistent with MEC, since the head of the chain realizes all or most the Case features it
can in both cases. The problem lies in (ic): if there is a chain between the NOM position and a base-
generated DAT position, then (ic) violates MEC. Yoon iugues that there is such a chain (see in particular
his ft.8 on page I l2), though some facts he describes suggest that the NOM subject in (ic) might actually
be base-generated: specifically, he notes that 'resumptive pronouns' are impossible in (ia,b), but (margin-
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We can now finally retum to the issue we started with in this section: is it necessary
to formulate the morphological economy requirement on movement and on anaphoric
dependencies as a requirement on chains? Recall that Burzio has originally formulated
ME as a constraint on binding (as in (122) above). The difference between the two
conceptions of ME is this: if ME is taken as a constraint on chains, the effects of this
condition are expected to be somehow restricted by the locality requirements of chains;
if ME is a condition on binding, however, locality considerations are irrelevant - all
that matters is c-command and coindexing. As I said, once ME is taken as a condition
on chains, Burzio's account for Principle C effects is lost. The question, then, becomes:
what is /ost if ME is taken as a condition on binding?

As far as movement chains are concerned, it seems that nothing: any dependency
that satisfies the definition of chain also satisfies the definition of binding (which is one
of the standard requirements ftr chain formation); therefore, movement chains would
still be subject to ME if ME were formulated as a condition on binding. This means that
we could still deduce from Burzio's ME, for example, the restrictions on realization of
Case with multiple Case chains.

As for anaphoric dependencies, however, the predictions of ME as a condition on
binding are less straightforward. Since Burzio's ME always requires a bound NP to be
the least specified form available in the language, it follows that, unaided, ME predicts
that SE anaphors are always the best candidate. (This is why Burzio 7992:6 nicknames
ME as 'Anaphor First'.) But this, of course, is incorrect: SE anaphors are not always the
best option for a bound NP. And, according to Burzio, this is so because ME interacts
with other conditions; in particular, with a condition on SE anaphors, LOCALITY. If
the cost of LOCALITY on the anaphor is high enough, it may end up covering the cost
of ME on pronouns. When this happens, pronouns become a better option than SE
anaphors, despite the fact that pronouns satisfu ME less optimally than SE anaphors (see

the discussion in subsections 1.6.2 and 4.5.2).
More generally, the success of ME as a condition on binding, as regards anaphoric

dependencies, is crucially dependent on constraint interaction: whenever an anaphoric
form X is chosen despite ME's militating against it, it must be the case that the form Y
favored by ME has violated some other constraint & and that Y's violation of R is
worse than X's violation of ME. In particular, if the cessation of ME effects on X is
sensitive to some locality boundary, it must be the case that this locality effect is due to
the action of constraint R on Y: ME, being a condition on binding, should be irzsensitive
to locality boundaries, since binding does not refer to such boundaries. Here lies the
problem with ME as a condition on binding: there are many cases in which ME effects
are intrinsically related to locality effects and in which appealing to some other
condition is either less clearly motivated, or simply implausible.

One case in which an account of locality effects seems to be better motivated in
terms of ME efflects rather than in terms of some other condition is that of the difference

ally) acceptable in (ic); moreover, the 'resumptive pronoun' in (ic) shows up in the dative (see Yoon
1996:125, (22)). This suggests that (ic) might be basically like (ib), with a topic or left-dislocated NP
receiving default NOM, and a null DAT subject (which are available in Korean). Needless to say that I
cannot clarifu further this issue here.
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between Dutch and German with respect to the contrast SE/pronouns within locative
PPs. As we have seen subsection 4.5.3 (see discussion of (119) there), the fact that
pronouns may appear bound in this context in Dutch but not in German can be naturally
attributed to ME as a condition on chains (that is, to MEC in (147) above): since
German pronouns are more specified than Dutch pronouns, the effects of MEC will last
longer on the German ones, where 'last longer' means 'affect less local dependencies'.
If ME is a condition on binding, it cannot capture this, since ME eflects themselves are

not expected to corelate with locality effects. Thus, under Burzio's ME, the contrast
between German and Dutch would have to be assigned to another condition, for
example, to LOCALITY on SE anaphors. But this loses an obvious generalization: the
only relevant difference between German and Dutch is with respect to the feature
content of pronouns, and this is precisely the sort of thing ME takes care of.

As I said above, there are also cases in which a correlation between ME and locality
effects is either well motivated, or even simply a fact; therefore, explaining the relevant
cor:relation through the interaction with another condition becomes simply implausible.
The difference between Frisian and English concerning the distribution of locally bound
pronouns belongs to the fust category. Recall that in Frisian locally bound pronouns are

fine, in English they are excluded. As I argued in the previous section (see the
discussion of (l1l) to (118) there), this difference can be derived from MEC and from
the fact that Frisian reflexives are 'adjunct compound' forms, while English reflexives
have lexicalized what was becoming a'head compound' form, in Faltz's terminology.

My point was that only 'head compounds' introduce a minimality barrier between
the antecedent and the pronoun; therefore, only in the case of English reflexives the
dependency is not an optimal chain, and the action of MEC on the pronoun is
attenuated. It follows that in English, reflexive forms are better than pronouns with
respect to MEC, whereas this condition cannot distinguish pronouns from reflexives in
Frisian. But, if ME is a condition on binding, it does not matter whether the pronoun is
within an NP or not - what matters is whether there is or there is not a less specified
form in the language. Thus, Burzio is obliged to claim that reflexive forms are 'less

specified' than pronouns in English, but not in Frisian. As far as I can tell, there is no
independent evidence for either of these claims, however.6e

Finally, consider a case in which the correlation between ME and locality effects is
simply a facto and cannot be plausibly assigned to any other condition: this is the case of
the contrast between se and har in Frisian. These two forms can be used altematively to
express 3rd person singular feminine (or 3rd person plural); however, when this results
in local binding, only har is possible. As we have seen in the previous section, this
contrast can be plausibly attributed to MEC, since ze, as an object form, is more

6e Recall from ft. 43 above, that English leflexives forced Burzio to claim that ME should be seen as a

requirement for referential economy an{ therefore, that the binding hierarchy anaphor > pronoun > R-

expressions is actually a hierarchy of referentiality rather than of morphosyntactic content. It must be

clear by now that a referentialrry hierarchy cannot do the job MEC does, for a simple reason: Case

specification is obviously completely irrelevant for referentiality, but crucial for morphological economy

effects. This is attested by multiple Case chains, by the Frisian contrast between har/se, and by the

contrast between Dutch and German pronouns within locative prepositions. We will see further evidence

for the role of Case when we look at LOCALITY effects on SE anaphors in section 4.7.
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specifred thar. har (for Case features). However, if ME were a condition on binding
rather than on chains, /rar should not only be the best candidate in local binding, but
also in non-local binding. Since this is not the case, the Frisian contrast cannot be
explained by Brrzio's ME, despite the fact that, again, it correlates with the
morphosyntactic content of the forms.7o

In sum, if ME is formulated as a condition on binding, what is lost is the explanation
for many of the contrasts that follow quite naturally under MEC. I conclude, again, that
there is evidence for a requirement for morphological economy on chains, MEC, and
that this requirement is active on anaphoric dependencies as well (specially, on local
dependencies). But, recall once more that, under such an assumption, Burzio's account
for Principle C effects, based on ME as a condition on bindtng, is lost. For this reason,
Iet me close this section with a brief inspection of Principle C effects, to see whether
they really support ME as a condition on binding.

4.6.4 Morphological Economy and Principle C Effects

Under Burzio's ME, Principle C violations follow from the fact that in languages in
which anaphors and pronouns are morphosyntactically distinct from R-expressions,
personal pronouns usually become the least specified form available once anaphors are
knocked out by LOCALITY. If no other condition rules against pronouns, ME chooses
pronouns and excludes R-expressions. This analysis works for most European languages
(though there might be a problem with null subjects; see fn.67 below). Things are a bit
more complicated in languages like Japanese, Vietnamese and Thai, in which R-
expressions can be bound, in an apparent violation of Principle C (cf. Burzio 1989,
Lasnik 1986). This is illustrated by the Japanese example in (la8) below (from Kuno
1988, cited by Burzio 1989:10):

(148) Hanako-ga Makiko-ni lHanako/kanozyo\-no atarasii kateikyoosi-o
Hanako-NOM Makiko-DAT {Hanako/s/re}-GEN new tutor-ACC

syookaisite kureta
introducing gave

'*Hanoko introduced Hanako's new tutor to Makiko'

Given Burzio's ME, there are in principle two ways of explaining such occurrences of
bound R-expressions: either (i) pronouns in such languages do not form a
morphosyntactic class distinct from R-expressions (that is, they are not more
economical morphosyntactically than that of R-expressions and, therefore, pronouns and
R-expressions have the same cost with respect to ME), or (ii) pronouns violate some
other condition in such languages (in which case pronouns and R-expressions might

'0 Note that the argument based on Frisian points to another problem for ME as a condition on binding: it
predicts that, in languages with null subjects, overt pronouns will be excluded because pro is always less
specified than overt pronouns. As far as I can tell, this does not happen in Romance: at most, overt
pronouns may be slightly disfavored because of discourse considerations in languages like Spanish (see

Schwaftz 1986). Within some subjunctive complements, both overt and null pronouns are excluded (see

Kempchinsky 1985 and Raposo 1986).
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have a comparable cost because they violate different conditions). The problem with the

first approach is that, though an R-expression may be bound by another R-expression, it
cannot be bound by a pronoun:

(149) *Kanozyo-ga Makiko-ni Hanako-no atarasii kateikyoosi-o
Sfte-NOM Makiko-D AT Hanako-GEN new tutor-ACC

syookaisite kureta
introducing gave

'*She introduced Hanako's new tutor to Makiko'

Clearly, to say that pronouns anJ R"expressions have the same cost with respect to ME
in Japanese does not help with (149). For this reason, Burzio (1992:10) takes the other

altemative: pronouns violate some other condition, call it *PRONOLIN, and are,

therefore, 'costly' in Japanese." 1148; now follows because the pronoun's violation of
*PRONOLIN covers the R-expression's violation of ME, both achieving a comparable
level of acceptability. In (149), on the other hand, not only the R-expression would
violate ME, but also the pronoun would violate *PRONOUN, ffid the sentence would
be excluded, in favor (148) (in which there is no violation of *PRONOUN).

Burzio himself notes that the analysis sketched above raises a problem: it predicts

that the sentence corresponding to (148) and (149) above in which both the binder and
the bindee Erre pronouns should be excluded, and therefore only R-expressions would be

possible binders in Japanese. (If a pronoun binds another pronoun, there is fwo
violations of *PRONOI-IN, whereas if an R-expression does, there is only one). Burzio's
solution is: 'consecutive uses of the pronoun must not add to cost' (Burzio 1989:25).
Granting that this could be derived from a proper formulation of *PRONOUN, the

question would be: does it suffice to save the ME account of Principle C effects? I'm
afraid the answer is no.

7r Burzio does not say, however, which condition pronouns violate in Japanese. He refers again to Kuno
(1988), for whom the possibility of having bound R-expressions in Japanese should be related to the fact

that 'Japanese lacks authentic personal pronouns'. Burzio interprets this statement as meaning that '(...)
the use of pronouns in Japanese is "costly" (...)' because of some condition other than ME. But it is very
likely that Kuno intended to say that'personal pronouns' are, actually, a particular subclass of the mor-
phosyntactic category of nouns in Japanese. According to Faltz:

'The Japanese nounlike pronouns might be compared to epithets, (...) which would explain the multi-
plicity of such pronouns reflecting different social gradations and speech levels. Thus, the fact that
Japanese pronouns look like nouns and the fact that there are so many pronouns for various social

contexts may not be unrelated facts' (1985:69, n. l2).

If pronouns are nouns in Japanese, they should be'costly'because of Burzio's ME.
In any case, it might be claimed that overt pronouns are costly in Japanese due to some 'Avoid Fro-

noun'-like effect, given the availability of null pronominals (both in subject and object positions: see

Saito and Hoji 1985, Montalbetti 1984, among others). But this would not make Burzio's account look
better. Consider the fact that there are acturlly three options available in Japanese 

- 
null pronouns, overt

pronouns, and R-expressions. Burzio's ME predicts that only null pronouns should be fine 
- 

they are the

least specified option in the language. Thus, not only a condition on overt pronouns is required, but also

one on null pronouns, if we want to level the cost of all three options.
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The evidence that something more general than a restriction on pronouns is at work
comes from the behavior of epithets in Vietnamese and Thai. As far as patterns like
(148) and (1a9) above are concerned, these languages are just like Japanese: in (148)
both pronouns and R-expressions are fine, but in (la9) only a bound pronoun would be
fine (see (150) below). Things are more complicated with epithets: as Lasnik (1989b)
has pointed out, in Thai and Vietnamese epithets seem to behave both as names (that is,
as prototypical R-expressions) and as pronouns with respect to bindirrg." An epithet is
like a name in that it can be bound by a name, as in (150a) below; and in that it cannot
be bound by a pronominal form, as in (150b) (examples are in Thai and were adapted
from Lasnik 1989b:153-5, 160-l):

(150) a. coon khit waa {coon/gaybaa} chalaat
John thinks that {John/the-nut} is-smart
'*John thinks that {John/the nut} is smart'

b. *khaw khit waa {coorlgaybaa} chalaat
He thinks that {John/the-azf} is-smart

'*I/e thinks that {Johilthe nut\ is smart'

An epithet is like a pronoun, however, in that it cannot bind a name, as in (143c) below
(compare with (la3b)):

(150) c. *Gaybaa kJnit waa coon chalaat
The-nut thinks that John is-smart

'*The rual thinks thatJohn is smart'

Finally, an epithet is like both pronouns and names in that it can bind both a pronoun, as

in (150d), and another occlurence of itself, as in (150e) (compare with (150a) for names,
and with (150d) for pronotrns):

(143) d. {Gaybaa/khaw} khit waa khaw chalaat

{The-nut/hel thinks that he is-smart
'The nut thinks that he is smart'

e. Gaybaa khit waa gaybaa chalaat
The-nut thinks that the nal is-smart
'*The nnl thinks that the nut is smart'

Lasnik summarizes the whole pattem as follows (Lasnik 1989b:161, (50)):

(rs1)
Binder Pronoun

Bindee
Epithet Name

**Pronoun
Epithet
Name

2 In English and other European languages, epithets, though having some pronominal properties, behave
like R-expressions with respect to binding: they cannot be bound, that is, they trigger Principle C viola-
tions. See Lasnik (1976,1981), Hornstein and Weinberg (1991), among many others.

rF

ok
ok
ok

ok
ok
ok
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Now, let us briefly reconsider Burzio's analysis of Principle C effects in the face of the

distribution of epithets in Thai and Vietnamese. (Probably, whatever is said about Thai

and Vietnamese can be extended to Japanese, in which the basic facts are the same: see

Lasnik 1989b:167, note 5.) Presumably, epithets violate ME in Thai and Vietnamese,
just like names would in Burzio's analysis (see fn. 68 above). And they do not trigger
Principle C effects for the same reason R-expressions do not in Japanese: the only
altemative forms with respect to ME, pronouns, violate *PRONOUN and have the same

cost as epithets and names.

However, following Burzio's reasoning for pronouns, another condition will be

needed, call it *EPITHET, to explain the fact that epithets cannot bind names.

Moreover, *EPITHET cannot add costs when an epithet binds another epithet; if it did,

only names would be possible binders for epithets in Thai and Vietnamese. (If an epithet
binds another epithet, there are two violations of *EPITFIET, whereas if a name does,

there is only one.) But all this is clearly redundant: *PRONOUN and *EPITHET have

precisely the same purpose, namely, to exclude pronouns and epithets as binders for
narnes, and allow them to be binders for themselves.

As Lasnik noticed, there is a simple generalization behind (151) (Lasnik I989b:161;
'<' in (152) means 'is less referential than'):

(152) A less referential expression may not bind a more referential one,

where pronouns < epithets < names.

(152) explains the whole pattern in (151). It also excludes many of the cases Principle C

would exclude in a language like English: it excludes binding of any R-expression
(epithets or names) by a 'less referential expression'. This might suggest that, given
(152), Principle C, or Burzio's ME, would not be required anymore. This is true only for
Thai, Vietramese, and similar languages, however." For languages like English,
something like the Principle C would still be needed: in such a language, an R-

expression ean never be bound, not even when the binder is as referential as, or more
referential than, the bindee (for example, epithets cannot be bound by names, neither by
themselves, in English). Thus, Burzio's ME may still have some motivation in
languages like English. But it is not clear that ME is the right option, in particular
because (152) above, which seems to be independently required, would account for
many of the Principle C effects covered by Burzio's ME (for example, in case a pronoun

or an epithet binds an R-expression in English).
It seems to me that the only prudent conclusion at this point is negative: Principle C

effects require further research and do not offer strong support for ME as a condition on

binding, rather than on chains. Many of MEC effects, on the other hand, cannot be

73 The hierarchy in (152) looks just like the hierarchy MEC would impose on these expressions on the

basis of their morphosyntactic content. But the effects of (152) in Vietnamese and Thai cannot be

deduced from MEC, or from Burzio's ME, for that matter. For example, suppose R-expressions can be

bound in these languages because they would be as costly as pronouns with respect to Burzio's ME. But,

if this is true, then pronouns should be able to bind R-expressions, which is not the case. As for MEC, the

problem is that the effects found in Thai and Vietnamese, like other Principle C-like effects, are not

sensitive to locality.
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reduced to (152) above, or any other condition referring to referentiality (see fn. 65).
Thus, I also conclude that there ls strong support for MEC - that is, for a requirement
for morphological economy on chains.

4.6.5 Summary

Let me summarize the discuss,on of this section. The main issue discussed above was

whether the requirement for morphological economy tME] responsible for Chain
Condition-like effects should be taken as a constaint on chains, or on binding, as Buuio
originally proposed. As we have seen, the advantage of Burzio's original formulation is
that it captures Principle C effects in languages like English, a result that is lost if ME is
resticted to chains. Yet, I have maintained that ME should be taken as a condition on
chains, based on two arguments.

The first was one of plausibility. I have shown in subsections 4.6.2 to 4.6-4 that the
restrictions on the realization of Case in multiple Case chains reveal that chains are subject
to a non-trivial requirement for economy, which I dubbed Morphological Economy of
Chains [MEC]: they must realize all their featr.re content on the head, and only on it (cf.
(147)).And MEC is precisely the condition required for Chain Condition-like effects on
anaphoric dependencies. Thus, MEC generalizes over both movement and anaphoric
chains, and it could, therefore, be a condition on chains primitively.

My second argument to take ME as a condition on chains (hence, as MEC) was more
positive, and it was based on the analyses I developed in section 4.5 for a number of
anaphoric pattems (for example, the contast hetween se and haar in Frisian). As we have
seen in subsection 4.6.4, in all relevant cases morphological economy eflects correlate
with locality (of chains) and with the feature specification of pronouns, not of anaphors.
These facts are predicted if the moqphological economy requirement is itself related to
locality (of chains). But they are rmexpected if ME is a constraint on binding, and if only
anaphors are subject to some independent locality requirement, as in Burzio's approach.

Finally, I returned to Principle C effects in subsection 4.6.5, pointing out that though
Btrzio's ME approach works for languages like English, it does not for langu4ges like
Vietnamese, Thai, and Japanese. Moreover, Lasnik (1989c) has argued that the facts in
Vietramese and Thai require a condition which renders redundant much of, though not all,
Principle C effects, and Burzio's ME's as well. I concluded that, on balance, a
morphological economy requirement on chains seems better motivated than one on
binding, though some independent account for the Principle C effects is still required.

With respect to the technical innovations introduced in this section, two should be

pointed out: (i) the elaboration of Jakobson's th.qry of morphosyntactic markedness of
forms, which was taken to be defined with respect to priority of morphophonological
realization (cf. subsection 4.6.3), and (ii) the reformulation of MEC in terms of realization
of feature specifications rather than in terms of feature specifications themselves (cf.
subsection 4.6.4). No major innovation was introduced in the framework for BT
developed in the preceding sections, which remains basically as follows:
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(153) Frameworkfor BT:

a. a principle stating, or from which it is deduced, that conditions on anaphoric
dependencies work as in an optimality-like system (cf. (107) of chapter 3);

b. the reflexivity theory (which includes R&R's Condition B, cf. (86) of section 1.5,

and Condition A as in (105) of chapter 3);
c. the analogical chains theory (which includes the definition of analogical chains in

(57a) above and the principles (57b,c), (57b) firrther elaborated into (83) above);
d. the standard chain theory (which includes a definition of primitive chains and

incorporates the FCC as in(74a),and MEC as in (147));

e. the theory of assignment of reference (which includes Free Indexing as in (64)

above, and the FCI, formulated as in (7ab)),
f. a theory of LOCALITY on SE anaphors, to be discussed in section 4.7.

In the next and final section, I discuss a last problem for the constraint interaction
approach I have been developing in this chapter: is there any principled way of telling
when LOCALITY starts to act on SE anaphors, and of determining its costs? Clearly, an

answer to this question would require a proper understanding of the nature of the
LOCALITY condition on SE anaphors. My contribution to this issue, however, will be

modest. We will see some evidence that LOCALITY is somehow related to A-chains -more specifically, that SE anaphors must, for some reason, tail A-chains. This, in
interaction with the framework we have already motivated, will provide us the
beginnings of an understanding of LOCALITY on SE anaphors: many of the properties

of the crosslinguistic pattern described in section 1.6 above will be seen to follow quite

naturally, overcoming many of the deficiencies of previous accounts. However, much of
the work will be left unfinished, awaiting further research; in particular, a proper
formalized version of the relevant condition on A-chains will not be achieved.

4.7 LOCALITY of SE Anaphors, VISIBILITY, and Chains

4.7.1 Some Issues concerning LOCALITY of SE Anaphors

To illustrate the problems LOCALITY of SE anaphors raises within the framework
developed in the preceding sections, let us compare a few different patterns of competition
between SE anaphors and pronouns. Consider first Brazilian Portuguese. With gender-

specific 3rd person antecedents, the distibution of se/si and pronouns in BP is
approximately the following (cf. table 4 of subsection 1.6.1): (i) if binding is in atransitive
stnrcture, pronouns are excluded and se fully acceptable; (ii) if it is across a complement
PP, both pronouns and si seem to be acceptable/o (iii) if it is across locative PPs, the

7a Though both pronouns and si are in general acceptable within complement PPs in Brazilian Portuguese,
they are not equally acceptable in all contexts. As we have seen in section 3.2, the availability of pro-
nouns within complement PPs depends on how much the predicate favors a reflexive interpretation. In
particular, pronouns alone are excluded if a reflexive interpretation is improbable, as in (ia), and disfa-
vored if it is just possible, as in (ib); s, is often better in such contexts:

(D a. O Jodo I luta contra {ele *(mesmo)lsi?(mesmo)l 
)

Jodo [ fights against lhim (same) ISE (same)\ )
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pronoun is (slightly) favored over the anaphor; (iv) finally, if binding is across an ECM
infinitive, pronouns are fine, and the anaphor excluded:

(154) Distribution of SE vs. pronouns in Brazilian Portuguese:

Locality Hierarchy: Transitive > Compl. PP > Loc. PP > ECM Inf
SE:,/,/#*

pronouns:*/,/,/
Given the analogical chains framework as developed in the preceding sections, two
conditions would be relevant for (154): MEC and LOCALITY on SE anaphors. As we
have seen in sections 4.5. a':d 4.6, MEC effects are proportional to the feature
specification of the anaphoric tbrrn, and decrease also proportionally to the locality
hierarchy (because MEC is a condition on chains, and anaphoric dependencies are

analogical chains; cf. (57a) and (83)-(84) above). Specifically, 3rd person singular
pronouns and the 3rd person anaphors incur the following MEC violations (I assume that
both pronouns and the anaphor are unspecified for Case):?s

se/si l3p):
ele f3p,-pl, -feml:

As for the costs of LOCALITY, all we know at moment is that they increase
proportionally to the locality hierarchy (cf. sections 1.6 and 4.2). Under these
circumstances, the best we can do to capture the pattem in (15a) above descriptively is to
assign the costs in (156a) below to LOCALITY on se/si:

b. O Paulolconfia { nele ?(mesmo)lem si (mesmo)} )
Paulo I tusts {n-him (same) / in SE (same)\ ]

In some of the contexts where pronouns seem to be fully acceptable, however- when a reflexive interpre-
tation is either obligatory, as in (iia), or probably, as in (iib) 

-, 
si may be disfavored:

(ii) a. O Jodo I tem um apartamento s6 pn {ele (??mesmo)/?si (mesmo)l I
Jodo I has a]:r aparftnent only for {him (same) / SE (same) } l

b. A Marialcomprou um cilTo pra {ela?(mesma)/2si {mesma)\ |
Maria I bought a car for {her (same) I SE (same) \ |

It is unclear to me at the moment which factors are behind these subtle effecs.
75 For the Case anspecification of 3rd person pronouns in BP, see frr. 49 above. As for the non-
specification of se/si for Case, it should be noted first that according to traditional grammar, se is an
accusative form, and si an oblique form. This means that they would be distinct for Case, and hence Case
specified. However, in most urban dialects of BP this is a distinction that exists only in written language,
since se and si are not distinguished by pronunciation, except for stress. However, their stress differences
are determined by the prosodic environment, which means that se/si can be taken as prosodically-
conditioned alternants the same form /si/ em BP. Moreover, se is also used for impersonal subjects (e.g.,
Sempre se pensa na pior'One always thinks the worst is to happen'), which suggests that it is compatible
with nominative Case, hence znspecified for the distinction nominative/accusative as well. Thus, it is
most likely that selsf are one and the ,rame underlying form, which is unspecified for the Case distinctions
of BP (nominative/accusative/oblique). See also Everett (1996) for a similar point. Note, however, that
the assumption that se/si are unspecified for Case is incompatible with the one I have made in subsection
4.4.2, cf . frr. 27 there. See also frr. 6 in subsection 5.4. I below for similar remarks with respect to nos/nds .
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(l56)LocalityHierarchy:Transitive>ComplPP>LocPP>ECMInf>...

a. LoCALITY on se/si:
b. MEC on se/si:
c. Total for se/si:
d. uec on e/e:

e. Difference se/sivs. ele: ** :t

se/si>ele se/si>ele ele>se/si ele>se/si

(156) predicts that: (i) ele will be stongly disfavored in transitive structures (two
violations more than selsi); (11) ele will be slightly disfavored in complement PPs (one

violation more than selsi); (iii) selsi will be slightly disfavored in locative PPs (one

violation more than ele); and, finally, (iv) selsi will be stongly disfavored or excluded
from ECM infinitives on (three or more violations than ele). This provides a pretty good

match for the distribution shown in (l5a) above: the only discrepancy is in complement
PPs, where we might want to say that ele and se/si rcach a draw (since they seem to be

more or less equally acceptable), but what we get from (156) is that ele has one violation
more than se/si.I am tempted to ttrink this is a matter of detail rather than of substance.

A more serious objection, however, is that only the costs assigned to MEC in (156) are

well-motivated - they follow from the formulation of the condition and the assumption
that anaphoric dependencies are analogical chains. The costs of LOCALITY, on the other
hand, have been postulated for (156) purely on descriptive grounds, that is, only to achieve

the descriptive result of capturing (154). That is, if LOCALITY simply requires SE

anaphors to have a'local antecedent', and if any of contexts of the locality hierarchy could
in principle define the relevant domain, then there would be no principled reason to expect
LOCALITY violations by se/si to start arising in complement PPs rather than, say, in
locative PPs. But the facts depicted in (15a) indicate that this is how things should be.

Let us look now at the pattern of competition betrveen SE anaphors and pronouns in
German, which can be summarized as follows (cf. table 3 of section 1.6):

(157) Distribution of SE vs. pronouns in German:

Locality Hierarclty: Transitive > Compl PP > Loc PP > ECM Inf > Control Inf

,h *.

*** :tc*

{.* **d.

*,* {.**
*-
* *++

SE:
pronouns:

,//./,/*
*,Frf{/{

The account I have given in subsection 4.5.3 for these facts is summarized in (158) below
(see discussion of (120)-(121) above; (158) is an extension of (121)):

(158) Locality Hierarchy: Transitive > Compl PP > Loc PP >

a. LOCALIry on sicft: *

b. tvtEc on sfch: *'k * -
c. Total for sicft: *'s '& 't

d. WteC Onihn: ***** **** ,Frt*

e. Difference sichvs- ihn: *** tl.rt+ t{.

ECM Inf > Contol Inf
:lBtF ***

*)8. ***

***
_*+

sich>ihn sich>ihn sich>ihn sich=ilm ilm>sich
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Just like (156) above provides as good match for (154), (158) is also a good approximation
of what is depicted in (157). In particular, (158) predicts that: (i) sich will be strongly
favored over ihn in locative PPs (iftre has two violations more); (ii) both forms will be

equally available in ECM infinitives (no difference in number of violations); and, finally,
(iii) ihn will be strongly favored over sich in control infinitives (srcft has two violations
more). This expresses the area of transition from the acceptability of sich to that of ihn rn
(157) above quite accurately.

But, again, the only thing for which there is a principled explanation are the costs of
MEC in (158) 

- they follow, in every case, from the feature specification of sic& and ihn
(see (120) and the subsequent discussion in subsection 4.5.3). As for LOCALITY, the

same observations made for (1a8) above hold: decisions about its costs were again made

on purely descriptive grounds.

Let me add to the picture the case of Dutch, in which the distribution of zich versus
pronouns reported in the literatun is summarized in (159) (cf. table 3 of section 1.6):

(159) Distribution of SE vs. pronouns in Dutch:

Locality Hierarchy: Transitive > Compl PP > Loc PP > ECM Inf > Control Inf
SE:{./,/,/*
pronouns:**#,/{

As we have seen in subsections 4.5.2 and 4.5.3, MEC predicts the patterns in (160b) and
(160d) below for Dutch, and, therefore, the best we can do to capture (159) is to posflrlate
that LOCALITY has the costs in (160a) in Dutch (160) is an extension of (110) below):

(160) Locality Hierarchy: Transitive > Compl PP > Loc PP > ECM Inf > Control Inf
LocALITY onzich:
rvtr;conzich:
Total for zich:
t'rtF;C onhem'.

e. Difference zichvs. hem; *+* tl.** ,F*

zich>hem zich>hem zich>hem hem>zich hem>zich

Needless to say, (160) has the same defect as (158) and (156): the costs assigned to
LOCALITY in (160) are again arbitrary and justified only descriptively. Thus, the general
question is: on the basis of what are costs assigned to LOCALITY?

Funher comparison of (156), (158) and (160) above raises other questions which, in
the absence of a principled justification for the costs of LOCALITY, only deepen the
arbitrariness I have just pointed to. One such question is: why should LOCALITY
violations by selsi start arising in complement PPs in Brazilian Portuguese, whereas
violations by sich andzich start in locative PPs in German and Dutch, respectively? Is this
an accident, or there is a principled explanation for this variation? If there is one, the
analogical chains framework has no way of predicting it, at least as things stand now. But
this is not a problem only for the analogical chains framework: as we have seen in section

a.

b.
c.

d.

** ,r**
trF+_
*!F****

***,ft* **** *+* **
***
*

,F+
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1.6.2, none of the available analyses of locality effects on SE anaphors really predicts the

variation found in the crosslinguistic distribution of these elements.T6

Note also that, in all (156), (158) and (160), LOCALITY violations by SE forms start

arising precisely at the point in the locality hierarchy at which SE forms do not violate
MEC anymore. Thus, for the Brazilian Portuguese pattem in (156) above, LOCALITY is
first violated by se/si in complement PPs, as shown in (156a), precisely where selsi does
not violate MEC anymore, as shown in (156b). Similarly, for the German and the Dutch
pattems in (158) and (160), respectively: LOCALITY's first violation arises in locative
PPs, as shown in (158a) and (160a), precisely the point where MEC violations by sich md
zich stop, as shown in (158b) and (160b). But, why would a SE form start violating
LOCALITY precisely at the point of the locality hierarchy where its MEC violations stop?

As before, the analogical chains framework has no answer for this question. Note that the
generalization that LOCALITY violations by SE forms start at the point of the locality
hierarchy where MEC violations stop is not a purely theoretical artifact: rather, it has

arisen from the descriptive concern of getting the distribution in (154), (157) and (159)
right in a framework containing MEC, an independently motivated constraint.

In sum, a comparison of patterns like (156), (158) and (160) raises at least two
questions for the analogical chains framework:

(16l) a. Why do LOCALITY violations by SE forms start arising at different points of
the locality hierarchy for difflerent languages?

b. Why do they start precisely at the point of the hierarchy where MEC violations
stop?

Of course, the fact that the framework so far developed does not answer these questions
only shows that LOCALITY has no explanatory power yet; it has only made description
possible. In the rest of this section, I want to show, however, that the analogical chains
framework can actually offer some insight into the nature of LOCALITY effects.

4.7.2 VISIBILITY and Some of lts Properties

I would like to start by looking at a suggestive phenomenon of Romance and Germanic
languages. Emphatic forms may be express in many ways in these languages - 

pronouns,

SELF elements, or complex anaphors made out of a pronoun and a SELF element, may all
serve the purpose. However, SE anaphors seem to never occur with such a function, either
by themselves or accompanying a SELF form (the exception is French soi, cf, fr,. 77

below). The set of possibilities is illustrated in (162) with English Italian, Portuguese, and

Dutch (Spanish patterns with Portuguese and Italian; German and Frisian, with Dutch):

(162) a. John did it {*hel*himlhimseff)
b. Gianni hadeuo cheMaria l'ha fatto {lei(stessa)l*sdl*se s/essa}

Gianni has said that Maria it has done {her (same)lSEl SE same)
'Gianni said that Maria did it herself

76 Recall that none of the approaches discussed in subsection 1.6.2 could predict the crosslinguistic
distribution of SE anaphors on principled grounds.
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c. O Jodo tinha {ele (mesmo)l*si (mesmo)} preparado o jantar
Jodo had {h" (same) I SE (same) \ prepared the dinner
'Jodo prepared the dinner himself

d. Jan heeft het { zef l*h'm(zelfl l*zich(zelJ) } gedaan

Jan has it {SELFI him(SELF)/ SE(SELF)} done
'Jan didit himself

The inability of SE anaphors to compose an emphatic form is intriguing given the fact
that there is some reason to believe that MEC is acting in the paradigm in (162). To see

this, note first that (162) attests three patterns: (i) in English, the form composed by
pronoun plus SELF wins over the pronoun alone; (ii) in Romance, both the pronoun and

the composed form seem to be possible;77 (iii) in Germanic languages other than
English, only the SELF form by itself seems to be possible.

Recall now that English is the only language among the above in which the
composed form is headed by SELF, Both in Romance and in Germanic languages other
than English, SELF elements are adjunct-like forms (see subsection 4.5.3 for
discussion). Given this difference, the contrast between English and Romance in (162)
follows straightforwardly if MEC is. assumed to be active in the relevant dependencies
(Note that, actually, MEC must be active in (162), since the dependencies there all
satisfr the generalized definition of chains.) Since the English reflexive form introduces
a minimality barrier between the pronoun and its antecedent in (162a), it minimizes the
effects of MEC on the pronominal part of the reflexive, which, therefore, is a better
option than the pronoun alone (see discussion of (1ll)-(118) above). In Romance,
however, the SELF form is adjoined to the pronoun and, therefore, no minimality
barrier is introduced between the pronoun and the antecedent in (162b,c); thus, MEC

'7 In Porhrguese, an emphatic pronoun is possible only with focal stress, however. Note that, though focal
stress is available for pronouns in English (see, for example, Baker 1995), it does not make a pronoun
acceptable as an emphatic in English. This argues against an analysis of the contrast between English and
Romance based on the (un)ability of pronouns to bear stress in English.

Unlike SE+SELF in other Romance languages, French soi-mEme may be used as an emphatic form (for
impersonal expressions like on, personne, etc., according to J. Rooryck, p.c.):

(D a. On I'a fait {soi-mdmel*lui-mAme}
Oneit-has done {SE-SlMElhim-SAMEI

b. Jean l'a fait {*soi-mdmellui-mAmel
Jean it-has done {SE-S,4 MElhim-SAME\

This is particularly striking if we consider the fact that SE+SELF is excluded in Pornrguese, and pro-
noun+SELF fine, even in contexts like (ii), where the pronoun violates NO GENDER:
(ii) Ningudm faria isso {ele mesmol*si mesmo)

Nobody would-do this {he same / SE samel

The Portuguese sentence clearly shows that the effects of NO GENDER in (ii) are weaker than those of
the condition that excludes SE forms from emphatics. Of course, the exclusion of the pronoun in the
French (ia) can be assigned, in tum, to NO GENDER effects, since French on, personne, etc. are all
NOBODY NPs in French, just like ningudm, etc., in BP (cf. Franks and Schwartz 1994 and subsection
4.2.1 above). However, (ia) also shows that, unlike Portuguese or Spanish, French prefers to violate tle
condition that disfavors SE forms in emphatics, rather than NO GENDER. This poses no problem of
principle, since we will see that the relevant condition on SE must be violable (see fir. 8l below); but it
does pose an empirical problem.
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carurot distinguish between the complex form and the pronoun alone, and both are in
principle possible. (Other factors, like stress, affect the distribution, cf. fn. 77 above.)

As for the contrast between Romance and Germanic languages like Dutch, it can be
explained it in terms of MEC effects as well, if the following assumption is made:
Romance SELF elements cannot, on their own, work as emphatics, while Germanic
SELF elements can.78 Now, in Germanic languages like Dutch, given SELF, a pronoun,
or a pronoun plus SELF, as the candidates for the emphatic form, clearly the favorite is
SELF alone: it is the only one that does not violate MEC. In Romance, however, the
SELF element on its own is not a candidate, by assumption, and the other two
candidates - a pronoun plus SELF, and a pronoun alone - are indistinguishable for
the purposes of MEC. Thus, both are possible.

If the analysis just sketched for the pattems in (162) above has any truth to it, it is
surprising that SE anaphors cannot participate in the formation of emphatic forms, in
particular in Romance languages (but see frr. 77). If MEC is operative in such
constructions, SE anaphors would be an obvious alternative to pronouns - as we know,
they trigger fewer violations of MEC because they are less specified. Yet, some
restriction seems to exclude SE anaphors from the set of the viable candidates. Which
restriction might this be? I would like to suggest that the relevant restriction must be
formulated along the following lines:7e

(163.1) VISIBILITY: SE anaphors must tail an A-chain link.

In addition, I would like to claim that VISIBILITY in (163a) is also the condition that
responsible for LOCALITY effects on SE anaphors. I call (163.1) 'VISIBILITY'

'8 I think a plausible explanation for the difference between Romance SELF forms and Germanic ones is
that the Romance forms are adjectival, while the Germanic are adverbial. This is shown by the fact that
SELF agrees with the pronoun in Romance (e.g., Port. eles mesmos'he(pl) same(m, pl)' versus e/as

mesmas'she(pl) same(f, pl)', etc.), but not in Dutch or German (e.g., Dutch h'mzelf 'him-SELF' versus
d'rzelf 'her-SELF'). That Romance SELF cannot be an emphatic might follow from the fact that being
adjectival, their occurrence is parasitic on that of a NP. This restiction would not apply to adverbial
SELF forms like the Germanic ones, on the other hand.
7e A number of other possibilities might be considered, depending on the framework one wished to adopt.
In standard BT, for example, we might try to derive the restriction from the assumption that binding
conditions refer to A-binding, understood as 'binding between two A-positions'. For example, pronouns
might occur as emphatic forms because, being adjuncts in an A'-position, they would not be A-bound
and, therefore, not violate Condition B. By the same token, anaphors, including SE anaphors, must be A-
bound according to Principle A; if A-binding meant'binding between A-positions', then anaphors would
be excluded as emphatics because they would not be A-bound, not being themselves in an A-position.
This line of reasoning has, of course, to face the problem raised by the English pattern for emphatics:
why would pronouns be excluded, and anaphors required?

Under Burzio's (1992) analysis of SE anaphors, we might try to deduce the fact that they cannot occur
as emphatics from the assumption that SE anaphors must enter in an agreement relation with its antece-
dent. As far as I can tell, however, there is no problem for adjuncts to agree with the element they are

associated with (cf., e.9., cases of adjectival secondary predication).
Finally, under an LF-movement analysis of SE anaphors, we might consider the possibility that the

restriction arises from the fact that heads of adjuncts in general do not seem to be available for incorpora-
tion. I have no specific objection against this line of analysis beyond those raised before to the LF-
movement analysis of SE anaphors itself: see sections 1.4, L6, and 2.6 above.
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because it can be conceived as a requirement related to the identificational needs of SE
anaphors, as the VISIBILITY part of R&R's Chain Condition (see subsection 1.5.2).
That is, like the restrictions postulated by R&R (1991) and Burzio (1992) to account for
LOCALITY effects on SE anaphors, (163.1) may also be interpreted as relating the
relevant locality requirement to the feature defectivity of SE forms. It differs from
R&R's and Burzio's restrictions, however, with respect to the mechanism which, by
hypothesis, provides SE anaphors with the feature content they need.

For R&R and Burzio, SE forms satisff their identificational needs through some
local relation of agreernent (established by movement-to-INFl in R&R's approach, and
through agreement paths in Burzio's; see section 1.6 for discussion). VISIBILITY in
(163.1), on the other hand, can be interpreted as saying that SE forms satisff their
identificational needs by belonging to an A-chain (a 'representational' rather than
'derivational' one, of course). Let me make this explicit in (163.1) by rephrasing it:

(163.2) VISIBILITY: SE anaphors must tail an A-chain link for S-feature identification.

The A-chain approach appears to me more natural than the agreement one: after all,
agreement is an inflectional reflex of predicate-argument relations, while anaphoric
dependencies involving SE forms are always relations between two argument positions,
just as A-chains are. Moreover, a chain is essentially a set of features distributed over
non-contiguous positions. Thus, it is obvious why SE anaphors would 'inherit' the
features of their antecedents under an A-chain: if SE belongs to the antecedent's chain,
it belongs to the same set of features to which the antecedent belongs. That is, SE forms
would satisfr their identificational needs by participating in the feature composition of
an independently $-feature-licensed A-chain. Let me add this to VISIBILITY as well:

(163.3) VISIBILITY: SE anaphors must tail an A-chain link in order to participate in the

S-feature content of an independently $-feature-licensed A-chain.

(163.3) is the conception of VISIBILITY I will adopt in what follows. Of course,
(163.3) is an informal statement, but I will not try to formalize MSIBILITY. I should
also add that it is unclear to me why SE anaphors must tail A-chains rather than chains
in general.so

VISIBILITY in (163.3) has many consequences which are relevant for my purposes
here. The first and obvious one is that by requiring SE anaphors to tail A-chain links, it
excludes them from A'-positions. This would explain why SE anaphors cannot occur as

emphatic forms, cf. (l62b,c,d) above: emphatics are adjuncts and, therefore, they do not
form an A-chain with their antecedent.sr

80 Another forms which are arguably unspecified for Q-features and which must occur in A-positions are
PRO (always in subject position, though adjuncts are ungoverned) and traces of null operators (cf. Tellier
1988:92 and ff.). Thus, it appears that VISIBILITY might be a more general constraint.
8r Note, however, that, being a condition on anaphoric dependencies, VISIBILITY is a violable condition.
Thus, what we have actually to say for (162) above is that a VISIBILITY violation in those cases is more
costly then the violations of MEC triggered by the pronoun. See also fn. 77 above. I will leave this issue
for future research, though.
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Even more important, however, are the properties of VISIBILITY that can be

deduced under the analogical chains framework developed in this chapter. Consider the
basic hypothesis of this framework, namely, that anaphoric dependencies are not
primitive A-chains, but analogical A-chains. Thus, a SE form cannot satisfu
VISIBILITY by belonging to an A-chain; it can only satisfy it by belonging to an

analogical A-chain. But analogical A-chains do not have all properties of A-chains. It
follows that, for a SE form to satisft VISIBILITY, the analogical A-chain it belongs to
must have those A-chain properties which are relevant to (163.3). Crucially, (163.3) has

to do with the $-feature identification of SE forms. More specifically, it is intended to
express the idea that SE forms are licensed by participating in the feature composition of
an A-chain whose $-feature content is independently determined (by the head of the

chain). Therefore, VISIBILITY can only be satisfied if SE participates in the feature
composition of the analogical A-chain it forms wittr its antecedent. Let me assume a
particular strong version of this: VISIBILITY is satisfied as long as SE participates in
the feature composition of the analogical A-chain it forms with its antecedent.

Further additional properties of VISIBILITY follow from the analogical chains
framework. When governing the distribution of SE forms, VISIBILITY applies to
anaphoric dependencies and, therefore, it belongs to BT, which is an optimality-like
system: VISIBILITY is, in this case, a violable constraint. It follows that a SE form will
be tolerated as long as the cost of VISIBILITY on the analogical chain formed with SE

is cheaper than the cost of an alternative analogical chain with another anaphoric form
(for example, a pronoun). Furthermore, VISIBILITY is a violable constraint that is

sensitive to properties of A-chains. As a consequence, as far as cost evaluation is
concerned, VISIBILITY is like all other violable constraints which are sensitive to the
chain format: its costs will be increasingly high as the relevant dependency looks less

and less like a chain; in other words, the costs of VISIBILITY will increase

proportionally to the locality hierarchy (along the lines of principle (57c) above of the

theory of analogical chains).
Let me now summarize the main properties VISIBILITY that I will be exploring:

(163.4) Main Properties of VISIBILITY:

a. it is satisfied if SE participates in the feature composition of the analogical A-
chain it forms with its antecedent;

a'. it is satisfied as long as SE participates in the feature composition of the
analogical A-chain it forms with its antecedent;

b. it is violable;
c. its violations are proportional to the locality hierarchy.

As shown above, properties (163.4a,b,c) can be deduced from VISIBILITY as

conceived in (163.3) and the analogical chains framework. As far as I can see, property
(163.4a') cannot be so deduced: it is a stronger version of (163.4a) and, perhaps, slight
changes in the set of assumptions from which (l63.aa) was deduced might allow
(163.4a') to be deduced as well. At this point, however, (163.4a') does not follow from
the set of assumptions I adopted so far. In what follows, I will show that (163.4a'),
together with (163.4b,c), allows an insightful explanation of the properties of
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LOCALITY effects on SE anaphors. For this reason, I will assume here that (163.4a') is
a property of VISIBILITY, hoping that further progress in the understanding of
VISIBILITY and of the analogical chains framework eventually clarifies its status.

Let us now turn to the consequences of the properties of VISIBILITY listed in
(163.4), starting precisely with (163.4a'). From this property, it follows that, to
determine when a SE form starts to violate VISIBILITY, it is necessary to determine
first whether SE participates in the feature content of the analogical A-chain D it tails.
But, what does this mean? It oirviously means that D must behave in such a way as to
show that features of SE are relevant for the chain properties of D as far as feature
content is concemed. And, of course, the only way to determine this is by inspecting the
behavior of D with respect to conditions on chains which govern the feature content of
the chain.

Here, however, a crucial difference between movement chains and analogical chains
must be taken into account. In the case of movement chains, which are tailed by traces,

conditions on chains which govern the feature content of the chain are usually satisfied
trivially and do not interact with the locality requirements of the chain. For example, in
(l6aa) below MEC is trivially satisfied - all the features of the chain are realized on
the head and only on the head -; the locality requirements of the chain are also

satisfied; the chain is, therefore, well-formed. In (164b), however, though MEC is still
trivially satisfied, the locality requirement is not, and the chain is not well-formed:

(164) a. Who did John rely on , ?

b. * Who did John see a snake behind t ?

In the case of analogical chains, on the other hand, conditions on chains which govem
the feature content of the chain are not satisfied trivially; rather, they are usually vio-
lated if the analogical chain is close enough to the chain format to behave as a chain.
Moreover, they stop being violated if the analogical chain is not close enough to the
chain format to behave as a chain. Let me illustrate this with a simplified example:

(164) c. * John relied onhim
d. John saw a snake behind him

In (164c) the locality requirements on chain are met by the analogical chain (John, him),
and the dependency is close enough to behave as a chain. In this case, MEC applies to
(164c), which violates it: it is not the case that all the features of the chain are realized
on the head and only on the head, since him realizns some features. In (164d), however,
the analogical chain (John, him) does not meet the locality requirements on chains and,
for this reason, it is not close enough to behave as a chain. MEC, therefore, will not
apply to (John, him), and this analogical chain will be well-formed as far as this condi-
tion on chains is concerned.

Of course, there is another iense in which MEC does apply to both (l64c,d) and in
which it is trivially satisfied in both. Besides forming an (analogical) chain when taken
together, John and him are also single A-chains and, as such, they are subject to MEC
on their own. As single chains, John and him do satisfu MEC: they are the head of the
single chain they form, ffid they realize all the features of this single chain. From this
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perspective, both (l64c,d) are well-formed, obviously, and the feature content of him is

always irrelevant for the feature composition of the analogical chain (John, him): if him
is being considered only as a single chain for the pulpose of constraint evaluation, its
feature composition cannot affect the analogical chain, of course.

In other words, the features of an anaphoric form A can only be relevant for the

feature composition of an analogical chain D when we consider A in relation to D, and

not as a single chain; only then we can tell whether A's features interact with the feature
composition of other members of positions. More importantly yet: as the contrast in
(164) shows, the features of an anaphoric form A are relevant for an analogical chain D
as long as D is close enough to the chain format to behave as a chain. And we can tell
whether D is close enough for that precisely because of the interaction of A's features
with C's features with respect to conditions on chains; more specifically, precisely
because A's features make D violate conditions on chains. This is what tells us that
(John, him) behaves as a chain in (164c), but not in (164d): we know that him is close
enough to John in (164c) for (John, him) to behave as a chain because MEC is violated
by (John, him); and we know that him is not close enough to John in (164d) for (John,

him) to behave as a chain because MEC is not violated by (John, him), of course.

Thus, features of him are relevant for the feature composition of (John, him) in
(l6ac) because this analogical chain behaves as a chain with respect to MEC - it vio-
lates MEC as a primitive chain would if not tailed by a trace. On the other hand, features
of him are not relevant for the feature composition of (John, him) in (164d) because this
analogical chain does not behaves as a chain with respect to MEC - it does not show
MEC effects as it should if this condition were applying to it. In short: while simple
movement chains usually satisfr trivially conditions goveming the feature content of the
chain and, therefore, violations of these conditions do not interact with locality, analogi-
cal chains show if they behave as a chain or not with respect to their feature content
precisely through such interaction. More specifically, we know that an analogical chain
is close enough to the chain format to behave as a chain with respect to its feature con-
tent precisely because it shows effects of - it triggers violations of - conditions gov-
erning the feature content of chains.

Let us get back to (763.4a') now. Recall that, according to (163.4a'), in order to
determine when a SE form starts to violate VISIBILITY, we must determine first
whether SE participates in the feature content of the analogical A-chain D it tails. And,
to determine whether SE participates in the feature content of D, we must know if D
behaves in such a way as to show that features of SE are relevant for the feature content
of D. As we have seen in the discussion of the preceding paragraphs, features of SE are
relevant for the feature composition of D when D shows effects of - when it triggers
violations of - conditions governing the feature content of chains. Thus, as long as

such conditions are operative on D, that is, as long as they are violated by D because of
the feature content of SE, SE participates in the feature content of D and, according to
(163.4a') above, SE satisfies VISIBILITY.

Let me call those analogical chains whose chain properties allow SE to satisfu
VISIBILITY as satisfactory for VISIBILITY: as we have just seen, given (163.4a') and

the analogical chains framework, such analogical chains can be defined as follows:
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(165.1) An analogical A-chain D is satisfactory for VISIBILITY (i.e., SE satisfies
VISIBILITY in D) iff D violates conditions governing the feature content of
chains because of features of SE.

We can now tell when a SE form starts to violate VISIBILITY: it happens when the

analogical A-chain D it belongs to stops violating conditions goveming the feature

content of chains. But, which conditions are these?

So far, I have adopted four conditions which refer to chains, namely, VISIBILITY,
the locality requirement of chains (expressed through the locality hierarchy, cf. section
4.3), the FCC, and MEC. Of these, all except the locality requirement on chains refers to
the feature content of the chain. Thus, violations of the locality requirement by *
analogical chain cannot tell us whether VISIBILITY is being violated or not.
VISIBILITY can also discarded, of course: it is logically impossible (because of
circularity) to determine whether VISIBILITY is being violated by inspecting
VISIBILITY violations. We are, therefore, Ieft with MEC and the FCC:

(165.2) An analogical A-chain D is satisfactory for VISIBILITY iff D violates the FCC
and"/or MEC because of features of SE.

Actually, we can make a statement even more specific than (165).
Recall that the FCC requires grarnmatical feature compatibility of an anaphoric form

with its antecedent (cf. Q$ in subsectiot 4.4.4 above). Thus, an anaphoric form will
violate the FCC as many times as the number of its feature specifications which are not
compatible with the antecedent's. Typically, this will involve some of, not all, its feature
specifications: e.g., an accusative lst person singular pronoun will be incompatible with
a nominative lst person singular pronoun only for Case (cf. (166a) below). Still, in the
worst situation, complete incompatibility may happen,: e.g., an accusative 2nd person
plural pronoun is bound by a nominative 1st person singular pronoun (situation (166b)):

(166) antecedent: [lst, -pl, .obj] FCC Violations:

bound form: (a) [st, -pl, +obj] 'rc

(b) [2nd, +pl, +obj] d"h!N'

MEC, on the other hand, requires that an anaphoric form be featureless, since MEC is
optimally satisf,red if no feature is realized on the tail. (This is rather simplified; see the
discussion of (laa)-(147) in subsection 4.6.3 for details.) Thus, an anaphoric form will
violate MEC as many times as the total number of its feature specifications.

(167) antecedent: [st, -pl, *obj] MEC Violations:

bound form: (a) [st, -pl, +obj]
(b) [2nd, +p1, +obj]

***
{.trF

Comparison of (166) with (167) shows that in the typical case ((166a) and (167a)), the
number of FCC violations an anaphoric form triggers is lower than the number of MEC
violations. And, in cases like (166b) and (167b), in which all feature specifications of
the anaphoric form are incompatible with the antecedent's specifications, the number of
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FCC violations the anaphoric form will trigger will be the same as the number of MEC
violations, namely, precisely the number of feature specifications it has.

Now, recall that, because anaphoric dependencies are analogical chains, the effects
of MEC and of the FCC will decrease proportionally to the locality hierarchy. More
specifically, I have assumed that these effects will decrease at the rate of one violation
less for each barrier crossed, that is, for each point in the locality hierarchy (cf. principle
(83) and the discussion in subsection 4.4.3 above). As a consequence, (i) the effects of
MEC and of the FCC will last for as many points in the hierarchy as the number of
violations they trigger. But we have just seen that, (ii) in the typical case, the number of
MEC violations is higher than that of FCC violations, and (iii) in the worst cases for the
FCC, the number of FCC violations is the same as that of MEC violations. It follows
that from (i) and (ii) that MEC effects will last longer than FCC effects in the typical
case, as illustrated in (158a) below. And it also follows from (i) and (iii) that MEC and
FCC effects will last up to the same point in the worst cases for the FCC, as in (168b)
(of course, for the purposes of (l68a,b), the antecedent must be specified as [st, -pl,
-objJ, as in (166) and (167) above):

(168) Locality Hierarclry: Trans > Compl PP > Loc PP > ...

(a) [lst, -pl, +obj] MEC: *** :r* *

FCC: * -

(b) [2nd, +pl, +obj] MEC: **!F *,] *

FCC: *** ** *

We have, therefore, demonstrated that (iv) in any circumstances MEC is the condition
whose effects go up to the last point in the locality hierarchy where the two conditions,
MEC and the FCC, might be active. But we have also demonstrated before that MEC
and the FCC are, in the framework adopted here, the only two conditions which might
tell us whether an analogical chain D is satisfactory for VISIBILITY, i.e., whether a SE
form violates or not VISIBILITY in D, cf. (165.2). Now, it follows from (iv) above and
(165.2) that MEC is the only condition which tell us, in any circumstances, whether D is
satisfactory for VISIBILITY. In other words, we have just deduced from (165,2) and the
analogical chains framework that the following holds:

(169) An analogical A-chain D is satisfactory for VISIBILITY iff D violates MEC
because of features of SE.

From (169), it follows that:

(170) SE starts to violate VISIBILITY when it does not violate MEC anymore.

Note that (170) has been derived from VISIBILITY (including property (163.4a')), ffid
the analogical chains framework (in particular, from the properties MEC, the FCC, and
the locality requirement on chains acquire within the analogical chains framework).
Recall now that one of the issues raised by LOCALITY, the question in (161b) above, is
precisely why SE starts to violate LOCALITY only when SE does not violate MEC
anymore. But, since LOCALITY is, by hypothesis, VISIBILITY, and (170) has been
derived from the conception of VISIBILITY presented in this section, together with the
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analogical chains framework, the question (161b) has been answered: SE starts to
violate VISIBILITY when it stops violating MEC because of the nature of VISIBILITY
and of the properties it acquires within the analogical chains framework. In other words,
given VISIBILITY as conceived in this section, the analogical chains framework
provides a principled explanation for (170) and, therefore, a principled answer for
question (l6lb) above. Other properties of the LOCALITY effects on SE forms can
now be deduced from (170) and the analogical chains framework.

4.7.3 LOCALITY of SE as VISIBILITY

For example, (170) provides an explanation for the second issue raised by LOCALITY
to the analogical chains framework, namely, question (l6la) above: why do LOCALITY
violations by SE start arising at different points of the locality hierarchy for different
languages? To see how (170) provides an answer to this question, recall first that, given
the analogical chains hypothesis, it follows that the more specified an anaphoric form is,
the less local anaphoric dependencies must be for the anaphoric form not to violate MEC

- that is, the longer it takes down the locality hierarchy for the anaphoric form not to
show MEC effects. And this holds for any anaphoric form, including SE anaphors; hence,
the more specified a SE anaphor is, the longer it takes for it not to violate MEC. In
conjunction with (170) above, it then follows that:

(171) The more specified a SE anaphor is, the longer it takes down the locality
hierarchy for it to start to violate VISIBILITY.

Thus, the analogical chains framework, added with VISIBILITY in (163), predicts that the
following situations may arise for anaphors SE* and SE, of languages L and K: (i) if SEL

is more specified than SE*, SE, starts to violate VISIBILITY later down the locality
hierarchy than on SE*; (ii) if Sq is as specified as SE*, both start to violate VISIBILITY
at the same point in the locality hierarchy. These predictions match precisely the pattem of
variation contrasting Brazilian Portuguese (154)-(156) with German (157)-(158) and
Dutch (159)-(160), repeated in(172) below (only for SE anaphors, of course):

(t72)
zichf3p, +objective] MEC ** *

VISIBILITY ; ;
sichl3p, +objective] MEC ** * -

VTSIBILIry * **
se/si l3p) MEC * -

VISIBILITY-***'t**
The German and Dutch SE anaphors are more specified than the Brazilian Portuguese SE
(for Case) and, as predicted above, they do start to violate VISIBILITY (i.e., to show
LOCALITY effects ) Iater down the locality hierarchy than the BP SE form (locative PPs

versus complement PPs). Moreover, the German and the Dutch SE anaphors have the
szrme specification and, as predicted above, they do start to violate VISIBILITY at the
same point in the locality hierarchy (locative PPs).

Before I turn to other patterns of LOCALITY effects supporting the framework
developed so far, let me briefly show how the VISIBILITY account deduces other major
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properties of LOCALITY effects on SE anaphors we discussed in section 1.6 above
(summarized in (162) there). The crucial ones are the following:

(173) Major Properties of LOCALITY Effects on SE Anaphors (cf. section 1.6):

a. LOCALITY effects on SE forms are incremental, i.e., they increase (that is, the

acceptability of SE decreases) as the dependency becomes less and less local;
b. LOCALITY effects on SE anaphors are sensitive to the same notion of locality as

chains, i.e., the notion of barrier (hence, crosslinguistic distribution of SE anaphors

is characterized by a [,erarchy defined in terms of barriers);
c. there is a conelation between LOCALITY effects on SE anaphors and the

symmetric LOCALITY ef[ects on pronouns: they tend to be in complementary
distribution, with possible overlap in the middle ofthe locality hierarchy.

Let us consider each of the properties in (173) in turn.
(173a) plainly follows from the hypotheses (i) that VISIBILITY requires SE to tail an

A-chain, and (ii) that anaphoric dependencies are analogical chains. These two
hypotheses, together, entail that VISIBILITY is violable (cf. (163.4b) above), and that its
costs will increase as the dependency looks less and less like a chain (cf. (163.ac)).

VISIBILITY and the analogical chains framework also explain (173b), of course. As
we have seen, SE starts to violate VISIBILITY in (163) at the point where it stops
violating MEC. Since MEC is a condition on chains, the point where SE stops violating it
is determined by the locality requirement of chains (in interaction with the feature content
of the anaphoric form). It follows that the point where SE starts to violate MSIBILITY is
determined by the locality requirement of chains and, therefore, by the notion of barrier.
Moreover, VISIBILITY itself refers to chains and, therefore, its own incremental costs are

also determined by the locality requirement on chains, that is, by the number of barriers
crossed: the higher this number, the higher the number of VISIBILITY violations. Thus,
both the point where VISIBILITY starts acting and the incremental pattern of its
violations are determined by the locality requirement of chains, that is, by the notion of
barrier, as required by (173b).

Finally, to see how the analogical chains framework explains (173c), let us briefly
compare the systems of competition between SE anaphors and pronouns predicted for BP,
German and Dutch, once more:

(174) Locality Hierarclry: Transitive > Compl PP > Loc PP > ECM Inf > CTRL Inf

BP SE [3p]

pro [3p, m, s]

Relative

VISIBIUTY

MEC

MEC

MEC

MEC

**
*{.'t**

*

*lr**r

- * :t* *** ****

*

pro [3p, rn, s, obj, inh]

SE>*pro SE>*pro SE)??pro
VISIBILTN'

MEC

pro [3p, m, s, obj] MEc ***t *** *'r

Relative Acceptability SD,??pro SE>??pro SPfuro

+,1

$H=pro

{r

pre??SE

+_
pro>?$E pro>*SE
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Though the pattems of distribution differ in the three langurges, they have a number of
features in common. In all, pronouns are predicted to be excluded or strongly disfavored in
the contexts that are higher in the hierarchy because, being usually much more specified
than SE anaphors, pronoum violate MEC much more. In contexts that are lower in the
hierarchy, SE anaphors are predicted to be strongly disfavored or excluded because distant
dependencies trigger many VISIBILITY violations on them, while triggering none or just
a few MEC violations on pronouns. Finally, though varying from language to language
according to the feature content of their forms, in all there will be some context or contexts
in the middle of the hierarchy (shaded in (174) in which the number of MEC violations
by pronouns and the number of VISIBILITY violations by SE anaphors will be either the
same, or almost the same; in such contexts, it is predicted that overlap of distibution may
arise, of course. Thus, property (173c) is also captued by the VISIBILITY account of
LOCALITY effects without stipulation.

In short, since the VISIBILITY account, based on the analogical chains framework,
can derive the properties of the LOCALITY effects in (173) aboveo it provides a principled
explanation for the most basic generalization which no other analysis of locality effects on
SE anaphors seems to have captured: the fact that the implicational locality hierarchies
motivated by the distribution of SE anaphors and pronouns and by the possibilities of local
movement seem to be essentially the same (cf. section 1.6).

Let me briefly summarize the previous discussion. I have started by motivating a
condition on SE anaphors, VISIBILITY in (163) above, on the basis of patterns of choice
of emphatic forms (in (162) above). I have, then, shown tha! once VISIBILITY in (163) is
adopted, the main questions posed by LOCALITY to the analogical chains framework
(listed in (153) above) can all be answered quite naturally. That is, with VISIBILITY, the
analogical chains framework can determine the costs of LOCALITY (which is
VISIBILITI on SE anaphors in a principled way, ffid this, in tum, fully justifies the
analyses provided in (156), (158) and (160) above for the competition between SE and
pronoUns in Brazilian Portuguese, German, and Dutch, respectively. ln addition, we have
seen that the VISIBILITY approach to LOCALITY effects is able to capture most
properties which characterize LOCALITY effects crosslinguistically (in (173). In
particular, it provides a natural explanation for the fact that LOCALITY effects observe an
implicational hierarchy of contexts, the locality hierarchy, which can be defined in terms
of bariers, that is, in terms of the notion of locality relevant for chains. This provides
sEong support for the analogical chains framework, of course. I would like to close .this

chapter by showing how this framework captures some other pattems of anaphoric choice
which require complications in other frameworks.

4.7.4 Further Consequences of VISIBILITY

Let us now consider some cases of so-called 'long-distance binding' in European
languages. As I discussed in section 1.6.2, other accounts of LOCALITY effects on SE
anaphors are obliged to resort to additional mechanisms to explain such patterns,
mechanisms that do not always seem to be well-motivated. For example, recall tha! under
R&R's (1991) analysis of long-distance SE, the fact that Dutch and German SE can be
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bound across ECM infinitives, but not across control infinitives, is attributed to a

restriction on LF-reanalysis of confrol infinitives in these languages. No such restriction,
by hypothesis, prevents reanalysis in languages like Icelandic, in which SE may be bound
across control infinitives. Thus, we need independent motivation for reanalysis of control
infinitives in Icelandic, which, as far as I know, is lacking.s2

In the analysis I proposed, the pafierns of LD binding of Dutch and German followed
from conditions that have been independently motivated - MEC and VISIBILITY -,and the hypothesis that anaphoric dependencies are analogical chains. All that this
approach requires, in addition, is knowledge of the inherent feature content of SE anaphors

and pronouns in each language. Thus, pronouns are predicted to be strongly disfavored or
excluded in locative PPs in German, but only slightly disfavored in Dutch. And the sitme

apparatus, without frrther ado, i,lso accounts for the fact that SE cannot be bound across

control infinitives in either language (see (158) and (160), again). That is, 'long-distance
binding' did not require any ad ftoc provisos to be captured. Let us now check how the
szrme apparatus would fare with Icelandic, whose pattem of competition between 3rd
person pronouns and SE is summarizedin (175) (cf. table 3 of section 1.6):

(175) Distribution of SE vs. pronouns in Icelandic:

Locality Hierarclry: Trans > Compl PP > Loc PP > ECM Inf > Contol Inf > Subjunct > Indic

sE{////#*
pronouns***{'#,/{

To check what the analogical chains framework predicts for lcelandic, it is necessary to
know first what the feattre content of pronouns and SE is in this language. Icelandic being
a four Case system like German (both languages distinguish nominative, accusative,

dative and genitive), we may assume, as a first approximation, that Icelandic pronouns
have a similar feature content, as in (176a) below. This would give the pattem of MEC
violations in (177d) below. The Icelandic SE anaphor, on the other hand, is like German

sich in being unspecified for gender and number, but unlike sich rn German in showing
full Case inflection (except for the lack of a nominative form). Thus, we may assume that
the accusative SE form, sig, for example, is just as specified for Case as the accusative
pronoun, as in (176b). The result would be, for sig the pattern of MEC and VISIBILITY
violations in (l 77a,b):

(176) Anaphoric Options in Icelandic:
a. hann [3p, -pl, -fem, +obj, -inh] (Total number of feature specifications: 5)

b. slg [3p, +obj, -inh] (Total number of feature specifications: 3)

82 Sigurj6nsd6ttir & Hyams (S&H 1992) claim that the complementarity between SE anaphors and pronouns

within Icelandic infinitives 'support the hypothesis that infinitives undergo restructuring and become "mono-
clausal" at some level'(S&H 1992:17-8, fn.l2). The complementarity between SE anaphors and pronouns is
an effect of the Chain Condition in R&R's framework, which is adopted by S&H. Therefore, we would have to
conclude that, when 'infinitives undergo restructuring', the infinitive's object is able to enter into a chain with
the matrix subject. But there is an obvious problem here: in many languages, pronouns are not excluded if
bound across an infinitive boundary; this is the case, for example, of Dutch ECM infinitives. For S&H's
proposal to be maintained, they would have to claim that 'restructuring' is obligatory in Icelandic, and optional
in Dutch, despite the fact that Dutch, but noq Icelandic, has overt verb-raising. For further arguments against

the relevance of'reestructuring' for binding, see subsection 3.6.4 above.
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(177) Locality Hierarchy: Trans > Compl PP > Loc PP >

a- vlsts[rrY on sI8.:

b. rlmc on sdg: *** ** 'i
c. Total for srg: *** *'* *

d. leff;C On hhnn ***** *+'l* rl*'*

e. Difference 'r* ** *'t

ECM Inf> Confol Inf > Subjunc > Indicat
tl :t* *** l**+

* ** **+ +******_
* * r**r* **+*

sig>hann sig>hann sig>hann sig>hann hann>sig hann>sig hann>sig

According to (177),Icelandic should have the following pattern approximately: (i) ttre

pronoun is strongly disfavored or excluded up to locative PPs (two violations more than
stg); Gi) the pronoun should still be disfavored, though not strongly, in ECM infinitives
(only one violation more than srg); (iii) sig should be slightly disfavored in control
infinitives (only one violation more than the pronoun); (iv) sig should be strongly
disfavored from subjunctives on (at least three violations more than the pronoun).

Up to ECM infinitives, the pattern predicted gets pretty close to what is really found,
except for the fact that the literature reports the pronoun to be unacceptable rather than
slightly disfavored in ECM infinitives. Still, the analysis in (177) seems to be inconect in
at least two aspects: (i) in predicting that srg should be disfavored in control infinitives,
when the literatwe reports that the pronoun is disfavored (or even excluded, according to
some sources: see appendix 2 for references); (ii) in predicting that slg is strongly
disfavored or excluded in subjunctives, when it is at most disfavored (and becomes fully
acceptable if discourse conditions are appropriate). The question is: is there any way of
fixing up the analysis in (177) wthout damaging the theoretical decisions made so far?

The obvious place to look at, in a framework as the one I have developed, is the featue
specification of the forms in competition: this is the only factor of variation and, therefore,
of flexibility, in the system. Now, the analysis summarized in (165) above started from the
assumption that 3rd person pronous in Icelandic have essentially the same feature content
as pronouls in German. This seems to be correct with respect to Case. However, a brief
look at the pronominal paradigms of Icelandic and German reveals a striking difference.
The German paradigm has a large number of syncretisms involving number and gender, in
particular, syncretisms of 3rd person singular feminine with 3rd person plural, and the
complete collapse of gender distinctions in the plural (see, for example, Jorgensen
1959:147).ln Icelandic, on the other hand, there are no syncretisms between singular and
plural forms, and the three genders (masculine, feminine and neuter) are distinguished in
the plural (see, for example, Einarsson 1945:68). That is, the German paradigm has far
fewer forms than the Icelandic one (8 versus 16, to be precise).

Now, it is obvious that the smaller the number of forms in a paradigm, the less feature
specified forms need to be to be distinguished from each other. For example, er 'he
(nom.)' and es 'it (nom./acc.)' need not be specified as singular, since there is neither a

[-feminine, +plural] nor a [-gender, +plural] form - in other words, in the German
system, [-plual] is predictable from [-feminine] and [-gender]. This, however, is not true
for Icelandic, where, for example, pad 'it (sing., nom.iacc.)' opposes to pau'it G1.,
nom./acc.)', that is, [-plural] is not predictable from [-gender]. The point is: because the
Icelandic pronominal paradigm has a much larger number of forms to be distinguished, it
follows that pronominal forms in Icelandic have more feature specifications than
pronominal forms in German.
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For concreteness, suppose that pronominal forms in German are unspecified for at
least one of the features [+feminine], [tgender], and [tnumber], while in Icelandic they
are not. This does not affect my previous analysis of German, but it does affect the
analysis of lcelandic, whose pronouns have now a feature specification like in (178):

(178) hann [3p, -pl, +gen, -fem, +obj, -inh] (Total number of feature specifications: 6)

Let us recompute, then, the competition between pronouns and sig in Icelandic, taking into
consideration the fact that pronouns in Icelandic are actually more specified than the
German ones:

(179) Locality Hierarchy: Trans > Compl PP > Loc PP > ECM Inf > Conffol Inf > Subjunc > Indicat

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

\nSIBILITY on sig: - * *r'

MEC on.rl8: *** ** * -
Total for srg: *** ** * * **
l"EC On hAnn l.l.+t** ***** *:*** **!t {.{.

Difference *+* *** *** +*

sig>hann sltlhann sig>hann sig>hann sig=hann

*** **.d!rr

*** **:t*

*-
** *tiilrt

hann>sig hann>sig

According to (179), we should find the following pattern approximately: (i) the pronoun is
strongly disfavored or excluded up to ECM infinitives (three or two violations more than
sD; (ii) both srg and the pronoun should be equally aceeptable in control infinitives (they
have the same number of constraint violations); (iii) sig should be strongly disfavored
from subjunctives on (two or more violations more than the pronoun). These predictions
match almost perfectly with the descriptive picture reported in the literature, summarized
in (163'). The discrepancies now are only two, and they seem to be a matter of detail.

One discrepancy concerns control infinitives, where the pronoun seems to be
disfavored, while (179) predicts that it should be as acceptable as s8. This difterence,
however, might be a matter ofjust one violation: instead of having pronouns and sig with
the same number of constraint violations, perhaps it would be more appropriate that
pronouns incuned in one violation more than slg (hence, the slight preference for slg). The
other discrepancy concems subjunctives, where sig is predicted to be (strongly) disfavored
by (179) because it has two violations more than pronouns; perhaps, it would be more
appropriate that the difference predicted were of only one violation, which might more
naturally be interpreted as slightly favoring pronouns (discourse conditions like
logophoricity could, then, easily cover the cost of srg in relation to pronouns). Note that,
for both for control infinitives and subjunctives, adjusting the predictions made by (179) in
just one violation would seem enough to capture the facts.

It is diffrcult to judge the significance of such slight differences between the
predictions made by the theory and the facts as reported in the literature: is it a matter for
some further fine-grained analysis of Icelandic? or for slight refinement in the theory? or,
yet, for a more careful consideration of the facts? One thing is clear, though: predictions
and facts are too close to each other for their matching to be considered accidental. More
importantly, this matching has been achieved on the basis of a framework established on
completely independent grounds. That is, the long-distance binding patterns of Icelandic
are basically predicted by a VISIBILITY approach to LOCALITY effects, once the
feature content of Icelandic anaphoric forms is identified.
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Moreover, the account just sketched for long-distance binding in Icelandic provides us
a clue to understand much of the variation in long-distance binding of SE anaphors across
European languages, which is puzzling for other accounts (cf. section 1.6.2). If we
compare the above analyses for Icelandic, German, Dutch, and Brazilian Portuguese, it
becomes clear that pattems of longdistance binding are basically a function of the feature
content of anaphoric forms of a language. More specifically, the generalization that is
predicted by the VISIBILITY approach is the following (cf, (171) above):

(180) The more pronouns and SE are specified, the more distant the SE anaphor can stay
from its antecedent.

From the perspective of (180), it is no mystery that precisely languages like Icelandic, Old
Germanic (Old Icelandic, Gothic), Latin, and Slavic languages (Russian, Czech) are those
in which long-distance binding of SE is most robustly attested: these are precisely the
languages in which a large number of Case, number and gender distinctions are made both
on pronouls and anaphors. I think that the fact that the framework developed in this
chapter is able to reveal such a generalization, which has passed unnoticed in the literature
on long-distance binding, only shows that it must be very close to what is really going on.

Of course, (180) may not be all that there is to say about long-distance binding of SE
anaphors. We have seen in section 4.2, for example, that a SE form which is usually
required to be local by VISIBILITY, like the BP one, may occur long-distance bound if
some other condition imposes heavier costs on the alternative forms (in the relevant case,
pronouns are heavily penalized with NOBODY antecedents because of the FCD. Thus,
factors other than VIBILITY effects may intervene and determine patterns of anaphora
with SE forms which may look as counterexamples to (180). But the generalization seems
to be strong enough to require theoretical explanation, ffid to recommend care in the
analysis of putative pafferns of counterexamples.

As a final argument for the VISIBILITY approach to LOCALITY effects, let me show
how it captures some minor effects which look just like language-particular oddities in
other frameworks - the so-called 'person effects' found in Russian (as reported in
Timberlake 1979; similar eflects seem to be found in other Slavic languages: see, for
example, Toman 1991:153-4). Descriptively, what happens is the following: though in
local binding the use of SE is obligatory for all persons (thus, Russian SE is unspecified
for person, as for number and gender), lst and 2nd pronouns become available earlier than
3rd person pronouns when we go down in the locality hierarchy (cf. Timberlake 1979).
The patterns of competition reported are summarized in (181) below (cf. table 4 of section
1.6 for (181b); for (l8la), see Timberlake 1979,1980):

(181) Distribution of SE vs. pronouns in Russian:

a. Locality Hierarclry: Trans > Compl PP > Loc PP > ECM Inf > Contol Inf > Subjunc > ...

lst/2ndpersonpros: * * * {
*

b. Locality Hierarchy: Trans > Compl PP > Loc PP > ECM Inf > Control Inf > Subjunc > ...

SE:,/{{/{*

#

3rd person pros:
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The basic differences between the two pattems of competition are the following: (i) 3rd
person pronouns lose the competition with SE in ECM-like infinitives, where they are

strongly disfavored and where SE is fully acceptable; lst or 2nd person pronouns, on the
other hand, are as acceptable as SE; (ii) 3rd person pronouns improve in control-like
infinitives, where they are only weakly disfavored as compared to SE; in the strme

context, however, SE is slightly disfavored as compared to lst and 2nd person
pronouns. Thus, SE appears to be more local with 1st and 2nd person pronouns than
with 3rd person ones. The question is: why would there be this 'person effect' on long-
distance binding of SE in Russian?

As far as I know, the only analysis which has attempted to explain this effect is
Burzio's (1991, l992a,b). Burzio's crucial observation is that there is a person
hierarchy lst-2nd person > 3rd person > impersonal, which results from the feature
content of persons: impersonals are closer in feature specification to 3rd person than to
1st and 2nd person (this is a traditional assumption in linguistics: see Noyer 1994,

,section 2.1, and references cited there). SE being unspecified in Russian, it would
actually be an impersonal form and, therefore, 'closer' to 3rd person for the purposes of
agreement. Since, as Burzio argues, SE needs to agree with its antecedent, this
agreement will be more costly with lst-2nd person antecedents than with 3rd person

antecedents. This higher cost, joined to the cost of LOCALITY, would then affect SE

sooner with lst and 2nd person antecedents than with 3rd person antecedents.

This analysis is quite elegant, in particular because it resorts to properties of the
person hierarchy which have been argued for independently. However, it also suffers
from the same problem as Burzio's overall approach to locality effects on SE anaphors:

it cannot predict why these effects arise precisely at the point where they do - that is to
say, in infinitive clauses in Russian (see Burzio 1992 for discussion).

Let us now consider what the VISIBILITY approach predicts for Russian. As before,
it is necessary to have an idea of what the feature specifications of SE and pronouns are

in Russian. As said above, the Russian anaphor is unspecified for person, gender, and

number, though it is fully inflected for Case. According to Jakobson's analysis of the
Russian Case system, there are eight CaseS to be distinguished, for which three feature
distinctions are needed (cf. Lumsden 1987:61-64 and Blake 1994:39-42). For
concreteness, assume that the relevant features are [+objective], [tintrerent], and

[tgenitive]. Thus, the accusative form of SE in Russian would have a feature

specification like (182a) below. 3rd person pronouns, on the other hand, are fully
specified for person, number, gender and Case and, therefore, would have a feature
specification like (182b). Finally, lst and 2nd person pronouns are specified for person,

number and Case, but not for gender, cf. (182c):

(182) a. sebja [+obj, -inh, -gen] (Total number of features: 3)
b. ego [3p, -pl, -fem, +obj, -inh, -gen] (Total number of features: 6)

c. menja [st, -pl, +obj, -inh, -gen] (Total number of features: 5)

As a result of these feature specifications, the following pattems of MEC and
VISIBILITY violations would be predicted for Russian:
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a.

b.
c.

d.
e.

f. tv*c on menja: 
sebiaego *u'.llit' sebia>*ego sebi\leso sebia=ego eso>lebi

sebiavs' menia: 
nullrrrio ,rur)),*rro noiJ^rrp nrylrnrio ,*rjlrnoio ,*iJ*u,

For the competition SE versus 3rd person pronouns, the predictions, according to (183),

are the following: (i) the pronoun is strongly disfavored up to ECM infinitives, and SE

fully acceptable (pronouns have. three to two violatiorrs more than SE); (ii) both SE and
pronouns are fully acceptable in control infinitives (they have an equal number of
violations); (iii) SE is strongly disfavored or excluded from subjunctives on (they two or
more violations more than pronouns). These predictions match the descriptive pictrue

almost perfectly: the only slight discrepancy is in control infinitives, where pronouns are

reported to be weakly disfavored (thus, they should have at most one violation more than
SE), but the analysis above predicts them to be as acceptable as SE (perhaps, better

accounted for if pronouns and SE had the same number of violations).
For the competition SE versus lst and 2nd person pronouns, the predictions, according

to (183), are the following: (i) pronouns are strongly disfavored up to locative PPs, and SE

is fully acceptable (pronouns have two violations more than SE); (ii) pronouns are weakly
disfavored in ECM infinitives (one violation more than SE); (iii) SE is weakly disfavored
in control infinitives (one violation more than pronouns); (iv) SE is strongly disfavored or
excluded from subjunctives on (three or more violations). Again, these predictions match
the descriptive picture almost perfectly: the only slight discrepancy is in ECM infinitives,
where pronouns are reported to be just as acceptable as SE (thus, there should be an equal

number of violations), but the analysis above predicts pronouns to be weakly disfavored
(pronouns have one violation more than SE).

In short: the framework as developed before provides an almost perfect match for both
patterns in Russian, again without ad hoc stipulations; all that was necessary was to
determine the feature content of Russian SE and pronouns. In particulat, the analysis

summarized in (183) above has captr.red the basic pattern of the so-called'person effects'
in Russian long-distance binding of SE without reference to the person hierarchy.
Actually, the basic factor which seems to explain the different behavior of 3rd versus lst
and 2nd person pronouns, according to (182)-(183), is the fact that 3rd person pronouns
are more specified than 1st or 2nd person pronouns 

- 3rd person pronouui are specified
for gender, while lst and 2nd person pronouns are not. That is, if the analysis above is
correct, the so-called 'person effects' in Russian are actually 'gender effects'.83 In any

E3 We can envisage a test to distinguish whether it is the person hierarchy or simply the overall feature
specification of the forms which is triggering the 'person effect' in Russian: if 3rd person plural pronouns

are unspecified for gender in Russian, they should pattern with lst and 2nd person pronouns, rather than
with 3rd person singular pronouns, 'vith respect to long-distance binding of SE. Timberlake does not
discuss this case, though. For a similar situation in Dutch, see frr. 50 above.
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event, it is quite surprising that the pattems of long-distance binding in Russian can be
predicted only by inspecting the feature content of its anaphoric forms: as far as I know,
no other framework has achieved this power of prediction.

4.7.5 Conclusion

The VISIBILITY approach to LOCALITY eff,ects has now quite a large empirical base

supporting it. We have seen that it accounts, to a large extent, for the patterns of
competition between 3rd person pronouns and SE in languages as diverse as Brazilian
Portuguese, Dutch, German, Icelandic, Russian. It also accourts for the so-called 'person
effects' in long-distance binding of SE anaphors in Russian, and for a number of pattems
of choice of emphatic forms (cf. discussion of (L62) above). This, of course, illusftates
how the VISIBILITY approach is able to capture the main crosslinguistic properties of
LOCALITY effects on SE anaphors. Importantly, the analysis of all the relevant patterns

required no ad hoc stipulations; besides the universal conditions of MEC and
VISIBILITY, all that was needed was the identification of the feattre content of anaphoric
forms, which can be motivated independently.

It should finally be recalled that the analysis of LOCALITY of SE proposed in this
section is embedded in and a constitutive part of a more general theory developed
throughout this chapter, the theory of analogical chains. According to this theory,
anaphoric dependencies are analogical chains - that is, they may violate any condition on
chains, including definitional ones, and still count as chains. To the extent that the present

analysis of LOCALITY effects is part of such a theory, it receives additional support from
all the motivation that the theory itself has received, which is not negligible: we have seen

that phenomena as diverse as IPPLA in Brazilian the theory of analogical chains in a way
or another. It seems to me that the analysis of LOCALITY of SE anaphors in terms of
MEC and VISIBILITY has, therefore, a good prospect for success, as the analogical
chains framework itself.

Adopting, theru the VISIBILITY approach to LOCALITY effects, we can sum up the
final formulation of BT developed in this dissertation as follows:

(184) Frameworkfor BT:

a. a principle stating, or from which it is deduced, that conditions on anaphoric
dependencies work as in an optimality-like system (cf. (107) of chapter 3);

b. the reflexivity theory (which includes R&R's Condition B, cf. (86) of section 1.5,
and Condition A as in (105) of chapter 3);

c. the analogical chains theory (which includes the definition of analogical chains in
(57a) above and the principles (57b,c), (57b) further elaborated into (83) above);

d. the standard chain theory (which includes a definition of primitive chains and
incorporates the FCC as in (74a), and MEC as in (147));

e. the theory of assignment of reference (which includes Free Indexing as in (6a)
above, and the FCI, formulated as in (7ab));

f. VISIBILITY, the condition in (163) above.
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4.8 Summary of the Chapter

Let me close this chapter by trying to summarize what has been a lengthy and often
winding discussion. I argued above that constraints on anaphoric dependencies must be

violable not only for independent empirical reasons (section 4.2),but mainly because of
the consequences this assumption has for the extension of Chain Theory to anaphoric
dependencies (sections 4.3 to 4.7). Conceptually, constraint violability allows Chain
Theory to be extended in toto to anaphoric dependencies, that is, basically without any but
one particular statement that anaphoric dependencies are analogical chains.

Empirically, the analogical chains hypothesis provides us with natural explanations for a
number of pattems of anaphoric choice which were problematic for R&R's Chain Theory,
and for most of properties of LOCALITY effects on SE anaphors as well. If all such

results can be maintained, we have, in turn, quite strong arguments for the violability of
the constraints collected under the umbrella called Binding Theory. Let me briefly
recapitulate, in more specific terms, the arguments I presented along the chapter.

In section 4.2lput forward an empirical argument for constraint violability based on
the interaction of two restrictions, NO GENDER on pronouns and LOCALITY of SE

anaphors. As we have seen, Brazilian Portuguese shows that both restrictions must be
violable: there are contexts where violations of LOCALITY by SE anaphors are tolerated
because they are less costly than violations of NO GENDER by pronouns; and, inversely,
there are contexts where violations of NO GENDER by prononns are tolerated because
they are less costly than violations of LOCALITY by SE anaphors. This argument was
constrrcted on the basis of purely descriptive generalizations and, therefore, it is
independent of the framework to be adopted for BT.

In section 4.3 I presented a second argument for constraint violability, one which is
somewhat dependent on theoretical decisions I have made previously. More specifically,
the argument was based on the analysis I developed in chapter 2 for IPPLA in Brazilian
Portuguese. Roughly speaking, there I resorted to two hypotheses: (i) if an anaphoric
dependency fits the chain format, a condition called Agreement-on-Chains requires the
anaphoric form be compatible with the grammatical specification of the antecedent; (ii) if
the anaphoric dependency does not ftt the chain format, another condition, the FCI,
requires that the anaphoric form be compatible with the interpretation of the antecedent.

In section 4.3, however, we have seen that there are contexts where both conditions
seem to apply, though showing weaker effects. Moreover, such contexts are precisely
those in which the dependency 'almost' satisfies the definition of a chain (because only
one barrier is crossed). I proposed, then, that such dependencies should be recognized as

chains somehow, introducing the notion of analogical chains. This notion is intended to
express two things: (i) some anaphoric dependencies may not satisff completely the
definitional conditions on chains, ffid still be subject to conditions on chains; (ii)
satisfaction of such conditions, however, will be proportional to the 'chainhood' of the

dependency (measured by the locality hierarchy: the more local a dependency is, the
stronger the effects of conditions on chains). Most importantly, for the notion of analogical
chains to be possible at all, anaphoric dependencies must be able to violate conditions on
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chains. Therefore, the analysis for lPPLA presented in section 4.3 provides further support

for the violability of constraints on anaphoric dependencies.

In section 4.4, I argued that the analogical chains hypothesis - and, therefore,

constraint violability solve one of the conceptual problems that arise when Chain

Theory is extended to anaphoric dependencies. The problem is that anaphoric chains seem

to violate the featue-compatibility condition on chains [FCC]: anaphoric forms are often

Case-distinct from their antecedent. This would seem to require that anaphoric chains be

exempt from the FCC, an arbitrary reskiction on the extension of Chain Theory to
anaphoric dependencies. Moreover, the problem becomes even paradoxical given that

1PPLA in Brazilian Portuguese shcws that anaphoric chains are subject to a feature-

compatibility condition that seems to be just like the FCC (cf. section 2.7).If the FCC is
taken as an absolute condition, the condition operating on 1PPLA has to be stated

independently from the FCC, differing from it only in that, unlike the FCC, it does not

refer to Case. Clearly, this is a non-optimal solution.
My argument in section 4.4 starts with the observation that such complications may in

principle be overcome if we assume conditions on anaphoric dependencies to be violable:
given this assumption, it is possible for an anaphoric form to violate the FCC and, yet, be

the best candidate to tail an anaphoric chain. Then,I went on to show that this was actually
what seemed to happen in many cases: a violation of the FCC due to incompatibility for
Case may not exclude an anaphoric form because the other competitors will, in general,

incur in stronger violations of this condition (and, in many cases, they will violate another
condition as well - the FCI). Thus, Agreement-on-Chains can be reduced to the FCC,
maintaining that Chain Theory applies in toto to anaphoric dependencies. For this,
however, it is crucial that anaphoric dependencies be taken as analogical chains and,

therefore, that conditions on chains be violable.
In section 4.5 I investigated a problematic area for R&R's (1995) framework: their

conception of the [tR] distinction, crucial for the operation of the Chain Condition. After
going through a number of patterns of anaphoric choice, including but not limited to those

R&R claimed to be accounted for by their analysis, I concluded that (i) R&R's definition
of the properfy [+R] (full specification for $-features) cannot be maintained as such, nor
can it be weakened (ii) by resticting it to some subset of Q-featwes, or (iii) by violability
of the Chain Condition. The point is that there seems no fixed, absolute, property P such

that P makes a form to be excluded by the Chain Condition. Rather, the generalization that
emerges is that, given any two forms in competition, if one is 'more economical' ([ess

feature-specified) than the other, the more economical form is chosen.

Following a suggestion first made by Burzio (1989), I proposed that the restriction
responsible for Chain Condition-like effects is actually a requirement for morphological
economy [ME], which I assumed to be active on chains - chains must be tailed by an

unspecified position. Together with the analogical chains hypothesis and with lexical
properties of anaphoric forms, ME was shown to explain a number of anaphoric patterns

which required a lot of compllcation in R&R's approach: (D the fact that lst and 2nd
person pronouns may be locally bound in languages with 3rd person SE anaphors (like
Dutch or Brazilian Portuguese); (ii) the contrast between the 3rd person feminine
pronouns har arrd se in Frisian; (iii) the fact that locally bound pronouns are excluded by
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ME in English, but not in Frisian; (iv) the fact that locally bound pronouns within locative
PPs are excluded in German, but not in Dutch (or English, or Frisian). Since the approach

based on ME and on the analog:cal chains hypothesis is able to account for these data just
as well as R&R's, but does not require any of the stipulations R&R's approach needs, it is
to be prefened. And, once it is adopted, we have another argument for the analogical chain
hypothesis and, therefore, for the violability of constraints on anaphoric dependencies.

In section 4.6 I discussed the issue of whether the requirement for morphological
economy tlvfEl responsible for Chain Condition-like effects should be taken as a

constraint on chains, or on binding, as Burzio originally proposed. The advantage of
Burzio's original formulation is that it captures Principle C effects in languages like
English, a result that is lost if ME is limited to chains (since Principle C effects are not
resfficted to any local domain). Yet, I maintained in section 4.6 that ME should be taken
as a condition on chains, based on two arguments. The first was one of plausibility. I
started by showing that the restrictions on the realization of Case in multiple Case chains

reveal that chains are subject to a non-trivial requirement: they must rcaLizs all their
feature content on their head, and only on the head. I called this condition Morphological
Economy of Chains tMECl. But MEC is essentially the condition required to account for
the Chain Condition-like effects of anaphoric dependencies as well. Thus, there is a
requirement for morphological economy that generalizes over both movement chains and
anaphoric dependencies and it could, therefore, be a condition on chains primitively.

My second argument to take ME as a condition on chains (hence, as MEC) was more
positive, and it was based on the analyses I developed in section 4.5 for a number of
anaphoric pattems (for example, the contrast between se and haar rn Frisian). In all
relevant cases, morphological economy effects correlate with locality (of chains) and with
the feature specification of pronouns, not of anaphors. These facts are predicted if the
morphological economy requirement itself is related to locality (of chains). But they are

unexpected if ME is a constraint on binding, and only anaphors are subject to some
independent locality requirement, as in Burzio's approach. At the end of section 4.6,1
turned back to Principle C effects, pointing out that though Burzio's ME approach works
for languages like English, it does not for languages like VieEramese, Thai, and Japanese.

Moreover, Lasnik (1989c) has argued that the facts in Vietnamese and Thai require a
condition which renders redundant much of, though not all, Principle C effects, and
Burzio's ME's as well. I concluded that, on balance, a morphological economy
requirement on chains seems better motivated than one on binding, though it still requires
some independent account for the Principle C effects.

Finally, in section 4.7 I discussed the condition I had been calling LOCALITY of SE
anaphors from the perspective of the analogical chains framework. The issue I was
concemed with was the fact that, though required for the sake of descriptive adequacy, the
costs assigned to LOCALITY in the analyses developed in previous sections of this
chapter had no theoretical justification. In particular, it was necessary to explain: (i) why
languages vary with respect to the point in the locality hierarchy where SE forms start
violating LOCALITY; and (ii) why SE forms start violating LOCALITY when they stop
violating MEC. I went on to show that these facts just followed from the analogical chains
framework once the role of LOCALITY on SE anaphors is taken over by a condition I
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called VISIBILITY: SE anaphors must tail an AJink in order to participate in the feature
content of the chain. VISIBILITY receives some independent motivation from the fact
that SE anaphors seem unable to enter in the composition of emphatic forms. Moreover, it
also follows from the analogical chains framework that VISIBILITY effects on SE

anaphors are determined by the locality requirement on chains. This, I argued, explains
why the implicational hierarchy characterized by locality effects on SE anaphors is
essentially the same as the hierarchy characterized by movement, an observation never
satisfactorily explained.

Thus, the VISIBILITY approach to LOCALITY effects on SE anaphors has other
motivation beyond the theoretical justification of the analyses developed in previous
sections. As a final argument I closed section 4.7 showing that the VISIBILITY approach
could predict with a very high degree of accuracy, trars more patterns of distribution of
pronouns and SE anaphors, thore displayed by Icelandic and Russian. These joined the
patterns of Brazilian Portuguese, German, ffid Dutch, which were previously analyznd.
Thus, the VISIBILITY approach can capture a large sample of the crosslinguistic variation
found with LOCALITY efflects on SE anaphors. In particular, it can distinguish short-
distance SE anaphors (si in Brazilian Portuguese) from medium-distance ones @utch and
German), and from long-distance ones (Russian and Icelandic). And it does so without any
additional assumptions or language-particular statements beyond a proper characterization
of the lexical content of pronouns and anaphors. This seems to me to be close to an
optimal theory: it is precisely the sort of theory that has been looked for in the post-Kl,
work on BT (see sections 1.3 to 1.5 for discussion).

In short, the VISIBILITY approach to LOCALITY effects has many advantages over
other accourts. However, it requires not only that VISIBILITY be violable, but also that it
be embedded under the analogical chains framework. I concluded, therefore, that
LOCALITY effects on SE anaphors provide another argument for both constraint
violability and for the analogical chains framework.
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Coxct uDING RrvraRxs

5.1 Introduction

In this final chapter, I would like to sum up the proposals and results that emerged along
the dissertation, and then point out some directions for future research. In section 5.2,I
present a brief overview of the framework developed in the preceding chapters and of
the arguments that lead to it. In sections 5.3 and 5.4 I discuss some of the problems of
analysis and some of the more general issues that will have to be addressed by future
research following the guidelines of the framework developed. Section 5.5 closes offthe
dissertation summarizing the main aspects of the discussion in this chapter.

5.2 A Constraint Interaction Framework for BT

On the basis of a number of phenomena conceming intrasentential NP anaphora in
Brazilian Portuguese and in many European languages, I have developed in the previous
chapters a specific framework for BT based on three main hypotheses:

(1) a. the distribution of anaphoric forms is determined by their intinsic morphosyntactic
constitution - their specification for features like number, gender, and so on -, in
interaction with the conditions relevant for intrasentential NP anaphora (cf. Pica
1987 , Cole et alii 1991, 1994, R&R 1991, 7993, and others);

b. conditions on anaphoric dependencies are not primitively concerned with such
dependencies, but govem other linguistic objects and relations; in particular, many
properties of NP anaphora can be attributed to chsin theory, that is, to the set of
conditions goveming movement relations (cf. R&R 1992,1993, 1995);

c. conditions on anaphoric dependencies are universal and violable, that is, they
interact as in an optimalrty-like system (cf. Prince & Smolensky 1992, McCarthy
& Prince 1993, Burzio 1989, 1992,1995);

The framework contains three basic subtheories: (i) chain theory (cf. (la)); (ii) the theory
of indexing, that is, the theory concerned with the assignment of interpretations to NPs,
and (iii) the theory of reflexivity, which is concemed with the linguistic expression of
reflexive predicates. These subtheories all govern linguistic objects and relations which
are not particular to intrasentential NP anaphora (cf. (1b), and their conditions refer to
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lexical specifications of NPs which can be independently motivated (cf. (1a)). In
addition, however, the framework adopted in this dissertation also includes two
components which are not in perfect consonance with (la,b): (iv) the theory of
analogical chains, which is responsible for the extension of chain theory to anaphoric
dependencies, and (v) VISIBILITY, a condition which constrains SE anaphors.' This
raises some conceptual problems which I address briefly below (cf. fir. l). (2) offers an

overview of the framework developed, with the specific content of each subtheory and

the formulation of conditions and principles adopted (cf. (184) in chapter 4):

(2) A Constraint Interaction Frameworkfor BT:

a. there is a principle stating that BT is a constraint interaction system, i.e. that BT
conditions interact as il' an optimality-like system ((107) of chapter 3);

b. the reflexivity theory includes Condition B (86) of section 1.5), Condition A
(105) of chapter 3), and auxiliary definitions;

c. the theory of analogical chains includes the definition of analogical chains (57a)
in section 4.3) and auxiliary principles ((57b,c) of section 4.3, (57b) furttrer
elaborated into (83) of section 4.5);

d. chain theory includes the standard definition of primitive chains incorporating the
FCC (7ad of section 4.4), and MEC ((147) of section 4.6);

e. the theory of indexing includes a definition of indexing ((6) of section 2.2), the
operation of Free Indexing ((64) of section 4.4), and the FCI (74b) of section 4.4);

f. finally, BT incorporates VISIBILITY (163) in section 4.7).

Let me now briefly recapitulate the arguments that lead to the framework in (2):
In chapter l, a short review of the main developments in the work on BT of the last

15 years (sections 1.3 to 1.5) set the main conceptual guidelines of the program of
research established after Chomsky's Knowledge of Language and pursued in this
dissertation (namely, (la,b) above). In particular, in section 1.5 I reviewed R&R's
chains-and-reflexivity framework, the main source for the theory in (2), as part of the
Post-KI program for BT. After this, I proceeded in section 1.6 to an investigation of the
distribution of pronouns and pronominal anaphors (like Dutch zich and Portuguese se/si)
in European languages. A number of generalizations have been recognized and shown to
be unaccounted for under previous analyses. I argued, then, that the generalizations
correlate with properties of chains; more specifically, I argued that there is reason to
believe that the notion of 'barrier', i.e. the notion of locality relevant to movement
chains, is also behind the crosslinguistic distribution of pronominal anaphors and
pronouns in European languages. This, I suggested, provides an argument of plausibility
in favor of one of R&R's major proposals, namely, that Chain Theory must be extended
somehow to anaphoric relations. Chapter 2 and the first half of chapter 3 were dedicated
to strengthen this idea even further.

I Both were stated as specific to NP anaphora (contradicting (1b)); in addition, VISIBILITY cannot be

precisely formulated in terms of the lexical properties of SE anaphors at the moment, which contradicts
(la). Though both are, almost certrinly, related to chain theory and are probably derivable from it
somehow, I could not achieve this result in this dissertation. See subsections 5.3.3 and 5.4.4 for some

discussion of this issue.
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In chapter 2, after introducing some refinements in the theory of indexing (section

2.2), I investigated the pattern of anaphora I have called Ist person plural anaphora in
Brazilian Portuguese IPPLA] in some detail. As the reader may recall, IPPLA involves

the anaphoric dependencies in which the antecedent is the expression a gente (literally,
'the people') in its lst person plural interpretation (cf. section 2.3). I argued that these and

other phenomena provide evidence that two agreement-like requirements are needed in
BT. One of is the FCI, an independently needed constraint on indexing. The other,

Agreement-on-Chains, appears to check whether an anaphoric form is compatible with its
antecedent's grammatical specification, and to apply only to dependencies that fit the

chain format. The crucial point of chapter 2 was, then, that, in order to formulate
Agreement-on-Chains, BT has to distinguish anaphoric dependencies that fit the chain

format from those that do not. This provides another argument to pursue R&R's proposal

that chain theory does apply to anaphoric dependencies. The chapter closed with a

discussion of a particular problem raised by Agreement-on-Chains (section 2.4), namely,
the fact that it is almos! though not quite, identical to the requirement for featue-
nondistinctness of chain positions (cf. Rizzi 1990, l99l). As pointed out, this redundancy
suggests, of course, that some generalization is missed if chain theory needs to incorporate
both conditions.

The frst half of chapter 3 provides yet another argument for the extension of chain
theory to anaphoric dependencies. The argument is based on the pattern of variation that
emerges when we compare binding into prepositional phrases [PPs] in Romance

langt'ages (specifically, in Brazilian Portuguese) with that of English. After showing that
standard BT does not have the means to account for the relevant pattern (sections 3.2 and

3.3), I demonstrated that most facts follow naturally from the interaction of R&R's Chain
Condition with their Reflexivity Conditions and an independent difference between

Romance and English: only in English can chains be formed across complement PPs

(section 3.4). This not only supports the conclusion that chain theory is relevant for
binding, but R&R's idea that Conditions A and B are better conceived of as conditions
referring to the linguistic representation ofpredicate reflexivity.

In the second half of chapter 3, however, I started the argument for a major
reinterpretation of R&R's framework. Specifically, I provided the fust argument for the
violability of BT conditions. The argument is based on the difficulties faced by R&R's
approach with binding into English locative complements, logophoric reflexives, and

ECM infinitives: to account for these phenomena, R&R are obliged, for example, to have

recourse to the extensive use of abstract operations redefining the domain of predicates.

Crucially, I argued that logophoric reflexives are better dealt with as violations of
Condition A, and that the problem with binding into English locative complements
disappears if violations of Condition A and of the Chain Condition are allowed to interact.
These conclusions led me to propose that anaphoric dependencies tolerate constraint
violations, that is, that BT works as an optimality-like system of constraints (section 3.7).

Chapter 4, the last substantive chapter of this dissertation, explores some consequences

of conshaint violability, specially for the application of chain theory to anaphoric
dependencies. It starts, however, with an independent empirical argument for constraint
violability, based on the interaction between NO GENDER effects on pronouns and
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LOCALITY effects on SE anaphors (section 4.2). The crucial point in the argument is that
the acceptability of long-distance bound occurrences of the anaphor in Brazilian
Portuguese is not due to any particular exemption from LOCALITY, but to NO GENDER
effects on pronouns. That is, LOCALITY of SE anaphors is violable because anaphors
compete with pronouns for best-formedness. This conclusion supports the violability of
conditions on anaphoric dependencies.

The rest of chapter 4 investigates the consequences of constraint violability for the
extension of Chain Theory to anaphoric dependencies. The main thread is that constraint
violability makes it possible for Chain Theory to apply in toto to anaphoric dependencies,
that is, with no special restrictions on the application of particular conditions. The
differences between movement and anaphoric dependencies, I proposed, are derived from
the fact that anaphoric dependencies may violate conditions on chains - they are

analogical, rather than primitive, chains. Analogical chains are dependencies which are

like chains in being subject to conditions on chains, but, unlike primitive chains, they need
not satisff these conditions absolutely; rather, they must satisff them according to their
'level of chainhood': the closer they are to the chain format, the more they must satisff
conditions on chains (cf, section 4.3).

The analogical chains hypothesis was then put to work on many areas which are

problematic for an approach like R&R's. First, I argued that it provides a solution for the
problem posed by the existence of Agreement-on-Chains to the FCC, the general feature-
compatibility condition on chains: Agreement-on-Chains can be eliminated and its effects
reduced to the FCC if the FCC is violable, as required by the theory of analogical chains
(section 4.4). Similarly, constraint violability of conditions on chains allows the
generalization concerning the common properties of SE anaphors and NP-traces to emerge
quite clearly: they are, in their respective dependencies, the syntactic objects that best
satisff the requirement for morphological economy on chains, MEC (cf. sections 4.5 and
4.6). Finally, it was shown that the analogical chains framework can capture two main
properties of LOCALITY effects on SE anaphors: first, that they are sensitive to 'barriers',
that is, to the notion of locality relevant for chains; second, that they correlate with the
distribution of pronorms (cf. section 4.7). We have seen that this general paffern is
predicted under the analogical chains framework if LOCALITY effects are attributed to
VISIBILITY, a condition requiring SE anaphors to tail A-chains.

All the analyses developed in sections 4.3 to 4.7 made crucial use of the notion of
analogical chain, a notion that can be defined only if conditions on chains are violable
when they apply to anaphoric dependencies. The need for such a notion not only
corroborates the assumption that conditions on anaphoric dependencies are violable, but
also the idea that Chain Theory is instrumental in the determination of the properties of
anaphoric dependencies. Thus, chapter 4 rounds offthe argument both for the extension of
chain theory to anaphoric dependencies and, simultaneously, for conceiving of BT as an
optimalityJike system (cf. the directives in (lb,c) above).

In addition, in the analyses developed in chapter 4, crosslinguistic variation
conceming the distribution of pronouns and SE anaphors is derived from the intrinsic
lexical properties of these forms, that is, it is auributed to the only component of
gralnmar which must a priori be responsible for variation: the lexicon. Crucially, no
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reference is made to extrinsic sources of variation, like domain parameters (as in
Manzini & Wexler 1987) and constraint ranking (as in Optimality Theory). This is not
only an optimal result as far as learnability is concerned (see subsections 5.4.1 and 5.4.3

below for discussion); it also provides strong support for the idea that conditions on
anaphoric dependencies must refer to the lexical content of anaphoric forms (cf. the

directive in (1a) above). In this sense, the theory of analogical chains, the last
component of the BT framework summarized in (2), implements quite strictly the
progrzrm guided by (1a,b,c) above.

Needless to say, there are ,:. number of problems and issues, both empirical and
conceptual, that the framework for B't adopted in this dissertation still has to face. I would
like to close this dissertation with a brief mention of some of them in order to sketch the

agenda of research that is set by (2) and also to stress its limitations. Let me start
discussing some empirical problems, that is, those that seem to imply matters of analysis
(e.g., refinement of the formulation of conditions or analyses of the lexical content of
forms) more than major properties of the framework; these (in particular, issues related to
the way constaint interaction is inftoduced into the framework) will be taken up later.

5.3 Some Empirical Problems

5.3.1 lll-Formedness despite Competition

An empirical problem that has not even been touched on in the course of the dissertation
is, potentially, one of the most serious. It arises when an anaphoric dependency which
would be perfectly sensible and for which different anaphoric forms might, in principle, be

chosen, has apparently no acceptable realization. For example, consider the following pair

fiudgments as reported in R&R 1996:.676):

(3) a. *We voted for me
b. *We voted for myself

Of corrrse, there is nothing wrong with the propositional content of (3a,b) - it is easy to
come up with a context in which they might be true and, therefore, expected to be
acceptable. YeL according to R&R (3ab) are not acceptable. This is no problem for their
theory, in which forms are not assumed to be in competition, and conskaints are absolute:
in (3a) rue triggers a Condition B violation, and the sentence is excluded; in (3b) myself
triggers a Condition A violation, and the sentence is excluded as well.

However, in a framework in which forms are in competition, like the one argued for in
this dissertation, if there are two competing options forms for a dependency and these

options incur a comparable number of constraint violations (as seems to be the case in
(3ab)), both forms must be equally acceptable for that dependency. This, of course, would
predict that both (3a) and (3b) should be acceptable, a prediction that seems incorrect for
English. Any solution of this p;oblem must also consider the fact that things seem to be

different in Brazilian Portuguese: though a bit weird out of the blue, the BP sentences

corresponding to (3qb) are certainly not outright unacceptable, and can become quite
acceptable in specific settings such as the ones in (4a,b) below:
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(4) a. Paulo era certamente a pessoa mais indicada, mas [n6s todos tivemos de votar em
mim (mesmol] porque ele n6o quis concomer ao cargo.

'Paulo was certainly the most appropriate name, but [we all had to vote for
{me/myselJ\l because he wouldn't go for the job.'

b. Paulo d certamente a pessoa mais indicada; [n6s s6 votaremos em mim (mesmo)

se ele desistir de concorrer ao cargo].

'Paulo is certainly the most appropriate name; [we will vote for {me/myselJ) only
if he gives up running for the jobl'

At present, it is unclear to me what the significance is of (4a,b) vis-i-vis (3a,b). They
might indicate that the problem with (3qb) is just that these sentences are too unusual to
be appropriate out of the blue - all that (3qb) might require is some additional discor,use
justification. It is tnre that (aab) seem to involve contras! which, R&R might ffiBU€,

suspends the action of Conditions A and B (because of the putative LF-movement to
acquire focus interpretation; see ft. 33, section 3.6, for some discussion). If (3a,b) tumed
out to be odd only because they require an appropriate discourse setting, then they would
be compatible with the competition hypothesis. If not, then there would be a really serious
problem for this hypothesis. Thus, further investigation of cases like (3a,b) and (4ab) is
needed to see whether the claim that BT is an optimality-like system can be maintained in
fuII, or is subject to qualifications.

5.3.2 The Subject-Orientation of SE Forms

Another potential problem for the theory developed in this dissertation which I have not
addressed is raised by the putative subject-orientation of SE anaphors. As we have seen in
section 1.4, currently the most accepted explanation for this alleged property of SE
anaphors is that it derives from the need these forms have for moving to INFL at LF.
Under the VISIBILITY approach developed in section 4.7, however, SE anaphors are not
supposed to move; rather, they must enter into an analogical A-chain with another NP. As
in standard BT, this basically predicts that antecedents for SE anaphors must be NPs in c-
commanding A-positions, which include but are not restricted to subjects. As a
consequence, the VISIBILITY theory can capture cases that are not easily covered by the
LF-movement-to-INFl analysis, like (5a,b) below (cf. fir. 26 n section 1.4):

(5) a. O Estado tem o dever <le proteger o cidaddo de si mesmo
'The State has the obligatiorr of protecting the citizen from himself

b. O psicanalista devolvel a Maria a si mesma (depois de um longo tratamento)
'The psychoanalist gave Maria Oack) to herself (after a long treatrnent)'

Moreover, imposing c-command as a restriction on antecedents for SE forms has desirable
results for other cases which motivate subject-orientation. For example, in standard BT
approaches to SE anaphors, (6a) could not be analyzed as a violation of the c-command
requirement because this requirement was believed to hold for English SELF forms as

wel[, and the English sentence corresponding to (6a) is fuIly acceptable, cf. (6b):
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(6) a. *O Joflo falou M Paulo de (uma foto de) si mesmo

Jo6o spoke to-the Paulo of (apictureof) ,SE SELF

b. John spoke to Paul about (a picture of) himself

The standard claim, then, was that the prepositions a in (6a) and to in (6b) did not block c-

command; the BP sentence could still be excluded, however, because of the subject-

orientation of SE - Paulo is not a subject in (6a). In the framework adopted here,

however, it is not necessary to claim that the prepositions in (6ab) do not block c-

command: SELF forms in English are not subject to VISIBILITY, hence they do not
require a c-commanding antecedent.' The ungrammaticality of (6a) can, therefore, be

attributed to a violation of the c-command requirement imposed by VISIBILITY on SE

forms. This line of reasoning, on the other hand, has to face welI-known problems for the

c-command constraint on anaphor-binding. Let me mention three: (i) inverse binding into
the subject of a psych verb (cf. (7a)); (ii) reconstruction effects with WH-movement
which seem to be obligatory with SE anaphors (cf. (7b)), and (iii) binding by an NP's non-

c-commanding subject (cf. (7c)):

(8) a. [o* Fotos de si mesmo ] sempre assustam o Jodo
'[Pictures of himselflalways scare Jodo'

b. Jo6o, perguntou [cp hnp que quadros de si ffio$rropi ] Paulo, poria i venda ]
'Jo6o asked [[which pictrues of himselfl Paulo would sell ]'

c. Jodo admira [* todos os quadros [, de Rembrandt J h, de si mesmoff
'Joio admires [all picturesfby Rembrandt)of himselfl'

Of course, there are ways of making cases like (7a,b,c) compatible with the c-command
requirement imposed by VISIBILITY: for example, according to Belletti & Rizzi
(1988), (7a) is fine because the subject of psych verbs is c-commanded by the
experiencer at D-structure; (7b) can be captured under any version of reconstruction;3
(7c) might indicate that oy'insertion is a PF operation, as often suggested, etc. In a

framework in which conditions may be violated, another line of analysis may be

pursued: (7a,b,c) might be cases in which a violation of c-command can tolerated. In
any event, further consideration of such and other cases of apparent c-command
violations is necessary to see how they might fit in the VISIBILITY approach to SE

anaphors. Similarly, other evidence supporting the subject requirement for SE anaphors

should also be submitted to further scrutiny.

2 SELF forms in English are reflexive-markers, not SE forms. As reflexive markers, all they require is that
the predicate they mark is either reflexive, or that it cannot possibly be reflexive (cf. section 3.6). At least

one of these conditions is met by the alternative realizations of (6b) above.
3 As observed, reconstruction in (8b) seems to be obligatory, since si mesmo carmot be bound by the

matrix subject. It may be added that this is not an effect triggered by the SELF form mesmo, since the SE

form alone is possible in (8b), but would have the same unique referential possibility. Note that the
English translation rs ambiguous, cf. Chomsky (1995: 205 and ff.). This difference between SE anaphors

and English SELF forms may well deserve some investigation.
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5.3.3 On the Evaluation of VISIBILITY Violations

Of the empirical problems that appeared previously in the course of the dissertation, I
would like to comment on two in order to illustrate the sort of issues that arise under the
framework I have adopted, as well as the considerations that must be entertained to
address these issues. One of problems concerns VISIBILITY violations in Icelandic
(and Latin as well), and is discussed in this subsection; the other concerns FCI
violations in NO GENDER effects, and will be subject of the next subsection. As we
will see, both problems boil down to one and the same general issue: how to properly
evaluate constraint violations and determine their relative weight in case of conflict.

As pointed out in subsection 4.7.3, there are a few problems with the VISIBILITY
analysis of the distribution of SE in Icelandic summarized in (8) below ((179) of
subsection 4.7.3 above):

(8) LocatityHierarctry: Trans>ComplPP>LocPP> ECMInf>ConfiolInf>Subjunc > lndicat

a- vISBn-rrY on s,g:
b. wc on srgl d'rttt ** *

c. Total for srg: *++ t* :r

d. NEC on hann **!t't:t'f r*{.*!t'} **'t*
e. DiffefenCe 'rrtr* *** **!t

sig>hann sig>harn sig>hann

* rl*

***
*** *'t
**

sig>hann sig=1ronn

:t** **+*

tlrt* tltl.ti*

*_
!t* ***+

hann>sig hann>sig

The problem I want to discuss here is the following: in subjunctives sig is predicted by
(8) to be (sftongly) disfavored because it has nvo violations more than pronouns; but as is
well-known, sig is only disfavored and becomes acceptable if appropriate discourse
conditions ju$iry its use. Hence, it would seem more appropriate that the difference
between pronouns and sig with respect to their number of constraint violations should be

one violation; discourse conditions could" then, easily cover the cost of sig in relation to
pronouns. Actually, a similar problem arises for Latin, which is very much like Icelandic
as far as the feature content of pronouns and SE is concerned, and in which, by no accident
surely, the pattern of competition is very similar as well: binding of SE is also possible
across subjunctive clauses.

Note that the difference of two violations between srg and pronouns in subjunctive
clauses results from the comparison of MEC violations by pronouns and VISIBILITY
violations by srg MEC violations are well founded: they refer to the content of the
anaphoric forms, as we have seen in sections 4.5 to 4.7. VISIBILITY violations, on the
other hand, are a bit more obscure. We have seen that VISIBILITY (i.e. LOCALITY)
violations must be cumulative as we go down the locality hierarchy (cf. sections 1.6 and
4.2), which is captured by the assumption ttrat VISIBILITY requires SE anaphors to tail
A-chains (cf. section 4.7). But there is a conceptual problem with this particular
formulation of VISIBILITY: unlike all other conditions adopted in this dissertation,
VISIBILITY does not refer to a specific property in the lexical content of anaphoric
forms; rather it is stipulated as a condition specific to SE anaphors and, therefore, to NP
anaphora Thus, VISIBILITY itself is problematic conceptually; in the best of worlds, a

more principled formulation of VISIBILITY would also solve the problem with
logophoric SE in subjunctives in Icelandic and Latin.
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Note that the line of reasoning sketched above presumes that occurrences of SE

anaphors bound across subjunctives are somehow related to the other contexts of long-

distance binding of SE in Icelandic and Latin (e.g., binding into infinitives): under the

approach previously developed, the interaction of MEC and VISIBILITY is responsible

for the outcome of the competition between pronouns and SE forms not only in
subjunctives, but also in other contexts (as illustrated in (8) above). R&R and others,

however, have claimed that binding into subjunctives is not related to other instances of
long-distance binding of SE anaphors (see R&R 1991: 315-6 and references cited there).

But, if this were true, no necessary correlation would be expected between long-distance
binding and binding into subjunctives. Yet, there seems to be no accident in these matters:

languages that allow binding into subjunctives allow long-distance binding into other
long-distance binding contexts like infinitives as well, as predicted by the VISIBILITY
approach. Assume, therefore, that something along the lines of the VISIBILITY approach

to long-distance binding is correct; what must be achieved for Icelandic is an analysis in
which VISIBILITY violations by sig can eventually be overcome under appropriate
discourse conditions. In addition, this analysis should be conceptually justifiable 

- in
particular, VISIBILITY violations should be a function of the feature content of NPs, and

not a condition specific to SE forms.
Let us briefly reconsider what the nature of VISIBILITY is. Intuitively, it has to do

with the fact that SE anaphors are defective in $-feature content. I have assumed that,
because of their defectivity, SE anaphors are required to tail an A-chain in order to
participate in the chain's feature composition - this is what VISIBILITY is intended to
express. Suppose, however, ttrat the intuitive content of MSIBILITY is to be taken
seriously, and that the requirement for A-chain formation is derived somehow from it. In
this case, VISIBILITY would be formulated along the following lines:

(9) VTSTBTLTTY:

An NP must be specified for Q-features (i.e. for person, number, gender and Case).

Of couse, this is very close to what VISIBILITY has always been claimed to be (see

discussion of subsections 1.5.2 and 1.5.3). Under the theory of analogical chains

developed above, (9) would be interpreted in the following way: (i) if an NP is specified
for each one of the Q-features, it does not violate VISIBILITY; if it is unspecified for one,

it violates once; if it is unspecified for two $-features, it violates VISIBILITY twice; etc.
(ii) OV hypothesis) a NP can overcome such violations by belonging to a dependency

recognized as a chain - an analogical chain; (iii) when the relevant analogical chain is no

longer recognized as a chain (i.e. when it is long enough not to violate MEC, cf. section
4.7), violations of VISIBILITY start; (iv) they gradually increase as the analogical chain
looks less like a chain structurally - by violating the locality requirement on chains - up

to the mrucimal number of violations incurred by the i/P. Under this interpretation of
VISIBILITY, the condition is a function of the $-feature content of the NP and has a

finite, maximal, number of violations, which is achieved after enough barriers have been

crossed. Let us now consider how this would work out for the Icelandic situation.
The Icelandic SE anaphor, slg, is specified for person and Case, though not for number

or gender. Thus, according to the above interpretation of VISIBILITY, the ma:<imal
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number of violations incurred by sig is two. Everything else stays the same in the analysis,
so that the pattem looks like (9) now:

(9) Locality Hierarchy: Trans > Compl PP > Loc PP > ECM Inf > Control Inf > Subjunc > Indicat

VISIBILITY on slg: - * **
ffC On slgl i'** ** * -
Total forsrg: *+* ** * * t*
\VE:C On hAnn *'i*'t'l{r !t***'i ***t '}*rr *!t

DifferenCe +** r'** *** **
sig>hann sig>hann sig>hann sig>hann sig=1rorn

** **

** r|*

'f rt*

hann>sig harn>sig

Note that, once slg has incurred its maximal number of VISIBILITY violations (which
happens in control infinitives in Icelandic), it does not matter anymore how many more
barriers are crossed: the number of VISIBILITY violations will stay the same. The result
of this in (9) is that the difference htween srg and hann in the number of constaint
violations in subjunctive clauses is of only one violation: this predicts that the pronoun is
only slightly favored, and that sig can become acceptable once other conditions - e.g.,
discourse conditions - are computed.

This would be the desired empirical result for Icelandic, of course, and for Latin as

well. Besides, the approach just sketched would overcome the conceptual difficulties
raised by VISIBILITY. In particular, evaluation of VISIBILITY violations would proceed
in a more principled way, and the condition would no longer be specific to NP anaphora-
Still, for the approach sketched here to be maintained, it is necessary to show: (D that
VISIBILITY can be properly formulated along the lines of (8) above; (ii) that it can be
deduced from (8) and other principles that SE anaphors can overcome VISIBILITY by
tailing A-chains; and (iii) that the approach can be extended to the other cases in the
explanation of which VISIBILITY/LOCALITY played a major role. Only future research
can tell whether this result can be achieved. The main point of the discussion, however,
remains: if the conceptual guidelines adopted in this dissertation are corect, the condition
responsible for LOCALITY effects on SE anaphors must be sensitive to the lexical
content of NPs in general, rather than specific to SE anaphors.

5.3.4 On the Evaluation of FCI Violations

The second empirical problem previously mentioned that I would like to briefly discuss
here concems the evaluation of FCI violations in NO GENDER effects. Under the
general directives here adopted, a constraint requiring compatibility between an NP and
its interpretation should refer to the inherent content of both. Accordingly, I proposed a
formulation of the FCI with the following effect: the condition is violated any time there
is a specification of the NP's interpretation which is incompatible with a feature
specification of the NP itself (cf. subsection 4.4.3). I have also argued that this
formulation gives correct results for 1PPLA in Brazilian Portuguese, among other
pattems (cf. section 4.4).

However, I have also pointed out that the formulation of the FCI referred above is
incorrect for the interaction between NO GENDER eflects on pronouns and
LOCALITY effects on SE in Brazilian Portuguese (cf. fn. 30 in section 4.4). As

a-

b.
c.

d.

e.
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discussed in section 4.2, the pattem of competition needed to account for the relevant
facts of BP should look approximately as follows (adapted from (29) of section 4.2):

(10) LocalityHierarchy: ComplPPs > ... > Sbj CPs > ... > zFiniteCPs

vtsIBILrrY on SE:

FCI on HIM:

*** :tr***t

++tt **** !t***

The facts captured by (10) are the following: (i) in dependencies as long as the ones

crossing a subjunctive clause, it seems that VISIBILITY violations by the BP SE anaphor

are less costly than the pronoun's FCI violations responsible for NO GENDER efkcts; (ii)
for longer dependencies, preference judgments are more obscure and may favor the
pronoun if, for example, two subjunctive clauses are crossed. The problem lies precisely in
that, technically, the framework summarized in (2) above does no, provide (10) as an

analysis forNO GENDER effects in BP. Let me briefly go over this point.

Under the assumptions about NO GENDER effects adopted in section 4.2, and the
formulation of the FCI referred above, HIM would incur at most one vialation of the FCI:
it is certainly specified as [3p, +masc, -pl] and, by hypothesis, the interpretation it is
assigned in cases ofNO GENDER effects is [3p, +masc, -masc] (see discussion of (19) in
section 4.2); the only specifications that are incompatible are HIM's specification for

[+masc] and the index's for [-masc]; hence, only one violation of the FCI is triggered; but,
according to (10), it is necessary that HIM triggerc four FCI violations for the correct
result to be obtained.

Things can get worse. If VISIBILITY violations are computed Ers proposed in section
4.7 (one violation per barrier crossed after MEC violations have stopped), the number of
violations incurred by a dependency crossing two subjunctive clauses should be even

higher than the one assumed in (10). This, in turn, would require an even higher number of
FCI violations by HIM for the correct result to be obtained (since HIM is only slightly
favored over SE in the relevant context): to be more precise, bound across two subjunctive
clauses, the BP SE anaphor would trigger eleven VISIBILITY violations; therefore, the
pronoun would have to be assumed to trigger something like tenFCl violations (only one
violation less than SE's violations of VISIBILITI). Of course, such a high number of
violations cannot be made compatible with the view of the FCI proposed before.

It might be thought, on the other hand, that the source of the problem does not lie in
the FCI itself, but in the way costs are assigned to VISIBILITY in the framework adopted

in section 4.7: they should not reach the figure of eleven violations, that is, there should be

a limit for the correspondence between VISIBILITY violations and the nurnber of barriers
crossed by the dependency. Recall from the discussion in the preceding subsection (5.3.3)
that the logophoric use of SE in Icelandic and Latin seems to lead to the same conclusion.
This was the reason why I suggested there that VISIBILITY violations should be

computed as follows: for each $-feature for which SE is unspecified, it incurs one
violation of VISIBILITY; MSIBILITY violations start when MEC violations stop and

increase one by one up to the madmal number of violations.
Suppose that VISIBILITY violations are computed as just described. A different

problem arises, then. To see this, consider the resulting pattem of constraint interaction,
which would be as in (ll) below:
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a. vtStBILITY on selsi:
b. narc on sey'si:

c. Total forsey'si:

d. MEc on e/e:

FCI on ele:

_***
r*

r****

*** *!t

** **

{.{.1. *** **:B

*** *** ***
*

** ** ** *ri

e. Difference se/sivs' ele: 
,"^*r,, ,ii)r," u**>rt" ,trJuti eteJse*i eleJrehi

In (11), MEC violations are computed as before, and VISIBILITY violations are

computed as suggested above (se/si is assumed to be specified as [3p]; hence, it incurs
three violations of VISIBILITY). The FCI violations by the pronoun in (l l) have been
determined factually, that is, they are those required to get the pronoun slightly favored
over SE when the dependenc) crosses two subjunctives (which is the correct result).
Specifically: SE triggers a total of three violations (of VISIBILITY) when the
dependency crosses two subjunctives (cf. (1la)); the pronoun should have one violation
less; hence, it incurs a total of two violations of the FCI, which is the only condition it
violates in the context.

Now, even if a way could be found of justiffing the two violations of the FCI
incurred by the pronoun in (11), the analysis would still be inadequate, ffid for a simple
reason: assuming the VISIBILITY theory sketched for Icelandic, the result is that SE
triggers the same number of violations in dependencies crossing either ECM infinitives,
or control infinitives, or one subjunctive clause. The prediction for NO GENDER
effects in Brazilian Portuguese is, then, that the pronoun is the best choice for any
dependency longer than those crossing an ECM infinitive. But this is incorrect: SE is
the best choice in all these contexts (see, again, section 4.2).

To sum up: neither the version of the theory adopted in the dissertation, neither the
modifications that might be motivated by logophoric SE in Icelandic and Latin, seem to
lead to correct results for NO GENDER effects in Brazilian Portuguese. And this is so

because they do not strike the right balance between the costs of VISIBILITY on SE
and the costs of the FCI on the pronoun. If the approach based on the interaction
between VISIBILITY and the FCI is to be maintained, than there are three possibilities.
(i) First, it might be that the way VISIBILITY costs are assigned to SE anaphors must
be reformulated. This means that either the condition itself must be revised, or the
lexical content of SE in BP must be characterized better. (ii) The second possibility is
that the way FCI costs are assigned to HIM under NO GENDER effects must be
reformulated. This means that either the FCI itself, or the way the content of indices is
characterized, must be revised.n FinaUy, (iii) the third possibility is that both (i) and (ii)
are necessary. I do not know if any of these putative solutions is possible. But again, the
main point of the discussion remains: if the conceptual guidelines adopted in this
dissertation are correct, the interaction between NO GENDER effects on pronouns and

a Another possibility is that the lexical content of the pronoun rryas incorrectly described. This possibility,
however, is very unlikely to be correcf since there does not seem to be a great deal of problem in
determining the person, gender and number specification of 3p pronouns in BP.
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LOCALITY effects on SE anaphors is the result of conditions whose costs are

determined by the inherent lexical content of the competing forms.

5.4 Some Conceptual Issues

5.4.1 Constraint Interaction in BT and Constraint Ranlcing

As should be clear from the discussion in the preceding subsections, a more general

issue is raised by the empirical analyses I have proposed in this dissertation: how are the

relative costs of constraints determined? or, in other words, how are conflicts between
constraints solved? Throughout I have adopted what seems to me to be the simplest
assumptions: (i) violations of the different constraints all have the same weight - they
correspond to each other one by one; (ii) they are determined by the lexical content of
forms; (iii) when two competitors violate a different constraint each, and there is a
winner, it is because the total number of violations incurred by the loser is higher. There
are, of course, other ways of solving conflicts between constraints which do not depend

on these assumptions. In Optimality Theory [OT], for example, conflict can be solved
by constraint ranking (cf. Prince & Smolensky 1993 and many others). Let me sketch
each approach before proceeding to a brief comparison.

To see how the approach based on (i)-(iii) above works, consider the following
situation: there are two forms Fl and F2 in competition; Fl violates constraint Cl, while
F2 violates C2; Fl wins the competition. In such a situation of conflict, the approach
based on assumptions (i)-(iii) above would require an analysis in which the number of
C2 violations by F2 (the loser) is higher than the number of Cl violations of Fl (the

winner). That is, the problem with the abstract situation here considered would be

solved if there was some motivation for the claim, for example, that F2 triggers two
violations of C2, while F1 triggers only one violation of Cl. Note that this line of
reasoning provides empirical motivation for making conditions sensitive to the lexical
content of anaphoric forms: this is, very often, what allows competing forms to be
distinguished despite the fact that the conditions are not ranked.

Consider now the OT account for a situation like the one discussed in the previous
paragraph. From the OT perspective, the fact that F2 is the loser might mean that C2 is
ranked higher than Cl; that is, C2 has priority over Cl for constraint satisfaction, and,

as a consequence, any violation of C2 is "fatal", as compared to violations of Cl. Thus,
F2 is excluded, and Fl chosen, because F2 violates C2, which is ranked higher than Cl,
the condition violated by Fl.5 Note that a crucial propeffy of constraint ranking in OT is
that, for two constraints thal are ranked with respect to each other, consideration of the
number of violations of each is irrelevant. Thus, if C2 is ranked higher than Cl, F2 will
be excluded, and Fl chosen, even if say, Fl violates Cl three times, and F2 violates C2

s There is another possible analysis of the relevant situation in OT: Cl and C2 are'tied', i.e. they are not
ranked with respect to each other. In this case, violations of Cl and C2 will be comparable, and Fl will
be chosen only if the number of Cl violations it incurs is lower than the number of C2 violations incurred
by F2. Needless to say, ttris last situation is identical to the one that arises in the framework I have

adopted and, therefore, does not distinguish the two approaches.
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only once: this unique violation of C2 will still be 'ofatal" for F2 because OT rankings
are interpreted as absolute priority for satisfaction.

It seems clear to me that, a priori, the approach adopted in the dissertation, which I
will call the no-ranking approach, is to be preferred over the OT one. It is simpler,
requiring only constraints that apply to anaphoric forms, and the independently needed
lexical information about such forms. The OT approach requires both, and constraint
ranking in addition. Learnability considerations would obviously favor the no-ranking
approach over the OT one. In both, constraints are universal and, therefore, need not be

learned. For the no-ranking approach, this means that all that the children must learn is
the lexical content of the anaphoric forms of its language; for the OT approach, they will
have to find out both the lexical content of forms and the particular constraint ranking of
their language.

The no-ranking approach is also more restrictive with respect to the strategies for
solving conflict among constraints: it has only one, namely, comparison of the overall
number of constraint violations incurred by the competitors (which, in turn, is
determined by their lexical content). The OT approach, on the other hand, has not only
the strategy just described (for "tied" constraints, cf. frr. 5 above), but also constraint
ranking itself. Again, Iearnability considerations favor the no-ranking approach: under
this approach, for the children to find out which of two competitors wins, all that they
must learn is the lexical content of both forms; under the OT approach, they must, of
course, determine the lexical content of the forms, but also, quite independently,
whether the relevant constraints are ranked or "tied"; if they are ranked, the number of
violations of each constraint will maf be crucial; if the constraints are 'tied", they will be
crucial (for a discussion of the problems "tied constraints" raise for the acquisition of a
system with consffaint ranking, see Broihier 1995).

All these a priori considerations would be idle, however, if there were evidence for
constraint ranking in NP anaphora, as it was argued there is in other domains of syntax
(cf. Grimshaw & Samek-Lodovici 1996, Grimshaw 1997, Costa 1998, among others).
But the fact is that none of the analyses I proposed in this dissertation required
constraint ranking, which indicates that this mechanism is not needed for anaphora.
Actually, there are cases in which it can even be shown that there must not be constraint
ranking, or the results will be incorrect. One such case, for example, is the problematic
interaction between FCI violations and VISIBILITY violations discussed in the
previous subsection, which can only be properly accounted for if there is no ranking
between the FCI and VISIBILITY (cf. fn. 30 in section 44).

As a matter of fact, it can be argued that, for most of the conditions adopted in this
dissertation, there cannot be any ranking in Brazilian Portuguese. The argument is based
on the pattem of IPPLA, whose summary I repeat for the last time in (12):

lse #si *si
*nos #nds {nds

Given the final version of the framework adopted here (cf. (2) above), and assuming the
feature specifications in (13) below, the outcome of constraint interaction for IPPLA
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would be as in (14), which captures (12) quite nicely (except for the 'markedo character
of both si and nds inPP, cf. fn. 33 in section 4.4):

(13) Antecedent: a gente [3p, -pU

Index: [1p, +pl]

Anaphoric Options: se/si [3p, -p1]
nos/nds [1p, +pl]6

(14) Locality Hierarchy: VP > PP > LOC

noslnds MEC

FCC

FCI

**
{. {.

*
*

**
VISIBILITY

Total **+*

se/si MEC +

FCC

FCI

VISIBILITY - * {'*

TOtal :t:r ** r.*:i

Outcome: selnos si:nds nds>si

Suppose constraint ranking were simply added to the analysis in (l ). The result is that
under none of the possible rankings the required outcomes are obtained, as is

summarized in (15) below:

(ls) Possible
Rankings

MEC, FCC > VISMU-Iry

VISISILITY> MEC, FCC

MEC, FCC > FCI

FCI > MEC, FCC

Contexts with
lncorrect Outcorne:

PP

PP

PP

VP, PP, LOC

In particular, (15) makes it clear that constraint ranking cannot give the correct results
for the context named PP: in this context the competitors achieve approximately the

6 I am assuming here that nos and nds are mere phonological alternants of the same underlying form,
rather than two distinct Case forms (for similar reasons, I have previously claimed the same for sdsi, cf-
fn.75 in section 4.7). The reason is the following: (i) rds is always a stressed form pronounced [nas]
(where [6] is a posterior low middle vowel, and stress in marked by underlining), while nos is always an

unstressed clitic pronounced [nos] (where [o] is a posterior high middle vowel); (ii) however, it is well-
known that the phonological consrast /6/ vs. /o/ is always neutralized in favor of [o] in unstressed

contexts, cf. pdlo [pqlu] 'pole' (as 'North Pole') + polar [polarr] 'polar' (as in 'polar bear'); (iii) thus, it
is possible that, underlyingly, the clitic form [nos] is actually identical to the stressed form [n!s], with the

alteration 6 + o being a result of the neutralization rule under lack of stress. If this is true, nds and nos

are basically different phonetic realizations of the same underlying form; hence, they should not be

distinguished by Case specification, contrary to what I have assumed in subsection 4.4.3.

Outcome per Context:
VP PP LOC

se>nos si>n6s nds>si

selnos nds>si nds>si

selnos si>nds nds>si

nos)se nds>si nds>si
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same level of acceptability (cf. (12) above), whereas constraint ranking would force the
choice of one of them.

It is possible that, with some modification of the set of assumptions made
previously, IPPLA might still be compatible with constraint ranking. But this
modification would certainly not be trivial. Let me briefly illustrate this point with what
would seem to me to be the simplest revision. Since the constraints listed in (14) have

all been independently motivated, it seems unlikely that they should be changed. What
is more likely to change in a revised analysis is the way their violations are evaluated. In
(14), violations are assigned on the basis of two factors, lexical information and the
theory of analogical chains. In particular, recall that, besides its conceptual motivation,
the idea that the number of constraint violations is determined by lexical information
has an empirical motivation in the no-ranking approach: it provides the means to make
decisions when competitors violate the same number of constraints. Of course, this
might not be necessary if there were another way of deciding conflicts; in the OT
approach, there is constraint ranking, for example.

Let us drop, therefore, the assumption that the number of violations of the
constraints in (14) is sensitive to lexical information. This means that anaphoric forms
either violate or do not violate constraints. Another consequence is that the theory of
analogical chains will have to be dropped as well, since it only makes sense if the
number of violations of conditions on chains can be successively decreased (as the
dependency becomes less local). Thus, conditions on chains must now be taken to apply
only to anaphoric dependencies that satisfu the chain format optimally (that is, only in
VP in Brazilian Portuguese, cf. section 4.3). Under this new set of assumptions, the
pattem of constraint violation for lPPLA would be (16):

(16) Locality Hierarchy: VP > PP > LOC

nos/nds MEC

FCC

FCI

VISIBILITY

se/si MEC

FCC

FCI

VISIBILITY

Consider now the outcomes for the competition given the possible rankings:

(17) Possible
Rankings

> VISIBILITY

VISIBILnY> MEC, FCC

MEC, FCC > FCI

FCI > MEC, FCC

Contexts with
Incorrect Outcome:

PP

PP

PP

vP, PP, LOC

As can be seen in (17), none of the rankings provide a fully satisfactory match for (12)
above, in particular with respect to the context PP: according to (16)-(17), nds should

Outcome per Context:
VP PP LOC

se>nos nds>si nds>si

se>nos nds>si n6s>si

se>no.t nds>si nds>si

nos)se nds>si ncis>si
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not only be the best form in this context, but also it should be costless, which does not
explain the fact that nds is 'marked' in PP (see section 4.3 for discussion). Thus, even

under the revised set of assumptions sketched above, constraint ranking would not be a
beffer way of solving constraint conflict in the case of IPPLA.

In short, looking at the sort of phenomena I discussed in this dissertation, it would
seem as if NP anaphora supports a constraint interaction framework in which: (i)
constraints are universal and violable; (ii) they are all "tied" in the sense that each of
their violations have approximately the same weight; (iii) resolution of constraint
conflict depends on the overall number of constraint violations incurred by forms; (iv)
the number of violations incurred by a form is determined by the lexical content of the

form. Crucially, there seems to be no need for constraint ranking in this framework,
which makes it quite different from the OT framework. Whether this difference has any
deeper meaning is an issue that will have to be addressed by future research.

5.4.2 Soft and Hard Constraints on Anaphoric Forms

There is another problem concerning the relative weight of constraints on anaphoric
forms which raises serious issues not only for the approach here adopted, but also for
the constaint ranking approach. The problem comes from the virtual existence of
inviolable or'hard' constraints on anaphoric forms. We have come across an example of
such a constraint when discussing the role of MEC in the selection of the best anaphoric
form to tail an analogical chain: as I pointed out, it was necessary to assume in such
cases that null NPs should be independently excluded from the competition, or they
would have to been chosen, since they are always more economical - they do not
reaJizn any of their feature specifications (cf. fu. 66 in section 4.6). To illustrate the
problem, consider a context like (18) below:

(18) O Jodo tinha {se} barbeado {*ele/*pro} hoje de manh6
Jodo had {SE} shaven {him/pro} today of morning

'Jodo has shaven (himselfl this morning'

In (18), the only alternative in (my dialect of) Brazilian Portuguese is the anaphor se; the
pronoun ele is excluded, as is any null element, for example, pro, a null element which
is available in the language. The only condition that affects both the anaphor se and the
pronoun ele in (18) is MEC (the predicate is inherently reflexive; hence, reflexivity
conditions are irrelevant); of course, se is preferred over ele because it triggers fewer
violations of MEC. But, adopting the formulation I proposed in section 4.6, pro would
not violate MEC at all. The only constraint it violates in (18) is the constraint
responsible for the fact that pro is licensed only in subject positions in Brazilian
Portuguese, which we may call Nuu. LlceNspo (on pro licensing, see Rizzi 1986; for an
OT treatment of null subjects, see Grimshaw & Samek-Lodovici 1995):

(19) Nut t LIceNIsen: *pro,if pro is not a subject.

Note that, given the fact that the winner in (18) is se and not pro, we must conclude that
the costs of Null LIceNspo an pro are higher than the costs of MEC on ,se. This might
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not particularly intriguing in this particular case, since se incurs only one violation of
MEC in (18) (it realizes only one feature specification, [3p]). What rs intriguing is that,
as far as I am aware, there is no situation reported in any language in which a violation
of Nut-t- LtceNsen is tolerated because the other anaphoric options for the dependency

violate other conditions.
Consider Spanish, for example: pro is a better candidate than an overt pronour in

(20b) below because it is allowed in subject position in Spanish (cf. Null LtceNseo in
(19) and it does not violate the FCI, while the overt pronoun does - (20a,b) is a contrast

illustrating a No GeuneR effect in Spanish (cf. section 4.2):

(20) a. Juan cree que {proldl} es un tonto
Juan believes lhat {trtro/he\ is a fool
'Juan believes that he is a fool'

b. Nadie cree que fitro/*d/) es un tonto
Nobody believes that futro/he) is a fool
'Nobody believes he (himselfl is a fool'

But, just as pro occurs independently only in subject position and in no other position,
there is no other environment where it is preferred over an overt pronoun affected by a No
GeNoen effect (the original observation was first made by Montalbetti 1984):

(21) a. Juan cree que Maria siempre habla de {il/*pro}
Juanbelieves that Maria always speaks of {hinlpro\

b. Nadie quiere que Maria hable de {?dl/*pro)
Nobody wants that Maria speaks of {him/pro)

That is, the effect of Nuu- LIceNsep ot pro in (l2b) must be stronger than No GeNonn
effects on dl. Unlike what happens in Spanish, in which the pronoun is the best option in
(21b), in BP and EP the form favored by such structures is the SE anaphor (cf. section
4.2 and Menuzzi 1996a). I conclude, therefore, that VISIBILITY violations are less

costly than No Geuoen effects in BP and EP, and, moreover, that Nut-L Ltcexseo
effects must be stronger than VISIBILITY effects in these languages. In short: it seems

that Nult LlceNsno never gets the upper hand over violations of constraints like MEC,
the FCI (responsible for No GpNprR effects), or VISIBILITY. As I said above, this
seems to be a general fact about Nut l, Llcensrn: to my knowledge, no case was ever
reported in which a null pronoun not independently available might be brought in to
save some specific restriction on the other anaphoric devices of the language. It appears,

then, that for a null pronoun to participate in evaluation for a specific anaphoric
dependency, it has to be licensed first in the relevant position; in other words, Nult
LlceNseo is a 'hard constraint', that is, it is not violable.

If we look only at the sample of anaphoric patterns discussed in this dissertation,
other candidates can be found for 'hard constraints' on anaphoric forms. One is a
general requirement on Case, which I will call Case CoNaparBILITy:

(22) Case CoNarErIeILITy: *NP, if NP's Case specification is incompatible with the
Case specification of the position it occupies.
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The unavailability for competition of forms violating Cesr CoNapatletLITY can, again,

be illustrated with Spanish. (23qb) below show that No GeNoeR effects are felt on

Spanish accusative clitics, but not on the dative clitic. This fact is expected, given the

gender specification of these forms (accusative clitics are specified for gender; the

dative is not; cf. section 4.2 and Menuzzi 1996a). Thus, because of No GpNnen effects,

the dative clitic might be expected to be a better option than the accusative clitic in
(23a), but actually it is not, cf. (23c):

(23) a.(?)?Nadie dijo que Maria lohabiavisto en el cinema
Nobody said that Maria him has seen in the cinema

b. Nadie dijo que Maria le trujera de la biblioteca un libro
Nobody said that Maria to-him brought from the library a book

c. *Nadie dijo que Maria le hab(a visto en el cinema

Nobody said that Maria to-him has seen inthe cinema

That is, the dative clitic cannot be used in an accusative position even if that might lead
to an otherwise best-formed anaphoric dependency - in the case of (23a), with respect
to No GeNoEn effects. This means that Case Coh4perBILITy must be more costly than
No GeNoeR effects. But, again, this fact does not seem to be a particular property of
Spanish: to my knowledge, no case was ever reported in which an anaphoric form is
allowed to violate CasE CoNaperlsILITy to save an anaphoric dependency for which
other options violate other constraints. That is, Cnsa CoNaperteILITY is another
candidate for a'hard constraint' on anaphoric elements.T

Let me briefly add one more candidate to the list of possible 'hard constraints' on

anaphoric forms. The relevant restriction is found in all Romance languages reported to
allow long-distance binding of SE anaphors (Italian, French, EP and BP): in these

languages, preposition-governed non-clitic SE forms can be long-distance bound,
whereas this is not possible for the verbal-governed clitic SE forms. Consider, for
example, the EP case. The preposition-governed reflexive si can be long-distance bound
when the pronoun shows No GeNIoER effects, as shown n Qa{ below (cf. Menuzzi
1996a). Everything else being the same, the same pattern might be expected with the
verbal clitic se, dince it has basically the same feature content as si. But this does not
happen, as shown in (24b):

(24) a. Ningudm admitiria [que a Maria desconfiasse {(?)*delelde si}]
Nobody would-admit that Maria be-suspicious(SBJ) {of-ftimlofSE}

b. ilingudm admitiria que Maria l?o/*se\ criticasse daquele modo
Nobody would-admit that Maria {hint/SE} criticize(SBJ) in-that way

7 Curiously, my own dialect of BP would seem to be an exception, as the equivalent of (23c), with the

apparent dative form lhe, is actually the best option. However, the clitic lhe in my dialect cannot be

considered a dative form anymore, since it is used both for direct and indirect objects, as in:

(i) O senhor sabia que o Paulo tinha lhe visto no cinema?
the gentleman knew that Paulo h*s lhe seen in-the cinema
'Did yoa(formal) know that Paulo has seen yoz in-the cinema?'

There are such dialects in Spanish; Spanish traditional grammarians call them dialectos leistas.
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That is, the clitic SE form can never be long-distance bound in EP, despite the evidence
suggesting that it might be a better option than a pronoun under some circumstances.
Similar facts can be reproduced in Italian, French, and BP. Interestingly, the impossibil-
ity of long-distance binding seems to be an intrinsic property of clitic SE forms: in
languages in which the verb-governed SE form is not a clitic, it is allowed to be non-
locally bound, as in Icelandic and Russian (cf. Maling 1984 and Timberlake 1979);
Dutch, on the other hand, seems to be like Romance languages (cf. Everaert 1986).
Thus, there seems to be a constraint which categorically blocks long-distance binding of
clitic SE forms; let me call it No LDB Cllrtc SE (see also Napoli 1979, Pica 1984,
1991, Reuland 1990):

(25) No LDB Cltrlc SE: *SE, if SE is clitic and long-distance bound.

Given the lack of known exceptions to No LD Cltrtc SE in European languages, this
constraint also qualifies as a candidate for a'hard constraint' on anaphoric forms.

To sum up, we have seen three constraints that appear to never be violated when
they come into conflict with other constraints on anaphoric forms: Nut l- LIceusen,
Case CoN4pnrmu-lrv and No LDB Cltrc SE. Of course, confirmation of these
generalizations would raise serious doubts about the assumption that constraints on
anaphoric forms are all violable, one of the central claims of the approach adopted in
this dissertation, and of OT as well.

Of course, in OT it might be claimed that such constraints are always ranked higher
than those that do seem to interact, a solution unavailable in the no-ranking approach.
But, if it is true that the relevant constraints are never violated by forms competing for
choice in an anaphoric dependency, then the OT solution would be completely non-
explanatory. Constraint ranking is supposed to be responsible for crosslinguistic
variation (that is, different rankings define diflerent grammars); thus, at least in some
languages constraints like Nut-l LtceNsen would be expected to be ranked lower than,
say, the FCI. If this does not happen, some way still has to be found of explaining the
fact that some constraints are exceptional with respect to constraint ranking (in the case

of the OT approach; in the case of the no-ranking approach, these constraints seem to be
exceptional with respect to constraint violability itself;.

The real issue, then, is to find out what distinguishes Nut-t- LtceNsep, CnsE
CoNapeTBILITY and No LDB Clntc SE from constraints on anaphoric forms that are
violable or 'soft'. As seen in previous sections of this dissertation, there are a number of
candidates for soft constraints: the Reflexivity Condition A, the FCI, the FCC, MEC,
VISIBILITY.s Let us now compare the two sets of constraints:

8 I have not provided any argument for the violability of the Reflexivity Condition B. Perhaps, the sort of
examples first discussed by Evans (1980) could profitably be seen as cases in which a violation of
Condition B is tolerated because it is justified by other means. Under this view, it would not be necessary
to exclude coreference from the domain of Condition B (as suggested by Reinhart 1986 and Grodzinsky
& Reinhart 1993, among others). Other cases of acceptable Condition B violations might those in (6a,b)
above. This issue, of course, requires furttrer research as well.
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(26) a. Hard Constraints on Anaphoric Forms:
Nur.r. Lrceusen, Cesr CoMpnueILITy and No LDB Clnrc SE

b. Soft Constraints on Anaphoric Forms:
Condition A, FCI, FCC, MEC, VISIBILITY

Is there any property that distinguishes the constraints in (26a) from the ones in (26b)?

Leaving aside No LDB Cltnc SE for the moment, there is actually a generalization that
emerges from (26a) vs. (26b). Nult LIceNseo and Cese CoMpertsILITy are constraints
that the anaphoric form must meet independently of belonging to an anaphoric
dependency; more specifically, they have to do with the licensing of the anaphoric form
with respect to its local govemor: thus, Nuu, LtceNsro is violated if the anaphoric form
X is pro and of X's governor is not a formal licenser for pro (cf. Rizzi 1986); Cese
CoNaperteILITy is violated if X has some Case specification which is incompatible with
the Case it should be assigned by its governor.

The constraints in (26b), on the other hand, must be all evaluated with respect to an

anaphoric dependency: (i) a reflexive-marker violates Condition A if there is no other
co-argument with which it is coindexed; (ii) an anaphoric form X violates the FCI if the
index it is required to take under a certain anaphoric dependency is incompatible with
X's feature content; (iii) X violates the FCC if it belongs to an analogical chain C and
contains some feature specification which is incompatible with the specification of the
head of C; (iv) X violates MEC if it belongs to C and realizes any feature specification;
finally, (v) a SE form violates VISIBILITY if it does nol belong to an anaphoric
dependency recognized as an analogical chain. In every case, proper evaluation of the
constraint requires checking out whether an anaphoric dependency was established and
which dependency this is. Thus, it seems that the basic generalizations behind (26a), on
the one hand, and (26b), on the other, are:

(27) a. Hard constraints on anaphoric forms are constraints on the local licensing of
the form with respect to its governor;

b. Sofi constraints on anaphoric forms are constraints that apply to an anaphoric
form with respect to a specific anaphoric dependency.

Before we look at the significance of (27),let us briefly consider how No LDB Cltrtc
SE would fit in this picture.

As described in (25) above, No LDB Cuuc SE might be understood as a condition
that applies to clitic SE forms when they are in a specific dependency, namely, in long-
distance or non-local binding. Actually, however, there is an alternative line of analysis
of long tradition in GB, and this might be interpreted differently. According to it, overt
cliticization of reflexives is a morphological spell-out of a lexical operation in which
two positions in the lexical entry of the verb are eventually identified (cf. Grimshaw
1982, Burzio 1986, Everaert 1986, among many others). That is, under this view the fact
that dependencies involving clitic SE anaphors must be local is a side-effect of clitic
SE's being licensed by a lexical operation on its goveming head. If an explanation along
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these lines can be maintained for No LDB Cltuc SE, then this constraint would be fully
compatible with the generalizations in (27), of course.e

Now, the question is: what is the theoretical significance of (27a,b)? At an intuitive
level, the content of these generalizations seems clear: they indicate that, in order for an

anaphoric form to be considered as a candidate for an anaphoric dependency, it should
be available in the position it occupies in the dependency independently of the
dependency itself; if other constraints, which do not concem the dependency, exclude
the form, then it does not count as a possible candidate for the competition. The specific
theoretical content of this conclusion, however, depends very much on the overall
framework for grammar adopted.

Suppose, for example, that an OT approach to grammtrr were adopted. We have seen

above that hard constraints are not explanatorily accounted for by means of constraint
ranking because constraint ranking is assumed to be a source of crosslinguistic
variation. That is, if hard constrdnts were simply highly ranked constraints, we should
be able to eventually find a language in which their violations would not lead to the
exclusion of the competing form. OT, however, does have a way of capturing
constraints that are never violable: such constraints might be assigned to the generator,
that is, the function responsible not for the evaluation of the different candidate
structures, but for the actual consffuction of these candidates. If a constraint C is a
property of the generator, no candidate can be built which violates C. Thus, for the
contrast between the constraints in (27a) and in (27b) to be properly accounted for in an

OT approach, the constraints in (27a) must be taken as properties of the function that
generates the set of candidates for an anaphoric dependency, while the constraints in
(27b) belong to the function that evaluates the members of this set.

Of course, a host of other issues arise immediately. To mention only one: is it the
case that the constraints in (27a) are never violable, or it is only that they are not
violable when they conflict with constraints of the type in (27b)? More specifically,
what happens if two constraints of the type in (27a) come into conflict (assuming that
this situation happens)? Of course, if violations of the constraints in (27a) can be

tolerated under conflict, we would have to conclude that they are not absolute. But, then,
given the fact that the conditions characterized by (27a) do not interact with those

characterizedby (27b), we would also have to conclude that there are different levels of
constraint evaluation, each one with its own set of candidates. That is, there would be a
set of structures which are compared with respect to the type of constraints in (27a); the
surviving candidates are the input for the generator that will, then, provide a set of
candidates for the constaints in (27b), etc.

e Reuland (1990) is an example of an analysis of NoLDB CLITIC SE which ffies to incorporate these

ideas. He makes two basic assumptions: (a) if an anaphor can be interpreted as a reflexivizer (i.e. a

reflexive-marker), this takes precedence over any other interpretation strategy; (b) SE becomes a

reflexivizer if it cliticizes to a verb. This is so because cliticization, he assumes, is a morphological
operation; hence, an anaphor clitic would operate in the domain of the word/head of the predicate it
cliticizes to, i.e. it has to 'identiff two grid positions'. As a resulq the predicate would count as lexically
reflexive-marked. It follows from (a) and (b), then, that clitic SE has to be interpreted as a reflexive-
marker. For other attempts to explain No LDB Cltrtc SE, see Pica (1984, l99l).
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Needless to say, only futher investigation can answer questions such as the ones just
discussed. As regards to the issue of the determination of relative weight of constraints
on anaphoric forms, however, the conclusion we may draw from the generalizations in
(27a,b) seems to me to be clear: if these generalizations are confirmed, it follows that
there is an independent explanation for the fact that the constraints in (26a) are never
violated by anaphoric dependencies - whatever the ultimate theoretical explanation for
(27a,b). Hence, hard constraints on anaphoric forms are not necessarily a problem for
the constraint interaction approach to BT. More generally, the discussion in this
subsection suggests that objections to constraint interaction based on the hypothetical
non-violability of particular constraints may actually uncover further properties of the
optimality-like system under investigation.

5.4.3 Constraint Interaction and the Acquisition of Anaphoric Forms

Another crucial issue that must be addressed by future research concerns the
consequences of the framework developed in this dissertation for the acquisition of NP
anaphora. As I pointed out above, general learnability considerations would seem to
favor the framework here adopted over an OT approach: in the no-ranking approach,
learning the lexical properties of the anaphoric forms of their language is all that is
required for children to find out the result of the competition among those forms; in the
OT approach, it is necessary for them to find out the particular ranking of constraints in
their language, in addition. I am not aware of any work on acquisition of NP anaphora
based on an OT approach, and of course there is none based on the particular approach I
argued for in this dissertation; for this reason, I will not try discuss which of these

approaches might be best fit for acquisition data. Rather, I would like to briefly consider
some acquisitional consequences of constraint interactiorq and compare them with those
of the 'standard approach' to BT, by which I mean any framework or analysis for BT
phenomena which does not incorporate constraint interaction, that is, in which
constraints arc absolute, not violable.

What both approaches have in common, as far as acquisition is concerned, is the
same minimal requirement for acquisition to succeed: for children to learn the anaphoric
distribution of NPs in their languages - which forms are governed by which conditions

- they must learn the lexical properties of those forms. For example, to find out that
the distribution of him in English is governed by, say, the standard Principle B, the child
must leam that him is a pronoun (which is presumably associated somehow with him's
inherent lexical properties). And, given the assumption that all binding principles are
universal (hence, innate), this is all that is required under the standard approach, if no
other factors intervene: once the child realizes that him is a pronoun, its anaphoric
distribution should follow. ro

r0 This is what would be predicted under idealized circumstances 
- 

UG is available from the outset, and

acquisition is instantaneous, that is, it is automatic upon exposition to primary data. A number of factors,
however, may complicate these ideal circumstances: (i) since the brain capacities, like those of other
biological organs, may emerge gradually as a consequence of a process of biological maturation, different
principles and modules of UG may actually be available for the child at different ages; (ii) similarly,
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The story would not be so simple, however, under the constraint interaction
approach. Even assuming that all the relevant constraints are innate, for children to
determine the anaphoric distribution of him it would nol suffice that they identified this
form as a pronoun (or, under the particular set of BT conditions I adopted, as a [+R]
non-reflexive-marker). This is so because, given the hypothesis that anaphoric forms are
in competition, children will be able to find out what the adult distribution of a
particular form X is only when they are able to determine the outcome of the
competition between X and its competitors. This entails that they will have to learn not
only the lexical properties of X, but also the lexical properties of all anaphoric forms
that compete with X. Only then, under the assumptions of the no-ranking approach, will
children be able to determine the outcome of the competition between X and its
competitors as it is found in the adult system.rr

In the standard approach, on the other hand, there is no competition and, therefore,
the distribution of an anaphoric form X is completely independent of the distribution of
any other anaphoric form in the language. As a result, there is no reason in principle to
expect any necessary comelation between the acquisitional curves of a form X and a
form Y in a language. For example, suppose the child has found out that X is a pronoun
and, therefore, it is subject to Principle B: this will be enough (if no other factors
intervene), for that child to know that X is not possible in a sentence like (28), whether
or not he/she has learned that English has a corresponding anaphor:I2

emergence of properties of UG may depend on the gradual maturation of processing capacities of the
child; (iii) acquisition of specific properties of the target language may depend on frequency - the
primary data that activate the relevant properties must fnst reveal itself as robust in order for the child to
conclude that it is not an accidentof performance, for example; etc. See Hornstein & Lightfoot (1981),
Chomsky (1986a), Borer & Wexler (1987), Lightfoot (1991), among others, for discussion.
It Under the OT approach, the child would have to determine, in addition, whether the competition
between X and its competitors involves tied or ranked constraints (cf. subsection 5.3.1 above). I will
ignore this caveat in what follows, taking the no-ranking theory as the basic instantiation of the constraint
interaction approach.

Note also that what the constraint interaction approach predicts is that, for children to acquire the adult
distribution of forms, they need to learn the the lexical properties of all competitors as they are

characterized by the adult system. From this, it does nol follow that children will be able to use anaphoric
forms of their language only when they have learned all that adult system of forms (as suggested by a

reviewer of Menuzzi 1996E cf. frr. 7,p. 194 there). Rather, it follows that every stage in the development
of NP anaphora is characterized by the competition between the forms that the child has acquired at that
point, competition whose outcome is determined by the provisory lexical properties the child has

assigned to those forms. For example, if children at some early stage of acquisition of Dutch do not
know the distinction between zich and zichzelf, they may provisorily use both forms interchangeably.
Whether such situations arise is something to be determined empirically.
12 Actually, this property of the standard approach provides the basic objection Grimshaw & Rosen
(1990) raise against claims about the development of the anaphoric use of pronouns based on
comparative consideration of anaphors. In Grimshaw & Rosen's ovr'n words:

"Research has generally found that young children perform better on pronouns, leading many to
assume that there is a point in time when children know Principle A but do not know Principle B. The
fact is, though, that children's grasp of anaphors has no bearing on the question of whether they know
Principle B, the principle that regulates pronouns. Knowledge of Principle A is logically independent of
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(28) John saw {ftfrnself/*him} on the mirror

In the no-ranking approach, on the other hand, correlations between the acquisitional
curyes of different forms are expected if the forms Ne competitors. In particular, since

conditions are all universal and violable, it is predicted that children will learn that a

form X is not used in a context C only when they find out that there is another form Y in
the language which is a better candidate than X in C. Thus, for children to exclude him
from (28), it will not be sufficient to learn that him is not a reflexive-marker and,

therefore, violates the reflexivity Condition B in (28); they will also have to learn that
himself is a reflexive-marker and, therefore, does not violate Condition B in (28); only
then will they know the outcorr,e of the competition.

The question, then, is: is theie any evidence that the acquisition of different
anaphoric options are related to each other? I would like to suggest in what follows that
the answer for this question is positive. The evidence comes from facts related to the
generalization described in (29) below, which is supported by a number of
crosslinguistic findings reported in the literature on the acquisition of binding principles
(see Grimshaw & Rosen 1990, Grodzinsky & Reinhart 1993, Philip & Coopmans 1996
for recent surveys):

(29) Late Control of Pronouns:

Children's comprehension of sentences with pronouns generally emerges later,
never earlier, than their comprehension of sentences with anaphors.

The generalization in (29) might be compatible with the idea that the acquisitional
curves of anaphors and pronouns are unrelated: late emergence of the control of
pronouns might be a consequence of the late availability of some properties or
constraints which are specific to pronouns (see frrs. l0 and 12 above). However, this
conclusion seems to be less plausible when we look at the range of variation attested for
the phenomenon. In the table below I summarize some of the relevant findings (I
assume that children have acquired the relevant restrictions when they understand
sentences containing pronours and anaphors correctly 80% or more of the time):

knowlege of Principle B. (...) If children perform less well on pronouns than on anaphors, we cannot
conclude that they lack Principle B" (p.197).

lt follows, under this view, that any drfference in the emergence of Principles A and B must be assigned

to factors that are not inherent properties of the grammar of anaphor4 like those referred to in fn. l0
above. See Grimshaw & Rosen (1990), and Grodzinsky & Reinhart (1993) for discussion.
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(30) Age of Emergence of Children's Control of Anaphors and Pronounst3

Language Anaphors Pronouns Source

Italian si:93Yoat4;3 lui:89o/oat4:4 McKee (1992)
--irnETin --- fii;W 6*Z;i3;B'----niil'ii5b7;-ar6iilA7**- iA;G;--(iti1;eiid;E*
*--ilp-- --*l;i'ii3r;iile ---'*-*;ti:ii%;tli ti'irfifl:3l' -

.. .g!v-.r: : r.o.:-12Ys--el- -0 iL
zichzelf. S4o/o at 6

zich:81Vo at8
hem: 85Yo at 10 Deutsch et alii

(1982,1986)

Assume that the results above are a reliable picture of the development of anaphors and
pronouns in the relevant languages. The first thing to note about (30) is that it attests
four different patterns of acquisition. In Italian, control of the clitic SE anaphor and of
clitic pronouns seem to emerge early, and apparently they appear more or less
simultaneously. In English, control of the SELF form appears early, control of pronouns
much later. In BP, control of all forms seems to be late, in the following order: se ) ele
mesmo > ele.In Dutch, too, control seems to be late and in the following order: zichzelf
> zich > hem. For ease of comparison, these patterns are plotted along the age scale in
(31) below (shaded forms are those whose age of emergence is less reliably depicted in
the relevant sources, as will be discussed shortly):

(31) Panerns of Development

Age

Italian
English

BP
Dutch

himself him

The range of variation shown in (31) suggests, of course, that the circumstances that
determine the distribution of each form in each language are different. In particular, the
lack of correspondence between classes of anaphoric forms and the age they are
acquired across languages is remarkable. For example, complex anaphors may be
acquired early (himselfin English), or late (ele mesmo in BP and zichzefin Dutch); SE

13 A few observations about the results reported below are in order.
Firs! all results concern sentences with referenlial antecedents; as is well-known, quantificational

antecedents affect children's performance with pronouns (cf. Chien & lVexler 1990, Grimshaw & Rosen
1990, and Grodzinsky & Reinhart 1993).

Second, the results for BP do not include scores for si (mesmo) 'SE (SELF)' because Silva (1989) did
not investigate children's performance with this form: he assumed that it does not belong to native BP;
rather, for those who know the form, it is a late acquisition borrowed from the standard taught in school.
Actually, si (mesmo) does sound formal in most contexts, being more appropriate for, say, written
language. Whether it does not occur in colloquial speech, however, is something that has not been
demonstrated, to my knowledge.

Finally, it should be noted that the results for Dutch zich and zichzelf must be taken with care when
compared, because they come from two different experimental designs (test-sentences were different, for
example). The results for Dutch pronouns in (30) are the average of the results in the two experiments
(with no major alteration with respect to the results of each experiment: performance with pronouns in
both has been very much the same).

ele mesmo
Zichzelf

ele (?)
zich hem
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anaphors, too (early in Italian, late in Dutch); the same for pronouns (early in Italian,
late in English, BP, and Dutch). The distinction clitic vs. non-clitic forms does not seem

to be the only determinant either: clitic SE anaphors are acquired at different ages

(between 3 and 4 in Italian versus between 5 and 6 in BP), as are non-clitic pronouns
(around 7 in English and around 10 in Dutch; in BP, possibly between 7 and l0).

Thus, it does not seem that an approach based on a rough classification of anaphoric
types could manage to account for (31). In particular, it does not seem that the late

emergence of the control of pronouns can be easily accounted for if no reference is
made to particular properties of the anaphoric system of the language (as Philip &
Coopmans 1996 have pointed out). This observation is important because it shows that
no account will work which is based on the late availability of Principle B, or of some

pragmatic principle supposed to apply equally to all pronouns in all languagss (as in
Chien & Wexler 1990 or in Grodzinsky & Reinhart 1993).

A possibility compatible trth the standard approach is the following: the variation
shown is a function of the different lexical properties of the forms that correspond to
each other across languages, rather than a matter of the organization of the anaphoric
system of the language as a whole. For example, Philip & Coopmans (1996) suggest

that Italian pronouns are acquired earlier than the English ones because they are clitics,
and that the English pronouns are acquired earlier than the Dutch ones because Case

specification in English is easier to find out. Presumably, something similar might
explain the different ages in which SE forms emergo. Thus, this line of reasoning may
actually find a way of explaining the different ages of acquisition for/orms of the sqme

type that belong to dffirent longuages. But, as long as this approach assumes that the
distribution of a form is not related to that of others in a language, it will not be able to
explain intra-language correlations which are stable crosslinguistically.

It appears that such correlations exist, however. Consider a general property of (30)
above, namely, the fact that in all languages command of different anaphoric forms is
never achieved simultaneously, but at different ages (the exception is Italian, to which I
turn shortly). This fact must be an accident in a theory in which the distribution of each

form is independent of the distribution of the others. In a system in which there is

competition, however, the successive acquisition of forms is precisely what is expected.
To see this, a short digression about the nature of the competition in BT is necessary.

Note first that, given the sort of constraints that are assumed under any version of
BT, anaphoric forms can be roughly assigned to two basic categories: (i) there are those
whose lexical properties define a limited set of contexts in which they must appear,

excluding them from most other contexts; and (ii) there are those whose lexical
properties may exclude them from a limited set of contexts, but do not define any
specific set of contexts in which they must appear - that is, these forms may appear in
most contexts. For example, reflexive markers like English sef forms belong to the
category described in (i): being reflexive markers, the only context in which they may
occur without violating a condition is in a reflexive predicate; in all other contexts, they
violate the reflexivity Condition A. Pronouns, on the other hand, belong to the category
described in (ii): notbeingreflexive markers, they violate Condition B if they occur in a
reflexive predicate; but this is the only context in which they violate a condition. Let me
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call forms that belong to the category in(i) limitedforms, and the ones that belong to the
category in (ii) unlimitedforms:

(32) a. Limited forms ate those whose lexical content defines a limited set of contexts
in which they do not vialate some constraint;

b. Unlimited forms are those whose lexical content defines a limited set of
contexts in which they do violate some constraint.

Of course, given the sort of constraints generally adopted in BT, anaphors are always
Iimited forms (they must have an antecedent within some local domain), and pronouns
are always unlimited forms (they occur in any context, except local ones containing an

antecedent for them).
Now, consider what a child should do in order to acquire the anaphoric system of a

language in which there are two competitors, X and Y, X a limited form and Y an
unlimited one. Assume that the child has found out that the language has X and Y, that
they are cornpetitors, and that X is limited, and Y is unlimited.r4 This knowledge is
enough to exclude X from non-local anaphoric dependencies, but not to exclude Y from
local dependencies. For this, the child will have to find out more about X: if X is a
reflexive-marker, Y will be excluded from local dependencies that require a reflexive-
marker; if X is a SE anaphor, Y will be excluded from local analogical chains ftecause
of MEC); etc. Thus, under a constraint interaction approach, the distribution of an

unlimited form Y can only be determined after the lexical content of competing limited
forms is acquired. In other words, given an anaphoric system with two anaphoric forms
X and Y, X a limited form and Y an unlimited one, control of Y forms will follow and,

therefore, emerge later than, control on X:

(33) Order of Acquisition under Constraint Interaction [lst version]:

Given two competitors X and Y, X a limited form and Y an unlimited one, control
of Y forms must emerge later than control of X.

For example, for the English anaphoric system, in which himself is a limited form, and
him an unlimited one, what constraint interaction predicts is that control of him will
emerge later than control of himself, as it actually happens.

'4 All this can be easily leamed by the child on the basis of trivial primary data if BT constraints are

available from the outset and acquisition instantaneous. As a matter of fact, nro simple sentences would
be enough. Suppose, for example, that the child were exposed to the following dialog:

A:
B:
A:

Sit down, John. (i) Mary, get him a bandage.

What happened?
(ii) Hehurt himselfwith that knife.

(him = John)

(he, himself : John)

lf the child understands the above dialogue, he/she can learn from sentence (i) that: (a) him is a form of
English, (b) it can refer to John, and (c) that is unlimited (since it occurs in a context which is not
governed by BT conditions). And from (ii) and the knowledge obtained from (i) previously, the child can
learn that: (d) himself is a form of English, (e) it can refer to John, and (f) it is limited (it has occurred
instead of him in a context governed by at least two types of conditions, the reflexivity ones and those
belonging to chain theory). From (b) and (e), the child can deduce that him and himselfare competitors.
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Consider now how a child could manage to leam an anaphoric system like the Dutch
one, in which there are three competitors, two of which are limited - zich and zichzelf

- and one unlimited - hem. Of course, control of hem will emerge later than control of
zichzelf arrd zich, cf. (33). What about the emergence of zich and zichzelft Given the BT
constraints assumed in this dissertation, both zich and zichzelf violate VISIBILITY if
the dependency crosses control infinitives or if it is longer than this (cf section 4.7). In
addition, zichzelf is a reflexive-marker, hence, it is further confined to the domain of
reflexive predicates. Zich, on the other hand, is in principle available for any

dependency shorter than binding across control infinitives. Note that zich does violate
Condition B, but it will be excluded by such a violation only when the child has learned

that Dutch has a reflexive-marker, zichzelf. That is, zich is "limited" with respect to
pronouns, but "unlimited" with respectto zichzelf.Hence, control over zich is predicted

to emerge later than control over zichzelf, asit seems to be the case (cf. (31) above).
More generally, then, what systems like the Dutch one show is that: (i) the notions

of "limited form" and "unlimited form" are actually relative - a form is more limited
than another if the conditions it is subject to define a more restricted set of environments
where it must occur; (ii) given the consffaint interaction approach, control of more
limited fonns must be acquired first for control of less limited forms to emerge. Let us

restate (32) and (33) accordingly:

(34) Order of Acquisition under Constraint Interuction:

Given two competitors X and Y such that X is more limited than Y, control of Y
must emerge later than control of X,

where Xis more limited than Y if the set of contexts in which X's lexical content
allows it to occur is smaller than the set of contexts allowed by Y's.

(34) is what can be deduced about the acquisition of anaphoric forms if BT is assumed

to be a constraint interaction system. A number of other predictions can be made on the
basis of (34) which I briefly mention below:

(35) a. if a set of competitors X, ..., Y is such that the forms can be ranked with respect

ft*'), then their control cannot emerge simultaneously; rather, it must emerge

in the same order as the ranking (hence, X first, ..., Y last);
b. if pronouns are less limited than other anaphoric forms (like SE forms and

reflexive markers), as most versions of BT maintain, than they should emerge

later than these forms;
c. given two systems of anaphoric forms Sl and 52, Sl with ranking (in the sense

of (3aa)) X > pronouns, and 52 with ranking X > Y > pronouns, pronouns
should emerge later in 52 than in Sl.

As we have seen above, prediction (35a) seems to be met by English and Dutch.
Arguably, the BP system as depicted in (31)-(32) would also fuIfill it. Unlike the Dutch
SE form, the BP clitic se has a very limited distribution: as an anaphoric form, it must
be a verbal object and must be bound by the subject of the verb. Unlike Dutch zichzelf,
on the other hand, the BP complex form ele mesmo is not subject to VISIBILITY and,
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moreover, is most likely not to be a reflexive marker - rather, it has a freer distribution,
being probably an emphatic or contrastive pronoun (cf. fns. I and 47 in chapter 3).
Thus, there are preliminary reasons to believe that se is more limited than ele mesmo in
BP; and, of course, ele mesmo is more limited than ele (ele mesmo requires emphasis or
contrast to be appropriate). If this is correct, then (34) predicts the following order of
emergence: control of se first, then control of ele mesmo, and finally control of e/e. This
is supported by Silva's findings, cf. (31)-(32).

Italian, on the other hand, seems to contradict (35a): clitic pronouns are certainly less
limited than clitic SE, and yet according to McKee's results it does not seem as if
control of clitic pronouns emerges significantly later than control of clitic SE. Some
facts indicate, however, that acquisitional data in Italian requires funher investigation.
First, McKee's subjects were divided into two age groups; the result reported in table
(30) was obtained with the youngest group, whose average age is 4;4; the average age of
the youngest group studied by Chien and Wexler, on the other hand, was 3;6. The fact
that subjects as young as 3;6 can show control of reflexives in a language demonstrates
that control of anaphors may appear earlier than 4;4. It might happen, therefore, that the
performance by younger Italian speakers would turn out to show some significant
difference between the control of clitic SE versus that of clitic pronouns (McKee is
skeptical, though, about this possibility, cf. 7992:40, ft. 15). There is a second fact
recommending care with the Italian data. Jakubowicz (1991) has obtained for French
clitics an acquisitional pattern closer to that found by Chien & Wexler for English:
children show command of the clitic SE form (90% of correct answers) around 4, but
control of pronouns (90%) appears only between 6 and 7. Now, French and Italian do
not seem to differ significantly with respect to the system of clitic forms. The question
that arises, then, is: why would the acquisitional patterns of French and Italian differ?

As for prediction (35b), all languages in (30)-(31) fulfiII it - hence, the
generalization referred to above as 'the late control of pronouns (cf. (29)). The exception
is again Italian, to which the remarks of the preceding paragraph apply."

Finally, consider prediction (35c). In plain words, it says that, if we compare
anaphoric systems that do not differ significantly with respect to aspects other than the
number of forms, what we expect is that pronouns will be acquired later in systems with
more forms. This follows trivially from (34): if the system has only one anaphoric form
X which is more limited than pronouns, the child has to learn X's distribution first, after
which the distribution of pronouns will start to fall into place; if the system has, besides
X, another form Y which is more restricted than pronouns but less restricted than X,
then the child will have to learn X to set up the distribution of Y and, only after Y is
under control, pronouns will start falling into place.

Now, the anaphoric systems in (30)-(31) are not absolutely analogous, so we do not
have an optimal scenario to check up (35c). Still, it is remarkable that both in BP and in
Dutch, systems wtth three competitors, control of pronouns seems to emerge later than
in English, a language in which there arc two competitors. Note, in particular, that
though Silva's evidence on the development of pronouns in BP does not really show

It For a different interpretation, under a consfiaint interaction approach, of the late conffol of pronouns,
see Burzio (1992:10, fn. 2).
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when they are mastered in this language, it does seem to indicate that this happens later
than in English. Silva's oldest subjects are 7;2 in average and understood pronouns

correctly about 70o/o of the time; around 7 years of age, Chien & Wexler's subjects
succeeded about 85% of the time. Suppose it takes one year more for children acquiring
BP to reach the 85% score; then, they will be I years old on average, one yeil older than
English children with the 8570 score.

To sum up, unlike the standard approach, a constraint interaction approach to BT
predicts a number of correlations between the acquisitional curves of anaphoric forms
both within a language and crosslinguistically. A brief look at findings of the literature
on acquisition of binding does suggest that some of the predicted correlations may
actually be correct. Needless to say that the above remarks are intended only to indicate
some areas in which research on acquisition may eventually lead to arguments in favor
or against the framework developed in this dissertation. Others might be easily thought
of (for example, the consequences of constraint interaction when associated with the
gradual learning of lexical properties, cf. ftr. I I above). The main point is: the constraint
interaction approach and the standard approach make radically different predictions with
respect to language acquisition, which makes acquisitional data a crucial source of
evidence to decide between the two.

5.4.4 Analogical Chains, Constraint Violability and Chain Theory

I would like to close this short inventory of issues by briefly commenting on a central
conceptual problem raised by the notion of analogical chains, namely, the fact that it
seems to be a concept specific to NP anaphora.

As the reader may recall, in the framework developed here the theory of analogical
chains is responsible for the extension of chain theory to anaphoric dependencies.

Technically, the theory is composed of trryo basic types of statements (cf, section 4.3.3):
(i) one defines the notion of 'analogical chains' (as any relation involving coindexing
and c-command between NPs); (ii) two other statements express the idea that conditions
referring to chains apply to analogical chains according to their degree (that is,
according to the number of barriers crossed). This theory raises the following problem
for the conceptual guidelines adopted in this dissertation: the main conceptual
motivation for extending chain theory to anaphoric dependencies is to derive properties
of NP anaphora from independently required principles of grammar, thus reducing the
theoretical apparatus dedicated specifically to intrasentential NP anaphora (cf. (lb)
above); however, it is obvious that this objective is only partially attained if to achieve
the appropriate extension, a specific set of statements is necessary. In other words, since
the theory of analogical chains is itself a theory dedicated to the extension of chain
theory to anaphoric dependencies, it succeeds only partially in reducing properties of
intrasentential NP anaphora to independently required principles of grammar.

It seems to me that the need for something to the effect of the notion of analogical
chains is preffy well-motivated: as we have seen in chapter 4, this concept provides
insightful explanations for a wide range of phenomena. Thus, it would appear that a
simple elimination of the notion of analogical chains is not a viable solution. There are
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at least two other possibilities. One, of a more limited impact in the overall theory of
grammar, is that the effects of the notion of analogical chains might be derived
somehow from the fact that conditions on anaphoric dependencies are violable, that is,
from the fact that BT constraints operate as an optimality-like system. The second
possibility, with more over-arching consequences, is that the notion of analogical chains
is not particular to NP anaphora, but an integral part of chain theory, which would mean
that chain theory itself operates as an optimality-like system and that movement chains
themselves violate conditions on chains.

As I mentioned in section 4.3.3, the first possibility is based on the intuition that,
precisely because anaphoric dependencies can violate conditions, they might violate
definitional conditions on chains and, yet, count as chains for the purpose of chain
theory. Though this line of reasoning has some plausibility, at present I have no idea of
whether it could be appropriately implemented. In any event, it would simply be
unnecessary to resort to it if chain theory itself turned out to work as an optimality-like
system. That is, if movement ciependencies could be shown to violate conditions on
chains under appropriate circumstances and, moreover, if the effects of such conditions
can be proportional to the degree of the dependency, then something like the notion of
analogical chains would be necessary for chain theory itself, and the extension of chain
theory to NP anaphora would follow naturally.

Actually, there is circumstantial evidence suggesting that movement dependencies
can violate conditions on chains, and that effects of conditions on chains can be
incremental on movement. First of a[1, recall Chomsky's observation that Subjacency
effects are cumulative on movement (cf. subsection 1 .6.4).Secondly, if the analysis I
provided in section 4.7 for the restrictions on Case realization in Case mismatching
chains is correct, then Case mismatching chains must violate the FCC, i.e. the feature
compatibility condition on chains (cf. frr. 58 in section 4.6): Case mismatching chains
(e.9., Case mismatching relatives) are all chains in which the head has a Case
specification which is incompatible with the Case specification of the tail. Finally,
pronominal resumption may well provide an argument for constraint violability of A'-
chains. Under the standard approach, resumption was usually interpreted as a 'last
resort' strategy to save a strucfure in which A'-movement would lead to
ungrammaticality (see, for example, Shlonsky 1992).'Last resort' strategies make sense

only when conditions are absolute, inviolable. Under a constraint interaction approach,
there are no 'last resort' strategies, only alternative output structures for the same input
which compete with each other for best-formedness. That is, pronoun resumption could
well be the best output structure for an A'-dependency in which a trace, for some
reason, is not an optimal option.

OT analyses of properties of A'-movement are already appearing along these lines.
As for pronominal resumption, Broihier (1995) argues that it may be required not only
when traces violate their locality requirements, but also when the context do not allow
recovery of deleted material (Broihier's example is the need of resumption in case of
deletion of WH NPs with lexical Case in Polish relatives). Other OT analyses of A'-
movement motivate locality violations on the basis of availability of WH-in-situ,
superiority phenomena, etc. (see Legendre e/ alii 1995, Ackema & Neeleman 1995).
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This is not the place to start a detailed discussion of the OT work on movement chains,
not the least because it crucially relies on a mechanism ahsent the constraint interaction
approach developed in this dissertation - constraint ranking. It is most likely, therefore,
that a lot of work will have to be done before the proposals and results of the preceding

chapters and OT approaches to syntax can be shown to be compatible with each other.
The relevant point for the purposes of this brief discussion, however, is that on-going
work in OT has already argued that at least some of the findings that supported the
standard chain theory can be reinterpreted as the result of constraint interaction. That is,

chain theory may actually tum out be an optimality-like system. And, if this suggestion
proves viable, it seems to me quite plausible that future developments may eventually
subsume the theory of analogical chains under chain theory, furthering the program of
eliminating NP anaphora-specific statements from the theory of grammar,

5.5 Conclusion

In this dissertation a framework for BT was developed which tried to push forward the
program of research founded in KL's theory of binding. According to this program,
grammatical properties of NP anaphora should follow from (i) principles of grammar

that are not specific to NP anaphora, in interaction with (ii) independently motivated
lexical properties of NPs, i.e. their morphosyntactic feature specification and structure,
rather than their classification in a typology of NPs intrinsically dedicated to BT, as in
standard BT. Pwsuing this line of investigation, this dissertation has argued that (iii) BT
restrictions come from three independent modules of grammar, chain theory, reflexivity
theory, and the theory of indexing (i.e. of the assignment of reference to NPs). In
addition, it was argued that (iv) BT restrictions operate as in an optimality-like system:

they are all universal and violable, and the anaphoric forms of a language compete for
best-formedness in anaphoric dependencies.

In this concluding chapter I have briefly discussed some of the problems and issues

that remain to be addressed, paying particular attention to those related to specific
properties of the system of constraint interaction assumed. For example, we have seen

that analytical problems arise with the determination of the relative weight of constraint
violations: though I have assumed, as a matter of principle, that constraint violations
should be determined according to the lexical content of forms, it has not always been
possible to incorporate this into the particular formulations of conditions I adopted
because it is not obvious how to do it properly (as in the cases of VISIBILITY and of
the FCI, cf. sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4).

Conceptually, a major issue arises when the consfiaint interaction framework for BT
here developed is compared with the OT framework adopted in other domains of
syntax: in OT analyses constraint conflict is systematically resolved by constraint
ranking, in the framework here adopted constraints are all tied, and conflict resolution is
systematically resolved by the lexicon of the language (in every case, competing forms
difter with respect to their lexical content, which leads some forms to violate conditions
more than others). This raises the following question: why would NP anaphora be

governed by a different system of constraint interaction? Would it not be possible to
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account for the phenomena discussed in this dissertation with constraint ranking? It
appears that the answer is negative (cf. section 5.4.1), so that further research must
address the issue of the unification of constraint interaction approaches to different
domains of syntax.

Other conceptual issues related to constraint violability concem the virtual existence
of irrviolable constraints (subsection 5.4.2) and the consequences of competition for
language acquisition (subsection 5.4.3). As for the virtual candidates for 'hard
constraints', we have seen that they seem to be characterized by a generalization,
namely, they concem the local licensing of the anaphoric form, irrespective to its
belonging to an anaphoric dependency. This might indicate that such conditions and BT
conditions do not interact. With respect to language acquisition, we have seen that
competition between anaphoric forms makes a number of predictions, like the
successive emergence of competing forms and the late emergence of control on
pronouns, predictions that do receive some initial support from the available evidence.

Finally, I have pointed out that constraint interaction might also provide an answer
for another conceptual problem of the framework developed in the dissertation, namely,
the problem with the assumption that the theory of analogical chains is a theory
dedicated to NP anaphora. Specifically, my suggestion was that, if a constraint
interaction approach to chain theory is feasible, then the theory of analogical chains may
eventually furn out to a consequence of chain theory itself, a nice prospect for a program
which tries to eliminate grammatical statements that are particular to NP anaphora.

I hope the discussion in this concluding chapter has illustrated not only the
limitations of the framework for BT previously developed, but, more importantly, the
richness and interest of the issues it raises for future research.
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Sovrr Norarroxnl CoNVENTIoNS

A1.1 Coindexing

Mostly, coindexing (i.e., cointerpretation ofNPs) is represented by italics, as in (i) below:

(i) John saw himselfinthe mirror

Use of subscripted indices is made sparingly and only for specific purposes. For example,
in section 2.2 therc is a discussion of indexing as a representation for the interpretation of
NPs; there, subscripted indices are used to represent the fact that the NP was assigned a

reference, as in (ii):

(ii) Ile,came late, (i: John)

Al.2 Semantic Representations

As discussed in section 2.2, the procedure I assume for the semantic interpretation of
expressions of natual languages is the following: (a) expressions of the object language

(e.g., English) are tanslated into a logical language .L with quantification (e.g., lst order
predicate calculus with resfficted quantifiers, as usually assumed in GB literature), and (b)

that L is interpreted (for example, by a model in model-theoretic semantics). The
'semantic representations' of natural lang,rags expressions are expressed, then, through
their translation in I, whose constants I represent in bold characters (adapting the practice

of the Montague Grammar tradition). For example, a sentence like (i) below is translated

into (ii), which is its 'semantic representation' (actually, a proposition of Z whose truth-
conditions are evaluated in a model forl):
(i) Every manlikes &is dog

(ii) Every x, man (x), [x likes [x's dog] l

AfJ AltemativeSentences

Sets of almost identical sentences are abbreviated by expressing the alternative parts of the

stnrcture as a set of forms within curly brackets'{' aod o}'. For example, (iii) below
abbreviates the set of alternative sentences formed by (iva) and (ivb) below:

(iii) O Jodo confiou demais {emsi/rcle}
Jodo tnrsted too-much {n SEln-him)
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(iv) a. O Jodo confiou demais em si
Jodo trusted too-much in,SE

b. O Jodo confiou demais nele

Joda trusted too-much in-him

A set of two (or more) altemative sentences which differ by the occlurence of one form (or
more) is abbreviated by putting the relevant form(s) between parentheses '(' and ')'. For
example, (v) abbreviates the set of alternative sentences formed by (via) and (vib):

(v) O Jodo confiou demais em si (mesmo)

Jodo trusted too-much in SE (same)

(vi) a. O Jodo confiou demais em si
Jodo trusted too-much in ^SE

b. O Jodo confiou demais em si mesmo
Jodo trusted too-much in SE sqme

A1.4 Judgments

Judgments are marked on examples according to the following conventions:

no marlc// : the sentence is fully acceptable;
') : the sentence is 'marked' (that is, not fully acceptable), though its status is

more for acceptable than for unacceptable;
?? : the sentence is marginal, that is, it is omarked', but its status is more for

unacceptable than for acceptable;
# : the sentence is 'marked', that is, either ? or ??;
* : sentence is unacceptable.

When a sentence has been judged differently by infomrants, that is, its acceptability is
variable (say, ranging between ? and ??), the range of judgments has been abbreviated
according to the following conventions:

(?) : r'to? (?)* : ?? to *
(?)? : ? to ?? (?*) : ? to * [that is, (?)? or (?)*]
(??) : {to ?? [that is, (?) or (?)?] (*) : lto * [that is, (??) or (?)*]

A1.5 Judgments for Alternative Sentences

If a mark precedes a form between parentheses, as in (i) below, then the mark expresses

the judgment for the sentence without that form, as in (iia). That is, (i) abbreviates the set

of alternative sentences formed by (iia) and (iib) below, with their respective judgments:

(i) O Jodo confiou demais em si ?(mesmo)

Jodo trusted too-much in SE (same)

(ii) a. ?O Jodo confiou demais em si
Jodo trusted too-much in,SE

b. O Jodo confiou demais em si mesmo

Jodo trusted too-much in,SE same
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If the mark precedes a string containing a parenthesized form, as in (iii) below, the mark
expresses the judgment for the sentence both with and without the parenthesized form.
That is, (iii) abbreviates the set of altemative sentences formed by (iva) and (ivb) below:

(iii) A gente confiou demais em (t)si (mesmo)

The people trusted too-much in SE (same)

(iv) a. ?(*)r4 gente confiou demais em si mesmo
The people tusted too-much in SE same

b. ?(*X gente confiou demais em si
The people trusted too-much in SE

I also use the conventions exemplified in (i)-(ii) and (iii)-(iv) above combined, as in (v)-
(vi) below. In this case, the mark preceding a string containing a parenthesized form marks
the judgment for the sentence with the parenthesized form, the mark preceding the
parenthesized form marks the judgment for the sentence without the parenthesized form.
That is, (v) abbreviates the set of altemative sentences formed by (via) and (vib) below:

(v) A gente confiou demais em (?)rer5s ?(?)(mesmos)
The people trusted too-much in us (same)

(vi) a. (?)A gente confiou demais emn6s mesmos
The people trusted too-much in us same

b. ?(?),,4 gente confiou demais em nds
The people trusted too-much in us
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SE ANa,pHoRs aFIu PRoNoUNS TI! EunOpE,A.N LaNGUAGES

In this appendix I provide the complete list of references for the data on which the tables
1-4 of section 1.6 are based. The contexts surveyed are listed below, with an illustrative
example:

tl] IND [rndicative clause): y = complement finite clause in the indicative mood

Porbjorn spyrr [6p ef Srimr vildi nokkura lipveizlu veita ser) [GotJ
Thorbjorn asks if Samr wanted any help to-offer SE

'Thorbjorn asks if Samrwantedtooffer himany help.'

t2] SBI lsubjunctive clausel: y = complement finite clause in the subjunctive mood
*Er hoffte [sp dass ich f[ir srclr arbeiten wiirde ] [Ger]
He hoped that I for,SE to-work would

'Hehopedthat I would work for him.'

t3l PRfttarticipial relativel: y: participial relative within an NP object

Maria kupila [", ksiazke [r* m6wiaca o {sobie/nio\1 [Pol]
Maria bought book written about ISE/*her\
'Maria bought a book talking about herself

141 CTRL fcontrol infinitivel: y = complement infinitive clause with a PRO subject

Ria vroeg ons [,, PRO voor {*zich/d'r\ te zorgen ] [Dut]
Ria asked us for {*SE/her\ to take-care

'Ria asked us to take care of her.'

t5] NPS FfP with subject): y: NP object with a (possessive or genitive) subject

Ja cital [Np ego statJu o sebe ) [R,rs]
I read his article about SE

'1read his article aboutme'

t6l AP l,4P small clausel: y: complement adjectival small clause

Studenti nasli [^, profesora nevemdho sobe ] [Cz]
Students found professor unfaithful SE(DAT)

'The students found the professor unfaithfulto them'
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t7l NP lnoun phrases): y: NP object with no (possessive or genitive) subject

O Zd je ouviu [pp cada est6ria sobre {??srlele\) ...

Zd already heard each story about {??SE/him\

'Zdhas heard such stories about him...'

IBP]

t8l ECM IECM inJinitivel: y: complement infinitive clause with an ECM subject

Jdn heyrdi [p mig tala um {sig/*hannl ]
Jdn heard me talk about {SE/*him\
' Jdn heard me talk about him'

tgl LOC llocative PPf: y: (complement or adjunct) locative PP

Jon sparket ballen [** bort fia {seg/?ham\ ]
Jon kicked ball-the away from {SE/?him)
'Jonkickedthe ball away from him'

[10] PP lcomplement PP): y: non-locative complement PP

Hans spricht mit Lise [rp tiber {sicll*ihnl ]
Hons is-tzlking with Lise about {SD/him\
' Hans is talking with Lise about himself

I I U YP ftransitive structwej: T 
: A (i.e., only VP intervenes)

Iesus ... gafalh s/r faura im
Jesus hid SE from them

' Jesus hid himse lf from them.'

IIce]

lNorl

[Ger]

IGot]

In the general case, the references to be given below indicate, for each context examples
and judgments reported in the literature for SE anaphors and pronouns. But in a number

of cases, I had to resort to a less straightforward indication:

(i) There were cases for which the literature provides no example, but only a statement
of the distribution of the forms in the relevant context. In such cases, I refer to the stated

distribution rather than to actual examples, pointing out whenever this happens.

(ii) For other cases, I have found conflicting judgments in the literature (e.g., two
authors report two different judgments, or the same author marks the example with one

status, but remarks that, for other speakers, the judgment is diflerenl etc.). For such

cases, I take note of the differences in the judgment reported, and provide some

rationale for the judgment I have adopted for the tables.

(iii) Finally, there were cases for which I have not found examples, nor any statement

referring to the relevant context. These cases are simply noted as 'No example'.

The conventions for judgment marking used below are, in general, those adopted in
this dissertation. More specifically, '*' in general marks forms which are umcceptable in
the relevant context, and '#', fonns which are 'marked', that is, either disfavored ('?') or
marginal ('??'). However, for languages whose data were established through attestation
in corpor4 rather than through judgments by native speakers, the above marks have a
slightly different interpretation: '*' marks forms claimed in the literature not to be found
in the relevant context (from which it may be deduced that they were impossible, that is,

unacceptable in that context); '#' marks forms claimed in the literatr.ue to be sporadically
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rather than systematically found in the relevant context (from which it is deduced that they
had a more restricted distribution than other anaphoric options and, therefore, where
disfavored with respect to such options). The languages for which these last conventions
were adopted are the Old Germanic ones, whose data come from Harbert (1983a), and
Latin, whose data come from different sources and are also based on attested documents.

The references are given below (the order of languages below follows their order of
appearance in the tables 3-4 of section 1.6):

(A) OLD HIGH GERMAN

Examples are all from Harbert (1983a) [henceforth, 'H']:
Context: Distribution: Reference and Commentary;

tll IND: No example

l2l SBJ: {*SE/pron} H:104, (l8c)

t3l PR: {*SE/pron} H:106, (2la,b)

t4l NPS: No example

t5l CTRL: {SE/#pron} H:106, (22cd). Harbert suggests that pronouns are 'excluded' in
infinitives (cf. H:107), but in n. 25 (H:123) he gives an example in
which the pronoun was used in an ECM infinitive. ln accordance
with the universal governing the distribution of pronouns ((l2l) of
section 1.6), I assume that pronouns were also occasionally found
in control infinitives.

t6l AP: No example

t7l NP: No example

t8l ECM: {SE/#pron} H:106, (22a,b);H;123, n. 25, (a); see [5] above.

tgl LOC: {SE/*pron} Cf.H:123,n.26.

tl0l PP: No example

I l] VP: {SE/*pron} H:103, (l7a,b).

(B)GOTHTC

Examples are all from Harbert (1983a):

tll [ND: No example

I2l SBJ: {#SE/pron} H:96, (9a,b,c). Harbert suggests that SE is 'excluded' in furite
clauses (cf. H:96, all exx. in the subjunctive). However, in n. l5
(H:122) he gives an example in which SE was used in a
conditional clause. [n accordance with the universal governing the
distribution of SE anaphors (( 120) of section I .6), I assume that
it was also occasionally found at least in subjunctives.

t3] PR: {SE/#pron} H:91-2, (44b,c), and H:99, (l24b,c). Commentary on [5]
below holds for this case, too.

t4l NPS: No example

t5l CTRL: {SE/#pron} H:91, (3d); H:99, (l2e). Harbert claims that pronouns are

interpreted consistently as disjoint in reference' in infinitive
complements (cf. H:120, n.5). However, he also points out that
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'there are sporadic examples' in which pronouns are found
(H:98-9), including (l2e) for control infinitives.

t6l AP: No example

171 NP: No example

t8l ECM: {SE/#pron} H:91, (3a,b,c); Cf. commentary on [5] above, Harbert points out
that'there are sporadic examples' in which pronouns are found in
'untensed clauses' (H:98-9). This might include ECM infinitives,
though none of Harbert's examples illustrate this case. I assume

that pronouns in this context had the same status as in [5], as

suggested by Harbert, but this needs confirmation.

t9l LOC: {SE/*pron} H:93, (6a,b).

[0] PP: No example

I l] VP: {SE/*pron} H:90, (la,b) and (2a,b).

(c) oLD TCELANDTC

Examples are all from Harbert (1983a):

lll IND: {*SE/pron} H:l11, (27a). Actually, Sigurdsson (1990:313) says that SE is
found in Indicative clauses in Old lcelandic. But see commentary
for [2] of Icelandic below.

121 SBJ: {#SE/pron} H:l12, (27b). Harbert suggests that in Old lcelandic SE occurs
in finite clauses basically under the same circumstances as in
Modem Icelandic, for which see commentary for [2] of
lcelandic below.

l3l PR: No example

l4l NPS: No example

t5l CTRL: {SE/#pron} H:112, (28a,b) and (29).

16l AP: No example

U) NP: No example

t8l ECM: No example. Harbert has only examples with control infinitives.

t9l LOC: {SE/*pron} H:l12, (28d).

[0] PP: No example

I l] VP: {SE/*pron} H:111, (264b,c,d).

(D) DUTCH

Most examples are from Everaert (1986) and Koster (1984) [henceforth, E and K, respectively]:

tll IND: {*SE/pron} E:212,(2d).

121 SBJ: - Dutch does not have Subjunctive inflection.

l3l PR: {*SE/pron} E:236, (84c).

l4l NPS: {*SE/pron} E:232, (67b). Koster ctaims, however, that in some specific
cases zich is allowed (cf. K:154, (46)). See also commentary
on [6] below.

tsl CTRL: {*SE/pron} E:Zl2,Qb).
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t6] AP: {*SE/pron}

t?l NP: {*SE/pron}

t8l ECM: {#SE/pron}

t9l LOC: {SE/#pron}

lr0l PP:

llrl VP:

{SE/*pron}

{SE/*pron}

APPENDIX 2

E:235, (81a,b,c,d). Koster claims, however, that in some specific
cases zich is allowed (cf. K:152, (36)). See also commentary
on [4] above.

E:232, (67), and K:160, (64).

SE is usually reported as just fine in ECM infinitives (e.g.,
E:212, (2a), K:149,(24b) and (25)). My informants, however,
prefer pronouns over SE in this context. Accordingly, I take SE
to be 'marked' with respect to t}te pronoun.

ln general, pronouns are assumed to be acceptable in locative
PPs (e.g. K:146, (l4a,b,c,d), R&R (1995:2), (9)). However,
Koster remarks that 'the prefered form is zich' (K:145), and
Faltz's informants have judged the pronoun unacceptable (Faltz
I 985 : 1 23, (4.56)). Broekhuis (1992:1 64, (54)) distinguishes
between full pronouns and their clitic forms, the former being
unacceptable, and the latter acceptable. I conclude that pronouns
are 'marked' with respectto zich in locative PPs in Dutch.

K:144, (9b) versus K:158, (58b). However, Koster reports
h'mzelfto be acceptable in PP complements to nouns and
adjectives (e-g,, Jan,'s beschrijvingvan h'mzelf, 'Jan's
description of himself ; cf. K:158, (59) and (60)).

K:143, (5a).

E:224, (42d).

E:292, (l00a,b,c).

H:106, (2lb)

Faltz (1985:155), (6.1l); E:288, (87), and H:108, (22e).

H:108, (24a), and Faltz (1985:160), (6.19).

Faltz (1985:100-l), (3.2) and (3.a); R&R (1995:17), (69a,b,c,d).

Faltz (1985:16),(2.4), and R&R (1995:3), (l6b).

R&R (1995:3), (l4a,b) and (l6a).

E:212, (3d).

Norwegian has no Subjunctive inflection.

E:237, (85c).

E:236, (82b), and Hellan (1988:l3l), (67).

E:286, (8la,b).

E:236, (83), and Hellan (1988:132), (69).

(E) GERMAN:

lll IND: {*SE/pron}

l2l SBJ: {*SE/pron}

l3l PR: {*SE/pron}

t4l NPS: No example.

l5l CTRL: {*SE/pron}

t6l AP: No example.

Ul NP: No example.

t8l ECM: {SE/pron}

t9l LOC: {SE/*pron}

[0] PP: {SE/*pron}

I l] VP: {SE/*pron}

(F) NORWEGTAN:

tll IND: {*SE/pron}

l2l sBJ:

t3l PR: {*SE/pron}

14) NPS: {SE/#pron}

l5l CTRL: {SE/pron}

t6l AP: {SE/pron}
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t7) NP: {SE/*pron} E:236, (82c), and Hellan (1988:61), (a) and (5).

t8l ECM: {SE/pron} E:212, (3a), and E:278, (55a,b).

l9l LOC: {SE/#pron} Hellan (1988:132), (69).

tl0l PP: {SE/*pron} Hellan (1988), apudR&R(1993).

tl U VP: {SE/*pron} Hellan (1988), apudR&.R (1993).

(G) DANTSH

Most examples arefrom Vikner (1985) [henceforth, 'V']:

tll IND: {*SE/pron} E:225, (a2f. Vikner does not provide any example, but states

that SE is unacceptable in finite clauses (V:10).

l2l SBJ: - Danish has no Subjunctive inflection.

t3l PR: No example

t4l NPS: {SE/pron} \':38, (81a,c).

tsl CTRL: {SE/pron} V:17, (23a,c).

t6l AP: {SE/pron} Pica (1986), apudBurzio (1992).

t7l NP: {SE/pron} V:39, (824c). Vikner notes, however, that both SE and
pronouns, on their own, are marked in subjectless NPs, and
the SE+SELF is the favored option (V:54, n. l8).

t8l ECM: {SE/pron} V:8, (8a), and V:21, (29ac\. Vikner observes that in the context
illustrated by his (29a,c), SE is marked for some speakers (V:52,
n. l2). This context differs from the one illustrated in his (8a) in
that in the former SE is the indirect object of a bitransitive verb,
whereas in the former it is the object of a transitive verb.

t91 LOC: {SE/*pron} Jakubowicz & Olsen (1988), apudBurzio (1992).

ll0l PP: {SE/*pron} V:22, (30) and (31).

I l] VP: {SE/*pron} V:8, (74c).

(H) ICELANDIC

tl] IND: {*SEipron} Maling (1984:212\, (Za,c), among many others. But see

commentary on [2] below.

l2l SBJ: {#SE/pron} Maling (1984:212), (2b,c), among many others.It is a consensus

in the literature on Icelandic that SE is used in Subjunctive
clauses under specific discourse circumstances (essentially, when
the antecedent of SE is the person/character from whose
perspective or point of view events are being reported, cf.
Thr6insson 1976, Maling 1984, Sigur6sson 1990, Hellan 1991,

Thriinsson 1991). Actually, SE may also occur in Indicative
clauses under the same circumstances; such occurrences are

rarer, however, because, unlike Subjunctive, Indicative
mood is normally associated with the speaker's perspective (see

Sigur6sson 1990 for extensive discussion). Since pronouns in
finite clauses (including Subjunctive ones) do not require any
particular discourse justification in Icelandic, I assume that they
are the unmarked forms, and SE the marked one, in this context.

3s9
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13] PR: No example

I4l NPS: {SEipron} E:302, (129) and (130).

15] CTRL: {SEi#pron} The literature usually assumes that pronouns are unacceptable in
control infinitives in Icelandic (e.g., Thriinsson 1979, Everaert
1986, Sigurj6nsd6ttir & Hyams 1992 [S&H, henceforth]).
However, S&H observed that not only 6 year old children (10
individuals), but also adults (10 individuals, too) accepted
pronouns roughly half of time in this context. (S&H speak of
'infinitives', but the sentences they tested are all cases of control
inflnitives.) S&H interpreted their frnding as indicating the
existence of two different dialects (S&H:56, fn. 38), but they
offered no evidence for this (for example, no evidence that the
two relevant groups of children and adults belonged to different
communities, social groups, etc. Age is obviously not the relevant
factor). There is an alternative interpretation for S&H's
finding, however. Their data was collected by asking informants to
judge sentences either as acceptable or as unacceptable (S&H:23).
If pronouns have an uncertain, 'marked', status in a context, and
informants have no choice but translate this uncertainty into
either acceptability or unacceptability, it is likely that their
performance will be roughly at chance, that is, about half
of time they will go for one or the other judgment, which is what
S&H's data show.

t6l AP: {SE/*pron} E:301, (127a), and E:302, (128).

t7l NP: {SE/*pron} Cf. E:301-2 (though Everaert gives no example).

t8l ECM: {SE/+pron} E:281, (6a) and (66).

tgl LOC: No example

[0] PP: No example

[ 1] VP: {SE/*pron} S&H:15, (14)

(I) FRENCH

As is well-known (cf. Edmondson 1978:643, Faltz 1985:57-65, Burzio 1992, among others), French has

only one SE form that can be used with 3rd person antecedents in general, the verbal clitic se. The
oblique form soi, on the other hand, can be used only with a small set of antecedents, the ones I call
NOBODY NPs in section 4.2, which include on'ofie', personne'no one', and tout le monde'everyone'
(cf. Ronat 1982, Burzio 1992;411, n. 14, and Franks and Schwartz 1994). Thus, in general, SE is

available in French only in the most local context (i.e., when binding crosses VP only). It should be

noticed that soi (with antecedents like on, etc.) may be long-distance bound (cf. Pica 1985 and
subsequent work). For discussion of similar effects in Brazilian Portuguese - i.e., of the availability of a
SE form with NOBODY antecedents in contexts where SE is not generally available -, see section 4.2.

(J) SPANISH

tU IND: No example

12) SBJ: {*SE/pron} Menuzzi (1996a:189), (20a).

[3] to [8J: No example

t9l LOC: {#SE/pron} Faltz (1985:143-4), cf. discussion of (5.27)-(5.33).
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UOl PP: {SE/pron} Idem to commentary on [9].

I l] VP: {SEi*pron} Idem to commentary on [9].

(K) BRAZILIAN PORTUGUESE

The BP examples for some of the contexts have had their judgments confirmed through questionnaires,

cf. appendix 4. These examples are listed there and will be only mentioned here. For the contexts which
where not checked through questionnaires, I provide examples below; for these, (udgments checked with
a minimum of 4 and a maximum of 7 informants):

tll IND: {*SE/pron} O Jodo nito sabia que a Maria desconfiava l*de sildele\
Jodo not knew that Maria was-suspicious(tND) {of SElof himl
'Jodo did not know that Maria was suspiciols of him'

I2l SBJ: {*SE/pron} Appendix 4, (8).

t3l PR: {#SE/pron} O Jodo n6o conhece nenhuma moga apaixonada por {(?\*silele}
Jodo not knows no girl impassioned for tSE/himI

'"Iodo does not know any girl in love with him'

l4l CTRL: {#SE/pron} O Paulo jamais me persuadiria a votar {(?)*em silnele\
Paulo never me would-persuade forto.vote {tns0lul,-him\

'Paulo would never persuade me to vote for him'

t5] NPS: {#SE/pron} O Paulo queria ler todos os meus artigos sobre {(?)*si/e/e}
Paulo wantedto-read all the my articlesaboutlSE/himl

'Paulo wanted to read all my articles about him'

t6l AP: {#SE/pron} O Paulo considera todos os seus disclpulos fidis a {??silelel
Pmtlo considers all the his disciples faithful to {SE/himl

'Paulo considers all his disciples faithful to him'

t7l NP: {#SE/pron} O k j6 ouviu cada est6ria wbre {??si/elel ..-

Zialready heard each story about {SE/him\
'Zdhas heard such stories about him...'

t8l ECM: {#SE/pron} Appendix 4,(4).

t9l LOC: {#SE/pron} Appendix 4,Q).

[0] PP: {SE/pron} Ok s6 pensa {emsilnelel
ft only thinks {nSEln-himl

'Zd thinks only about himseff

I l] VP: {SE/*pron} O Ze lsel barbeia {*e/e} todo o dia
7E {,SE} shaves {himl all the day

'Z! shaves everyday'

(L) ITALIAN:

The literature on ltalian SE anaphors reports the existence of two dialects, one in which SE cannot be bound
across subjunctive clauses (e.g., the one reported by Manzini & Wexler 1987; henceforth, M&W), and
another in which SE can (e.g., Napoli 1979). According to Napoli (1979:l-2), the former dialect is the one
spoken by most people, and the latter shows essentially the pattern of disribution of SE as that found in
Latin. Since my intention in section 1.4 was to compare different patterns, I report here only the dialect that
differs from Latin.

tU IND: {*SE/pron} M&W:416, (a); forpronouns, see M&W:423.

t2l SBJ: {*SE/pron} M&W:416, (5); for pronouns, see M&W:423.
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l3l PR: No example

t4l CTRL: {*SE/pron} M&W:416, (6); forpronouns, see M&W:423.

t5l NPS: {SE/pron} M&W:416, (8), and M&W:422, (27); forpronouns, see M&W:423.

t6l AP: No example

Ul NP: {SE/pron} M&W:438, (57); for pronouns, see M&W:423.

t8] ECM: {SEipron} M&W:416, (7); for pnonouns, see M&W:423.

tgl LOC: {SEi#pron} Giorgi (1991:186), (la), (2a) and (3a).

[0] PP: {SE/*pron} Gir,gi (1991:203), n.2, (iic,d).

ll ll VP: {SE/*pron} Cf. M&W:423.

(M) LATIN:

tll IND: {#SE/pron} Cf.Emout&Thornas(1953:183, 185),Bertocchi&Casadio
(l 980:29-30), Benedicto (1991 :172, 17 4).

121 SBJ: {SE/#pron} Cf- Ernout & Thomas (1953:1834), Bertocchi & Casadio (1980:35{).

t3l PR: {SE/#pron} Cf. Ernout& Thomas (1953:l8a-5).

[4] to [7J: No example

t8l ECM: {SE/*pron} Cf. Bertocchi & Casadio (1980:35).

[9] to [11]: {SEAIo ex.} Cf, Ernout & Thomas (1953), Woodcock (1959), Bertocchi &
Casadio (1980).

(N) CZECH

Most examples are from Toman (1991) [henceforth, 'T'].

tll IND: {*SE/pron} T:154, (9a).

lzl SUBJ:{+SE/pron} T:154, (9b). (Availabilityofthepronouninferred.)

t3l PR: No example

t4l CTRL: {*SE/pron} T:155, (10). (Availability of the pronoun inferred.)

t5l NPS: {SEA{o ex.} T:159, (24).

t6l AP: {SEAIo ex.} T:164-5, (39).

U) NP: {SE/No ex.} T:155, (l3a).

t8l ECM: {SEi*pron} Bilf (1981:130), (10)-(12), citing Ruzicka (1973). Ruzicka
himself says that o'outer' reflexivization obligatorily occrns quite
currently' (Ruzicka 1973:478), suggesting that pronouns are excluded in
the relevant contexts (as in Russian).

tgl LOC: {SE/No ex.} T:155-6, (14).

tl0l PP: No example

I l] VP: {SE/*pron} T:160, (27b,c) and (28b,c). (unavailability of the pronoun inferred.)

(o) RUSSTAN

tll IND: {*SE/pron} Rappaport (1986:103), (12). (Availability of the pronoun inferred.)
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Rappaport (1986:108), (23). (Availability of the pronoun inferred.)

Timberlake (1979:124-5), (42)-(44), (46).

Rappaport (l 986: I 06), ( I 9a).

Rappaport (1986:107), (20), and Timberlake (1979:ll3), (13).

Timberlake (1979:124), (40)F(4 1 ).

Faltz (1985:l l5), (4.32). Faltz's example does not actually show the
judgment for pronouns, but their status can be deduced from Faltz's

discussion.

Faltz (1985:l l5), (4.31). For pronouns, see commentary on [9] above.

Timberlake (1979: I l3), (14).

RM:140, (4).

RM provides no example for this context, but she states that
'anaphors cannot be bound outside tensed clauses' (RM:la0).

RM:142, (7). Note that there are two types of participial relatives in
Polish: those headed by a participium activum praesentis [PAP], and
those headed by aparticipium passivum praeteritis [PPP] (RM:l 2).
These two types of PRs differ in the distribution of anaphoric forms.
The distibution I took to illustrate the context is actually that of a
PR headed by a PAP; in a PR headed by a PPP, the distribution
would be {SE/*pron}, cf. RM:9, (144).

RM:141, (5). RM says that'pronominals in infuritival complements
(...) can take the subject of the matrix clause as their antecedent
(although this is not the preferred interpretation)' (RM: l4l-2).

RM:146, (13) and (l5a). RM says that pronouns are 'somewhat
marginal' in this context (RM:146).

RM says that 'with an antecedent in the same clause, siebie is

obligatory for all three persons' (RM:138), and, later, that
'pronominals (...) are not bound within their clause' (RM: la0).

RM:138, (l).

Cf. commentary on [9].
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tzl sBJ:

t3l PR:

t4l CTRLr

t5l NPS:

t6l AP:

U) NP:

t8l ECM:

tel Loc:

tr0l PP:

lill VP:

{*SE/pron}

No example.

{SE/#pron}

{SEi},io ex.}

No example.

{SE/*pron}

{SE/*pron}

{SE/*pron}

{SE/*pron}

{SE/*pron}

POLISH

All examples are from Reinders-Machowska (1991) [henceforth, 'RM']:

lU IND: {*SE/pron}

121 SBJ: {*SE/pron}

l3l PR: {*SE/pron}

t4l CTRL: {SE/#pron}

t5l NPS: {SE/#pron}

[6] to [8]: No example.

t9l LOC: {SE/*pron}

ll0l PP: {SE/*pron}

ll l] VP: {SE/*pron}
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Trsrrxc Lsr Prnsox Pluml AxapHonl, rn BP

,4'3.1 Introduction

This appendix reports on data concerning lst Person Plural Anaphora in BP [PPLA]. The
crucial contrasts discussed in this dissertation are summarized in (i) below (the antecedent
is the expression a gente with lppl interpretation; see section 4.3 for details, again):

*nos ?nds nds
se (?)?si *si

These contasts were initially observed by myself and informally checked with a few other
native speakers. But, given their relevance for this dissertation (specially for the argument
for constraint violability developed in section 4.3), I decided to conduct a more formal
checking ofjudgments to establish how robust they were in my dialect.

llr.2 Methodolory

The judgments reported below were collected through questionnaires in which the
informant's task was to compare the acceptability of the competing forms (se/si oSE' vs.
nos/nds'us') in the relevant contexts (see A3.4 below). The questionnaires have been
submitted to two groups of speakers, one of naive informants, ffid another one of non-
naive or trained informants. The two groups answered the questionnaires under different
circumstances (see A3.3 below).

Both in formulating the questionnaires and in controlling the situation in which they
should be answered, I tried to follow as closely as possible the methodological directives
suggested by Schtitze (1996:183-194). In particular, the following measures were taken:

(i) difterent questionnaires were devised and test-sentences were presented in diflerent
orders in each questionnaire, to minimize the possible effect that sentences appearing in
the end of a questionnaire might be prejudiced (because subjects tend to lose concentration
towards the end of a task);

(ii) test-sentences were separated by unrelated material, in order to avoid the informant's
search for consistency in his judgments about the relevant constnrction (lPPLA);
(iii) the number of (expected) good and bad test-sentences in each questionnaire is equal,
to avoid that informants created expectations about the status of forthcoming sentences;
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(iv) each of the relevant contexts has been tested with two different sentences, to minimize
interference of specific lexical choices and related semantic or pragmatic effects;

(v) test-sentences tried to avoid parsing diffrculties and were presented within a supporting
context, to facilitate the subject's interpretative task;

(vi) the questionnaires were relatively short (an average of 14 sentences per questionnaire),

to avoid that the task became too demanding or simply too boring.

A3.3 Informants

The questionnaires have been answered by two different groups of informants under
different circumstances. For this reason, the data are grouped below in two distinct
corpora. The first corpora [henceforth, Cl] is a rather large one, composed of the
questionnaires answered by 73 subjects, al} undergraduates in Letters or Speech Therapy
in Porto Alegre (RS, Brazil). Most informants in this group are in their early 20's
(average age around 23), of the feminine sex (67 out of 73), born in Porto Alegre (45

out of 73), or at least they have been living in this city for a long time (average around
18 years), and, finally, most are pursuing their first university degree (only 5 had a
previous university degree). Though they may have some general information about
linguistics (since introductory courses in linguistics are obligatory for Letters and
Speech Therapy students), they most probably have no experience of linguistic
investigation properly speaking, and may be taken to be naive informants. Needless to
say, they were unaware of the theory being tested. This group answered the
questionnaires during class sections after a short presentation clarifuing and illustrating
the sort of judgment the questionnaires tried to elicit (non-normative intuition about
acceptability) and the type of the sentences being tested (involving pronominal
anaphora). The sessions lasted between 30 and 40 minutes.

The second corpora [henceforth, C27 is smaller in two aspects: in the number of
informants (8, 5 of the feminine sex and 3 of the masculine), and in the number of
sentences checked (1 for each of the relevant context: see A3.4 below). All informants
are above their 30's, have a university degree (7 in Letters, I in Law), and have been
living in Porto Alegre for 14 years or more. Moreover, they all have at least some basic
understanding of linguistic investigation (actually, 4 of them teach linguistics at the
University), and some experience in providing judgments. These subjects are aware of
the distinction between intuitive and normative judgments, ffid can be taken as trained
informants. They were completely unaware of the particular theory I was testing, and
answered the questionnaires on their own (questionnaires were sent through mail from
the Netherlands to Brazil), guided by a list of instructions and recoilrmended precautions
(like asking for the questionnaires to be answered in one single turn, without rush and
with full concentration, that is, not while the person was watching TV, etc.).

43.4 Questionnaires

The questionnaires try to elicit the judgment of two different anaphoric options in one
and the same context. They present the informant with numbered sets containing two
short semi-identical texts testing one and the same structure and differing only with
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respect to the anaphoric option offered. This is illustrated in (i) below. The informant
was asked to compare such couple of texts, evaluating them according to the four-
degree acceptability scale in (ii) below:

(i) a. O Paulo me disse que a Maria e o Ze tiraram notas baixissimas. Acho melhor a
genteno.s preparar p/o pior.

boa +boa *ruim
good *good +bad

b. O Paulo me disse que a Maria e o Zd tiraram
gente.se preparar pr'o pior.

+boa *ruim ruim
*good *bad bad

(ii) Scale of Acceptability used in the Questionnaires:

a. the text is good [/], that is, it is completely natural;
b. the text is tgood [?], that is, it is a bit awkward, closer to good than to bad;

c. the text is tbad [??], that is, it is quite awkward, closer to bad than to good;

d. the text is bad [*], that is, it is completely unacceptable.

The total number of contexts tested arc 20 (at least two per structure under test). Of these

20 contexts, I contexts concerned IPPLA and the other 12, sentences involving other

Upes of pronominal anaphora (like the use of 3rd person possessive pronours). These

contexts were divided over 4 different questionnaires: each questionnaire tested 2 different
contexts of IPPLA (4x2: 8), and 3 different filler contexts (3 x 4 : l2). The results to be
reported below concern the 6 crucial contexts for IPPLA (see the next section).r

A3.5 Contexts Tested

The contexts tested vary with respect to 2 factors:

(i) Structure:3 structures were tested:

a. binding across VP's (i.e., transitive structures) [VP],
b. binding across (non-locative) complement PPs [PP],
c. binding across locative PPs [LOC];

(ii) Anaphoric Form:2 anaphoric options were tested:

a. the 3rd person anaphors selsi'SE' [SE];
b. lst person plural pronouns nos/nds [PRON].

Given the variables in (i) and (ii), the total number of contexts is 6 (3 structures x 2
anaphoric options : 6 contexts). Each context has been checked with two different

I The results for the fourth context concerning IPPLA are not reported here because they are not relevant
for the discussion in section 4.3: the anaphoric choices compared did not include SE.

@
notas baixissimas. Acho melhor a
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sentences (each appearing in a different questionnaire), resulting in a total number of 12

sentences checked (6 contexts x 2 sentences: 12 sentences). The sentences tested are

the following (each of the structures below contains actually two sentences - and two
contexts -, since there are two anaphoric options in each):

(1) Structure: binding across a transitive structure [VP]

O Paulo me disse que a Maria e o Z€ tiraram notas baixissimas.
Paulo me said that Maria andZe got grades very low.

Acho melhor la gente {nos/se) preparar pr'o pior].
(I) think (it) better lthe people {us/SE} prepare for-the worstl

'Paulo told me that Maria ardZf got low grades. I think [we better prepare ourselves

for the worst.]'

Q) Structure: binding across a transitive structure [VP]

O que anda acontecendo contigo?
What is happening with-you?

Toda a\tez que [a gente lnos/se] encontral, fu tl com esta cara de cansado.
All the time that fthe people {us/SE\ meetl, you are with this face of tired.

'What's happening to you? Every time [we meet], you look so tired.'

(3) Structure: binding across a complement PP pP]

No fim, a gente ndo conseguiu o resultado que queria naquela prova.
In the end, the people not got the result that (the people) wanted in-that exam.

Acho que [a gente confiou demais em {s/nds}],
I think lthe people trusted too-much in {SElzs}1,

e acabou deixando de estudar coisas que a gente pensou que sabia.
and ended-up not studying things that the people thought that (the people) knew.

'ln the end, we didn't get the result we wanted in that ex.tm. I think [we trusted
ourselves too-much] and did not study things we thought we knew.'

(4) Structure: binding across a complement PP pP]

Tu tem toda a razfio: a Maria 6 a maior fofoqueira.
You have all the reason: Maria is the biggest gossip.

lA gente falou de {si/nds} pra ela] porque achou que ela podia ajudar a gente.

fThe people spoke lof {SE/us}l to herl because (the people) thought that she could
help the people.

E deu nisso: agora ta todo mundo comentando...

And (it) gave in-this: now is everybody commenting...

'You are completely right. Maria is the biggest gossip. lWe talked [about ourselvesf
to her] because we thought she could help us. And the result was this: now
everybody is talking about us.'
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Structure: binding into a locative PP [LOC]

Aquele mato deve estar infestado de bichos perigosos:

That wood must be infested of animals dangerous:

a gente viu uma cobra enorrne perto de {n6s/si\ quando caminhava por ele ontem.

Ithe people saw a snake enorrnous near of lus/SEll when (the people) walked
through it yesterday.

'That wood must be full of dangerous animals: [we saw a big snake near zs] when
we walked through it yesterday.'

Structure: binding into a locative PP [LOC]

A gente'tava sentado no bar tomando uma cervejinha
The people was sat in-the bar drinking a beer

quando escutou uma voz conhecida atlis de {nds/si}:
when (the people) heard a voice known behind of {us/SE}:

era o Paulo reclamando do chope quente.

(it) was Paulo complaining of-the beer warm

'YFe were at the bar drinking beer when we heard a known voice behind as: it was
Paulo complaining because the beer was warm.'

A3.6 Results

Because the contexts relevant for 1PLLA were scattered over different questionnaires (2
contexts per questionnaire), no single questionnaire has the whole paradigm (the 3

crucial contexts). Consequently, it is not possible to determine whether the individual
performance across the full set of contexts was consistent with the expected pattern. As
we will see, the overall distribution strongly indicates this, though.

The overall distribution of acceptability judgments obtained for the anaphor [SE] in
the corpus Cl (i.e., the corpus obtained with naive informants; see A3.3 above) is
shown in table I below (shading represents the continuous area of the acceptability scale
taking more than 60% of the total of occurrences):

Table /: Acceptability of SE per context in C1

Structures Sentences ? I?? Total
VP
PP

LOC

(1,2)
(3,4)
(5.6)

il.ki.{S-7p*li! 527.8o/o - 15.5o/o
- e 34.60/o #il it*rEdffii.dflI,n4:Jir"is- z 12.5o/o --*t.^r8 8";*,ry[$,flfi'Yl,it[.zliffi

r8
26
l6

In Cl we find that: (a) when bound by lppl a gente in a transitive structure, most
informants (67%) judge SE to be good; O) bound across a complement PP, most the
informants (65%) judge SE between more or less bad (237d and bad @zyr); finally, (c)
bound across a locative PP, most informants (about 70%) judge SE bad. Thus, the
quantitative distribution shown in table I demonstrates that the acceptability of SE
decreases according to the scale VP > PP >LOC for most speakers of Cl.

We can also see this by determining what is the central area of the acceptability scale

that SE occupies in each of the contexts in table 1 (the scale of acceptability is: {> ? > ??

(6)
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) *, cf (ii) in A3.4 above). To do this, we may calculate the average judgment for each

context.2 The results for SE in Cl are the following:

(i) Average Judgments of SE in C|:

a.SE in VP: (l2xl)+(5x2)+(0x3)+(lx4): 1.4 = 1.5 : (?)

t8

b. SE in pp: (0x1)+(9x2)+(6x3)+(11x4): 3.1 = 3:??
26

c.sE in Loc : (0xl)+(2x2)+(3x3)+(l lx4) :3.6 * 3.5 = (?)*

l6

(i) also shows clearly that the average acceptability of SE decreases as we go down the
hierarchy VP > PP > LOC in Cl.

Let us consider now the overall distribution of acceptability judgments obtained for
lppl pronouns [PRON] in corpus Cl, which is reported in table 2 below:

Table'2: Acceptability of PRON in Cl

Structures Senterues ? 2'l * No Answer Total
Yr
PP

LOC

(t,2)
(3,4)

(s,6)

1 5'5o/o :i+ii#[ffii#,-#ji]:t{,9ffii$,9#f+j t 5'5o/o

ti*#iffiilr'ffi#,ffiri 6 23.to/o

ffi I 6.3Yo 318.7o/o

r8
26
l6

The distribution ofjudgments is the following in Cl: (a) when bound by lppl a gente vta
transitive stucture, most informants (about g}%)judge a lppl pronoun between more or
less bad (33%) and bad (56%); O) when bound across a complement PP, most informants
(about 7s%)judge a lppl pronoun between good (35%), more or less good (19%), and

more or less bad (23%); finally, (c) when bound affoss a locative PP, most informants
(71o/o)judge a lppl pronoun between good(44%) and more or less good (31%). Thu, the
quantitative distribution shown in table 2 demonsfrates that the acceptability of lppl
pronouns in 1PPLA improves according the scale VP > PP > LOC for most speakers of
Cl. As before, we can also see this calculating average judgments for pronouns in Cl:

2 The procedure I followed to obtain the average judgments shown in (i) below and elsewhere was:

(a) a numeric value was assigned to each point in the acceptability scale ({:1,2:2,2?=3, and *:4);

O) the average value was calculated for each context (the sum of the product of each value with the
number of its occurrences is divided by the total number of occurrences);
(c) third, I interpreted the results in the following way:
(d) flrst, decimals were approximated to the closest whole number or the closest .5 decimal;
(e) if, after approximation, the result equaled a value corresponding to a point in the scale of acceptability
(cf. (a) above), I identified the average judgment with this point: e.g., if the result was the decimal 3.l, it
was approximated to 3, which is the value corresponding to '??';
(0 if, after approximation, the result value equaled a .5 decimal, I identified the average judgment as the

segment of the acceptability scale corresponding to the interval whose central value is that decimal: e.g.,

if the result was 2.3, it was approximated to 2.5, which is the central value of the interval from 2 to 3,

corresponding to the segment '2 > ??' in the accepability scale (represented as '(?)?' according to the the
conventions of this dissertation).
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Average Judgment of PRON in CI:

PRON in VP: (1xl)+(0xZ)t(0x3)-(tO*+) = l.J : (?)*
t7

PRON in PP: (9x1)+(5x2)+(6x3)+(6x4) =2.3 * 2.5 : (?)?

26

c. PRON in LOC: (7x1)+(5x2)+(lx3)+(3x4): t.J : (?)

16

Again, average judgments show clearly that the acceptability of lppl pronouns improves
as we go down the hierarchy VP > PP > LOC (that is, the farther the pronouns gets from
a gente).

We can now compare the average judgments for both SE and lppl pronouns, and see

that their distribution is essentially inverse in Cl:

a.

b.

(?) ?? (?)*
(?)* (?)? (?)

Note that (iii) shows essentially the same picture as the one depicted in (42) of chapter 4
(section 4.3) above, except for slight differences ('(?)' in (iii), which represents the range

'1/ ) ?', corresponds to 'y'' n(42) of chapter 4, and '(?)*', which represents the range '??
> *', corresponds to '*').Note also that in complement PPs we find a slight preference for
a lppl pronouns in Cl, a fact of some importance for the argumentation of chapter 2 (see

discussion of (a8) to (52)). Thus, both the descriptive picture presented in chapter 2 arrd
the one presented in section 4.3 are idealizations supported by the main tendencies found
in the data of Cl.

Let me now briefly go over the results for corpus C2 (that is, the one obtained with
trained informants; see A3.3 above). The distribution of acceptability judgments for SE
is given in table 3 below:

Table 3: Acceptability of SE in C2

Structures Senterces ,| ,,) rl Total
VP
PP

LOC

(l)
(3)
(s)

1r.".6::Iffi014';:,,r,I t6.io/o t-L,L:ill,ffiH*lfti'#:fffi,9ffiftu# t t6.7o/s

Z 33.3o/o'**lI:i,.i#:iiii#.tr/jr

6

6
6

Note that the pattern revealed by table 3 for C2 is essentially the same as the one revealed
in table I above for in Cl, except for a slight difference in the range of acceptability of SE
when bound in complement PPs. That is, in both corpora, acceptability judgments have
basically the same distribution 

- the acceptability of SE decreases for most speakers as

we go down the hierarchy VP > PP > LOC.
Let us now consider the average judgment for SE in C2:

(iv) Average Judgment of SE in C2:

a. SE in VP: (6xl)+(0x2)+(0x3)+(0x4) :1: {
6

SE:
PRON:
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b. SE in PP: (-1xl)+(1x2)+(3x3)+(.1x4) :2.7 x2.5: (?)?

6

c. SE in LOC: (0xl)+(0x2)+(2x3)+(.4x4) :3.7 
^r 

3.5 = (?)*
6

The average judgments found for SE in C2 closely match those found in Cl (cf. (i) above).

The differences are the following: (a) in C2 the average judgment for SE in transitive

structures in good, while it ranges from good to more or less good in CI, and (b) it ranges

from more or less good to more or less bad in C2, while it is more or less bad in Cl. Like
(i) above for Cl, (iv) shows that the average acceptability of SE degrades as we go down
the hierarchy VP > PP > LOC also for informants of C2.

The overall distribution of acceptability judgments obtained for lppl pronouns in the

corpus C2 is shown in table 4 below:

Table 4: Ac,:eptability of PRON per context inC2

Contexts Sentences I ?? * Total

VP
PP

LOC

(l)
(3)
(5)

.r'gp+;el"T.! i,fl iffiiffi.s.nliggff 
2 73'3Yo ryffiffi

i,':'::4,||:66Jlo/!o :'",'.t 2 33.3o/o

6

6
6

Table 4 reveals a pattem of distribution which is very much like the one shown in table 1

above for Cl, again with some slight divergence conceming the area of the acceptability

scale occupied by lppl pronouns when bound in complement PPs. But the same

descriptive generalizations hold: basically, the acceptability of lppl pronouns improves for
most speakers in C2 as we go down the hierarchy VP > PP > LOC. As for the average
judgments of lppl pronouns in C2, we find the following:

(v) Average Judgments of PRON in C2:

a- PRON in VP: (0xl)+(OxZ)+(2*lEf.+*+) :3.7 = 3.5 : (?)*
6

b. PRON in PP: (2x!)l-(3x2)+(0x3)+(.1x4):2=?
6

c. PRON in LOC: Fx1)+(2x2)+(gxO)+(+xO): 1.3 * 1.5 : (?)

6

The average judgments for lppl pronouns in C2 closely match those found in Cl (cf. (ii)
above). The only divergence is that in CZ the average judgment for lppl pronouns in
complement PPs is rnore or less good, while it ranges from more or less good to more or
less bad in Cl. Like (ii) above for Cl, (iv) shows that the average acceptability of lppl
pronouns degrades downwards in the hierarchy VP > PP > LOC in C2.

Let us now compare the average judgments in C2 for SE and lppl pronoum:

SE: ,/ (?)? (?)*

PRON: (?)* ? (?)
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Clearly, the distribution of SE and pronouns in C2 is essentially inverse along the
hierarchy of contexts, which is also the case for Cl (cf. (iii) above). Moreover, just like
(iii) above, (vi) shows essentially the same picture as the one depicted in (a2) of chapter 4
(section 4.3), except again for slight differences ('(?)' in (vi), which represents the range

'{ } ?', corresponds to o/' in (42) of chapter 4, and '(?)*', which represents the range '??
> +', corresponds to '*'). And, again as in (iii) above, we find a slight preference for a lppl
pronouns in complement PPs in (iv) above. That is, both the descriptive picture presented
in chapter 2 and the one presenied in section 4.3 arc idealizations also supported by the
main tendencies found in C2.

To sum up, we have seen that the data reported above corroborate the basic descriptive
generalizations conceming IPPLA which were stated in chapter 2 and in section 4.3 of
this dissertation. The relevant descriptive generalizations are those summarized in (42) of
chapter 4 above and, in addition, the fact that lppl pronouns are slightly preferred over SE
when binding is across complement PPs (a fact that played a crucial role in chapter 2). It is
also worth mentioning that ttrere is no significant difference in the performance of the two
groups of informants, suggesting tlnt the patterns are robust, and both corpora reliable.
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TBSTTUC LOCALITY or.^SE,Iun NO GENDER Errpcts TN BP

A4.l Introduction

This appendix reports on the data concerning LOCALITY effects on SE anaphors and NO
GENDER effects on pronouns in BP. Since both sorts of data are characterized, in many
contexts, by subtle judgments, I decided to collect them through more formal means in
order to ensure the reliability of the descriptive generalizations discussed in the
dissertation (in particular, in sections 1.4 and 4.3).

A4.2 Methodology

The judgments reported below were collected through questionnaires of the same general

format as those used to collect the data for IPPLA (see sections A3.4 above and A4.4
below). However, the procedure differed in trvo aspects. First of all, the questioruraires

were submitted only to a group of non-naive or trained informants, and therefore the
corpus collected is much smaller.

The second difference between the procedure adopted for collecting the data reported
in this appendix and the one in appendix 3 is that the formulation of the questioruraires for
the present appendix followed Schutze's directives less stictly (see A3.2 above for a brief
summary). In particular, due to practical limitations, the number of sentences that could be
tested was relatively small (a total of 16 sentences). As a consequence, the sffuctures under
test could not be separated by unrelated material, nor could they be tested with more than
one example. For this reason, further testing should be conducted to ensure the reliability
of the facts described below.

A4.3 Informants

As I said above, the questionnaires have been answered only by non-naive informants.
The group was formed by 7 of the 8 people participating in the test of appendix 3,
joined by 3 other people. Therefore, the total number of informants for the test reported
below is 10. The general characteristics of the group were preserved (all above their
30's, etc., cf. A3.3). They were completely unaware of the particular theory I was
testing, and answered the questionnaires on their own, under the same circ.umstances as

in the test of appendix 3 (except that this time the questionnaires were given to them by
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myself in person).They were randomly assigned the identifications 17,12,..., I10, for
reference in the tables 1 and 2 below (in Aa.5).

A4.4 Questionnaires and Contexts Tested

The questionnaires had basically the same format as those described in A3.4, with one

difference: rather than presenting pairs of texts in a roll, each pair appeared in one page,

and the informants were asked to answer the questionnaire page by p&ge, and not to
return to previous pages before finishing the test (of course, they were also asked not to
correct the answers given during the test.). This was one of the measures taken to
minimize the effects which might be caused by lack of unrelated material between the
sentences under test. A second measure was that two different questionnaires were
devised, each with a different order of presentation of the contexts. The orders tried to
avoid sequences of similar contexts (e.g., IREF/SBII followed by [NOB/SBJ], or

IREF/SBI] followed by [REF/2SBI; see (1) to (8) below). Each questionnaire has been

answered by 5 informants.
The total number of contexts tested are 8, and vary with respect to 3 factors:

(i) Type of antecedent;2 types of antecedents tested:

a. referential antecedents [REF];
b. NOBODY antecedents [NOB].

(ii) Structure:4structurestested:
a. binding across locative PPs [LOC];
b. binding across ECM infinitives [ECM];
c. binding across subjunctive clauses [SBJ];
d. binding across two subjunctive clauses [2SBJ].

(iii) Anaphoric Form:2 anaphoric options tested:

a. the anaphor si 'SE' [SE];
b. the pronoun ele'lim' [PRON].

As I said above, the total number of contexts is 16 (2 types of antecedents x 4 structures
x 2 anaphoric options : 16 contexts). Each context has been checked with only one
sentence, that is, the total number of sentences checked is 16 as well. The sentences

tested are the following (the structures below represent two sentences, since there are
two anaphoric options for each):

(l) Structure: binding by a referential NP across a locative preposition IREF/LOC]
O Paulo'tava sentado no bar tomando uma cervejinha
Paulo was sat at-the bar drinking a beer

quando[ _ escutou aquela voz conhecida atras {de si/dele\:
when [(fte) heard that voice known behind {ofSE/of-him):

_ era o JoSo reclamando do chope quente.
(it) was Jo6o complaining of-the beer warm.
*Paulo was at the bar drinking some beer when [/re heard a voice fre knew behind
himl: it was Jodo complaining thatthe beer was warm.'
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(2) Structure: binding by a NOBODY NP across a locative preposition [NOB/LOC]
Estanho que a Joana tenha dito que uma voz seguiu ela
Strange that Joana had said that avoice followed her

o tempo todo durante a travessia do tunel.
the time all during the crossing of-the tunnel

lNingudm mais tntha escutado coisa alguma atras {delelde si}.)
Nobody else had heard thing some behind {of-himlof SE]1

'It is strange that Joana said that a voice followed her all along the crossing of the
tunnel. lNobody elseheard anything behind himf.'

(3) Structure: binding by a referential NP across an ECM infinitive [REF/ECM]

_ neo sei porque o Jododiz queeun5ogostode/e:
(I) not know why Jodo says that I not like of-him:

Ele ndo pode dizer que ...

I/e not can say that...

... t _ tenha me ouvido algum dia falm mal {de sildele}!.

... (he) had me heard some day speak ill {of Silof-him}

'I don't know why Jodo says that I don't ltke him: he can't say that [/le has ever
heard me speak ill of himf.'

(4) Structure: binding by a NOBODY NP across an ECM infinitive INOB/ECM]
_ n5o sei por que todo mundo acha que _ sou mal-intencionado:
(I) not know why everybody thinks that (I) am ill-intentioned:

Ningudm pode dizer que ...
Nobody can say that...

... t _ tenha me ouvido algum dia falar mal {delelde si)].

... (he)had me heard some day speak 111 {of-him/ofSE}
'I don't know why everybody thinks that I have bad intentions: nobody can say that

lhehas ever heard me speak ill of himf;

(5) Structure: binding by a referential NP across a subjunctive clause IREF/SBJ]
Depois de tudo o que _ fez por e14

After of all what (/re) did for her,

lo Jodo jamus admitiria que a Maria desconfiasse {de si/dele)1.
Jodo never would-admit that Maria be-suspicious(SBl) {of SEloFhim}

'After all he has done for her, lJodo would never admit that Maria could be
suspicious of him].'

(6) Structure: binding by aNOBODYNP across a subjunctive clause [NOB/SB{
Depois de tudo o que se fez por e[4
After of atl what (oze) SE did for her,
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lningudm admitiria que a Maria desconfiasse {delelde si}|.
nobody would-admit that Maria be-suspicious(SBJ) {of SElof-himl

'After all that one has done for her, lnobody would admit that Maria could be

suspicious of himf.'

(7) Structure: binding by a referential NP across trvo subjunctive clauses [REF/2SBII

lO Paulo ttdro gostaria que um elro da imprensa fizesse

Paulo not would-like that a mistake of-the press made(SBJ) ...

com que a Maria acabasse desconfiando {delelde si})
with that Maria ended-up(SBl) getting-suspicious {of-himlofSE}

'lPaulo would not like if a mistake by the press tumed Maria suspicious of himl.

(8) Structure: binding by a NOBODY NP across two subjunctive clauses [NOB/2SBJ]

OPaulotinhatoda a ruzAoem ficar furioso.
Paulo had all the reason in getting angry.

$tlingudm gostaria que um elro da imprensa fizesse

NobodywouldJike that a mistake of-the press made(SBI)

com que os amigos acabassem desconfiando {delelde si\).
with that the friends ended-up(SBJ) getting-suspiciovs {of-himlof SE}

'[Paulo had every reason to be angry. Nobo$t would like if a mistake by the press

turned (ftis) friends suspicious of himl.

A4.5 Results

I staxt reporting the whole set ofjudgments collected. With referential antecedents, we find
the following judgments for SE and PRON:

Table /: SE and PRON with referential antecedents per informant

Informants
I1
Il0
14

I3
I9
I5
I6
T2

T7

I8

LOC
sYele
si/ele
?si/ele
?siiele
?si/ele
??si/ele

??si/ele
*si/ele

ECM
ri/*te

??si/ele

??si/ele
*si/ele
*si/ele
*si/ele
*si/ele
*si/ele

SBJ

??ri/ele
??si/ele
*si/ele
*si/ele
*si/ele
*si/ele
*si/ele
*si/ele

2SBJ
-siiele
*si/ele
*si/ele
*si/ele
*si/ele
*si/ele
+si/ele
*si/ele

?si/ele
si/?ele

*si/ele
*si/ele

??si/ele

??si/ele

*si/ele
*si/ele

Note that 17 and I8 are the only ones to have performed in a manner which is not
consistent with the generalizations conceming LOCALITY of SE stated in section 1.4.

According to these generalizations, SE in a context C, cannot be less acceptable than in
a context C, such that C, is lower in the locality hierarchy than C,. However, both for 17
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and for I8, SE in SBJ is better than in ECM, despite the fact that the relative ranking of
these two contexts is ECM > SBJ (rhat is, ECM is higher in the locality hierarchy than

SBJ). For this reason, the data provided by 57 and S8 will be ignored for further
computation conceming the patterns involving referential antecedents. I have nothing to
say here about the deviant behavior of these two speakers.

Let us consider now the judgments for SE and PRON with NOBODY antecedents:

Table 2: SE and PRON with NOBODY antecedents per informant

II
I9
I5
t7
Il0
I3---- i8__-
12

LOC
si/??et"
Si/*ele
Si/*ele
Si/*ele
?si/*ele
?si/*ele

ECMm
si/*ele
si/*ele
?si/*ele
?si/*ele
??si/*ele

SBJ
-i/??"1.

?si/??ele
?si/*ele
??si/*ele
?si/*ele
?si/tele

2SBJ
??ri/?"le
+si/?ele
*si/?ele
*si/??ele
*si/?ele
*si/??ele

T4

I6

?si/tele
?si/*ele
simA;
Si/*ele

??si/ele
*si/ele
*si/ele
*si/?ele

*si/ele
*si/ele

?si/*ele
??si/??ele

+si/ele
*si/ele

*si/??ele
*si/?ele

There are two preliminary observations to be made about tableZ above. Firstly, it shows
two 'grammars' which are consistent with respect to the analysis of NO GENDER
effects discussed in section 4.2.\n the grammar of most of the informants (6 speakers:
Il, I9, I5,I7,I10, and I3), si 'SE' is favored over ele 'him' even if 'long-distance bound'
(that is, bound across ECM and SBJ). There is a second grammar (of 2 informants, I8
and 12) in which ele is favored over si in contexts of long-distance binding. Secondly,
table 2 shows two informants, 14 and 16, whose performance is inconsistent with the
analysis of NO GENDER effects discussed in section 4.2 because, according the this
analysis, SE should not be more acceptable in SBJ than it is in ECM. (Note that the
performance of 14 and 16 is inconsistent with the referred analysis for the reason that the
performance of 17 and I8 shown in table I is inconsistent with generalizations
concerning LOCALITY of SE in section 1.6. However, these two inconsistencies do not
seem to be related, since the informants who have shown them are different 17 and I8 in
table l, and 14 and 16 in table 2.1

Below I will consider only the granrmar of the majority of the informants in table 2.

I have no explanation for the fact a few people do not follow the grammar of NO
GENDER effects most people do seem to in the corpus reported here, nor for the fact
that a few other behave inconsistently with respect to the predictions made on the basis

of the discussion of sections 1.6 and 4.2. As I said, the relevant contrasts are subtle,
which probably makes them susceptible to a number of intervening factors which I
could not control in the rough test I conducted. Still, the fact that clear generalizations
emerge from the performance of most speakers in the test suggests that the relevant
patterns are relatively robust in BP. Let me turn to now a quantitative characterization of
such patterns.
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The overall distribution of acceptability judgments for anaphor si ISEI with
referential antecedents (with 17 and I8 in table 1 left out) is shown in table 3 below
(shading represents the continuous area of the acceptability scale taking more than 60oh

of the total of occurrences):

3
1

2sj/+:li.iii.',irl.3

t2.5% 
-

l?,:iirlii;ffi.#l+
2 25%
2 2s%

1 12.5%

Irffiilili{risyo
!${t'i*ii,afli.iffi fi e/o"l

;i::i+8,:r;:,.:ir100Y;'

In table 3 we find that: (a) when SE is bound by a referential antecedent across a locative
PP, most informants (about 85%) judge it between good (25o ), more or less good (36%),
and more or less bad (25%); (b) bound across an ECM infinitive, most informants (above
60%) judge SE bad; (c) idem for SE bound across a subjunctive clause (75Yo of the
informants) and (d) for SE bound across two subjunctive clauses (100% of the
informants). Thus, the quantitative distribution shown in table 3 demonstrates clearly that
the acceptability of SE decreases sharply downwards in the hierarchy LOC > ECM > SBJ
> 2SBJ, in particular between LOC and ECM. We can also see this through the average
judgments of SE with referential antecedents, shown in (i) below (for the calculation of
average judgments, see fn. I of appendix 3):

(i) AverageJudgment ofSEwithreferential antecedents:

a. LOC:(1x2)+(2x3)+(3x2)+(4xl) : 2.25 * 2 : ?

8

b. ECM : (lxl)+(2x0)+(3x2)+(4x5) :3.4 = 3.5 : (?)*
8

c. SBJ : (lx0)+(2x0)+(3x2)+(4x6) : 3.75 o 4 - *
I

d. 2SBJ: (1x0)+(2x0)+(3x0)+(+x8) - 4: *

I
Clearly, the average acceptability of SE decreases as we go down the hierarchy LOC >
ECM > SBJ > 2SBJ, with the strongest contrast between LOC (average judgment is more
or less good) and ECM (average judgment from more or less bad to bad).

Let us now look at the overall distribution of acceptability judgments for the
pronoun e/e [PRON] with referential antecedents (with I7 and I8 in table I left out):

Table 4: Acceptability of PRON with referential antecedents

1 ?? * Total
LOC
ECM
SBJ

2SBJ

;:ii.srt,.i+l,'100,,ffi li
iiii:ilti..rooY;..:
rr8*1,;*;i1,,,f 0{}%ii
.i.i8:.iiixiiiir,I0fi Yd,l

8

8

I
8

Table J: Acceptability of SE with referential antecedents
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With referential antecedents, the pronoun ele is good in all contexts, for all informants.
Of course, the average judgment is also good (/) in all contexts.

Compare the average judgments for SE and PRON with referential antecedents:

(ii) SE vs. PftON with referential antecedents:

SE:?(?)**'t
PRON: ,/ ./ ,/ ./

The pattem shown in (ii) reveals three significant facts: with referential antecedents (a) the
average acceptability of SE decreases as we go down the locality hierarchg O) the
average acceptability of PRON remains unchanged; (c) PRON is favored over SE in all
contexts in (ii), in particular, in the case of binding across locative PPs (LOC).

Let me now briefly go over the results found with NOBODY antecedents (that is, the
frequencies in table 2 above with I8, 14,12 and 16 left out; recall that these informants
show varying patterns). The distribution of acceptability judgments for SE is given in
table 5 below:
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Table 5: Acceptability of SE with NOBODY antecedents

Note that, unlike what happens with referential antecedents, with which judgments for
SE are mostly bad (except for binding in LOC, cf. table 3), table 5 shows that, with
NOBODY antecedents, judgments for SE are mostly good or more or less good (except

for binding in SBJ). Consider now the average judgments for SE with NOBODY
antecedents:

(iii) Average Judgment of SE with NOBODY antecedents:

a. LOC = flx4)+(2x2)+(3x0.)+(4x0): 1.3 x l: /
6

b. ECM: (1x3)+(2x2)+(3x1)+(4x0) -* 1.7 - 1.5 : (?)

6

c. SBJ : (lxl.)+(2x4)+(3xl)+(.4x0) : 2 : ?

6

d. 2SBJ: (.0x1)+(0x2)+(lx3)+(5x4): 3.8 = 4 - *
6

(iii) shows that the average acceptability of SE with NOBODY antecedents decreases

slowly as we go down the subhierarchy LOC > ECM > SBJ, and then there is a sharp

contrast between SBJ (average judgment is more or less good) and 2SBJ (average
judgment is bad).

The distribution of acceptability judgments for PRON with NOBODY antecedents is
given in table 6 below:

1',l,) * Total
LOC
ECM
SBJ

2SBJ

.', 4,,,,i:t,,,.,.,6(ii1.,r?1i;,,1:,,' 2 33.3.%

:;ii.ii,ii:lifg;$ lirri2.tiiii=.S33ffii,,, I

1 
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I
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16.7%
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6

6
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Table 5: Acceptability of PRON with NOBODY antecedents

? ?? * Total

LOC
ECM
SBJ

2SBJ

1

I
2

2

| 6 .7 % 
i;.riif 

Sriiifi:'ffi tm1
|6.7% :,:,Sti,r"*a**
3 3 .3 % ri#iiil,f,f i?ir.r;
333%

6

6

6

6

Unlike what happens in table 4 above, where judgments for PRON with referential
antecedents are categorically good in all contexts, table 5 shows that PRON with
NOBODY antecedents is mostly bad, except for binding in 2SBJ, where most
informzurts consider it more or less good. Consider the average judgments for PRON
with NOBODY antecedents:
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Average Judgment of PROI{ with NOBODY antecedents:

LOC : 0x0)+(2x0)+(3xl)+(-4x5) : 3.8 = 4 - *

6

ECM: (1x0)+(2x0)+(3xl)+(4x5) = 3.8 x {,: *
6

c. SBJ:0x0)+(2x0)+(3x2)+(4x4) :3.7 
^y 

3.5 : (?)*
6

d. 2SBJ: (lx0)+(.4x2)+(2x3)+(0x4) :2.3 x2.5: (?)?

6

(iv) shows that the average acceptability of PRON with NOBODY antecedents starts to
improve from SBJ donwards in the hierarchy LOC > ECM > SBJ > 2SBJ, and it
becomes somewhat acceptable in 2SBJ (average judgment ranging from more or less

good to more or less bad).

Compare now the aver4ge judgments for both SE and PRON with referential
antecedents with respect to the hierarchy LOC > ECM > SBJ > 2SBJ:

(v) ,SE vs. PRON with NOBODY antecedents:

SE: ,/ (?) ? *

PRON: * {' (?)* (?)?

The pattern shown in (ii) reveals three significant facts: with NOBODY antecedents (a)

the average acceptability of SE decreases slowly as we go down the locality hierarchy,
and becomes bad only in 2SBJ; (b) the average acceptability of PRON inueases slowly as

we go down the locality hierarchy, and becomes more or less good only in 2SBJ; (c) SE is
favored over PRON in all contexts in (v), except for 2SBJ, where PRON becomes the
favored forsr.

To sum up, the descriptive generalizations that emerge from data reported above,
stated in terms of average judgments, are the following:
(a) with referential antecedents, the acceptability of SE degrades sharply down the
locality hierarchy LOC > ECM > SBJ > 2SBJ, with the strongest constrast appearing
between LOC and ECM (from more or less good to bad or more or less bad);

(b) with NOBODY antecedents, the acceptabihry of SE decreases slowly down the
hierarchy LOC > ECM > SBJ, and SE becomes bad only in 2SBJ;

(c) with referential antecedents, the acceptability of PRON is good all along the
hierarchy LOC > ECM > SBJ > 2SBJ;

(d) with NOBODY antecedents, the acceptability of PRON improves slowly from SBJ
downwards in tlre hierarchy LOC > ECM > SBJ > 2SBJ, and it becomes somewhat
acceptable in 2SBJ.

The generalizations above provide the empirical basis for the discussion in section 4.3,
and in section 1.6 with regards to BP.
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SaUBNVaTTING

Deze dissertatie behandelt verschijnselen op het gebied van NP anafora binnen de zin, en

hoe hun analyse in de generatieve grammatica dient plaats te vinden. Het is derhalve een

dissertatie over de bindingstheorie [BT], de deeltheorie van de grammatica die zich, sinds
Chomsky (1981), bezighoudt met NP anafora. De dissertatie stoelt op drie algemene

theoretische voorstellen:

(l) in navolging van het meeste werk over binding na Knowledge of Language, wordt
beargumenteerd dat de distributie van anaforische vormen wordt bepaald door hun
intrinsieke morfosyntactische samenstelling - hun kenmerkspecificatie voor getal en
geslacht, bijvoorbeeld - in samenhang met condities die niet ten diepste op NP
anafora betrekking hebben (vgl. Pica 1987, Cole et al 1991, 1994, Reinhart & Reuland
7991,1993, en vele anderen);

(2) in navolging van voorstellen gedaan door Reinhaxt & Reuland wordt beargumenteerd
dat een theorie over Kettingvorming, welke verplaatsingsrelaties beregelt, eveneens

een belangrjke rol speelt in de bepaling van de karakteristieken van anaforische
relaties (vgl. R&R 1992,1993, 1995);

(3) tenslotte wordt beargumenteerd dat welgevormheidscondities op anaforische relaties
schendbaar zijn, onder gebruikmaking van een van de belangrijkste inzichten van de

Optimaliteitstheorie en Burzio's werk over anaforen, (v91. Prince & Smolensky 1992,
McCarttry & Prince 1993, Buzio 1989, 1992, 1995). In het bijzonder wordt aan-

getoond dat schendbaarheid van welgevormheidscondities cruciaal is voor een juist
begnp van de wijze waarop Kettingtheorie anaforische relaties beregelt.

Deze dissertatie onderzoekt een breed scala aan empirische feiten: (i) anaforische
patronen in het Braeiliaans Portugees met de vonn a gente, die letterlijk 'de mensen'
betekent, maar gernterpreteerd wordt als de uitdrukking van een lste persoon meervoud;
(ii) lokale binding van pronomina in PPs in het Braziliaans Portugees en het Engels; (iii)
het zogenaamde 'logoforisch' voorkomen van reflexieven in het Engels; (iv) anaforische
pahonen die opgeroepen worden door antecedenten zoals 'niemand', 'iedereen' en 'wie'
in het Braziliaans Portugees; (v) 'Naamval-mismatch' effecten in wije relatieven en
'quirky subjects', en hur relatie met NP anaforen; (vi) de distributie van anaforen die
etymologisch ver-want zijn aan de Indo-Europese stam *sw-, de zogenaamde SE vormen
(zoals onder meer Nederlands zich, Duits srcft, Portugees selsi, Russisch sebja), en (vii) de

correlatie tussen de distributie van SE vormen en de distributie van pronomina.
Op basis van deze en andere verschijnselen wordt een modulaire versie van de BT

voorgesteld waarin tenminste drie autonome componenten een belangrijke rol spelen: (i)
Kettingtheorie (vgl. (2) boven), (ii) de Indexeertheorie, d.w.z. de theorie die zich bezig-
houdt met het toekennen van interpretaties aan NPs, en (iii) Reflexiviteitstheorie, welke
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zich bezighoudt met de taalkundige expressie van reflexieve predicaten. In het kader van
de BT zoals hier ontwik:keld, zijn de condities binnen deze modules universeel, en
interageren als in een optimaliteitsachtig systeem: ze zijn alle schendbaar (vgl. (3)).
Anaforische rronnen worden gekozen op basis van relatieve 'bestgevormdheid', en niet
op basis van absolute welgevormdheid, zoals bepaald door de set van universele
condities. Tenslotte wordt variatie tussen talerr wat betreft de distributie van pronomina
en anaforen afgeleid van hun inrinsieke lexicale eigenschappen (vgl. (1) boven), en
wordt geen gebruik gemaakt van extrinsieke ooruaken van variatie, zoals domein-
parameters (zoals in Manzini & Wexler 1987 en anderen) of een hierarchie van
condities (zoals in de Optimaliteitstheorie).
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